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R U L E S 

atkty frrr % ^ x m a s & s m d ] § d l m h SUvtixts. 

i. T h e objects of this Society shall be as follows:— 

I. To advance the study of Greek language, literature, and art, and 

to illustrate the history of the Greek race in the ancient, Byzantine, 

and Neo-Hellenic periods, by the publication of memoirs and unedited 

documents or monuments in a Journal to be issued periodically. 

II. To collect drawings, facsimiles, transcripts, plans, and photographs 

of Greek inscriptions, MSS., works of art, ancient sites and remains, and 

with this view to invite travellers to communicate to the Society notes 

or sketches of archaeological and topographical interest. 

III. To organise means by which members of the Society may have 

increased facilities for visiting ancient sites and pursuing archaeological 

researches in countries which, at any time, have been the sites of Hellenic 

civilization. 

2. The Society shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents, a Council, 

a Treasurer, one or more Secretaries, and Ordinary Members. All officers 

of the Society shall be chosen from among its Members, and shall be 

ex officio members of the Council. 

3. The President shall preside at all General, Ordinary, or Special 

Meetings of the Society, and of the Council or of any Committee at 

which he is present. In case of the absence of the President, one of 

the Vice-Presidents shall preside in his stead, and in the absence of 

the Vice-Presidents the Treasurer. In the absence of the Treasurer 

the Council or Committee shall appoint one of their Members to preside. 
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a. The funds and other property of the Society shall be administered 

and applied by the Council in such manner as they shall consider most 

conducive to the objects of the Society: in the Council shall also be 

vested the control of all publications issued by the Society, and the 

general management of all its affairs and concerns. The number of the 

Council shall not exceed fifty. 

5. The Treasurer shall receive, on account of the Society, all 

subscriptions, donations, or other moneys accruing to the funds thereof, 

and shall make all payments ordered by the Council. All cheques shall 

be signed by the Treasurer and countersigned by the Secretary. 

6. In the absence of the Treasurer the Council may direct that 

cheques may be signed by two members of Council and countersigned 

by the Secretary. 

7. The Council shall meet as often as they may deem necessary for 

the despatch of business. 

8. Due notice of every such Meeting shall be sent to each Member 

of the Council, by a summons signed by the Secretary. 

9. Three Members of the Council, provided not more than one 01 

the three present be a permanent officer of the Society, shall be a 

quorum. 

10. All questions before the Council shall be determined by a 

majority of votes. The Chairman to have a casting vote. 

11. The Council shall prepare an Annual Report, to be submitted 

to the Annual Meeting of the Society. 

12. The Secretary shall give notice in writing to each Member of 

the Council of the ordinary days of meeting of the Council, and shall 

have authority to summon a Special and Extraordinary Meeting of the 

Council on a requisition signed by at least four Members of the Council. 

13. Two Auditors, not being Members of the Council, shall be 

elected by the Society in each year. 

14. A General Meeting of the Society shall be held in London in 

June of each year, when the Reports of the Council and of the Auditors 

shall be read, the Council, Officers, and Auditors for the ensuing year 

elected, and any other business recommended by the Council discussed 



and determined. Meetings of the Society for the reading of papers 

may be held at such times as the Council may fix, due notice being 

given to Members. 

15. The President, Vice-Presidents, Treasurer, Secretaries, and 

Council shall be elected by the Members of the Society at the Annual 

Meeting. 

16. The President and Vice-Presidents shall be appointed for one 

year, after which they shall be eligible for re-election at the Annual 

Meeting. 

17. One-third of the Council shall retire every year, but the Members 

so retiring shall be eligible for re-election at the Annual Meeting. 

18. The Treasurer and Secretaries shall hold their offices during the 

pleasure of the Council. 

19. The elections of the Officers, Council, and Auditors, at the 

Annual Meeting, shall be by a majority of the votes of those present. 

The Chairman of the Meeting shall have a casting vote. The mode in 

which the vote shall be taken shall be determined by the President 

and Council. 

20. Every Member of the Society shall be summoned to the Annual 

Meeting by notice issued at least one month before it is held. 

21. All motions made at the Annual Meeting shall be in writing 

and shall be signed by the mover and seconder. No motion shall be 

submitted, unless notice of it has been given to the Secretary at least 

three weeks before the Annual Meeting. 

22. Upon any vacancy in the Presidency, occurring between the 

Annual Elections, one of the Vice-Presidents shall be elected by the 

Council to officiate as President until the next Annual Meeting. 

23. All vacancies among the other Officers of the Society occurring 

between the same dates shall in like manner be provisionally filled up 

by the Council until the next Annual Meeting. 

24. The names of all candidates wishing to become Members of the 

Society shall be submitted to a Meeting of the Council, and at their 

next Meeting the Council shall proceed to the election of candidates 

so proposed : no such election to be valid unless the candidate receives 

the votes of the majority of those present. 
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25. The Annual Subscription of Members shall be one guinea, payable 

and due on the 1st of January each year ; this annual subscription may be 

compounded for by a payment of £15 i$s., entitling compounders to be 

Members of the Society for life, without further payment. All Members 

elected on or after January 1, 1894, sha11 Pav on election an entrance fee 

of one guinea. 

26. The payment of the Annual Subscription, or of the Life 

Composition, entitles each Member to receive a copy of the ordinary 

publications of the Society. 

27. When any Member of the Society shall be six months in arrear 

of his Annual Subscription, the Secretary or Treasurer shall remind him 

of the arrears due, and in case of non-payment thereof within six months 

after date of such notice, such defaulting Member shall cease to be a 

Member of the Society, unless the Council make an order to the contrary. 

28. Members intending to leave the Society must send a formal 

notice of resignation to the Secretary on or before January 1 ; otherwise 

they will be held liable for the subscription for the current year. 

29. If at any time there may appear cause for the expulsion of a 

Member of the Society, a Special Meeting of the Council shall be held 

to consider the case, and if at such Meeting at least two-thirds of the 

Members present shall concur in a resolution for the expulsion of such 

Member of the Society, the President shall submit the same for con

firmation at a General Meeting of the Society specially summoned for 

this purpose, and if the decision of the Council be confirmed by a 

majority at the General Meeting, notice shall be given to that effect to 

the Member in question, who shall thereupon cease to be a Member of 

the Society. 

30. The Council shall have power to nominate British or Foreign 

Honorary Members. The number of British Honorary Members shall 

not exceed ten. 

31. Ladies shall be eligible as Ordinary Members of the Society, and 

when elected shall be entitled to the same privileges as other Ordinary 

Members. 

32. No change shall be made in the Rules of the Society unless 

at least a fortnight before the Annual Meeting specific notice be given 

to every Member of the Society of the changes proposed. 



R U L E S FOR T H E U S E OF T H E LIBRARY 

AT 22, ALBEMARLE STREET. 

I. That the Library be administered by the Library Committee, 
which shall be composed of not less than four members, two of whom shall 
form a quorum. 

II. That the custody and arrangement of the Library be in the hands 
of the Librarian and Assistant-Librarian, subject to the control of the 
Committee, and in accordance with Regulations drawn up by the said 
Committee and approved by the Council. 

III. That all books, periodicals, plans, photographs, &c, be received 
by the Librarian, Assistant Librarian or Secretary and reported to the 
Council at their next meeting. 

IV. That every book or periodical sent to the Society be at once 
stamped with the Society's name. 

V. That all the Society's books be entered in a Catalogue to be kept 
by the Librarian, and that in this Catalogue such books, &c, as are not to 
be lent out be specified. 

VI. That, except on Christmas Day, Good Friday, and on Bank 
Holidays, the Library be accessible to Members on all week days from 
eleven A.M. to six P.M. (Saturdays, 11 A.M. to 2 P.M.), when either the 
Assistant-Librarian, or in her absence some responsible person, shall be in 
attendance. Until further notice, however, the Library shall be closed for 
the vacation from July 20 to August 31 (inclusive). 

VII. That the Society's books (with exceptions hereinafter to be 
specified) be lent to Members under the following conditions :— 

(1) That the number of volumes lent at any one time to each 
Member shall not exceed three. 

(2) That the time during which such book or books may be kept 
shall not exceed one month. 

(3) That no books be sent beyond the limits of the United Kingdom. 

VIII. That the manner in which books are lent shall be as follows:— 

(1) That all requests for the loan of books be addressed to the 
Librarian. 

(2) That the Librarian shall record all such requests, and lend out 
the books in the order of application. 

(3) That in each case the name of the book and of the borrower be 
inscribed, with the date, in a special register to be kept by 
the Librarian. 

(4) Should a book not be returned within the period specified, the 
Librarian may reclaim it. 
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(S) All expenses of carriage to and fro shall be borne by the 
borrower. 

(6) All books are due for return to the Library before the summer 
vacation. 

IX. That no book falling under the following categories be lent out 

under any circumstances :— 

(i) Unbound books. 

(2) Detached plates, plans, photographs, and the like. 

(3) Books considered too valuable for transmission. 

(4) New books within one month of their coming into the 
Library. 

X. That new books may be borrowed for one week only, if they have 

been more than one month and less than three months in the Library. 

XI. That in the case of a book being kept beyond the stated time the 

borrower be liable to a fine of one shilling for each week after application 

has been made by the Librarian for its return, and if a book is lost the 

borrower be bound to replace it. 

The Library Committee. 

Mr. Talfourd Ely. 

Prof. Ernest Gardner. 

Prof. Percy Gardner. 

Miss Jane Harrison, LL.D. 
Mr. Walter Leaf, Litt.D. 

Mr. George Macmillan {Hon. Sec). 

Mr. Ernest Myers. 

Mr. J. L. Myres. 
Mr. Arthur Hamilton Smith. {Hon. Librarian). 

Mrs. S. Arthur Strong, LL.D. 
Sir E. Maunde Thompson, K.C.B., D.C.L. 

Assistant Librarian, MlSS FANNY JOHNSON, to whom, at 22, Albemarle 

Street, applications for books may be addressed. 

SESSION 1899—1900. 

General Meetings will be held in the Rooms of the Royal Asiatic 

Society, 22, Albemarle Street, London, W., for the reading of Papers and 

for Discussion, at 5 P.M. on the following days :— 

1899. 

Thursday, November 2nd. 

1900. 

Thursday, February 22nd. 

Thursday, May 3rd. 

Thursday, June 28th (Annual). 

The Council will meet at 4.30 p.m. on each of the above days. 
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Buchhandlung, Gottingen). 
Praktika of the Athenian Archaeological Society. 
Proceedings of the Hellenic Philological Syllogos, Constantinople. 
Publications of the Imperial Archaeological Commission, St. Petersburg. 
Revue Arche"ologique, Paris (per M. Georges Perrot, 45, rue d'Ulm). 
Revue des Etudes Grecques, Publication Trimestrielle de 1'Association pour l'En-

couragement des Etudes Grecques en France, Paris. 
Transactions of the American School, Athens. 
Transactions of the Cambridge Philological Society and Journal of Philology. 



S E S S I O N 1898-99. 

The First General Meeting was held at 22, Albemarle Street, on 
Thursday, November 3rd, 1898, Mr. Penrose, V.P., in the chair. 

Mr. Beardoe Grundy read a paper ' On a Suggested Characteristic in 
Thucydides.' As is implied by the title, the paper was more or less 
tentative. The main points discussed were: 1. What reason induced 

Thucydides to enlarge with so much detail on the four examples of siege 
operations to which he devotes special attention, viz, Plataea, Pylus, 

Sphacteria, and Syracuse ? 2. Does he exaggerate in any of these 
descriptions? (J.H.S. xviii. p. 218.) Prof. Ronald Burrows and others 

took part in the discussion.-—Mr. H. B. Walters then read a paper ' On a 
Vase with the Death of Polyxena,' recently acquired by the British 

Museum. The reader gave an account of the general characteristics of the 
class to which this vase belongs, a series of early black-figured amphorae 

of the sixth century B.C., known as Corintho-Attic or Peloponnesian. 

Their style is an imitation of Corinthian, the inscriptions are Attic, and the 

subjects are derived from Peloponnesian prototypes. The vase discussed 

gave a new and remarkable rendering of the subject. {J.H.S. xviii. 

p. 281.) 

The Second General Meeting was held at 22, Albemarle Street, on 

February 23rd, 1899, Mr. Talfourd Ely in the chair. 
Prof. Ernest Gardner read a paper on a head of Athena of the school 

of Alcamenes, which was formerly in the Disney collection, and had 

recently come into the possession of Mr. Philip Nelson. {J.H.S. xix. p. 1.) 

— M r . G. F. Hill discussed the paper. 

The Third General Meeting was held at 22, Albemarle Street, on 

April 27, Mr. Talfourd Ely in the chair. 
Prof. W . Rhys Roberts read a paper ' On Aristophanes and Agathon,' 

the object of which was to examine, in the light of other evidence, the 

literary estimate of Agathon suggested by Aristophanes in the two extant 

plays in which reference is made to him. (1) In the ' Thesmophoriazusae 

the space Agathon occupies is considerable, and his poetry is criticised by 

the indirect process of parody. The substantial justice of the parodies may 

d 



be inferred from the extant fragments of Agathon preserved from the 
speech (after the manner of Gorgias) attributed to him in Plato s 
Symposium,' and from a passage of Dionysius of Halicarnassus (1033 R-)-
In two lines quoted by Athenaeus can be detected each of the three 
figures of language which are commonly associated with the name of 
Gorgias, namely, antithesis, parison, and paromoion, or parallelism in sense, 

form, and sound. (2) In the ' Frogs' (1. 83) there is a single line which 
seems to convey a direct judgment of Aristophanes himself. The praise 

thus accorded is neither enthusiastic nor altogether unambiguous, but the 

context seems to warrant the conclusion that Aristophanes, having 

attained something like the true critical equilibrium as between his liking 

for a friend and his prejudice against a follower of Euripides, intends to 

assign him a position of importance as a tragic poet. It is true that 

Agathon's name does not occur in the so-called Alexandrian canon of 

five tragedians, but the prominence given to him by Aristophanes (whose 

caricatures may to some extent be regarded by modern interpreters as 

oblique compliments), as well as various references of Aristotle to his 

poetry generally and his ' Flower' in particular, show that he was a poet 

of some originality and one far removed from the crowd of servile imitators 

ridiculed in the ' Frogs' and elsewhere. It might be added that a 

systematic treatment of the literary references and criticisms found in 

Aristophanes was much to be desired. 

A Special General Meeting was held at 22, Albemarle Street, on May 

25, Prof. Lewis Campbell,V.P., in the chair. 
Prof. P. Gardner read a paper on the scenery of the Greek stage. He 

began by stating his opinion that there was at all periods in the Greek 

theatre a raised stage, and proceeded to. consider what kind of a 

background it had. He accepted the tradition that the first painted 

background was that made for Aeschylus by Agatharchus of Athens, but 

maintained that this background was not a canvas scene, but a wooden 

erection painted to resemble the front of a temple or palace. This scene, 

like the other stage arrangements due to Aeschylus, became stereotyped, 

and was not altered according to the requirements of particular plays. 

Those requirements were met, partly by the use of periacti, three-sided 

prisms which turned on a pivot and presented to the audience different 

paintings, which conventionally represented different localities, partly 

by the use of stage properties—curtains and the like. But in all periods 

stage scenery was very simple and not realistic. Prof. Gardner enforced 

these views by an examination of the statements of Vitruvius and Julius 

Pollux, and in particular by setting forth the testimony offered by 

inscriptions from Delos, which prove that the painting of the front of the 

stage building was permanent, and paid for not out of the cost of 

producing plays, but out of the cost of construction (J. H. S. xix. p. 252). 

— A discussion followed, in which Prof. Murray, Mr. A- G. Bather, 

Mrs. Strong, and the Chairman took part, 
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The Annual Meeting was held at 22, Albemarle Street, on June 29, 
Prof. Jebb, President, in the chair. 

The Hon. Secretary (Mr. George Macmillan) read the following report 
on behalf of the Council. 

If there is no very striking event to record during the past Session, the 

Council may at least claim that the normal work of the Society has been 
carried on with energy, and that no opportunity has been lost of promoting 

the objects which the Society has in view. The two numbers of the 

Journal have appeared in due course, and the four General Meetings (one 

more than the usual number), have on the whole been well attended. The 

Index to Volumes IX.—XVI. of the Journal, promised in last year's 

Report, has now been issued. 
The progress of the Library has again been very satisfactory, the 

Council having renewed the grant of £7% which was made last session. 

A n important development has taken place in the Department of Photo

graphs and Lantern Slides, to which the Council made a special grant 
of £20 during the year. The scheme for the extension and rearrange

ment of the Society's Collection of Photographs, which was announced 

in last year's Report, and described in detail in a circular issued in 
the winter, is now nearly completed, and it is hoped that in the course 
of the summer both the photographs themselves, and a full subject 

catalogue, will be ready for consultation by members of the Society. 

The Society is greatly indebted to a number of its members who have 

presented or deposited prints, slides, and negatives, and particularly to 
Miss Harrison for her large collection of negatives, which has already 

proved most valuable. There are now some 2,000 prints in the reference 

collection, and more than 1,000 negatives have been deposited with the 

Society, in addition to those which are still in private hands, though 

available for the production of prints and slides for the use of members. 

Several members have already ordered slides and prints through the 
Society under the new scheme, which is thus shown to meet a real 

demand among students and teachers. 
The collection is at present best equipped in views of Hellenic sites 

and buildings in Greece, and in representations of vases ; but is still, very 

weak in the departments of coins, of inscriptions, and of sculpture, terra

cottas, and bronzes, and of Hellenic sites and monuments in Asia Minor 

and in the West. The photographs and slides are under, the special care 

of Mr. J. L. Myres, to whom the thanks of all members are due for his 

unwearied energy in collecting and arranging them. Access to this 

collection may now be counted as one of the most valuable privileges 

of membership. 
In general the Library has been more freely used than ever before, and 

by an increasing number of individual members. Over 200 visits have 

been paid by readers to the Society's Rooms, and books and slides, have 

been constantly borrowed by post. 
d 2 
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Several fresh periodicals are now acquired by exchange with the 
Society's Joitrnal, including the Analecta Bollandiana, the Neue Jahrbilcher 
filr das Klassische Altertum, etc., the Journal International d' Archeologie 
Numismatique, and the Bullettino della Commissione Archeologica Comunale. 

Among the accessions since the last report have also been a consider

able number of texts of Classical authors, including Miiller, Fragmenta 

Historicorum Graecorum, Diibner and Cougny, Epigrammatum Anthologia 
Palatina (ed. Didot); and such books as Schone, Griechische Reliefs aus 

Athenischen Sammlungen : Lenormant and De Witte, lilite des Monuments 

Ce'ramographiques; Festschrift filr Otto Benndorf, etc. 
Thanks are due to the Trustees of the Hunterian Coin Catalogue 

Fund for the presentation of the first volume of the valuable Catalogue of 

Greek Coins in the Hunterian Collection, University of Glasgow, ably 

edited by Mr. George Macdonald ; to the Trustees of the British 

Museum for:— 
(i) Terra-cotta Sarcophagi, Greek and Etruscan, in the British Museum 

(A. S. Murray); 
(2) Facsimile of the poems of Bacchylides ; 

(3) Catalogue of the Bronzes in the British Museum ; 

(4) Catalogue and facsimiles of Greek Papyri II ; 
and to Prof. Burrows, Mr. A. H. Smith and Mr. R. C. Bosanquet for 

donations of slides and negatives. 
The British School at Athens, in which this Society has always taken a 

keen interest, has again had a successful Session under the Directorship of 

Mr. D. G. Hogarth. The very important excavations in the island of 

Melos have been continued, and some work has been done also on the site 

of Naucratis. When the work in Melos has been completed it seems likely 

that the School will turn its attention to Crete, for the archaeological 

exploration of which island a special Fund is now being raised under the 

direction of Mr. Arthur Evans and Mr. Hogarth. The Hellenic Society 

will naturally desire to lend its support to this undertaking, and meanwhile 
the Council have shown their sense of the importance of Cretan archaeo

logy by adding to its list of Honorary Members the name of Mr. Joseph 
Hazzidaki, of Candia. 

The only other grant made by the Society during the past year, beyond 
the subscription of .£100 to the British School at Athens, was towards the 

cost of producing a new Platonic Lexicon under the editorship of Prof. 

Lewis Campbell. This important undertaking was first brought to the 
notice of the Council by Prof. Campbell more than a year ago. It was 

shown that the scheme had the support of the Philological Societies of 

Oxford and Cambridge, and the Council after careful consideration took 

the view that the Society would be justified in supporting it also, provided 
that due security was given for the ultimate publication of the work in a 

suitable manner. Under this condition it was decided to make a grant of 

£50 a year for three years. The condition has now been fulfilled, for the 

Delegates of the Clarendon Press have definitely undertaken the publication 



of the Lexicon, which is now making steady progress under the supervision 

of Prof. Campbell, and with the active assistance of a distinguished staff of 

contributors. Accordingly the first annual grant of £50 has been paid' and 
appears in the Balance Sheet now presented. 

This Balance Sheet shows the present financial position of the Society, 
Ordinary receipts during the year were £820 against £789 during the 

financial year 1897-98. The receipts from Subscriptions, including 

arrears, amount to £"616, against £626, and receipts from Libraries and 

for the purchase of back volumes £122, against £118. Two Life Sub

scriptions amounting to £31 10s. have also been received. The net 

receipts for loan of Lantern Slides amount to about £4. 10s. as last year, 
while other items of ordinary income show no change. 

The ordinary expenditure for the year amounts to £807, against £823. 
Payments for Rent £80, Insurance £15, Salaries £60, and Stationery, &c. 

£32, are practically the same as in the preceding year; the cost of 

purchases for the Library shows £61 against .£93. There has further 

been an expenditure of £26 on the Photographic collection. The net 

cost of the Journal, Vol. XVIII., Parts 1 and 2, has amounted to £537, 

against £516. The usual grant Of £100 was made to the British School 

at Athens, and £$0 to Prof. Lewis Campbell as already mentioned. The 

balance carried forward at the close of the year under review amounted 
to £61, against £201 at the end of the previous financial year. 

Thirty-seven new members have been elected during the year, while 

thirty-six have been lost by death or resignation. The present total 
of subscribing members is 721,1 and of honorary members 21. 

Eight new Libraries have joined the list of Subscribers, which now 
amounts to 142 ; or with the five Public Libraries to 147. 

It will be seen from the foregoing summary that the expenditure 

of the Society shows a tendency to increase, but not its income. 

The increase in expenditure is only natural, for every year fresh claims 

both from within and from without are sure to be made upon an active 

Society dealing with a subject so full of life and so capable of expansion 

by the progress of new discoveries. So far, therefore, the symptoms are 

healthy, as showing the desire of the Council to keep in touch with all that is 

going on in the field of Hellenic study. But it would be a grave matter if 

its action should be hampered by want of funds. If expenditure increases 

and is wisely applied, there should be also a proportionate advance in 

income. And here we come to the weak point in the situation. The 

income can be increased only by increasing the number of subscribing 

members, and it will have been seen from the preceding paragraph that 

the supply of new members has barely made good the loss by death or 

1 Last year the total was given as 771, which would seem to indicate a net loss of 29 
members in the year just ended. Fortunately the loss is only apparent, and has been traced back 
to a clerical error in the Report for 1892-3, when the number of members who had died or 
resigued in the year was by an oversight not deducted from the total. This has vitiated all 
succeeding totals until now. 
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resignation. Glearly therefore, strenuous efforts must be made by ail who 
desire to see the Society rather extend than limit its sphere of operations, 

to bring in fresh recruits. 

The Society has just completed the twentieth year of its existence and 

can look back upon an honourable record of valuable work. If the interest 

and importance of Hellenic Studies have gained in fact and in general 

recognition during this period, the Society may certainly claim a large 

share of the credit, and may on that ground appeal confidently for extended 

support. If in each year those members only were lost who are removed 

by' death or by really necessary resignations, and if on the other hand 

some 50 or 60 new members came in now as in former years, the Society 

might look forward with hope to a period of continued and even increased 

prosperity and activity. The Council are unwilling to believe that if once 

it is realised that further support is necessary to enable the Society to meet 

the increasing claims upon its resources, that support will not be fully and 

ungrudgingly given. 

The adoption of the Report was . moved by the Chairman, who took 

occasion to refer in detail to the recent work of the British School at 

Athens, and spoke also of the proposed scheme of exploration in Crete, 

and of the probable establishment of a British School at Rome. The 

motion was seconded by Mr. F. W . Percival, and carried unanimously. 
Mr. D. G. Hogarth, Director of the British School at Athens, gave an 

outline of the work of the session, including excavations in Melos, .in 

Thessaly, at Naucratis, and (on behalf of the British Museum) in Cyprus. 

He explained also the plan of exploration in Crete.—Prof. Jebb was re

elected President, and the former Vice-Presidents were re-elected, with 

the exception of Rev. H. F. Tozer, in whose place Dr. Walter Leaf was 

added to the list. Mr. J. G C. Anderson, Mr. R. G. Mayor, and the Rev. 
G. C. Richards were elected to vacancies on the Council. The proceedings 

closed with the usual votes of thanks to the Auditors and the Chairman. 



P R O C E E D I N G S O F T H E C A M B R I D G E B R A N C H O F 

T H E H E L L E N I C S O C I E T Y . 

Session 1898-9. 

On Saturday, December 10th, 1898, a meeting was held at Professor 
Jebb's house. 

Two papers were communicated to the Society—one by Mr. W. G. 
Headlam on Egyptian Thought in Aeschylus, the other by Mr. J. C. Stobart 

on A n Inscribed Tablet found in'Attica. The tablet, which was handed 
round for inspection, is a slightly irregular oblong of Pentelic marble, 
measuring about 4^ X 2\ x 1 ins. It was found in September 1898, in the 

bed of the Cephisus at the village of Kolokunthai just beyond Colonus. 

The inscription is in post-Euclidean characters and reads 'AiroXXwvo^ 
Av/cetov. Three other inscriptions bearing the same words in the same 

case are extant—one of Paros, another of Metapontum, a third of Megara. 
This last is much older— A P O A O N Q ? AVf<BIO—and is said by Rohl 

{Inscrr. Gr. ant. 11) to be the. dedication of a farm, by Duruy (Hist, of 
Greece II. i. 107 n. 1) to be_ ' clearly a sacred mile-stone set up on land 

belonging to the god.' The spot at which our inscription was discovered 

being about two miles to the west of Athens, while the Lyceum stood on 
the Ilissus outside the wall to the east, it is unlikely that there is any 

direct connexion between the two. Mr. Stobart conjectured that the 

tablet was set up on a farm wall to ward off wolves, and inferred from the 

use of the genitive case and from a neatly drilled hole in the top edge of 

the stone that there m a y have been attached to it some rough figure of a 

wolf or representation of the Lyceian god. 

O n Saturday, April 29th, 1899, at a meeting held at Mr. A. B. Cook's 

house two papers were read. Mr. Sikes dealt with The Custom at 

Onchestus as described in the H y m n to Apollo, 230 ff. :— 

"O<yj(r)<TT0V 8' l%e<s, Uo&iSrfiov ayXaov aXadi1 

evda veohfirj's ttcoXo? avairveei ayQo^ev6<i irep 

e\tca)v apfiara KaXa, %afial 6° iXarrjp ayados irep 

e/c Slqbpoio ffopcov 6S6v ep^erao. ol Se t^w? fiev 

Keiv o^ea KpoTeovcriv avaKTopiryv a<f>iii>Te<;, 
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235 el Be Kev apfiar t ay-no-cv t ev aXa-ei BevBprjevTL, 
ittttovs fiev KOfieovo-u, ra Be K\ivavre<; icotriv 
w? yap to TrpwriarO' ocrir) yeved'- 01 Be avaicTt 

ev)(ovTai., Blfypov Be Oeov Tore fiolpa §v\do~o-ei. 

He pointed out that the custom at Onchestus has not yet been satis

factorily explained. The H y m n is our only record, and this is obscurely 

worded. The obscurity is increased by a serious textual difficulty. In 

235 the M S S . have dynaiv, which has usually been altered to dyaxnv 

(Barnes). With this reading Baumeister accepts Bottiger's explanation 

that the custom was a kind of augury. (So Preller-Robert, p. 593 note 2 ; 

Frazer on Paus. ix. 26, 5 calls the practice 'a mode of divination.') 

Btittiger understood as follows : horses, newly broken in, were harnessed to 

a sacred chariot, and were allowed to run free outside the precinct of 

Poseidon. If they entered the precinct—there was presumably a choice 

of roads—the omen was favourable. The chariot was returned to the 

temple, and the horses were consecrated to Poseidon, becoming ajterou. 

(Auguries drawn from horses among the Persians, Herod, iii. 86 1 ; the 

ancient Germans, Tac. Germ. x. ; the Slavs, Grimm, Teut. Myth. Eng. Trans. 

ii. p. 661 f. Sacred white horses in Persia, Herod, i. 189 1, vii. 40 5.) There 

is, however, no hint in the text that the chariot was a sacred vehicle 

belonging to the temple, nor that the writer of the h y m n understood any 

kind of general divination to be the object. If we retain Barnes' reading 
ayaxriv, we might suspect that the ceremonial was not a matter of augury, 

but owed its origin to some idea which was but dimly comprehended, if at 

all, by the poet. The object might be to decide the fate of the colts bred 
in the neighbourhood of Onchestus. The horse-god could legally claim 

every horse, but his worshippers might compound with him for a certain 

number to fill his Tefievos. If the newly-harnessed colt entered the 

precinct Poseidon marked it for his own. So in certain Arabian sanctu
aries stray cattle that reached the holy ground could not be reclaimed 
(Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites, Rev. Ed. p. 149.) 

But these explanations depend on the emendation dycco-t,, which 

cannot be maintained. A s Gemoll sees, eV aXo-el BevBpijevri cannot follow 
a verb of motion. Peppmiiller (Philologus 1894), reading apfi dydywao, 

with to in 236, takes ev aXaei with the succeeding lines. This is scarcely 
possible ; nothing would then be said about the direction in which the 

horses drew the car ; moreover the rhythm of the verse and the position of 
fiev show that ev aXael must go with the preceding words. W e must 

therefore accept Cobet's dyfjo-iv (so Gemoll and Allen). Gemoll, however, 

makes no explanation ; Mr. Allen (J.H.S. xvii. p. 247 f.) seems to have 

found the right track in following Ilgen, who suggested that Poseidon 

Tapdgoinros gives a clue. A shying or bolting horse was often thought to 

have been influenced by this god (cf. Paus. vi. 20 15, with reff. collected by 
Frazer). The chariots at Olympia were often broken by runaway horses 

[Karayvvovai). Mr. Allen supposes that the custom was the ordinary rule 
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of the road. The god of horses was offended at wheeled traffic which 

passed his home, but the cattle were allowed a chance;, if they 

bolted and wrecked the chariot, the driver left the broken 
carriage in the precinct. Mr. Allen lays no particular stress on veoBfj,ij<s, 
except that the owners would feel more anxiety in respect of a young horse. 
H e understands, no doubt rightly, that the horses in any case remained in 
the possession of their owners, though his translation of Ko/jbeovo-t ' groom' is 
obscure. Here Ko/xeiv surely means 'keep' as in p 310, 319, of keeping 

dogs. The subject of /ca/j,eovo-i can only be the owners, and therefore 

there is no question of aqberoi. But it is difficult to believe that this 

inconvenient custom was the regular rule of the road; and Mr. Allen 

seems to take too little account of the forcible i/eoS/w)? tt&Xos, which 

hardly looks like a poetical expression for any horse. Mr. Sikes 
suggested the following explanation as possibly avoiding these objections: 

Poseidon was " offended at wheeled traffic " not merely because it passed 

his home (though this was doubtless a cause of offence ; cf. 262 irrĵ aveet 

<j alel ktu7to? "irira>v, of Apollo), but because of its mere existence. The young 

horse belonged to Poseidon, and men broke it in at their risk. The colts 

were passed before the god ; if they drew the chariot safely through the 
precinct, Poseidon was gracious; if they broke away from the chariot 

(dyfjo-i perhaps refers to the snapping of the pole ; cf. Z 40, LT 371), the 

god refused to allow his favourites to suffer the yoke. The owners might 
retain the horses, but not for driving ; the chariot was left on the spot as 

a trophy of Poseidon's power. It was useless to the owner, being marked 

by the horse-god's displeasure. That the Greeks felt a superstitious awe 

for a chariot appears from a ' Symbol' of Pythagoras, fir} eo-Qievv eir\ Bcabpov : 

cf. also Plut. Is. et Os. x. fir) £vy6v vtrepfiaLveiv. The superstition may go 
back to times when driving was a newly-acquired and dangerous art. 

Mr. Sikes gave the following translation, with explanations in brackets, to 

elucidate the passage: ' There the colt, freshly broken in, gains new life 
(through the inspiring presence of the horse-god), though weary with 

drawing the fair chariot. The driver, however skilled, leaps from the chariot, 

and goes afoot on the road (through the Te>ei>o?). Meanwhile the horses 

rattle on the empty car freed from guidance. If the chariots are shattered 

in the wooded precinct, they keep the horses, but rest the chariot (against 

a tree or the temple-wall ?) and leave them there. Such has been the 

sacred rite from the beginning. They pray to the King (to propitiate his 

manifest wrath), but the providence of the god keeps the chariot 

thenceforward (the god claims it as his own).' 
Mr. A. B. Cook read a paper on The Evolution of the Greek Trireme, in 

which he claimed that three distinct stages can be traced. (1) The 

penteconters had a single tier of oars, each oar pulled by one man. In 

the long-boats a deck joining stem to stern was introduced, and the space 

between the former gunwale and this deck gradually became a portion of 

the ship's side : but still each oar was pulled by one m a n only. (2) 

Triremes, quadriremes and quinqueremes seem to have made a fresh 
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advance by multiplying the number of rowers on each bench, the several 
rowers pulling their several oars, attached to 'separate tholepins, through 

the same porthole. (3) 'E^pei? etc. further multiplied the oarsmen, while 

they economised the oars, by employing a single tier of sweeps, each of 

which was worked by from six to forty men. It was shown that medieval 

galleys were evolved on precisely similar lines. 

A series of' concentric' vases from Cyprus was also exhibited. 



A comparison with the receipts and expenditure of the last ten years 
is furnished by the following tables :— 

ANALYSIS OF A N N U A L RECEIPTS FOR T H E YEARS ENDING :-

Libraries and Back Vols. 
Dividends 

Laurentian M S 
Mr. D. G. Hogarth (Alex
andria Grant Refunded) 

Loan of Lantern Slides ... 

Royalty on Sales . of Photo 

Donations—J. Vansittart, Esq. 
F. D. Mocatta, Esq. 
E. H. Egerton, Esq 
Library, Mrs. Cohen 

W . Arkwright, Esq. 

Balance from preceding year ... 

31 May, 
1890. 
£ 
532 
26 
47 
96 

34 

11 

100 

846 
42 

888 

31 May 
1891. 
£ 
585 
39 
79 
118 

35 

37 

5 

898 

151 

1,049 

31 May, 
1892. 
£ 
554 
16 
126 

233 
37 

4 

5 

1 

976 

255 

1,231 

31 May, 
1893. 
£ 
564 
13 
95 
161 

39 

4 

2 

878 

239 

1,117 

31 May, 
1894. 
£ 
671 
44 
79 
186 

43 

4 

2 

5 

1-.034 
259 

1.293 

31 May, 
1895-
£ 
678 
14 
50 
122 

43 

2 

1 

910 
214 

1,124 

31 May, 
1896. 
£ 
645 
9 
63 
117 

43 

3° 
7 

1 

9i5 
169 

1,084 

31 May,]3i May, 
1897. 1898. 
£ 
617 
4 
15 
126 

43 

5 
3 

3 

816 

34o 

1,156 

£ 
613 
13 

118 

43 

2 

789 
360 

1,149 

31 May, 
1899. 
£ 
598 
18 
32 
122 

43 

4 

3 

820 
201 

1,021 

ANALYSIS OF A N N U A L EXPENDITURE FOR T H E YEARS ENDING: 

Rent 
Insurance 
Salaries 
Library 
Lantern Slides Account 
Photographs Account 

Stationery,Printing,andPostage 
Cost of Journal (less sales) 

Grants 
Investments 

EgyptExplorationFund—1,100 
copies of Mr. Hogarth's Report 
Loan Repaid 
Photo Enlargements, Albums, 
Lantern Slides, &c. 

Balance 

31 May, 
1890. 

31 May 
1891. ' 

30 
'3 
39 
2 

55 
397 
100 

101 

737 
151 

£ 
30 
11 
39 
16 

62 

44o 
150 
46 

31 May, 

794 
255 

1,049 

35 
11 

44 

41 
610 

125 
100 

18 

31 May, 

992 
239 

1,231 

£ 
5° 
11 
49 
41 

7i 
S32 
100 

858 

259 

31 May; 

£ 
73 
11 
49 
75 

49 
475 
185 

158 

1,117 1,293 

1,079 
214 

31 May, 
189s. ' 
£ 
80 
15 
49 
96 

49 
441 
225 

955 
169 

1,124 

31 May. 
1896. ' 
£ 
80 
15 
47 
39 

46 

394 
100 

23 

744 
34o 

1,084 

]i May, 
1897. 
£ 
80 
15 
52 
94 

29 
346 
180 

796 
360 

«,I56 

31. May 

£ 
80 
15 
50 
93 
24 

45 
5i6 

•25 

948 
201 

1,149 

31 May, 
1899. 
£ 
80 
'5 
60 
6i 

26 

32 
536 

150 

960 
61 

1,021 
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P R O M O T I O N O F H E L L E N I C S T U D I E S 

Dec. 1, 1898—Dec. 1, 1899. 

Ardaillon (E.) Les mines du Laurion dans l'Antiquite. 8vo. Paris. 
1897. (Presented.) 

Benndorf (O.) See Festschrift. 
British Museum Publications. (Presented by the Trustees) :— 

Greek Papyri in the B. M. Facsimiles. Vol. II. Ed. by 
F. G. Kenyon. Folio, London. 1898. 

Greek Papyri in the B. M. Catalogue with Texts. Yol. II. 
By F. G. Kenyon. 4to. London. 1898. 

Catalogue of the Bronzes, Greek, Roman and Etruscan, in 
the B. M. By H. B. Walters. 8vo. London. 1898. 

Catalogue of the Greek Coins of Galatia, Cappadocia and 
Syria. By W . Wroth. 4to. London. 1899. 

Carne (J.) Syria, the Holy Land, Asia Minor, &c, illustrated by 
Bartlett, Allom, etc., with descriptions of plates by J. Carne. 
2 vols. 4to. London. 1836-8. 

Cordery (J. C.) The Odyssey of Homer, translated. 8vo. London. 
1S97. (Presented.) 

Daremberg (Ch.) and E. Saglio. Dictionnaire des Antiquites grecques 
et romaines. No. 26 (—Jwr.) 4to. Paris. 1899. 

Davy (J.) Notes and Observations on the Ionian Islands and Malta. 
2 vols. 8vo. London. 1842. 

Dawes (B..) Miscellanea Critica. Ed. T. Kidd. 8vo. Cambridge. 
1817. 

Diibner (F.) and E. Oougny. Epigrammatum Anthologia. Palatina. 
3 vols. 8vo, Paris (Didot). 1871, 1888, 1890, 
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Festschrift fiir 0. Benndorf zu seinem 60 Geburtstage gewidmet, 
4to. Vienna. 1898. 

Forman Collection. Catalogue of the first portion of the Forman 
Collection of Antiquities, etc. By Cecil Smith. 4to. London. 
1899. (Presented.) 

Frazer (J. B.) Travels in Koordistan, Mesopotamia, etc. 2 vols. 
8vo. London. 1840. (Presented.) 

Frohner (W.) La Collection Tyszkiewicz VI. Folio. Munich. 1898. 
Gerhard (E.) Gesammelte Akademische Abhandlungen und Kleine 

Schriften. Text, 2 vols. Plates, 2 vols. 8vo. and 4to. Berlin. 
1866, 1868. 

Grenfell (B. P.) and A. S. Hunt. Egypt Exploration Fund, Graeco-
Roman Branch. Oxyrhynchus Papyri. Parts I. and II. 8vo. 
London. 1898, 1899. 

Haigh (A. E.) The Attic Theatre. 2nd edition. 8vo. Oxford. 
1898. (Presented.) 

Hartley (J.) Researches in Greece and the Levant. 2nd edition. 
12mo. London. 1833. (Presented.) 

Helbig (W.) Untersuchungen iiber die Campanische Wandmalerei. 
8vo. Leipsic. 1873. 

Holwerda (J. H.) Die Attischen Graeber der Bliithezeit. 8vo. 
Leyden. 1899. 

Jahn (0.) Griechische Bilderchroniken. 4to. Bonn. 1873. 
Journal of a Deputation sent to the East by the Committee of the 

Malta Protestant College. 2 vols. 8vo. London. 1854. 
Jurenka (H.) Die neugefundenen Lieder des Bakchylides. 8vo. 

Vionna. 1898. (Presented.) 
Kaibel (G.) Comicorum Graecorum Fragmenta I. 1. (Poetarum 

Graecorum Fragmenta. Ed. IT. de Wilamowitz-Moellendorf. 
VI. 1.) 8vo. Berlin. 1899. 

Kenyon (F. G.) Palaeography of Greek Papyri. 870. Oxford. 
1899. (Presented.) 

Kenyon (F. G.) Greek Papyri in the British Museum. See British 
Museum. 

Kiepert (H.) Atlas Antiquus. 12th edition. Folio. Berlin. 
1898. 

Leake (W. M.) Travels in the Morea. 3 vols. 8vo. London. 
1830. 

Lessing (G. E.) Laokoon. Ed. H. Bliimner. 2nd edition. 8vo. 
Berlin. 1880. 

Macdonald (G.) Catalogue of Greek Coins in the Hunterian Collec
tion, University of Glasgow. Vol. I. Italy, Sicily, Macedon, 
Thrace, and Thessaly. 4to. Glasgow. 1899. (Presented.) 

Macdonald (L.) Catalogue of the Greek and Etruscan Vases, and of 
the Greek and Roman Lamps in the Nicholson Museum. Sydney. 
8vo. Sydney. 1898. (Presented.) 

Matz (F,) and F. v. Duhn. Antike Bildwerke in Rom. 3 vols, 8vo, 
Leipsic. 1881-2. 
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Miiller (C. and Th.) Fragmenta Historicorum Graecorum. 5 vols. 
8vo. Paris (Didot). 1878-85. 

Murray (A. S.) Greek Bronzes. 8vo. London. 1898. (Portfolio, 
No. 36.) (Presented.) 

Myres (J. L.) and M. Ohnefalsch-Richter. Catalogue of the Cyprus 
Museum. 8vo. Oxford. 1899. (Presented.) 

Naville (E.) Temple of Deir El Bahari. Parts II. and III. Plates. 
Folio. London. 1896, 1898. [Egypt Exploration Fund.] 

Niese (B.) Geschichte der griechischen u. makedonischen Staaten II. 
8vo. Gotha. 1899. 

Pauly. Real-Encyclop'adie der classischen Altertumswissenschaft. 
Ed. G. Wissowa. III. 2. (—Claudius). Royal 8vo. Stuttgart. 
1899. 

Petrie (W. M. F.) Deshasheh. Imp. 8vo. London. 1898. [Egypt 
Exploration Fund.] 

Plato. Platonis Opera quae feruntur omnia. Edd. G. Baiter, 
C. Orellius, A. G. Winckelmann. 4to. Zurich. 1839, 

Plato. Ed. M. Schanz. III. 1.; V. 2 ; VI. 1, 2 ; XII. 8vo. Leipsic. 

1882-7. 
Reinach (S.). Repertoire des Vases peints, grecs et etrusques. Vol. I. 

8vo. Paris. 1899. 
Roscher (W. H.). Ausfiihrliches Lexikon der griechischen u, 

romischen Mythologie. Parts 39, 40 (— Odysseus). Svo. 

Leipsic. 1899. 
Ross (L.). Reisen auf den griechischen Inseln des ag'aischen Meeres. 

2 vols. 8vo. Stuttgart u. Tiibingen. 1840,1843. 
Schneider (A.). Der Troische Sagenkreis in der 'altesten griechischen 

Kunst. 8vo. Leipsic. 1886. 
Schneider (R.). Die Geburt der Athena. Ein Beitrag zur Wieder-

herstellung der oestlichen Giebelgruppe des Parthenon. Svo. 

Vienna. 1880. 
Schone (R.). Griechische Reliefs aus Athenischen Sammlungen. 

Folio. Leipsic. 1872. (Text 1895.) 
Shaw (T.). Travels or Observations relating to several parts of 

Barbary and the Levant. Folio. Oxford. 1738. 
Spencer (E.). Travels in European Turkey. 2nd edition. 2 vols. 

8vo. London. 1853. (Presented.) 
Stadtmueller (H.). Anthologia Graeca Epigrammatum Palatina 

cum Planudea. Vol. II. 1. 8vo. Leipsic, (Teubner). 1899. 
Stark (K. B.). Niobe und die Niobiden. 8vo. Leipsic. 1863. 
Strangford (Viscountess). The Eastern Shores of the Adriatic in 

1863. 8vo. London. 1864. (Presented.) 
Thiersch (H.) " Tyrrhenische" Amphoren. 8vo. Leipsic. 1899. 
Walsh (R.). A Residence at Constantinople during the Greek and 

Turkish Revolutions. 2 vols. 8vo. London. 1836. (Presented.) 
Walters (H. B.). See British Museum. 
Wherry (A.). Greek Sculpture with Story and Song. 8vo. London. 

1898. (Presented.) 
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Winckelmann Programme (Berliner). Berlin. 4to. 
[Numbers marked f had been previously acquired.] 
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4. 
6. 
7. 

9. 
10. 
11. 
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13. 
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t23. 
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25. 
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132. 
34. 

36. 
t40. 
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t42. 
46. 

t47. 
t48. 
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1842. 
1844. 
1846. 
1847. 

1849. 
1850. 
1851. 
1852. 

1853. 
1854. 
1855. 
1856. 
1857. 

1858. 
1861. 
1862. 
1863. 
1864. 
1865. 
1866. 
1867. 

1868. 

1869. 

1870. 

1872. 
1874. 

1876. 
1880. 
1881. 

1882. 
1886. 

1887. 
1888. 
1889. 

Gerhard (E.). 

J! 
)> 

Panofka (T.). 

)) 
Gerhard (E.). 
Panofka (T). 
Curtius (E.). 

Panofka (T.). 
Gerhard (E). 
Panofka (T.). 
Gerhard (E.). 
Panofka (T.). 

Botticher (A.). 
Friederichs (C). 
Gerhard (E.) 
Friederichs (C). 
Botticher (A.) 
Jordan (F.) 
Hiibner'(E.) 
Friederichs (C.) 

Hiibner (E.) 

Curtius (E.) 

Heydemann (H.) 

Hirschfeld (G.) 
Adler (F.) 

Trendelenburg (A). 
Furtwangler (A.) 
Dbrpfeld, Graeber, 
wendung von Ter 

Phrixos, der Herold. 
Die Schmiickung der Helena. 
Das Orakel der Themis. 
Zeus Basileus und Herakles Kal-
linikos. 

Delphi und Melaine. 
Mykenische Alterthiimer. 
Atalante und Atlas. 
Heracles, der Satyr und Dreifuss-
rauber. 

Zur Erklarung des Plinius. 
Danae, ein griechisches Vasenbild. 
Phocus und Antiope. 
Winckelmann und die Gegenwart. 
Poseidon Basileus und Zeus 
Athenias. 

Das Grab des Dionysos. 
Apollo mit dem Lamm. 
Thetis und Priumne. 
Der Doryphoros des Polyklet. 
Dirke als Quelle und Heroine. 
Vesta und die Laren. 
Relief eines rbmischen Kriegers. 
Amor mit dem Bogen des Her-
kules. 

Augustus. Marmorstatue des 
Berl. Mus. 

Die knieenden Figuren der alt-
griechischen Kunst. 

Humoristische Vasenbilder aus 
Unteritalien. 

Athena und Marsyas. 
Die Stoa des Kbnigs Attalos II. zu 
Athen. 

Der Musenchor. 
Der Satyr auf Pergamon. 
Borrmann, Siebold. Ueber Ver-

racotten am Geison und Dache grie-
chischer Bauwerke. 

Milchhoefer (A.) 
Hulsen (C.) 

Puchstein (O.) 
Herrmann (P.) 
Kekule (R.) 

Die Befreiung des Prometheus. 
Das Septizonium des Septimius 
Severus. 

Das Ionische Capitall. 
Marion. 
Ueber die Bronzestatue des so-
genannten Idolino, 
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51. 1891. Koldewey (R.) Neandria. 
54. 1894. Kekule (R.) Ueber einen bisher Marcellus 

genannten Kopf in den konig-
lichen Museen. 

Wright (G. N.) The Rhine, Italy and Greece, in a series of drawings. 
2 vols. 4to. London, Paris. 1841-2. 

Wroth (W.) See British Museum. 

A LTST OF PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS IN 

T H E SOCIETY'S LIBRARY, Dec. 1, 1899. 

American Journal of Archaeology. I—XL 2nd Series. I.—III. 3. 
(1885—1899.) 

American Journal of Philology. X I V . — X X . 2. (1893—9.) 
Analecta Bollandiana. XVII.—XVIII. 3. (1898—9.) 
Annali dell' Instituto Archeologico. LIL—LVII. (1880—5.) End. 

[I.—LVI. (1829—84) on deposit.] 
Annuaire de l'Association des Etudes Grecques. X V . — X X I . (1881— 

7.) End. 
Annual of the British School at Athens. I.—IV. From 1894—5 to 

1897—8. 
Antike Denkmaeler des Archaeologischen Instituts. I.—II. 3. 

(1886—98.) 
Archaeological Institute of America. Reports I. ̂ X V I I . (1880—96.) 

fill.—V. with School Reports.] Papers of Institute : American 
Series. I.—V.; Classical Series. I., III. 1, Bulletin I. (1883) ; 
American School at Athens : Reports I.—XV. (to 1895—6. 
Later Reports in Amer. Journ. of Arch.); Bulletin, I. (1883) ; 

Papers I.—V. 
Archaeologische Zeitung. X X X Y I I L — X L I I I . (1880—5.) End. 

[I.—XXXVII. (1843—79) on deposit.] 
Athenaion. I.—X (1872—81.) End. 
Berliner Philologische Wochenschrift. X L — X I X . (1891—9.) 
Berliner Studien. I.—XVI. New Series. I.—III. 1. (1884—98.) 
Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique. I.—XXIII. 6. (1877—99.) 
Bullettino della Commissione Archeologica Comunale. X X V . — 

XXVII. 1. (1897—9.) [XIV.—XVII. (1886—1889) on de
posit.] 

Bullettino dell' Instituto di Corrispondenza Archeologica. 1880—1885, 
End. [1829—1884 on deposit.] 

Bursian's Jahresbericht Uber die Fortschritte d. classischen Alter-
tumswissenschaft. Jahrg. I.—XXVII. 5. (1873—99.) 

Byzantinische Zeitschrift. I.—VIII. (1892—9.) 
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Cambridge Philological Society. Transactions I.—IV. 2. (1881 
—99) ; Proceedings I.—XLV. (1882—97.) 

Classical Review. I.—XIII. 8. (1887—99.) 
Commission Imperiale Archeologique. 

Compte Rendu. 1878—1880 and 1882—8; Atlas 1878—1888. 
[Text and Atlas (1859—1881) on deposit.] For General Index, 
1859—1881, see Reinach's Bibl. des Monuments, III., p. 145. 
Russian continuation, viz.: "Materials,'' Nos. 4—21 (1890—97) 
and "Reports" for 1889—1895 (1892—1897). 

Deltion of the Historical and Ethnographical Society of Greece. 
I.—II., V. 17—19. (1883—1899.) 

Egypt Exploration Fund. Reports. 1895—1898. [See also List of 
Books.] 

Ephemeris Archaiologike. Third Series. 1884—1899. 3. 
Goteborgs Hbgskolas Arsskrift. I.—IV. (1895—8). 
Hellenikos Philologikos Syllogos (of Constantinople). IV.—XVI. 

(1871—1885.) XVIII. Suppt. X X — X X V (1891—1895.) 
Hermes. X X V I I . — X X X I V . (1892—9.) 
Institute (Royal) of British Architects. Proceedings, N.S. II.—IX. 

(V. Imperf.) (1886—1893). Transactions, 1880—1892. Journal, 
3rd Series. I.—VI. (1894—9.) 

Jahrbuch d. Kais. Deutsch. Arch. Inst. I.—XIV. 3. (1886—99.) 
Jahreshefte des Oesterreich. Arch. Inst, in Wien. I., IT. (1898—9.) 
Journal International d'Arch. Numismatique. I.—II. 3. (1898—9.) 
Journal of Classical and Sacred Philology. 1854—1857. 
Journal of Hellenic Studies. I.—XIX. 1. (1880—99.) (Two copies.) 
Journal of Philology. I.—XXV. (1868—97.) » 
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. XII.—XIV. (1881—3.) 
Melanges d'Archeologie et d'Histoire. I.—XIX. (1881—99.) 
Mittheilungen d. Kais. Deutsch. Arch. Instituts. Athenische Abth. 

I.—XXIV. 2. (1876—99.) 
Mittheilungen d. Kais. Deutsch. Arch. Instituts. Rbmische Abth. 

I.—XIV. 2. (1886—99.) 
Mittheilungen (Arch.-Epigr.) aus Oesterreich-Ungarn. XVII.—XX. 

(1894—7.) End. Continued as Jahreshefte, etc. 
Mnemosyne. I.—XXVII. (1873—99.) 
Monumenti Inediti dell' Instituto Archeologico. XI. pi. 13—~XI1. 

(1885.) End. [I.—XL on deposit.] 
Monuments Grecs. I.—II. (1872—97.) End. 
Monuments Piot. I.—VI. 1. (1894—9.) 
Neue Jahrbiicher f iir das Klassische Altertum, etc. I.—IV. 9. (1898 

-9.) 
Neue Philologische Rundschau. XII.—XIX. (1892—9.) 
Numismatic Chronicle. 1st Series. 1836 and 1848—54. New 

Series. Vols. I.—XX. Third Series. I.—XIX. (1899.) 
Parnassos (Philologikos Syllogos). Vols. I.—V, VI. (Imperf.), and 

X L , XII. (1888). Epeteris I.—II. (1898.) 
Philistor. I.—IV. (1861—3.) 



Philologus, Neue Folge. XLVIL—LVIII. 3. (1889—99.) 
Praktika of the Athenian Archaeological Society. 1873, 1878—82 ; 

1884—7; 1889—92; 1894—8. 
Revue Archeologique. 2nd Series. I.—XXXIII., XLI., XLIII.— 

XLIV. (also X X X I V , XLII. imperf.). 3rd Series. I.— XXXIV. 
3. (III. Imperf.) (1860—99.) 

Revue des Etudes Grecques. L—XII. 3. (1888—98.) 
Revue de Philologie. XX.—XXIII. 3. (1896—9.) 
Rheinisches Museum fur Philologie. XLVIL—LTV. (1892—9.) 
Wochenschrift fur Klassische Philologie. X L — X V I . (1894—9.) 

Periodicals ' on deposit' can only be consulted at the Library. 





A H E A D OF ATHENA, FORMERLY IN THE DISNEY 
COLLECTION. 

[Plate I.] 

By the kindness of Philip Nelson, Esq., M.B., I am enabled to publish 
another head which he has recently acquired, and which is, perhaps, even 
more interesting than the head of an athlete from the same collection that I 
published last year. The Athena, which forms the subject of the present 
paper, was a part of the collection of sculpture made in Italy by Hollis and 
Brand, mostly from 1748-1753; this particular head is said to have been 
brought from R o m e by Mr. Lloyd, and bought of him by Mr. Thomas Hollis 
in 1761. Together with the rest of this collection it passed into the hands 
of John Disney, and is represented upon Plate I. of the Museum Disneianum, 

published by him in 1843 ; and this place of honour is certainly merited, for 

it stands out most conspicuously for its artistic quality among the rest of the 

Disney marbles. W h e n Disney in 1850 presented the greater part of his 
collection to the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge, this head of Athena, and 
also the archaic statuette of Apollo,1 represented on Plate X X I V . of the 
Museum Disneianum, remained behind at the Hyde, Ingatestone. There it 
was left until disposed of by sale in 1885 ; but it aroused no attention until 
its acquisition by Dr. Nelson, to w h o m I am indebted not only for m y know
ledge of the head, but also for the admirable negatives from which Plate I. 

has been reproduced. 
Perhaps it is not quite correct to call the head unpublished, since it is 

figured in the Museum Disneianum ; but the plates of that publication are 

inadequate to give any notion of the style and character of the work. The 
type, however, is of such interest that it may be a matter of surprise that no 
archaeologist has hitherto attempted to find out more about the Disney head. 
This may be partly explained by the fact that a curious error has crept into 
Professor Michaelis' usually most accurate catalogue of the Ancient Marbles 
in Great Britain. Under 'Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, No. 39,' he 
mentions first among the busts and heads from the Disney collection a head 

I do not know what has become of this interesting of Disney's marbles, It was a torso 
Apollo, which, after the Athena, is the most restored by Flaxman. 

H.S.—VOL. XIX. E 



2 E. A. GARDNER. 

of Athena; this head he describes as 'either completely restored or more 
probably quite modern. Coarse execution.' But to this perfectly accurate 

description he adds the reference ' Museum Disneianum, Plate I.' The head 

Fro, 1.—Head of Athena in the Fitzwilliam Museum. 

at Cambridge, No. 39 in Michaelis' catalogue, is here reproduced (Fig. 1) 
from a photograph kindly taken for m e by Mr. H, A. Chapman of 

the Fitzwilliam Museum; and a glance suffices to show that it has 
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^mD^ntiallmand 7" *" *"* ^^ "*°* ^ *" <* *« 
no W of tlis Pn b "f ° T ^ °Ur Pkte L1 Curi0Usly enough> I ca» find 
M u s e u m n L °amb" d g e Jead among the sculptures recorded in the 
wHch L thelTm ;/Dd; Y f * "' ft iS »° WOTSe th- — y other things 
Ctween 184? f ?«n ̂ . ^ ^ Xt " a y have been acquired by Disney 
between 1843 and 18*0, or it m a y possibly have been specially added by him 
to compensate for his retaining at the H y d e the g e m of his whole collection: 

For the following details, so far as they cannot be seen in the photograph 
or the cast, I have to thank Dr. Nelson. The head is of Parian marble, the 
nose is restored according to the M u s e u m Disneianum, in marble • evidently 
aken from the bunch of hair behind.' It is exceedingly badly modelled, and 
takes off m u c h from the beauty of the face. The front peak of the helmet 
isaiso restored,* partly, apparently, after Disney's publication, and a piece of 
the back of the helmet and of the hair is a restoration. The neck is 
modern; according to Dr. Nelson it is Italian of the last century, and the 
bust evidently has nothing to do with the head, but is probably latish R o m a n 
work; it is clear that both neck and bust are useless as evidence for the 
statue of which the head once formed a part. The head should probably be 
tilted rather more forward. 

The goddess wears a helmet of the ordinary Corinthian type, such as is 
frequently seen on her statues, and also on those of Attic strategi, Pericles 
for example. There, is however, one peculiarity that is of great value to us; 
for the copies or replicas of this and similar types of Athena are extremely 
hard to distinguish from one another, especially when they are, most of them, 
by no means trustworthy in respect of style. This is the felt cap worn under 
the helmet, to prevent its chafing the head or the hair; the side of this cap 
is distinctly visible where it is pressed out above either temple between the 
front and back portions of the helmet. Such caps were not uncommon • an 
obvious example is that worn by Patroclus on the famous vase by Sosias; he 
has evidently removed his helmet, but the close fitting felt cap remains.3 In 
the well-known vase by Brygos with warriors arming, a similar purpose is 
served by pads attached to a diadem before the helmet is put on.4 The way 
in which this cap shows makes it easy to distinguish this type from other 
more or less similar ones, such as the Athena of Velletri or the colossal 
Albani head at Munich, in which the pose has some resemblance to the 

1 Possibly Prof. Michaelis may have added there is no ground for imagining the cap to be 
this reference from a. list of Disney's plates, his only head-covering. The strange assertion 
without the plates themselves before him. of Baumeister {DeiikmUUr, p. 8) that he is an 
Then the identification of this head of Athena archer is due to misinterpretation of the 
with Mus. Disn. Plate I. would be a very loosened shoulder-piece of the breast-plate. 
natural inference. '• 4 Schreiber-Anderson Atlas, Plate XXXV". 
2 And wrongly restored ; it projects too far, The end of such a pad is visible under the 

as may easily be seen by following the curve back of the helmet in our head; it is in the 
of the ancient portion. restored part, but must have been imitated by 
3 So rightly described in Schreiber-Anderson the restorer from indications on the piece of the 

Atlas, p. 68. Patroclus on this vase is evi- original he cut away to make the nose out of it. 
dently represented as a fully armed hoplite; 

B 2 
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Disney head. It is true that the style is so dissimilar that no confusion 
might seem possible ; but, as we shall see later, certain other heads which are 

also somewhat dissimilar in style must be identified—partly by the help of 

this more or less accidental indication—as belonging to the Disney type. 
The hair stands out freely on both sides of the helmet beneath the felt 

cap; at the back it has been partly cut away (the material for the restored 

nose being taken from it) and then restored ; it is impossible therefore to say 

how it was treated at the back of the neck ; and the neck and bust, not being 

original, can offer no indication. Presumably it was once continued to a 

greater length than it now has, and reached at least a little way down between 
the shoulders. The treatment of the hair is characteristic; while it has a 

bold projection, and each tress is separately modelled and seems to have an 
independent existence, there is nothing of that hard and wiry texture, 

probably indicating derivation from a bronze original, that is so conspicuous 
in hair like that of the Athena of Velletri. The softer and more pictorial 

treatment may not indeed imply that the copy is derived from a marble 
original; but if it does not, then it shows that the copyist at least translated 

his original from bronze into marble technique. The general character and 
expression of the face have a simplicity and artistic restraint, combined with 

softness and delicacy of modelling and contour, that can only belong to the 

closing years of the fifth century. The brow is smoothly rounded ; the eyes 

not set in deeply below it, the shadow afforded them being given quite as 
much by the strongly projecting and firm frame of the eyelids. A marked 

feature of the modelling of the eye is the very distinct rendering of the 
caruncula lachrymalis at the inner corner. The eyelids show in the rim that 
borders them a technical indication known on several works that must be 

assigned to this period—among them the head of the Mattei Amazon (which, 
it will be remembered, really belongs to the Capitoline type), and the very 

similar head of an athlete in Dr. Nelson's collection, which I published last 
year in this journal. This feature is doubtless originally derived from the 

bronze casing of the eyes inserted into the sockets of a bronze statue. The 
edges of these casings, as may be so clearly seen in the Charioteer at Delphi, 

were often allowed to project so as to give the effect of eye-lashes. This 

effect was evidently intentionally retained even in a marble work like this 
Disney head; for we cannot imagine that an artist, who was capable of trans

lating so successfully the bronze technique of the hair, would have retained a 
purely technical feature like this unless he had appreciated its artistic effect 

in marble also. The mouth is slightly open, allowing the teeth to be seen, 

This peculiarity, together with the treatment of the eyes, which, though 

directed slightly downward,1 are not fixed on any near object, gives an 

expression of kindly yet unconcentrated interest to the face, that m a y seem 

inconsistent at first glance with a fifth century date. But if we compare this 

A very different effect may be obtained by But the Cretan Athena in the Louvre shows 
tilting the head further back, as is often done, the true position, which is nearly as in the 
rightly or wrongly, with some similar heads. photograph on Plate I. 
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head with others of a somewhat similar expression, and of undoubtedly fourth 
century origin, we shall easily see the essential difference. Take the Hermes 
of Praxiteles, for instance, the most conspicuous example of this expression 
of a mood of kindly reverie ; not only is the modelling far softer and less 
definite throughout, but the expression of the eyes is mainly dependent upon 
the depth of the socket, the consequent shadow around the eyes, and the 
delicate flow of the surrounding muscles. In this Athena, on the other hand, 
the expression is almost entirely dependent upon the modelling of the eye
ball and eye-lids, and so it is relegated at once to an earlier period. Again, 
the half-open mouth, showing the teeth, suggests comparison with heads of 
the school of Scopas; but here again the comparison, when made, shows a 

difference as essential as the similarity. The well known head from the south 

of the Acropolis, for instance,1 though its mouth is open so as to show the 

teeth, has lips of less clear and definite modelling; for actual form, though 

not for the resultant expression, we find nearer analogy in the half-open lips 

of earlier fifth century work, particularly in certain Myronic heads; but the 

intention in these is evidently to give an appearance of physical life to the 

face rather than to express any mood or emotion. 
It is desirable to have a clear notion of these peculiarities of ex

pression, and of the technical and material means by which they are 
produced, because a superficial observation of these might well mislead us 

as to the period to which the head must be assigned; and indeed, in the 

case of certain heads that at first m a y appear similar they have led to a 
later dating than we can admit as possible for the Disney Athena. With 

this Disney head before us we can clearly see that the original must go back 
to a master of the closing years of the fifth century, trained among the con

temporaries and associates of Phidias, who yet, in the motives of his work 
and the expression he tried to render, anticipated many characteristics of the 

fourth century. There is one master beyond all others who is suggested by 
this description; and that master is Alcamenes.2 To him, or to his immediate 

surroundings, the original of the Disney head and its various replicas must, I 

believe, be assigned. 
Having now gained a notion of the character and period to which this 

head of Athena must be assigned, simply by examining its style and features, 

we must next turn to consider its place relatively to other works of the same 
subject and character. This is, in the present instance, a peculiarly difficult 

task. So many heads of Athena are known, either on statues or separated 

from them, which have a certain resemblance to this Disney head, that it is 

not easy to classify them or to establish their relationship to it and to one 
another. This very multitude is in itself an indication. W e are clearly 

dealing with a type of very wide prevalence, but with numerous variations 

i Figured in my Handbook of Greek Scidp- ledge , fine and correct criticism in his appre-
ture F% 101 ciati"11 °'f Alcamenes as the forerunner ot 
^ Whatever opinion we may hold as to many Praxiteles, in ideas and feeling rather than in 

details in Klein's Praxiteles, we must aeknow- formal tradition of style. 
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both in style and in accessories. The pose of the head and the form of the 
helmet are similar, for example, in a work like the Athena of Velletri and 
also in the colossal Athena Albani at Munich; yet the resemblance does not 
appear to be more than superficial. W h e n we have to deal with copies of 
such great variety of execution and independence, it would be very difficult, 
judging from style alone, to discriminate between the different varieties of 
this general type; and, as a matter of fact, many comparisons and classifica
tions have been attempted which will not bear the light of a fuller investi
gation. "Under these circumstances we might well despair of any further 
progress, but for an indication which I have already noted in describing the 
Disney head; this is the felt cap worn' under the helmet, and showing clearly 
on either side above the hair. This peculiarity is one which no copyist-
whatever his skill or intention as regards style—could fail to reproduce, unless 
he was deliberately making a free imitation rather than a copy of the 
original; and so it affords us a safe clue for the selection of those heads that 
merit a more careful consideration. A m o n g thesex one type is represented 
by the head, found between Pompeii and Castellammare.. in the. collection of 
Prince Karl of Prussia at Glienicke near Potsdam2; the other, and the nearer 
to the Disney Athena, is the head of the statue of Athena from Crete now in 
the Louvre (Fig. 2), published by M. Jamot in Monuments Grecs 21-22. It so 
happens that this very statue has recently been identified by Dr. Reisch3 
upon external grounds as a variant of an Athena by Alcamenes. So remark
able a coincidence requires careful consideration. 

Dr. Reisch, starting from the two inscriptions C.I.A. i. 318 and 319, infers, 
from the details referred to, that the two statues mentioned in the inscriptions 
must be Hephaestus and Athena, that they were probably dedicated in 417-
416 B.C., or not much later, that they were of bronze, about 2^ times life-size, and 
that they were identical with the statues described by Pausanias4 as existing 
in the Hephaesteum. These were a Hephaestus and an Athena of which, 
unfortunately, the only thing he tells us is that she had blue (yXavKol) eyes. 
As Dr. Reisch very justly remarks, the one artist working in Athens at this 
time most likely to have a commission for temple statues of such size and 
importance given to him .was Alcamenes; the famous statue of Hephaestus, 
by Alcamenes, which is otherwise recorded, must most probably be identified 
with this Hephaestus, and so the attribution of the two statues to him is 
corroborated. So far, Dr. Reisch's suggestions certainly carry a very high 
degree of probability, though of course they cannot be absolutely proved. 
Next, observing that among the materials provided is tin for the avQe/xov or 
flower-ornament below the shield of Athena,6 he compares certain statues of 

The flap of this cap, in a form resembling 4 I. 14, 6. 
that seen in the Glienicke head, occurs also in B I must confess to much doubt about this 
the Pallas Giustiniani and its numerous re- &v8eiwv argument; it may be merely an orna-
plicas ; but these are too different in type to ment affixed within the shield. But, finding 
cause any confusion. that Dr. Reisch's arguments have led to a con-
2 Friederichs-Wolters, 1438 ; Mon. Inst. iv. elusion which is strangely in accord with, new 

1, Muller-Wieseler ii. 19, 198a. evidence, I think it only fair to give the steps 
3 Jahreshefte i. p. 55 ; cf. Eranos Yindo- of his reasoning. 

bonensis. 
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Athena, which have the shield actually supported by an acanthus ornament, 

as copies of this Athena by Alcamenes. These statues, unfortunately, are all 

headless, or at least have heads that do not belong to them. But the Athena 

from Crete in the Louvre, though different in the arrangement of the aegis 
and of the left arm, is absolutely identical in drapery, fold for fold, with the 

statues in question. Dr. Reisch is accordingly inclined to see in this Athena 

from Crete a modification of the type introduced by Alcamenes.1 Perhaps, if 

we accept the rest of Dr. Reisch's hypothesis, w e m a y be inclined to a 

different view of the relation of the two types. To this question we must 

return presently. 
M. Jamot, w h o published the Athena from Crete in the Monuments Grecs, 

attributes its style to the closing years of the fifth century; and so gives inde

pendent confirmation to Dr. Reisch's views as to the period to which the type 

must, at least in its origin, be assigned. H e also assigns it to the immediate 
surroundings of Phidias. The distinguishing peculiarity of this Athena is 

that upon her left arm and the aegis, which is cast over her left shoulder, she 
supports a circular box or cista out of which rises a snake. This box is 

evidently the one which she confided to the care of the daughters of Cecrops ; 

it contained, as will be remembered, the infant Erichthonius, and on its being 
opened a snake appeared. The Attic legend assigned to Athena a peculiar 

interest in this child ; she even, according to some accounts, acknowledged in 
its birth a kind of vicarious maternity, while its father, Hephaestus, usually 

stands beside her when she receives it from its mother the Earth (Ge). 
Viewed in this light, the group of Athena supporting on her left arm the 

snake that is but a form of Erichthonius, has a different meaning from what 
appears upon the surface. The position of the statue, and the expression of 
the goddess, at once recall the Eirene and Plutus of Cephisodotus and the 

Hermes and infant' Dionysus of Praxiteles. A n d the resemblance is not an 
accidental one. If M . Jamot, having only the Cretan statue before him, 

could make so just an inference as to its period and character, we can go 
further with the help of the Disney head, which is more careful in execution 

and, in all probability, a more faithful copy of the c o m m o n original. It was 
no accident that led us to notice a similarity of expression, though attained 

by entirely different mechanical means, between this Athena and the Hermes 

of Praxiteles. The circumstances are in each case similar; each holds a 
child, or what represents a child, yet does not directly look at it or play with 

It has been suggested t j me by Mr. G. F. mere conjecture, was but another form of this 
Hill that Athena Hephaestia is a title very Athena Hephaestia. In both alike the goddess 
difficult to parallel in Greek mythology, if the was represented in her more peaceful aspect, as 
name be derived directly from Hephaestus; patroness of art and handicraft. The suggestion 
such epithets are more commonly local in origin, of a Lemnian association is peculiarly appro-
and this one suggests Hephaestia in Lemnos, priate in a work attributed to Alcamenes, who 
where there was a prominent cult of the goddess, was himself a Lemnian. Thus we add yet 
attested by coins, and where she was associated another to the many coincidences that give 
in worship with Hephaestus. He further sug- cumulative weight to the suggestions considered 
gests that the famous Athena Lemma of Phidias, in this paper. 
whose association with Athenian cleruohs is a 
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thobUtrther S6emS en§'a§ed in a reverie from which we must imagine that the 
PraU? * 0f the child is not excluded. The relationship of the Hermes of 
is of t0 the Ell'ene and PlutUB °f his father or elder brother Cephisodotus 
m ^ C°lS-Se obvious' even if we reJect the statement that Cephisodotus also 
naoe a Hermes with the child Dionysus. But the difference in style between 
M e Jiu-ene and the Disney head is considerable-too considerable for us to 
admit the possibility that Cephisodotus is the author of both alike 
Alcamenes is the earlier contemporary of Cephisodotus, to w h o m both 
Oephisodotus and Praxiteles owe so much; and, in assigning to him the 
origin of the Cretan Athena in the Louvre and also of the Disney head, which 
is a finer representative of the same type, we are also probably tracing back 
to its true author the motive which, in the Hermes of Praxiteles, has found 
more perfect embodiment and preservation than has befallen in the case of 
any other of the masterpieces of ancient Greek sculpture. 

Certain difficulties, however, must be faced. If the Disney head and 
the Cretan Athena in the Louvre preserve for us the type of the Athena set 
up beside Hephaestus in Athens about 416 B.C., we have indeed a most 
appropriate allusion to their common worship and their common interest in 
the snake-child Erichthonius. But on the other hand this Athena can 
hardly be identical with the Athena seen by Pausanias in the Hephaesteum, 
or else he would surely have found something more to say about her than 
that she had blue eyes. So curious a feature as the snake in the box on her 
arm could hardly have been omitted. W e must, therefore, either distinguish 
the Athena of Alcamenes from the statue seen by Pausanias, or else suppose 
with Dr. Reisch that the Cretan statue shows a modification of the original 
type—a modification which would be very curious if the head and the drapery 
were exactly reproduced, while the whole motive of the statue was altered; 
and, moreover, what becomes in that case of the very peculiar and appro
priate expression which led us, before quoting the Cretan statue, to compare 
the Disney Athena with the Hermes ? It must be admitted that these 
difficulties somewhat weaken the structure of the external evidence; but, 
even if we reject or modify some portions of Dr. Reisch's hypothesis, we 
ma y admit that he must, in the main, have been following a correct clue, 
since it brought him to a conclusion similar to that which we have reached 
by an independent chain of evidence. 

So far I have left out of account the other type which I quoted, of which 
the Glienicke head is the finest representation. This head has generally been 
assigned to a later period than is possible for the Disney head. Thus Dr. 
Wolters describes it as Hellenistic, basing his date mainly on the type of 
statue to which it appears to belong j1 but he also says that the expression of 
the face, which he calls ' etwas schwarmerisch,' is peculiarly appropriate to 
this period. Professor Furtwangler- assigns the type to the fourth century, 
seeing in it l a pathetic tendency.' The Glienicke head, as has often been 
pointed out, does not stand by itself. Numerous replicas of it are known, 

Friederichs-Wolters' Bausteine, no. 1438. 9 Eosoher, Art. Athena, p. 703. 
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both separate and also attached to complete statues; an example of these is 
No. 73 in the Berlin Museum catalogue, another is the statue represented 

beside the Glienicke head in the Monumenti IV. i. This statue represents 

Athena standing, her right hand resting upon her spear, with a himation 

thrown loosely around her and drawn together by her left arm as it rests 

upon her hip.1 This statue is also figured upon coins of Athens,2 and the 

numerous copies of it that are known show that it must have been a famous 

work. If we are to recognise in this Athena a well-known cultus statue at 
Athens, representing her in her more peaceful aspect as Athena Hephaestia, 

it is a plausible suggestion that this is the statue seen by Pausanias in the 
Hephaesteum. In some copies a small Triton is seen beside the goddess, and 

it is a tempting suggestion that Pausanias noted this fact, and afterwards, 

perhaps forgetting what he had meant, enlarged his note into the somewhat 
irrelevant remarks about Athena and Lake Tritonis. If so, the Athena in 

the Hephaesteum was not, of course, of the same type as the Cretan Athena, 
though similar in the face and expression. Whether she was identical with 

the statue recorded in G.l.A. i. 318 and 319, and attributed by Dr. Reisch 

to Alcamenes, is another question. The weight of authority hitherto has 
attributed the statue with the Triton to the fourth century or to Hellenistic 

times, and the composition of the drapery seems, in the present state of our 
knowledge, very unlike fifth-century sculpture. However this may be, what 

concerns us at present is the curious resemblance in surroundings and expres
sion between the Glienicke head and the Disney Athena. The cap below the 

helmet is not, indeed, precisely similar ; it is folded into a loop,3 not merely 
creased by the pressure as in the Cretan statue and the Disney head ; but 
its presence suggests comparison, and the firm line of the eyelids and the 

slightly open mouth are also similar, though the complete statues show that 
the quasi-maternal motive of the expression is absent; perhaps it is not too 
rash to recognise in the Glienicke head a reflexion or imitation of the 

influence of Alcamenes, as we can now see it more directly preserved in the 
Disney head and the Cretan statue. It is an open question how far it is 

possible or advisable to try to trace the same influence in the other heads 
that we have noticed as similar—the Athena of Velletri for example. Thus 

Milchhofer4 assigns the Athena dedicated by Eubulides to a later variation of 
the Velletri type, and is inclined to regard that type as derived from the 

work of Cephisodotus. In the light of our present evidence, we should be 

inclined to say Alcamenes rather than Cephisodotus; but the two were almost 
contemporaries, and had much in common; it can hardly be a mere accident 

that so many authorities now combine to trace these kindred types back to 
the Attic art of the close of the fifth century. 

Another modification of the type that is preserved in the Cretan statue, 

1 Cf. Muller-Wieseler, ii. 233 ; cf. Clarac, Giustiniam, which, though otherwise dissimilar, 
167, 879 ; 470, B94 ; 471, 900 ; 473, 899c. also has the himation thrown over the left 
2 Imhoof and Gardner, Plate AA. VII. shoulder. 
3 In this respect it resembles the Athena 4 Arch. Stud. Brunn. p. 48. 
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Berli Mtlme ^ a differect direction, may be seen in the statue No. 72 in the 
but useum.1 This statue represents Athena in a somewhat similar pose, 
The fUpportm£ uPon ner !eft arm and aegis not a snake in a box, but a child. 
thi °f the statue 1S a restoration, so that no comparison is possible in 
no S,reSpe°t- The marn variation, beside the above substitution, is that the 
P si ion of the legs is reversed, the weight resting upon the left. The result is 
a veiy ne approacll of the whole effect tQ the ̂  q{ ̂  ^..^ ^ 
nutus. lhe statue is of late and inferior work; but it appears to be a, kind 
ol variation or comment upon the work of Alcamenes, modified so as also to 
be assimilated to the kindred treatment of the Eirene of Cephisodotus.2 

These variations and imitations tend to confirm the attribution of the 
c o m m o n original of the Cretan statue and the Disney head to the Attic art 
of the closing years of the fifth century, and, in all probability, to Alcamenes 
himself or his immediate surroundings.3 And, with the subject and motive 
set before us, as preserved in the Athena from Crete, w e can appreciate the 
meaning of the still finer head which Dr. Nelson has acquired. In it w e do 
not see a vaguely sentimental or pathetic expression, but the kindly, quasi-
maternal interest of Athena in her nursling, Erichthonius, while the mystic 
form of the child preserves the myth from a too literal interpretation. It 
rather typifies the fostering care of Athena over her chosen people ; and in the 
face of the goddess w e m a y see a worthy expression of her peaceful solicitude. 

Note.—I add revised measurements both of the athlete J.H.S. 1898, 
Plate XI. and of the Athena 1899, Plate I., taken on the casts by Dr. 
Kalkmann's system—that is to say, measured on a staff set parallel to the 
axis of the head. It will be seen that these measurements cannot claim to 
be more than approximate. I think too great an attempt at accuracy in 
detail is only misleading when, as Dr. Kalkmann justly observes, everyone 
probably measures from a slightly different point and by a slightly different 
system. Such accuracy in detail can only be used for comparison when a 
large number of works are measured by the same person. The measurements 
are in millimetres. 

Top of forehead to chin (height of face) 
,, ,, to brow 

Brow to nostril 
Nostril to chin ... 
Brow to opening of mouth 
Opening of mouth to chin 

Athena. 
160 
40 
60 
60 
75 
45 

Athlete 
175 
45 
65 
65 
85 
45 

Clarac, 462C, 888E. 
"- Furtwangler (Roscher, p. 702) notes the 

affinity of this Berlin statue with Cephisodotus. 
3 I shall perhaps be expected to justify an 

attribution to Alcamenes by comparison with 
other extant statues that have been attributed 
to him. But I have purposely abstained from 

doing so, because the evidence in all these cases 
is very problematical. Perhaps the best attested 
is the Procne and Itys (Antilce Denlcmaler ii. 22; 
cf. Winter, Arch. Anz. 1894, p. 46) ; in this 
figure the drapery resembles to a remarkable 
degree that of the Cretan statue. 
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Top of. forehead to inner corner of eye 
Inner corner of eye to nostril 
Nostril to chin 
Inner comer of eye to opening of mouth 
Opening of mouth to chin 

Breadth between outer corner of eyes 
inner ,, 

Breadth of face on cheek-bones 

Athena, 
55 
45 
60 
60 
45 

80 
23 
115 

Athlete 
60 
50 
65 
70 
45 

90 
38 
135 

I a m authorised by Dr. Nelson to state that casts of either head can n o w 
be supplied on application to h i m at 2, Aigburth Vale, Liverpool. 

E. A. Gardner. 



GREEK GRAFFITI FROM DER EL BAHARI AND EL KAB. 

The following inscriptions were copied during the winter of 1897-8 : 
those from the temple of Der el Bahari in November and December ; those 
from the neighbourhood of El Kab in February, 1898. 

Der el Bahari.1—The funerary temple of Queen Hatshepsut of the 

XVIIIth Dynasty, dedicated in honour of A m e n Ra, and now known as Der el 
Bahari, stands on the western side of the Nile valley, under the eastern cliffs 

of the limestone ridge which separates the valley of the tombs of the kings 

from the great Theban cemetery which stretches from Goornah to Medinet 

Habou. The temple is laid out at three levels, having an entrance court on 

the lowest level, from which there is access by a central incline to a second 

or middle court, and this leads to a third or upper court, whose western 

and northern sides are built against the cliffs in which the sanctuary is 
excavated. All the graffiti given here (Fig. 1) come from the Eastern and 

Southern walls of this upper court. They are noted in the order they occur, 
on the Eastern wall from N. to S., on the Southern wall from E. to W . 

line 

Eastern wail. E. face. S. of the central granite doorway. O n dado 

No. 6. Deeply scratched. Lt/3' ZwtXo? "arpo^. 

No. 7. Deeply scratched. NtKao-to? 'Io-tBd>pov. 

No. 8. 'Kftfiatviot NetXew? «:/30Ko8et\o?. 

The third word is very lightly scratched, and is obviously an addition by 

some humorist. 

No. 9. Deeply scratched. '¥>pii6$C\o<;. 

No 10 Lightly scratched. 'AiroXXwwofr) So>t%>o?. 
Lightly scratched. 'AttoXXmwos 'E/)/*o*\etos. 

In the two last the patronymics are worthy of note. 'Ep^Xetos is 

presumably the Boeotian genitive of 'EppoKkfji. 

i See the publications of the Egypt Exploration Fund on Deir-el-Bahari, Nos. XII., XIII. 

XIV., and XVI. 
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Eastern wall. W. face. N. of central doorway. 

No. 5. On dado line. Very lightly scratched with a fine point. 

//////////" Q ̂ ° ? //////// irapeyevero 
'AvBp6fia%o<; 777305 

Unfinished. The first word is probably v/x.epa, followed by a numeral. 

S. of the central doorway. 

No. 4. Immediately below dado line. Lightly scratched. 72 cm. from 

jamb of doorway. Kapcrifiapoi;. 

No. 3. On dado line. On course next to N. of the two following 

graffiti. Scratched. "AXeoy. 

No. 2. On dado line. "AXeivs. 

No. 1. On dado line, below preceding, very lightly scratched, and 
obviously by the same hand as No. 5. In two lines. 'AvBpop.a-^o<i Ma/ceBaiv 

d(f>liceTO 7rpo? 'A/j.evcod'nv ̂ pr/crrbv Oebv ? fij/crdov epya^ofievos ical efiaXa/cio-Or) 

Kal 0 Oeds avr&t e/3oi]0rj(7e avOnfJLeprj. eppcoade. 

For the reading of the eighth word I a m indebted to Mr. G. F. Hill, 

to w h o m also I owe the note on Amenothes printed below. There is no sign 
of an 1 in the original, but fiicrOov seems the word demanded by the sense. 

Below this inscription is the name 'AvBpo/jLa^o'i scratched in large 
letters. 

Southern wall. N. face. 

No. 11. 30 cm. below dado line. 2'36 west of the middle doorway of 
three in this wall, roughly cut with a chisel-edged tool. The last word 
scratched only. 

to irpoaKwrj/jta Euiyparpto? irapd tcS Kvplw 6ea> 
Acr/cXrjTria) Kal AfievcoOr) teal Tyiela1 /nvija-
6r)Ti vfia>v Kal 7rapaSo? v/uv Oepa-

irelav 

Added to the original inscription, below. 

Kal <f>piTto/3 

(rvv$oy)6ovvTa>v...yepo-7a'irave ? 
7recruy3{9 

Above:—• 
el? Qeb<i 6 ftor)9&v vfia>v 

followed by an ' ankh' cross with palms. Below the main inscription, to 
the left, is a similar cross, and another of different form. 

The latter addition with the crosses seems to be a commentary by a 
Christian convert on the original inscription. 
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Fig. 1.—Graffiti from Der el Bahari, 
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In the main inscription vjjlwv, vfilv are for r)//,a>v, f)plv, as often. 
Amenothes is presumably not Amenhotep III., but the wise m a n 

Amenhotep, son of Hapu, the contemporary of the king his namesake. 

Wilcken has published1 an ostrakon of the third century B.C., found at Der 

el Bahari, and containing a set of maxims (virodrjicaC) attributed to 'A/j.evwrri'i. 
As Wilcken shows, the maxims are really of Greek origin. In Ptolemaic 

times Amenhotep was worshipped in association with the god Imhotep, who 

corresponds to Asklepios, at the temples of Der-el-Medineh, Medinet-Habu, 

and Der-el-Bahari.2 The three representations of Amenhotep as a deity all 
belong to about the time of Ptolemy Euergetes II. A papyrus (Bulak No. 3), 

in which Amenhotep is also associated with Imhotep, belongs, according to 

Sethe, to late Ptolemaic times. Manetho (Josephus c. Ap. i. 232, 236, 243) 
mentions him as 'Afieva>(f}i<; rov TlaaTnos, but not as a deity. It follows 
therefore that he was deified in Ptolemaic times, probably first under 

Euergetes II. To this time (c. 170 B.C.) our graffito may very well belong. 
The latter part of the inscription and the added words after Oepairelav 

appear to be composed of fragments of magical formulae. 

No. 12. On top line of dado. Next course to W. of preceding. 

Scratched. At'SufAo? Ilaijw? //////• 

This name occurs in three other places on this wall (Nos. 13-16). 

No. 15. 77 cm. above dado and 5'25 W. of preceding. Lightly 
scratched. 'AiroXX(ovto<;... 

The word following 'AiroXXcovios may be meant for SaiVo?. 

No. 17. Below dado. P75 E. of jamb of western doorway in this wall. 

Deeply scratched. Tatnji/o? \%JHJ(V)a>v Hdrjvt^. 

For Tldnvis cf. Nos. 12-16 and G.I.G. 5030. 

El Kab.—On the walls of the forecourt of the little Ptolemaic temple 
of Eileithyia, in the eastern desert behind El Kab, are a number of unim

portant graffiti, often consisting of a few letters only. I give here (Fig. 2) a 
few, which (with the exception of G.I.G. 4835b, which I did not find) are the 
only ones worth recording. Facsimiles of Nos. 1, 3, and 5 have been pub
lished by Petrie, A Season in Egypt, PI. XVII. Nos. 643, 644, 648. 

Gateway of forecourt, eastern pier, outer face, on third course from 

ground. 

No. 1. Incised: o^rtKrop 

No. 2. Below preceding; scratched : ApaKwv 

Aegypliaca: Festschr. fur G. Ebers, p. on this subject to Mr. F. LI. Griffith. 
142 f. I owe this and the succeeding reference 2 Aegyptiaca, p. 106 f. (K. Sethe.) 
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No. 3. Incised: UXdrcov " E p ^ v o , fato napd rr,(y) fieyiarrjv 6edv 
Xfjuffiv. 

Already published in G.I.G. iii. 4835, and Petrie, I.e. 

_ The above three inscriptions occur on the stone in the same relative 
position as is indicated in the illustration. 

CD *f'Kr°f 
AW\c 

<* ^fAKuJN 

® re x a t u ; kj 

THMencrKH 

© HA ^/khpAj-oc 

© 

Fig. 2.—Graffiti from El Kab. 

Western pier, outer face, on third course from ground ; 

No. 4. Scratched : Aou/ao?. 

On western wall of forecourt, inner face, second bay from entrance, on 

third course. 

No. 5. Incised: HX... NiK^'paro?. 

Five minutes to the west of the Eileithyia temple, following the line of 

the cliffs bounding the valley, on the western side of the mouth of a small 

H.S.—VOL, XIX. C 
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khor, and at the foot of an anciently quarried cliff, is a large sandstone 
boulder, with a flat upper surface, on which is scratched the following inscrip

tion. The boulder has been cracked across since the writing of the inscription, 

and the pieces have fallen apart, making a break through all four lines. 

No. 6. Tipmrapj^o'i 
rjKco AiBvfirj 

? o-icno-a7roXXa)viB ? 

'AXtvr) 

The first and last letters of 1. 3 are doubtful; they may be e and X or a. 

LI. 3 and 4 are not clear. The inscription may refer to the goddess to 

w h o m the neighbouring temple was dedicated, and who is called Smithis in 
the liXdraiv inscription; if so, we should probably read Ela-i^ 'ATroXXcavla. 
But as this title is not otherwise known it is safer to assume that we have 
here a string of names. 

C. R. Peers. 



THE CAMPAIGN OF 716-718, FROM ARABIC SOURCES. 

In the work known as Khitab Al 'Uyun, or Book of Springs,1 pp. 24-33, 
is contained a long narrative of the disastrous siege of Constantinople by the 

Arabs in 717-8, which, owing to its great length, I was unable to include in 
m y article on the ' The Arabs in Asia Minor ' in J.H.S. xviii. p. 182 ff. This 

work dates from the latter half of the 11th century, and in its present state 

appears to have been written in Spain, but is clearly drawn from early 

Eastern sources. Unfortunately the author does not, like most Arabic 

historians, mention his sources; but from a comparison with the narrative of 

Al Tabari it is clear that his chief, if not his only, authorities were Al Wakidi 

and Al Madaini, both of w h o m wrote in the early part of the 9th century and 
are earlier in date than any extant Arabic chroniclers. 

Out of these two accounts he has constructed a continuous narrative, 
which, though graphic enough, in many places leaves traces of the method 

in which it has been put together, which m ay be detected partly by the 

inconsequence of the narrative itself, partly by comparison with other writers. 

The contradictions, however, must not be ascribed entirely to our author, since 
in many instances it is clear that they already existed in his authorities, who 

also followed varying traditions, though, unlike him, they probably gave each 
tradition separately with a reference to the source from which it was derived. 

That any written authorities existed before their time is unlikely, and their 
narratives must therefore have been derived from oral tradition; hence in 

such matters as chronological order and locality little confidence can be placed 

in them.2 It must not, however, be supposed that the narrative is a merely 
legendary one; the many curious correspondences with Greek sources, such 

as the mention of the general Solomon, known only from Theophanes, and the 
name Tessarakontapechys, known only from the Acts of the 7th Synod, show 

that it is in the main historical, but accompanied by legendary details, which 
however, can in many instances be shown to be not mere inventions, but 

perversions or misunderstandings of historical fact. O n the other hand the 

correspondences with the narrative of Michael the Syrian3 cannot be fairly 

used to corroborate our author; for they are so close that it is difficult not to 
think that Michael here draws in part from Arabic sources; and this is 

1 Ed. de Goeje and de Jong {Fragmenta tends to show that the chronology of the siege 
Historicorum Arabicorum Vol. I., Leiden was unknown to the Arab writers. 
1869). 3 Arabic translation in Brit. Mus. MS. Or. 
2 The mere fact that no exact dates are given 4402. 

C 2 
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supported by the divergences from Theophanes, with whom his narrative is 

generally parallel.1 
Some sources of confusion are easily discovered. One of these is the 

error common to all Arabic writers, and apparently to the Eastern source 

followed by Theophanes,2 that the siege took place under Solomon and the 
army was recalled immediately after the accession of 'IJmar ;• whereas in fact 

Solomon died about two months3 after the siege began, and the siege 

continued 10f months after 'Ulnar's accession. 'Umar no doubt recalled 

the army; and hence in the absence of dates the Arabs concluded that he did 
so immediately after his accession. A second and yet more fruitful source of 
error is a confusion between the imperial salutation of Leo at Amorion at the 

instigation of the Arabs in the summer of 716 and his coronation at Con

stantinople on March 25, 717.* Owing to this confusion the campaign in Asia 
Minor is almost entirely passed over, and events which happened at Amorion 

are, as I point out in the notes, transferred to Constantinople. Accordingly, 
since the salutation of Leo at Amorion took place during the siege of that 

place, the siege of Constantinople was made to begin before his accession, 
whereas in fact it began about 3 months afterwards; and it was made to last 
If, or even 2 | years, whereas in fact it lasted, according to the higher 

estimate, 13 months. The chronological confusion is greatly assisted by the 
peculiarity of the Arabic calendar ; for, since the siege was made to last 2 

winters, and the army to be recalled immediately after the second winter, it 

would follow that Solomon's death was placed at the end of the winter. But, 
since he in fact died in September, and the date of his death was perfectly well 

known, this mistake would clearly have been impossible if the Arabs had 
used a fixed instead of a moving calendar. 

From the narrative of Al Tabari I in m y previous article gave extracts 
only; but, as in connexion with the narrative of the Khitab Al 'Uyun his 
whole account is of considerable interest (though not perhaps in itself of any 

great historical value), I give it in full5 at the end of the translation of the 
narrative of the Khitab, -which here follows. 

And it is said that, when Solomon became Caliph, he was informed by 
many learned m e n that the name of the Caliph who should take Al Kustanti-
niyya (Constantinople) should be the name of a prophet; and there was none 
among the Ommiarl kings whose name was the name of a prophet except him. 
A n d he was eagerly desirous of doing it and made preparations for this 

1 The divergences can hardly be explained by Theophanes (p. 29 note 5) is perhaps a loose 
supposing that Theophanes drew throughout one. 
from his western source, for the long narrative 3 Owing to the variation between Theophanes 
under A M 6*208 clown to Loo's accession is not and Nikephoros the exact date at which the 
in Wikephoros, and can scarcely have been siege began cannot be determined. 
wholly omitted by him, if he found it in his 4 Theoph. A M 6232. 
authority. I.e, without omissions. I do not think it 
2 Michael makes certain messages pass necessary to repeat over again the opening and 

between ' Umar and the army before its retreat concluding sections, which were given in full 
(see p. 29 note 7), so that the expression of in the previous article. 
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purpose, never doubting that it was he who should perform this.1 And he 
despatched his brother Maslama, and with him he sent levies raised from the 
forces of Al Sham (Syria) and Al Gazira (Mesopotamia) ; and he collected 
implements of war for summer and winter and siege-engines and naphtha2 and 
other things. Then he appointed Maslama his brother to the command of 
the forces by land and sea; and there went forth with him a large number of 
lawyers from Al Sham and Al 'Irak (Babylonia). And Maslama went on till he 
reached Dabik, and the contingents from all quarters came to him. Then he 
set out and marched along the road through Mar'ash (Germanikeia) and Ihn "Wadh: 
took the city of the Slavs 3; and the winter came upon them, and he turned ' i95)XV1U' 
aside to the city of Afif4 (Epiphaneia ?) and wintered there. And, w h e n the 
winter had passed,5 he went along on the w a y to Kustantiniyya,- until he 
reached 'Ammuriya (Amorion); and the patrician of that city6 was Leo, the 
son of Constantine,7 the Mar'ashi ; and Maslama came to terms with him and 
gave h i m security and received the like from him ; and the terms were that 
he should give h i m advice and information for attacking the people of 
Kustantiniyya and should be a helper to him.8 A n d the king of Kustan
tiniyya at that time was Bidus (Theodosius).9 

A n d a wonderful story is that of the fortunes of Leo and his renown and 
his valour and h o w he obtained from the R o m a n s such a position that he 
became king a m o n g them. And, as for his early state and condition, he was 
a Christian inhabitant of Mar'ash,10 where to this day there is a celebrated 
church called after him. 

A n d his wife saw in a dream a cock spreading his wings in her court, 
and all the cocks of the R o m a n s answered him. A n d he said to her, ' Kee p 
this vision secret and let no one hear of it.' T h e n he went to Kustantiniyya, 
and he entered it during the time of the civil war which was going on in it,11 

1 According to Theoph. A M 6206 the pre- dadhbah (ed. de Goeje p. 109) also calls the 
parations for the expedition began before the Anatolic general ' patrician of Amorion.' 
death of Al "Walid. 7 This name is probably only an inference 
2 For the use of naphtha in sieges see Dio from the fact that the name of Leo's son was 

Cass. 36, 3, 1 ; 75, 11, 4 ; Proo. de Bell. Goth. Constantine. Similarly our author calls Leo V. 
4, 11. In all these cases however it was used ' son of Constantine,' though we know that his 
by the defenders, and I do not know another father's name was Vard. 
instance of its use in attack. 8 'And, when the Arab army reached the city 
3 Here the city of the Slavs appears in its of Amorion, Leo met them and made an agree-

right place ; hence the note in J.ff.S. xviii. p. inent with them with regard to the capture of 
194 may be corrected. the city ' Mich. fol. 264 v ; 'promised to help 
* As there are no points over the last letter, them to take the royal city ' Greg. p. 116. 

it might also be read 'Afik,' and so de Goeje 9 The reason for negoeiating with Leo was 
prints ; but Aphaka in Phoenicia is absurdly his enmity to Theodosius ' anoioip Se 6 WaaaX-
out of place. Even Epiphaneia (in Cilicia) fias t V ix9pav> V ê X6 ®e°8. <5 (SairtAevs irpbs 
seems to be too far back. rbv GT\i0.rrr\'y6v, fiovx6[itvos tqvtov SeTieatrai ku! 
5 This must be the winter of 715-6. Solo- elprivevaai fier' avrov ical St aiirov t̂ v 'Voi/xavtan 

mon's accession was in Feb. 715, while in 716 t>7roTa£cu ' (Theoph. A M 6208).' 
we know from Theophanes and Michael that 10 ' he tjjs Vep/j.aviKea>v Karay6jj.evos' Theoph. 
Maslama was in Asia Minor! A M 6209. 
' • I.e. General of the Anatolikoi. Ibn Khur- n Perhaps in 698, 
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and he became celebrated as a wine-merchant; and he spoke correctly in 

Arabic1 and in Roman. And, when God Most High wishes a thing, He 

makes a way of bringing it about. Then he was present in those conflicts 

and showed energy in them, and his admirable courage was made plain ; and 

they promoted him,2 and he went on being advanced from post to post till he 

became patrician of 'Ammuriya.3 And it is said of him that, when he came 

to 'Ammuriya with the king's commission appointing him patrician, they 

rejected h i m and said to him, ' Such a m a n as you shall not rule over us, for 
you are a Nabataean Arab.' A n d he said to them, ' I will not rule over you 

except by your c o m m a n d s ; but you have heard of m y character and m y 
valour and ability, and your affairs are in confusion, and your kingdom is sore 

smitten,- and the civil war is raging, and this Maslama, the son of 'Abd A l 
Malikh, has come close to your territory, and he will attack you. Therefore 

let m e in and entrust your government to m e ; and, if I bear myself in it in 
accordance with your wishes, well; but if not, turn m e out and do with m e 
what you please.' A n d they said, ' H e speaks the truth.' And' they 
admitted him into their city and placed their government in his hands.4 A n d 

meanwhile Maslama encamped at 'Ammuriya on his w a y to A l Kustantiniyya.6 
6 A n d they m a d e him king and placed the crown on his 

head. And, w h e n the followers of Bastas (Anastasius) saw that Bidus had 
become master of Al Kustantiniyya, they wished to gain his favour, and they 
took Bastas and put him in bonds and brought h im to Bidus; and he 

banished him to the land of the Burgan (Bulgarians) ; and Bidus became king, 
A n d he was w e a k in judgment, and the same in administration, and feeble in 
the task which he had undertaken of governing the Romans.7 A n d the 

government of the R o m a n s was sore smitten, and their days were days of 
confusion and disorder.8 

1 This is a striking confirmation of the con- sius, while they supported Theodosius (to 
jeeture of Prof. Bury {History of the later 'hfi&piov...Trpbs rbv aTpart\ybv iv «xfy? fiianei-
Baman Empire, vol. 2, p. 380) that Leo could fihov Sta t V irpbs 'Aprtfiiov a-vfifiaxiai/). Ac-
speak Arabic. If he remained in Gennanikeia cording to Michael (fol. 264 v) it was owing to 
after the Arabic occupation, which was prob- his dealings with the Arabs. It is not likely 
ably in 695 {J.H.S. xviii. pp. 189, 207), to have happened on his first appointment to 
it is easily explained without adopting the the office of general. 
suggestion put by our author into the mouths of 6 The attack on Amorion was made by Solo-
the Amorians that he was a Nabataean. mon according to Theoph. (I.e.), who does not 
Theoph. (AM 6209) makes him remove to bring Leo into the presence of Maslama at all. 
Thrace before 695; but, even so, Germanikeia as 6 It is here clear, as de Goeje points out, 
a frontier-town muBt have been in frequent that some words introducing the revolt against 
intercourse with the Arabs for fifty years before Anastasius have dropped out. 
that time. t ' aiepi.yfx.ov6. te «al iSidriji/' Theoph. A M 
2 This was in 705 (Theoph. I.e.) 'tyxo- 6207; cf. Nikoph. p. 51. ' ?,v he ©eoS.... 

ixivov abrov fiera tu>v BovXydpav iirifvrriaev uvt^ airpdyfi<ov...av̂ p Kal Trpi? Trpayfidrav Stotiaicnv 
fiera Sdipav Ttpofr&Tuv <p'. OeptnreuOels Be 6 'lov- Kal ravra fiaffiXelas <r<p6Spa ye aTroTretpvicds.' 
ariviavbs airaBdpiov avrbv evBius nciroinKev.' Zon. (ed. Bonn), 14, 28, 1. 
3 The appointment was made by Anastasius 8 ' rrjs t&v 'Paifiatov iroXirelas ovyKexwe'"ns 

(713-715). Theoph. I.e. oiffrjs' Theoph. A M 6209. '<?tt€!...̂  rvpavvU 
4 According to Theoph. (AM 6208) the hcpdrei rd re ttjs. fracnXelas teal -rijs woAecos 

quarrel between Leo and the Amorians was KaTrjueXeTro ital BieViirre irpdynara, %ti/xfyml.. 
owing to the fact that he supported Anaata- to. raKruca SieXiero' Nikeph. p. 52, 

http://aiepi.yfx.ov6
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And Maslama reached the Khalig and crossed it till he arrived at Al 

Kustantiniyya; and he passed over at a place called Abidus (Abydos),1 where 

the Khalig is the width of an arrow shot. And this Khalig, which is called 
the sea of Buntus (Pontos), starts from Arminiya (Armenia), until, when it 

comes to Al Kustantiniyya, it separates off in two directions, towards the 
north and towards the east,2 and there it is broad; but, when it reaches 
Abidus, it has narrowed down until it is the breadth of an arrow-shot between 
two cliffs. And, when a man has crossed the Khalig at Abidus, there lie 

between him and Kustantiniyya 100 miles of flat and level land. And the 

Khalig flows on from over against Abidus until it reaches the Sea of Al Sham, 
and it discharges and empties itself into the Sea of Al Sham. And Al Kustanti

niyya stands upon it, stretching from east to west of it, its eastern side being 
upon the sea, and another side towards the north upon the sea, and its 

southern side towards the land of the Burgan on the land <and its western 

side on the land>3 also; and round it upon the two sides which are wholly 

on the land is a trench containing water. 
And Leo used to go to Maslama in his position at 'Ammuriya 4 and con

verse and negotiate with him with fraud and deceit, until he said, ' If 

Maslama had been a woman, and I had then chosen to seduce her, I would 
have done it, and he would never have refused m e anything that I desired of 

him.' 
And, when Maslama had encamped at Kustantiniyya, he blockaded the Al Mad. ap. 

inhabitants and attacked them with siege-engines; and he collected together 

the provender and the corn, and they were conveyed to him from the outlying 
and exposed lands of the Romans; and they came to him in waggons, until that -A-l Wak. ap. 

which was brought to him became like mountains, and these stores abounded 

in his camp; and he excluded the inhabitants of Kustantiniyya from all 

gainful occupation by land and sea. And the district of Marakiya5 (Thrace) 
was at that time waste, having been laid waste in that civil war; but at the 
present time it is well-peopled. And this was in their time one of the 

greatest weaknesses of Al Kustantiniyya. If an army went at the present 
day to Al Kustantiniyya, when it was in need of provisions, and there was no 
importation of corn, their provender-dealers would bring them more than they 

wanted from the places nearest to them.6 
And Maslama prosecuted the siege vigorously ; and, when the siege 

pressed heavily upon them, they asked him to grant them a delay. And 

they conferred with him, and he gave them hopes of certain things, and they 

1 ' l\B$>v els tV "AfSvSov av-reittpaos Xabv stantinople similar to this (ed. de Goeje p. 104). 
Uavbv els r)\v Bpdnriv ' Theoph. l.o.; of. Nikeph. 4 Or, during his (Leo's or Maslama's) con-
p. 53. tinuance at 'Ammuriya.' If the rendering 
2 There is some confusion here, since it is given above is the right one, we have here one 

clear that this account is correct only if the of the instances of confusion in the narrative. 
description begins from the south. D A n error for ' Tarakiya' (de Goeje). 
3 It is clear that these words must be in- 6 This is in all probability taken from either 

sorted with de Goeje from Ibn Khurdadhbah, who Al "Wakidi or Al Madaini, and ' at the present 
in his ' Book of Eoads ' has an account of Con- day' therefore means soon after 800, 
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gave him hopes, and he remitted his attacks upon them; and in the mean

time they on their part gained consolation and comfort.1 
And Maslama was powerless,2 with no counsel in him for the war, nor 

among his companions was there any man at his disposal with any counsel in 

him; yet he was a valiant man. And the Romans continued in this condition, 

until he hoped to make himself master of them, and thought that he should 

overcome them, so much so that he wrote to Leo at 'Ammuriya, ordering him 

to come to him, and telling him that he was on the point of taking Kustanti

niyya. And Leo came in haste without waiting for anything ; and he wrote 

to Leo, saying, ' I will make you king over them.'3 And this increased his 

cupidity, and he came to him, and he entertained him and showed him 
honour and explained the state of his affairs. Then he sent him to the 

inhabitants of Kustantiniyya, and with him he sent a large number of his 
confidential officers; and Maslama said to them, ' I will not depart from you 

until you make my mauled Leo king and commit your kingdom to him ; then 
I will depart from you and will leave you and your country and your religion 

and your churches in peace.' And Leo went in with the testimony of the 
letter; and he worked for himself and swore to them that, if they made him 

king, he would break faith with Maslama and renounce him and fight against 

him6; and he said to them, ' You know my valour and prowess in war and my 
military capacities, and you know his ways and his soft character, and I can 
obtain from him whatever I wish.' 

Then this Leo brought a false report to Maslama, and took a false report 
from him to them : and with him were a large number of men, among them 

Solomon, the son of Mu'aclh,0 the Antakhi, and 'Abd Allah Al Battal,7 and 
'Abd Allah was at that time in command of the guard; and he was accompanied 

by squadrons of cavalry. And so matters went on; and Maslama said : ' I 

will not leave you until you make Leo king.' And they did not trust Leo, 
but were afraid that he would break faith with them and hand over the 
remnants of their property to Maslama until they agreed to what he asked. 

Al Mad. ap. Then Leo had a secret meeting with the bishops and patricians and swore 
AlTab. oaths to them until the matter was settled. 

1 These negotiations are probably the same aoi ap^6(ei, iXBi alv irpbs ripcls, Kal as XaXii-
as those recorded in the Arabic Gregory : see ampnv t« Trpbs tlpi)vi)v.' 
p. 28 note 5. Our author by combining several i The idea is that Leo by submitting to 
different versions has produced i somewhat Maslama had put himself in the position of " 
inconsequent narrative. freedman with regard to him. 
2 This sentence seems quite out of place here 5 Michael (I.e.) represents this as taking 

and must have come in from some other ac- place at Amorion : ' The people of the citv 
count: see last note. (Amorion) were afraid of Leo ; and, when Leo 
3 Cf. Mich. fol. 264 v ' Maslama told Leo approached the wall, he told them that he was 

that, when he took Constantinople, he would dealing treacherously with the Arabs.' 
make him king over the Romans.' This was e This Solomon is not mentioned by any 
while Maslama was still at Amorion. Theoph. other Arab writer, but only by Theoph., who 
( A M 6208) makes the writers of tho letter makes him conduct the negotiations with Leo 
Solomon and Bakhara : ' ZovXetfiav 8e Kal Bdx- at Amorion (AM 6208). 
Xapos eitl to 'A/idbpiov tpBdcravTes ypdrpoven irpbs 7 Cf. J.H.S. xviii. pp. 200, 202; Theoph. 
A,fovTa...'6rt otSa[j.ei> tin t\ fiacriAeta rwv 'P(ap.atwv A M 6231. 
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And then he came out to Maslama on one of his expeditions and said to Al Mad. a 
him,1 ' No contrivance remains for conciliating'this people except one which A1 

if I carry out and act upon then they will hand over the government at one 

stroke.' H e said, And what is it ?' H e said, ' They do not believe that we 
mean to fight them and trust to delay on your part.' H e said, And why is 
that ?' H e said, 'When they saw these provisions, which you have gathered 

together like mountains, they came to be confident of this intention ; but, if 
you give orders, and they are burnt, they will give up hope of your delaying 

and believe that you mean to fight, and that in two or three days, until they 

come to the state of mind that suits you, and you will take the city with 

very little trouble.' And he accepted this suggestion from him, and ordered 
these provisions to be burnt, except a small quantity of them.2 

Then Leo went in to them, and the men appointed to guard him went 

in with him; and they assembled and made him king and placed the crown a! Mad.'ap. 
on his head,3 after Maslama had bound him by the most solemn promises A1 Tab-

and compacts to hand over to him all the property of the Romans in money 
and vessels and silver and brocade and jewels and arms and silken stuffs, and 

all that the kings had stored up in past times, and to pay him tribute and 

hand over to him the kingdom of the Romans, and to be his slave as long as 
he lived, never opposing him in anything or breaking faith or truth. 

And, when he became king and his end had been gained, the men stayed 

away from him three days; and, when the fourth day came, Solomon said to 
him, ' Will you not come out to the Amir ?' H e said, ' I will not come out 

of m y kingdom.' H e said, ' W a s this the understanding on which you left 
him ?' H e said, ' No.' H e said, And what has brought you to this ?' H e 

said, ' The thought of m y position and the desire of continuing in the 

kingdom.' H e said, And where are the promises which you gave of your own 
accord ?' H e said, ' I a m of the opinion that in breaking faith with him lies 

the exaltation of Christianity, and the defence of that is the best of rewards.' 

And Solomon said, ' If the Amir Maslama does not learn this except from me, 
by God he will kill me, Leo.' And Leo said to him, ' Your death is of less 

consequence to m e than the loss of m y kingdom. Do you think that I will 
leave all that the kings have collected in times past up to this day and come 

out to you ? If I do this, I have neither intelligence nor religion.' 

Then Leo said to them,' I have left you no provisions or provender, but 

he has burnt it all at m y orders ; and you will perish in a short time, and 

there is no succour for you and no one to seek aid, and you have nothing. 

This is de Goeje's correction. The MS. course limit the amount of provisions in the 
has 'Maslama went out...and said to them.' army. All authorities agree that Leo in some 
2 Even this absurd story is not altogether way tricked the Arabs. 

without basis. According to Theoph. ( A M 3 This really refers to, his proclamation at 
6208) Maslama avoided ravaging the territory Amorion in 716 ; ' tip\avTo ol SapaKTivol ev(p7]fi.e7v 
under Leo's governorship in the belief that he rbp arparriybv A. flacnXea, irapaKaXovvres kb! 
was a friend to the Arabs, and Leo was careful robs iaa to aiirb Tioieiv. JSoVtes oZv oi rod 'A/i. 
to protract the negotiations until Maslama had SVi oi Sap. ir68tp abrbv el<piifiow eyaî /«!o-«j> ko! 
passed beyond his territory. This would of avroi.' (Theoph. I.e.). 
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If Maslama is willing to evacuate the country, passing through it to his own 

land in any way that suits him without anyone attacking him, we agree to 

this. But, if he is not willing to do this, then he will meet with real war, 

very different from that in which he has been engaged.' 
And the men returned to Maslama with the news of the great calamity; 

and, when they told this speech to Maslama, it dismayed and frightened him, 

and his wrath was extreme, and he was overcome by sorrow and great grief. 
And he said to Al Battal, ' You are in my sight free from suspicion as regards 

Al Islam or any of its interests. Had this Solomon, the son of Mu'adh, know

ledge or information of anything ?' And he said, ' Yes.' And, when Solomon 
heard that, he removed from his ring a stone that had poison on it, and 

he sucked it and died on the spot.1 And Maslama gave orders, and he was 
Al Mad. ap. crucified. Then he made them fight morning and afternoon, and inflicted such 

hardships upon them that they nearly perished. And the Moslems remained 
IbnWadh. in this state of disorder amidst constant death and famine and bad weather 

l95)fTm' until many men had perished and most of the draught-animals had perished ; 
and what remained of the provender remained with Maslama, who retained 

it in order to frighten the enemy with it. 
And, when the siege pressed heavily upon the Romans, they chose one 

of the patricians, a man of sagacity and cunning, and said to him, ' Go out to 

Maslama and confer with him in any way you choose, and we will place our

selves in your hands, and do you satisfy Maslama in any way you please until 
he go back out of our country.' 

And the patrician went out to Maslama and said, ' I am an ambassador 

from the inhabitants of Al Kustantiniyya, and the people have placed them

selves in my hands.' 
And the men of counsel came together to Maslama and said, ' This is a 

man of cunning called " the son of forty cubits " ;2 and, if he should perchance 

make a proposal to you, do not pay any attention to him or answer him.' 

1 Solomon's death is not mentioned by through his hands at Amorion (Theoph. A M 
Theoph., but he has nothing inconsistent with 6208). 
it, for the Solomon who brought the fleet to 2 Tessarakontapechys. In the Acts of the 
Constantinople in Sept. 717 (Theoph. A M 6209 ; 7th Synod (Mansi 13, pp. 197-200) a Jew of 
Nikeph. p. 53) must be a different person from this name is stated to have advised Yazid II. 
the Solomon who commanded the army before (720-724) to issue his decree against images and 
Amorion. By the eastern writer followed by to have been put to death by Al Walid II. 
Theoph. and Michael the second Solomon seems (743-744). From this passage it seems not im-
to have been confused with the Caliph, for probable that the Synod was mistaken, and that 
Theoph. makes Maslama summon Solomon ' -rbi> he was an adviser not of Yazid but of Leo. 
TrpwToo-i/u.&ovXoi',' word which in Theoph. There is however nothing against supposing 
always stands for the Caliph, and Michael (fol. that he was by origin a Jew of Tiberias, as the 
264 v.) makes Solomon 'the king' come and Synod states, which would explain his being 
encamp at Chalkedon. Much confusion in the chosen to negotiate with the Arabs. Constan-
narratives is probably due to the existence of tine Serantapeohos, brother-in-law of the Em-
these three Solomons ; see p. 30, note 6. The press Eirene (Theoph. A M 6291), was probably 
death of Solomon the son of Mu'adh probably a descendant, for the unwieldy and ill-sounding 
happened before the siege began, and may be name would naturally be shortened, 
attributed to his having allowed Leo. to slip 
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And Maslama said to 'Umar, the son of Hubaira,' You confer with him.' 

He said, ' I will.' And he said, ' The Amir says to you, " If Leo were a man 

who had obtained his kingdom by a just title or were a man of noble birth, I 
should have no objection to meeting his ambassador and conferring with him. 
But the ambassador stands in the same estimation as the accreditor, and I do 

not care to confer with an ambassador of Leo on account of his deficient 

estimation and low birth." ' 
And the son of forty said, ' I am an ambassador from myself and my 

countrymen and my people, to guard and defend them; and I do not care 

which of you confers with me.' And the conference was protracted between 
them, until the son of forty said, ' I will lay a proposal before you, which is 

an opportunity for you, and a means of making a profit without trouble.' He 

said,' What is it ?' He said, ' It is a thing which no Roman has ever granted or 

thought to grant. Note every man of full age in Al Kustantiniyya, and for Al Mad. ap. 

each man we will give you a denarius ; and we will not dispute about his a ' 

maturity, but the decision on the point shall rest with you.'a 

And Ibn Hubaira said, ' This is good; but I expect Maslama will not 

agree to this.' And he said, ' He will not be deceived through you, if I may 
trust the proof which I have had of the extent of your intelligence ; and I 

hope he will not show favour to you, if God Most High pleases.' And 'Umar, 

the son of Hubaira, went to Maslama and found him sleeping; and he asked 
permission to come in, and said, ' I have brought you a proposal, which if you 

reject, you will never be contented with any offer from him; and it is a 

means for you to make profit without trouble. Accept it then quickly, and 

you do not know what the end will be. And it is so and so.' 
And Maslama said, ' No, by God I will take it by storm, or else Leo 

shall come out to me on the conditions on which he left me.' And Ibn 
Hubaira returned to the son of forty and told him what he had said. 

And he said, ' You came to him when he had just risen from Cf. Al Mad. 

his sleep, and a sleeper's intelligence does not return to him for an hour ; ap 
but ask~ him again.' And he said, ' He will not do it.' And he said, 

' When he repents, he will hope for a thing that will not be granted him, 

and he shall not obtain possession of this thing, and this will not be his 
time nor his opportunity ; and, when this happens, there shall be no re

awakening of siege or battle, and matters will be easier than they are now, and 

we shall be engaged in fighting for our country and our religion and our land. Cf. Al Mad. 

And the usual thing here is that every seven years there comes a rain called ap a ' 
" the torrent,'' which carries off everything that comes in its way ; and this is 

the year in which it comes, and you are men of knowledge.'2 

And the son of forty returned to Leo and told him the answer that 
Maslama had given him. And the reason for Maslama refusing this offer 

1 It seems clear that this proposal must have negotiations of the patricians with Leo. 
been made at an earlier stage than that men- 2 This is perhaps a reference to the storm 
tioned above (p. 26). Gregory (Chron. -Arab; which according to Theoph. A M 6210, Nikeph. 
ed. Salihani p. 196) in fact places it before the p. 55 attacked the Arabs on their retreat. 
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after the trick that had been played upon him was that his brother Solomon, 
Ibn Wadh. when he sent him to Kustantiniyya, told him to remain before it until he took 

195). ' i* or an order from him came to him. A n d he had continued besieging the 
Cf. Al "Wak. Romans for a winterl and a summer, and he sowed in their land; and, when 
ap. a j. £ne seconc[ w[nter came upon him,2 it was one of intense cold.3 A n d before 

this trick Maslama had been superior in force to the Romans and had broken 

their spirits, and above all things they were < i n despair^4 when they saw 

the corn stored up in his camp like mountains; and the m e n eating of what 

they had carried off in plundering raids, and the seed that they had sown. 
A n d Leo, when he advised Maslama to burn the corn, had added in a sentence 

Al Mad. ap. 0f his speech, " A n d allow the people of Al Kustantiniyya to convey a small 

quantity of the corn into the city, in order that they m a y see your good 

intentions towards them.'' A n d he allowed them to take one or two boats 

full in an hour. A n d Leo seized this opportunity, and in part of a day 
conveyed away a large quantity of the corn;5 and the hearts of the Romans 

were encouraged by the corn that they had with them and the burning of 
most of the corn of the Moslems. 

AlVfak. ap. A n d the winter came upon them; and, when the winter came, Maslama 
Al Tab . 

gave orders to his followers, and they made houses of wood and dug caves. 
Al Mad. ap A n d Leo applied himself to fight Maslama, and the victory was gained by 

this artifice which could not have been played upon women,6 and the Moslems 
remained with a scanty stock of provisions, while the R o m a n s gained enough 
to keep them for a long time. A n d the Moslems met with hardships such as 
no one had ever met with before, till a m a n was afraid to go out of his camp 

alone ; and the Moslems ate draught-animals and skins and the trunks and 
roots and leaves of trees.7 

A1 *I5,(i-aP- While this was going on, Solomon, the son Of 'Abd Al Malikh, remained 

in Dabik, unable to help them with any provisions by reason of the severity 
of the cold and the snow. And, as for Leo, hesecretly sent a m a n to Bidus, 

' The first winter (716-7) according to original account appears from the fact that the 
Theoph. (AM 6208) was spent in Asia ' KareKBiSui narrative there goes straight on, ' This was done 
els 'Acriav hce7 Traoexefyunrei/.' Cf. A M 6209 in the night, and in the morning Leo fought. 
' MaaaAfias 5e yei/idaas iv ttj ' Aaia ê eStxero The same words occur in our author, but with 
ras rov Atovros vTroo-xeo-eis.' Theoph. nowhere a sentence taken from Al Wakidi in between, 
states what these ' inocrxio-eis' were, and the and the literal meaning of the verb, 'to do 
Arabic narratives therefore form i useful sup- tiling in the morning,' is therefore lost. 
plement. Gregory {Ohron. Arab. pp. 196, 197) makes Leo 
2 Gregory {Ohron. Arab. p. 197) makes the induce .Maslama to absent himself for a time 

siege last 30 months, while the Spanish Chrou- and relax the siege on the understanding that 
icle of 741 (Mommsen, Ohron. Mill, vol. 2, he would surrender the city. He then gets 
p. 355) makes it last two years. Such differ- himself made Emperor and carries off the corn 
ences may be due to varying interpretations of during Maslama's absence. 
the term 'siege.' ° There is somo corruption in this sentence, 
3 ' x6'/"'"'05 5e yevojihov Bapvrdrov h ttj but the meaning is clear. 

&paKV' Theoph. A M 6209 ; of. Nikeph. p. 53. 7 Mich. (fol". 265 r) ' they ate dead bodies and 
4 The text is here corrupt: I adopt de dung.' Chron. of 846 ' they ate the flesh and 

Goeje's second suggestion and insert this verb. the dung of their draught-animals.' Chron. of 
6 AhMadaini (ap. Al Tab., see below) places 775 ' their cattle and horses.' 

this after Leo's accession ; and that this was the 
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who killed him,1 and he sent Bastas to the city of Salaf2 (Thessalonike ?) and 
made him a deacons there; and he remained in the kingdom alone without 
a competitor. A n d he pressed the Moslems hard in war, until they were 
reduced to great difficulties; and, when any draught-animals died, they 
bought them for money through hunger and distress,4 until it drove them to 
the extreme limit of distress. 

A n d it happened that at this time Solomon, the son of 'Abd Al Malikh 
died at Dabik, and 'Umar, the son of 'Abd Al 'Aziz, succeeded to the govern
ment. And, as soon as U m a r succeeded to the government, he sent orders Al Tab. 
to Maslama by the governor of Malatya (Melitene) to return :5 and he sent " j9g^ 1U" 
them clothes and provisions and horses, with which he 6 went to meet them ; 
and he gave orders to the messenger that, if Maslama m a d e any delay about 
this, he was to m a k e proclamation for return among the men. And, when 
the messenger arrived, Maslama put him off and said, ' Wait for m e a few 
days, and I a m on the point of taking it.' A n d he said, ' No , by God not an 
hour.'7 A n d Maslama set forth, and they were met by the horses and the 
clothes and the provisions. A n d Maslama returned, and the m e n were in 
very evil plight. 

Al Tababi. 

And Mahomet, the son of 'Umar,8 records that Thur, the son of Yazid 
informed him on the authority of Solomon, the son of Moses : he said : When 
Maslama approached Kustantiniyya, he ordered every horseman to carry on 
his horse's hind-quarters two muds 9 of corn until he had brought it to Al 
Kustantiniyya. A n d he gave orders as to the corn, and it was thrown into a P. 23,1. 25. 
certain place like mountains. Then he said to the Moslems, ' D o not eat any 
of it; go into their country and sow.' A n d he made houses of wood and P- 28,1. 18. 
wintered there. A n d the m e n sowed, and that corn remained in the open 
with no cover to it; and the m e n ate of what they carried off in plundering p. 28,1. 8. 

* This is perhaps a confusion with Anastasius, end on Aug. 15, 718 (p. 55), but states that it 
who was beheaded after a rebellion in 719 lasted 13 months (p. 53), and therefore snpposed 
(Theoph, A M 6211; Nikeph. p. 55). it to have begun in Jul. 717. 
2 W e should perhaps, as de Goeje suggests, 6 The subject of this and the following 

read ' Salunik,' which is not a great departure sentence must bo not the Caliph but the 
from the text. Anastasius was banished to governor. 
Thessalonike by Theodosius (Theoph. A M 6207 ; 7 According to Mich. (fol. 265 r; cf. Greg. 
Nikeph. p. 52). p. 117) 'Umar sent to ask for news of the 
3 'to /lovaSiKbv TreptefidXero axnf-a' Theoph. army, and Maslama falsely answered that he 

I.e. ; cf. Nikeph. p. 51. was on the point of taking the city. 'Umar 
4 ' Xlfiov re fisydXov yeyov6ros ev tchs "Apaijiiv however heard the truth from the messengers 

iravTa tJ sairoSvficrKovTa £&a avruv KariiaBiov and sent an order to Maslama to return, and, if 
'Imrovs re Kal ivovs Kal Ka)iA]Xovs.' Theoph. A M he did not obey, the messengers were to order 
6209. the troops to return. 
5 So Theoph. (AM 6210) ' OSpapos Se Kpari- s Al "Wakidi b. 747 d. 822. For the hegin-

aas rwv'Apdfiav ewerpe\fiev avaKaiutyai rbv Ma- ning of his narrative see J.H.S. xviii. p. 195 1. 
o-ahiiay.' This is however quite inconsistent 18. The narrative here giveii follows upon the 
with Theophanes' own chronology, for he introductory sentence of Al Tab. in J.H.S. xviii. 
makes the siege last from Aug. 15, 717 to Aug. p. 195 1. 24-28. 
15, 718 and places the death of Solomon on 9 The 'mud' is variously reckoned as 1J 
Oct, 8, 717. Nikephoros also makes the siege pints and 2 pints. 
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raids, and afterwards they ate of what was sown.1 And Maslama remained at 
Al Kustantiniyya, overcoming its inhabitants, and with him as chiefs of the 

men of Al Sham were Khalid, the son of Ma'dan, and 'Abd Allah, the son of 

Abu Zakhariyya, the Khaza'i, and Mugahid, the son of Gabr, until the news of 

Solomon's death reached him. And some one has said : 

' They carry their muds, and the muds of Maslama.'2 
I was informed by Ahmad, the son of Zuhair, on the authority of 'Ali, 

the son of Mahomet:3 he said : When Solomon assumed the government, he 

made a raid upon the Romans ; and he encamped at Dabik and sent Maslama 

in front, and the Romans were afraid of him. And Leo came forth from 

Arminiya, and he said to Maslama, ' Send me a man to talk with me.' And 
he sent Ibn Hubaira. And Ibn Hubaira said to him, ' What kind of man do 

you reckon the most foolish among you ?'i He said, A man who fills his 

belly with anything he can find.' And Ibn Hubaira said to him, ' W e are 

religious men, and it is part of our religion to obey our commanders.' He 
.p. 7, . 6. ga^ iyou gpeak the truth. W e and you are fighting for religion and are 

angry for its sake; and to-day indeed we shall fight for victory and the 

' ' ' kingdom. W e will give you a denarius for each man.'5 And Ibn Hubaira 
returned to the Romans on the next day and said, ' He refuses to agree. I 

went to him when he had had his breakfast and filled his belly and gone to 

sleep and woken up, and phlegm had possession of him, and he did not 
understand what I said.' 

And the patricians said to Leo,' If you deliver us from Maslama, we will 
' ' " • make you king': and they made a covenant with him. And he came to 

Maslama and said, ' The people know that you will not make serious war upon 
them but will delay action against them, as long as the corn lasts with you J 

but, if you burn the corn, they will submit.' And he burned it; and the 
P. 26, l. 13. eriemy took courage, and the Moslems were reduced to distress until they 

nearly perished. And they remained in this condition until Solomon died. 

He said: And Solomon, the son of 'Abd Al Malikh, when he encamped 
at Dabik, had made a vow to God that he would not return until the army 
which he had sent to the country of the Romans entered Al Kustantiniyya. 

He said: And the king of the Romans died, and Leo came to him and 

told him, and undertook to deliver the land of the Romans into his hands.6 

1 Mahomet the Kbuwarizmi (circ. 833) ap. have been in the original narrative. 
El. KTia. {Abh.filr die Kunde des Morgenlandes " This, though also quoted from Al Madaini, 
8, 3, p. 122) 'The Arabs sowed fields and is clearly a different account altogether from 
reaped them and ate of what they had sown.' the preceding. There is a somewhat similar 
- For the conclusion of Al "Wakidi's narra- story in Mioh. fol. 264 v, Greg. p. 116, where 

tive see J.H.S. xviii. p. 196 1. 6-15. it is stated that the Caliph Solomon encamped 
3 Al Madaini b. 753 d. circ. 840. at Chalkedon with 12,000 men, and Leo, 
* This conversation is unintelligible as it hearing that Theodosius had arrested some of 

stands, and is clearly an unreasoning summary his followers, came to him, whereupon Solomon 
of a longer account, perhaps the same as that gave him 6,000 men and sent him to Amorion. 
from which tho author of the Khitab got his The origin of this story is probably Leo's visit 
narrative of the conversation between Ibn to the general Solomon before Amorion 
Hubaira and Tessarakontapechys. (Theoph. A M 6208). 
5 Here again the abrupt transition cannot 
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And he sent Maslama with him until he encamped at it;1 and he collected P- 23,1. 22. 
all the corn round about it and besieged the inhabitants. A n d Leo came to P- 24,1. 31. 
them, and they m a d e him king; and he wrote to Maslama, telling him what 
had happened and asking him to allow enough corn to be brought in to enable p- 28,1. n. 
the people to subsist, and to m a k e them believe that he and Maslama were at 
one, and that they were secure from captivity and removal from their country, 
and to grant them a night to carry off the corn. A n d Leo had prepared 
boats and m e n ; and he gave him permission, and nothing remained in those 
enclosures except a quantity not worth mentioning. It was carried away 
during the night, and in the morning Leo fought; and he had tricked him by p- 28»l- 20-
a trick with which a w o m a n would not have been deceived. A n d that 
happened to the force which never happened to any other army, until a m a n 
was afraid to go out of the camp alone. A n d they ate draught-animals and 
skins and the trunks and leaves of trees and everything except dust. A n d 
Solomon remained at Dabik and took up winter-quarters ; and he was not 
able to help them till Solomon died. 

E. W. Brooks. 

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO J.H.S. VOL. XVIII. Pr. 182-208. 

P. 183, 1. 20 ff. The defective portion of Al Tabari extends only from AH 32 to AH 
40. The notices given under the years 20, 28, and 32 might therefore have been quoted 
from Al Tabari. The variations in his text are too slight to be worth recording; hut it 
should he mentioned that for the notices of 28 and 32 the authority of Al "Wakidi is quoted. 
Instead of the notice given under 25 he has merely, - And in this year was the capture of 
the fortresses, and their commander was Mu'awiya the son of Abu Sufyan.' The two 
following notices should be added. 

A H 22 (Nov. 30, 642-Nov. 18, 643). 
And Al "Wakidi thinks that Mu'awiya made a summer-raid this year and entered the 

territory of the Romans with 10,000 Moslems. 
23 (Nov. 19, 643-Nov. 6, 644). 
And this year Mu'awiya made a summer-raid and reached 'Ammuriya ; and with him 

of the companions of the Apostle of God (God be gracious and merciful to him) were 
'Ubada the son of Al Samit, and Abu Ayyuh Khalid the son of Zaid, and Abu Dhar, and 
Shaddad the son of Arts. 

P. 188,1. 8 from bottom. The reference (3) should be three lines higher. 
P. 190,1. 3. Burg Al Shahm (Tower of fatness), which is probably identical with 

Marg Al Shahm2 (Meadow-land of fatness) is mentioned by Ibn Khurdadhbah (ed. de Goeje, 
p. 108) as situated in the theme of the Anatolikoi.3 Jaubert in his translation of Al Idrisi 
(vol. ii. p. 305) identifies it with Germa. 1 This must mean ' at Constantinople,' guish between the soft and hard aspirates, but, 
though the name has not previously been as the use of 'ch' for the latter is apt to be 
mentioned. misunderstood, I now write 'shahm.' 
2 In the previous article I wrote 'Shacham.' 3 Ibn Khurdadhbah wrote about 850 : see de 

The second vowel is wrong. As to the middle Goeje's Introduction. 
consonant, it is better, if possible, to distin-
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P. 192,1. 3 and note, and 1. 36. Ardalmiiya and Adhruliyya are no doubt mere 
errors for Darauliyya (Dorylaion). 

P. 193, 1. 2 from bottom. I have no doubt that both here and at p. 199, I. 12 we 
should read ' Gangra.' The ' Khangara' of Yakut is, like that of our text, due to erroneous 
pointing.1 

Id. note 3. The reading ' Kuliya' points to Nakoleia. For ' Hirakla ' see below. 
P. 194, 1. 1 and note. Bargama (Pergamos) is no doubt right. The statement that it 

was near Melitene is merely a guess by some ignorant chronicler. 
Id. p. 14, 15 and note 4. For Tulas (vvll. Tus and Tunas) and Al Marzbanain Prof. 

Ramsay has suggested to m e Tonosa and Marsovan. As to the former, though Tonosa is in 
itself probable enough, the variety of reading makes it unsafe to rely upon its correctness. 
,The name •' Marsovan' seems to be in form Armenian, but it does not follow that it is of 
Armenian origin, and the resemblance to • Al Marzbanain' is very striking. If ' Al Marz
banain ' represents the original name and is not an Arabic corruption, it probably com
memorates some event in the Persian war of Herakleios. From a comparison with the 
accounts of the campaigns in the time of Al Rashid it would appear that by ' Hirakla: 
Herakleia-Kybistra is meant. 

Id. note 6. For the City of the Slavs, see p. 21, note 3 above. Prof. Ramsay points 
out to m e that he has withdrawn the identification of this place with Loulon. It appears 
from Ibn Khurdadhbah p. 110 that Podandos lay between the two. 

P. 196, note 2. If Al Mara is identical with Antigun, it is no doubt the Antighu which 
is placed by Ibn Khurd. (p. 108) in the Cappadocian theme. Yakut,2 who calls it Antighus, 
also places it in Cappadocia. From Al Tab. iii. p. 1104 we learn that Al M a m u n passed it 
on his way from Adana to Herakleia-Kybistra. 

P. 197, 1. 24. For ' Dalisa,' or, as in the absence of vowel-points it would be better to 
write it, '.Dlsa,' Prof. Ramsay has suggested 'Dabisa' (Thebasa). I cannot, however, doubt 
that it is the same place as that mentioned with many variations under the following year, 
and, as all the variations contain an '],' it is scarcely justifiable to accept the name of any 
place which does not contain that letter. Both Dabisa and Ouasada (which I proposed in 
the note) must therefore be rejected. The variation ' Ghasla' perhaps points to Dagalassos, 
but of course no confidence can be placed in this. 

P. 199, 1. 20. Samala is Semalous3 in the Armeniac theme (Theoph. A M 6272, 
where the Arabs have 'Samala,' 'Samalu,' and • Samalik'). Ibn Khurd. (p. 109) calls it 
Samalu and places it in the Boukellarian theme. 

P. 201,1. 4 from bottom. 'Matamir' should not be taken as as a proper name, but 
should be rendered ' some subterranean granaries.'4 

P. 202, 1. 6 from bottom and slip-note at end. For Zibatra, see the article of Mr. J. 
G. C. Anderson, in Classical Review, vol. x. p. 136 S. The earliest instance of the name 
' Sozopetra' is in Theoph. Cont. p. 124, a compilation of the latter half of the ninth cent. 
Genesius pp. 64, 66 has ' Ozopetra,' and Theoph. Cont. p. 268 (the portion dealing with 
Basil's reign is not by the same hand as the rest) ' Zapetra.' All this is some confirmation 
of the view that Sozopetra is an artificial name, not the original one. Michael the Syrian 
calls it ' Zubatra.' 

P. 204, 1. 19 and note. Zanda is-found in some MSS. of Ibn Khurdadhbah (p. 102) 
as the name of the fourth station from Podandos on the road to Nakoleia. De Goeje reads 
' Wafra,'but our text is in favour of the reading 'Zanda.' Al Idrisi, however, calls it 
' Randa,'6 and, as r and z in Arabic differ only by a point, it is probable that this is right, 

1 Al Idrisi (ed. Jaubert vol. ii. p. 312) calls 4 Ibn. Khurd. (p. 108) mentions a district in 
Gangra ' Gharghara,' which is very close to the the Cappadocian theme called the district of 
'Gargamn' of Michael. the 'Matamir.' 
2 Vol. 4 p. 26. s Vol. 2 p. 308. 
'to XniiaXovos Kaorpov.' 
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and that the place meant is Laranda. Al Idrisi makes it 86 miles from Podandosl and 
242 from Nakoleia. Laranda is not on the direct road from Podandos to Nakoleia, but the 
accounts of the Byzantine roads in these writers are very inexact.2 

/(/. line 10 from bottom and note. There is no reason to change the reading ' Darau
liyya.' The statement that it was near Mopsonestia, like most geographical explanations 
in the Arabic historians, is worthless. 

P. 205, line 3 from bottom and p. 207 note 4. Shimshat is not Samosata (Sumaisat), 
but, as is clear from Ibn Khurdadhbah and Yakut, Arsamosata. Samosata was not in 
Armenia IV., but in Euphratesia. This makes it still harder to connect the bridge of Al 
Yaghra with the river of that name. 

Id. note 3. Buka was one of the ' Avvasim or frontier-fortresses which were erected 
into a separate province by Al Rashid (Ibn Khurd. p. 75). 

P. 208, 1. 3. Al Hadath = Adata. 
Id. 1. 17. Al Rahwa3 is mentioned by Ibn Khurdadhbah (p. 100) as the second station 

on the road from Tarsos to Podandos, between 12 and 24 miles from Tarsos, and between 
14 and 26 from Podandos.4 De Goeje would identify it with Mopsoukrene. 

The following extract from the chapter of Al Baladhuri entitled ' The conquest of 
islands in the sea' should be added. 

They said : And Mu'awiya the son of Abu Sufyan sent out expeditions by land and sea, 
and he sent Gunada, the son of Abu Umayya, the Azdi, to Rudis (Rhodes). 

And Gunada is one of those from whom traditions are derived : and he came in contact 
with Abu Bakhr and 'Umar and Mu'adh the son of Gabal; and he died in the year 80. And 
he took it by force ; and along the coast it was marshy jungle. And Mu'awiya gave him 
orders, and he established some of the Moslems in it, and that was in the year 52. 

They said : And Rudis is one of the most fertile of islands ; and it is about 60 miles 
long and contains olives and vines and fruits and water and pasturage. 

And I was informed by Mahomet, the son of Sa'd, on the authority of Al Wakidi and 
others : they said : the Moslems remained in Rudis seven years in a fortress which they 
had taken : and, when Mu'awiya died, Yazid wrote to Gunada ordering him to destroy the 
fort and return. And Mu'awiya was continually changing the men stationed there ; and 
Mugahid the son of Gabr stayed in it teaching the m e n the Kuran. 

And Gunada the son of Abu Umayya took Arwad in the year 54, and Mu'awiya settled 
the Moslems in it. And among those who took part in its capture were Mugahid and 
Tubai', the stepson of Kha'b the doctor"; and in it Mugahid taught Tubai'the Kuran; and 
it is said that he taught M m the Kuran in Rudis.6 And Arwad is an island near Al 
Kustantiniyya. 

E. "W. Brooks. 

372 

674. 
J.H.S. I.e. 

1 If we omit a station which in Ibn Khurd. 
is not given as on the direct route, the distance 
will be 66 miles. 
2 The ' Zandan' of Yakut may be the Cappa

docian Laranda (Ramsay H.G. p, 311). 
3 i.e. the elevation. 
According to Al Idrisi (vol. 2 p. 308), who 

calls it Al Zahra (the splendour or blossom), it 
was 24 miles from Tarsos and 31 from 
Podandos. 
6 ' Ah Ahbar,' i special term for a Jewish 

doctor. Kha'b the Jew is celebrated in the 
history of Mahomet. 
6 The confusion between Rudis and Arwad 

tends to show that they were really one and the 
same place : see J.H.S. xviii. p. 187 note 3. 
It is possible that the name Arwad is due to a 
reminiscence of the name of the Phoenician 
island of Arados or Ruwad, the native name of 
which was Arwad (Ezek. 27. 8, 11). This how
ever was taken about 650 (Theoph. A M 6141). 

H.S.—VOL. XIX. 



EXPLORATION IN GALATIA CIS HALYM. 

Part I.—Primitive Remains in Galatia : New Materials. 

§ 1.—Finds from Sarilar (Sykeon). 

Fragments of pottery are very plentiful upon most of the ancient sites 
in Galatia, but those w h o cannot excavate can hardly expect to find anything 

at all complete. W e were very fortunate therefore in obtaining at the 
village of Sarilar, the ancient Sykeon,1 an almost perfect pot and a photograph 

of an ' Idol.' Both jug and idol had been found by a peasant in a small mound 

between the bridge and the village : together with these he discovered a circular 
macehead of dark green stone2 and a square piece of copper. In Bey-bazar w e 

had previously been shown a small saucer-shaped cup, which came from the 

same village and no doubt from the same excavation : it was hand-made and 
of the same clay as the pot, (for its shape cf. Dorpfeld, Troja, 1893, 
Fig.. 29). 

Fig. 1. 

The ' Idol' (Fig. 1) clearly belongs to a variation of the well known class 
which is named sometimes the Island Class: figures of the same type have 
been found in Egypt also and on m a n y of the Mediterranean coasts. 

- See Part II., I. § 9. 
2 I saw it only by night, and cannot speak positively about the material. 
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(v. Evans Cretan Pictographs p. 124 foil.: and authorities quoted below). 

The Sykeon idol measures 0'32 x 0-21 X 0'9 m.: it is female, nude, and 
highly conventional; as in most of the " fiddle-shapecl' figures, the arms are 

merely triangular projections and no attempt has been made to represent the 
legs, unless they were intended to be drawn up, like the legs of a Buddha, 
in the Eastern squatting fashion; the face is also treated in the way usual 

to this technique. The material is stone. There is only one curious 
point about the figure: in the middle of the back there are two small circles 

cut, about the same size as the breasts and the same distance apart, but 

lower and incised. Whether they are' intended as crude representations of 

the small of the back,. or whether they are ornaments, I cannot say : I 
can suggest no technical reason for them. 

Fio. 2. 

The pot (Fig. 2) is one of the forms which the ' Schnabelkanne ' takes. It 

measures in height 0'265 m., breadth 0'18 m. and is hand-made. The colour 
is a brilliant brick-red, but is not evenly spread on the whole surface, in 

places it is blotchy and dull, in other places it has small black speckles. The 

clay is rather coarse. The handle is so broken that we cannot with certainty 
restore it: it is interesting to note, as Mr. Edgar pointed out, that it has been 

thrust through the wall of the vase, not simply attached to it externally, as is 

the case for instance with the Theran vases. One of the stringholes upon the 

neck is broken, but the other is perfect: several similar stringholes occur 
upon Cypriot vases of this shape, and they were without doubt used for 

suspension from the ceiling—to this day you may often see in Asia Minor the 

pots still hanging from the rafters. In a long-necked jug the handle 

would serve the purpose quite as well and it is not necessary to suppose 
that this practical use suggested them in the first instance: in many Cypriot 

vases there are far more stringholes than could possibly have been used, and 
suspension from the roof is a comparative refinement of advancing civilization; 

the representation of physical characteristics, the ears for example, or merely 

ornamental fancies may even have originated this expedient. The spout 

D2 
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or bill projects further forward than is usual, and does not end in a point, but 
is slightly hollowed; both these characteristics may be paralleled in most 
Cyprus collections. The bottom is flattened, and though small quite sufficient 

to support the pot. 
From these considerations it is clear that neither pot nor idol belongs to 

the earliest of its class. Hoernes (Urgeschichte der Kunst in Europa, Bk. III. 

I. § 4) has pointed out that the cruder fiddle-shaped forms from the Aegean are 
not necessarily the most primitive : the rounded forms of our figure certainly 
rank it among the later. The same writer (ib. § G) attempts to distinguish 

two early groups, an easterly one including Thrace, Troy, Cyprus, Crete and 
the Cyclades, from the western half covering Illyria and the mainland 
of Greece; the former being marked by its preference for nude cultus 
figures. But a theory which separates the Cyclades from Greece to unite 
them with Asia Minor will require very strong evidence before it can be 

accepted. 
Apropos of these idols and the goddess (?) w h o m they represent, Salomon 

Reinach (Chroniques d'Orient, II. p. 570 and Rev. Arch., 1895, I. p. 367) 
raises one very pertinent question : if the Babylonian Anaitis was originally 

nude, why did the Greeks identify her with the draped Artemis of the 

Ephesians ? In each case we must ' look before and after.' Upon the earlier 

pedigree of our idol, fresh light has been thrown by the excavations of Ernest 

Chantre at Boghaz Keui (Mission en Gappacloce, Paris 1898, p. 42 seq.) : 

these have proved the existence of a Babylonian colony at least 2000 B.C. 

in Northern Cappadocia, which the discoverer dates still earlier and 

connects with the conquests of Sargon of Agade (3800 B.C. ?) Whatever 

m a y be thought of these early dates, and more evidence may be thrown upon 

them at any time by Egyptian finds in the Greek islands, the tablets at 

Pteria form an obvious link between Sykeon and Chaldaea. Secondly, in 

Lower Chaldaea itself Hilprecht's excavations at Nippur on behalf of the 

American mission have unearthed several naked terracotta goddesses in the 

lower strata near the platform of Sargon I., which cannot therefore be 

brought lower than the first half of the fourth millennium B.C. (see H. v. 

Fritze, in Jahrbuch des Kais. Deut. Inst. 1897, p. 199). And with regard 
to the lower pedigree of the same idol, M. Reinach's question hardly 
touches ours so sharply as those more to the west. Cybele, the great Phrygian 
nature goddess, who is ex hypothesi developed from our nude idol, is scarcely 
' draped' in the earliest representations of her in the Phrygian monument 
country;1 the unformed stump in which her body ends bears a closer 
resemblance to the stylized form of our idol than to the drapery with 
which more fastidious generations clothed her. But we should be 
obliged to qualify this process by one perhaps fatal exclusion. M. Chantre 

I owe this observation to Mr. Anderson. Mittheil. 1898, Taf. II.) and the still more 
Cf. the shrine of Cybele at Arslankaia near primitive Sipylos figure (Humann Ath 
Liyen, (Reber Die fhrygisehen Felsendenkmdler Mittheil. 1888, Taf. II.) 
(Miinehen. 1897) p. 32, and Korte, Ath. 
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(op. cit., p. 136) while speaking of the worship of Ma at Komana, notes 

that women in ' Hittite' art are never nude, but clothed in long robes: if 
we cannot call them Amazons, yet the seated goddess of the bas-reliefs, 

the woman upon the leopard and others at Boghaz Keui are all far from any 
sensual or lascivious touch. This may, however, be due to the nature 
of the monuments rather than to any absolute aversion from the nude 
among their creators: on the sculptures at Sendjirli no nude goddess 

appears and Istar herself is represented clothed and throned on the Esar-
haddon stele (Ausgrabungen in Sendschirli i. 1893, Berlin, p. 25) but 

several nude terra-cotta 'idols' were found upon the citadel (lb. ii. 

1898, pp. 153, 175). And again the Berlin Museum possesses a cylinder, 

from the Petermann collection (Assyrischer Saal, Case E No. 596) which 

represents a naked woman between two men, one of them wearing the 
pointed 'Hittite' cap; beside them is the well-known plait ornament.1 

Our idol, however, is distinctly more ' western' in type than any of these. 

In early Asiatic art, as in Greece itself, we have the two conceptions side 

by side: in developed art, until quite late, the severe draped forms pre

dominate. At present we are hardly in a position to say more than this : we 
cannot here discuss the causes which led to these diverse modes of representa

tion. And further, it is still open to M. Reinach to say that the road which 
leads to the Bosphoros from the East, might be traversed in either direction. 

The Idol of Sykeon, which stands midway upon this route, simply proves 

that communication was made by land no less than by sea: the beaked 
pot points to Cyprus and to Troy, rather than to the far East. 

§ 2.—Fragments of Pottery from Various Sites.2 

M. Chantre noticed, as we did, several mounds scattered about Galatia 

and covered with fragments of pottery. And the British Museum possesses 

various pieces from Sardes and elsewhere, some of ' Moabite' fabric, which 
Mr. Cecil Smith was kind enough to show me. Indeed a considerable 

collection might be made simply from the surface of the ground, without 
putting a single spade into the soil. But at present excavation in the interior 

has been so slight, that in trying to classify some of these fragments, we must 

rest content with vague references to the known fabrics of Greece and Cyprus. 
W h e n the pottery from Sendjirli (Sendschirli) has been published, we shall 

perhaps be able to speak more confidently. 

This is characteristic of ' Hittite art: we menian Sarcophagi: did it reach Ionia by land 
see it upon the Saktschegozii monument now or by sea ? Puchstein regards it as originally 
at Berlin (Humann and Puchstein—Reisen in Assyrian and traces it back to Assurnasirpal 
Kleinasien, Berlin, 1890, p. 372-380) about 884-860, but the Tyrian example is earlier, if I 
700 B.C. in date. It is the same probably as am right in m y identification of it: the origin-
the 'wreaths of chainwork for the chapiters ality of the Assyrian has suffered more than 
which were upon the tops of the pillars one blow of late. (Cf. Jahrbuch des Instituts, 
(Kings I. vii. 17) made by a Tyrian craftsman 1893, p. 1, toll.) 
for Solomon o. 960. And it recurs later of 2 For the situation of the various localities 
course upon early Samian pottery and Klazo- mentioned, see the M a p (PL IV.) and Part II, 
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Red-faced ' Cypriot1' ware is very common : one piece of it, which had 
been made on the wheel, we picked up at Dere-keui Kale, near Giaour 
Kalesi; handmade fragments come from Kara Oglan, the site near Hadji Izzet 
Bey Tchiftlik, Balik-koyundji, Giaour Kalesi itself. A variation of this came 
from Kara Oglan, Balik-koyundji and Muradli Hiiyilk near Harmandal Keui: 
it consists in the fact that one side of the sherd is red, the other black, that 
is to say one only has caught the flames while being baked, and afterwards 
both have been burnished. At Bazirgian Hiiyiik, we found a piece with 
orange instead of black on the other side, of the same texture, the difference 
being due, I suppose, to different coloured clays. O n the other pieces one 
side only is as a rule polished, but this is not invariable, and would of course 
depend on the shape of the vessel and the part of it from which the fragment 
came, as much as upon its date. The polish is often partially rubbed off; the 
clay and the quality of the baking vary. And the red face is sometimes 
replaced with a brown one. To the places above mentioned we must add 
Sykeon (Sarilar) and Gordion (Pebi). (Ath. Mittheil. 1897). 

This ware is of course earlier than any painted ware, but there are 
differences of date even in the few fragments which we have collected, and it 
may have been used for common articles long after painted ware was known 
and prized. 

To the same unpainted class belongs a very rough fragment of grey clay, 
impressed diagonally with a wooden (?) instrument, from Kara Oglan, and a 
splendid piece of yellowish bucchero from Kiiriik Kale—a place w e have 
identified with Eccobriga (see below Part II., VI. § 2)—which recalls some 
fabrics of Italy, Malta, and other Mediterranean lands. The last piece comes 
apparently from a bowl: it is handmade and finely polished upon both 
sides, the paste is extremely hard and good. 

This site Eccobriga was peculiarly rich in ceramic remains: fragments of 
late Hellenistic and R o m a n fabrics lay side by side with early painted ware. 
Indeed I m a y remark that sites at all rich in pottery presenting fragments 
of one age only are the exception rather than the rule : most of these reached 
the height of their prosperity perhaps in early times, and only supported 
feeble settlements in the Greek and R o m a n periods. (Cf. Ramsay, Hist. 
Geog., p. 27-35 for evidence bearing in the same direction derived from the 
place-names and the most ancient road system.) Only on this hypothesis 
can I account for the fact that early ware still appears upon the surface. 

From Eccobriga come the following fragments:— 
a. A piece of ' purified clay and perfectly baked' ' covered on the outside 

with a coating of pale rose colour' over which are painted ' diagonal bands of 
bright minium red': these words are quoted from the description of a Cretan 
fragment by Taramelli (American Journal of Archaeology, 1898, p. 294, where 
see other references), but our piece is 8 millimetres thick (the Cretan beino-
described as thin), and does not resemble any Theran ware I have seen, to which 
Taramelli compares his fragment. The inner side of our piece is unpainted 

I do not of courso wish to suggest that this was necessarily imported from Cyprus 
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/8. A fragment of yellow clay, imperfectly purified. Upon a yellow ground 

the pattern represented in Fig. 3 is painted in dark reddish brown. The 

reverse side is plain, and there is no sign of any varnish. The pattern 

suggests Mykenaean parallels but the piece seems to be of local fabric. 

Fig. 3. 

y. Fragment from the top of a large bowl, of hard baked red clay. The 

outer side is painted : a horizontal band runs beneath the rim which projects 

slightly, and beneath this band there are remains of a reticulated rhomboid, or 
perhaps triangle—another known Mykenaean motive. The ground is covered 

with a thick lightish paint, and the decoration is painted in glazed brown, 
The upper side of the rim and the inside is a dull red, worked up to a sort 

of polish with a wooden (?) instrument. The patterns upon this piece and 
the preceding are rather like some pieces of ' Moabite' ware in the British 

Museum, but still more like the pieces found by Chantre at Kara Eyuk (op. 

cit. pp. 85, 112, etc. and Plates): the discoverer, however, says nothing of the 
inner side of his fragments. 

B. A thick piece, perhaps from a raised plate : wheelmade, of purified red 

clay. Upon a pale ground are a few lines and dots in two colours, black and 
purple; the lines went in a circle round the centre, and dots and curved lines 

apparently decorated sparsely the interspaces; there is a raised inner line. 

This seems to be rather later than the preceding, and to belong to a ' Lydian ' 

fabric. 
Together with these pieces we found a cornelian bead, straightiy bored, 

cut at each end into hexagonal facets, and badly worn by the weather, and 

also several later pieces. 
From Giaour Kalesi comes a geometrical handle of rather a curious form, 

and well levigated clay. From the neighbouring Dere keui kale, a fine thin 

fragment with a bright orange coloured paint upon both sides, the inner being 

duller: at first I thought it might belong to a late Mykenaean fabric, but Mr. 

Cecil Smith has convinced m e that it is Naukratite, which lends it a peculiar 

interest on account of the Croesus-Amasis alliance. 

The broken handle of a painted bowl from Balik-koyundji, and early 
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painted fragments—decorated simply with lines—from the site near Hadji 
Izzet Bey Tchiftlik and from Tchorgia Hiiyiik, conclude this series, with the 

exception of one fragment from the castle of Karalar near Girindos. This is of 

poor red clay, the inner side rough, the outer quite dull and impressed with 

horizontal and perpendicular lines, cutting one another in one part. Both 
Mi-. Evans and Mr. Smith agree in thinking it very early, but are unable to 

identify the fabric from so small a piece. 
The later pieces may be dismissed in a few lines. 
Painted pieces of good clay with red lines upon a white slip might have 

been manufactured in so many centuries that we cannot at present discuss their 

date. A very common ware found at Eccobriga, Tcheshnir Keuprii Keui and 

other places, is made of light red clay with a thin white slip upon the outer 
side: it is always wheelmade, and the shapes seem to have been very varied. 

Imitations of Hellenic black glaze ware were picked up at Paiiassan 

(Parnassos) and Harranlar (Harra), south-east of Amorion. A large piece 
of Pseudo-Aretine or Samian ware (Germanice, ' terra sigillata') comes from 

the site identified below (Part II., I. § 8) with Lagania. But this is not so 

common as a fine red unpolished ware. 
A connexion with Cyprus in the most primitive days is the one sure 

conclusion which we can draw from the above finds. And this is important 

in view of the sharp line of division, which some have lately tried to draw 
between north and south. The task now most incumbent upon those who 
wish to study the early history of Asia Minor, seems to be the discovery 

of the necropolis of some great centre—Pteria, Gordion or the Midas city 
(Chantre searched in vain for one at the first named)—but it is only within 
the last year that Boehlau has given us an account of the necropolis of 

Samos, and so for one in the interior we may have to wait long. 
In this and the preceding section I have received help from several 

friends: besides those already mentioned, I am deeply indebted to Mr. J, 
L. Myres. 

§ 3.—A Relief at Yarre. 

In the village of Yarre, just above Kavundji Keuprii on the Sangarios, 

we found the relief reproduced in Fig. 4 : the man who discovered it showed 

us the place from which it came, a small icpa near the village, and as he 
had no inducement to lie, his statement is to be considered trustworthy. 

The slab has a square face 0.75x0.75 m. and is 0.30 m. thick. The 
bottom and the sides have been squared, the back is rough, and on the top 
there is a low tongue-like projection. The relief represents an animal 
upon a slender altar between two seated figures: that on the left 
is much damaged, but the other is perfect. A woman dressed in a long 
garment is seated upon a cross-legged stool, over which apparently lies ;i 
cushion : she wears pointed shoes, and her feet rest upon a square footstool. 
There is an earring in her ear, and her hair, which is bound round the crown 
of her head with a band, descends upon her shoulder. In her right hand she 
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raised a flower or some other object towards her face, and she held something, 

perhaps a pomegranate, in the other. The figure seated opposite also wears 

a long dress and the same shoes : the hand is similarly raised, and the foot

stool is the same : the seat however seems to have been different. The space 
above the altar was filled with some much destroyed symbols, which may 
have been letters from the ' Hittite' syllabary or else some of the symbols 

which are common upon these early subjects. 
The subject recalls the scheme of some Greek stelai, but still more that 

of some slabs in North Syria, published by Puchstein (Humann and Puch

stein, JReisen in Kleinasien, Taf. X L V . and XLVIL). And in a nearer 

district south of the Cappadocian Caesareia at Fraktin, a contraction of 

Fig. 4. 

Ferak-ed-din, (see Ramsay and Hogarth, in Maspero's JRecueil de Travau.f, 

1893, p. 87, Plate VI. and a better photograph in Chantre, PL 23), a similar 
subject occurs upon a rock relief. The analogies in style are even closer 

with the reliefs at Eyuk—clothes, earring, shoes and altar are almost identical 

(Perrot Exploration clc let Galatie, PI. LVI. aud L X V L , Hist, de, I'Art, vol. iv. 

p. 656 seq.) In our relief there is something ludicrous in the artist's failure 

to plant all his subjects firmly on one ground ; footstools, chairs and altar are 

all on different levels: this is parallel to the ladder scene at Eyuk (Perrot, 

Exploration, PL LXIL). Our sculptor_indeed is less skilful in this respect than 

most of those at Eyuk, Sendjirli, Marash. The cross-legged stool occurs 

frequently in North Syria (v. loe. cit.), but there usually as a table, the 

chairs having four straight legs, but one out of five chairs upon the haematite 
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seal from Tarsus in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford is of the same 
pattern ; it resembles of course the Ionic oKXaBia*;. The central object 

is the crux of the whole composition. Prof. Ramsay (loc. cit.) suggests 

that there is in the shape of the altars at Eyuk and Fraktin a 'resem

blance to the human figure intended to convey the idea that the altar 

partakes in the divine nature and is a living thing. The stage of religious 

thought which it implies is midway between the fetish stage, when an 

inanimate object is conceived as divine and powerful, and offerings are made 

to it and poured on it, and the fully developed personal stage, when the altar 

is merely a stone or sod on which offerings to the divinity are laid, but does 

not in any sense partake of the nature and character of the divinity,' In the 

present case, however, and at Marash there can be no question of such a mid

way stage, which is rather difficult to conceive at all: here the sacred stone, 
the Baitylos, stage is passed, and the altar has become what we still understand 

by an altar. It is rather difficult to make out what is the object upon the altar, 

Mr. Anderson first suggested to m e that it was a bird, and a comparison with 

other parallels in North Syria and Fraktin leaves m e no doubt that he is 
right. A bird then is sitting crouched upon the altar, its back to the 

woman: in front of it rises a rectangular erection in two steps, similar to 

that at Fraktin and more distantly related to subjects on some Mykenaean 

seals. A fracture has given the upper part the appearance of a horn, such as 

undoubtedly exists upon the latter, but the evidence of other Hittite altars 

shows that this appearance is quite fortuitous. The high conical support— 
Ramsay's half woman—is found also at Eyuk, Fraktin (twice), on two seals 

at the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, that already mentioned from Tarsus 
(thrice) (see Prof. Sayce, The Archaeological Journal, London, 1887, p. 347-350) 

and one from Jaffa, and on a cylinder at Copenhagen.1 Although some of 

these artists have tried to indicate its construction, it is difficult now to 

interpret their efforts; perhaps it was made of wood covered with bands of 
metal like some Jewish altars; the form'may have been derived from Egypt. 

The upper part varies considerably. At Eyuk, and on one of those from the 

Tarsus seal, we see a plain slab. O n those at Fraktin and on the Jaffa seal 

there is a single erection at one end : a similar object on another class of 

altars has been explained by some as a protection against wind, just as one 

often sees in front of the hearth in the entrance of a Kurdish or Yuruk tent 

a large stone set up on its end to shelter the fire behind it. At Yarre, and I 

think on one side of the Tarsus seal (Sayce's Plate, No. 4) this erection is 

duplicated and we have two steps, the altar being thus brought into connexion 

with the group of ' Stufen-altare ' collected by Reichel (Vorhclknischer Gotter-

culler, Wien, 1897, p. 40 foil.); but I find a material difficulty in applying 

his throne theory to this example, and must rest content with describing it as 

an altar with a raised back. From its position we might argue that the 

1 I am indebted to Mr. Boll, the assistant Greville Chester and have been in the Museum 
keeper of this Museum, for casts of these seals : since 1889. 
they come from the collection of the Rev. 
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female figure still remaining was the more important of the two, and the 

other either a worshipper or an inferior consort upon whom the altar's back 

might be safely turned, but a Chaldean cylinder published by Reichel (op. cit. 
p. 45, also in Menant, La Glyptique Orientate I. p. 163), on which a single 

deity appears facing the higher part of the altar proves that this is not a safe 
conclusion, though it would suit current theories of Anatolian religion. 

Whether these different altars and the Phrygian type, which is again so 
different, have any special ceremonial significance, I must leave to those 

more learned in theology and ritual to decide. One point is, however, 

striking—the emptiness of so many of these altars, e.g. Eyuk, Fraktin (one); 

Tarsus (one), Jaffa: in two of these, libations are poured at the foot of the 

altar, in the last there is nothing visible. The altar is therefore probably not an 

altar of sacrifice, and it may even in some cases be introduced to indicate the 

sanctuary rather than a definite scene of worship. This may help us to 

discern the precise meaning of the bird, which is not obvious at first sight: 

for it is not dead in appearance and so cannot have been already sacrificed, 

nor has it the confident pose proper to the • companion of a god,' and there
fore assumed by those at Fraktin and Marash and upon an Attic vase fragment 

(Cecil Smith, J. H. S. I. p. 204, and Ramsay, loc. cit.). If this passive appear

ance is not due simply to the artist's incapacity, we must assume one of two 
things :—either it is an ex voto, a representation in stone of an offering in clay or 

in metal: M, Chantre (op. cit. p. 156) collected a dozen such bronze eagles in 

Cappadocia; or it may be an ideograph : the bird sign is very common upon 

'Hittite' inscriptions and Jensen (Hittiter und Armenier, Strassburg, 1898, 

Taf. v.) gives it the value of a proper name or part of one. In this case the 

destroyed symbols would contain the names of a god and goddess seated before 

their sanctuary, or perhaps of a king and queen in the act of worship, and the 

locality of the altar, the ancient name of Yarre, in fact, would be indicated by 
the bird.1 The chief objection to this interpretation is the commonness of 

the bird : Prof. Ramsay suggests a similar explanation of the ' Midas City ' 

group 2 (Athenische Mittheilungen, 1889, p. 182). Upon later Phrygian stelai 

I may note that the eagle with wings displayed occurs almost as frequently 

as the lions grouped heraldically over a prostrate animal; both appear there

fore to be survivals of great antiquity, the Phrygians, like the Galatians, 
having taken over much of what they found already existing. 

The carefully squared sides show that this stone was one of a series, the 

rough back that it did not stand ' free.' A group similar to this occurs upon 

the gateway at Sendjirli, and this stone is admirably fitted to hold such a 

position. Part of the second figure may have been upon a separate block, a 

trait also common to the Syrian workmen. The projection at the top is 

paralleled, so far as I can make out from Puchstein's photograph, by the slab 

1 Jensen (op. cit. p. 166) has no hesitation in funeral ^representations, but a combination of 
saying that his series of reliefs (Marash, Send- the two ideas is not improbable elsewhere. 
jirli, Fraktin) represents religious not funeral " O n which see Korte, Ath. Mittheil. 1898, 
rites: the rock sculpture at Fraktin and the p. 139. 
Oxford seals could hardly be explained as 
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with the winged gryphon at Sendjirli (op. cit. xlv. 3). The slabs found at 

Eyuk by M. Perrot make another closer instance. This is therefore the most 

likely destination for it. 
Fresh evidence has been accumulated lately as to the date of these 

monuments. Prof. Ramsay (I. c.) arrived at a date earlier than 850 for the 

Fraktin sculptures, basing his argument upon the probable developments of 

epigraphy,—the change for instance from symbols in relief to symbols incised. 

The splendid excavations at Sendjirli have thrown further light: Dr. Felix 

von Luschan and his assistants are doing for the ' Hittites' what Layard did 

for Assyria, or Schliemann for Troy, and with the full benefit of their 

experience. This village lies in North Syria between Giaourdagh and 

Kurddagh, east of the Amanosdagh range, about fifty miles from Alexan-

dretta and sixteen miles west of. Saktschegozu, another ancient site where 
Assyrianizing reliefs, now in the Berlin Museum, have been found. Sendjirli 

was first visited by Humann, Puchstein, and von Luschan in 1883, but excava

tions were not begun until 1888 ; continued in '90, '91, '94, they are not yet 

completed, but two reports have been already published on the scale of the 
Pergamenian and Olympian discoveries (Ausgrabungen in Sendschirli i. 1893, 

ii. 1898. Berlin). On the citadel three palaces (' Hilanis ') of a curious plan 

were uncovered, with various sculptures and inscriptions in cuneiform, picto-
graphs and old Semitic ; the gates leading to the lower town were decorated 
with sculptured reliefs, and the whole was fortified in the Oriental fashion by a 

circular double wall with a hundred small towers and three gateways. It is 

clear from the photographs of gate sculptures and from the words of the 
finders that this country shared in the same artistic traditions as Cappadocia: 

from this it follows that dates holding good of one may, mutatis mutandis, be 

applied to the other, and we may really know at last whether the circle of 
Cappadocian monuments, to which our slab belongs, is contemporary or not 

with the Mykenaean civilisation. The inscriptions deciphered by Professors 
Schrader and Sachau (op. cit. i. p. 30-43, 55-84, and Sitzungsberichte der 

Kon. Freuss. Akad., Berlin, 1896, p. 1051-1056) show that the ruined 
town at Sendjirli was the seat of a principality ruled in the 8th century by 

two dynasts named Panammu, and absorbed finally by the growing power of 
Tiglath-Pileser III., among whose tribute lists of the years 738, 734, appears 

the name of Panammu, Prince of Sam'al. In the next century c. 670 B.C. 
Esarhacldon set up a stele recording his victories over Egypt and Tyre. The 

sculptures found in the palaces accordingly belong to the eighth and seventh 

centuries, but a great gap divides these from the sculptures of the gateways 
in which we are particularly interested (op. cit. i. p. 8). There were sharp 

differences of opinion among the discoverers as to the date of the latter: 

Koldewey, the architect, writes guardedly that 1300 B.C. is the most likely date 

for the walls, if arguments may be based upon the accumulation of soil 

(op. cit. ii. p. 173), but quotes Puchstein's tenth ̂ entury for the inner town 

gate and ninth for the outer citadel without committing himself for or 

against either. With this we must rest content until the official publication 

enlightens us further. M. Chantre's excavations have not thrown any 
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material light upon the question. In discussing it he starts with the assump

tion that the earlier theories of Sayce;-Wright, and others about an ' Empire, or 

Confederation, of the Hittites' are all proven facts, and that the history of 

the Khita as written on Egyptian monuments gives a certain basis upon 
which the Cappadocian monuments may be dated, assumptions to which we 

cannot subscribe. 
The pottery from Pteria and Kara Eyuk, published by himself, like 

that from Eccobriga and Giaour Kalesi, is, in its degradation of Mykenaean 

forms, strong evidence that the golden age of these sites, when their lords had 
established the widest foreign relations, is not to be dated earlier than the tenth 

century. The Yarre slab belongs to the middle period of ' Hittite' art: it 

represents an advance upon the gate sculptures at Sendjirli, but a develop

ment of a similar style, a style which was there ousted—earlier, naturally, in 

a more easterly region—by Assyrian influence. Many will find an insuperable 

difficulty in attributing these crude works to a people for centuries in close 
contact with Egypt and Babylon when the former was at the height of its 
power; and such will perhaps agree with Puchstein,1 (Pseudohethitische Kunst, 

1890, p. 10) in referring them to a time when the Mykenaean glory had 

departed from Greece, and Egypt had become a broken reed, when the 
Anatolian borrowed much from the palaces upon the Tigris but still clung 

to the traditions of his native style. In the next section we shall see another 

step in the development of art in Asia Minor. 

§ 4.—Reliefs near Angora. 

At Yalandjak we found built into a fountain a slab of trachyte (?), on which 

a lion was sculptured in low relief. The block measured 1"20 X 0'80 m., the 

relief in the deepest part was not more than 2'3 centimetres. It was broken 
at the bottom, so that the feet had disappeared, a corner of the stone above 

the tail had been also broken, and at the other end the block had been 
apparently mutilated, so that half the head and part of the front leg were 

missing. 
The missing parts we are able to supply with certainty from a replica of 

this lion, which is built into a wall in the deserted village of Amaksiz-keui 

(Fig. 5). This slab represents a lion between two plain pilasters: the field 

containing the lion measures in length L37 m., the two pilasters 0"27 and 

1 Puchstein (op. cit. p. 16) connects them M. Theodore Reinach's suggestion, the 
with the northern allies of the Libyans in their Mitanni-Matianians (Revue des Eludes Grecques, 
invasion of Egypt in the reigns of Meneptah 1894, p. 313) and Jensen's Hatians have not 
and Ramses HI., but the majority, perhaps all, yet passed through the final ordeal of criticism. 
of these seem to have come from the seaboard The dates, which he obtains from his study of 
and the islands. To Ramsay's term ' Syro- the inscriptions, agree entirely with those 
Cappodocian' there is only one objection—it suggested above (for Boghaz keui he proposes, 
tells one nothing, and as a geographical ex- op. cit. p, 192, 850-800 B.C.), but I cannot 
pression omits perhaps the most important estimate the value of his arguments. I have 
9eetion of all—Cilicia. N o orientalist, so far accordingly retained the conventional term 
as I know, has expressed himself in favour of ' Hittite' in discussing theBe works. 
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0'31, the end of the smaller one (by .the tail) being slightly, bevelled, and the 

height of the whole 0'90. If we restore what it has lost to the Yalandjak 

lion, the two will be seen to be identical in size: the Yalandjak relief 

being I think slightly superior in workmanship—the curve of the back is 

a little more vigorous—but they are no doubt from the same workshop and 

from the same building. 
And both exactly resemble yet a third lion seen by Perrot at Kalaba 

and now in Constantinople (see Perrot, Exploration de la Galatie, pp. 226, 320, 

PL 32). Kalaba is two kilometres east of Angora (Perrot), Amaksiz-keui—a 

Fio. 5. 

village on a mound which m a y conceal an ancient site—is to the west, 

Yalandjak to the S.S.W.; so that the original findspot of all three is probably 

Angora itself or some place in the immediate neighbourhood. 
W e see at once that these lions, vigorous though they be, are highly 

conventional, evidently the work of an artist who had no means of studying his 

subject in life. This differentiates them from the pure Assyrian lions, to which 

Perrot in his fine analysis compares that from Kalaba; and a close com
parison with the original from Nimroud, which he cites, shows that the 

treatment of the head, the ear especially, is by no means ' tout a fait sem-
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blable': the tw6 are only distantly related. In the Histoire de I'Art (Tom. 

iv. p. 712 seq.), Perrot republishes it as Hittite, but with some hesitation. 

Reber (Pie Phrygischen Denkmcller, p. 20) without any such qualms 
connects Kalaba with the stream of influence which flowed between Boghaz 

Keui and Giaour Kalesi, but his theory of separate lines of culture running in 
parallels and never meeting seems to m e as untenable as Hirschfeld's earlier 

and almost identical road system. Nor in the case of the Kalaba lion can I 

see any close resemblance to the Pterian works. 
Besides the Assyrians and the Cappodocians, there are two peoples who 

might have influenced early work at Angora—Phrygians and Persians. The 

assumption that the latter have left no trace of their rule upon Asia Minor is 

simply based upon the silence of witnesses, who have never been searchingly 

questioned (v. Chantre, E n Gappodoce, p. 113). The attitude of these lions 

and the facts that three still remain identical in all respects and that they 
were separated from one another by pilasters, remind us of the great Persian 

frieze of lions in the Louvre. But here too there are striking differences; in 

the Anatolian reliefs we miss, perhaps by reason of the weathering, the salience 

of muscle and of shoulder-blade and especially the elaboration of the mane, 
which are so characteristic of the Persian works: the head and neck too are 

quite different. 

The Phrygian reliefs of Arslantash, on the other hand, seem rather more 
closely related to our subjects.1 They have been recently studied again by 

Korte (Kleinasiatische Studien III. in Ath. Mittheil. 1898); he points to the 

strong resemblance existing between them and some early Greek coins and 
thereupon excludes all possibility of Assyrian influence; but what historian 

of Greek sculpture itself has gone so far as this ? Moreover, it is only quite 
late in time that the Greek sculptor himself was able to produce a good lion. 

The finds at Koyundjik have proved that Gyges of Lydia was tributary to 

Assurbanipal, and the double standard of early Lydian coin issues, (see Head, 
Coinage of Lydia and Persia, p. 11), one for land commerce with Babylon, the 

other for dealings with the Ionians, proves the maintenance of close 

relations between East and West. What is proved of Lydia, follows in this 
question <J fortiori of Phrygia. 

The Eastern Phrygians who inhabited what was later called Galatia 

were therefore in contact with the civilized powers upon both sides: how 

much they owed to Greek and how much to Assyrian, we cannot say. W e have 

not sufficient knowledge to delimit these early ' spheres of influence,' but we 

have no right to assume that they were incapable of making an original 

contribution to art themselves, or at least of modifying their neighbours' work 

in an original way. It is in fact this which I think we see in the Angora 

lions: they are a new local variety of a wide class, to which both Persian and 
' Midaean' lions belong. 

1 The omission of the sexual organs in animals treatment, in contrast with Persian and Assyrian 
which are otherwise male, for instance, is common works, is characteristic of Pteria. For maned 
to both, but I admit, with Perrot, that there lionesses however see Kbrte (p. 136). 
are great differences, and also that sobriety of 
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One of the many legends which have been preserved about Midas (? 700 
B.C.) records that he was the founder of Ankyra (Pausan. I. iv. § 5) : one is 
tempted to bring these lions into connexion with this tale. There is nothing 
improbable in such a connexion, but it must remain a mere suggestion for 

the present. 
The purpose which these reliefs served is less doubtful. I imagine them 

standing in a line separated each from each by pilasters and decorating the 

lower course of the walls of a palace or gateway, like the slabs discovered by 

the Germans at Sendjirli. This arrangement of lions in a frieze is 

important in its bearing upon the ' orientalizing' Greek vases with bands of 

figures (cf. Perrot, Qalatie, p. 226); it has been generally supposed that these 

are influenced by Eastern embroidery. This is quite possible, but it is also 

possible that the sculptor's architectural arrangement took precedence in time 

over both embroidery and vase-painting. 

The foundation of such a palace would be the origin of the story about 

Midas, for there is evidence to show that Ankyra had a still earlier history. 

Chantre (p. 80) publishes a primitive bronze axe head said to be from Angora 

and there is in the town itself just under the castle rock another lion of 

extremely crude workmanship1: it is represented as sitting, crouched up, and 

recalls the earlier works of Eyuk and Pteria. Or, if a Persian origin be 

preferred for our lion series, these more archaic works might be brought into 

direct connexion with Midas himself. Phrygian inscriptions have been 

found across the Halys, but at present the evidence does not allow us to 

decide the question positively. 

§ 5.—General Conclusions. 

The remains of early date just discussed, however insignificant many of 
them may seem in themselves, do serve in some measure to fill in more 
definitely one section of the great civilization which spread over the Eastern 
Mediterranean lands before the classical epoch. From Bigaditch in Mysia 

and Emed in Phrygia, Messrs. Anthony and Munro have brought back 

specimens of primitive ware (now in the Ashmolean). Dr. Korte has described 

finds of 'Trojan" pottery at Boz-eyuk and Beybazar (Vcrhandlungen der 
Berliner anthropologisehen Gesellschaft, 1896, p. 123) and a similar find at 

Gordion (Pebi). There is, too, the well-known mould from Selendj (Evans, 
Cretan Pictographs, p. 133, and S. Reinach, Esquisses ArcUologiques, p. 45). 
Adding these finds, all west of the Halys, to the previous discoveries of 
Ramsay and others we have abundant evidence of the wide distribution and 
homogeneity of the early Cypriot and Aegean culture. 

As to the racial connexion of these people or peoples we have no fresh 
evidence. Korte (Athenische Mittheilungen, 1897. p. 25) does not hesitate to 

[It is similar to the lions discovered by andDerende(Ritter, tivdkundexix.). J.G.CA] 
von Vineke near Arslan-tash, between Albistan 
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call them Phrygian, but neither the fact that Gordion was at one time a 

Phrygian capital, nor the fact that similar remains are found in the districts 

round Philippopolis, Iassy, Salonika, etc., from which some have supposed 

the Phrygians to have migrated, lends more than probability to this view. 
The Caucasus and Armenia, with their rich neolithic remains, cannot be yet, 
excluded as the possible cradle of these tribes (see Chantre, Becherches 
Anthropologiques dans le Gaucase, Paris 1885). The extent of the Turkish 
and even of the Greek influx into Asia Minor has been hitherto exaggerated, 

the Gaulish invasion has been still more overestimated (Ramsay, Classical 

Review, Oct. 1898), and it is possible that the Phrygians also formed 

merely a conquering aristocracy. ' To this day,' writes Dr. von 

Luschan, 'the mass of Mohammedan and Greek inhabitants of Western 

Asia, (Vorderasien) are without distinction of language or religion, physically 
one and closely related with the modern Armenians. It is reasonable 

therefore to characterize the whole original population of Western Asia as 
Proto-Armenian or Armenoid . The linguistic investigations of Jensen seem 

to lead in the same direction.' ( Ueber den Antiken Bogen, p. 194 in Festschrift filr 

Otto Bennclorf, Wien, 1898 ; also,see Petersen and v. Luschan, Reisen in ZyMen, 

Wien, 1889, p. 198 ; Arcliiv fur Anthropologic, Braunschweig, 1891, p. 31-53 ; 
and Correspondenz-Blatt der deutschen Gescllschaft fur Anthropologic, Ethnologic 

und Urgeschichie, 1892, p. 94 foil.). Prof. Virchow says the same : in 1884, 

he suggested the Armenians tentatively as the kinsmen of those whose 
hypsibrachycephalous skulls he examined from 6th century tombs at Assos 

Ueber alte Schadel von Assos und Cypern, Berlin, 1884 p.35): in 1896, a propos 

of a similar skull from the excavations at Boz-eyuk quoted above, he writes that 

these discoveries can scarcely be explained in any other way. S o m e indirect, 

and therefore important, witnesses corroborate the results thus reached by 
the highest scientific authorities : w e hear of Meles, an early Lydian king and 

therefore according to Genesis (X. 22) a Semite, consulting the Karian oracle of 
Telmessos (Herod, i. 84.) no less than Gordios the founder of the Phrygian 

monarchy (Arrian, de Exped. Alex. ii. 3) who was therefore according to 

Herodotos of European origin. The permanence of religious centres and the 

similarity of religious customs, so often insisted upon by Prof. Ramsay, are 
further testimonies to the. homogeneous character of the whole peninsula. 

All these facts should make us hesitate before assigning ' unclaimed estates' 
to any single section, Phrygian or Lydian, until its pretensions can be 

supported by the only valid evidence—an adequate collection of bones or 

portraits displaying a different type x found in connexion with a certain 
fabric of pottery or a certain style of sculpture. Then only shall we have some 

criterion of the intensive force exercised by foreign elements upon the native 

population. 

Our photograph of the Yarre head is hardly one may add, to some extent of archaic Greek 
distinct enough to be of much service here, but art, early Boeotian pottery for instance, and the 
so far as it goes, it points in the same direction Attic Diskophoros. And if we are not deceived 
—the thick nose is characteristic both of by the coiffure, the skull is certainly high. 
ancient Sam'al and modern Armenia, and also, 

H.tf—VOL. XIX. E 
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We are upon safer ground when we turn from the race to the road 
question As will be seen from Part II., nearly all our primitive sites 
lie upon roads which were famous in Roman and Byzantine times: later 

generations were content with improving and repairing lines ot com
munication which had existed for many centuries, with converting to use 

the modern equivalents, an araba yd into a chaussde. The caravan roads were 
few in number—they are not numerous now—but there is no reason to 

believe with Radet that they did not exist before the Lydian kingdom arose, 

because indeed the Ionic poet mentioned only marine commerce ! The story 

of Gordios (Arrian, loc. cit. ii. 3) is conclusive evidence of the use of wheels 

in his day. 
The only early road which still possesses some individuality for us is the 

Royal Road, and this is largely one of Ramsay's many gifts to Asiatic topo
graphy. The broad lines on which he has sketched its course will remain the 

framework upon which all must work in the future, but the discoveries made 

by Korte and by ourselves suggest the modification of a few details. The 

Royal Road after leaving Pessinus, Ramsay says (Hist. Geog. of Asia Minor, 

p. 31),' traversed the hills to Gordion [then identified with Yiirme] ' and then, 

passing the Sangarios a second time, ascended the H a m m a m Su to its source 

beside the Syro-Cappadocian monuments of Giaour Kalesi. But east of 

Giaour Kalesi it is very difficult to determine the exact path. It probably 

passed actually through Ankyra, which appears to have been an important 
city before the Gauls entered the country.' Since this was written, Korte has 
shown that Gordion was probably at Pebi on the Sangarios and we have 
found traces of an ancient site at Balik-koyundji (Papira) on the most direct 
and easy road to Ankyra, of whose ancient importance furthermore there 
can be now no doubt. It seems unlikely then, that the Royal Road swerved 

southwards to Giaour Kalesi. 
O n the other hand the position of Yarre is instructive : its site near 

Kavundji Keuprii is another instance of the survival of early routes of 
intercourse, and it may well mark an ancient junction of two roads. This 
would be the point where a road across the mountains from Pessinus to 

Ankyra vid Gordion would actually diverge from the road leading to 
Giaour Kalesi. Excavations might possibly show that this was an import

ant site. East of Ankyra I will only say that, in spite of the presence 
of the ancient site of Eccobriga, the fact that the Halys is here easily 
fordable for half the year makes it difficult to reconcile this—the straightest 
route—with the road described by Herodotus in his account of the expedition 

of Croesus. 
Of the new materials, which we have thus been able to collect during a 

summer's wandering in Galatia, the most important, those from Sarilar and 

Yarre, came from recent excavations made by peasants. A discovery of this 
kind loses half its value from the vague or misleading stories told by its 

finder: more frequently still we were told that many pots had been found in 
the neighbourhood, but had been given to the children and had thus perished 
irretrievably. So many problems touching the early history of Ionic art, and 
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touching equally the legendary background of Classical Hellas—the stories of 

the Lydian arid Phrygian kings, to say nothing of the Amazons,—might be 

solved by a few scientific excavations, that we may hope that the excellent 

examples of the German Orient-Komitee and M. Chantre will awaken 
jealousy in others. 

J. W. Crowfoot. 

POSTSCRIPT. 

I regret that I did not see two important papers by Prof. Milani, until after I had 
corrected the proofs of the above : they would have helped m e to set many points in a 
clearer perspective. In these (Studi e materiali di Archt>lo-jia e Namiimatie:i I. Firenze, 
1899, p. 1-52), Prof. Milani discusses with a great wealth of illustration the early 
"Hittite" religion or theology and its connexion with the "West, and he claims for Asia 
Minor the origin of many forms upon the Cretan bronzes published by Halbherr and Orsi, 
which their first editors had carried back to the further East. I need not point out how 
completely this agrees with several suggestions made above. The plait ornament, to which 
I have already referred, recurs upon these bronzes, and. I believe that the question there 
raised may be answered almost certainly: it reached Ionia by land and not by sea, for 
(1) the cylinder from Aidin with similar decoration brings it very much closer than those 
I quoted (see Milani, page 43, or Perrot, Hist de VArl. iv., p. 771) ; (2) from Cypriot 
pottery of the seventh and sixth centuries of indubitable Phoenician origin it is quite 
absent (for the date of this pottery, see Myres, J.H.S., 1897, p. 153, foil.). A n d to this I 
would add another pattern borrowed by the Ionians from the interior : Boehlau (Aus 
ionischen und italischen Nelcropolen, Leipzig, 1898, p. 58, 61 foil.), states that there is no 
analogy in archaic art for the curious network pattern, which covers the body of so many 
Samian vases, and which has been already compared with wall decorations ; may we not 
find a close parallel to it upon the facade ornament of the Phrygian monuments, better 
elucidated, I think, by Korte (Athenische Mittheilungen, 1898, p. 87, foil.) than by any 
previous writer 1 Both patterns are so elementary and artless, that perhaps even so ardent 
a Phil-Hellene as Professor Korte will allow them to be original possessions of the 
Anatolians, though such a concession will strengthen m y arguments for the native origin 
of the lions. 

J. W. C. 

E 2 
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Part II.—Topography, Epigraphy, Galatian Civilisation. 

[Plate IV.] 

During the last eighteen years our knowledge of Asia Minor has 
advanced by leaps and bounds, but all parts of the country have not shared 

alike in the general progress. Galatia in particular—we are now speaking of 

the country on this side of the Halys—has received comparatively little 

attention from archaeological travellers. H u m a n n and Domaszewski's 

journey in 1882 and some journeys made by Prof. Ramsay in the following 

year and by Dr. Korte in 1894 (in the vicinity of the Sangarios) constitute 

the whole contribution that has been made to the exploration of this region 

since the publication of M. Perrot's Exploration de la Galatie (1862). A 

good deal has been done in the meantime by geographers to improve the 
modern m a p of the northern frontiers, notably by W . von Diest, whose work 
is always as nearly a picture of the country as can be attained without a 
regular survey. That he m a y be able to continue it is the fervent wish of 
all w h o are interested in Asia Minor.1 But there are few points fixed with 
any certainty on the ancient map, and there are large districts which' are 
either hardly known (like the country near the great Salt Lake) or have 
never been visited at all. W e need therefore offer no apology for having 
chosen Galatia as our sphere of work during the summer months of 1898. A 

preliminary summary of our results, together with an account of an excursion 

into North-West Phrygia, which yielded two important discoveries, viz. an 
inscription with the n a m e of the bishopric eulandra (the later Augustopolis) 
and the cave steunos at Aizanoi, will be found in the Annual of the British 
School at Athens (1898). Our routes are there indicated in detail and in 
the following discussion, which deals with topography, epigraphy, and the 
conclusions to be gathered about the civilisation of the land in Graeco-Roman 
times, w e shall discard altogether the actual lines of march and treat the 
subject under more convenient headings.2 

These maps are based on Kiepert's large- Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia (Oxford 1 W 
scale map of Western Asia Minor and incorporate and 1897). Inscriptions copied by mvself arc 
the results of journeys by M. Anton and other marked (A.), those copied by Mr. Crowfoot fC ) 
travellers. They are published in Petermami's AA.SS.= Acta Sanctorum. 1 am indebted to 
Milthnlungen, Erganmngshcft, no. 125. [Na- Prof. Ramsay for valuable criticisms and «,„. 
totally, they are much less correct in districts gestions, and to the editors of the Journal for 
which the travellers have not actually visited.] carefully revising the proof-sheets and making 
- The abbreviation OB. refers to Ramsay's suggestions. & 
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The simplest method of discussing the greater part of the country we 

traversed is to take Ancyra (Angora, Turkish Engiiri) as a central point, and 
consider the lines of the various roads which converge thither from west, 

south, and east: for all the important cities or towns lay on one or other of 
these roads. There remain a few districts which must be dealt with 

separately. 

I. The Pilgrims' Route between Ancyra and luliopolis.1 

§ 1. The Pilgrims' Route.—We begin with the cities on the road 

between Angora and luliopolis, a section of the great route from Constanti

nople by Nikomedeia (Ismid) and Ancyra to Tarsus, which "becomes famous 

from the fourth century onwards as the Pilgrims' Route to Jerusalem. 

' This road,' as Prof. Ramsay says (Hist. Geog. p. 242), ' of course became far 

more important after Constantinople became the capital of the Eastern 

Empire, and it is still a great trade-route. But even before 330 its existence 
can be traced.. A s soon as Nikomedeia Was made by Diocletian into one of 

the four capitals of the R o m a n world..., the road must immediately rise into 

great importance...But its chief interest lies in its being the natural land-
route for pilgrims from Europe to the Holy Land...It is in some respects the 

most interesting of all the later roads of Asia Minor; it was carefully kept 

up, and the stations and halting-places continued to be the same as they 
were in _the time of Constantine. In the sixth century after Christ the 
publica regii cursus via2 is referred to (Ada S. Theodori Sykeotae).' The 

discovery of two milestones of Diocletian (nos. 8 and 10) lends to these state

ments a confirmation which they hardly required. But the road was perhaps 

already constructed in Hadrian's time, if the milestone (no. 5) now lying 

by the mosque at Emir Y a m a n , a village about 12 miles west of Angora, 
really belongs to this road and has not been transported from the line of the 

R o m a n road Dorylaion—• Angora (see the map). Heavy pillars of this type, 
which are quite useless as building material, are not usually carried far; 

instances are known of miliaria being carried considerable distances to serve 
as headstones,3 but this one serves no purpose whatsoever. W e cannot 

assert quite positively that it has not been carried from the other road, but 

probability is decidedly against it. 

The Jine of this road is clearly marked out by nature, and coincides in 

the main4 with the old Turkish post-road from Constantinople to Angora, 

For the section between Angora and Par- (B.G.S. Suppl. Papers, vol. iii.) p. 45 n., 
nassos, see vii. below. mentions that a. stone now at Geuksun (Ko-
2 ri Sripocria crrpdra rod fiaoiXiKov fipopov in kussos) has been conveyed fifteen miles, and 

the Greek original (p. 363), which is published ' apparently one has been carried from the fifty -
in Mvrifie7a 'AyioXoyiKa, iKSiS6/j.eva iirb @eo- eighth station to Albistan, about twenty-five 
cpiXov 'ladvvov (BENETIAt, 1884), pp. 361-495. miles.' 
"We refer to it as the 'Life of St. Theodore (of 4 The shifting of town-centres in modern 
Sykeon).' times has, of course, caused some deviation 
3 Hogarth, Modern and Ancient Roads, &c, from the ancient line, as will appear below, 
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which was one of the great trade-routes of the Empire until the opening of 
the Ismid-Angora railway, and still retains a considerable importance. Going 
westwards from Angora, it passes along the north side of the Engiiri S u 

valley, over the Ayash Bel, and along a succession of valleys to the Sangarios. 

It is described by all the Itineraries, and their accounts m a y best be 

exhibited in a table, to which w e add a list of approximate distances 

according to the identifications which w e propose. 

Peut. Table. 

Iuliopoli 

Valcaton XII 

fines eilicie X 

Lagania XXVIII 

Mizago XXXVIII 

[Ancyra] XXVI11 

Antonine Itin. 

Iuliopolim 

Laganeos XXII1I 

Minizo XXIII 
\ 

Manegordo XXVIII 
\ 
v.l. XVIII 
/ 

Ancyra XXIIII 
i 

Jerus. Itin. 

civitas luliopolis 

mut. Hycronpotamum XIII 

mansio Agannia XI 

mutatio Ipetohrogen VI 

mans. Mnizos X 

mut. Prasmon XII 

mut. CenaxempalidemXIII 

civ. Anchira Galatia . . 

Approximate 
Numbers 1 

according to our 
Identifications. 

luliopolis 

(Balgatia ca. IX) 

Siberia XV 

Lagania XII 

Petobriga X or XI 

Mnizos VII 

Prasmon X V 

Cenax. pal. X 

Angora XIV 

T h e discrepancies between the accounts of the three Itineraries as 

shown in this table (and still more in the table given under vii. § 1 below) 

prove h o w little trust can be placed in the numbers. It would indeed have 

been a miracle if long lists of numerals had come down to us uncorrupted, 

and w e can never rely on them without corroborative evidence. W e shall 

find that the Peutinger Table is the most corrupt of all. 

§ 2. Manegordos and Crentius.—If we compare the Antonine and 
Jerusalem Itineraries and bear in mind the actual time-distances, we see at 
once that manegordos cannot be on the direct road; for wherever Mnizos 
may be placed, it cannot be anything like fifty-two miles from Ancyra. 
Manegordos therefore must lie off the road and can be looked for only in the 
large and fertile Murtad Ova (' Apostate Plain '). A precisely similar case 
may be found in the account given by the same Itinerary of the road 
Ancyra—Tavium, where Bolegasgus, a town situated in Tchibuk Ovi 
(uorth-east of Ancyra), is indicated on the direct road eastwards (see 
below, under vi.). 

Fractions of a Roman mile are counted as a a regular survey ; but the caleul f 
whole mile, e.g. 13^ MP. as 14. We do not all practical purposes exact enough.10"3 "^ 
claim to estimate distances with the accuracy of *° ' 
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Now the Anton. Itin. places at the same distance from Ancyra and in 
the same plain another town crentitjs 1 (we m a y safely write krentios) on 
the road leading to Krateia-Elaviopolis (Gerede). Are these two, then, to be 
identified ? That is the view indicated in Hist. Geog. (p. 242 compared with 
p. 20), A n examination of the district, however, disclosed two important 
sites, one at Karalar on the road to Krateia-Gerede and the other at Yassi-
oren (' Flat Ruins '), over an hour to the east. W e should therefore naturally 
wish to place Crentius at Karalar,2 and Manegordos at Yassi-oren. But, 
unfortunately, this can hardly be admitted. The remains at the latter village 
are very numerous (mostly squared trachyte ? blocks) but, so far as their date 
can be determined, they point to a late period ; see, for example, the descrip
tion of Byzantine capitals here and at the neighbouring village Soguldjak by 
Mr. Crowfoot in the Annual of the British School for 1897-8. Several 
remains belonging to the Christian period (including a font and decorated 
stones) have been carried across the plain to Mekhdi (a village 1 hour 10 
mins. to the east). O n the other hand, the site beside Karalar is very 
ancient. The mosque, the ruined tilrbe, and the fountains of the village are 
built throughout of large squared trachyte (?) blocks similar to those at Yassi-
oren and there are also some moulded stones. These blocks have perhaps 
been largely carried down from a fine old Phrygian fortress called Assar Kaya 
on a hill, a quarter of an hour distant, rising up from the deep ravine through 
which passes the road to Krateia-Flaviopolis to a height of 250 feet above 
the village. The place is carefully described by W . von Diest, who visited it 
in 1896.8 At the foot, in the bed of the stream which is generally dry at 
this season [21 May], rises a copious hot spring of 39°C. [102-5 Fahr.], in 
which was bathing a youth from Karalar, who said that the ilidja was 
especially good for rheumatism . Near the summit of the rock 4 at a 
height of 32 metres above the stream-bed w e found a door-shaped arched 
entrance into the rock (7 feet high and 5 broad), whence a flight of steps 
leads steeply down into darkness . After descending fifty-three steps, 
I reached a beautifully-arched wide grotto about 15 feet high and 20 
broad, filled to the depth of four feet with very cold, clear water; but I 
searched in vain for any efflux or influx or other communication with the 
outside. It does not contain cis tern-water, there is no trace of conduit or 
basin. The aneroid read here 1\ metres deeper than the level of the hot 
spring outside the rock: probably the grotto stands in some connexion with 
it, and the cooling of the water m a y be explained by the fact that the old 
conduit is obstructed and the water takes a long time to filter through.' 
This staircase reminds us of those at Yapuldak5 in the Phrygian monument 

V.l. Grentius ; so Garus Vicus for Cams while Kiepert writes Kirindos. 
Vicus, and Gratia for Cratia. In local Turkish 2 So von Diest proposes, Petermann's Mittheil, 
pronunciation it is very difficult to distinguish Erganmngsheft, no. 125, p. 59. 
initial h and g ; ancient h has become g in 3 Op. cit. pp. 58-9. 
Krateia-Gerede, Kadoi (accus. Kdtiovs)-Ge&iz, l On the west side. 
&o. ; so Girindos (in Murtad Ova) seems to he 6 J.H.S. x. (1889), p. 181. 
local pronunciation, as Mordtmann has it, 
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country and at Amasia, where a flight of steps leads down to a supply of 
water in the heart of the limestone mountain which formed the acropolis.1 

The staircase at Pishmish Kale, on the other hand, leads down into the plain 

below and formed a secret entrance to the fortress, easily guarded against 

attack.2 
Above the entrance on both sides there are steps leading up to the level 

summit and beside them stone-beds several feet wide cut in the rock, such as 

may be seen on the acropolis of the Midas-city or the fortress at Yapuldak.3 

O n the east side these cuttings to receive the stones are larger and more 

conspicuous. Fragments of pottery and tiles are strewn about; and the 

statement made to von Diest was repeated to us, that excavations had 

been made at the foot of the rock (on the east side) and inscribed and sculp

tured stones had been carried away at the instance of the Government 
officials to Angora.4 W e picked up here a very early fragment of pottery, 

made of red clay and impressed on the outside with horizontal and perpen

dicular lines (see Pt. I. § 2). 
Just below the village, near the road to Girindos, von Diest noted two 

tumuli, and a larger group on the edge of the hills to the west which he 
rightly regards as the necropolis of the old town.6 W e found no inscriptions 
and von Diest saw only a small altar inscribed Ail . „ (followed by an illegible 

attribute). Surely this is the site of MANEGORDOS, which bears a name 
compounded of two of the very oldest names in Phrygian history. Probably 

this older city was destroyed, like Gordion, by the Gauls and dwindled to a 
mere village, while krentios, the more important site in later times, lay a 

short distance off the direct line of the road 6 at Yassi-oren. The distance 

of both sites from Angora xxiv m.p. corresponds with the actual facts.r It 
would seem that the modern village Girindos or Kirindos (see note above), 

retains the old n a m e Krentios, as Prof. Ramsay has suggested (Hist, Geog. 
p. 20); and the fact that it lies eight or nine miles to the south-west of 
Karalar might be thought an objection to our identifications. But similar 
cases m a y be found, the explanation doubtless being that the village which 

retains the ancient n a m e is the oldest, or one of the oldest, in the neighbour-

hood. Girindos is not itself an old site. T he long fragmentary inscription 

of the year 145 A.D. copied here by Mordtmann (C.I.L. iii. 282) was unfor

tunately destroyed in recent years w h e n the new mosque was being built. 

1 Cf. Hamilton i. p. 368-9; Perrot, Explora- this well-known fact (sue J.H.S. 1898, p. 104 
lion, p. 373. and n. 2): we shall come across instances in the 
2 Perrot, Histoire de I'Art, v. p. 162. sequel. 
3 Von Diest wrongly takes them for steps, 7 Karalar is, according to von Diest, 37J km. 

6-8 Fuss brcile Treppenshifen, &c. or 23 Eng. miles from Angora, and Yassi-oren is 
4 There are certainly traces of excavation, the same. W e have to remember that tho 

and the present Vali Pasha is greatly interested Itineraries reckon the distances from city to 
in antiquities. city; and tho sum of these separate distances 
B Cf., e.g., tho necropolis of Gordion beside is therefore often greater than the whole lenoth 

Pebi (Korte, Ath. Mitth. 1897, p. 22). of the road as reckoned on the milestones. 
6 It is not necessary to quote examples of 
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The following inscriptions are all that we found in this plain:— 

1. In the village of Shimshit ('Box-tree'); imperfectly copied by von 

Diest, p. 60. The inscription is repeated on the opposite side of the stone 

(with occasional ligatures). (A.) 

4>nTinNcf)A o-MHTPO <$>a>Tiav <J>\. <y Myrpo-

dpANOYCTTPArMA cf>dvov<; Trpaypa-

T E V T H C N E I K H T Y revi^g Net/cy yv-

NAlKllAIAArAOfl vaiicl ISia dyaOm-

T A T H K O P H M N H M H I rdrij Kopr, fivqw: 

XAPIN %apw. 

Photion is a slave and actor (m-payfiarevTr]<i, see Pliny Epist. iii. 19) on 

the estate of [T ?] Flavius Metrophanes, who belonged to Ancyra. H. AtX. 
%efnrpd>vio<; M.r]Tpo<f>dvr)<; mentioned in an inscr. of Ancyra as having attained 

senatorial rank (avvKXrjTiKo^) towards 200 A.D. is perhaps son or grandson of 

the latter (Perrot, no. 131). 

2. Ibid (brought from Emir Ghazi) : large altar-shaped .stone. (A.) 

K G 
O 

M — O — f ( t 

A 

B 
K(vpi)e, /3(orj&ei) rm cr(d>) B(ovXrp) 

(name in monogram). 

a 

A 

/•'' 

3. Emir Ghazi; upside down, in the mosque: the lettering is small 
and good, but very faint. (A. and C.) 

lTETP0S.//7,r£AA///////-//,EMAS:TTeP|BAIO26MyeO2 

ll/IU/HH/fi jA.////fr,rflsz t e a o z £-YTYK f A2. 
|l/^(AOY5YAAE/////ON,7AA4>rArAIEKAAY^EN ,, 

V///1 AP0ZENHAI2TAl£XFPJllNA©HNAtAA , 
/////Z7?//7N FTni^eO N I K 0 £ O KAI PA M8PHI Al ATF\NAS. 

(/////I s2?NYnPPNElXlN ffi>.,OS A £ I PA M E N 0~Z 

'////A/\OMfNOYTAEiraV«f MAXAETT I X AMATlT-fi-l AE 

////////-a PA-n-NTTIMY^ VS'.0> AI'ONfXE it lOS I OS 
''//T/y/TOYA £//£,J|M///////A////,TTATPlŜ 1 lArorXAESI N'^L%^ 

K AI r FN 0 r Cfc'/f; j Q ;;*"AAA?; TO N A f TOT TA TO N^//// 
E TNAAE-; //'//'/ irrr."///fr///f//r//a NiTAl/f^TCf^ IAA 
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Se ?]/tta? irepi /3aios o p,v6o<; 

e]? reXos evrvxtas. 

rrjv AijcpiXov avXXe[KTp]ov [e]Xacj)pd y a V eKaXv^rev 

dv\Bpb$ ev rjBiarais yepalv ' A6r)valBa. 

e\o-\je\ve ra>[v N J e o w c o ? b kuI ya(i/3pa>t Bid re^va^ 

iaov virep vei&v /ct)[S]o? deipd/j,evo$-

d]XX' 6 /Mev [Be ?]/tta? B'iirl ad/xari rcoiBe 

]<opamv 7TIw[t]ov [B]a>[p]ov exei [V|oo-«o?. 

Trarpls fila rolcrBe Aivd>[-7rr]. 

Kal yevos \ji\aarov dirb araybva>\y 

4. Serai keui, by the mosque. (A.) 

/ 

0 
N 
T 
t 
C 
1 
pi 
e 
6« 

A N A r f M o o c K O M T e c l 

\ u 
\ 

V 

a. 
A 
c 
e e 
S 
€ 

^_Pe AKIHewy 

i \ 
r: 

TT 
P 
£ 
cj 

'AvayivwaKOvree; ev^acrde virep 

The formula is common: cf. AH. Mitth. xix. p. 33 no. 14, with Ramsay's 
note in Jahreshefte d. oslerr. Inst., Beiblatt, 1898, p. 95 ; J.H.S. 1898, p. 322 

(no. 37), p. 325 (no. 44), etc. 

§ 3. Cenaxis paltjs.—The direct road from Angora to luliopolis 
passes westwards along the undulating north side of the Enguri Su valley into 

the Murtad plain. The first station on the route is CENAXIS PALTJS. It is to be 
identified with a small site immediately north of the little lake (dry in 

summer) called Kebir Giol (Kebir, 'large' an Arabic word often used in Turkish 

local names) lying about a mile north-west of Emir Yaman, which is reckoned 

four hours from Angora.1 The distance, which is missing in the Jerusalem 
Itinerary, may be restored as xiv MP. The ancient road, like the modern 

chausse'e, passed between the lake and the site, which is now quite denuded, 
though we were told that a ' written marble' had lately been dug up and 

1 Cf. also Ainsworth, Travels, p. 136. It is 
necessary to point out that the distances as 
shown on the maps are here too great, though 
it is beyond our power to correct them. Thus 
the distance between Angora and Ayash is, 
according to all accounts (including Sir C. 
Wilson's accurate reports), nine hours, which 
certainly cannot represent more than twenty-
eight miles. Everybody knows that the actual 

distance by road is greater, as a rule, than the 
same distance measured on the map, especially 
when a mountain like Ayash Bel has to be 
crossed ; yet on the map we measure m a 
straight line thirty-four miles (55 kilometres) ! 
Von Diest (or Dr. Hassenstein) seems to have 
been aware of this, for he says of the distance 
between Ayash and Miilk (in Murtad Ova) 
E'litfernung wahrsaheinlich zu gross. 

file:///ji/aarov
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carried away. At Emir Yaman we copied the following milestone of 

Hadrian, which has already been referred to, 

5. On a heavy pillar, lying beside the mosque. (A.) 

I M P C A E S A R I D I 

VlTRAIANIPARTjICI 

FlLDlVlfCRVAEKEPO 
TITRAIA/VOHADRIMO 

A\::?0:////»MAyTRPOt 

Vi COSJ:| PERALA^CI 

VMMACDONEMLEGAVC 

PR PR 

f^l///////// 

Imp. Gaesari di-

vi Traiani Parthici 

fil(io), divi Nervae nepo-

ti Traiano Hadri(a)no 

Aug., point.] m[ax.], tr, po[t. 

VI, cos. Ill, per A . Larci-

u m Mac(e)donem leg. Aug. 

pr. pr. 

Mi(lia] 

(sic) 

(sie) 

A. Larcius Macedo, legate during 122-3 A.D. of the province Galatia 

[including at this time Galatia, Pisidia (with a small corner of Phrygia), 
Lycaonia and Paphlagonia, Hist. Geog. p. 253-4], is already known from 

C.I.L. iii. 310, 313 (Galatian milestones); vi. 404 (Rome), which m a y 

however refer to his father. Liebenam points out that he was perhaps the 

son of the Largius Macedo mentioned by Pliny, Ep. iii. 14, as having been 
killed by his slaves (Pie Legaten in d. R o m . provinzen, p. 126). Other 

milliaria erected by him are given below (nos. 73, 88). 
To Cenaxis palus probably belongs an inscription now at Tchakirlar. 

6. Altar-shaped stone. (A.) 

,OC £ 5 k a ; 

CAB El WOt CASE 
.n.Nli?%AOYIO 

Tatjo? K\(avBiot}) 

Z,a/3eivo<; 2a/3e-

(ivcp) Aovki-
ov irarpl 

Ke eavrw 
Ke Tot? elBl-
o[t? T^KVOlf flVTj-

ptv. 

L. 3. Perhaps the stone-cutter engraved H N ! f°r INQ- There seemed 

to be no breaks, 
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§ 4. PrtASMON.'—From Cenaxis palus the road runs over the lower end 
of Murtad Ova, keeping to the north of Istanos (i.e. eh a-revos,1 in the 

narrows') which lies in a gorge, on the sides of which are some rock-cut 

chambers and above them the ruins of what was probably a cppovpiov 

(castellum) of the Gauls,2 and reaches the foot of the high ridge Ayash Bel 

beside Irkek-su tchiftlik, where there is another site with a curious ancient 

cemetery, the gravestones of which are mostly ordinary stones laid flat into 

the ground and inscribed with crosses or quaint devices like these, 

^-

N/ 
-e •>- -4-

The only inscription to be seen is the following fragment engraved on a 

stele of rough stone; the centre of the field is occupied by a cross of the same 

size as the slab, while the letters are disposed.on either side of the upper limb. 

7. (A.) A H T Y ^ Y \ //////////////// 
AMI////K 

H * //////// 

NA/'/////////7 
////A//////// 

But on the lower slope of the hillock, on which this cemetery lies, we 

found the following milestone, which is actually in or quite near its original 

position. Unfortunately the number is again indecipherable (or possibly 
it was cut on the lower part of the pillar, which is broken away). 

8. (A.) 

| MP'CAEj--
; ] • ' • . / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 

i m p - c K e s c 

VAL- DIOCLETI/INo 

INV-/lWrETJA/|P-C/1ES 

MAVRVALMAXIM'ANQ 

P-F-lNV-AVG et 
fla-val-constantw///// 

ETG-VAL-MAXfMIANo 

Ho£,\LUSSlfiA\S 
C A £ S A R \ W 

JUSlvlVi' 

B(onae) F(ortunae). 

<Cjmp. Caes(ar) 

> 

Imp. Caes(ari) G. 

Val(erio) Diocletiano 

inv(icto) Aug(usto) et Imp. Caes(ari) 

M A%tr(elio) Valierio) Maximiano 

p(io) f(elici) inv(icto) Aug(usto) et 

Fla(vio) Val(crid) Constantino 

et G(alcrio) Val(erio) Maximiano 

nobil < l > issimis 

Caesaribus 

1 Istanos is likewise the modern name of 
Isinda. Tho natives distinctly pronounced it 
Istanos, not Istanos. Ramsay givos the de
rivation els tb arivn (Ainer. Jour. Arch. 1888, p. 

155), which does not account for the last syllable. 
2 Ainsworth, Travels a?id Researches, p. 1S8 ; 

Wilson, Handbook of As. Miu. p. 5. .We did 
not see it. 
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This is doubtless the site of the mutatio prasmon, in which Oase the 
xiii m.p. of the Jerusalem Itinerary must be corrected" to x. T h e ancienf 

road, therefore, crossed the Ayash-Bel to the south of the modern road, 

which ascends by way.of the village Kaye keui and winds down the :pthe'r 
side in a most extraordinary fashion. The line of the oid road is quite as 
easy as the other and the altitude reached is about the same in both cases 
(1160 feet above the tchiftlik).1 Before reaching the summit I saw what 
looked very like traces of cutting and levelling. T h e road rejoins the 
chaussSe-before reaching the village Bash Ayash and runs over a.long narrow, 
valley, watered by the Ayash stream and the Il-khan2 tchai, but nevertheless 

barren and treeless, except in the immediate vicinity of Ayash, which lies 
down in a ravine. 

§ 5. Mnizos.—Ayash "is at the present day the governmental centre of this 
district (a kaimmakamlik) and Kiepert m a n y years ago proposed to m a k e it 

the actual site of mnizos, a bishopric by 451 A.D.3 Perrot agrees, remarking 
that though no inscriptions have as yet been found there and though the 

cemeteries do not, con tain even une scule stele qui ait jamais du en porter, yet 

one m a y see scattered in the walls of the houses a sufficiently large number 
of blocks which should be ancient, and, according to Tournefort, old marbles 

were to be seen there in his time. The actual site, he thinks, was in the 

quarter called Kara-kaya, where there are hot springs surrounded by a 
building which probably goes back to the early sultans.4 ' Enfln cette gorge, 
le seul endroit .par ou puisse passer la route d'Ancyre, avail du de bonne 

heure Mre ocewpie et defendue. Pan's toute'e paysi ' ffqilleurs, i'eau est si rare, il 

y a si peu d'endroits oil I'homme puisse se manager u n sejoitr supportable, que led 

villes depuis Men des siecles n'dnt guJre du se de'plac.er.'5 He- does not attempt, 

however,, to show h o w this situation harmonises with the Itineraries,6 and" his 

other arguments do not carry conviction with them. Ayash of course corres

ponds to Mnizos, but (though w e should gladly have had it otherwise and been. 
saved the toil and worry of a search up and down these hill-sides) wercould; 

not find sufficient evidence of an old settlement here. .Of all"the numerous 

squared blocks in the houses very few, as it seems to us, are ancient stones; 

1 1,575 ft. above Ayash according to my Mipos, &c. 
reading.; while the chaussee rises to 1,500 ft. 4 There is another hot spring in Ayash itself,, 
according to"Sir C. Wilson (op. ait. p. 15). I which is said to be better than that at Kara-
travelled by the line of. the old road, while Kaya. 
Mr. C. followed the modern. 5 Exploration de la Galalie, p. 222. 
2 Il-khan = 'Tribe-chief.' M. Perrot says e A record of our time-distances (three, miles 

that the plain n'a d'eau que pendant I'hiver. or a little more, as a rule, to be reckoned to the 
This can hardly be so ; wo were not actually hour) is given in the preliminary account in the 
down in the valley drained by the Ilkhan'tchai, Annual of the British School (1898). Th& 
but below the village of Ilkhan there was a following may be useful to the reader (cf. Sir C. 
good flow of water on July 7th. _ .Wilson's Handbook, Route. 1) :—EromAjicora 
3 The true form may be Mceifos, which would to Istanos six hours, thence to Ayash three 

perhaps best explain the variants MvriQos, . [two from the foot of -Ayash Bel, on east], 
Mi>l(os, Melfos, Mi'fos, &c Cf. Meipos (J.H.S.' thence to Bey-Bazar seven, to Tchalr-khan.six, 
1897, p. 423), where the lists have Mijpos, to Nalli-khan five. 
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and the few that are ancient have probably been carried. The existence of 

the hot springs is no argument; for in any case they were in the territory of 

Mnizos, and the analogy of the hot springs near Hieropolis in the Phrygian 

Pentapolis and near Myrika (see below) in the Haimane would rather make 

it probable that they were not actually within the city, but at some distance 

from it. Lastly, it is not the case that this is the only spot in the neighbour

hood where life could be tolerable; and it is comparatively rare that modern 

towns are exactly on the ancient sites. 
The only inscription we could find here is the following fragment built 

into a fountain. 

9. (A.). 
[6 Belva 

t] 
H6AYT V eavT-

OYTYN ov yvv-

HKieCT r)Klear-

HCGN W W 

Mnizos is probably to be placed at Tchagha or Tchai keui,1 a village 

about three hours north-west of Ayash, where there is a large ruined site 
extending for over a mile down from the village towards the south and 

covered with numerous trachyte (?) and other rough blocks. In the midst of 
the ruins stands the Tekke (' Oren tekke,' as it is called) of a Dede Sheikh 

Urutch Baba, the ' Fasting Father,'—an old religious fact clothed in a new 
form,— and beside it there is a fountain with old stones (including a ' door-

stone ' and an ornamental slab). In the village itself there are good squared 

marble and other blocks in the tcheshme, and several ' door-stones' beside 

another fountain, in the Mesdjid (small mosque), and in the mosque, as well 
as two late capitals and several other blocks. The highest part of the village 

runs up a low tepe, called Assar [Fort or Castle], where the remains of 
walls may still be seen. Inscriptions are sadly to seek : the only one we saw, 

engraved round a cross, was illegible, or at least could not be read in its dark 

position. Indeed, in all this neighbourhood marbles are so scarce that at one 
village we were actually asked, ' But what is marble like ?' Our identifica

tion places the town about an hour and a half off the direct road—which is 

no argument against it (cf. n. on Crentius above)—and necessitates an altera

tion of the xii MP of the Jerus. Itin. to something like xv. 
At Bairam keui, about an hour and a half north-west of Ayash, there 

are a few old stones (mostly large rough blocks) and a milestone of Diocle

tian and Maximian engraved on a very massive pillar (broken at the foot), 

The name sounded like Tchai or Tchai ; but when we asked the villagers to pronoun 
s slowly, it seemed to be Tchagha. 
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but so placed that only a small part of it can be seen (without having it 
turned). It may be easily restored from No. 8. 

10. (A.). 

INV 
MAX//// 
INVAVGETFL 
CONSTANTIO 
GALVAL 
MAXIMIAN 

About a mile higher up the hill-side (on the north-north-west), beside 
Tizke keui, there are the ruins of a small fort, with a few courses of the 
wall and a semicircular bastion still standing. It is doubtless another 

castellum of the Gauls. The villagers have dug up here a very capacious 

late Roman jar; and we copied two late Christian inscriptions cut on 
rough blocks. 

11. Cross in relief above. (A.). 

M h l H M H Mvruxrj 

YereNi&c (E^^wa?. 

12. Stone with pointed pediment: in the centre a cross in relief. (A.). 

MNl//// MlKl 

M A cf)0 Mv[rj]fia NiKicfibpov. 

PX 

§ 6. Petobriga.—The next place to be fixed is petobriga, the Ipeto-

broge of the Jerus. Itinerary. W e may feel perfect confidence in identifying 
it with a ruined fortress (Kali or Assar) occupying a fine position on the left 
bank of the Kirmir Tchai, about a mile and a half from the point where it is 

joined by the Ilkhan stream. From the foot of the canon, in which the 
river flows, there rises a conical hill joined only by a low saddle to the high 

left bank; round this hill the river makes a bend exactly in the shape of an 

fi and its summit is crowned by a castle, which commands a fine view of the 

valley below. The fortifications were naturally strongest on the side away 

from the river, where the towers guarding the entrance still stand as they 

were re-built in late Roman times. The southern one is shaped like an open 

hexagon, faced on the outer side with old stones,—marbles, door-stones, and 

other rectangular blocks—and backed by opus incertum (small stones laid in 

beds of mortar). The other is of triangular shape and in its higher courses 

contains numerous old blocks; but the lower half of one face is of beautiful 
Greek work, built of rectangular blocks, squared along the edges and left 

' free in the middle, and laid in regular courses without cement (the three or 
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four lowest courses projecting slightly in step-fashion and being admirably fitted 
into the rock). O n the sides overhanging the river the remains are purely 

Byzantine. It was disappointing to find no inscription exposed to view. 

The character of the site accords excellently with the name.' Briga is a 

common element in Celtic place-names, denoting ' hill' or ' fortress' (see the 

numerous examples in Holder, Altcelt. Sprachschatz, s.v.). It belongs to a 

widely extended group of words, occurring as Bria or Berga (in Thrace, 

Phrygia, Lydia, etc.),1 irvpyo<;, burg, burgh, and so forth. In Galatia we find 

it again in Eccobriga (infra). It is probable that Peton in the Latin trans
lation of the Life of S. Theodm-e (AA. SS. April 22, p. 55) is a short form of 

Petobriga.2 

: Petobriga, like Mnizos, lies some distance off the road. The Jems. 
Itinerary, reckoning from city to city, gives the distance as x MP. The Kale,. 
however, is only a little Over two hours from Mnizos (Tchagha or Tchai keui), 
which would give about vii MP. O n the other hand, Lagania is vi. from 

Petobriga while our identification would make it x. It is probable therefore 
that the two numbers have been interchanged in the Itinerary. 

§7. A GAULISH castellum. (Dikmen Kale).—On the top of the ridge of 

Oim-agatch Dagh, opposite Petobriga, at an altitude of 1700 ft. above the 

channel of the Kirmir Tchai, stands one of the best preserved castella which 

we saw in Galatia. It is triangular in plan, the entrance (4 or 5 ft. wide) 

being at the southern apex of the triangle : on the western wall are three 

semicircular bastions, one in the middle, one guarding the gateway (which is 

further protected by a short return in both side walls), and the other at the 

north-west end. The walls still stand to a height of more than 8 feet all 

round ; they are about 7 feet thick and are built of uncut stones carefully 

laid, the core being more roughly filled in. The fort is quite small, perhaps 

30 yards across. There is no pottery whatever to be seen. 

§ 8. Lagania-anastasiopolis.—The modern road crosses the Kirmir 

Tchai by a long wooden bridge beside a Devrent (guard-house) and makes a 
de'tpur north-westwards by Bey-bazar. Did the ancient road do likewise? 
The answer depends on the identification of Lagania-Anastasiopolis (Hist. 
Gcog. 244, 242). Bey-bazar, prettily situated on three hills at the mouth of 
a ravine filled with gardens and vineyards and famous for its fruit, is the 
modern centre of government (a kaimmakamlik) and certainly corresponds to 
Lagania. But is it the actual site ? That is the general view ;8 but the 

1 Bpia-yap tV tt6xiv (pacrl Bpi/Kes Steph. Byz. after Tlerpos ; we prefer therefore to aoeept the 
s.w. Meo-ri/xPpla. See OB. ii. pp. 382, 577. Latin text here. So Ratnsny in B.C.II. 1898 
Bria in Phrygia (OB. I.e., J.H.S. 1897, p. 415) p. 233. 
now Burgas, Brea (i.e. Breia) C.I.A. i. 31, 3 In Hist. Geog. p. 242, tho opinion is ex-
Brioula in Lydia; Bergoula (now Burgas), pressed that the site should be sought half-way 
Mesenibria, and several others in Thrace, between the river Siberis and Boy-Bazar, al-
ntpya/j.os, &c. p. though better maps may prove Lagania to be at 
2 Uewv in the Greek text (Mx?j,u. 'AyioX. p. the latter place. -The maps have greatly im-

468), while the index gives XleaHv and places it proved since the Hist. Gcog. was written. 
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only remains to be seen here are the rock-hewn chambers (Troglodyte 

dwellings, as M. Perrot thinks) which line both banks of the gorge behind the 

town, the ensemble being called Hissar (Castle) by the natives. In the town 
itself there is an old khan; but we could hardly find an ancient stone in the 

whole place. It seems probable that the Pilgrims' Route did not turn up to 
Bey-bazar at all, but kept to the natural line along the valley of the Kirmir 
Tchai, which here is level and fertile; and we would propose to place 
Lagania at Mai Tepe (' Treasure-hillock'), on the banks of the Bey-bazar 

stream a few minutes above its junction with the Kirmir Tchai (ten minutes 

south-south-east of Fazil tchiftlik), beside a ruined village which was 

formerly the summer residence (yaila) of the Bey-bazar people. This would 
give a distance of x or XI MP. from Petobriga.1 The name of the mound 

and the tradition of the natives show that there was an ancient site here; 

and there are numerous fragments of pottery scattered about on the surface, 

from amongst which we picked up a large piece of Samian ware (terra 

sigillata). Here again there are numerous chambers cut in the rocks which 

form the left bank of the stream; but there is nothing else to be seen now. 

Doubtless Lagania was never rich in inscribed or sculptured stones, and a 
town like Bey-bazar would soon use up all the surface remains. It is the 

great sorrow of the archaeologist that ancient towns do thus disappear from 
sight; unfortunately, this is no isolated case, and each year that passes sees 

the work of obliteration carried further and further, 

§ 9. Sykeon and Justinian's bridge.—The road now strikes north
west, follows the line of the modern chaitssie for some distance, and then turns 

southwards to the river Siberis (Ala Dagh Su).2 At the crossing of the river, 

as we know from Prokopios, was situated the village sykeon, famous as the 
birthplace of St. Theodore, bishop of Anastasiopolis, to whose ' Life' we have 
frequently referred; and beside it Justinian built a massive bridge (de Aedif. 

v. 4). W e were fortunate enough to discover both the village and the 

bridge. The site of Sykeon, now called Eski Sheher (' old town '), lies close 

to the river on the east side, less than half an hour north of its junction with 
the Sangarios and ten minutes north of Yardibi tchiftlik. The surface 

remains have been mostly carried to Sarilar, a village about twenty minutes 

to the south, and there is not much to be seen on the site except the 

foundations of a large rectangular building with an entrance opposite the 

bridge. This may have been a caravanserai or khan, perhaps the very inn 

(•wavBoyeiov) where Maria, the mother of St. Theodore, lived and pursued 

her calling in the time of Justinian of pious memory.3 O n the other side 

1 It is 2 hours 50 min. from the Devrent Sangarios prevent a direct line being taken : 
(the path, however, makes circuits to avoid after joining the chaussee the ancient road fol-
passing through fields) : but we did not lowed the modern route from Yardibi tchiftlik 
traverse the road between the Devrent and tho (besides the junction of the Siberis with the 
Kale, and I cannot be quite certain as to the Sangarios) to Bey-bazar (five hours). 
exact distance. 3 Vlvnixeia'AyioX. c. iii. : avrai olv aiyvvaiKes 
2 The hills between Fazil tchiftlik and the KaroiKovo-ai ev avrif (sc. r$ iravSoxeitp) e£er4\ovv 
H.S,—VOL. XIX. E 
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of the river, close to the cemetery of Sarilar, there is a low mound concealing 

the ruins of a primitive site whence a peasant recently dug up an idol of the 
so-called ' Island Class' and a very early red-clay' pot with beaked spout 

(together with a green macehead, and a piece of copper), which are discussed 

in Part I. § 1. It is probable that this site continued to be inhabited (as 

part of Sykeon) in later times. 
According to this identification the distance of Sykeon from Mai Tepe 

(Lagania) is under four hours or about xii MP., which is the distance given in 

the Life of S. Theodore (d<f>eaTrjKe dirb arjfieioyv BmBeKa tj?s 'Avaaraaiov-

7roXe(»?, ch. iii. p. 363). The Jerus. Itinerary must be corrected accordingly 

for (as Prof. Ramsay has observed) the former is most trustworthy in all that 

concerns the neighbourhood of Sykeon; and it is well worthy of perusal both 

for its wealth of geographical information and for the picture—not a bright 

one '.—which it gives of social life in Galatia in the sixth century of our era. 
The sites of Sykeon and Justinian's bridge have generally been sought 

further up the Siberis at Tchair-khan,1 where the modern chauss&e crosses the 

river by a wooden bridge carried on piers of old masonry. A description of 
the bridge beside Eski Shehcr will dispel all doubt about the correctness of 

our identification.2 Prokopios' account is as follows : eari Be •n-orapb's ev 

VaXaTUK, ovrrep KaXovcriv ol eVt%o3j0tot %tf3epiv, t&v fiev KaXov/j,evmv 
%VKea>v dy^tara, TroXews Be 'IouAio7r6Xe&>? a7ro rrrjfieiaiv fjtdXio-Ta BeKa, e? rd 
7TjOO? dviayovTa r/Xiov. 05 Brj -iroXXaKi? e^aTrivaiw; apdeis eiri fieya to>v 
eKelvy bB<p lovroov ttoXXovi ecf>9eipev. olatrep 0 fSacriXev; airayyeKkop,evoi<i 
rrvvTapavdel1; BiaKwXvTr)<> tov KaKOV to Xonrbv yeyove, tov fiev Trorafiov yecfiv-
pdxras epya> iayypa) Kal o'ia> irXr\p,fxvpovri TroTapMp p,dyetjQai- erepov Be rol^ov 

ev irpoftoXov cr̂ rj/jtaTi rrjt; yecpvpai e? ra Trpo? ea> ireiroirjiievo';, bv Br) -rrpofia-yov 
tcaXovaiv ol ravra ao<po£. Kal veoov Be aiiTol<; (pKoBofirjcraTO 6? to irpo^ 
BvovTa rjXiov Tot's Traptovat aa>Trjpiov •yeip.&voe; wpa, i<rb/u,evov (de Aedif. V. 4). 

Prokopios writes like one who, if he had not actually seen the place, had 
yet received the fullest official information about it; but he makes a mistake 

in saying that Sykeon is 10 miles away from luliopolis: our own estimate 
agrees with the Life of S. Theodore in making the distance xv MP. (see infra). 

A n y one w h o stands on the bridge can see that the river, though easily 
fordable in summer, comes down with great floods in the winter, as Prokopios 

says. To meet these swollen torrents a forewall was built as a breakwater,—• 
a device which the description implies to have been not u n c o m m o n among 

the engineers of the day. The precise mode in which it was carried out, is 
made clear by the structures still remaining. 

To span a broad shallow bed with a bridge capable of resisting sudden 

floods is not a difficult engineering task, and it was quite adequately solved 

«al tV irpSfic rmv iraiplSeav. 'Ev Se ro7s Kaipols repeated in Sir C. Wilson's Handbook, p. 14. 
iicelvois fSao-iXeiovros rov rrjs evcrefiovs fi.vJin.ns The author, however, had not explored the 
'lovariviavov, Kal r&v fiaaihutSiv Staray/idrav country we are discussing. 
Karepxop-evuv, Irvxev K.r.X. 2 The description and the plan have been 
1 This is the view taken in Hist. Geog. and worked out by Mr. Crowfoot. 

http://fi.vJin.ns
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by the simple expedients adopted by Justinian's builders. In the bed of the 
river are seven great stone piers, varying slightly in size and in distance from 
one another; on these a level wooden bridge was laid, similar to that which 

is used at the present day. At both ends special precautions were taken : at 
the west end a short forewall can be traced (see the ground-plan) and the 

bank constructions are skewed round at different angles to offer still more 
resistance. But the greatest pressure was, as Prokopios says, upon the east 
end, owing to a bend in the river just above this point. Here a much more 
extensive breakwater can be followed. The villagers showed us a line which 

had existed until lately; both ends of it were still plain: the stones here, 

they said, were fastened together with iron—the reason no doubt for their 

removal—and w e could see the dowel holes in the few still left. The wall 

ends in a mass of cement about 30 metres from the bank, and answers 

admirably the purpose of a 7rpo'/*â ;o9. 

'GROUND PLAN 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SECTION ELEVAT10M' 

^zr a 

H 

Justinian's Bridge at Sykeon. 

The masonry of the piers is simple : there are two rough courses of 
foundation 1"20 m. in height; above this rise four courses 2'50 m. high, 

and the whole is crowned by a heavy moulding 0"25 m. The core of the 

piers is made of blockage (blocage), tiles, rubble, stones of all shapes and 
kinds being cemented together. W e could see no trace of the use of iron 
except in the breakwater. One or two inscriptions stolen from a cemetery 

are built into the work. This was characteristic of the age of Justinian, and 

indeed of most others : we may compare the aqueduct at Ephesus which has 

been assigned, perhaps wrongly in view of the silence of Prokopios, to the 

same Emperor. This bridge was built before that on the Sangarios, which 

was incomplete when Prokopios wrote. 
The following inscriptions belong to Sykeon. 

13. Built into the bridge. (A.). 

A O M N A A E Y 
K | G O A N Ap.l 
T A Y K Y T A T O ) 
MNI-IMHCXAPIN 

Z H C A N T I E T H 
T P I A K O N T A 

Aofiva Aev-

kcg> dvBpl 

yXvKvrdra) 

fivr]fir)'; %dptv 

tyiaavTi eTT) 

rpiaKovTa. 

F 2 
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The spelling AevKios generally indicates a date prior to the middle of 

the first century after Christ (except in Athens) j1 it occurs, however, sporadi

cally in quite late times, and in an inscription of this kind little importance 

can be attached to the spelling. 

14. Ibid. Fragment of moulded stone: very large, well-formed letters. 
(A.). 

APnMN^s 
t> X A <y piv 

15. Ibid. (A.). 

///OY^OCCYAM 
MOCVNHCVBI^ 
TAYKYTATH 
M N H M H C X A 
PlNKAlAYC*^ 
UlJiVHlil/flWUfNlfi'. 
///t/t/t//wAlAYTO 

C i / « A A e M 
CAAco 

'Pjov^io? EvBai-

[Aocrvvr) crv/3t[ffl 

yXvKVTaTT] 

ILVrjfirp %d-

piv Kal Bval t-

exvois] 

16. Sarilar, beside the cemetery; on a split column, with slight lines for 
the guidance of the stone-cutter. (A.). 

////HI HA//// 

////Ache PON//// 

A60NTIOYAI///// 

NOYKAITHCC//// 

BIOYAYTO//// 

A C <AHniOAOT,//// 

17. Ibid., in the village. (A.). 

EN9AAEK 
TAKlTEOe 

i«-ap»cutc; 
loEAfs/AC 
ACfoYKoM 
Vax.dt 

—^ 

KVfljrjT1j[piOV 

Si^arpipov 

AeovTtov Bia[KO-

vov Kai tt)$ a\yv-

fSlov avTo[v 

'AcrKX-rjTrioBoTlris. 

'EvOdBe Ka-

TaKtTe ©60-
Bcopos o f/,a-
Kapta>T(aT0<i) 6 v-

to? 'Avaa\r-
aaiov KOfi[r]TO<;. 

Dittenberger, Hermes 
School, 1896-7, .p. 108). 

310 : Beinach, Traite d'Epigr. p. 520 (cf. Annual of British 
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We would fain have seen in this legend the epitaph of St. Theodore, for 
uaKapi(OTaTo<i or fiaKapioT^ is a bishop's title (cf. Steph., Thesaurus s.v.) ; 

but, unfortunately, his father was named Kosmas (eiria-nfjiov avBpa, tov ev 
nnroBpo/j,toi<} evBoKifir/aavra ev t# t&v Kapr]XoTrr)Ba>v Ta%ei p. 364). 

18. Ibid., on a thin ornamented column. (A.). 

6 I C 6 

TcocfTTI 

Eh ©e[6? 

6 fiorjdebv 

©eoSoVoj 

TOO e7T40"«o[7r&). 

[By a mistake, the letters of 1. 4 have been spaced out too much.] 

19. Ibid. In the fireplace of an Oda. The blank spaces were never 
smoothed nor engraved. (C. and A.). 

PI6BC 

coeAeci 

AN6 tl 

eeoTe 

KeiTANTOC 

AY 

KYPI6BO 

HOITGOKY 

LOKeTGJ 

0) AYToY 

KNOY 

TOYOIKOY 

TOY 

H0I 

TL0ePrOAIU)TU)IU) ANNOY 

20. Ibid., in the village. (A/ 

eY<feP/////lCKAI 

PA!BY////AnA 

TPOf- ////\A6 

cp(l)M^////l'l-l//// 

XAPI//// 

K.v\pie, ftorjQi too K Y 

. (jj 'EBecrtm Ke too 

dveyfrup avTOv 

®eOT&KVOV 

Ke iravTO? tov o'Ikov 

avTov. 

K-vpte, ftorjdi 

T<p 'EpyoStqi t<2 (?) 'Icodvvov. 

Evtppd[(r\it; Kal 

Ba/3v[X]a? U d -

Tp(co)v[i ? (or HarpoKXfp ?) d]Se[\-

(pS p[vr]fi\n[<i 

Xapt[v. 

§ 10. Iuliopolis.—The determination of the last section of this road 

depends on the situation of iuliopolis (called 'H.XioinroXi'; in some of the 

episcopal lists *), which took the place of the older YopBlov Ko^lm? (Strabo 

p. 574). The site of the city was rightly identified in 1865 by a French 

traveller Lejean with the ruins half an hour north of E m r e m Sultan 

(Yuntis), a village about eight miles south of Nalli khan and half a mile 

Also in the Life of S. Theodore. On Ju- identification being unknown to the author~at 
liopolis, Hist. Geog. pp. 241, 244, where it is the time. I am indebted to Prof. Ramsay for 
placed a little west of Nalli khan, Lejean's the reference to the Bull, de la Soc. de Geogr. 
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(1 km.) north of the Sangarios. The city lay on the lower slopes of the hills 

which undulate down to a tributary of the Sangarios, in ancient times called 

the skopas. Lejean says of it:1 ' c'etait une ville grecque dont une partie 

de l'enceinte etait encore visible, grace aux mouvements du terrain. A 

l'inteneur quelques substructions informes, un rectangle (peut-etre un 

temple) de 25 pas de long. Une colonne qu'a mise au jour une fouille faite 

recemment par je ne sais quel fonctionnaire turc, et oii je pus lire 

ONEIC 

TTOAYAMN 

MNHMH 

XAPIN. 

Only a few traces of the temple, which lies 75 feet above the river, 
now remain (including some huge moulded blocks, square in section); beyond 
them there is an old Turkish cemetery with a few stones,' but little else is 

now visible : so completely, indeed, has the ancient city disappeared that we 

had difficulty in finding a villager who knew the site. The Skopas still 
liable, like the Siberis, to sudden floods has washed away all traces of the 

embankment which Justinian built to protect the walls of the city (Prokopios, 
de Aedif. v. 4). 

The most interesting fact about the village E m r e m Sultan 2 is the holy 
tekke for turbe) of E m r e m (?Emir) Yunus, un sultan koniarite qui y a 6U 
enseveli avec sa fille et ses deux fils (Lejean, p. 63). Such is the sanctity of 
the place that our zaptieh felt constrained to offer up his devotions at the 

tomb. A n old religious fact, as Prof. Ramsay has pointed out, rarely dies in 
Asia Minor. 3 

Beside the tekke is an altar-shaped stone with the following inscription, 
already copied imperfectly by Lejean. 

21. (A.). 

KeinNTicocAeKAT 

OANONTIAAINOC 

TYMBfirTAPeCTHNTON 

TeoNHKOTeNNenn 

5 0/lOM//////////A////cblAl//// 

MONOCTTATPOC//////// 

6TnNAeTPe////////oc// 

erAeineiBioM//////// 

THCMHTPOCAYTOYO// 

10 MACHM//AmiTAAIN vac. 

APICTONeiKHHTICflAeh-// 

N6NMATHN 

1 Bull, de la Soc. de Giogr. de Paris, Series V. 3 Cf. i. § 5 (above); also J.H.S. 1897, p. 400 
T. xvii. (1869), p. 62. 1898, p. 109, &o. 
2 This is the ordinary name. 
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Ketcov Tts o$(T)e KaT\dav6vri Xdlvot 
TV/\ij3q> Trapernr)v tov\ TedvrjKOT evveivw 
o[v]ofi[a eV] ®iX[r)]\/j.ovo'i iraTpor 

eT&v Be Tpe[ia>v aa>p~\os;\ eyXei,Trei /3iov. 
Trj<; firjTpb<; avTov o[vo]/j,a ar)fj,{ai\v(o irdXiv 

Api<7TOvetKr](v) rj ty? SBet\vev fiaTqv. 

Lejean's readings:—1. 2. A NOC ; 1. 3. KAI6CTHN; 1.4. 060 

EITO; 1. 5. O N O M A ; L 7. EIPE; L 8. n E l K A l O ; L 10. H M Y H . 

Most of the remains have been carried to Nalli khan, which is now the 
chief town in the district. 

W e were told of a castle near the village on the south, but did not 

examine it. Lejean, however, visited it. ' Le ruisseau,' he says, • ddbouche 

par un etroit boghaz dans le Sangarius, qui coulait alors (Nov.) a pleins 
bords. A u confluent, je reconnus, sur la chaine aigue de rochers qui vient 

toucher la rive droite du ruisseau, deux ruines de castella, qui m e parurent 

des fortifications du Bas-Empire, destinies a former le Sangarius aux Perses 

d'abord, puis aux Turcs. II ne m'a pas semble que les rochers de gauche 

eussent aussi leur castellum correspondant avec les deux premiers ' (p. 64). 

The line followed by the road from Sykeon is now easily determined. 
It passes by Sarilar and along the valley of the Sangarios to a tchiftlik beside 

Baluk keuprii, where it turns north-west and runs straight over the plateau, 
through a break in the ridge called Kozen Bair, to Iuliopolis. W e estimated 

the distance at about fourteen English miles, which agrees excellently with 
the xv MP of the Life of S. Theod., p. 373.1 

The Peut. Table, though wildly wrong in its numbers, preserves a name 

VALCATON, which is not mentioned by the others. Valcaton is clearly identi
cal with BaXyaTia, a village six miles from Sykeon, mentioned in the Life of 

S. Theod. (p. 364), (3 having doubtless the sound of v as in modern Greek.2 

O n the road about five miles from Sykeon in a small eyuk (mound) strewn 
with fragments of pottery, which is very probably the site of this village. 

The Pilgrims' Route after leaving Iuliopolis probably kept along the 

valley of the Skopas to Nalli khan, following the modern path : no road can 

cross the hills behind (west of) the city. But the subsequent course of the 
road lies outside the limits of our exploration. 

II. The district of Mukhaiitch. 

§ 1. Akreina.—The mountainous country immediately south of 

Sykeon and Iuliopolis between the Sangarios and the Tembrogios or Tembris 

(Porsuk tchai) is called Mukhalitchdjik and is n o w attached to the 

1 iv rri 'loiroXirwv irdXei, ovo-q aieb o-r\p.eio>v ' village' in the Life of S. Theodore is the 
ieKatrivre, where we should understand modern term xap'i<"' (though in mod. Gk. the 
ionOAITflN i. e. 'lovXioTroXirav. ' nas become a semi-vowel and the accent there-
2 So we may note that the word used for fore falls on the last syllable). 
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leaimmakamlik Mukhalitch (or Kuyudjak), named after St. Michael, who was 

worshipped all over this part of Galatia.1 North of Mukhalitch there 

stretches from west to east a long, high ridge of hills (Kartal Dagh and 

Mukhalitch Dagh) which forms a watershed between the basins of the 

Sangarios and the Tembrogios. On the northern side of this ridge we found 

two ancient sites. 
One of these is at Iki kilisse, a village at the head of a stream 

which joins the Sangarios beside Baltik keuprii (whence it is two hours 

distant). The name which signifies ' the T w o Churches' is said to have been 
derived from two chambers cut side by side in the rocks near the village : 

and it does seem to be a popular name, for the official denomination is 
Thalissa (which was read to us from a seal). So the popular name of Apameia 

in Phrygia is Diner, but the official name is Geyikler ' the Stags' (we 
remember Cyrus' park there). In other cases the official term preserves the 
older and more correct form of the name, which has been modified in popular 

usage, like Isparta (eh BdpiBa) for the ordinary Sparta or Mudurnu (Modrene) 

for the popular Mudurlu. The village is easily recognised to be an ancient 
site: there is a good number of remains in it (some also at Gozlu over the 

stream), and traces of the old settlement are still visible a short distance 
above the village. Fortunately w e found an inscription to tell the name : 

it is a strange freak of fortune that she so often reveals the small things and 
keeps the greater things dark ! 

22. Iki kilisse (lowest mahalla); in the mosque enclosure. The letters 
are faint. (A.). 

^r*.eu t y x h 
WATTOnPOrONU)N 
7//MOEANTHNOI 

^PHCK6V0NT6CeZ£ 
///oycAiiAKpeirvH 

MUI£YXHN£TTfM£ 
fO Y H C N W NT WfflC 
yCKAHTTloYKAIM 
IMMI AN0YA0YKI0V 

•:TOYC A1P 

'K\ya6fj Tv^rj. 

diro Trpoyovcov 

vo/3avrr)vol 

6]pr](rKevovTe<; i£ e-

5. t]ou<? Ail " AKpeivrj-

vS ev~)(fjv, i'Trifie-

Xovfievcov 

'A]o-KXr)Triov Kal 'A-

p.p,iavov Aovkiov, 

10. btov? aQp'. 

Akreina is otherwise known only from the following passage of the Life 

of S. Theodore: e^eX8d>v ovv eK t?;? 'AyKvpavcbv iir}Tpoir6Xea><; r)X6ev eh to 

1 For example, at Lagania-Anastasiopolis (Life Genua (Tepfita, p. 424, 450, &c.), &e. The 
of S. Th., passim), at Sykeon, at Akreina worship of St. Michael is widely spread in Asia 
(p. 434, see infra), at Skoudris a village near Minor; see OB. pp. 31, 214 ff., 541, 558, 
Sykeon and the Sangarios (p. 487), at Colonia 741-2. 
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KXtfia ttj? HXiovjroXiTaiv 7roXea)9, eyytaTa tov TllBpov ev tS evKTr/ptw tov 

Ap^ayyeXov, t<2 ovti eh "AKprjvav, Kal xaTe/cpvirTev eavTov (p. 434). Was 
PIDRON (or -os) the ancient name of Tchardak (below) ? 

23. Ibid., (middle mahalla). Votive altar, with ox-head, bunch of 
grapes (?) and hexagonal pattern on the sides. Letters very faint and worn. 
(A. and C). 

fagA N o a / 

(//CMOCAe/CAP 

6NAHN0YC-V 

X M IV 

Hdv[ff]a[ Ke] ? 

Kojoyto? Ael %ap-

vevBujvov ev-

XVV-

W e must understand 'SiapvevBrjvw : the confusion between gen. and dat. 

is frequent in Phrygian inscriptions. 

24. Ibid.—Very diminutive votive altar without reliefs. (A.). 

AllfcPu>N 

TujNTI 

ArvlTlfA 

C 6 Y X H N 

All ftpav- (sic) 

TCOVTl 

'AvTiepd-

5 evyr\v-

25. Ibid.—In a fountain in lower mahalla. (A.). 

[• /"•*"?-] 

////\HXAPIII vac. sic 

////ACOKAAeeNAIMECIN 

////OTTONeniKHnOICOA 

OKAHPONINAeXCOClN 

eZICOYeiLTOMHMeiC//// sic 

NINACTTONAHNen//// 

XYNO)CINTATeKl/A// 

L. 5. ZIC is blurred, but seemed fairly certain. 

"EBwKa Be ev Atfiecrtv 

t\6ttov eirl K-qiroî  bX-

5. oKXrjpov iva Ĥ coo-iv 

eg icrov (?) et? to /u(v)rjfieio-

v 'iva airovBrjV eir\_i-

yyvmo~iv Ta TeK[va. 

26. Ibid.—Altar-stone beside the mosque; on the other side is a cross 

within an archway with birds over it. (A.). 
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/ 

'ffOH-.^HAV/f/// 
/// ////// /////TWTT ////// 
///////A LTHI A l A r W / 

A I M fiJIHI/KKTVenWI 

The fragment of 11. 9-11 is built into a house-wall. 

27. Ibid.—Fragment of a Christian inscr.; above, there is a cross 

within a pillared archway. (A.). 

////CTAVTA d /3/o ?]? TavTa 

§ 2. Tchardak: (pidron ?).—An hour to the south-west, beside 
Tchardak, is the site of another ancient village. Several massive, moulded 
tombstones still mark the site of the cemetery; but only one inscription is 

exposed to view. 

28. (A.). 

tfltfm? n - l A O N A T E \t/lti/tf/if'r 
'I'/ltK T Y tvfl IaH^C TT-lH/t'//'//// 
//////,'A T A A U-r€.r>MEr«ETrA I H 
///// /// / //// // // // /// //1//' "/Mil, 

t m t i n / 1 "ifi'l/&'N/)(fX.'( t/ttwft, 

lift///'Mb / o ise N-B l-l a"E ' f K ^ 

firm A A r h t w ̂  e "X A TA 
M/B N e AN A T H ^ T7 AIA E2 
//i'i i-kat: o i-K a n r a erro 
Hoi UC0 EAE T Y H B U d 1 
kH A K A P UC APeTK££fr€IC-N 

- O . 0 Y K C 8 A N E Z <r* 
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L 6 ff. oiov ev y/3rj 

TeTfiev, \d~\vaXyriT(p B' i%dya[y]ev OavaTm-

TraiBes \ji\w KaTe8r\Kav IB' eyyovoi eb? ffeXe tvv/3o>. 

'O, /MaKap, 605 dpeTr)<} e'iveKev ovk e6ave<i. 

§ 3. 29.—Bey keui (about two hours north-east of Iki kilisse). Marble 
stele near the tekke. (C). 

C CLITIYSC F V E L G R A 

NIVS-ANNOKVM llil 

C^l^vAESOavEPA. 

T^^QVA^^l<(iMv/vi 

0. Clitius G. f. Vel(ina) Gra-

nius annorum IIII 

quaesoque pa

ter quam minimum 

30. Ibid., in the mosque. (C). 

Bis m A N i b v s 

M P L A N C I 

V A L E N T I 5 

N P L A N C I V 5 
r- *• -«• 1 

/CfATR. I 

Bis Manibus 

M. Planci 

Valentis 

M. Plancius 

[ Valens ?] 

earijssimo. 

§ 4. A n imperial estate ? — W e now cross the watershed and descend 
towards the Tembrogios (Porsuk Tchai). The south-eastern slopes are little 

cultivated and thinly populated and cannot have contained any important 

site. Mukhalitch itself is a purely modern place, hardly deserving the name 

of town, although it is the seat of a kaimmakam. The only .smiling piece of 

country is the fine, fertile valley running west-south-west from Mukhalitch 

and watered by a little affluent of the Tembrogios. Like the fine plain 

round Tchifteler beside the great fountains of the Sangarios [where 

Kaborkion1 was situated], it is at the present day an estate of the 

Sultan and there is reason to believe that both these domains have 

E.G. 213-4, 220. 

file:///ji/w
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come down to him as inheritances from ancient times. Nothing is more 

striking in the East than the continuity of the present with the past: and 

the fact that life there stat super antiquas vias often helps the historian over 

a gap. Prof. Ramsay has shown that in Asia Minor imperial estates were 

mostly land that had been taken by the Greek kings from the priestly rulers 

of the great hiera and thenceforward remained as crown-lands, passing into 

the possession of Roman and then of Byzantine emperors (GB. i. p. 10-11J). 

From the Byzantine rulers they frequently passed to their successors the 

Sultans or (in some cases) to Turkish religious bodies. A n excellent instance 

is supplied by the estate of Dazimon2 in the plain west of Tokat. A n 

inscription found by Munro and Hogarth proves that this valuable plain was 
an imperial estate in the time of the emperor Maurice (582-602 A.D.)3; and 

the old French traveller Tavernier tells us that cette ville avec ses dependances 

est Vappanage des Sultanes merest Again, the estate of which Eulandra-

Augustopolis was the centre (Hist. Geog. p. 178; Annual of British School, 
1897-8) is now, in part at least, the property of the Mevlevi (dancing) 
Dervishes at Afion Kara Hissar (cp. Ramsay in Classical Review 1899 p. 138), 

This hypothesis helps to account for the presence of Latin inscriptions 
in the neighbourhood (nos. 29, 30); and the fact that there were, apparently, 
two or three small sites in the valley is in perfect harmony with our view. 

(1) One of these lay, perhaps, beside Kaye" keui (an hour south-west of 
Mukhalitch) where a mudur has been stationed to look after the Imperial 

interests. Besides the following inscriptions, there are some other remains 
(including doorstones) in the village; but we cannot, of course, exclude the 
possibility that these have been carried. 

31. Kay^ keui; stele in the cemetery. (A.). 

MAWCC-PfiMACTOY Mdvni 'Epefido-Tov 
TTcEpfTC-KNCONK-TCDN -jrepl t4kvoov Ke t5>v 

IA I U M TTo T A M CO 6 VX tN IBiav Uotu/iS eiXvv. 

32. Ibid.; narrow stele with a fish in pediment. (G). 

NeiKANWPKr NeiKavap Ke y-

Y Nfl7 O T A M U) wi) UoTafim 

6YXHvJ evxnv. 

1 Cf. OB. ii. p. 354, where an excellent (R. G. S. Suppl. Papers iii.), p. 96. 
analogy is quoted from Egypt. i Les six voyages de J. B. Tavernier, Paris, 
- Cf. Hist. Geog. pp. 220, 266. 1681, p. 10. 
3 Mod. and Anc. Roads in Eastern A.M. 
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'' Afxfxia 

p.rJTrjp Ba/3-

ov Ke dSeXcp-

09 M.dvr]'; 

P-X-

33. Ibid.; in the village. (A.). 

A M M I A 

MHThfBAB 

OYK AA^Adp 

oCMANHC 

MsrMKXA 
PIN 

The fem. name Ba/3ou, a by-form of BABA, occurs again in Nos. 57, 110, 

also in G.I.G. 4142 (belonging to this district, see below III. § 3) where Franz 

recepitdubitanter the ' restoration' Ba/3<u, and at Nakoleia (J.H.S. III. p. 126). 

The accus. is Bdf3ovv (Constantinople ~ZvXXoyo<;, xv. 1884 p. 66). Ba/3ou? in 

the inscr. published by Ramsay in Kuhn's Zft. f. vergl. Sprachf., N.F., viii. 

p. 386 is probably masculine. The form Ba/3et? (f.) is common. Cf. 

Kretschmer Einleitung pp. 223-4, 336. 

34. Ibid.; broken stele with bust above, broken. (A.). 

MeNe<$>POJNMA Mevecppav Mo-

NOYAieYXHM vov Al evxnv. 

O n the form At for Ail cf. J.H.S. 1898, p. 96, No. 36, and p. 104; Ael 
is common. The frequent occurrence of the name Mai^y is interesting. 

(2) If w e m a y believe the reports of the natives, a small site existed 
beside the village Kizil Boyukli on the edge of the hills north-west 

of Kaye (43 min. north-north-west of Geudje, which is lj h. west of 
Kaye). The following inscriptions were said to have been dug up there 

along with a fragment of a statue, etc. The cemetery contains numerous old 

stones. 

35. Kizil Boyukli; small altar with two ox-heads. (A.). 

36. Ibid, 

NPAPKoCOe sic 

ocbANoTYHEP 

BOIAI0JNA6//// 

£ Y X H N 

stele with woman above. (C). 

6T6IM-1CAN 

OYAA6PIAN 

ANrPIToAfAlO 

M-N A C K A C K 

AHniOCTANBP 

K-0YrAT€PeC 

AoYAKNANA 

M-TXAPIN 

OC D. 

Map/to? ©e-

o<f)dvov inrep 

ftoiBicov Ae[( 

evxnv. 

'ETeifirjaav 

OvaXepiav 

dvrjp Uo(TrXio<;) AiXios 

M.r]vd<; Ke 'Actk-

Xr]Trib<; yav(3pb<; 

Ke dvyaTepes 

Aova Ke Nai/a 

P-X-

L. 7, W e might restore Aov(B)a, but A O T A occurs also in No. 50. 
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37. Ibid.—Figure, with pediment and pilasters, probably joined by 

another stone. (C). 

eAentoi-BA 

38. Ibid.—Broken column. (C). 

6Ai////////r//// 

Atowoc 

KT6KNAM 

NHMHC XAP 

IN 

39. Geudje (1£ hr.- west of Kay6). Stele with figure of a man above 

the inscription. (C). 

bH*\h//////&rr 

fc h o r-N A M S 

H M - C X A P I N 

'ETellfirjaav] y-

oveh \M.r]v\o(p-

dvr)V A[ovB]rj<; 

Ke Abfiva fiv-

(3) The remains at and around the village Tut-agatch (' mulberry tree') 
point to an old site at or near the village. The name of the site was naka, 
according to the following inscription which is now at Mukhalitch but was 

said by its owner to have been carried by him from Tut-agatch. 

40. (A.). 
[o Beiva 

llll III Hill I llllll ™ i P Tfc] 
6 A Y T 0 Y eavTov 

M H T P O C K A I fir)Tpb<; Kal 

T C 0 N T 6 K N t&v tSkvcov 

CONAIINAPH Ail Napr)-

NU)€YXrN vw evxnv. 

Another dedication to Zeu? Naoiji'o? was found by us afterwards at 
Yarikdji, over the hills (south-east) from Mukhalitch. It is engraved on a 

similar small pillar, and we were told that it was found in the dere west of 
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the village. Doubtless it was erected by a native of Nara at the spot where 
he and his wife had escaped some disaster. 

41. (A.). 

TTPICKOCKAl. 
A N T I C T I A K Y 
A N H Y 7 T 6 P T H C 
I A l A C C C O 
TH'IACAlI 

N A p h N O K ^ 

HpiCTKOS Kal 

'AvTicnla Kv-

dvr) virep T97? 

iS{a<s crm-

Ti)pia<; Ail 

Naprjvm ev-

xnv-

42. Tut-agatch; in a field 10 min. east of the village. (A.). 

fllllllHIIIIIIm "SeX]^ 

NANAKT€KN//// 

A no////(jL>NIOC 

KMHNocb|////K 

MAPKoCKAndp 

IAMSW////XA 

PIN 

Nava tie TeKv[a 

'Atto[XX](iovio<; 

Ke Mrjv6(f)i[Xo<;] Ke 

MdpKO? Ke 'Airfy-

la p-vn/jivs] %d-

piv. 

Beneath there are symbols representing shoes (cf. no. 50); we have 
often seen them represented on the tombstones of these districts alongside 

of implements, toilet articles, etc. 

An old cemetery 36 min. north of Tut-agatch contains the three 

following inscriptions (as well as numerous uninscribed blocks). 

43. Altar, with the bust of a woman (?), and beneath, figure of Apollo 

holding Marsyas by the neck in r., lyre in 1. (A.). 

Taiock- ^.AnilATW 
e PTUN/Al v COKAAOY/!! 
CoCl co A TToAAoN: 

~ 7 
eebiceJr >kooicsy 

LiW 

Ydio'; Ke 'Air^ta v\tt-
ep t&v IBloov Ke Aaova-
? balm AiroXXaivi, 

9eoh eV^«:oot?, ev-

xnv-
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Adovat = Adfias which is quoted by Pape-Benseler from Theocritus 

and from a coin of Laodiceia (Mionnet, iv. 313). 

44. Altar, with relief of two figures, one of which holds a spear (?). (C). 

(tO K A I A I K e CO TT A ?l/j 

Ja IAT6 r u e p e A Y 
>Tu>N Kc TU) NIAICON 

\TTANTUJ N 6 Y X H N 

Ocrf\a> Kal BtKew Trap-

ayof\Bia,Te ? virep eav~ 

twv ke tcov IBlaiv 

trdvTwv evxnv. 

UapayaBiaTai, ' wearers of the irapaymBr]<;' (paragaitda, Ed. Diocl. xvi. 

15, etc.), which (when worn by m e n ) was one of the insignia of office, is 

a suggestion of Prof. Ramsay's. 
"Oo-to? Kal BLaios (BUeos) is well-known in Western Asia Minor as an 

appellation of Mijv, the horseman god, whose distinctive attributes are 

also assigned to Savazios (Sabazios).1 See Athen. Mitlh. x. pp. 11-12, and 
Buresch A u s Lydien, pp. 75-6. The great god of the Galatian country 

frequently appears as M ^ , — a t Myrika (under No. 75, and J.H.S, v. p. 253), at 
Androna (No. 76), at Kozanli-Pitnissos (No, 131), at Selmea (Nos. 220-1), 
Often he appears under other Hellenized forms, which express different 

aspects of his divine power, the special appellation under which the god 
is invoked being determined by the special needs of the worshipper;2 e.g. he 

is "Ocrto9 'ATrbXXmv as prophet and giver of oracles (No. 43); 'Ao-/cX^7«09 
'ZcoTtjp as the giver of health (No. 51, Mrjv twTr)p in a newly found relief, 

infra ; cf. the god Sozon, probably = Savazios); Zei>9 [3povT&v as thundering 
and lightening god of heaven (No. 24, c o m m o n in North Phrygia); Zev9 

Meyio-tos in the Proseilemmene (Nos. 148, 160); very often Zet/9 simply, 
with addition of place name; f/H\fo9 as the all-seeing god (represented with 

radiate head) w h o avenges the broken pledge (at Myrika, J.H.S. I.e.; cf. No. 
46 ; Sozon is often radiate on coins) or the violation of the tomb (cf. CB. p. 

271, No. 95, p. 273, No. 194, etc.) or the violent death (CB. p. 339, No. 187). 
W e cannot here enter into the evidence for this principle of interpretation, 

which w e believe to be the true and the natural one. The reader will find it 
worked out in Ramsay's Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, passim. The same 

principle, w e are glad to see, is stated with equal emphasis by the late Dr. 

Buresch, w h o brings together an imposing array of evidence in his A u s Lydien, 

pp. 67-69, p. 74, etc. A singular corroboration of this view is supplied by 

a remarkable relief soon to be published by Mr. Cecil Smith (in Bull. Corr. 

It is definitely stated by Proklos (on Plato's Spi/xov Aibs) taken in conjunction with tho 
Timcteus iv. 251.C) that Men was worshipped as reliefs. Compare also No. 58 (below). 
Sabazios in Phrygia (eWi ical Trap' "EXXvo-t Mnvbs 2 No doubt the uneducated would tend to 
lepa irapeiXi](paiJ.ev Kal irapa $pu£! Mfjca 'SafldCiov ascribe a certain amount of separate individual-
0/j.vovfievov). The identification Men-Manes ity to the various titles ; but that (in spite of 
[es giebt manches, says Kretschmer, was fur sie such tendency) they are all xiltimately the 
sprichl) is definitely proved by the inscr. in same god, is often shown by the accompanying 
CB. p. 566, no. 467 B (ivb Udvov Adov'HXio- reliefs. 

file:///TTANTUJ
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Hell.). It is a dedication Mrjvl 'twTf/pi Kal HXovToBd>Tr) and represents Men 
with radiate head and beneath him all the symbols of the various gods of the 

Greek Pantheon stamped with the crescent: the idea being that they are only 
various envisagements of the one supreme god. 

45. Fragment, with hammer and cutter (like No. 39), and in the pedi
ment eagle standing. (A.). 

"eiMHCAN 

NT6KNA 

/ AA6 

e 

46. Tut-agatch: in the village. (A.). 

\NlA©MTIi4HHAi6)/AJ0A / 
SA U) N OC K ATA K 6 A€ Y C I/1 

'HXia> ['A7r]o\-

Xwvos Kara KeXev&iv. 

47. Kara-geyikler, J-h. east. Long thin slab. (A.) 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHI 

6IABC0MONMNHMOCYNON 

ITOIHCANKeeniTYNBION 

eCTHPlZAN o, 

Here there are also some ' doorstones' (one with hammer, cutter and 
shoes). 

48. Doghan Oglu (40 min. south-west). In the mosque doorway. 
with hammer and cutter beneath. (A.). 

Slab 

ETeiMHCAN'AION 

YIOIBAPBOAAAC 

OYACT6ZKHAIOC 

MNHMHCXAPIN 

'ETeip,rjcrav Td'iov 

viol BdpfioXXas 

OvdaTetj Ke "HXto? 

/Mvn/irj? ydpiv. 

Barbollas and Vastex seem certainly to be Celts. The former is u 

diminutive, akin to Celtic names like Barb-ona, Barb-oniu-s. 

(4) The last of these small sites is at Igde-agatch (Yokaru), which lies 

at the head of a broad plain sloping down to the Tembrogios. This plain is 

separated by a slight ridge from the valley we have been examining, but it is 

part of the same Estate. The lower part of it is bare, waste land. 

The following inscriptions were found here. 

H.S.—VOL. XIX. G 
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49. Igde-agatch; in cemetery. 
and A.). 

ETeiMHCANMeAir 

INNANHPZM6PT0.N sic 

rt6knaaomnak 

AaAaktanbpoc 

ePWONHM-ICXA 

PIN 

Defaced stele (with one figure). (C. 

'Erelfirjcrav MeAtY-

ivvav (dv)r)p Zfieproov 

Ke TeKva Aoptva Ke 

AdBa Ke yavfipos 

'Epfifis lAvqpvns %"~ 

piv. 

Meliginna is probably Celtic (Meliganna, a Celtic village-name, and 

several words with the element Meli- in Holder, Altcelt. Sprach. 535-6). 

Zmerton is also clearly Gallic. Compare "tpteprai, a people on the north

east coast of Britain (Ptol. ii. 3, 12); Smertu-litanes (Orelli 188: litan = 

1 wide, broad'); Ro-smerta (ro is intensive ' very': Zeuss-ebel, Grammatica 
Celtica? p. 860); Smertullus at Ebrodunum-Embrun (C.I.L. xii. 83) \ 

Their children have Graeco-Phrygian names (see XII. below). 
For the Lallname AdBa with by-forms AovBa, AoBa, AovBas, AovBrjs, 

cf. J.H.S. 1898, p. 119 ; Kretschmer, Einleitung, p. 337. 

50. Ibid.; in the mosque beside the cemetery. (A.). 

~ANeCTHC/{ U M A 
NlArON6Keeo<j>W 
KAA.V///////Aa€a<|> 
©Yt//////W//AoyA 

'AveaTrjcrav M u -
via yoveh ©eo<f>iXo<; 
Ke Aa[/xa9] dBeXcjjol 
8vy[dT7)p] Aova. 

Aova also No. 36. 

51. Ibid.; in the village. (A.). 

AoiKloCKAIGC 

l////AYTiePTU.Nl£. 

CONACKAHniCO 

CWTHPieYXrN 

Ao[u]«409 Kal ®[eo<f>-

l[X\a virep t&v IB\i-

(ov 'AaKXr]7riq> 

~%anrjpi evxnv. 

O n 'AcrKXrjtrib'; "teoTrjp, see No. 44; he often appears on Phrygian 

coins. 

1 I am indebted to Prof. Rh$s for help in the matter of Celtic names. 
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52. Ibid.; mosque in village. (A.). 

AYPrKAPlKOCAnO/xAWNIOYKCY 

BIOCAYTOYAOMNAAN6CTHCAN 

////ATPIKAIMHTPIZ6YNAMNH 

MHCXAPIN 

AvpTJ(Xio<i) K.apiKo<i ['A]7ro[A]XGWof Ke av-

/3t09 avTov Abfiva dvecrTTjaav 
7r\aTpl Kal firjTpl Sevva, p-vr\-

M * X"Plv-

The name Hewa occurs three or four times in north-west Phrygia (J.H.S. 
1898, p. 122, No. 67); also No. 66 below, where M. Perrot's restoration is 
wrong. 

53. Ibid.; stele in cemetery. (C). 

AN6CIH//// 

AAZWCA//// 
NOY////AAY//// 

6AY////IMN//// 

MH////N6K//// 

54. 
fountain. 

Igde-agatch (ashagha), 

(CO-

ETeiMI-ICANAOYKl 

ONIIATI-IPCeKTOC 

KTYNHTEPTIAKTeKNA 

C6KTOCKAOMNOCK 

ANTtUNIAMNHMI-IC 

XAPlN 

LI. 2, 4. Sektos for Sextos. 

'Avea\r~\n\<Te Ad

Ba ^waa [kb <f>po-

vov[cr]a av[T7j 
eav\rff\ p>v\f\-

/x[?j9 '£\veK\ev. 

hr. south-south-east; column beside 

'ETetfincrav Aovki-

ov iraTtjp "ZeKTos 

Ke yvvrj TepTia Ke TeKva 

"%eKTO<; Ke Aojivos Ke 

'AvTCOvia fivripbr}̂  

Xdpiv. 

55. Ibid.; stele beside a house. (A.). 

€ T e i \ H C A N 

T6PTTOYCAN 

AlAIAAloNY CIA// 

NHTHP 

!' tOPANoC 

MONMIANoC 

6AYT0JN 

eYTATPI 

AN6CTHC Al// 

MsrMHCXAPI N 

'ETeiprjcrav 

Tep7rovaav 

AlXia Aiovvaia 

rn-rnp 
Ke '£lpavb<s 

M.o/j,fj,iavb<; 

eavTWv 

dvyaTpl 

dvi(TTrjcra[v 

ptvrjpvqi; %dpiv. 

G 2 
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56. Ibid. Fragment of doorstone (with all sorts of implements on the 

panels) on which occurs the name TLXa>Tia. (A.). 

57 Ibid. Pair of shoes below. (A.). 

////190///KBA 

////OYKCCOKPA 

////•HCKTANBPO 

IHIINX A C IOC MM 

////////CXAPIN 

Ba/3ov, No. 33. 

«6 Ba-

/3]ov /ce %(OKpd-

t]?;9 «6 yavftpb-

9 T ]vp(;acrt09 /w-

58. Geuktche-aiva (' Blue quince'—or Geuk tchai), a village about half 

an hour north-west; stele with wreath beneath, in the mosque. (C). 

N G C T H C A 

N A N N A N 1 

K N A AHCaM 

£ATToAA0iM 

K-MAN-KkM 

A T A P f W H 
XAHIN 

'AveciTrjaa-

v "Avvav t[4-

Kva "A/mcov 

Ke 'AiroXXoav 

Ke Mcw?j9 Ke M -

aTap fivnfirjs 

Xaptv. 

Four divine names for the children are notable. 
old Phrygian form, is specially interesting. 

The name Matar, the 

59. Ibid. (A.). 

A N e C T H C A N 

T T A A N K f A N A 
N H P A C K A H n 
I oCK-TeKNA 
£ T o Y C A n 

'AveaTrjcrav 

TlXavKiav d-

vrjp 'AaKXrjir-

109 Ke TeKva-

6TOU9 Sir. 

The date is 59 A.D., if the era is that of the province Galatia (25 B.C.). 

III. The line of the Roman Road Dorylawn—Angora—Eccobriga. 

§ 1. COLONIA IULIA AUGUSTA FELIX G E R M A . — W e go on now to 

consider a section of the great road which ran from Doryla'ion [Eski sheher] 

to Angora and Tavium. The critical point in the determination of this 

route is the identification of COLONIA GERMA, which has been the subject of 
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much dispute since Leake's time. Herewith is connected an interesting 

¥fu*n\ hlstory- The inscriptions giving the name of the city (C.I.L. iii. 
.184-5) were copied at Masut keui, in 1554, by some of the members of the 

embassy sent by the Emperor Charles V. and Ferdinand of Austria to treat 
with the Sultan, Suleiman I, the Magnificent, the victor of Mohacs, who was 
then residing at Amasia (owing to the outbreak of war with Persia). The 

embassy was headed by the diplomatist, van Busbeek, whose Legationis 
Turcicae epistolae quatuor form the first European contribution to the 
literature of travel in Asia Minor; but geography and archaeology owe more 

to another member of the embassy, Hans Dernschwam, who joined the 

expedition apparently for commercial reasons,1 but was not devoid of an 

intellectual interest in the old monuments around him. But in the defective 

state of geographical knowledge of the country, it was difficult to determine 

precisely the exact route of the ambassadors. Where was Masut keui ? In 

1863, at Prof. Mommsen's request, Prof. Kiepert examined the accounts, and 

placed Masut keui on the west of the Sangarios, north-east of Sivri Hissar, 

wonderfully near its real position.2 N o w Leake, whose topographical instinct 

was remarkable, had suggested that the village Yiirme, on the north side of 

Gunusu Dagh, retained the name Germa, and the ruins there should there

fore be identified with the Roman colony ; and this proposal was accepted by 

scholars who supposed that the inscriptions copied by Dernschwam had been 

carried many miles north. In 1890, H u m a n n pointed out the want of any 

strong evidence to place Germa at Yiirme ; and just before the publication of 

his book, Prof. Ramsay had shown conclusively that the situation at Yiirme 

was not only inconsistent with the known epigraphic evidence, but that it 

threw the topography and the road-system into confusion ;3 that Yiirme was 

a good Turkish name and that the remains there were ' not those of a Roman 

Colonia but of a Christian city of the early Byzantine type '; and that there

fore Germa must be sought near Masut keui. Meantime (1887) Kiepert 
wrote an exhaustive paper on the ambassadors' route, in which he came to 

the conclusion that Masut keui lay in the lower Tembrogios or Tembris 
(Porsuk tchai) valley f and so the village is placed north-west of Bitcher, 

in his Specialkarte von West. Kleinasien (1890). Deferring to Kiepert's high 

authority, Ramsay placed Germa some distance lower down the river than 

Masut keui. 
In reality, Masut keui is identical with M. Perrot's Massik keui on the 

north of Sivri Hissar.5 I now find that Kiepert himself actually makes the 

suggestion (' wahrscheinlich identisch m i t Massik-keui bei Perrot,' op. cit. p. 

1 See Prof. Kiepert's account of the journey makes it sound very like Massuk. Perrot did 
in Globus, Band Hi. not visit the village. Prof. Eamsay informs me 
2 Monatsberichte d. Berlin AJcad. 1863, p. that he had at first actually identified Masut 

307 ff. with Massik and so reached a view similar to 
3 Hist. Geog. p. 237 f., p. 16 (Additions), ours about Germa; but on seeing Kiepert's 

p. 224, 225 etc. paper he was obliged to give up an identifica-
Globus, I.e. tion which seemed so bold, and rewrite the 

5 Eoute-map C in Exploration de la Galatie. proof-sheets of Hist. Geog. 
The pronunciation of some of the natives 
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45 n. 1),—a fact which increases the difficulty of understanding how he came 

to place it in the Tembris valley, for there is really nothing in Dernschwam's 

account to suggest it and Perrot's Itiniraires are remarkably accurate. 

Masut (more strictly Masrud) keui, formerly one of the largest villages in the 

district but now a mere tchiftlik, lies two hours north of Sivri Hissar1 in a 

long valley running roughly east and west, bounded on the south by Gunusu 

Dagh (M. Dindymos) and on the north by the ridge that determines the 

course of the Porsuk tchai (Tembrogios). Many of the old remains here, 
including the two most important inscriptions copied by Dernschwam, have 

perished with the village; but a great number of ancient stones still remain 

in the houses, cemeteries, mosque and fountains. If assurance be needed 

that we have rightly identified the ' Masut-kieu' or ' Masot-thoy' of the 
Busbequians, it is given by the following inscription (= C.I.L. iii. 286). 

60. On a large moulded (altar-shaped) stone in the cemetery. (G, seen 
also by A.). 

E X B D *• Ex d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) 

C ^ C L A V D I O A N T ! C. Claudio Anti-

P A T r s O - V l R . 0 'r"RV patro virofru-

& A L I S S I M Q < E T < C 0 L galissimo et col(o)-

i S J ' A M A N T l S S l M O i P F 5 n(iae) amantissimo pr-

A E S T/\T||> 0 <AE fl I L< S PI I'/ aesta(n)t(issim)o aedili sp[len-

01BJ SS1M E < N E C E SS AR V// ,. didissime necessario 

'%/£fAPoR.R,< ET< E? V L A V / ' t]empore et epula\s 
''/////<• • ' ' se gerenti .] 

L. 6. The reading is certain, but praestantissimo seems necessary ; the 

N has been omitted, and -issim- was probably contracted in some way like 

COLK 

61. The only other inscriptions we saw here were a small fragment, 

apparently Latin, a worn inscription with letters engraved in relief (like 
Perrot, No. 103 at Dumrek) and G.I.G. 4133 copied by Dernschwam. M y 
copy of the first two lines is 

ZnU-j IONO i.e. Zd>[o-T) (pp]ovo[v-

CHTTPftTOrENHC <ry TLpa)Toyevr}<; 

K.T.X. 

The exact site of Colonia Germa lies a little above the old road, about two 

miles north-north-west of Mas'ud keui and a quarter of an hour east-south

east of Dumrek. It is called Karadja Pasha or en, but only a few stones are 

now left to mark the site. The ruins of Germa have been transported to all 

And half an hour west of Babadat. 
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the villages around,—Dumrek, Karadja kaya, Eldjik, Babadat, Miilk,1 etc. 
In Byzantine times Germa was called Tepfua, Vepp,oKoXeovia, MvpidyyeXoi 
(Hist. Geog. p. 224), and the fortress corresponding to it was situated at 
Soman Hissar, half an hour east-north-east of Dumrek, a rocky hill which 
bears a few traces of an old castle. The church of Germa was dedicated to 
the Archangel Michael (MvTjp,. 'AyioX. p. 450, which gives the distance from 
Pessinus as 15 miles). 

Germa has generally been called a colony of Augustus; but it is a 

serious objection to this view that Augustus does not mention it amongst his 

foundations. In all probability it owed its origin to Domitian who named it 

after Julia Augusta, just as he named Ninica Oolonia Julia Augusta Felix 

Ninica Claudiopolis (Ramsay, Revue Numism. 1894; Babelon, Inventaire de 

la coll. Waddington, 4732). 
To Germa belong the inscriptions published by Perrot, Exploration Nos. 

101-103 (p. 164), as well as the following : 

62.v Dumrek. In a fountain below the image: very small letters. (A.). 

MAN1AKOPNOYTOY0//// Mavla KopvovTov 6[vyd-

THPANAPON6IKOY//// 

TYNHXPHCTH 

XAIP6 

Tr/p 'AvBpovetKov, 

yvvr\ XpTjaTr/ 

Xaipe. 

63. Ibid.—Worn. (A.). 

OECMDIIIIDCAOAAIDY 

///AlHIDTENOY XAIPE 

L. 1. The seventh letter is not H. 

@]eo-/i09 [ut]69 ? AoXXiov 

Mr]v]oyevov %aipe. 

64. Ibid.—In the mosque : a fragment Aovkio<; 'A/eecr| [dvBpovl] .. 

Besides these are several other fragments of inscriptions, door-stones, 

and other remains. 

65. Karadja kaya: broken slab. (A.). 

AOYKIAITQMAI 

WN//////////VTHP 

KA//////////////KO 

. I/////////////////NH 

XV///////////////P6 

AovKia UaXXi-

wz/[o9 dvyd~[Tnp 

K.\al 

1 Hamilton ii. p. 436, 'many sculptured remains and blocks of marble in the burial-
ground.' We did not visit Miilk. 
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with garland, in the cemetery. 

(A.). 

Imperfect in Perrot, 

"v.£YNA/\erTorN 

A O Y G Y P ' A T H P O 
Y6TTI°A€ F Y N H 

T T A C H C A P 6 T H C 
6 T T A l N e r A Y K Y T 
ATH£Y\APICTI/£ 
6 N € K e N i 6 Y N A I ^ 
PU)G "XAlPS 

Bevva AeiToyv-
dov 6vydrr\p O-

vbttiov Be yvvr] 

irdar)s dpeTrjs 

eiraive yXvKVT-
dry] evyaptcrTia[<; 

eveKev H e w a \f)-

pco[s], %aipe. 

O n the Phrygian name S e w a , see No. 52. Her father seems to be a 

Celt: Holder quotes names Leitagnos, Litogenos or Litogenes. 

In the last line Perrot read P CO C, rightly. For ^p&>9 used of women, 
compare (for example) G.I.G. 1784, 1786, 1789 (Thessaly). 

67. Ibid.—In the cemetery. Rough stone apparently converted later 
into an architrave block. (C). 

AOBHAHN 
AIBAMAAC 

TTPI YPIOC 

IK MAXOC 

NAPIA 

AoftrjSoov 

k]oi Ba[cr]tAa9 

KaX\ Tip vpio<; 

Kal N]t/c[o]/ja^09 

Dobedon is a Celt. Prof. Rh^s has supplied m e with a curiously exact 

parallel, Dovaidona(s), gen. sing., in an inscr. of the Isle of M a n (cf. Holder, 

s.v.); and for the termination he compares Dumel-edonas in an inscription of 
South Wales. 

68. Ibid.—In the village. Large stone, originally a font or holy-water 
stoup, now covered with nails inserted by sick people. (C). 

§ 2. Eudoxias [synodion] and mousga.—The remains at Yiirme are 
clearly those of the bishopric eudoxias (see Hist. Geog. p. 225). A descrip

tion of the fine church here will be found in Annual Brit. School for 1898. 

W e learn from the Life of S. Theodore of Sykeon that there was an annual 

gathering (avvoSos) of the citizens of Germa and Eudoxias at a village 

mousga for the celebration of a festival of the Holy Virgin, in which the 
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bishops of the two cities took part.1 Prof. Ramsay rightly pointed out that 
this village probably lay on the frontier of these cities and that 'the Christian 

custom perpetuated an old religious connection of both cities with some holy 
spot between them,' viz. the fine hot springs ( H a m m a m ) some hours to the 
north-west of Yiirme. The actual site of Mousga was beside the ruined 
village called Arslanli, close to the hot springs. Hamilton says of it: ' three 
miles and a half south by east of Ortou [Hortu] we came upon the remains 

of a ruined town; and in the walls of the numerous houses, almost entirely 
built of stone, as well as the neighbouring enclosures, I found many square-

hewn blocks of marble, sepulchral monuments, and other fragments amongst 
which were several inscribed stones [C.I.G. 4096-82] This town or 

village appears to have been built out of the ruins of a more ancient city.' 
(i. p. 436-7). 

To the <TvvoBo<i at this village is doubtless due the name stnodion 

which appears in some of the late lists instead of Eudoxias (see Hist. 
Geog., La). 

The following inscriptions also belong to Mousga. 

69. Kotchash (23 min. south-east): in the mosque. The first two lines 
were covered with lime ; the letters are of irregular size. (A.). 

^TapTTn] 
: A A H N Q E Y X H I j SeXaVv(d>) eltfr 

-TTCK E Y A C A N T o C A l - M d j iir(i)<TKevd<TavTO<i Aypio-
T K A O Y r K A T A K F A E Y E l K T[£\\ov? Kard Ke'Xevo-iv 
T O Y defaced e HO^ Tov Oeov. 

relief 

In the first two lines most of the letters seemed clear, but I cannot 

think of any probable restoration. With the eighth letter of 1.2, cf. no. 96,1.1. 

70. Kadyndjik (J hour south-south-east of Kotchash). In a fountain. 
(A.). 

AY jciH 
HNoYTAMO ov ydfio-

HoYKYMEN v ovk vfiev-

AIAOYNYN aiaovvvv-
dpiAAEKTPA (piaXiKTpa-

KAIAAAIKH Kal AaBiKT) 

6PATC0NOCK 'EpaTcovos k-

AlAKKAOYrA al'Axtca 6vyd-

THPCeNTTPGJ T,?/> 2ej/7rpw-
HIOYAerYN viovSeyvv-

H V-

1 ev Movo-yfi t$ x°>plv, «'* ̂ "irep Kaff eKaarov l. 3 ANeTHC6N,l. 6 O N H C A T A B P O C 
Xpivov awlipxovro al Uo irSxeis rav re Tepfilav (w;th Hamilton). No. 4097, read S fiios 
Kal EvSofrdSos fiera Xnrjs Kal h&prafa k.t.X. T0s[Ta]; the common formula; the main in-
{MvTifiela 'AyioXoy. p. 424). scription is not now exposed to view. 

In no. 4096 the atone has 1. 2 CYNBI CO, 
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71. IUd. (A.). 

ACKAHT//// 'AaKXr,ir[ib-

CKAIT6A//// ? «^ TeX[eo-0-

OPOCI//////// o>9 . 

AN I//// 

§ 3. Akkilaion.—The line of the road from Dorylaion (beside Eski-

sheher) to Angora, one of the greatest trade-routes of the Empire until it was 

replaced by the Ismid-Angora Railway,1 is n o w perfectly clear.- Passing 

Midaion (Kara-hiiyuk) and Akkilaion, it crossed the Tembrogios probably (as 

the Busbequians did) beside A k keuprii, below the Station Beylik-aghir, and 

followed the valley past G e r m a and Miilk (where Hamilton copied a milestone 

numbered lxxi, C.I.L. iii. 318) over a waste, undulating plateau to Beylik 

keuprii on the Sangarios, whence it took a direct line north of Bolatli and 

past Balik-koyundji to Angora. 
Akkilaion, which struck coins in the time of Gordian reading 

A K K l A A e n N (with types: Mem, Tyche, Nike wearing a crown; H e a d Hist. 
N u m . p. 556), was probably situated near U y u z Tepe, betweenAlpi keui and 
Beylik-aghir. In Dernschwam's account this village appears as TJgus, where 
m a n y inscriptions were found (G.I.G. 4141-4148, the last two in tumulo paulo 

post pagum).2 Three inscriptions from Alpi keui are published by Domas-

zewski in A.E. Mitth. aus Oster. 1883, p. 179 (Nos. 32-4). H a d w e read 
Kiepert's paper, it would doubtless have been easy to find the exact site. 
The Antonine Itinerary (quoted Hist. Geog. p. 237) unfortunately omits 
Midaion, which rouses suspicion as to the correctness of its account, Dorylaion 

xxx Arcelaio xx Germa. The distances (measuring on the map8) are 

Dernschwam says of it, Diese strasse heisst east of Ak Keuprii). An der strassen, ein dorf 
man des Kaysers strasse, ist die grosse und ebene halb under der erden (i.e. Ugus, named on the 
strassen von Constantinopel aus durehs Landt, return journey, as Kiepert saysh Weiter an 
feierl nit (Kiepert, p. 45). das gestrige Wasser Kuta kommen, das gegen 

2 The account of the ambassadors' route be- der linken hand wider durehs land fleusst, dar-
tween Midaion and Masut-keui is not rightly uber...uber ein steinen hoche pruggen Ath 
explained by Kiepert. It is obscure in Kyupri... Weiter uber ein klein muelwasserle 
Dernschwam. His account is -.—• zwerclis uber auf die linke hand fliessend, fleusst 
21 March. From an unknown village to neben dem dorf Togrei fur. 

Karali (also uncertain). This day they have 23 March. Von Togrei nach Masut Kiev, 
had the Kntaya Su (Porsuk Su) on their right, 4 meil. . . . 
dahin wir sogen und [es] uns. nachgeflossen ist, The explanation perhaps is :—Along Porsuk 
mitten durch die landschaft...I)arnach in ebenen Su and across it (therefore the river is left on 
landschaft ein langleter griner perg...darunter the left) to Midaion (Karahiiyiik); thence 
eim, dorf gelegen...heisst man zum schwarzen perg across the Porsuk (which is, therefore, left on 
(i.e. Karahiiyuk-Midaion, as Kiepert says). right) to Karali and next day by Uyuz Tepe 
Weiter over the Kutaya Su, which they leave on (not Uyuz Hammam on the south side of the 
the left side... Weiter wieder uber obstandt wasser river, as Kiepert supposes) to Ak Keuprii by 
Kuthe [Kutaya] Su uber ein pruggen, haben which they again cross Porsuk (which flows 
wirs wider auf der rechten hand gelassen, ist towards the left) and over a small tributary to 
schnell und tief, etc. At Karali some antiquities. Dograi, whence south-east to Masut keui. 
22 March. Von Karali in ein dorf Togray 3 On map-measurements, see below. 

(i.e. Dograi on S. of Porsuk Su, some miles 
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Dorylaion xviii * Midaion xii Uyuz Tepe xxx Germa. As will appear both 
from what has been already said and from what follows, the numbers in the 
Itineraries cannot be trusted without corroborative evidence. It is natural 
they should get corrupted; the Itineraries rarely agree with each other or 
with themselves (when a route occurs twice). 

§ 4. Vindia.—The next station on the road after Germa is vindia. 
The Antonine Itinerary gives two accounts of this road (pp. 201-2). 

(1) Germa xxxii Vindia xxxii Papira xxvii Ancyra. 
(2) Pessinus xvi 2 Germa xxiiii Vinda xxxii Papira xxvii Ancyra. 
Vindia, Ptolemy's Oi'ivBia, a city of the Tolistobogioi (v. 4, 7) was 

probably situated at Kara-eyuk (or hiiyiik, i.e. 'Black Mound'), two hours 
and ten minutes north-west of Basra [Basri] keui, where a low square-
shaped mound of enormous extent (perhaps a mile or more in circum
ference), strewn with fragments of late pottery, marks the site of an 
important ancient city. The little village at the foot of the eyuk is 
pleasantly situated near the head of a plain which runs down to the Railway 
and contains some fairly fertile arable land,—a rare thing in this neighbour
hood. The country through which the road passes between the Sangarios 
and Angora is, as Hamilton says,' perfectly uncultivated; no traces of vegetation 
were visible except in the dried-up stems of a few thorny plants and flowers, 
which cover the ground instead of grass.' The description may be extended 
to the whole Haimane-country: ' there are no gardens here, it is all desert,' as 
a Turk of Balik-koyundji wearily said to us. 

The village of Kara-eyuk is full of old stones, and the mosque is entirely 
built of squared blocks. Inscriptions were not forthcoming here, but they are 
to be found in the surrounding villages; at Basra is the Latin inscription 
copied by Prof. Ramsay (G.I.L. iii. Suppl. 6770), a dedication by the soldiers 
of a cohort to C. Julius Verus Maximus, son of Maximin (A.D. 235-8), and two 
fragmentary epitaphs not worth publishing; at Beydjaz a defaced epitaph of 
no importance; and beside the tekke of a ruined village forty minutes over the 
hills from Hadji Toghrul3 are the following inscriptions engraved on the four 
sides of an altar-stone. 

72. A. (A.). 

0 E O I C ®eo1* 
'KATAXeON/?// KaTaX0ov[loi, 

K A I A I A ^ C Y M c k *«* AlX(la) Zvfi<p[epov-

£ H iTH1C£1$TI0I' <«7* Tiji o-dxppovi 

K A 1 <$> I A O T F/////// Kal <f>iXoTe[Kvcoi 

A I A I O C A Y VA Afruo? AiK[Tiavbs 1 (or Avk-) 

<$> I A O C T O P f l A C <f>iXoaTopyia<; 

K A I K N W M M C Kal fivrjfiw 

E N E K E N eveKev. 

i So Ramsay, H.G. p. 238 ; 26 km. accord- 2 XV according to Life of S. Theodore (Mv. 
in" to the railway survey, which comes to the 'AyioX.), p. 450. 
„„„„ s Situated ih. north-west of Kara-eyuk (325 ). 
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B. C). 

XAIPEMOIMH 

TEPTAYKYTA 

THKAIchPON 

TIZETEHMI1N 

^CAZNNEKPOIC 

C. Small letters, faint. 

Xaspe fioi fir)-

Tep yXvKvrd-

Tr) Kal <j>pov-

Ti^eTe rj/iMv 

oa\a e\v veKpoh. 

(A.) 

MeTe[a-]T?7 eh to %ped)V, 

M. Taovla '0[p]oifT9 Kal 
T. 'Appia HovBevTi vird-

T0t9, 7rpo tf KaX(avBwv) 'lovvt-

mv. 

.-MfTE'lTHElCTOXPEUM 
M rA0Y(OW<f>ITU5KAt 

r Arn u irarAEwn YnA 
TOJCHPO-iZ-KAA I0YNI 

ujN 

M. Gavius Orfitus and L. Arrius Pudens were consuls in 165 A.D. The 

use of the dative as the equivalent of the Latin ablative absolute occurs, for 

instance, in the Monumentum Ancyranum i. 1. The phrase p.eTeo-Trj eh to 

Xpea>v seems to mean " departed this life' like Plato's levai eh to %peoSz>. 

D. (A.). 

tYXH ^vxh 
TAYKYTA yXvKVTa-

THXAIPE rr),Xaipe. 

A s nearly as I can estimate, the distance of Kara-eyuk from Colonia 
G e r m a is about xxxv MP.,1 which is not far off the xxxii of the Antonine 

Itinerary. Measurements on the m a p are not to be relied upon, for the 

villages in this district are not placed with accuracy.2 

§ 5. Papira.—Lastly comes papira, which w e feel confidence in 

identifying with an important site on and around a hillock immediately 
behind the village Balik-koyundji (or Kuyumdji 8), five and a half hours south
west of Angora. Here w e found several fragments of primitive pottery (hand

m a d e red-faced Cypriote, a handle of an early painted bowl, etc., which are 

discussed in Part I. § 2), and numerous traces of a later settlement, which 
show that the town had a continued existence d o w n through Byzantine 

times. T h e only inscription found on the site is a late Christian one on a 

trachyte pillar, beginning with the usual formula evddSe KaraKiTe and 
decorated with a large cross d o w n the middle of the stone; on the rocks on 

1 fKara-eyuk. 
Beydjaz 1 h. 15 m. 
Miilk 7 h. (so also Hamilton). 
Babadat ca. 5 miles. 
Karadja Pasha Oren 1 h. 

giving a total of 32J English miles (53 km.). 
2 They are still less accurate in "Von Diest's 

new map, here a reproduction of Kiepert's. 
Compare note above. 
3 Balik koyundji='Shepherd's town,' balilc 

being an old word for ' town' which survives in 
numberless place-names. This is the name 
generally assigned, but the pronunciation we 
heard was distinctly Kuyumdji, and so Tchihat-
cheff and Hamilton have it. Kuyumdji=gold-
or silver-smith. ["We were told that the first 
element of the name was Bali which was said 
by our Greek servant to be, like Pali and Bavlo, 
a Turkish form of Paul, but this is doubtful. 
Pali in place-names generally=iraXai6s.~\ 
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the north-east side of the hill some crosses are cut; and in the village we saw 

a large sarcophagus lid, a stone with a cross in relief, very similar in general 
appearance to a ' door-stone,'* and several other blocks. A cemetery situated 
a few minutes south-west of the village contains numerous remains, amongst 
them the following milestone, which has probably been carried a few miles, 
seeing that it gives the number X X I V and Balik-koyundji is not more than 
five and a half hours from Angora.2 

73. (A.). 

IMPCAESAEIDI Imp. Caesari di-

VITRAI'ANIPARTHICIFDI vi Traiani Parthici f(ilio), di-
VINERVAENEPOTITRA vi Nervae nepoti Tra-

IANOHADRIANOAVG iano Hadriano Aug(usio) 
PONTMAXTRPOTVI pont. max. tr. pot. VI. 

COSIIIPERALARCI cos III. per A. Larci-

V M M A C E D O N E M urn Macedonem 
LEG AVG PR PR leg. Aug. pr.pr. 

M xxiv M(ilia) XXIV. 

According to our identifications, the distance of Papira from Vindia 
(Kara-eyuk) would be about xx MP.8 and from Ancyra about xviiii. The 

Antonine Itinerary gives xxxii and xxvii respectively, which are impossible. 

The sum of its distances from Ancyra to Germa is, on the lowest estimate, 
83 miles, which cannot be accepted [Sivri Hissar is not above 72 English 

miles from Angora (24 hours)]; m y estimates make it 74, and Hamilton's 

milestone at Miilk, which doubtless had been carried some distance, has lxxi. 

The eighth milestone from Angora is now at Aladja-atli, three hours to 

the south-west of the city. It is mostly underground and we did not think 

it worth while waiting to excavate it. It can easily be completed from the 
examples already given. 

74. Aladja-atli, in a cemetery. (A.). 

ADRI 

M A X 
COS III 

PERA'LARCIVMMA 

CEDOM1MLEGAVG 
PR PR 

lH VIII 

For the other milestones belonging to the road, compare Hist. Geog. 
p. 238.4 

1 On this feature, see below under ' Galatian Koyundji to Beydjas is 6 hours according to 
Civilisation.' Hamilton. 
2 So Sir C. "Wilson Handbook p. 18. We took 4 But no. (5) does not seem to belong to this 

5 h. 20 m. going via Aladja-atli. road. It was found one hour to the south of 
3 Reckoned 6 hours, i.e. 18 miles ; from Balik Angora. See below, vii. § 1. 
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§ 6. Blotjkion and Peion.1—In the twelfth book of his Geography (c. 
5, p. 567) Strabo tells us that in the territory of the Tolistobogioi there were 
two castella, BXovkiov and TLrjiov, the former of which was the royal seat of 
Deiotarus and the latter his treasury, N o w we learn from Cicero's Oration pro 
rege Beiotaro (cc. 6-7) that on his march westwards from Zela in Pontus, 
Caesar arrived at a castellum of Deiotarus which the M S S . call Luceium. 
Here, according to his accusers, the Galatian king had laid a plot to 
assassinate him; but he postponed it to the following day, when Caesar 
would reach another castellum, to which the M S S . also give the name 
Luceium. It is generally recognised that Luceium is an error for Blucium 
and that the name of one of the two castles has supplanted the other by a scribe's 
mistake. Halm (in his later editions), C. F. W . Miiller, and others follow 
Wagner in making Peion the first and Bloukion the second, on the ground 
that the valuable gifts which Deiotarus had prepared for Caesar were 
probably laid out at Peion, which was his treasury (ya£o<pvXaKiov). 

But it is obviously more probable that Bloukion2 was the first (i.e. more 
easterly) castellum, for it is more likely that the name of the first should 
linger in the scribe's memory and supplant the second than that the second 
should supplant the first; and Deiotarus might very well bring the gifts to 
the first castle that Caesar visited in order to make a good impression on 
him at the outset. In any case it is certain that Deiotarus did not admit 
Caesar to his own treasure-chamber but set out the gifts in a special room. 

N o w as to the line of Caesar's march, we know from Cicero, Dion 
Cassius (xlii, 48-9) and the Bellum, Alexandrinum (c. 78), that it led from 
Zela to Bithynia and passed right across the country of the Tolistobogioi. 
The latter fact shows that Caesar did not travel by the later Pilgrims' route; and 
practically there is no doubt that he took the road by Vindia, Germa, and 
Dorylaion. The only doubt is whether he passed through Ancyra or Gorbeous 
(Castor's stronghold, see below vii § 3); but as no allusion is made to Castor, 
Ancyra was probably his last halting-place in the country of the Tektosages. 
Thence he marched to Bloukion, which we identify with Assarli-Kaya, a fine 
Gallic fortress a short distance south of Balik-Koyundji (Papira);3 and next 
day he reached Peion, which may perhaps be the ruined castle lying a few 
minutes' walk E.S.E. of the village Basra (Basri). His marches were not 
very long, as he had time to bathe and dine comfortably each day. Moreover 
he had certain arrangements to make with Deiotarus. 

§ 7. Gordion and the royal road.—The famous city Gordion has 
to all appearance been rightly identified by Dr. Korte with a very old site on 
the Sangarios, opposite the village Pebi, a little to the north of the road we 
have been describing.* The situation of the town, the discovery of remains 
there belonging to the ' Trojan' civilisation, the ' Hittite' relief found by us 

1 This section was suggested to me by Prof. Perrot, Exploration, pp. 215, 274. 
Ramsay. * Athen. Mitth. 1897, p. 1 ff. (espec. p. 
2 SoKayser, Sauppe, Klotz, etc. 19 ff.). We did not visit the site, but one 
The castle beside Istanos is less probable. obtains a lair view of it from the railway. 

On Assarli-kaya compare Hamilton, i. p. 432 : 
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at Yarre (Part I. § 3), and the primitive site at Balik-koyundji, show (as 
has been pointed out in Part I. § 5) that this road was a very old one, and 
that there is now no need to suppose that the ROYAL ROAD made a dAtour 
by Giaour Kalesi, the splendid prehistoric fortress with ' Hittite' sculptures 
discovered by M. Perrot;x but that, in all probability, after crossing the 
Sangarios beside Kavundji Keuprii ('melon-seller's bridge'), it took the 
direct and natural route to Ancyra, which was afterwards followed by the 
R o m a n road. 

IV. The alternative road by Giaour Kalisi. 

§ 1. Myrika.—But the existence of Giaour Kalesi shows that the 
alternative route from the Sangarios to Ancyra was likewise an important one 
in the earliest times. This road crosses over rolling country to the oasis 
of the Haimane,2 the valley at the southern end of which lies H a m m a m , the 
merkez (governmental centre) of this whole region, prettily situated at the 
head waters of a stream which flows north-west to join the Angora river. 
H a m m a m owes its importance largely to its healthy situation and to its hot 
springs, which were in old time the Thermo, of the Myrikenoi.3 It is, how
ever, quite a modern town, and MYRIKA (in later times called Hagios 
Agapetos) lay about three miles down in the valley beside Kadi keui. 
A n exast parallel may be found in the case of Hieropolis in the Phrygian 
Pentapolis, which lay about two miles from the hot springs to which it owes 
its importance (CB. ii. p. 679 ff.).* At Kadi keui there are numerous ruins 
of all kinds both in the village and in the cemetery. Besides sepulchral stelai 
and ' doorstones' and squared blocks innumerable, we saw no end of stones 
suitable for Christian architecture,—moulded blocks, and short pillars of the 
characteristic Byzantine shape with capitals to match. Several of these 
have crosses cut on them. In the cemetery are some inscriptions now almost 
entirely illegible, one with the ' Constantinian' monogram ^ within a circle, 
another decorated with a rosette and beginning Alp. Aiop,i]Sr)<; k.t.X. In the 

village we found only one : 

75. Large letters. Very much worn. 

AYPHAI 
ocneKo 
YAPIOC 
TH6AYTOY-
CYNBItO 
AYPHAIA//// 
nAPeeNco/;// 
NAN6C-//// 
C6NMN/// 
MHCXAPIN 

(A.) 
AvprjXi-

09 ne«o-
vdpio'i 
Tr) eavTov 
o-vvfiiGi 
Avpr/Xiq. 
Uapdevtp 
.dveo-[T7]-
aev ptv\fi-

/"/? Xa-piv. 

Hist. Geog. p. 31. Sangarios well over to the Halys. 
' Haimane (= 'Waste') is the modern name 3 On Myrika Hist. Geog. p. 226. 

of the country south-west of Angora from the * Cf. also Mnizos above, i. § 5. 
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To Myrika belongs also the interesting inscription of Kara-khodja 

published by Ramsay J.H.S. v. p. 253. 

Both here and at the neighbouring village Erif we noted the Men-cres

cent on altar-stones; and half an hour to the north of Gerrim are the 

foundations and one or two courses of a small temple, doubtless of M§n, the 

great god of the district. The blocks are very large, but it looks as if the 

building had never been finished. 

From Kadi keui the road passes over a ridge to Dere keui, from which 

there are two roads to Angora, one passing by Giaour Kaldsi (20 min. north 
west of the village) and the other by Oyadja; both coalesce again a short 

distance below Hadjilar. Six minutes over the stream from Dere keui there 
is a small fort on a hill which rises above the valley to twice the height of 

Giaour kalesi (300 ft. X 150 ft.). The pottery found here (see Part I. § 2) 
shows that it belongs to about the same period as Giaour kalesi, of which it 

was doubtless an outpost commanding the alternative route to Angora. A 

few courses of the walls remain in places and cuttings for the stones are 
visible in the rocks. The masonry is of the usual kind : unhewn blocks of 

no great size are laid Cyclopean-wise in rough courses, and the interstices are 

filled with smaller stones, the whole being backed in the same way. Traces 
of foundation walls may be seen in the centre of the fort. 

§ 2. Androna.—The road hence to Angora crosses the ridge on the 

north of the valley and passes over the undulating plateau by the side of a 
high ridge on the east to Topakli, which lies down in a hollow (2-|- h. from 

Dere keui). At Topakli there is a certain number of remains, m u c h weather

worn. Its ancient name was ANDRONA according to the following inscription 
which we were fortunate enough to find. W e should like to identify Androna1 

with Ptolemy's "AvSpo<;, a town of the Tolistobogioi, whose territory seems to 
have extended well over towards Angora. 

76. In the mosque floor: small altar-stone. The letters are well cut. 

JsJ J-J 'AvBpwvrj-

T P O n OIr< AI B £ A TpoVo* Ka\ Bix-

A A E Y X H N xa evxnv-

Tpoiros at Hermione, G.I.G. 1220. Bella is a Celt (Holder Sprachsch. 

s.v. Bellus), and her husband a Celt with a Hellenized name. The inscr. is 
interesting for the social history of Galatia (see below). 

1 Possibly "AvSpois, -uvos is the name. 
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77. In a wall. (A.). 

The monogram shows this inscription is not earlier than the IVth cent. 
after Christ (cf. CB. ii. p. 739). 

V. Some inscriptions of Ancyra. 

Our most important finds in the Angora valley were the two lion-reliefs 
described in Part I. § 4. At Angora itself we copied a few inscriptions, 

which may be given here.1 The first is a quaint set of hieroglyphics which 

some reader may perhaps be able to interpret. The stone is lodged in the 

Consulate, whither it was brought by Mr. Cumberbatch, now H.B.M. Consul-

General at Smyrna. 

78. 

The others are a series of Byzantine inscriptions. They are not worth 

an epigraphic text. 

79. Hadji Abdul Pasha tchiftlik (ca. i hr. south-west of Angora), in the 

cemetery. 

[-J-'Ej^JftSe kbkoi | \jir)Ta]i b SovXo*; rot) | [©(eo)5] AebvTio? irpea \ [ftv-

T]aipo<; Kal r) \ [yov]p.evo<; ttjs \ \ev~\6dSe p.ovr)<; | [o ir\dvT03v o5/Xo9. 

80. In the Templum Pivi Augusti. 

fEvddSe KeKoi/Jtr)T | at b BovXos tov ®(eo)v \ ©eoS»po9 o itovt \ cov 

cpiXo'; IvB(ikti5)Vi) i |, Matai Ky'. 

H.S.—VOL. XIX. 

For another inscription of Ancyra, see no. 95. 

II 

file:///ev~/6dSe
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Phrases like o irdvTasv 9S/X09, 7rao-t iro07]T6t;, dvrjp ttoc^to?, etc., are 

characteristic of Christian inscriptions. 
The following are all engraved on thin slabs found near the railway 

station, and have been collected together in the Konak by M. Proestakia, 

81. fEvOdBe KaTa | Kr]Te b SovXos | tov ®(eo)v 'lovXya | vb<s 0 vwoBtd | -

tcovos o ««Xw9 | Kap,d>v tt) e \ KKXr)aiq\. 

82. fEv9dSe KeKvp\iTe m S0OX09 tov \ ®e(ov) ' Avao-Tdo-is \ • eVeAi&j^ 

pr)(vb<;) Elav \ ovaplov ev(SiKTia>vi) ift'f. 

LI. 5-6. NYAPIYCnjCNS IBf- 0n forms llke 'AM(r™(rls for 
'Ai/ao-Tao-to9, cf. J.H.S. 1898,p. 118, No. 59. Does C D mean aiy , year 213? 

The form evBiKTiwv sometimes occurs. 

83. fEvOa KiTe | o irapd ©got) | Ke dv6pd>iroi<; \ irodr)Tb<i\, o 80OX09 

tov | <&(eo)v liXaTWv \ b Ke KaXoKOKirf. 

The person here commemorated is named after the martyr Plato, who 

suffered near Angora doubtless in the persecution by Diocletian (AA. SS. 

22 July). 

84. 'EvOdBe KaTa\KiTe 6 S0SX09 | tov ®eov [T]w|aj'7;9 Koiria\Tr)<i o 

irdvTO)\v tfitXorf. 

KoiriaT7]'; = vespillo, b Ta adajxaTa irepio-TeXXwv t&v KeKoifirj/ievccv (cf. 

C.J.G. 9227; Epiphanios (Pair. Gr. xli.), ii. 825a ; Justinian, Novell. 59, 2). 

VI. The Roman road eastwards from Angora. 

§ 1. SARMALIA.—This road is really a continuation of the Dorylaion-

Ankyra road. W e explored it only as far as Eccobriga. The line which it 

followed is not doubtful: indeed, only one line is possible. It runs up the 

valley of the Engiiri Su (here sometimes called Tabak-khane Su, i.e. 
" tanners' -house river" x) through gardens and vineyards to Orta keui (2 h. 

50 m.). Thirty-five minutes before reaching this village is an old cemetery 

with a milestone of Severus Alexander (G.I.L. iii. Sitppl. 6901). Leaving 

Orta keui it continues up the glen past a ruined KJidn, a little beyond which 
the valley opens out into a plain extending up to Hassan Oglu and 

Idris Dagh. Then it crosses the ridge which separates the water-systems 

of the Sangarios and the Halys and runs down to Assi (i.e. ' Rebel') Yuzgat 

(about 5 hrs.). About half an hour south-west of this village, at a site called 

1 There arc tanning establishments by its banks in Angora, 
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Sungiir lying neai. the foot of Elma Dagh, we should perhaps place 

sarmalia (Ptol. v. 4, 8), a town of the Tektosages, called Sarmalius in the 
Antonine Itinerary. The Itinerary gives this account of the road :— 

Ancyra XXIIII Bolegasgus XXIIII Sarmalius X X Ecobrogis. 

The intrusion of Bolegasgus, which lay, as von Flott well rightly suggests,1 beside 
Bahkassat (to which it has bequeathed its name) on the direct road to 

Gangra, mod. Kanghry or Tchangry, supplies a curious parallel to the intru
sion of Manegordos in the Pilgrims' Road (above I. § 2). If we simply cut 

it out, we get 24 MP as the distance of Sarmalia from Ancyra, which agrees 

excellently with the situation of Sungiir.2 The ruins there are absolutely 

characterless, absolutely devoid of worked stones; but how few of the cities 

of the interior have now any character left them ! Yuzgat however contains 

some of the remains of Sarmalia,—a sitting lion poorly executed, but not 

much worse than the other specimens of this class in Angora itself (Perrot 

Exploration p. 268, and Plate X L ) , in the cemetery near Orta keui, or at 

Tcheshnir keuprii; a font ornamented with a cross, bunch of grapes, etc.; 

Byzantine capitals; a fair number of building blocks, and some marbles. 
Only one inscription: 

85. On a lintel-piece now used as a trough for the fountain, 

TKAKALXI OCA NZ\ AN APOCKATA 
AlAeH^ACEKEAEYCEN-OH'-arON 
rETNeEeAIKACClAKYPIAAAQYrATf 
KAl TE TI A/Vt AKAAYAI AEKroisfKATA 
AIA A oXftKArfoNOMOl ETTOf HTAN 

r.KX(aiicH09) K.acrcrio<;'AXe^avBpo'i KaTa 
Bia6r]Ka<; eKeXevaev to rjpwiov 

yeveaOaf Kacrcrta K.vpiXXa ffvyaTrjp 

Kal YeTiXXia KXavBia eKybvr] Kara 

BiaBoxhv KXrjpovbfioi eiroir\<rav. 

L. 4. Perhaps [TL]eTiXXia. 

§ 2. Eccobriga.—Leaving Assi Yuzgat the road descends sharply over 

broken ground to Kilidjlar in the pretty valley of the Tabanli Su (Tchukurt-

chek Dere) which is separated from the Halys by a high ridge (1 h. 56 m.). 

There is a direct horse-road over this spur to the Halys but the road for 

wheeled traffic has to ascend the Tabanli Su for 35 minutes and then 

turn up a dere, whence the crossing is not very difficult, even without an 

Aus dem Stromgebiet des Qyzyl Irmak 2 Assi Yuzgat is about 37 km. (23 m.) from 
(Halys), Petermann's Mitth., Erganzungsheft, Angora. 
no. 114. 

H 2 
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engineered road. We descend on the Halys below Yakshi khan (which is 

reached in 3 hours). The bed of the river is sandy and its blue waters 

spread out to a width of 100 yards, so that in summer it is easily fordable, 

though in winter and spring a ferry-boat has to be used.1 An hour beyond 

Yakshi khan on the road leading to Nefcz keui (Tavium) there is a very 

ancient site on a conical hill rising to the height of 180 feet, called Kiiriik 

kale (more correctly Kiirtighin kale\ i.e. the castle of Kiiriik keui, which lies 

a short distance to the north). Naturally it is much washed by centuries of 

rain, but foundations of walls are still visible, especially on the north side. 
The slopes are covered with fragments of pottery and we secured several 

pieces of the greatest importance, which leave no doubt as to the antiquity 

of the site (Part I. § 2). That this was the ancient ECCOBRIGA seems 
almost beyond question. The distance, about 19 miles (30 km.), corresponds 

admirably with the xx MP of the Itinerary; and the name suits the site 
excellently (on briga, ' hill' or ' fortress', see above I. § 6). That a settle
ment existed here down through Graeco-Roman times is proved by the 

numerous fragments of late wheel-made pottery ; we saw, for example, a 

dark-red painted base of late fabric, the rim of a large flat bowl (brown 

inside, red outside) perhaps Hellenistic, impressed ware and late black 

VII. The roads from Ancyra to Caesareia and Arcliclais via Parnassos. 

§ 1. All the roads converging on Angora from south and south-east 
coalesced at a point about 20 miles before reaching the city (just below 

Tchakal keui) and followed the line of the modern chaussie running up the 
east side of Mohan Giol, passing between it and Emir Giol, and then crossing 

the mountains on the west side of the conical peak of Tchai Dagh. N o road 
could cross by the north-east side of Emir Giol. Remains of the Roman 

road are to be seen on both slopes of the hill. M. Perrot tells how dans 
cette gorge [on the north side] on trouve d'importanls dibris d'une voic romaine, 

que le chemin moderne longe pendant plus d'une heure. J'ai en ai rarement 

vu une aitssi Men conserve'e. Elle a, Id ou je la mesure, dans le ravin, 5 
metres de largeur? These remains are still visible (cf. Wilson Handbook 

p. 32). O n the southern slope of the hill we saw further traces of the old 
road close to the chaussie on the west side. In a vineyard on the northern 

side is a milestone of Alexander Severus, copied by Perrot (O.I.L. iii. 

316). 

The most important of the southward routes are the R o m a n roads to 
Archelais (Ak Serai), which afterwards became the Pilgrims' route, and to 

Caesareia-Mazaka.3 These coincided as far as Parnassos. W e first give a 

Table showing the accounts given by the Itineraries. 

Cf. Sir C. "Wilson op. cit. p. 20. Hist. Geog. p. 254 ff. : see also under the 
Exploration, p. 279. various names. 
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Anton. Itin. \i, 20li. 

Ancyra 

Gorbeous XXIIII 

OrsologiacoXVIlI 

Aspona X X 

Parnasso XXII 

Anton. Itin. p. 143. 

Ancyra 

Corbeimca X X 

Rosolaciaco XII 

Aspona XXXIII 

v.l. XXX 

Parnasso XXIIII 

Jerus. Itin. 

Ancyra 

mut. Delemna X 

mans. Curveunta XI 

mut. Rosolodiaco XII 

„ Aliassum XIII 

Civ. Aspona XVIII 

mut. Galea XIII 

,, Andrapa IX 

Finis Gal. et Capp. 

mans. Parnasso XIII 

Peutinoek Table.i 

[Ancyra] 

Coraeunte XXII 

Garmias XII 

Aspona X 

Aspasi XII 

§ 2. D l L l M N l A . — T h e first station,2 given only by the Jerusalem 

Itinerary under the corrupt form Delemna, was called dilimnia, as w e k n o w 

from an inscription of Ancyra published by Dr. von Domaszewski (Arch. Epig. 
Mitth. aus Osterr. 1885, p. 115). 

Its name shows it was situated beside the two lakes Emir Giol and 

Mohan Giol. The exact site is in all probability beside Orendjik, a village 
near the head of Mohan Giol, where there is a considerable number of remains, 

mostly late in character (including a fragment of a statue, sarcophagus lids, 

altars, pillars, Byzantine columns, etc.); the natives also told us that they dig 

up pottery, tiles, and stones, in and beside the village. The. distance from 
Angora is about 10| miles (17 km.):8 this would give, xi MP., while the 

Jerus. Itin. has x. In a cemetery opposite the end of Emir Giol, we saw a 
broken pillar with a worn fragment of an inscription, 

86. (A.). //////////// 

L E G III 
XIII 

Fifty-three minutes south of Orendjik, at the village Kara-oglan, there 

is a mound (eyuk) with a profusion of ceramic fragments representing a 

primitive site, as is proved by the pieces of unpainted, red-faced Cypriote 

pottery which we picked up there. But if we pay any respect to the numbers 
of the Itinerary—there is nothing else to guide us, and we have found its 

distances not often far out—we cannot identify this site with Dilimnia. The 

1 In the Table the stations are put in the 
reverse order, so that Corueunte is next to 
Archelais' (Hist. Geog. p. 254). 
2 Hist. Gcog. p. 251. 

3 As nearly as I can estimate ; it is reckoned 
4 hours by the villagers, but tho-hill has- to be 
crossed. 
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fragments of Byzantine architecture in the cemetery—moulded and squared 

blocks, short columns, etc.—have been carried from Dilimnia (Orendjik). 

§ 3. Gorbeous.—Twelve minutes east of Tchakal keui, as we have 

already indicated, there is a parting of ways to east, and south-east, and 

south,—the Roman roads to Archelais and to Caesareia, the road from 

Angora to the Halys joining the great military road of Byzantine 

times, and a road down the west side of the Salt Lake Tatta, all 

diverge here. This, then, was a most important strategical point, and near 
it lay gorbeous (Fopfieovs), the royal seat of Castor, who was slain there by 

Deiotarus (64-40 B.C.); to Be (ppovpiov KaTeairaae Kal BieXvp,rjvaTo to 

irXeiaTov tt)<; KaTotKias (Strabo, p. 568). The exact site of the town it seems 
impossible to discover. Prof. Ramsay placed it near Beinam,1 a village three 

miles east of Tchakal, and we cannot get much nearer than this. There is a 

fair number of remains here, and when we asked for a ' site' the villagers 

could only point to a spot with a fountain, about ten minutes south-east of 
the village, called Kilisse Bunar (' Church Fountain') for no reason now 

apparent. Considering how often the term Kilisse is used to denote an 

ancient site, it seems quite probable that Gorbeous was situated here. The 
distance from Orendjik agrees very well with the Itinerary. I estimate it at 

about 11 miles (18 km.) or xii MP. This would give xxiii as the whole 
distance from Ancyra vid Dilimnia; but the distance straight along the road 

would of course be rather less, and so the xxii of the Peutinger Table may be 
right. The exact number is of little importance : it is impossible to estimate 

distances to a nicety, and no unbiassed reader who looks at the discrepancies 

between the four Itineraries will be disposed to place much confidence in the 
precise numbers given by any of them. 

There are some stones at Tchakal keui, which belong to Gorbeous, and 

we found three milestones in the cemetery. 

87. (A.). 

I MPCAESARDIVIVESPASIA 
N i ////////Sow^£fo/////'Avapour 

MAX#•///„ A u e NT1 ni///X%:DES 
IX;JMPfRAT0R^fpER 

COS-X^V'M^l OR\S PR 
V l AS W l o &E R f\*YY/III Q A LATIA £ 
C A P P A D O C / A E PONTI P IS IP IA E 

P A P H L A Q O N I A E L Y C A O N I A E 

A R . M E N I A E /VMNO////,"S-S':'AVlT? 

NAIL \ V 0 

Imp. Caesar divi Vespasia-

ni [f. Pomiiianus] Aug. pont. 
max. [trib. pot. cos Villi] des. 

IX. impcrator [II] per 
A. Gaesennium Galium 

[leg. Aug. pro] pr. 
victs [provinciarum] Galatiac 

Cappadociae Ponti Pisidiae 

Paphlagoniae Lycaoniac 

Armeniac Mino[r]is st(r)avit 
Mil(ia) X V 

Hist. Geog. p. 255, &c, H e seems right in identifying with Gorbeous Coustantine's 'AKap-
kovs (error for 'Aicapffovs), p. 216. 
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The centre of the stone was erased and a rudely engraved inscription 
to Valentinian and Valens was then scratched on it, the result being an 
illegible chaos. W e can make out Bonae Fo[rtunae FL] Valentinifano et 
F]l. Valent(i). 

A. Caesennius Gallus was legate of the province Galatia under Titus and 
Domitian [Wroth, B.M. Catalogue of Gal. etc. p. 49, Mionnet Suppl. vii. 
p. 663]; see C.I.L. iii. 312 and 318, which attest his energy in making or 

repairing the roads. O n the extent of the province at this time, see Hist. 

Geog. pp. 253-4. The enumeration of the different countries included in the 

province is merely for the sake of clearness. The number of MP is not 
certain; it might be any one between xv and xviii. 

S. (G). 

I////P//C///////////////// 

DIVITRAIAN////AR 

TICIFD1VII>ERVAE 

I>EPOTITRAIANO 

HADRIANO A VGPON T 
MAXTRPOTVICOS 
IIIPERALARCIVM 
MACEDOiNEMLEG 
AVGPRPR 

XXV K6 

I[m]p. C[aesari 

clivi Traian[i P]ar-

t(h)ici f(ilio), divi Nerval 
nepoti, Traiano 

Hadriano Aug. pont. 
max. tr. pot. VI. cos. 

III. per A. Larcium 
Macedonem leg. 
Aug. pr. pr. 

X X V Ke. 

89. (A.). 

BFDN 
IMPCAESLDO¥// 
AVRELIANO 

PF INVICTO 
AVG 

////V 

Bipnae) F(ortunae) D(omino) N(ostro). 
Imp. Caes(ari) L. Domiitio) 

Aureliano 

p.f. invicto 
Aug. 

? V 

§ 4. Orsologia (Rosologia).—The road now runs south to Aghaboz; 

at the head of the valley of the Tabanli Su, which flows north-east to join the 

Halys below Yakshi Khan. For three quarters of an hour south-eastwards 

from Aghaboz the agger of the old road1 m a y b e easily traced and near the 

village the lateral confining blocks (margines) still remain, though they are 

gradually being removed by peasants in search of building material. To all 

appearance the road was a macadamised one (glarea strata) : there is no trace 

of any flag pavement (silex, lapis)?- In two hours and a quarter from Aghaboz 

we reach Hadji Izzet Bey tchiftlik, which lies a little off the line of the road ; 

and nineteen minutes behind it (north-west), there is a large mound (huyuk), 

• Noted by Prof. Ramsay, H.G. p. 255. article already quoted (B.G.S. Supp. Papers, 
2 Cf. Mr. Hogarth's excellent remarks a iii. p. 42-3). 

propos of the Caesareia-Meliteue road in the 
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shaped like an oblong rounded at the ends, marking the ancient site of the 

third station from Ancyra. The name occurs in the Itineraries under the forms 
Orsologiaco or Rosolodiaco, in Ptolemy (v. 4, 8) as 'FoaoXoyta or 'OpoaoXoyta. 

Perhaps the form ORSOLOGIA accounts best for these variants. The pottery 

found here,—unpainted hand-made Cypriot and early painted fragments 

decorated with lines, side by side with white slip ware and brown painted and 

late black ware,—proves the continuous existence of a settlement here from 

the earliest times. The distance from the previous station, about four hours 

or 12 miles (under 20 km.) i.e. xiii MP., is near enough to the xii of the Anton. 
and Jerus. Itineraries. 

There are a few old stones at the tchiftlik, but many more at Karali, a 

village lying an hour and a quarter north-west1 on the slopes of the ridge 

which runs south-eastwards between Tchakal and Tol. Here there are two 
milestones. 

90. On a small column. (A.). 

'nTTTTT-!——-^--r—-—-——,— [Imp. Caes. T. Aclius 
MAVRL-ANTOM//W5AY6C®.l| Hadrianns Antoninus 

__ Aug. Pius cos. IIII. 
R E $ T | f V E r\M N f? et Imp. Caes.] 

M. Aur[e](lius) Anton[in]us Aug. cos. III. 
restituerunt 

M M(ilia) 

X X X1111 A A xxxiiii. xb 

The date is probably Jan.-March, 161 A.D, 

91. Worn and faint. (A.). 

D//\| D.[N] 

IMPCAESCAVRVAL Imp. Caes. C. Anr. Val, 

DIOCLETIANVSPFINV Biodetiannsp.f. inv. 

AVGETIMPCAESM Aug. et Imp. Caes. M. 

erased [Aw. Val. Maximianus] 

PFINVAVGABANCYRA p.f. inv. Aug. ab Ancyra 

MXXXVIII M(ilia) XXXVIII. 

To Orsologia probably belong two inscriptions now at Tol keui (about 
l\ hrs. to north-east). 

1 Reading 335° from the tchiftlik. 
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92. In the fountain. (A.). 

////////__ ANAIw//////// 

////ZAMIOY>KAI > //// 

//////// *"////////OY>Yin 

////ZZlAOYANOYYIOZ 

//// IZETINHITIOZnN 

pr]TPl k MfTATPirNHZIOIZKAl 

StAOYANOYTOYflATPOZ 

AZAIAMYPZINHZHPn 

IBos jttaMMHZEAYTOYTONBIi 

fjlbv o-yMTHAEONTIKAlTHEAPa 

/wWmjSENEKENKAIEYXAPIZTI 

09. vacat 

105 

92 b. Altar-stone beside the mosque : very faint. (A.). 

€Ti ATTP 
M A K 6 A r L M « A l 

K Y ^ A A C Z A N ///?„?,/// 

@ a y m V m , n o//////•' 
NOCTTA'Tff A Y//////,-

€YC€B€|Hf/H///A 
X A PI #/// 

Etj fi7rp' 

Kvp(ivio<s ?) 'AXef az/[6po? 

i>09 iraTpl av[Ttav 

evaefiel fj,[v]i][/j,7j<i 

%dpiv. 

If the era is that of the province Galatia, B.C. 25, the date will be 159 
A.D.; and in that case w e cannot restore A[vp]. in line 3. 

There is another illegible inscription on the other side. 

§ 5. ALIASSOS (?) and A S P O N A . — T h e further course of the road south

wards is not doubtful. Passing below Abbasli it avoids the mountainous 

country stretching from Kartal D a g h over towards the Halys and descends 

along the valley of the Adji Oz stream by a perfectly easy route, which 

will be the line followed by the Eastern extension of the Chemin de fer 

Ottoman d' Anatolic, if the route via Caesareia to Sivas be the one finally 

adopted. A t the village Avshar (lying 37 minutes west from the valleyx) 

there are some ancient remains, and amongst them a very badly cut and 
exceedingly worn miliarium of Gordian. 

At the point where we left the valley to 37 minutes from Avshar, 1 h. 44 m. from 
visit Avshar there is a cemetery with old stones Tohidemli, and reported to be 2 h. from Abbasli 
(including some heavy columns). This point is (which is 1 h. 22 m. from oksologia). 
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93. (A.). 

B E B(onae) F(ortunae) 

IMP CAES Imp. Caes. 

MANTONIO M. Antonio 

GORDIANO Gordiano 

FELICI felici 

INVICTOAY invicto Au-

SOS////OCOP(?) g. 

It is just possible that ALIASSOS lay a little way south-east of Avshar 

where there is an old cemetery on a slight tumulus, from which we picked 

up fragments of white slip ware. The distance from Orsologia would be four 

hours (according to the data given in the previous note), which is almost 

exactly xiii MP. 
Our road crosses the Adji Oz stream on the north-east of the wretched 

Tatar village, Karaburun (' Black nose'), and crosses undulating ground to 

Sheclit Htiyiik, where there is an extensive ancient site around the mound 
which gives the village its name. The fragments of pottery found here are 

of late character (thin wheel-made pieces with red bands on a pink ground, 

or deep red on a white ground), and the other remains which are to be seen 
point to late times. Here undoubtedly was ASPONA, which had become a 

bishopric by 344 A.D. As we did not traverse the direct road from Abbasli, I 

cannot be sure about the exact distance from Orsologia; but it is probably 
about xxviii MP.,1 as against the xxx of one M S . of the Antonine Itinerary. 

The whole distance from Angora according to our calculations is lxiv MP.; the 

following milestone in the cemetery at Shedit Hiiylik is numbered lxv. 

94. (A.). 

IMP///////LVALERIO Imp. [Caes. F]l. Valeria 

C O N S T A N T I N O P F I P G ' E Constantino p.f. inv. Aug. et 

IM PGAESVAL erased \i\} Imp. Caes. Val. [Licinia]no 

erased PFIN///VG [Licinio] p. f. in[v. A]ug. 

M L X V M{ilia)IfXN 

M Z 6 M(iXta) £e'. 

This pillar was carried all the way from Angora to be used as a mile
stone, for on the back is the following inscription :— 

Shedit Htiyiik reporied 7 hours from Ab- 22 m. from Orsologia, i.e. altogether about 42 
basli (our map shows 36 km.), which is 1 h. or 43 kilometres (26 miles). 
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95. (A.). 

ArAGHTYXH Aydgv TvXV 

KOPNHAIANCA Kopvr]Xiav Sa-

AOJNeiNAN Xeoveivav 

C e B M H T 6 P A K A C te{3(aaT7)v) p.VTepa ,cda-

TPOJNTYNAIKA 5. Tpav yvvaiKa 

TOYCeBTAA tov %e(3(aaTov) FaX-

AIHNOY Xitjvov 

H M H T P * THCTAAATIAC r) ix<nTp(bTToXi<;) 7 % FaXaTias 

B N 6 0J K < A T K Y P A f3' vea>K(bpo<s) "Aykvpa. 

The dots denote erasures (those in 11. 4, 6, 7 are only partial erasures). 
To Aspona belongs an inscription copied by H. Zimmerer (1896) at Hadji 

Bekir, z,aXXova-Tio<; Elpr}valo<; S&jT^pt'^eo vim pt. x (Lurch Syricn u. Kleinasicn, 
p. 307). 

The road w e are describing was traversed by Jovian on his return from 

the Persian W a r of 363 A.D.,1 in which Julian lost his life. Ammianus 

Marcellinus describes his route from Tarsus through Tyana to Aspona (xxv. 
c. 10) : post quae, ut videbaiur cxpedire, disposita apud Aspuna Galatiae 

municipium breve Gallicani militcs visi principi, ingressique consistormm, post 

audita gratanter quae pertulerant, munerati reclire iubentur ad. signa. From 

Aspona he went on to Ancyra, and thence along the Pilgrims' route to Dadas-
tana on the Bithynian border. 

§ 6. PARNASSOS.—The determination of the next section of the road 
depends on the solution of the problem as to the site of the important city 

of PARNASSOS, which has been variously placed by Mordtmann at Kir Sheher, 

by Kiepert at Kotch Hissar, and by Ramsay a little above [south of] Tchikin-

aghil on the Halys2 (though he recognises that the exact point where it 

stood can only be determined by an actual inspection of the localities). W e . 

had the good fortune to solve this problem. W h e n studying Prof. Kiepert's 

Carte gin'erale with a view to the summer's exploration, we were struck 

by the name Parlassan, which appears there some distance north of Kotch 

Hissar: was it a phantom or a reality ? Great was our joy to find, as we 

approached the district, that not only was there such a village in this neigh

bourhood, but that it was reported to be an ancient site. Already before 

reaching the village w e felt sure that we were on the right track, for on either 

side of Mulkus Obasi keui, a village forty-eight minutes north-west of 

Parlassan, w e noticed what seemed undoubtedly to be the agger of the old 

road, although none of the usual lateral blocks were visible. After our 

arrival, any lingering doubts were soon dispelled. W e at once saw that the 

village is built on an ancient site. Immediately behind it is one of those 

Gibbon, c. xxiv. 2 Hist. Geog. p. 298 f., 255. 
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hiiyitks which are legion throughout all this part of the country ; and the 

village and cemetery are full of remains of all kinds—building blocks, marbles, 

moulded stones, Byzantine pillars, etc. On the hiiyuk we found fragments 

of black glazed ware imitating Hellenic fabrics, and in the cemetery the 

following milestone. 

96. On a pillar now split. On the edges are fragments of a Latin 

inscription. (A.). 

AYTOKPATO PQN KeC/7//" AvTOKpaTop(ai)v Kea[apal 

d> AoYA NK UJ NC T A N Tl \'//U ®X- 0{jaX- Kmv*TavTi[v<p 
erCtBl CYTVXI C€ aHU evae(3l evTvyl %e$. p.[eyto-TW Ke 

OYAAAIUNNIANGOAII^// °iaX- A t w M ^ AiKiv[vl<p 
fcYCfcSieYTYXICeBMenpif/ evae/3i evTVxite/3. fteytaTfe, 

<t>AAOYAAK Pl C TTO) K e /////// *^«- OvaX. Kplaira, Ke 
QYA\ Al K i N l C O K A l ^ ^ E / OvaX. AiKivvlw Kal $Aa. 
KA\Y A I CO KOO NCTANTI NU) KXavBicp KccvaTavTiva 
eTTI^-KAlCAfClH iiri(j>(aveaTdToi<;) Kaiaapaiv. 

VaccCt 

On the left-hand edge is :— 
//REST! 

tuerunt //TIS 

The reading of line 1 is certain. Perhaps w e should understand 

AvTOKpaTop(u))v, (cf. no. 69), genitive for dative. N o number was engraved 

below the Greek inscription. W e m a y compare with it C.l.L. iii. Suppl. 7172, on 
which M o m m s e n remarks Offend(it) sane Grispus pro Iulio Valerius appellatus. 

Parlassan retains the ancient name VLapvaaabv (accusative, as usual) 

with the slight change of n to I (due to the greater ease of pronunciation). 

A n exact parallel m a y be found in the case of Modrene in Bithynia, which is 
now called Mudurlu in popular parlance, while the older form Mudurnu is 
preserved in the official terminology (cf. Hist. Geog. p. 459) : in this case there 

was doubtless a concurrent cause of modification, viz. the fact that a form 

with a meaning in Turkish was thereby attained. The village occupies a fine 
situation near the head of a fertile valley running along the west side of 

Kara Sen^ir1 Dagh. It is copiously supplied with water, which runs down 

from the fountains into the valley, and produces a patch of verdure most 

refreshing to the traveller who has been wandering over the thirsty lands on 

the north. The distance from Shedit Hiiytik (Aspona) is just over seven 
hours, which gives 22 English miles (36 km.), exactly xxiv R o m a n miles.2 

The importance of Parnassos has passed in modern times to Kotch 
Hissar, the governmental centre (kaimmakamlik) of the district, and many of 

1 The italicized g is used to signify that the distant from Kotch Hissar aud about 5 hours 
letter is softened down in pronunciation so as to from Tchikin-aghil (the road lias to curve round 
become almost silent. the mountain). The road to Parlassan from 
- The village is marked on our map as ac- the north diverges from that leading to Tchikin-

curatoly as our materials pormit. Kiepert's aghil at a point 1 h. 33 m. before reaching the 
position is much too far west. It is 2-3 hours former. 
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the rums have been carried thither. Hamilton copied two inscriptions there 
(C.I.G. 4196-7) and saw' many fragments of columns, of white and variegated 
marble, and other architectural sculpture, but all apparently Byzantine 
In the mosque there were some columns of greater antiquity as well as many 
marble blocks.' 

Parnassos thus lay about 6 (English) miles away from the Halys.1 W e 
see, therefore, that Prof. Ramsay came as near the truth as was possible 

without exploration. His localization of the city depended chiefly on a 

passage in Polybius (xxv c. 4) which describes the march of Eumenes and 

Attalos from Galatia to join Ariarathes in an expedition against Pharnakes, 

King of Pontos, who threatened to invade Cappadocia: irapayevbpievoi S' Ik 

KaXirtTov [unknown] irepnrTaioi irpb<s tov "AXvv iroTafiov, eKTaloi irdXiv 

ave%ev%av eh Fiapvacrabv evQa KaVApiapdOrnt, b twv KairiraBoKUv fiaaiXevs, 

ovvep-igev avToh fierd T179 oiKeia<; Bwdfiew;, Kal rjXOov eh ttjv K d p, t] a o v 
[McoKta-aeeov coniecit Beislce] %aipav. This seemed to prove that the road 

from Galatia to Caesareia touched the Halys, a day's march north of 

Parnassos ; and when this inference was combined with the fact that south

wards from Nyssa (the next city on this route) the road went along the 

Halys, the case appeared to be complete. N o w the road as we have determined 
it does not actually touch the river north of Parnassos, though it is not far 

distant from it. Yet the line of march followed by Eumenes and Attalos 

becomes perfectly natural—necessary, we may say—when we remember the 

great scarcity of water in the country below Aspona. Eumenes would not 
pitch his camp on the waterless plain, when the river was so near. 

Parnassos was the meeting-point of the roads from Archelais and from 

Caesareia. The line of the former road is perfectly clear, but we could not 

explore it. W e may, however, mention for the benefit of some future 
traveller that an old site with many remains was reported to us at Ya<nnur 

Htiyiik, five hours south of Devekowan, a village on the road [which we 

afterwards passed] reported to be about six hours from Parlassan.2 

§ 7. Nyssa.—We, however, explored the road to Caesareia for some 

distance to try and discover the site of NYSSA. The road wends round the 

bottom of Kara Sengir Dagh by Palas keui (25 m.), Ishekli (37 m.), [where 

we copied a fragmentary inscription on a small sarcophagus . ACEBH//«:a« 

ptrjTe yr) avTw fiaTr) piJTe 6dXaacr[a] nrXcoTrj .], Haidarli (15 m.), Deliler 

(23 m.) Obasi Yeni Yapan (1 h. 8 m.) to Demirdji keui (20 m.), and then 

passes over the edge of the plateau, west of Sari Agatchs to Boghaz keui 

(2 h.) where it emerges into the plain. Between Yeni Yapan, which lies 

five minutes to the north of the road, and Demirdji keui is the site of a 

Byzantine village on a low mound ; a sarcophagus and a few other remains 

1 Two hours by road according to the owan, Kiirimim, Sofular, Oimagatch, Boyuk, 
villagers. and Kutchuk Boyalik (the last three under 
2 This road was described to us as going over Ekedjik Dagh). 

Petchinek Ovassi [immediately south of Par- 3 Pronounced Sariash (in Oberhummer's re-
lassan] and passing Kadyndjik, Fadilli, Devek- cent map wrongly named ' Sari Yaghdschy'). 
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still lie on it, but the stones have been carried to Yeni Yapan, where there 

are numerous slabs and other stones with Byzantine decorations (also two 

fragmentary Byzantine inscriptions), and to Demirdji.1 

Nyssa must, I think, be identified with the site now called Bazirgian 

Hilyiik, in the plain an hour east of Boghaz keui, where there are remains 

on and around two hillocks. These are called huyukler? but like several 

others (e.g. Parlassan) they are not strictly tumuli or tels but rather 

hillocks on and round which the town was built and which doubtless served 

as a kind of acropolis. The larger of the two is about 80 or 90 feet high. 

Its slopes have been washed bare by centuries of rain, but slight traces of 

foundations m a y still be seen. The fragments of pottery found here are 

unimportant,—white slip ware, one wheel-made fragment with a black line 

on a white ground. A t the foot of the smaller huyuk there is a deserted 

Turkish cemetery,—-a c o m m o n characteristic of ancient sites,—full of old 

stones, amongst which is an inscription (probably Christian) too m u c h worn 

to be intelligible; and in the villages around there are remains enough to 

stock the site, but any inscribed stones we saw were almost entirely illegible. 
Half an hour south-east there is an ancient cemetery {Giaour mezarlik) with 

some remains. The distance from Parlassan is a little over six hours, which 

represents xx R o m a n miles. The Antonine Itinerary p. 206 gives Aspona 
xxii Parnasso xxiiii Nyssa. O n p. 144 Parnassos is xxiiii from Aspona 

(agreeing with our estimate) so that perhaps the numbers have got inter
changed. 

From the evidence contained in a letter of Gregory of Nyssa (Ep. vi. ed. 
Migne, t. 46, p. 1034) Prof. Ramsay placed Nyssa on the bank of the Halys. 

Gregory is narrating his return,—clearly from the direction of Caesareia,3— 

to Nyssa about 378 A.D (after his exile). After passing 'Eapo-09, a rainstorm 
began to gather but he reached Ovearnvrj (v.l. -tivo) without getting wet. 

Then the storm burst, but after three or four hours it ceased and he set out 

again Kal to oxnpa ev8popd)Tepov eavTQ) {v.l. ov) r} irpbaOev rjv, ev iypS re 
Kal eiriiroXaiq> t«3 irrjXtp tov Tpo^oO Bi evKoXtas kvoXiadaivovTO*;. "E <r t 1 

S e o B o s d i r e k e iv 0 v e irl t fj v it o X i ̂ vrj v rj pa> v it d o~ a eir 1 it o-

t a p 10 9, k a T a p ov v a v y K a T i o v a a t a> v B a T 1, %&>pta Te avvexn 
irepl t«9 b'xdas tov iroTaptov, irapbSia rd irdvTa Kal ov iroXXw Tip peaa air 

dXXrjXav BirpKicrpeva, k.t.X. But this description is quite compatible with 
the position w e have assigned to Nyssa, about four miles from the Halys, just 

at the point ̂  where the modern road to Kessik-keuprii turns towards the 

river. The city would of course extend some way towards the Halys and its 
gardens probably ran down quite close to its banks. Gregory's twentieth 

epistle was written from a garden at the riverside. W e did not travel as far 

as Kessik-keuprii, but w e could not hear of any ruins in that neighbourhood ; 

From Demirdji Tchikin-aghil reads 346°. word. 
2 Hilyiik and eyuk have the same meaning; 3 Cf. icara. fiovv o-vyicaTiodo-ct &e. quoted 

but htiyiik is the term used all over this bolow. 
country, while farther west eyuk is the ordinary 
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and unless someone finds a more suitable site for Nyssa we must accept 
this identification, which appears to meet the facts of the case satisfactorily. 

It seems necessary to infer from Gregory's narrative that the Roman 
road after leaving Nyssa ran along the riverside and then diverged to Nev-
sheher (Soanda) and Caesareia. The ordinary modern road, on the other 
hand, goes along the plain by Aladja, Sarikaraman, etc., and we heard of 
rums on it. In Hamilton's time a portion of the old pavement was still 

visible in the plain near Bazirgian Htiyiik. ' O n reaching the centre of A k 

Bounar Ova [the plain below Harmandal keui], we found,' he says, ' a large 

and well-paved road running from west-north-west to east-south-east, along 

which we continued to the east-south-east for some way. It was a causeway 

formed of small stones partly covered over and probably marked the line of 
one of the ancient roads' (ii. p. 241). 

VIII. The Line of the Byzantine Military Boad. 

The general line of the Byzantine Military Road across Galatia has, I 
think, been rightly indicated by Ramsay in Hist. Geog. p. 216 ff. After 

passing Palia-Iustinianopolis (Sivri Hissar) it probably crossed the ridge of 

Gunusu Dagh by an easy route into the undulating plain below Miilk, passing 

near Mousga (Arslanli-Hammam) J and reaching the Sangarios above (south 

of) Kavundji keuprii. The bridge Zompos, by which the river was crossed, 
was almost certainly situated (as Ramsay says), at or near the junction of the 

Ilidja stream (near Kabak). If the road ascended the Ilidja Su from the 

junction, then the bridge lay there; but it is quite as probable that it 

followed the line of the modern path (see the map) and crossing the Sangarios 

beside Kabak (where there is a good bridge at the present day), ascended the 

dere opposite the village for some distance and then struck over the plateau 
and came down on the Ilidja Su below Katrandji Inler.2 This village derives 

its name ' Caves of Katrandji from the numerous chambers with which the 

rocky banks of the stream are honeycombed. A n ancient site was deter
mined by Prof. Ramsay about 55 minutes south-east of the village and to it 

belong the inscriptions which we give below. Is it Ptolemy's veteston 

(OveTeo-Tov) ? A n hour and a half further up the valley the road passes 

under the fine Byzantine fortress aphrazeia,8 now called Kizil kale (or 

Hissar), a well-preserved specimen of late fortification on a hill rising 450 

feet above the road. The walls, enclosing a large space, are strengthened 
by triangular buttresses (perhaps a later addition, for they are not bond

ed into the wall) and provided with round towers on the less impregnable 

north side; while the gateway on the south is flanked by two massive square 

towers. 

1 Probably not going up to Eudoxias-Yiirme ' See my paper in Annual of the British 
(as supposed in H.G. p. 218, top), which lies School 1898, Part ii. §2. 
high up off the road, but keeping lower down 3 Hist. Geog. pp. 218, 227. First visited by 
between Boz (Arait) Dagh and the Sangarios. M- Perrot (Exploration, p. 276). 
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Inscriptions :— 

97. Inler Katrandji. In the village. Copy and impression. (A.), 

E T O Y C E Z.P B P O M IOC ETovse^p- Bpbfiios 

B A C I K O \ O N \ € r A C A N H P BaaiXov 6 pteyas dvrjp 

0/£-..riOY////BOVAH6V^APKT£l Tv] ̂ ovXfj evXapio-Tei 

rfcfVllOC K M T A 1 C C zOYClXlC Kal T£"? e&vo-lais. 

K6TiyCANA£OIKAHpoNOMO\ 5 KEToarav Be ol KXnpovbpoi 
M O Y K A T A T f l A F O C T K N / ^ T T O K A Y f-QV KaT"' TpiaKoaTrjv diroKav-
C INOArVenei&.HMeMt'0*^1 aiv oav> eireiBrj peptyopai 
A V T O Y C ainov<;. 

L. 3. M y copy has O . riO'i. B, Ramsay's o D O . B. L. 4. M y 
copy reads reillOJC, Ramsay's reilltOC ; the impression seems to show 
N for the fourth letter. L. 5. K6TU)CAI A m y copy; -CKeTCOC A 
Ramsay ; the impression shows no trace of a letter before K (which is clear). 
L. 7. CIN Ramsay, confirmed by the impression; OIN m y copy. Elsewhere 
m y copy is confirmed by the impression. 

The date 165 probably = 140 A.D. L. 5 ff. The custom of making burnt 
offerings at the tomb is well known; compare, for example, an,inscription of 
Hierapolis (CB. No. 28 = Wadd.-Le Bas No. 1687) in which a beqnest is 
made et'9 diroKavapbv tcov nAnilN. KeTcoaav is perhaps meant to be an 
imperative from Kalm (for KeeTcocrav). "Oa = d>a, a 'sheepskin'; the reading 
is certain. 

98. Ibid.—In a fountain : roughly cut, unfinished doorstone with two 
broken reliefs above. The lettering is poor. M y copy agrees with Ramsay's 
(1883). (A.). 

/ / M A P K O C B 6 I T A M A Map/co9 Bendpa 

//l A 6 I A T Y N A I K 6 ' E t{j] IBela, yvvatKel e[o~nj-

//N M N H C X A P 61N sic cre]v pv(rjp)rj<; %opetz>. 

99. Ibid.—-Doorstone with zigzag border and small incised figure above 
(very rough). (C). 

A \ e Z A N A r - O C T l O 

n A T P I £ I P H N A OJ A 

+HC6NMNHMHCKAP 

'AXetfavBpos Tip 

sic iraTpl Et,pr]vda> d[v-

sic ea]Trjcrev pvrjprfi Kap-

iv]. 

The following come from further up the valley of the Ilidja Su :— 

100. Cemetery opposite Kiraz Oglu (ca. 3 hours north-east of Inler). 
Stele. (A.). 

N A N A T Y N H T A I O Y Ndva yvvv Faiov 

AN€CTHC////7 ,77 dveo-Tr\a\ev 
mt hidden , r , 

MHMHC//// pt,{v)r)pr)<; \yaplvf 

file:///eZANAr-OCTlO
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_ 101. Cemetery opposite Baghtchedjik. Doorstone with four figures in 
semicircular pediment. (A.). 

MdpKp Kal TdTa yove[vaiv] eaTTjcfav Kal | avToh £awr69 
av\e<TTr)\(rav p-vr]p,r)<i eveKev. 

102. Baghtchedjik. Doorstone in fountc (C). 

A N A P I A O Y P H / V t O N O Y N A A 'AvBpl 'AovprjXlcp Novva [M]a-

T P 0 J N A H C Y M P I O C A Y T O Y Tp&va fj avp.[/3]io<: avTov 

A N e C T H C € N M N H M H N sic dveaT'qaev fivrfwv 

6 N 6 K 6 N eveKev. 

103. Yamak (at the head of the valley, on the west side). One figure 
above; linear decoration. (C). 

AYPHOYHATTATIPKAIMHTH 

M.ATPWNAAYP////lYU)TPe 

riTlOrAYKlTATOJANeC 

THCANMHMHC 

XAPIN 

Avp. ~Novva ij-aT[r)]p Kal prjTqp 

MaTpcbva Avp. Tpe-

tttS) yXvKiTaTCp dvea-

Trjcrav p(v)rj[i,rp; sic 

%apiv. 

L. 2. C. says there is a defect on the stone but no letters have been 
lost; but Ramsay's copy has p |. Tpeirrm for dpeirTw. 

104. Ibid.—Very rude lettering. (A.). 

AA6ZANAPIT10 

IAIOJANAPIAN 

eCTHCeNMNH 

MHCXAPIN 

AXe£avBpi(a) toS 

IBlw dvBpl dv-

etjTTjcrev pvij-

W ? %apw. 

From Aphrazeia the military road runs up to the head of the Ilidja Su 

valley and then strikes north-east to join the line of the modern post-road 
from Angora by Yuzgat and Sivas to Baghdad, which crosses the Halys by 

the bridge called Tcheshnir Keuprii. This' bridge is admirably situated, as 

Prof. Ramsay says (p. 218), where the river narrows to enter a rocky gorge; 

and there can be no doubt that the military road crossed here. About 1068 

A.D. the emperor Romanus Diogenes built a fort on the west side to defend 
the crossing (Mich. Attal. p. 146 ed. Bonn). The remains of this fort may 

still be seen on the rocky hill which bounds the gorge. O n the summit a 

relief, representing a draped figure, is cut on the rocks : but it is too much 

worn to be intelligible; the slopes are covered with fragments of late wheel-
made pottery,—thin white slip ware, fine dull red ware, etc.; and at the foot 
of the hill, beside the modern Khan, the foundations of a rectangular build-

H.s.—vol. xix. I 
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ing constructed of large squared blocks (possibly an ancient caravanserai) 

have recently been laid bare. The eastern side of the bridge was defended 

by the older Byzantine fortress Saniana, according to Prof. Ramsay's view 

(p. 218 ff.), which seems very probable. W e were told that there was an 

(ken on that side similar to the other; but unfortunately we did not examine 

it. There was nothing conspicuous to be seen from the summit on the 

western side: and, entirely forgetting for the moment the existence of 

Romanus' fortress, we supposed that the ruins on this side represented 

Saniana. The Halys formed the eastern limit of our exploration. 

IX. The north-west of Lake Tatta. 

Kinna.—Thirteen years ago Prof. A. von Domaszewski published from 

a bad copy by a certain Leonardi, a druggist in Angora, an inscription from 

Akardja in der Nahe des Salzsees which ended apparently with the formula 

dpXov[Te<i ft]ovXr) Brjpos preceded by an ethnic -vyvcbv.1 This was clearly an 
important text and two years ago Prof. Ramsay suggested to me that the 

ethnic might very well be Kivvijvobv, mentioning at the same time that he had 

found reason to place the bishopric KINNA somewhere near the north end of 
the great Salt Lake Tatta. In the Bulletin de Corr. Hell. 1898, p. 234 ff., he 

has published this suggestion amongst others, and I need only refer the 

reader who wishes for information about the district to his paper.2 
When we were in this region, we endeavoured to find out where 

Akardja was and to re-discover the inscription. In both objects we were 
successful. As the reader will see from the map, Akardja is a village at 
the northern end of the Lake. The inscription is still extant and reads 

as follows: 

105. In a fountain below the village. (A.). 

A rAOH TYXH 'Aya0jj TvXV. 

MANTWNION-cf M. 'Avtioviov 
CO PAi-ANONTON FopBiavbv tov 
G E I O T A T O N AYT sic OeioTaTov airr(o)-
K FATO PATON6 K9£ KpaTopa tov bk 6e-

C0 N « « N HN WN AP 5>v [Kiv]v7]vwv dp-

X O N ftCCBOYAHAH X ^ H e ? f3ovXr, Bfj-

-\£> M O C -Cf /*<>?• 

It is a strange fate whereby the important part of an inscription so often 

gets destroyed; but there can be no doubt about the correctness of Prof. 
Ramsay's guess. The next question is, where did the city lie ? Akardja is 

1 Arch.-Epigr. Mitth. 1885, p. 131. author informs me) to the fact that he received 
2 The misprints in the article, are due (the no proofs for revision. 
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not an ancient site and the inscription has been carried to the fountain, 
nobody now knows whence. In this neighbourhood there were several small 
old settlements, near Ak-in, beside Boyuk Kishla, and at the Tatar village 
Shekerli. 

At Shekerli is the following inscription on a small slab. 

106. (C). "An-aXo? %l<rq 6v \ yaTpl p. v. 

107. On the road between it and Kulu keui. (C). 

////rOPAIANOYAY//// 

////////KA//,////riYOA//// 

ne/////////// 

MOYI"AYK 

THCYNBIC 

//////////////// 

Besides these there are altar-shaped stones and other old blocks which 

have come from a huyuk beside the village. At Kulu keui there are a few 

remains, including cross-shaped doorstones (all carried); this village, we were 

told, was the local centre of government until the time of Said Pasha, who 

shifted it to Kotch Hissar in accordance with the general wish of the 
inhabitants of the district. 

These sites, however, are too unimportant to represent Kinna. It is 
most probable that Kinna was situated at Yarashli, a village some hours to 

the west, lying under the main peak of Karadja Dagh. This mountain 

dominates the whole country round1 and was clearly the site of IS AMOS 

Beacon which caught the signal from Hassan Dagh (south of Archelais) and 

flashed it on to the next station, doubtless on the summit of M. Dindymos 

(Gunusu Dagh).2 The ruins round the village are extensive, though 
now devoid of any very distinctive character. Some walls, however, 

may be seen which are apparently of rather early construction, composed of 

courses of large rough-hewn blocks without mortar; and on the hill side, 
550 feet above the village, there is a very commodious fort of quite a 

striking character. It is planned in the shape of an oblong and the walls 

are massively constructed of roughly squared blocks varying in size; in most 
places they have fallen down and formed a sort of embankment fifty feet 

in height from the outer side on the south, where the ground sinks most. 

Clearly this was a most important fortress before Byzantine times3; and our 

guide declared that there is an ancient roadway connecting it with the summit 

of the peak, pointing out at the same time what certainly looked like the line 

1 We took compass readings to it from s Compare the account of the Beacon and 
Herkenli (Dongrdurma). fortress on Hassan Dagh in Hist. Geog p. 
8 For the line of telegraphic stations, compare 352-3. 

Hist. Geog. p. 352. 
I 2 
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of a path. It would have been a tiresome task to ascend to the summit under 

a blazing August sun in order to test his statement,—and we refrained ; but 

there is no reason to doubt his account, for it is not the sort of thing a dull-

minded peasant would invent: his information was quite spontaneous and he 

had no motive whatever to concoct a falsehood. 

Amongst the numerous old stones at Yarashli we found only one 

inscription. 

108. In the cemetery. (C). 

AOYKtA 

MANoY 

AYTH© 

TATPII-

DLJM A 

UM.N 

HMHC 

XAPIN 

AovKia 

M.dvov 

ejavTr]^] 6[v-

yaTpl fj-

pm 

pv-

rjfirp; 

Xdpiv. 

An old Turkish cemetery an hour towards south-west, near Arsindji (a 

village lying in the broad rift between the twin ridges of Karadja Dagh), 

contains the two following inscriptions. 

109. Stele with pointed pediment: much worn. (A.). 

MANHCAfiniA 

NOYANCCTHC6N 

TiNHKlTITINIA 

KAITATeiTICA//// 

M. NHMHC 
xa pi min i 

110. Eagle above, curved cutter below. 

AYPBA BOYTl//// 

OreN0YCM6NANAP//// 

MGIPoYANAPIAN//// 

CTHC6NMNHMH//// 

+APIN 

On Bdj3ov, see No. 33. 

M.dvrj<; 'Airiria-

vov dvea-Trjcrev 

y[v]vr}Ki TiTivtq 

Kal Tare! Tiad[vBpov ? 

pvrjprjs 

Xdp[iv. 

(C. and A.). 

Avp. Bdfiov Ti[p-

oyevov<; MevdvBp[(p 

M.eipov dvBpl dv[e-

o-Trja-ev puvr/pifh 

Xdpiv. 

A glance at the m a p shows that the situation assigned to Kinna agrees 

very well with the narrative of the journey of St. Theodore of Sykeon along 
the west side of Lake Tatta (see Ramsay, B.G.H. 1898, p. 234), which tells us 
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that the saint diverged from the road to visit the city on the invitation of the 
bishop, and then returned to his previous halting-place and pursued his 
journey to Lagania-Anastasiopolis.1 

X. The road down the west side of Lake Tatta. 

^ § 1. Balbadon (?) and Pitnissos.—Kinna lay quite near the road 
(which must always have existed, though it is not mentioned in ancient 

accounts, so far as I know) leading from the west side of the Lake and from 

Iconium (Konia) to Angora. A n ancient site is reported on this route at 

Shimshit Hiiytik, about five hours south of Aghaboz, which m a y possibly be 

balbadon (Hist. Geog. p. 216-7); but when w e heard of it we were already 
far south and could not return to examine it. O n this same road at the 

village Kozanli, less than three hours south-west of Yarashli, there was an 

ancient city of considerable importance. The remains here are exceedingly 

numerous, more numerous indeed than can be found almost anywhere in 
western Galatia, apart from the great cities. The cemetery of the village is 

simply packed with old stones; there are many other cemeteries in the 
immediate vicinity likewise full of remains; and we copied here no fewer 

than twenty-six inscriptions. Unfortunately they are silent as to the ancient 

name. W h a t can it be ? I think there can only be one answer, the 

PITNISSOS of Strabo, the HeTevr)cro-b<; of Ptolemy, the IliTavi(T<rb<s of the 
episcopal lists. Let us review the evidence. (1) A passage in Strabo makes 
it clear, as Prof. Ramsay says (H.G. p. 227) that the town lay ' in the salt 

desert west of Lake Tatta between Lykaonia and the Haimane.' The words 

are "H Te Br) TaTTa [roiavTij] icrn, Kal to irepl 'OpKaopKov? Kal HiTvio-crbv 
Kal Ta t&v AvKabvcov opoireBia -^rvXpd Kali yjriXa Kal bvaypbftoTa, vButcov Be 
airdvis iroXXtj- k.t.X. (p. 568). That is to say, south of Galatia there is, 

besides Lake Tatta, the bare, treeless, waterless Axylos, extending from the 
neighbourhood of Kaborkion2 on the west to Pitnissos on the east and south
wards to the rolling country of Lykaonia. So far, the site at Kozanli is 

eminently suitable. (2) Ptolemy v. 4, 10, supplies an important corrobora
tion : 'Tiro Be Ta elpr^eva edvq (i.e. the three Galatian tribes) BirjKovai Tipoa-

eiXijppeviTai3 p,ev crvvrjppevoi avToh' virb Be tovtow; ol Bvlfyvol4 Kal pepos 

t>J9 AvKaovtas, ev oh iroXet? HeTevijcrab^, 'EKBavfiava Kivva, k.t.X. 
Pitnissos is thus assigned to the country on the west side of L. Tatta.5 (3) 

In late R o m a n and Byzantine times Pitnissos belonged to the province 
Galatia Salutaris (or Secunda) which was formed by Theodosius at the end 

1 Mnj/jeia 'AyioKoyiKa", p. 421. expressed in Hist. Geog. p. 228 that Pitnissos 
Hist. Geog. p. 229. was perhaps in the district Djihan-beyli near 
npocreiXn̂ evirai, one MS. ; vpoaeXijiev'vrai, the Sangarios (with territory extending east to 

three MSS. On this district see H. G. p. 251 L. Tatta). There is only one fairly large site 
and below § 3. there (xi. § 6), and as it is near a splendid 
4 H. G., I.e. stream, it is ipso facto excluded. 
5 This seems decisive against the suggestion 
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of the IVth century by taking the south-western part of Galatia (including 

the bishoprics Germa, Pessinus, Eudoxias, Myrika and Pitnissos) and adding 

to it a corner of Phrygia (containing Amorion, Orkistos, etc.; Hist. Geog. 

p. 221). N o w if Pitnissos be at Kozanli, the boundary between Galatia 

Secunda and Prima will be a line drawn from the Lake along Karadja Dagh, 

and passing east of Myrika—a very natural division-—and w e obtain the 

requisite bishopric for the southern frontier of Galatia, where it borders on 

Lycaonia. The territory of the city would, of course, extend far over the 

sparsely populated, bare country to the west. If it be objected that Pitnissos 

is thus near Kinna, we reply that the objection is not valid. The country 
round the Lake was (strange as it m a y seem) thickly inhabited : nothing 

amazed us so much as the number of sites all over this district, which 

produces little but pasturage for great flocks and herds (Kaiirep dvvBpo<; ovaa 
irpbfiaTa eKTpe<f>et OavpaaT&s, Tpaxetas Be e'pea? k.t.X., Strabo, p. 568). 

These sites are more numerous than appears from the map. W e must 
remember, however, that the salt trade was as important in ancient times as 
it is now. 

Inscriptions :— 

111. Kozanli. In a house. 

AIIETOJNCOJCGE 

NHnATPIKAITTEN 

0EPAANECTICEN 

yNHMHI XAPIN 

112. Ibid.—In the cemetery ; 
above. (C). 

(C). 

K<Z7T ?]eTCBi' "Zwa-de-

vr/ irarpl Kal irev-

Oepa dveaT[rf\<7ev 

pv-nprp; Xdpiv. 

marble tombstone, with two figures 

KoMoAoCYAI 

OJYOJCICINtO 

K6AOMNAYAIC0 

ANAPirAYKY 

TATUJANeCT//// 

HCANMNH/////// 

MHCXAPIN////// 

Ko/ioSo9 vBi-

(p vm %icriv[i]<p 

kb Abpva vBiw 

dvBpl yXvKV-

TaTto dveo\r-

rjaav pvrj-

113. Ibid.— In the fountain. (G). 

nATTACKAIMeATTO 

M6NHMANHIAI0J 

TeKNOJrAYKYTATU) 

ANeCTHCANMHM'HC 

XAPIN 

Ha7ra9 Kal MeX7ro-
pevr) M.dvrj IBtip 

TeKvtp yXvKVTaTip 

aveaTijaav p(v)')jp,i]<; 

Xdpiv, 
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114. Ibid.—In an oda. (C). 

Metpo9 too ira\Tpl "Zooo-devy \ dvea[Trf]aev \ p.X. 
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115. Ibid.—In the oda : broken at top and foot. (C). 

IvYNOMA 

ETTlKTHT 

0NEC9A0 

N*PONHC 

116. Ibid.—In the cemetery : stele with pediment. (A.). 

AYPCT£Y'Nor 
A N 6 C T M C 6 
N I cj<g>| c o n A 

TPfl K6 M H 
T P I C I C A T 
H C r A Y K// 
//(U/TATM C M 
2/7/HM H C KA? 

Avp. %T6vvo<; 

dve(TTr\cre-

v i8iq> ira-

Tpl xe prj-

Tpl ~%i<ya t-

fj<S yXvK-

v]TaTr)<; p-

vj'npTji Kap-

IV.] 

%Tevvo<s, if right (as it seems to be) is an interesting survival of the old 

divine name of Kybele at Aizanoi; for the worship of Kybele in the Prosei-

lemmene, see No. 163. ^iaa also No. 106. 

117. Ibid.—Stele with figure of a woman. Worn. (A.). 

C A A G III HI IIIII Hill I 

KAiTTPeoreic//// 

NHAYTOIAP [_| 

AITHlAc///// 

TTATPirA////// 

AN6CTHC6N 

MNHMflCx// 

loccei////////// 

2,dk[mvivosi] 

Kal Tlpeoveh [yv-

vrj avTo[v] 

iraTpl yX[vKVTaTa) 

dvearrjaev 

pvijpr)*; X[dptv. 

409 <re[povv Kvovpiavei k.t.X. 

%aXcovivo<;, also No. 230. The fern, name Fipeoveh occurs in various 
forms in Lycaonia: npetouei9 (No. 151), Tipeieh (No. 164), Ilpiel (dat., Nos. 

175, 176), npe»9 (No. 199), Upt[3h (Ath. Mitth. xiii. p. 262, No. 91). 
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118. Ibid.—Stele with 

Af PnAITAC 

K6ANT0JN6I 

lAIOJnATP// 

TAYKITATOJ 
nMIIIWI/llAliWlA 
AN6CTHCAN 

M///////HC 

XAPIN 

pediment. (A.) 

5 

Aup. Ha7ra9 

Ke 'AvT(ovet[a 

lBi(p irarp[l 

yXvKiTaTO) 

dveaTrjaav 

p[vvp]r)<; 

Xdpiv. 

119. Ibid.—Stele with pediment. (A.). 

!M€NA'H.v.focKAi 

TTATTACB^TFHOGA 

F/^T/AHHTPirAYKV 

////////7,lHm-H-IC-XAPN 

/////INIKOC illONTC 
Yrcc-ziBic^rKPeiTo 
\l&l,ti O C } , M \ / \ 0 ' M P O V 

With 1. 5 ff. compare No. 123,1. 7 ff. 

120. Ibid.—Stele with pediment. 

M.evavBpo<; Kal 

FLairds B[a]Tprjo<; 'A-
ir]irlq prjTpl yXvKV-
rdT]y pvr]pt]h) Xdp(i)v. 

p/]v[ri]p6a\yv]ov to-
v[t e]cr[T]i /3iov 
Xl[6]o<;- [dX]Xo [yd]p oii-

Biv.] 

AdiiriTO^ 'OXvpniKm dBeX-

(f>ip kb prjTpl yiovvq Ke FLairl-

q. ] pv[rjprp; Xd]piv. 

AAinnOCOAYMniKOJAAeA 

CpOJKMHTPlMoYNAKTTATTI 

/////////////MNII/////////PIN 

121. Ibid.—Stele with three figures in pediment. (A.). 

^JAPIAHOCK- -]vBpiavbs Ke 

loYNAANTUN M]ovva 'Avtcov-

<IC//rAYKYTA ia> Te\K[v]a> yXvKVTa-

0AN6CTHC6N rep] av4<TTi}<rev sic! 

N H M H N p]vr]pr\v sic! 

31N K 6 A Y T OI %«]p«' *e eavTOi-

*•] 

122. Ibid.—On a tall block afterwards used for building purposes. (A.) 

WPH/AlchpoYr/ 
I Qjl NABPeivJ 

errc I N/ 

AYP 
M H T P I 
M MHMlf 
€TTtroi 
ANtC" 
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123. Ibid.—Large slab standing upside down and fearfully worn. (A.). 

C O) C I B I O CANN A 

MHTPlKAIflATPieY 

TYXICONI ZWNTI 
T A Y K YT ATOICA 
N 6 C T H C 6 N K N H 

MHCXAPIN 

%cocri/3lo<; "Avvq 

prjrpl Kal iraTpl Ev-

tvXicovi %8>VTl 

yXvKVTaTois a-

5. vecrTija-ev pvr]-

m * X"Plv-

M N H M O C Y N O N T O V 

00C//IBIOYAITOCAA 

AOYAPOYAENTlOe ? 

TTPONeizeiNOCYNH 

Mvrjpbavvov tov-

t e]o-[r]t (3iov Xito<; ( = Xidos)- aX-

Xo [y]dp ovBev . 

124. Ibid. (A.). 

A Y P M A 

TPWNACT 

PABOJNOC 

THIAIA6Y 

TATPinAP 

96N0JAOY 

AA6CTHC6N 

MNHAAK XA 

PIN 

Avp. Ma-

Tp&va 2r-

pdficovos 

ifj IBiq Qv-

yarpl irap-

Oevip Aov-

Ba e<TTi)(rev 

pvVPW* %"•' 

piv. 

125. Ibid.—In mosque : much worn. (A.). 

AYPAPT6M0JH 

nAnAC?:NO//// 

AYTOJCAMNTi/V 

AIHCQ6KNHC 

nATPOrhlAOYTE 

KAHTPOKAHCKeAY 

T0I6AYTOICZC0 

NT6CAN6CTHCAN 

MNHMHCXAPIN 

Avp. 'ApTepcov 

Flaira? 

. . v-

8«J9 deKVTj? 

IiaTpo<pl\ov re 

Kal HpoKXrjs Ke av-

toI eavroh £a>-

vTe<s dvecrTijaav 

pvnprpi Xdpiv 

L. 4. For -79 = -ot9, cf. No. 126,1. 2, etc. 
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126. Ibid. (A.). 

AYPAOMNAM6IPOY 

YiHCiAmcneiccoNi 

KAldplAHTtOTAYKlTA 

THCANECTHCeNMNH 

MHCXAPIN 

This is perhaps Christian. 
Christian. 

Avp. Abpva M.eipov 

vir)<i IBirji Fieio-covi 

Kal <£>iXT]T(p yXvKird-

T179 dveaTiqo-ev pvrj-

prjs Xdpiv. 

QtXrjTr), Abp-va and Me£po9 are often 

127. Sultan Mezarlik (1 h. 20 m. towards the south of Kozanli). (A.). 

AI O N YC IOC A<,oz>i;a-i09 

A N N A © Y// A " Avvq 0v[y]a-

TPIMNHN///C Tpl p,vn[pi}]<; 

E N E K E N eveKev. 

IOCNIC6M1 5. 409 vi a-ep[iv? 

K N O Y M I Kvovp[a-

N E l K A K O / N vei KaKo[v]v 

A a a a v — [aBBaKeT 

K.T.X.]. 

In 1. 5 the last word is not o-epovv, but some variant form of the word. 

128. Ibid. (CI). 

MOYCAIOCANT0JNIU)AAeA<t>0JKAIANeY//// 
<y 6 A Y T O Y M N H M H C XAPIN 

M.ovaaio<: 'Avtinvito d8eX<f>a> Kal dvei}r[ia)] 
eavTov p. X. 

129. Ibid.—Small lettering. (A.). 

BABeiCKA6APXU) 

anApian//// 

thc6nmnmhcx// 
PIN 

130. Ibid.—Altar-shaped stone. (A.). 

XEPEACTEP 

MANWTEN 

©EPOJMNEI 

ACXAPIN 

Baft eh K\edpX(p 

dvBpl dv[e<7-

Tijcrev pv(rj)p,r)<i X[d-

piv. 

Xepe«9 Fep-

pavm irev-

depm pvei-

«9 Xdpiv. 
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131. Ibid.—Altar-stone without inscription but with three reliefs 
(1) Men on horseback holding crescent in right hand, (2) eagle standing with 
outstretched wings on stag (?), and (3) woman holding garland (patera ?) in 
left hand. (A.). 

132. Ibid.—Altar, with serpent in relief on one side. The letters are 
clear. (A.). 

MHNOYAOYTO 

eCTAPTlONOC 

MHT6P6CTHC 

ON 

which perhaps means Mi]vovSovto(v) ( = Mr)vbBoTov) 'EaTaprmvoi; p,rjT(ij)p 

eaTrja(e)v. 

133. Cemetery near Kozanli. Large slab. (A.). 

FTAIAIOCNATA-o II. AiXtos Nara-

AHCCTPATItOTHC Xr)<; arpaTi(OTr]<; 

^ O I N I A I C Y M B I O J OlviBi o-vpfiia 

KAITTAC0TeNH9Y Kal ILXaTevr) 0v- sic 

T A T P i e A Y M N H M H C yarpl eav(Tov) p,vrjprp; sic 

eN6Ke-f> eveKe(v). 

134. Ibid. (C). 

i ! 

A i f O l P O Y 

# o C 6 A C | 

A A C M C I 

p o C 1 A l W 

8 £ 1 W P O Y 

dp oo P A Y K Y 

T A T CO £ C 

T H C A N r A A H 

M H C * A 

?ltsl 

* 

Avp(rjXi)oi 'Pov 

009 Bacri-

Xa<; Met-

p09 IBllp 

deltp 'Vov-

<pa> yXvKV-

TaTcp ea-

Tt]aav pvrj-

P-VS X&piv. 

Doubtless some of the other inscriptions are Christian, though there is 

no certain means of detecting them, 
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135. Cemetery near Kozanli. Much worn. (A.). 

0 0 

TAIAAA6ZANAP TaVa ' AXegdvBp-

OY//AIU) ov [l]8i<p [dvBpl . 

§ 2. An ancient village at at-kafasi.—The village At-kafasi (' horse's 
head') about two hours west of Kozanli, is the site of an ancient village. 

The following inscriptions have been dug up there. 

136. At-kafasi.—-In the broken semicircular pediment is a draped figure 
of a man on right and of a woman on left. (A.). 

r A A A I K OC to O 1 K 0 N O UOC FdXXiKos (b) oIkov6/io<; 

"T A OM, fy\ £ oj N UXoftftiav. 

FLXoppeav looks like the gen. plur. of an ethnic. If so, it gives the 
name of the site. OiKovopo<; can hardly be a personal name here. [F]dXXiKo<; 

also J.H.S. III. p. 127. 

137. Ibid. (A.). 

BAAENTIAA BaXevTiXa 

ANeCTHCeNITA dveaT-qaev ira-

TPIlAltOMNH Tpl IBiip pvrj-

MHCXAPIN PV? XdPlv-

138. Ibid.—Draped man and woman in semicircular pediment; below, 
a plough. (A.). 

COYCOYCATTTIA Xovaovs Airira-1 

C A I O M H A H A A S Aio/ĵ nBy aB-

e A<|> Oi) IA10) M eXipw IBtip p-

NHMHCXAPIN vrjprĵ  Xdpiv. 

The first name generally occurs as %ovaov; but Hovo-ov? is also found 

(No. 192). 
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139. Ibid.—In the oda: stele with three broken figures in semi
circular pediment. Below, curved hook (cutter) and vase on table. (A.). 

MOYNAAIOAAH Movva Aioptj-
AHKenAnPOAl sic Br, Ke 'EirairpoBi(T)-
w K r A l u u X N e C a> Ke Talm dv4<r-
THCeKTeKNOI sic Tr,aev t4kvoi(<;) 

-U.HAAHCXAPIN pv(i))pr)<} Xdpiv. 

140. Ibid.—In house-wall: doorstone with plough. (A.). 

KOYCOYIOJAHITATPI Kovcrov 'lioBy iraTpl sic 

M N H M H C XAPIN pvrjprp Xapiv. 

For 'UBy cf. J.H.S. 1898 p. 120 (No. 65). 

§ 3. The Proseilemmene.—A short distance south of Kozanli we enter 
a tract of country lying along the Salt Lake and stretching westwards in the 
direction of Amorion and Laodiceia (Katakekaumene), which in early and late 
times belonged to Lycaonia, but in the intervening centuries was attached to 
Galatia under the name of FLpocreiXr)(jtp4vT) (sc. xd>pa), ' The added territory' 
(Ptol. v. 4, 10, already quoted). W h e n this tract was added to Galatia is not 
certain. In Hist. Geog. pp. 251, 377 it is suggested that it was separated 
from Lycaonia by Pius (or possibly Hadrian) at the time of the institution of 
the province Cilicia-Isauria-Lycaonia. But the author does not now 
consider that event sufficiently important to have given a new name to the 
country; and in an article on Galatia1 in Hastings' Bictiona-ry of the 
Bible (not yet published) he puts forward a very ingenious and plausible view. 
'The analogy of the similar name Epiktetos, i.e. eiriKTrjTô  <&pvyla, "the 
Acquired Phrygia," suggests that the transference took place as a permanent 
and real change of rule at a much earlier period. Now, according to Pliny 
(N.H. v. 95), the part of Lycaonia that adjoined Galatia was given to it as a 
tetrarchy. This Lycaonian tetrarchy was certainly close to Ptolemy's Pros^ 
eilemniene and probably another name for it. Pliny says the tetrarchy 
contained fourteen cities with Iconium as capital, and distinguishes it from 
Lycaonia proper (ipsa Lycaonia)...Ptolemy indeed does not make Proseilem-
mene extend so far west as Iconium ; but he is incorrect about the extent of 
all the divisions of this whole region. Lycaonia as a whole had been added 
to the Pergamenian kingdom in B.C. 190; but the kings were not strong-
enough to hold this distant territory, and part of it was probably taken by the 
Gauls about 160; and this part afterwards passed under the power of the 
Pontic kings along with Galatia....In any case the name Tetrarchy originated 
before the Roman provincial organization was instituted.' 

1 This article contains the only complete account to be found of the formation of the 
province Galatia. 
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In determining the names of the sites in the Eastern portion of the 
Proseilemmene, along L. Tatta, we have to depend almost entirely—to our 
sorrow !—on the Peutinger Table, which gives a road crossing the Axylos from 
the Sangarios (probably from Pessinus) and descending by the Lake to 
Archelais (Ak Serai). The latter1 part of this road is thus represented:— 

Bagrum xx 
I Vetisso2 xx Egdaua xx „„0ao: 

— 1 Pegella xx Coniitanasscs 
I Congusso xv ^ & / ^ 
~~ — -' Petraxx^foP-* 

The fivefold recurrence of the number xx in itself excites grave suspicions 
about the correctness of the numbers; and our previous experience of the 
value of the Table (in cases where there are other authorities to test it) does 
not reassure us. But w e m a y certainly regard the sequence of names as fairly 
correct; and working back from Archelais, which must be the terminus of this 
road, w e can find sites for the names as far as Egdaua, which we can with 
tolerable certainty identify with the first site on the road south of Kozanli, 
for reasons which will appear. 

§ 4. EGLAVAMA and Etjdokias.—The site to which we refer is that 
called Tchorgia Hilyiik, about xxii R o m a n miles south of Kozanli (see the 
map).3 O n the mound there is nothing now to be seen but fragments of 
pottery, from amongst which w e picked up pieces of early painted ware 
decorated with lines. The ruins have all been transported to the modern 
centres of life, Inevi (a mudurlik) and Insuyu, a well-watered village in 
a most picturesque situation; the latter especially is full of remains, amongst 
which are numerous inscriptions. The name which appears as Egdaua in the 
Table occurs in various other forms, in Ptolemy as 'EKBavpava or EKBavpava,, 
in Hierocles as FXavapa, in the Notitiae as FdXfiava? A form 'EyXavapa 
would account for these variants and m a y well be the true name.5 In the 
later Notitiae (iii., x., xiii.) Eudokias occurs insteads of FdXftava, and Not. i. 
gives FaXf3dvcov tjtoi EvBoKidSo<;. Prof. Ramsay has rightly explained that 
the 'double name makes it probable that there were two sites included in one 
bishopric, and that Eudokias was a foundation of the fifth century in a 
situation of the later type (i.e. on a precipitous hill), while Glauama was at a 

The continuation westwards is quoted be- 4 In vii. as TaX$dvov, in viii. TaX/idvav (a 
low (xi. § 6). mere error). 
2 So Mannert reads ; but Verisso seems more s j],e initial E might easily be slurred over 
i rm. ' • it. • -, -,-,,-, T̂  and ultimately lost; A for A is a common 
• There is another similar mound called Kara 

Tepe about one-and-half hours S.E. 
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site of the Roman type' (Hist. Geog. p. 344). Fortunately, we found a site of 
this later type some distance north-west of Tchorgia Hilyiik, which may be 
confidently identified with eudokias. About three miles west of Yenidjoba 
(Yemdje Oba) there is a fine fortress, called Karanli Kale, splendidly situated 
on a high cliff projecting from the range of Kara Dagh and commanding the 
country around.1 There are considerable remains of building: the corners of 
the fort are well marked and perfectly-rectangular, and the masonry consists of 
squared but unfaced stones; there are also some cisterns to be seen. 
The place was certainly a stronghold of the Byzantine period. The identifica
tion of Eudokias and Eglavama is therefore fairly certain. 

Inscriptions of Eudokias :— 

141. Kutchuk Beshkavak; in cemetery. Doorstone, with a figure 
between pilasters above the inscription. (C). 

MAPKOCTHIAIATYNAIKINANAMN 

HMHC| | XAPIN 

Map«09 ttj IBtq yvvaiKi Ndva pv-

VPV* X̂ Plv-

142. Cemetery 1 h. 20 m. from preceding (over the ridge of Kara 
Dagh). Altar with wreath underneath. (A.). 

////////////rEP/////////jENHZW Z»-

TlKOJTEKNOJBEOJMNHMHN riKm t4kvo> 0ea pvrjfirjv. 

The tombstone here (as in multitudes of other cases) takes the form of 
an altar ((3a>pb<;) dedicated to the deceased man, who is regarded as deified 
(0eo9), merged in the divinity from whom he sprang. This is a unique 

confirmation of Prof. Ramsay's view (CB. i. p. 99 ff. ii. p. 367 etc.) which was 
already clearly proved by a not uncommon class of inscriptions stating that 
the erection of the altar-tombstone is a dedication made to the god (or 

goddess) in accordance with his command e.g. Kara eirnayr)v Ail evXrjv, Ke 
eavT<£ £a>v (Gott. Gel. Anz. 1897 p. 409, quoted B.C.H 1898 p. 237) or 

iraTpl yXvKVTaTai pvrjp-rĵ  ydpiv, Ke AelftpovTavTi eiiXr,v (A. E. Mitth. 

1883 p. 179). The altar was not merely a tombstone but a real altar on 
which the cultus of the dead was kept up (see CB. ii. No. 226 p. 384). It 

is important to realise the inseparable connexion between religion and sepul
chral rites in Lydo-Phrygian conceptions, because the fact has a wide bearing : 

e.g. on the disputed question as to the purpose of several of the old Phrygian 
rock-monuments. When we realise this close connexion, we see that those 

monuments which seem to be merely shrines (because no grave is visible) 

are, in all probability, as necessarily sepulchral monuments as the monuments 

This pointed peak is very conspicuous. foot ; I had fever at the time and could not 
The fortress was examined by Mr. Crow- accompany him. 
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which are indisputably sepulchral must be at the same time shrines. (It is 

not necessary that the grave should be actually in the rock on which the 

monument is carved). 

143. Ibid.-

MoYNAIAIOJANAPICoY 

CoVANECTHCeNMNH 

MHCXAPIN 

Doorstone with two figures in semicircular pediment. (A.). 

M.ovva IBtip dvBpl Ziov-

aov dveiTTrjcrev pvrj-

PV* Xa-pw. 

144. Ibid. (A.). 

AchtOBAAAe/ZAVMOYN-4 

\KAIAKKATYNAlKlMOYNA 

inoNnoJNieVTATPeciN 

figures 

\lMANHerTON///ANHMH// 

vPINANCCTHCCN 

door 

dBe]X<pd> Bq dBe[Xcf>f)] Movvq 

]a Kal "AKKq yvvaiKi M o w a 

Ka]l Fi.ovir(ovl(q) 0vyaTp4aiv 

Ka]l M.dvr/ eyybv[(p] pvr]pr][<i 

Xd]piv dv4<TTrjaev. 

145. Ibid.—Broken doorstone. (C). 

///McKA////////nAce//// 

////lAinA////OJKA//// 

////KAIMANHKAIIC 

////MHCXAPIN 

146. Ibid.—Doorstone. (C). 

nAnACTOJIAICO// 

147. Cemetery called ' Djelil' near Kushdjali. 
zigzag decoration, and a plough. (C). 

KOVCIAOC 

covcov 

AKAAA 

oc cciro-

^TONEYC 

MNHIIHC 

XAPIN 

Two figures, grapes and 

file:///KAIAKKATYNAlKlMOYNA
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Inscriptions of Glavama (Eglavama):— 

148. Insuyu.—In the village. Small altar" with ox-head : much worn. 
(A.). 

//// \APOCAAl~eiNA K\]apo9 Aayeivd-

//H C A 11 M 6 TI C T t// t>J9 All Meyl(TT[a> 

EYXl'M eiiX[rj]v. 

Is Aayeivd[T]r)<; an ethnic, a native of Lagina? Steph. gives AayivtTr)<; 

or Aayivaios as ethnics of the Carian town of that name. 

149. Ibid. (A.). 

CpPOYriCAn 

niATYNAI 

KIIA//AYTA 

TPII ////Ml 

XAPIIIKAIA// 

TWZtONTI 

150. Ibid.—On a slab. (A.) 

TEIMOKAHCKAITHC 

OH~ONeiCMeN£KAH 

T6KN0JMNHMHCXA 

P'N 

151 

tf?povyi$ 'Air-

irla yvvai-

kI lB[lq](6)vya-

Tpl [pvrj]p[rj<; 

Xdpiv Kal a[v-

TW %5)VTl. 

TeipoKXrjs Kai F^9 

ol yoveh Mei>£«\j) 

t4kv<p pvrjprj<; Xd-

piv. 

Ibid.—Chipped fragment. (A.). 

////lH0?ClAYPnPeiOY€lC 

////\CINOICT6KNOICAYTHC 

////AON0JKN'NHCl6'ew 

O n the name n.petou«9, see No. 117. 

152. Ibid.—In another cemetery. 

AVPH//// 

KYPI///// 

T6INC//// 

NECTH//// 

mhtpim//// 

AnnHK//// 

AEAnHP//// 

Y(he I Nil//// 

6AYTHZC//// 

CAA-ttNH//// sic 

XAPIfW/// 

(A.). 

Avprj[Xta 

K.vpta 

Tei[p]o[04ov ? d-

vecrTr][<ra 

pr/Tpl p[ov 

"Airirrj Ke [d-

BeXirfj 'P[o-

vcpeivg «[e 

eavTrj £[<u-

aa pvrj{p)rj[<i 

Xdpiv. 

H.S.—VOL. XIX, 

file:///APOCAAl~eiNA
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153. Ibid.; altar by the mesdjid. (C). 

a i m A r e 

r A T P t ^ u 

CAN^///OC 

TTATI''///^/ 
UKCCI///// 

AlXia Fe-

pivg 0v-

yaTpl Ai-

Xio<; [X.]pv-

crav[6]o<; 

ira[TTjp pvrj-

prp; e[ve-

Kev. 

Christian Inscriptions:— 

154. Ibid.—In cemetery : plain stone. (C). 

M€NNeACAIAK<TDNIOC//////// 

N I O Y A I A K O v C C D N 1̂1II III I! III 

T<T3NYIff3NMOY//AIA 6/////////// 

K AIA'APAAeU//<raK AI kIIIIIIIIIH 

A N 6 C - H C N////€NMNH////CXA//// 

L. 1. Aiukwv for BiaKovos; cf. Ath. Mitth. xiii. p. 253, No. 62; Sterrett 
E.J. No. 215. 

155. Ibid.—Slab much worn and overgrown with lichen. (A.). 

A A £ Z A N A P 'AXe^avBp-

OCTIPeBTH 09 irpe(a){3(vTepo<i) tjj 

TAYKYTAT 

HAYToYMH 

TPINoNNH 

AIAKon//////// 

AN£C 

THC/NMN 

yXvKVTaT-

y avTov prj

Tpl Nowy 

BiaKOv[lao-rj 

dvea-

Trja[e]v pvrjp-

r)<i Xdpiv. 

There are also other fragments not worth publishing. 

156. Inevi.1 In the cemetery. (A.). 

enATAGOC//// !Eirdya0o<; 

CVNBI£<>rA//// avvftup yX[vKVTaTr) k-

Al AYT£2Z//// at avTm £[a>v dve-

C T H C 6 N aTijaev. 

I omitted to writo down the name ; but my recollection is distinct. 
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157. Ibid. Stele. (A.). 

"O9 Tai)Tr) t§ o-Trj\Xri KaKtjv Xeipa irpoaola-ei bptpavd \ T4Kva Xoitoito 

I X V P ™ @<'ov °*lK°v I epvpov,—the common formula of execration. 

158. Ibid.—Two figures and a lion(?) much worn; below, basket of 
fruit and spindle. (A.). 

AAGSANAPO//// 'AX4£av8po[? 

K AIA 0 H N Atf Z K//// Kal 'A0rjva &[v-

TGCANHPKAirYl//// Te? dvr)p Kal yv[vrj 

M N H M H C X A P I N pvrjp,r)<; Xdpiv. 

159. Ibid. (A.). 

11111111? am 

llll AIOIC T £ K t]o7oi9 t4k-

N O I A O M C T I O J sic voi(s) AopeTitp 

YtOKAlAIACO vm Kal AiBS 

e Y T A T P I A A N H 0vyaTpl pvg-

NH C X A P I N sie O h ? X"Plv-

§ 5. Psibela-Verinopolis.—The next city on the road is Pegella, which 
is clearly a corruption of PSIBELA or psibella1 (as Ramsay suggests), afterwards 
renamed Verinopolis, probably about 457-474 (Hist. Geog. p. 345). It is to be 
identified with the site at the Kurdish village Herkenli about xxii MP. south
east of Glavama. The village is built on a hilyiik which conceals ancient ruins. 
W e picked up here a piece of ' Samian' ware; beside the mound a sculptured 
stone was recently dug up and sent to Konia, the capital of the vilayet; and 
the remains in the village, and cemetery—capitals, bases, marble fragments, 
moulded stones, pillars, and large squared building blocks—are in themselves 
sufficient to attest an ancient settlement. Five minutes below Herkenli there 

is a ruin which gives to the village the alternative name of Don^durma, i.e. 
cement or composition resembling stone.' It is thus described by Ainsworth2 
who saw it in 1839. 'The ruin appears to have been used as as aqueduct, 

the masonry of which is completely hidden by a thick incrustation of traver
tine, deposited (as on the aqueduct near Antioch) by the waters trickling 

down from the channel above. This pass [it lies on marshy ground] is called 
by the natives from the existence of the ruin Kaya Boghaz (" Rock-pass ").' 

W e found here a fragmentary inscription (on which occurs the name Metpo9) 

as well as the following. 

1 So in Notitia iii. ; otherwise VifiriXa or VtfiiXa. Travels and Researches, p. 190. 
K 2 
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160. On a tall column in the cemetery; large letters. (A.). 

A I I M C r i C AilMeyla-

T O J K A 0 A Ttj) Ka6d-

POYCriA p°v<; n « -

n i O Y C Z C N irlove%ev-

T O A H C T C I ToXij9 Tet-

MOKACOYC poKXeov<; 

M.APKOYAN MdpKov dv-
A P O C A v T H C Bpb<; avTtjs 

A N C C T H C C N dveo-Trjaev. 

Kaddpowi (f.) is a strange-looking name; the reading is certain. 

§ 6. Perta and KoNGOUSTOS.—Beyond Pegella the Table is much 
confused and corrupted. The names which it places on the roacl hence to 
Archelais cannot all belong to it for the simple reason that there are too 

many of them and the sum of the distances is ridiculously large. A k Serai 
(Archelais) is about 58 R o m a n miles from Herkenlix: the Table represents 

the distance between Archelais and Pegella as 96. Comitanasso is probably 
for Koropasso (Hist. Geog. p. 344, 242) which belongs to the road; Ubmnaca 
is a corruption for some other name (ibid. p. 338) and may be cut out, but 

even then the distance 67 is too great. This means that either the numbers 
are wrong or that one station has got in from a different roacl. W e find that 
the latter mistake frequently occurs in the Table when there are in reality two 
roads coinciding in part and then diverging? I believe that that is precisely 
what has happened here : that at Egdaua (Eglavama) the road really forked, one 
branch going to Konia and the other to Archelais, and that what the Table 
meant to represent was this :— 

Egdaua xx 
Pegella iv 

Petra 

Congusso 

N o w there are two important sites in this vicinity, Tuzun Htiyiik on the 
roacl to A k Serai (Archelais) and Toprak Kale on the road to Konia (Iconium). 
The former is exactly xv MP. from Herkenli (Psibela) and the latter xx MP. 
from Tchorgia Htiyiik (Eglavama). Perta, then, at Tuzun Hiiylik and 
Koxgoustos at Toprak Kale seem to be very probable.8 

Eighteen hours; which agrees with the Laodiceia Katakckaumenc, but Ptolemy's posi-
map-measuremcnt. tious always require corroboration. Kiepert in 
2 A good example is given in my second Ins map in Franz's Fiinf Inschriftcn u. fiinf 

article on Phrygia, J.H.S. 1898, p. 85-6. Stadle alters the longitude of Laodiceia from 
3 Ptolemy places Kongoustos further west (cf. fg to £7' and places Kongoustos N.E. of it (as 

Hist. Geog. p, 361), in the same longitude as it ought to be according to our identification). 
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Let us now describe these sites. Tuzun Hiiytik represents an important 

town, which was built on and around an isolated low hill in the plain. On 

the summit there were buildings which are now a mass of stones fallen 
together into a heap, and round the hill traces of an old settlement extend 
over a large area. A small cemetery on the north side still contains 
number of old blocks, pillars, etc., but (as usual) the remains have been 
mostly carried to the large, neighbouring village of Eski-il (< Old tribe') and 

crowded into a cemetery of colossal extent. When Ainsworth passed this way, 
there were more remains on the huyitk. He says (p. 191), After a ride of 

nine miles we arrived at a large artificial1 mound in the plain, which 
apparently once supported an edifice. The ruins of what appears to have 

been a town of some size are also circularly disposed around the mound. 
These ruins are however now, with the exception of a few upright shafts of 

columns, level with the ground; nothing but foundations and scattered 
fragments are met with : so that after riding over and among them for some 

time we discovered nothing of interest nor any inscription. This place is now 

called Tusun Uyuk [He proposes to identify it with Kongoustos.].2 
At Eski-il itself (where Ramsay conjectured Perta, without exploration, 
p. 344) there is a small site on and around a tepe on the west of the village 
beside a cemetery which is full of old stones. This is very near Tuzun 

Htiyiik; and doubtless it was a subject village or outlying settlement of 
Perta.8 

In the large cemetery at Eski-il we copied the following. 

161. 

defaced. 
Altar-stone, much worn; 
(C, seen also by A.). 

AI///C///C//OJ 

AOP//M C III 

nAnioYiirxi 

PAMCNOCICI 

£YCAIABIOY€ 

YXHN 

vine on one side, the oi 

Ai[l M]e[yl]a[T](p 

Aop[v]pe[vrj<; 

Uairtov [dp]Xi-

e]pa(<rd)pevo<i !e[p 

ev<; Bid ftiov e-

vXrjv. 

162. Rough stone with cross. (A.). 

M.NH 

M H M 

ATPUJ 

NHC 

1 This is a mistake. only mean that he saw no stones there. 
- The place was visited by Dr. F. Sarre in 3 Dr. Sarre says again Hier (at Eski-il) fandeii 

1895. When he says (Areh.-Epig. Mitth. 1896, u-ir keine Spuren einer antiken Ansiedlung,— 
|). 34), Bei dem Dorf Tuzun, wo Ainsworth on which we may remark that he did not look 
Ruinenfand und das alte Congustos vermuthet, all round and well about! 
haben viir keine antiken Reste gesehen, he can 
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At Tuzun Hilyiik there is a fragment of an inscription. 
Toprak Kale (' Earth Castle '), which we have identified with Kongoustos 

is a site of the same nature as Tuzun Hilyiik, with extensive remains on 

and around a low hill. There were three surrounding walls, one below, one 

on rising ground, and the third round the highest point with a gateway on 

the north side. On the outskirts we saw many fragments of late pottery. 

A few minutes towards W.N.W. there is a small eyuk with a square ruin of 

no great size; plan and orientation suggest that it was a mosque, and that 

the site was therefore occupied down into Turkish times. None of 
the numerous blocks lying on the site showed any inscription. Some of 
the ruins have been carried to a deserted village, Tekir keui, an hour and 

twenty minutes towards the west. Dr. Sarre passed this way in 1895, but 
he does not appear to have seen the site. H e found, however, an important 

Cultusstatte connected with the city on a hill a short distance to the east 
(called Tuzuk Dagh). T h e most important feature about it is the Throne or 

Seat of the god or goddess of the district (Zeus Megistos or Kybele 1), similar 

to those on Mt. Sipylos, at Aizanoi (Annual of British Sclwol for 1898), 
and other places. 

J. G. C. Anderson. 

1 Kybele is mentioned in an inscription now at Suwarek (see the following number of the 
Journal). 

(To be continued). 

NOTE ON THE MAP. 

No pains have been spared to make the map as accurate as the available materials 
permit. Published maps have, of course, been laid under contribution ; but for a large 
part of this country they are almost entirely blank or inaccurate. Eor the district on the 
north of a line passing through Angora and Sivri Hissar much help has been derived from 
Von Diest's recent map. But the alteration which is there made in the position of Sivri 
Hissar, on the strength of a compass-reading of Von Diest's, combined with Vrotchenkov's 
astronomical determinations, we found to be quite untenable. [Unfortunately, also, the 
position assigned to the town on the map does not agree with the evidence on which the 
cartographers themselves rely, as Mr. DaThishire at once detected.] "We began to work with 
the proposed new position (latitude 39° 2.8', longitude 29° 3' east of Paris) and found that it 
led to impossible results ; e.g. it would bring Amorion too far west (the pointed rocks of 
Sivri Hissar are visible from the ruins, and our readings agree almost exactly with those of 
Prof. Ramsay), With Kiepert's position, on the other hand, our readings worked out quite 
well, and we therefore accepted it. Vrotchenkov's astronomical determinations are 
unreliable. 

J. G. C. A. 



N O T E S O N AMASIS A N D IONIC BLACK-FIGURED POTTERY. 

[Plates V., VI.] 

Among the artists who have signed Attic black-figured vases perhaps 
the most singular and interesting personality is the potter and painter 
Amasis. H e is interesting both as one of the masters of that delicate 
decorative work, which gives b.f. vases their artistic value, and through the 

curious contradictions which can be traced in his style. Only seven vases 
bearing his signature are known up till now,1 yet each shows characteristic 

peculiarities of shape, decoration, or style, which one would seek for in vain 
among the mass of contemporary Attic pottery. 

N o artist has surpassed Amasis in easy mastery and accuracy of drawing, 
or in the painstaking, delicate treatment of detail; yet his figures are often 

rigid and affected, his choice of subjects monotonous and limited. The 
technique and style of his vases, the alphabet and dialect of their inscriptions 
prove that he worked in Athens; yet both his numerous peculiarities of style 
and his name seem to denote a foreign origin. 

It is but natural that so peculiar and interesting an artist should have 
excited curiosity to trace his origin and influence, and the wish to enrich the 

scanty stock of his work which we possess, by unsigned vases that may be 
attributed to him. Studniczka (Ephem. Archaeol. 1886, 117, PI. 8, 3) has 
published a fragment of an amphora found on the Acropolis of Athens, which 
he considers, with some probability, to be a work of Amasis, and has added 
some interesting remarks on the artist's origin. Fossey (Rev. Archiol. 1891, 

xviii. 367) has drawn attention to two vases in which he recognises the style 
of Amasis; we shall revert to these below. But by far the most important 

addition to our material is the beautiful amphora recently acquired by the 
Museum of Berlin, which Furtwiingler (Arch. Anz. 1893, 83) has first 

recognized as one of the best works by Amasis' hand. This amphora has, 

since been accurately published by Adamek (Unsignirte Vasen d. Amasis, 
1895), who has added to it a series of other vases which he attributes to the 

same master. This latter question will be examined later. But first we 

must add to the list of Amasis' work a new unsigned amphora, which forms 

1 Two amphorae and four jugs published 1896, 178 note 1. That the amphora in the. 
Wiener Vorlegeol. 1889, 3, 4. An unpublished Brit. Mns. bearing the name Amasis is not by 
amphora quoted by Hauser Archaeol. Jahrb. our artist, will be shown below. 
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the exact counterpart of the one in Berlin, and is at the same time one of his 

finest and most interesting productions. 
T h e amphora figured on PI. V. and fig.l,1 n o w in the M u s e u m of Wurzburg 

(331 Urlichs) originally belonged to the Feoli collection; w e m a y thus in all 
probability assume it to have been found at 

Vulci. Its resemblance to the amphora in 

Berlin is too striking and complete to admit 
any doubt of its authorship. Both vases 

have the same rather heavy and unwieldy 

shape, the neck not being distinct from the 
body, the same proportions and profiles of 
the mouth, foot and handles; instead of the 

tubular handles more usually employed for 
b.f. amphorae of this shape, these are grooved 
on the outside (for their shape see the initial 

letter of Adamek's treatise), and their ends 
are ornamented with a pattern of short lines, 

zig-zag2 on our amphora, straight lines on 
the Berlin one (if Adamek's drawing is cor
rect). Even more strikingly alike is the 

decoration of both vases: a large panel is 

reserved on each side, divided into the main picture and a frieze of tiny figures, 
about one-fifth of the whole panel in height, above it.3 I k n o w no other Attic 
example of this peculiar system of decoration. T w o Chalcidian amphorae of 

the same shape (Petersburg 54 = Loeschcke Bonner Stud. 256, and Louvre E 
802) show similar panels divided into two pictures; but here the upper one 
is about half as high as the lower, and by the choice of subjects for the former 
(mostly animals) the disproportion of size is as m u c h as possible obliterated. 

T h e same principle is observed on two Ionic amphorae, akin in style to the 
well-known Phineus kylix, which were formerly in C o m m . Castellani's collec
tion in R o m e , and of which Prof. Loeschcke has kindly communicated tracings 
to m e (cf. Bulle, Silene p. 8, N o . 14 ) ; further on a Chalcidian amphora in the 

Museo Faina at Orvieto,4 different in shape. But in all these cases the upper 
pictures are about one half as high as the lower, and thus unlike the friezes 

Fig. 1. 

For Herr Gaab's drawings (which have been 
so far modified as is necessary for the purpose 
of general publication), and for permission to 
publish them, I am indebted to the liberal 
kindness of Prof. Sittl. I also wish to express 
my gratitude to Dr. Boehlau, who had intended 
to publish this vase, and very kindly gave up 
his plan in my favour. 
2 This ornament, not frequent in Attica, is 

constantly used on the finest Chalcidian vases 
and on Corinthian 'anforo a colonnette.' 
3 On the Berlin vase the panels are framed 

pn each side by maonnder, and the upper 

frieze divided from the main picture by a plait 
pattern, an unusual one in Attica ; the Wiirz-
burg amphora has no ornamental patterns, 
the pictures being framed by plain double 
lines. 
4 This vase, unhappily in a very fragmentary 

condition, is of peculiar interest, as it combines 
neck distinct from the body, with reserved 

panels for the pictures : (a) a youthful horse
man opposite a, man draped in a chlamys. 
(b) two sphinxes seated heraldically opposite 
each other. In each of the upper pictures, 
romains of two animals, 
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of tiny figures on our amphora. Still it is important to note that the only 

analogies to this peculiar scheme of decoration are found outside of Attica, on 
Ionic vases. 

Another detail of decoration which both our amphorae have in common, 
while it is distinctly foreign to Attic art, is the double row of rays (Fig. 1) 

tapering upward from the base. In Appendix II. to this article I have tried 
to trace the origin and development of this pattern, which, we shall see, is 
characteristic of Amasis, and again connects his work with Ionic art. 

The analogy of shape and ornamentation between the two vases is 

entirely corroborated by their style. In,the small frieze of the Wiirzburg 
amphora, on the obverse, Dionysos is seated on a folding chair, a drinking horn 

in his hand, surrounded by a wild dance of alternate. Sileni and Maenads. 
O n the reverse there are more dancing Maenads and Sileni, one of w h o m is 
playing a double flute. A n exactly similar frieze is painted on the obverse of 

the Berlin amphora, some of the figures being almost identically alike in both 
cases. The same identity of style is evident in the main pictures. The reverse 

offers a subject frequent on b.f. vases : Dionysos, walking to the left, clad in a 
long himation, a wreath of vine-leaves in his long flowing hair, a bunch of vine 

branches in his left hand. In his right he holds a large kantharos, into which 

a Silenus, his face drawn in front view, is pouring wine from a skin. Behind 
him a second Silenus plays the double flute, a wreath hanging on his arm, 

while to the right of Dionysos two others trip along, drinking-horns in their 
hands, and their arms twined about each other's necks in the scheme which 
is peculiar to Amasis, and is found both on the Berlin amphora and on the 

famous signed one in the Cabinet des Medailles. The scene on the obverse is 

more unusual and interesting.1 Under a trellis of vines a large wicker basket 
has been placed in a flat trough resting on trestles; a Silenus is standing in 
the basket, stamping the grapes, which another throws into it out of a flat, 

probably wooden tray, the end of which is seen above his neck ; while a third 
Silenus, to the right, is gathering grapes off the vine. A large jug stands 
under the trough, from which the must flows through a spout into a large 

pithos sunk deep into the earth. Next to this pithos, a kantharos is standing 
on the ground, and behind it a Silenus plays the flute, while another is 

pouring water from a hydria into a large pithos standing almost wholly above 

ground. The whole is drawn with great skill and care, and the scene is full 
of life and humour. The Sileni are ithyphallic on both sides, most of them 

with an entirely stippled, hairy body, long beards and mane-like hair 

(especially bestial in the one with the hydria); their faces have the expression 
of brutal, yet harmless and merry bestiality which is characteristic of Amasis' 

Sileni. 
Altogether, we will not hesitate to add the Wiirzburg amphora to the 

list of the best and most careful works by our artist's hand ; it is, in fact, his 

-1-Examples of. Sileni engaged in grape-pick- subject, though not in style, Gerhard .4. V, 15; 
inc are rather rare ; a specially characteristic cf. an amphora and a cylix by Niknsthenes, 
one, very similar to the Wiirzbui'g amphora in Il'int. Vorlcgebl. 1890-1, 3, 5. 
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most vigorous and lifelike production. It may be added that the edge of 
Dionysos' himation is fringed, a detail which Adamek (I.e. p. 12 ff.) regards as 

equivalent to Amasis' signature. It does appear on all his work, but Adamek 
himself has given a long list of other vases with fringed dresses, which proves 

how exaggerated his conclusion is. 
By reproducing the Berlin amphora, Adamek has rendered an undoubted 

service, and it is certainly useful too to have the drawings of the other vases 
which he attributes to Amasis. Furtwangler had already collected the 

amphorae of the Berlin Museum in his catalogue (1688-1692, and the jug 

1731), and called attention to their excellence of technique and accuracy of 
style. Adamek's work has been mainly restricted to the publication of these 
vases (Fig. 3-16 of his treatise), and to the tracing of fringes on each of them; 
he has likewise found fringes on the two vases published by Fossey (Rev. Archeol. 

1891, 367 : Brit. Mus. B 52 and Louvre F 26), and already connected by him 
with Amasis; and the same detail seems to Adamek a sufficient reason for 
attributing to the same master five vases as different in style as Berlin 1686 

(Etr. camp. Vas. 2/3), Brit. Mus. B 197 (Walters, PL 5-6.), Mus. Greg. II. 3 
(Dummler Poem. Milth. 1887, 190), Munich 81 (Gerhard A. V. 121-2) and 75." 

I have already said that Adamek's own list (p. 14-15) is the best proof 
that fringed dresses are not, as he terms it, a kind of signature of Amasis, but 
a detail which, while it constantly appears on the vases by his hand, is not 
unfrequent in Attic b.f. and r.f. painting generally. Of the five vases last 
quoted, the first four are as like or unlike Amasis' work as any carefully 

executed Attic vase of the same period.1 As for the other vases, they do 
really form a series which shows a marked resemblance to the style of 

Amasis, and probably were made in his workshop, though not, I think, by his 
own hand. The following examples are known to m e (Nos. 8-12., 15 are 

new) :— 

I.—Amphorae. 

1-5. Berlin 1688-1692. Adamek Fig. 2-13. 16. 
6. Munich 75. Adamek p. 43-4. Furtwangler, Miinchener Fulhrer, 

p. 28, who claims the vase for Amasis ; it certainly is most strikingly similar 

to his work. 
7. Louvre F 26. Fossey (Rev. Arch. 1891, 367), has published one panel, a 

naked youth with a hare in his hand, between three men. O n the reverse, a 
man clad in a short chiton and pointed cap, holding a lance and a shield with 
a lion's head in relief, stands between two men and a youth with four wings, 
of which two are recurved, exactly like the Gorgon's on one of Amasis' jugs 

(Wien. Vorl. 1889, 4). 

8. Louvre F 25. A small and unusually delicate and beautiful vase, (a) 
Warrior in full armour, but without a shield (his chiton fringed), holding a 
dog by a chain, and a wreath, is talking to Poseidon, clad in a long embroidered 

' Berlin 1686 resembles Amasis in style, but is probably somewhat older, 
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chiton and chlamys, and holding a trident. On the other side a woman, in 

the sleeved chiton of Amasis' Maenads, holding lance and wreath, (b) 

Dionysos with kantharos and vine branch, between Hermes (wearing petasos 
and winged shoes, holding kerykeion) and a youth with two lances. 

9. Louvre F 36. (a) Herakles attacking a warrior (shield, with the fore
part of a lion), between a woman holding lance, and another warrior (shield, 
with snake in relief), (b) Dionysos with kantharos between two dancing 
couples. 

10. Brit. Mus. B 151. (a) Youthful rider to r. holding a second horse, 
a boy running underneath him; on either side a naked youth and a long-
robed man. (b) Two warriors with blank round shields to 1., between them a 

dog; on either side a long-robed man with a lance. Double rays round the 
base, the only example in this series. 

11. Orvieto, Museo Faina 40. (a) Man standing to r. in linen chiton 
and fringed himation; Hermes opposite, touching his chin with his right 
hand, then Athena, Herakles (bow, sword, club, without lion's skin, but a 
lion by his side), Dionysos with drinking horn, all of them to 1. (cf. Berlin 
1691). (b) ' Persian Artemis,' with four wings, holding lion by hind paws 

and doe by neck; on either side two youths, in chlamys and himation 
respectively. 

12. Chiusi, Museo Municipale. (a) Dionysos and Ariadne (her flesh 
drawn in outline) opposite each other, between three Sileni. (b) Quadriga 

with warrior, two warriors behind it. 

II.—Jugs. 

13. Berlin, 1731. Adamek Fig. 14-15. 
14. Brit. Mus. B 52. Fossey I.e. Important as having been found at 

Rhodes. 

15. Louvre F 28. Man fastening his second greave on his leg, his 
helmet between his legs, a woman opposite holding shield and lance. On 
either side two naked youths, and on one side a long-robed man, all holding 

lances. 
This list could no doubt be considerably enlarged, but for our purpose it 

is amply sufficient. There'is hardly a class of works of art in which stylistic 

criticism is so dangerous and misleading as the Attic b.f. vases, with their 
conventional treatment of types and myths which for the most part have been 

created elsewhere and taken over ready-made by the Athenian potters. One 

cannot be too careful in attributing unsigned work to any known artist, and 
when that artist has marked and unique peculiarities of style and treatment, 

it is a mistake to blur our conception of his art by attributing to him vases 

which merely resemble his work, or have been made under his direct influence. 
Now no other painter of his time has a more characteristic style than Amasis. 

Not only are his methods of decorating the amphora utterly unlike the 

ordinary Attic types, but numerous details, like the drawing of women's flesh 
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in black outline,1 the Bacchic couples with arms clasped round each other's 

necks, the peculiar zig-zag folds of the chiton (Wien. Vorl. 1889, 4, 4; 
Adamek PL 1), would be sought for in vain among the vast number of Attic 

b.f. vases ; and the double rays round the base are at least as conclusive as 

Adamek's fringes, since, besides a crater by Nikosthenes, they occur, to m y 
knowledge, on only two Attic vases, both under Amasis' direct influence : the 

amphora Brit. Mus. B 151, just quoted, and the psykter B 148 which w e shall 
examine below. For these reasons I consider the two unsigned amphorae in 

Berlin and Wiirzburg to be undoubtedly by Amasis himself, while I a m un

able to admit this for the others. 
It m a y be permitted, as we are treating this subject, to recur briefly to 

the amphora Brit. Mus. B 209 (Wien. Vorl. 1889, 3, 2), on which the name 
of Amasis has been explained as a signature of the artist. A d a m e k has 

reverted to this explanation, which Loeschcke (A.Z. 1881, 31) and Cecil Smith 

(text of the Wien. Vorl.) would seem to have rendered untenable, by showing 
the impossibility of explaining the inscription as a signature, and pointing out 

that the vase in its style resembles Exekias, not Amasis. I would add that 
' the artificial folds of the chiton' of Achilles and Memnon, quoted by A d a m e k 

in defence of his assertion, are just not like the typical zig-zag folds of Amasis! 
and that among all the numerous warriors on Amasis' vases not one has a 
metal armour such as Achilles and one of the negroes wear,2 not one a leather 

armour entirely resembling Memnon's, nor the peculiar tassels inside the 
shields, nor the mode of dressing the hair with its three separate curls which 

we see in the case of both heroes. This amphora must be definitively struck 

off the list of Amasis' works. 
W e have thus altogether five amphorae and four jugs which w e can 

safely attribute to Amasis' own hand. The jugs are all of the same shape 
and scheme of decoration, a type which the Athenian potters received from 

Corinth (a Corintho-Attic example, Vienna 123 PI. 1 Masn.); while it is 
remarkable that the five amphorae present four distinct types, each different 

from the ordinary Attic ones. The Paris amphora, with its narrow frieze 
of warriors on the shoulder, shows a scheme of decoration corresponding to 

the best Chalcidian amphorae, while only solitary examples, most of them 
clearly bearing the mark of foreign influence, occur among Attic ware.8 
Nor is the decoration of the Amasis amphora in Mr. Bourguignon's collection 

(Wien. Vorl. 1889, 3) at all an habitual one, two purely decorative figures 

1 The same technique is employed by Choi- Municipale of Orvieto, especially one resem-
chos ( Wien. Vorl'. 1889, 1), but it is only one bling Amasis in the palmettos under the 
isolated example ; Amasis gives women's flesh handles and the decoration of each side by only 
in white also, mostly for small figures, as on three large figures (a) Apollo between Aphro-
the upper friezes of tho two unsigned am- dito and Artemis, (b) Zeus with the now-born 
phorae. Athena on his knee, between two Eileithyiae). 
2 On the contrary, this armour finds its exact The other examples mostly have no special 

counterpart on the amphova by Exekias (Wien. resemblance to Amasis' style; e.g. Brit. Mus. 
Vorl. 1888, 6, 2), which gives the same myth B 212, 213 (Mieali Storia 85) Louvre F 199, 
in an almost identical manner. 216. Berlin 1713, 1716, 1717. Strassburg 
? Two very fine examples in the Museo Univ. Mus, 
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of Dionysos under the handles being substituted for the usual Attic 
palmette and lotos ornament. The second amphora belonging to Mr. Bour-
guignon seems, according to Hauser's description, to resemble the ordinary 
Attic type with red body. While the two unsigned vases in Wiirzburg and 
Berlin find their only parallels in Chalcis and Ionia (see above). 

I think that another rare type of vase may be traced back to Amasis, 
even though we have no example of it actually painted by him. On PL VI. 
is figured one of the most accurate and delicate b.f. vases of the British 
Museum, the psykter B 148 x; it is one of a small series of amphorae with a 
double bottom and a spout on one side, the wine being poured in through the 
neck, the cooling water through the spout.2 This is the typical b.f. type of 
the psykter, and its ingenious arrangement corresponds exactly to the predi
lection for such vases with special contrivances, evident during the archaic 
period.3 T h e later type of the psykter, which is merely a vase containing 
wine and floating on the water in a large crater, I take to be an invention of 
r.f. ceramic art; at least I k n o w no b.f. example anterior to the severe r.f. 
style.4 O n the other hand, our type of the psykter is distinctly archaic, and 
represented by a small series of Chalcidian vases, which w e m a y hope soon 
to see published by Loeschcke. The finest example of all is in Copenhagen 
(Daremberg-Saglio I.e.); another belonging to the Berlin M u s e u m is figured 
in the Archaeolog. Anzeiger 1889, 91; two more are in the Museo Municipale 
at Corneto and in C o m m . Castellani's collection in R o m e , the latter being 
specially interesting through a stippled Silenus closely resembling those on 
our vase. Fragments of a fifth psykter of the same kind are in Mr. 
Bourguignou's collection at Naples. 

The Chalcidian examples all have the neck distinct from the body, while 
ours is of the ordinary shape of Attic b.f. amphorae with reserved panels, the 
spout alone distinguishing it.6 This spout is decorated with rays and a zig
zag pattern which w e find both on Chalcidian vases and on the handles of 
the Amasis amphora at Wiirzburg. T h e lotos and palmette chain above the 
pictures, frequent in b.f. art, finds its counterpart on the jugs by Amasis, and 
the double rays at the base of the psykter are, as we have seen, characteristic 
of all his work. Further resemblances are noticeable in the style of the 
panels. Their subjects need no explanation : on one side6 Theseus, wearing 

From a drawing by Mr. F. Anderson, which on the oinochoe by Xenokles and Kleisophos 
Mr. 0. F. Hill kindly procured for me; I am (Wien. Fori. 1889, 1). Existing psykters of 
also indebted to Mr. Murray for his kind per- this shape, e.g. Louvre F 319, 320, 488. L131. 
mission to publish this vase. Brit. Mus. B 299. One in Dr. Hauser's collec-
2 See Daremberg-Saglio i. 2, 821, Fig. 1026 ; tion, now in Leipzig, one in the Museo Munici-

the water was emptied out of the vase through pale at Corneto. 
a hole in the bottom. 6 Another example of this type, Naples, Coll. 
3 Cf. M. Pottier's valuable article on the Santang. 38 Heydem., also Attic, and of similar, 

beautiful Coriuthiau vnse published B.C.H. though less characteristic, style. Simple rays, 
xix. PI. 19-20. I know several other examples ivy wreath ou spout and grooved handles. 
of such vases with secret contrivances, all of 6 The vase was intended to be placed with 
them belonging to the seventh and sixth the spout-side backward, as is here indicated 
centuries. by the chief subject being reserved for the other 
* The oldest example known to me is figured panel. 
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only a curious loin-cloth with a rosette embroidered upon it,1 is driving his 
sword into the neck of the stippled Minotaur, while with his left hand he 

seizes the monster's left wrist. Theseus' chlamys is lying between his legs 

on a stone or mound of earth, the sheath of his sword hangs behind his 

back. O n either side two Athenian youths are regarding the scene with 

interest, two of them draped in a long embroidered himation, the third 

naked, the fourth with a short chlamys thrown over his shoulders. All have 

most elaborately dressed hair. O n the other panel, Dionysos, wreathed with 

i vy and dressed in an' embroidered chiton and red chlamys, stands stiffly, a 

drinking horn in his left hand; before him is a stippled Silenus ges

ticulating. O n the other side of the spout, two similar Sileni and a 
Maenad in a red Ionic chiton with a nebris tied over it, are dancing 

along, while under the spout a smaller Silen, not stippled, is trying to 

catch a hare. 
The general style of the youths, with their elaborate head-dress, elon

gated limbs and stiff postures, and especially of the stippled Sileni with 
horses' ears and bestial faces, closely resembles Amasis' work, and the hare in 

the Bacchic scene is also suggestive of his influence (see the amphorae in 

Berlin and Paris). Yet I do not think that the psykter is by his hand. The 
type of Dionysos is different: Amasis always gives him the kantharos, not 
the drinking horn (except in the upper frieze of the Wiirzburg amphora), and 

a different style of clothing. The same applies to the Maenad, whose dress 

is quite different from the peculiarly characteristic chiton with short slit 
sleeves which Amasis uses (see the amphorae in Paris, Wiirzburg, Berlin) 

while he avoids the nebris; besides, the Maenad on the psykter has her flesh 
painted white, not drawn in black outline, as Amasis draws it on his best 

work. Even the Sileni do not quite render Amasis' type : they are not 
ithyphallic and their faces are stippled, while Amasis restricts this indication 
of hair to the body. 

If, thus, a conscientious examination does not allow us to attribute the 
psykter to Amasis himself, its many analogies of decoration and style make 
it evident that the vase was made under the direct influence of that master. 

And so we may attribute to him the importation with modifications of the 
Chalcidian type of the psykter into Attica; a supposition which is confirmed 
by the fact that the unique type of the two unsigned amphorae by Amasis in 
Berlin and Wiirzburg corresponds to a Chalcidian one (see above), and that 
here also Amasis has modified the type, by reducing the upper picture of the 
amphora to a narrow, almost decorative frieze. It is impossible to say 
whether he drew his models from Chalcis itself or copied a common Ionic 
prototype; in the case of the amphora, the latter is rendered probable by 

1 The loin-cloth is of exactly the same cut Theseus, who is killing the stippled Minotaur, 
as the garment showing under tho cuirass of clad in exactly the same loin-cloth decorated 
Chalcidian warriors, and the rosette too is quite with a rosette. A similar garment without the 
Chalcidian, and unusual in Attica at this rosette is worn by a youth on the amphora, 
period. O n a b.f. hydria of ordinary Attic Berlin 1686 (see above p. 138). 
style in the Museo Gregoriano (ii. 8) we find 
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the two Ionic examples quoted above. Of the psykter we have as yet found 
no traces in Ionia. 

Thus we see in Amasis an artist, working doubtless in Athens, as his 
inscriptions prove, a consummate master of Attic b.f. style, employing current 
Attic shapes and types, yet trying constantly, both in the shapes of his vases, 
in the scheme of their decoration, and in details of technique and style, to 

introduce new elements, derived from foreign sources, into the monotonous 
rigidity of Attic b.f. art. The drawing of women's flesh in black outline, the 
stippled Sileni, the couples with their arms clasped round each other's necks, 

the naked Maenads with their great ear-rings, the invariable leather cuirasses 

with shoulder-flaps, worn by the warriors, the fringed garments and their 

rich embroidery and curious folds, the complicated head-dress of the men, 

are all so many signs of Ionic influence; and these signs could be multiplied 
by a detailed examination of Amasis' work. Here, I merely quote the type 

of the Gorgon and the bearded Perseus, the panther's skin of the Maenad on 

the Parisian amphora, the episema of the shields, like the Asiatic stag (dama 

vulgaris, an animal known only to eastern Ionic art) or the panther's mask, 
which I shall show to be an Ionic type in m y publication of the gold ornaments 
from Camirus; further, the Scythian archer and the man blowing the bugle 

on the shoulder frieze of the Parisian amphora, and—assuming the fragment 
published by Studniczka to be by Amasis—Athena's helmet with its phalos 
(Loeschcke, Festschr. d. Bonner Jahrb. 1891, 10) and its band of lotos flowers 

and pomegranates. Everywhere we see the influence exercised over Amasis 

by foreign models, whereas his own influence in Attica seems to have been a 

small one. W e have traced a series of unsigned vases back to his workshop 
or his direct pupils : but they are all amphorae of the ordinary Attic type, 

while the peculiar innovations in the decorative schemes to which he devoted 

especial care, have remained almost unheeded by his contemporaries. W e 
have a couple of psykters which most probably imitate models by his hand, 

and a few amphorae with narrow friezes on the shoulder, though these mostly 
show no special affinity of style with Amasis. But on the whole one must 

admit that his efforts have hardly influenced Attic art; while on the other 

hand these very innovations which he attempted to introduce confirm the 

supposition of his own foreign origin. 
It is a generally accepted opinion that Amasis was one of the numerous 

artists and artisans w h o m the rapid development of the commonwealth under 

the reign of Pisistratus drew to Athens from all countries. Studniczka has 

supposed him to be a native of Naukratis, as his name naturally points 

to Egypt. But it is growing more and more apparent that Naukratis was a 

great trading city, where the wares and merchants of many countries gathered, 
but not a centre of original commercial or artistic production. Moreover, 

Loeschcke (Pauly-Wissowa I. 1748, s.v. Amasis) has justly pointed out that 
towards the middle of the sixth century Attic influence was strong in 

Naukratis, while not a trace of a Naukratite b.f. style has yet been discovered. 

H e therefore concludes that Amasis came to Athens from eastern Greece, and 
considers the possibility of Samos being his home. It is impossible at present 
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to arrive at any sure conclusion on this point, but I think it may be shown 
that many peculiarities of Amasis' style connect him with a current of Ionic 

art, which seems to have included Samos. To explain this it is necessary to. 

go back beyond the period of actual b.f. painting. 
In the most valuable and suggestive account of his excavations in Samos 

(Aus. ion. und ilal. Nekrop.), Dr. Boehlau has shown that the large class of 

vases hitherto called by the conventional name of' Fikellura,' and found in 

large numbers in Rhodes and Daphnae, represents the ceramic industry of 
Samos in the second half of the seventh century. For the history of archaic 
pottery this discovery is of the greatest importance; it definitively corroborates 

the solution which Prof. Loeschcke had long ago proposed for this difficult 

problem (Athen. Miith. xxii. 261). It was he who years ago discovered the 
fine amphora at Altenburg (Boehlau, p. 56) which, with its frieze of 

grotesque dancing figures, represents the highest development of this class of 

Samian pottery, and the transition from the archaic to the b.f. style. Other 

examples of this transitional stage have been found at Daphnae (Tanis ii. PL 
28), while Boehlau's excavations have as yet touched only poorer parts of the 

necropolis, with simpler and more archaic Samian vases. 
But we can follow the thread farther, with the assistance of a small 

group of vases found in Italy, which show what the Samian b.f. pottery not yet 

found on the island must have been. M. Pottier has been the first to draw atten
tion to this group and has proved its Ionic origin in one of his excellent articles 

on archaic pottery (B.C.H. xvii. 423). I a m able to enlarge his list by a few 
important examples, all of the same shape known as deinos : 

1. Louvre E 731. Pottier, Fig. 1, p. 424. Ivy wreath on rim, tongue 
pattern on shoulder; frieze of dancing Sileni and Maenads, then chain of 
lotus buds and flowers, and simple rays. 

2. Louvre E 804. Pottier, Fig. 2, p. 427. Ivy wreath on rim, herring
bone pattern on shoulder ; frieze of grotesque dancing youths, then pattern 
resembling an undulated ribbon. 

3. Louvre E 812. Pottier, Fig. 3, p. 428. Undulated line on rim; 
frieze of warriors, then one of Sirens, and an undulated ribbon. 

4. Vienna 215 Masner, PL 5. With support. Ivy wreath on rim, 

tongue-pattern on shoulder; frieze of Sileni dancing, then elaborate zig-zag 
pattern and double rays. 

5. Florence 1839 (quoted by Masner, p. 20). Parallel lines on rim, 

tongue-pattern on shoulder; frieze of grotesque dancers as on No. 2, then 
chain of lotus buds and blossoms, and simple rays. 

6. Cervetri, Coll. Ruspoli. Frieze of dancers as No. 2, but among them 

a deinos on a,tripod of metal bars, and a man and woman pounding something 
in a mortar. I have unhappily only had a glimpse of the vase, and noted no 
details. 

7. Brit. Mus. B 40. Lotos chain on rim, tongue-pattern on shoulder-; 
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banquet scene, seven couches, five servants between them ; then frieze of 
animals and ' polypus' -pattern. 

8. Rome, Pal. dei Conservatori 106, with support like No. 4. Broad 
band of painted scales round body, no figures. 

9. Louvre E 810, quoted by Pottier, p. 430, who doubts its Ionic origin, 
the m e n having the Attic shape of the eye. Yet I think the vase belongs to 
our group. Ivy wreath on rim, burlesque dancers on body, ' polypus' 
ornament on base. 

That all these vases have a common origin is proved by their identity of 

shape, their many analogies of style and types, in spite of slight individual 

discrepancies. N o r is the similarity, nay identity, of the grotesque dancers 
on the deinoi (Nos. 2, 5, 6), and those on the Samian amphorae quoted above, 

less evident; this analogy is all the more significant, as we find on the deinoi 

a transition stage of technique, white painted lines and incised lines being 

used simultaneously for the indication of details.1 This peculiarity is another 
connecting link between the deinoi and the Samian vases, on which incised 

lines are only once employed; and the similarity of the decorative patterns bears 
this out. W e find on the deinoi the band of lotos buds and flowers peculiar 

to Samian ware, and a broadband of painted scales as on the Samian amphora 

Tanis II. PL 32,2 while at the same time new ornaments appear—the rays, 

double or single, the ivy wreath, the undulated ribbon afterwards not rare in 

Attica, the tongue and herring-bone pattern, the so-called ' polypus'3 an 
elaborate zig-zag and a curious undulated pattern (No. 3, 7) to which w e 
revert. 

W e have thus a clearly defined group of vases, belonging to the earliest b.f. 
style, and offering the most striking resemblance to that highest development 

of Samian pottery which directly precedes the actual b.f. style. Of course, 
without the aid of either inscriptions or local excavations, it would be 
impossible to prove, and premature to assert that we have here a later 

phase of Samian art. But certainly these deinoi can serve as examples of 
what b.f. Samian vases must have been, and must be near akin to them. W e 

may, at any rate, assume them to have been made on one of the Ionic 

islands, or in a colony on the Asiatic coast; and a similar origin is probable 
for a small series of amphorae, which offer striking analogies to the deinoi, 

but appear to be somewhat younger, representing as they do some of the 

best Ionic examples of developed b.f. pottery. 

See Pottier p. 425. Those white lines 150 (from Rhodes). Further a Rhodian oino-
appear only on Nos. 1, 7 ; they represent a choe in the Louvre (A 321, Pottier Vases du 
transitional technique, while the Samian vases Louvre 13). The oldest examples known to 
use reserved lines for details (the Altenburg me are on Mycenaean vases, e.g. Myk. Vas. x. 
vase has a few incised lines), and the Clazo- 62. 
menian sarcophagi only whito lines, no in- 3 I take the crescent pattern characteristic of 
oisions. Samian ware to be developed out of the poly-
2 Cf. the Clazomenian sarcophagus Ant. pus, when a foot was added to the vase, just as 

Denhn. i. 45. Ionic amphorae: Berlin 1674, the rays are derived from a lotos chalice sus-
1885 (B.C.H. xvii. 434 Fig. 7), Arch. Jahrb. i. raining a vase without a foot ; see App. ii. 

E.S.—VOL. XIX. L 
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The finest vase of this series is the beautiful amphora now in the Marquis 
of Northampton's collection, and published by Gerhard (A. V. 317-8; Burling
ton Club Cat. of Greek Ceramic Art, p. 20, 112). To it w e m a y add two 

amphorae in Munich, Nos. 573 (Wien. Vorl. 1890-1, 12) and 583, published 

by Lau (Griech. Vas. x. 7, xi. 4) and Studniczka (Arch. Jahrb. v. 142), w h o 

has recognised the resemblance and Ionic origin of these three vases. A 

fourth amphora, Berlin, 1676 (Gerhard A.V. 9), though akin to the other 

three, is slightly different in shape and style. 
The stylistic identity of the Northampton vase and Munich 583 (the 

' Dolon amphora' according to Studniczka's explanation), is evident in the 

un-Attic combination of reserved panels on the body with a neck distinct 
from it, and decorated with two pictures, in the elaborate profiles, copied from 

metallic models, of neck and foot, in the disposition of the decorative patterns 

on the vase (bands of ornaments on the rim and foot as on the ' Caeretan 

hydriae'), in the types of these patterns, such as the lotos chain or the double 
rays, above all in the quite peculiar and characteristic arrangement of 

palmettes with little hares among them, which occurs on both vases. A s for 
the third, the so-called ' Io' amphora (Munich 573), it has a different shape, 

the neck not being distinct from the body, nor the pictures in reserved 
panels, an equally un-Attic combination {A. V. 9 shows the ordinary Attic 

shape, only with double rays); but the type-of the Argos and of the Centaurs' 

heads,1 as well as the Triton with wreath and necklace A.V. 9, connect 

both with the Northampton amphora; both also have lotos chains 
and double rays. O n the other hand the resemblance to the deinoi 

quoted above is striking. W e find the same type of lotos chain in both 

groups, also the same ivy-wreath ; the double rays appear on deinos 
No. 4, the plait pattern of the Dolon amphora, though shown by none 

of our deinoi, is characteristic of Samian ware, while the curious undulated 

pattern on deinos No. 3 finds its counterpart on the Northampton amphora.2 

Further, the Sileni on the latter vase, with their bestial faces, mane-like 

hair, and ribs indicated by incised lines, correspond exactly to the deinoi 
1-4 ;3 while the curious tripod of the Northampton amphora recurs on No. 6, 

the Ruspoli deinos.4 W e may thus safely conclude that this group of 

amphorae is most nearly related to the deinoi and is contemporaneous or 

slightly younger. 

' The red nipple surrounded by a circle of hoofs, which are found on none of our deinoi, 
white dots is a characteristic Ionic peculiarity. but as both these types constantly appear side 
It recurs on a Triton on a fragment of an Ionic by side in archaic art, the absence of one of 
cup in Bonn, of the class which Diimmler has them proves nothing. 
wrongly called Pontic. 4 For this type of tripod see Savignoni's 
2 It is not quite the same; the pattern of careful and accurate study, Man. ant. vii. 277 ; 

the amphora recurs now and then on Ionic he quotes the Northampton amphora as the 
vases (e.g. Vienna Hof-Mus. 278); an exact only example of such tripods on painted vases. 
counterpart of the deinos pattern on the frag- Besides the Ruspoli deinos, 1 know another 
ment of an Ionic pithos from Caria, published example on Munich 984, an Etruscan hydria 
Athen. Mitth. xxi. PI. 6. copied from an Ionic model, of the class treated 
3 Two of the Northampton Sileni have horses' by Diimmler Roem. Mitth. iii. 173. 
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The connection between the series jusb examined may appear insufficient, 

and the documentary evidence fragmentary and incomplete. But it should 

be remembered that as soon as we leave the well-known track of Attic art we 

are forced to reconstruct, as best we may, large and important classes now 

lost to us, from a few stray fragments which chance has spared. And while 
one cannot be too careful in the inferences drawn from such fragments, yet 
every effort should be made to retrace their parentage as far as possible. I 
do not pretend, out of the documents quoted above, to form a continuous 

chain, but I take them to be links of a broken chain, which if complete would 
lead down from the archaic pottery of Miletos and Samos, to the fully 

developed b.f. style of Athens, from the middle of the 7th to the end of the 

6th century. And to the links which we have quoted we can add a last one, 
placed near to the end of the chain. 

Among the mass of Attic b.f. vases there is a series of amphorae, which 

form a distinct class by themselves, and were evidently made in the same 

place, if not by the same hand. Only amphorae have been found, and all in 
Italy (in fact, with two exceptions, in Etruscan tombs), while not one has to 

m y knowledge till now appeared on Greek soil.1 Their queer angular style 

has earned for these vases the name of the ' affected Tyrrhenian' group. 
They have hardly been noticed till new; but for a few passing remarks by 

Jahn (Munich Cat. Einl. clxxi.), Hrlichs (Beitr. z. Kunstgesch. 16 f.) and 

Furtwangler (Munchner Fuhrer 125), the only archaeologist who has studied 

them is M. Gsell, who, in his excellent Fouilles de Vulci, has given a list of the 
examples known to him, a short analysis of their style and type, and the 

only really faithful reproduction of such an amphora as yet published (PL 7-8, 

p. 502). The list given in m y appendix i. contains more than twice as many 
vases as M. Gsell's, but no doubt several more exist in museums which I have 

not visited. However, the present material is amply sufficient for an appre

ciation of the whole class. 
The amphora found by M. Gsell at Vulci is important through its having 

been discovered, as very few examples of this class have been, in excavations 
conducted with scientific accuracy. It was found in a tomba a camera of a 

rather archaic type (tombe xlv.; Gsell p. 101, cf. 431 f.), together with a 

number of bucchero vases of the fully developed type with modelled reliefs 

some coarse local ware of no chronological importance, and a b.f. lecythus 

apparently Attic ; the tomb had already been plundered, but the objects just 

described, and the fact that bones of only one body were found in the tomb, 

allow us to date it with tolerable certainty towards the middle of the 6th 

century. This date is confirmed by the few other specimens of our class 

discovered in circumstances known to us :—• 

I.—tomba a camera, Orvieto; Gamurrini Not. d. Sc. 1881, 51. Helbig, 
Bull. 1881, 267. The ashes of several bodies were found in this tomb, which 

had also been rifled; any exact chronology of the objects found is thus 

1 Dr. Hartwig kindly informs me that not single fragment of such ware has been found in 
the ' Perserschutt' on the Acropolis. 

L 2 
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impossible, yet the fact that besides an amphora of our class (No. 30 of our 

list) only late bucckero and b.f. and severe r.f. Attic vases were found, gives us 

a valuable terminus post quern. 

II.—tomba a camera, Orvieto; Helbig Bull. 1882, 233. Gamurrini Not. 

d. Se. 1882, 374. Milani Mus. Hal. III. 209; the contents are now in the 

Florentine Museum. This tomb, in which the remains of several unburnt 

bodies were found, had also been plundered. But as it contained a 

series of vases certainly older than the middle of the 6th century, viz. a 

panathenaic amphora second only to the Burgon vase in age, a Chalcidian 
oinochoe, and a Corintho-Attic anfora a colonnette, together with a r.f. kyhx 

signed by Chachrylion, the tomb must evidently have been used for at 

least a couple of generations. The two affected amphorae discovered here 

(Nos. 1., 18) probably do not belong to the very oldest deposits of the tomb. 

III.—Remains of two amphorae have been found at Adria. One (No. 

43) almost intact, was excavated in 1816, 'alia profondita di piedi 20 circa' 
(Schone, Mus. Bocchi p. 27), a depth which corresponds to the lowest stratum 

yet found in Adria. Two small fragments of another amphora (No. 8) were 
found in 1879 among the remains of a building evidently belonging to Greek 

settlers of the 6th century, together with numerous b. and r.f. fragments 

(Not. d. Sc. 1879, p. 96. 101. PL III. 47). The fact that no vases older than 
common Attic b.f. ware have as yet appeared at Adria is again important as 

a chronological limit. 

We have thus gained an approximate date for our amphorae, inde
pendently of their style; and the importance of this fact will immediately 

become apparent. I have already said that all the vases of this class are 

amphorae, a circumstance in no wise unique in Greek pottery : we can 

compare the well-known Ionic group of the ' Caeretan hydriae,' in which like
wise only one shape of vase occurs. However, the affected amphorae do not 

all have exactly the same shape, but two distinct fundamental types, each 
with minor variations :— 

I.—The neck is not distinct from the body, the handles tubular, the 
foot has the shape of an inverted echinus; the whole body is painted black, 

save for a double row of rays round the base, and two reserved panels, 

decorated at the top with a chain of hanging lotos blossoms, or of double 
alternating lotos blossoms and palmettes, such as is constantly employed on 
archaic Attic amphorae. 

a. The shape is identical with that of the Attic b.f. amphora with 
reserved panels (Walters, Brit. Mits. Cat. ii. Fig. 13). 

b. Like a, but for the orifice, which instead of being rectangular in 
profile, is rounded like that of the Attic so-called pelike; the nearest 
approach to this shape is shown by a Chalcidian amphora in Munich, 

No. 1106. 
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II.—The neck is distinct from the body, the shape thus roughly corre
sponding to the Attic b.f. amphora with red body (Walters, Fig. 15). How

ever, the shapes both of the body, narrowing below and broader above, and of 
the neck, which is shorter and smaller, differ from the Attic type, while they 

closely resemble the Northampton and Dolon amphorae described above. 
The neck is bordered at each end by a narrow plastic ring, painted red, and 
imitating the rings of solder on bronze vases; a similar broader ring connects 

the body with the foot, which is elaborately moulded. The handles are 
usually composed of three bars, sometimes they are tubular. Some of the 

plainer specimens have no plastic rings, and the foot is like an inverted 

echinus. The lower half of the body is painted black, but for a narrow 

double band of rays round the base and a band of lotos flowers (sometimes 

missing) above these. O n the shoulder, a tongue-pattern, painted alternately 

black and red, and a chain of hanging lotos blossoms. Below these, a broad 
frieze of figures. W e have three variations of this shape:— 

a. Figures painted on each side of the neck (3-4), the shoulder frieze 
divided into two pictures, of one to two figures each, by a very elaborate and 

beautiful palmette ornament under the handles. 

b. Neck as a, but the shoulder frieze is continuous, the figures under the 
handles being painted smaller. The large figures next to the handles are 

often partially covered by them, thus showing thut the vase was painted 

before the handles were attached to it. The base of the handles is surrounded 
by a painted tongue-pattern ending in volutes. In two cases, Nos. 20, 21, 

the lower ends of the handles are flattened and decorated with small figures 
in reserved square panels. 

c. Body as b, but the neck instead of figures has the double chain of 

lotus flowers and palmettes addorsed, which is the constant decoration for the 

neck of Attic b.f. amphorae with red body. 

Within the limits of these variations the execution of all our examples 
is identically alike. The clay is a fine warm orange colour, rather less 

reddish than ordinary Attic clay, the glaze black aud brilliant, never un

equally fired or discoloured. White and red are freely used for details, 
also incised lines drawn with great delicacy and precision. The execution 

is careful and accurate in the extreme, the smallest details of decoration 

recur with unfailing regularity, nowhere do we find the individual pecu

liarities and variations frequent in other classes of pottery. At the same 

time, the excellence of technical execution and the sure, easy, faultless 

drawing, are most remarkable. I have not noticed a single case either of 

careless omission or of mistaken rendering of any detail, nor of those 

blunders in anatomy which M. Pottier, in a recent admirable article (Rev. 

d. itud. grecques 1898, 355), shows to be due to the use of silhouettes in 
vase painting. There is no class of vases more correct, faultless and ac

curate in its minutest details, and the easy excellence resulting from a 

long tradition is evident everywhere. But while the affected amphorae 

represent an exceedingly high development of ceramic art, they are at 
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the same time not only lifeless, angularly stiff, and almost grotesque in style, 

but strangely monotonous and poor in the range of their types and subjects. 

Each figure is executed with the minutest care, delicate ornamentation is 

lavished on robes, armours and arms; but only a few ever-recurring figures 

make up the few dull scenes repeated again and again on these vases. 

If w e examine first the decorative patterns, w e find the double row of 

rays to be absolutely constant and characteristic of all examples, throughout 

the different variations of shape and decoration. The amphorae of type I. 

have in addition a chain of lotos flowers or an an alternate lotos and palmette 

chain, both frequent in Attic art and particularly in Amasis' circle : we find 

the latter pattern constantly on the jugs signed by him, while the chain of 

lotos flowers is characteristic of that group of amphorae which w e have 
attributed to his workshop. Only here the flowers point upwards, while on 
the affected amphorae they are invariably drawn hanging downwards, a 

peculiarity which I have noticed upon hardly any Attic vases, but on a few 
Ionic amphorae. 

O n the amphorae of type II. the lotos chain above the rays, the tongue-
pattern and lotos chain on the shoulder, are equally unfailing ornaments. 

Their delicate thin drawing distinguishes them from the similar patterns on 

ordinary Attic amphorae with red body. Only the double lotos and palmette 
chain on the neck of type H e is quite Attic in style. For the peculiar 

practice of reserving small panels at the base of the handles (Nos. 20, 21 of 

our list) I only know one Attic analogy, the little hares on the handles of a 

r.f. amphora by Andokides (Berlin 2159. Gerhard, Trinkschalen 19-20). 

However, Andokides was very probably much influenced by foreign models, 

and w e find a similar, if not identical, scheme of decoration in the gorgoneia 

on the handles of the beautiful amphora published by Pottier (B.C.H. xvii. 

439-40, Fig. 10-12) which I a m inclined to think of Ionic workmanship. 

It is important that both the chain of lotos flowers round the inner lip of 

this vase, and the choice of subjects for the shoulder frieze—man on folding 

chair, and youthful rider, both surrounded by m e n in long robes dotted with 

rosettes, lizards in the field—entirely resemble the affected vases, though 
their style is different. 

Returning to the decoration of the latter, w e have still to examine its 
most important elements. The tongue-pattern, which almost invariably 
surrounds the base of the handles of type II., is evidently an imitation of 
metal vessels, where such a pattern, attached to the end of the handles 
covered the place where these were soldered to the body. This detail 
appears on no b.f. Attic vase, while it is quite characteristic of the ' Caeretan 
hydriae' quoted above, and thus probably of Ionic origin.1 A n d the same 

• • 
Of the practice of painting the vase with to a class copied diroctly from Ionic bronze 

so little regard to the handles, that their ends models, the reliefs havo been stamped on before 
partially cover some of the figures, an interest- the addition of the handles, one of which 
ing example is offered by a fine bucchero hydria accordingly covers all but the legs of a male 
of fully developed style, in the Museo Muni- figure. A tongue- or egg-pattern round the base 
cipale at Orvieto : on this vase, which belongs of handles is frequent in later r.f. art. 
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applies to the beautiful palmette ornament painted under the handles of 

type II a (the rarest type, of which I know only four examples). Savignoni, 

in his valuable article on Ionic tripods, has been the first to recognize the 

importance of this ornament, and has published one of our amphorae (No. 14, 

Mon. ant. vii. 342, Fig. 22); as he justly explains, these palmettes imitate 
the elaborate decoration of Ionic and Chalcidian metal vases. W e still 

possess quite a characteristic example in the beautiful bronze handle in 
Berlin, published Arch. Anz. 1893, 97. From similar prototypes the 

palmettes on our amphorae are derived, though they are probably not copied 

directly from metallic, but from other painted vases; and an idea of these 

models is given by the strikingly similar ornaments on the Northampton 

and Dolon amphorae, which are already connected with the affected series 

through their shape and scheme of decoration. In Attica again the most 

similar, if considerably simpler ornament is the palmette arrangement under 

the handle of the amphora by Amasis in Paris; while the same master, in 

his amphora at Naples, gives an example of the continuous friezes with 
smaller figures under the handles, which are peculiar to the affected 

amphorae and almost unknown in Attic art. 

Thus at every step we discover discrepancies between the affected group 

and the ordinary b.f. ware. Another peculiarity of the former is that very 

narrow fillets and small pieces of stuff are frequently scattered among the 
figures (Nos. 4, 6, 8 bis, 21, and 11, where an aryballos and a flute-case are 

added) : it is the old horror vacui which in Milesian and Corinthian art fills 

the field with ornaments, and which the Attic developed b.f. style had left far 

behind. The same applies to the animals, which are often painted on the 

affected amphorae purely as decorative elements. Lizards run across the 
field (1, 4, 6), foxes or deer hang dead against the wall (4, 6, 12, 41), birds 

fly above the figures very frequently, now and then with snakes in their 
beaks, as on Chalcidian and Corinthian vases (17, 21, 29). Dogs accom
panying their masters are very frequent, but of course neither merely de

corative nor in any way characteristic, and the same applies to the does 

standing beside m e n (11, 23, 25, 28, 37, 43). Other animals occur oc
casionally, swans (12,24), a hare (4), cock (39), ram and goat (32), eagle (8 bis), 

boar (21), also a siren (12), a sphinx (23), and winged horses (18, 19, 20, 24; 

with rider, 21); while in one case we find the group of two panthers at

tacking a doe (39 = Mus. Gregor. ii. 31), its Ionic origin being shown most 

clearly by the female sex of the panthers.1 But the most important type of 
all—the animals appearing in connection with human figures will be treated 

below—is the bird with a griffin's head, which appears on No. 37 (Micali, 

Storia 77). In the Strena Helbigiana, to be published shortly, I have traced 

the development of this monster, and shown that it was introduced into 
Greece by the Ionians, and was practically unknown in Attic art. Not a single 

example of it is found on ordinary b.f. ware, and the type figured on our 

Such female animals, mostly with very large udders, are a favourite subject of certain 
Ionic and Etruscan series. 
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amphora, resembling more a pea-hen than a griffin, yet proved to be that 

monster by its recurved wings, has till now been found only on later 

Corinthian vases, though it is an ancient oriental creation. 
Thus we find not only a number of purely decorative animals, such as 

the Attic painters had long since discarded, but also types like the female 

panthers killing a doe, or the bird with the griffin's head, which are foreign 

to Attic art, and reminiscences of ancient Ionic tradition. W e find a com

bination of the most highly developed and brilliant b.f. technique, with a 

preference for archaic elements of decoration, a faithful preserving of 

antiquated types, which is in marked contrast to the ordinary Attic vase 
painting, so strongly susceptible to new foreign influences and individual 

innovations. If we proceed to examine the scenes represented on this 

peculiar series, we again find the same contrasts and discrepancies. It is 
surprising how few types, hardly varied, constitute the entire stock of such a 

large number of vases. 
The most important and frequent are the male figures : we find, first, a 

naked man or youth, usually gesticulating in an affected manner, never 

ithyphallic; his breasts, and sometimes his beard and hair, are painted red, 

the latter, bound by a fillet or wreath of beads, either hangs down his back 
or is tied up in a curious loop peculiar to this class; sometimes he wears a 

similar wreath or ireptappa round his arm or across his breast. 

The same type then appears with a short chlamys, either hanging over one 
arm or over both shoulders, with slight variations in the folds; it is decorated 

with red dots, and rosettes of white points with a red centre, and has tassels 

on its corners, but no fringes. 
The third frequent male type is a man—only once a youth, No. 2—=• 

wearing a long chiton, mostly red or black with red dots, and an himation 

over it embroidered like the chlamys of the preceding type. This embroidery 

and the tassels appear quite regularly. Both arms are always visible, a 
peculiarity of this class, while on ordinary b.f. vases such men usually have 

one arm wrapped up in their himation. The long-robed man, though he may 
gesticulate with his hands, always stands quietly, leaning very often on a 

staff or lance, or holding a wreath, and usually wearing sandals. This figure 

is easily changed into a god by placing attributes in his hands : a fish 

(4, 11, 12, 21), a fish and trident (21), a kantharos and vine branch (see 
below); he also appears seated on a chair or throne, a variation which we 
shall examine below. 

Besides these three most frequent male types we occasionally find 
another, clad in a short chiton, mostly red, cut off straight at the loins, always 
showing the phallos, and a chlamys round his shoulders. This figure is rare 
(23, 28, 30); it occasionally wears a nebris strapped across the chiton (34, 39), 
and in this form is used both for Hermes (see below), by the addition of 

winged shoes, pilos and kerykeion, and for the frequent type of the warrior. 
The latter wears a metal cuirass over his chiton and nebris, a Corinthian 
helmet, and greaves, and carries a sword, lance and shield, usually a Boeotian 
one, decorated with a large snake springing from its- centre, an evident 
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imitation of metal work. The snake is occasionally replaced by a Silenus' 

mask (12, 21) or a flying eagle (30', 31, round shields), a frequent-episemon on 

Chalcidian vases. All the metallic parts of the armour are ornamented with 

white dots along the outlines, and the cuirasses show the double volute on 
the breast which is so frequent on b.f. vases. 

The same male type, clad in a short chiton, is further employed for the 

horseman (see below), and for the curious winged man who occasionally 
stands among other men, without any apparent significance (5, 16 bis, 25, 39, 

42) ; this figure, with two spread and two recurved wings growing from his 

shoulders, and winged shoes on his feet, is one of the most peculiar and 

characteristic types of the affected class. Such winged figures are a favourite 

subject of Ionic artists, who copied them from Oriental models, while in 

Attica they are a rare foreign importation. It is important to note that an 

exactly similar double pair of wings is worn by the Gorgon on a jug signed 

by Amasis, and by the winged youth and the Artemis on two of the amphorae 

we attributed to his workshop: another of the numerous resemblances 

between that artist and the affected vases, and another proof of the influence 

of Ionic art on both. 

The types examined above constitute the whole stock of male figures on 

our amphorae; the little boys who occasionally appear (17, 20, 22, 41) are 

simply reductions of the nude youth, and have no special significance, with 
the exception of 41, where a long-robed man brings such a boy to another 

man standing before a tree, probably a reminiscence of the well-known 

scene of Peleus entrusting the infant Achilles to Chiron. 

W o m e n are rare on the affected vases, which show quite a peculiar prefer

ence for men. Their flesh is white, the eye usually incised, but occasionally 

painted in red outline on white ground, a technique which I have noticed 

on some of the amphorae attributed above to Amasis' school. There is one 
female type clad in a long Ionic chiton with an airbirTvypa, and a peplos, both 

embroidered exactly like the men's dresses; she wears sandals, and usually 

holds the edge of her peplos before her face, in the scheme so frequent on 
Chalcidian and Corinthian vases, while it is discarded by the Attic artists of 

the developed b.f. style (1, 3, 6, 12, 27, 28, 34, 37, 42); another detail in 
which the affected vases have preserved an archaic tradition long given up 

in their time. The same woman appears holding a lance (4) or a fish (11) 

in her hand, or seated on a throne (4), probably as a goddess, just as similar 
attributes make gods out of long-robed men; further, as Deianira, seated on 

the Centaur's back (20, 42). 

Besides this ordinary female type we find the Maenad, in a shorter chiton 

with an airbirTvypa of curious cut, for which the nearest analogies are again 

offered by the Maenads on Amasis' vases; just as most of these, she wears 

no nebris, and is always found in company with a Silenus, either follow

ing Dionysos (29) or under the handles of the amphora, dividing two 

different scenes (30, 31, 34, where an ordinary man is substituted for the 

Silenus). The Silenus, one of the most important types of our vases, is always 

ithyphallic, with human feet, not hoofs, as is natural in this period, but with 
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a horse's ears and tail and a bestial expression; the face is rarely drawn in 

profile (3), almost always in a front view (3, 29, 30, 31, 38 ?) unusual in Attic 

art, while it closely resembles the Silenus' head on the Wiirzburg amphora by 

Amasis. W e have also some Ionic examples of this first attempt at a per

spective of the face. 

Having thus analysed the types used on the affected vases we must now 

examine the scenes which they compose. It has already been said that the 

technical perfection of these amphorae forms a striking contrast to their 

poverty and monotony in the choice of subjects. Not only are the scenes on 

either side of each vase usually almost identically the same, but the artist has 
followed the invariable principle of composing each scene out of two central 

figures, the principal one always turned to the right, surrounded on either 

side by one or two spectators, who are usually meaningless and superfluous. 

The few exceptions to this rule, necessitated mostly by want of space, only 
serve to confirm it (14-16 bis, 23, 25, 32, 36). The monotony and lifelessness 

of such a system of decoration is obvious, and rendered more striking by the 

small number and scanty interest of the scenes represented. 

I.—Two male figures of the types discussed above—mostly naked or with 
a chlamys—in animated discourse, their gestures affected and very slightly 

varied, between two to four spectators. Many of these scenes, which are by 

far the most frequent of all—more than forty examples are found on the forty-

six vases of our list—are quite devoid of meaning, others have a paederastic 
significance, emphasised in some cases by gifts offered by one of the central 

figures to the other: a cock (7, 36),1 a hare (28), a cup and perhaps a doe 
(43), an aryballos (17). It is worthy of note that the men are never ithy-

phallic, and that no women appear in these scenes. In one case the scene is 

varied by one of the youths holding a diskos (20). Published examples: 19 

(Urlichs Beitr. z. Kunstg. PL 1-6). 23 (Micali Storia 75-6). 26 (Mus. Greg. 
II. 30). 35 (Gsell Vulci PL 7-8). 

II.—Warrior putting on his armour; he is fastening his second greave, 

while helmet and shield either lie at his feet or are held by a m a n or woman 

opposite him. O n either side one or two spectators: 6A. 11 A. 13A. 14 
neck B. 41 B. 

III.—Warrior fully armed talking to a m a n or w o m a n — o n 13 B and 

21 B to Hermes—with spectators on either side; on 14, 16 bis there are no 

spectators for lack of space. This scene usually occurs on the reverse of vases 
with Scene II. on the obverse (6 B. 11 B. 13 B), but also in other cases (12 A B . 

14 AB. 16 bis AB. 21 A B . 23 A B = Micali Storia 75-6), and warriors are 
occasionally found among the spectators (21 AB. 28 B). 

IV.—Two warriors fighting with lances; without spectators 15 A B , for 

lack of space; with spectators 30 A B . 31 A B . 36 A. 37 B (Micali Storia 

1 On a small b.f. amphora in the Museo offered as "gifts; some of tho men wear irepiajj.-
Gregoriano (ii. 44) of rather a peculiar shape, we fiara like those on the affected vases, 
find i similar paederastic scene with cocks 
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77-8). 42B (Gerhard A.V 117). On 33AB (Micali Mon. in. 44. 2) a long-
robed man stands between the two warriors, in the scheme usual for the 
combat between Herakles and Kyknos. 

V . — A rider, almost always youthful and holding a second horse; without 
spectators, for lack of space, 16 A B ; usually one or two spectators on either 
side, with one of whom the horseman is conversing: 17 A. 19 A (TJrlichs 
Beitr. z. Kunstg. PL 1-6). 20 B. 24 A. 34 AB. 43 A.—single riders under 
handles 21, 26, 41. On 21 B a horseman, bearded in this case, stands between 
Hermes and Poseidon, while on 28 B we find a reminiscence of the well-known 
Troilos myth: a long-robed man (Priam) holding a sceptre, is seated on a 
chair opposite the youthful rider, whom a warrior (Achilles) pursues; while 
to the left stands a woman, holding not the traditional hydria of Polyxena, 
but an oinochoe which is entirely out of place, and shows that the artist was 
hardly conscious of the myth he copied from memory or from some model. 

VI.—-Dionysos with kantharos and a large vine branch in his hand, long-
robed and crowned with vine leaves (on 37A he has winged shoes) stands 
opposite a man in the same dress (2A, 3A, 32B, 38AB); this man is occasion
ally characterised as a god by his attributes : fish and lance, perhaps Nereus, 
4A; a doe beside him, probably Apollo, 28A, 37B (Micali Storia 78); or he 
is replaced by a naked man (29AB) or a woman (perhaps Ariadne, 3B). The 
spectators are men or Sileni (2A, 3AB, 29AB, 38AB), only in one case a 
Maenad among them (29AB). Sileni and Maenads under handles, without 
Dionysos, 30, 31. 

VII.—A long-robed man seated on a folding chair, or more frequently 
on a throne, holding a lance or sceptre crowned sometimes with an animal's 
head (griffin 2B, with open beak and two knobs on it; pegasos 1AB; ram 
8 bis, just like the sceptre of the man on a jug by Amasis, Wien. Vorl. 
1889, 4). On IB he is characterised as Zeus by a large thunderbolt in his 
right hand. Before him Hermes, in the garb described above, is walking 
away, his head turned back to speak to ' Zeus.' O n either side one or two 
spectators: 1AB, 2B, 8 bis, 16 neck AB, 17B, 18AB, 19B, 24B, 39A. 
Occasionally Hermes is replaced by a long-robed (16B, 16 bis neck AB, 24A) 
or a winged man (39B, where, however, a man with a short chiton and nebris, 
but without the other attributes of Hermes, is standing behind ' Zeus ') ; while 
on 4B a woman, holding a wreath and a lotos flower, sits on the throne in' Zeus'' 
stead. The back of the throne terminates in a swan's head, its traverse 
usually bears a small animal, a pegasos (IB), lion (2B, 19B), sphinx (4B, a 
hare under the throne), panther (17B) ; this is an ancient oriental feature, 
which we find on Assyrian reliefs e.g. Botta-Flandin Mon. de Nineveh I. 18, 
Rawlinson Five Great Monarchies I4 394), and is a most important sign of 
strong Ionic influence on the affected vases;x in Attica w e occasionally 

See Loeschcke A.Z. 1876, 114. Savignoni, 'Zeus ' of No. 17, and recognised the oriental 
Mon, ant. vii. 334, who has published the origin of the type. 
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find a similar throne with the back ending in a swan's head (Mon. d. Inst. 

VI. 56), and once also a sphinx sitting under it, not on the traverse (Gerhard 

A.V.I: back of throne ending in a lion's head). Both these vases are archaic 

and represent the birth of Athena, while our scene seems a reminiscence of a 

myth in which Hermes appears as the messenger of Zeus. But when we 

consider the thoughtless manner in which myths are reproduced on the 

affected amphorae, we shall hesitate to attribute a special significance to this 

scene, as Urlichs {Beitr. z. Kunstg. p. 16, pi. 1-6) has done in publishing No. 

19.—Hermes alone, among other men, 13B, 21AB, 36B. 

These scenes really constitute the whole stock of our vases. A few 

other subjects occur in isolated examples : Theseus killing the Minotaur with 

his lance (5A), a unique treatment of this myth ; Herakles wrestling with 
the lion, also drawn in an unusual way,1 Herakles pursuing Nessos (42 = 

Gerhard A. V. 118, the ordinary type; on 20A Herakles is replaced by an 

ordinary warrior). On 32A a procession is moving to r., towards a burning altar 

placed under one handle : six long-robed men, three of them carrying myrtle 

branches, one an oinochoe, another an oinochoe and a flat plate with cakes 

on his head, while another plays the flute; a ram is walking behind the 

second man. This vase, figured by Micali, Mon. in. 44, 1, is of the greatest 
importance, as the subject, even in details like the peculiar plate with cakes, 

the oinochoe and myrtle branches, is almost identical with that of one of the 
amphorae of Amasis' school quoted above (p. 138, Adamek, fig. 8). On 36B we 

find a similar scene, only the altar and the offerings of the men are missing, 

and Hermes appears among them; on 21B Poseidon is standing to left, 
while a procession of five men moves towards him: first Hermes, with a 

ki(3kti<; over his arm, his head turned back and 
striding across a burning altar—an attempt at 

perspective, the altar being evidently supposed 
" to stand in front of him ; behind him two war-

,, riors and two long-robed men with lance and 
a o fish, alternating in rapid motion. All these 

o " are simply scenes of sacrifice or worship, with-
^ out any special mythological significance. 

o <<• A last and one of the most important 

features of the affected series has still to be 
^ examined: while the Attic potters usually 

Fig. 2. show a marked preference for inscriptions, 
lavishing them on human beings and even on 

inanimate objects, the affected vases, conforming herein also to Ionic custom, 

carefully avoid all inscriptions.2 I know only two exceptions to this rule, 

1 Under the handles of 19 (Urlichs I.e. PI. 2) sword (Roscher, Bexikon d. Myth. 2196). 
and 20 : Herakles, clad only in a short chiton, 2 O n all the principal Ionic classes, the 
seizes the lion by both front paws and pulls Caeretan, Samian," pseudo-Pontio, etc., inscrip-
him towards himself. This is not the oldest tions are entirely missing. 
type, where he attacks the animal with his 
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No. 11 (Louvre F 23), on which meaningless signs imitating letters are 

painted between the figures (Fig. 2), and No. 12 (Louvre F 24). Of the 

latter vase I am able to publish drawings by M. Devillard (Fig. 3-4), thanks 

Fig. 3. 

Fig. 4. 

to the generous kindness of M. Pottier, who has himself devoted particular 

attention to the same series and will soon, I hope, give us the results of his 

researches. I a m glad here to express m y gratitude for his unsurpassed 
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liberality. On both sides of the vase we find the same scene: a woman 

offering a wreath to a departing warrior, between two spectators, long-robed 

m e n on one panel, a warrior and. a m a n holding fish and lance on the other. 
A dead fox hangs against the wall, while a swan and a siren stand between 

the warrior's legs. Unhappily the vase is in a very bad state of preservation 

— M . Devillard's drawing only gives what is certain, leaving out the doubtful 

parts—and would offer no special interest, were it not for the inscriptions, 

which M . Pottier has been kind enough to revise for me. O n one side there 

are only combinations of letters giving no sense, but each clearly formed, and 

intended to imitate names written beside the figures: among these letters 
appear the cp, the younger form of the thcta ©, and the un-Attic A "with 

point upwards ; but it would be dangerous from such meaningless inscriptions 

to draw inferences concerning the origin of a vase. O n the other panel we read 
Xalpe.Kal irtei;1 the artist has thus copied his inscription from one of the so-

called ' Kleinmeisterschalen,' the b.f. kylikes immediately preceding the 
earliest r.f. ones. Not only the fact that this inscription is unfitted for an 

amphora, or any vase except a drinking cup, but even the position of the 

letters and their unusually small size show that the artist was trying, as a 

new experiment, to copy something he had seen elsewhere. This is even 
more apparent on the original than on the drawing. Altogether, this 

exception only proves the rule which excludes inscriptions from the affected 

vases, and is one more sign of their difference from ordinary b.f. ware. 

Moreover, the fact that a b.f. kylix of such late type served as a model for the 

inscription, proves again that the affected amphorae belong to the second 
half of the 6th century, the period of the fully developed b.f. style. 

Were these vases then made in Attica ? It has till now been generally 

taken for granted that they were, and Reisch (Helbig Fuhrer II, 237) connects 
them with an Attic pinax signed by Euphiletos (Eph. Archaeol. 1888, PL 12; 

from Eleusis).2 But a fragment showing only the bust of a w o m a n and the 

body of a long-robed m a n is not a sufficient proof, all the more as the man's 
left arm is wrapped in his himation, while it is a characteristic trait of the 

affected vases that such m e n almost invariably show both their arms. The 
style of Euphiletos' figures, the embroidery and the tassels on their garments 

are really strikingly similar to our series ; but we find the same types on 

other b.f. vases (e.g. Gerhard A . V 117, above the affected amphora), and may 

not, I think, draw from this analogy any conclusion as to the authorship of 
the affected series. 

O n the other hand, at every step of our examination of this interesting 

group, we have found traces of foreign influence. The shapes and schemes 
of decoration, the palmette ornaments and the tongue-pattern round the 
handles, the ornaments scattered in the field and the purely decorative 
animals, the irepidppaTa of the m e n and the winged figures, the oriental 

1 The three letters above this, written verti- 2 R. Delbriick, Linienpcrspcdive in d. Gr. 
cally, have no sense, nor any connexion with Kunst, Bonn 1899 p. 10, 12, quotes nr. 42 
the lower inscription. (Gerhard A. V. 118) as an Ionic vase. 
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type of the throne, are all distinctly un-Attic peculiarities, and connect our 

amphorae with Ionic art, and principally with those series for which we have 

collected the rather scanty documentary evidence above. O n Attic soil, the 
most striking analogies to the affected vases are found in the work of 
Amasis, and in those very peculiarities of his style which again point to 
Ionia: the palmettes, the double rays, the winged figures, the type of the 
Silenus and Maenad, etc. The sceptre with a ram's head on the affected 

amphora in Gotha (8 bis, kindly pointed out to m e by Prof. Loeschcke) is 
exactly like the sceptre on one of Amasis' jugs. And on the vases we 

attributed to his school we find the same procession of men bearing votive 
offerings (Adamek, Fig. 8), the same scene of the warrior putting on his 

armour (No. 15 of our list, p. 139), the same four-winged youth and naked 

gesticulating men, as on the affected vases. 

I have already repeatedly drawn attention to the strange contrast 

between the brilliant technique of these vases, their careful, elaborate and 
faultless drawing, and the small number and monotony of their types and 

subjects. Such excellence of workmanship is possible only when generations 
of good tradition have prepared it; and that the ' affected' potters recognised 
the value of this tradition is proved by the tenacity with which they cling to 

many of its antiquated details. Thus their work appears far more archaic than 
it is, while in reality it represents the last stage, grown dry and lifeless, of a 
long development. O n the contrary, the contemporary Attic potters, while 

they devote less and less care to the technical execution of their vases, seem 
chiefly anxious to make them interesting by a varied range of types and 

subjects, and instead of jealously retaining an older tradition, are ever ready 
to accept any innovation in shape, decoration, or subject. The ' affected' 
potters felt the influence of Attic art, as is proved not only by the inscription 

on No. 12, copied from an Athenian kylix, but, by the myths which they 

sometimes try to represent, without understanding them. But the Attic 

influence was not the predominating one. 
That these vases were made in the same workshop, perhaps by the same 

artist, is evident. I a m unable to prove that this artist, or school of artists, 
did not live at Athens ; if they did, they were, like Amasis, with whom they are 

connected by so many affinities, foreigners who had settled in Pisistratos' 

capital. But I incline to believe that the affected amphorae were actually 

made in some Ionic town. Not a single example of the series has appeared 

at Athens, and the only two not discovered in Etruscan tombs were found at 

Adria, an Ionic colony where almost only coarser and later Attic ware has 

come to light. Of course both these facts cannot be used as proofs, but only 

as additional slight indications of foreign origin. But, however this question 

may some day be decided by new discoveries, for our appreciation of the 
affected vases the result remains the same.1 W e have tried to reconstruct 

an important branch of Ionic art, in which all stress is laid on excellence of 

technical execution and delicate ornamentation, while the figures are stiff and 

1 Attic vases have always been largely ex- natural that their influence should have made 
ported to all other parts of Greece and it is but itself felt: while the Attic potters ii o not seem to 
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angular, the range of types and subjects restricted and monotonous, just 
the reverse of that other great Ionic branch, comprising the ' Caeretan,' 
pseudo-Pontic and other series, with its somewhat coarser execution, large, 

fleshy figures, full of life and movement, and its varied stock of originally and 

vigorously treated myths. 
T o the former branch w e can ascribe the Samian ware, the Clazomenian 

sarcophagi, the Ionic deinoi, and the group of amphorae discussed above 

(p. 146): and its last shoots, already ingrafted with Attic art, are Amasis and 

the affected vases. 
George Karo. 

APPENDIX I. 

List of Affected Amphorae. The different shapes are discussed above, p. 148 ; the 
scenes, here only quoted by their numbers, p. 154.1 

I.—Amphorae with reserved panels. 

(a) The usual Attic shape:— 

1 (N). Florence, Sala di Volsinii. Orvieto (see above p. 148). A. Scene VII.: 
throne with pegasos on traverse, behind it a lulerion. Zeus holds a thunderbolt and 
a sceptre with the forepart of a pegasos. B. Scene VII.: ' Zeus' on folding chair, holding 
only sceptre : behind him, a lizard in the field. Among the spectators, two women. 

2. Brit. Mus. B 149. A. Scene VI.: a Silenus with 7rep1a.ji.jj.aTa. B. Scene VII.: 
' Zeus' on throne, holding sceptre with griffin's head: on traverse, a lion. Youth with 
Trepiajifiara. 

3 (Q). Orvieto, Mus. Munio. 167. A. Scene VI.: 2- Sileni. B. Scene VI.: a woman 
opposite Dionysos, 2 Sileni. 

4. Corneto, Museo Brusehi. A. Scene VI.: opposite Dionysos man holding a fish: 
fox hanging against the wall. B. Scene VII.: woman on throne, holding wreath and lotos 
blossom : sphinx on traverse, hare under throne. Among spectators woman with lance, 
man with fish and lance. Fillets, pieces of stuff, and a lizard in the field on either side. 

5. Munich 74. A. Theseus, clad in short chiton and chlamys, his sword hanging by 
a belt, drives his lance into the Minotaur's neck. B. winged man among spectators. 

6. Louvre F 27. A. Scene II. B. Scene III.: woman opposite warrior, a dog beside 
him. O n either side, a fox against the wall, lizard, bird, fillets in the field. 

7. Bologna, Museo civico. A. Scene I.: cock offered as gift. Two dogs. 
8. Adria, Museo civico A 47. Not. d. 8c. 1879, PI. Ill, pp. 96, 101. T w o small 

fragments, each the left upper corner of a panel. A. upper part of two men ; B. of one 
man, to r. 

8 his. Gotha (noted by Prof. Loeschcke). A. Scene VII.: 'Zeus' on folding chair, 
holding sceptre with ram's head, before him an eagle. Hermes' heryheion ends in snakes' 
heads, 

have modified their style to please their foreign Cyprus. Yet their style is purely Attic, with-
customers. Among the vasos found in the recent out any attempt at accommodation to foreign 
excavations in Cyprus conducted by the British tastes. 
Museum, I have noted an amphora and an l The capital letters in brackets are those of 
oinochoe, both of the typical Cypriote shape, Gsell's list of affected vases (Fouilles de Vulci, 
but made at Athens, evidently for clients in 502). 

http://7rep1a.ji.jj.aTa
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(b) Orifice rounded, otherwise like a :— 

9. Brit. Mus. B 150. A. = B . Scene I. M X A scratched on the bottom. 
10. Louvre F 22. A. = B . Scene I. 

'11. Louvre F 23. A. Scene II.: long-robed man with fish. B. Scene III.: woman 
with fish and wreath, man with fish ; dog beside warrior, youth with doe. In the field, on 
either side, fillets, pieces of stuff, a flute-case (A. an aryballos), and meaningless signs (see 
above, Fig. 1). 

12. Louvre F. 24. Published above, Figs. 3, 4. 
13. Parma, Museo archeologico. A. Scene II., B. Scene III.: Hermes opposite the 

warrior. 

II.— Amphorae with red body, and distinct neck. 

(a) Figures on neck, palmettes below handles :—• 
14 (L). Florence, 1818. Neck : A. Scene I., B. Scene II. Body : A. = B . Scene III.: 

warrior opposite long-robed man, without spectators. Savignoni, Mon. ant. vii. 342, Fig. 
22 (side view). 

15 (P bis). Orvieto, Mus. Munic. 270. Neck missing. Body : A. = B . Scene IV.: no 
spectators. 

16 Munich, 72. Neck : A. Scene VII.: folding chair. B. the same, but long-robed 
man in Hermes' place ; naked man with Trepidfifiara. Body : A.=B.: youthful horseman, 
no spectators. 

16 bis. Naples, 2744. Neck : A. long-robed man on chair between two others. B. 
the same, but one of the standing men wears four wings. Body : A. = B . warrior to r. 
shield seen from inside), without spectators. 

(6) Figures on neck, continuous frieze on body :•— 
17 (M). Florence, 1788. Neck : A. = B. Scene I. aryballos as gift, on B. Body : A. 

Scene V.; bird with snake in beak. B. Scene VII.: panther on traverse of throne, behind 
it a small boy. Savignoni, Mon. ant. vii. 334, Fig. 20. Under handles gesticulating 
figures. 

18. Florence, Sala di Volsinii (see above, p. 148). Orvieto. Neck : A. = B. Scene I. 
Body : A.,= B. Scene VII. Under handles pegasi. 

19 (K). Wiirzburg, 257. Urlichs, Beitr. z. Kuastg., Pis. 1-6. Neck : A. = B. Scene I. 
Body : A. Scene V.; bird flying. B. Scene VII.: lion on traverse of throne. Under one 
handle Herakles seizing lion, under the other a pegasos, above which a bird flying. 

20 (E bis). Munich, 84. Vulci. Neck: A. fragmentary, probably Scene I. B. 
Scene I.: man holding diskos. Body: A. Nessos carrying off Deianira, pursued by a 
warrior; woman among spectators; flying bird. B. Scene V.: one spectator holds little 
boy. Under one handle youth wearing chlamys, under the other remains of a horse. 
Handles flattened at base, with little panels : Herakles and lion. 

21. Louvre F 19. Neck : A. Scene I., B. Scene III.: on either side a folding chair : 
three men wear weprnjifiara. Body : A. Scene V.: Hermes, Poseidon and a warrior among 
the spectators ; two dogs. Bird flying, with snake in its beak. B. Poseidon to 1., behind 
him a youth with a box between his legs : towards him Hermes with Kiftio-is, striding across 
a burning altar, then two warriors (striding across folding chairs, Silenus-masks on shields) 
and two long-robed men with lance and fish, alternating. Below handles : (a) rider 
galloping, folding chair with bird above it, long-robed little man. (b) boar rearing and 
rider on winged horse. Small panels at base of handles : (a) rider on winged horse and 
naked man. (b) rider galloping and long-robed man with lance. N o tongue-pattern 
round base of handles. On neck and body, fillets and pieces of stuff in the field. 

22. Louvre F 20. Neck: A. = B . Scene I. Body: A. = B. Scene I. One man 
leads a little boy. Under handles small men, and on one side a column bearing a great 
bowl. 

23 (H). Brit. Mus. B 152. Neck : A. = B. Scene I. Body : A. = B. Scene III.: on 
each side two dogs and a doe ; on B. the warrior has no shield. Under handles a sphinx 
and a small boy. Micali, Storia 75 6. 

H.S.— VOL. XIX. M 
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24. Bonn, Kunstmuseum. Neck: A. =B. Scene VII.: on B., long-robed man in 
Hermes' place. Body : A. Scene V„ B. Scene I. Under handles swan and pegasos. 

25 (R). Corneto, Museo Bruschi. Neck: A. = B.: winged man between two men. 
Body: A. = B. Scene I. 

26 (A). Museo Gregoriano, ii. 30. Vulci. Neck : A. = B. Scene I. (one youth with 
aryballos). Body : A. = B. Scene I. Under one handle small rider. Keisch-Helbig, nr. 10 
(ii. 237). 

27. Aretszo, Museo civico. Neck missing. Body : A. woman with wreath between 
men. Fragmentary. 

(c) Palmette and lotos chain on neck :— 
28. Brit. Mus. B 153. A. Scene VI.: man with doe opposite Dionysos; no Sileni. 

B. Scene V.: modified as a picture of Achilles pursuing Troilos (see above, p. 155). Flying 
birds on either side. Under handles : (a) naked man with hare and long-robed man with 
fillet, (6) man with chlamys and doe. 

29. Orvieto, Mus. Munic. 239. A. = B. Scene VI.: Silenus and Maenad, bird with 
snake in beak, naked man opposite Dionysos. Under handles : (a) man with chlamys, (b) 
Silenus and Maenad. 

30 (0). Orvieto, Mus. Munic. 460. A. = B. Scene IV.: round shields with flying 
eagles. Under each handle a Silenus (head in front view) and Maenad. 

31 (P), Orvieto, Museo Faina 63. A. = B. Scene IV.: shields as 30. Under handles 
Silenus and Maenad as 30. 

32 (C). Munich, 77. Vulci. A. under one handle a burning altar : towards it six long-
robed men to -r. holding : 1. myrtle branch and wreath ; 2. myrtle branch and oinochoe ; 
3. oinochoe and plate with cakes on his head, a ram beside him ; 4. blowing double flute ; 
5. as 1 ; 6. uplifted hands ; flying bird. B. Scene VI.: ram before Dionysos ; no Sileni-
Under handles long-robed men. Micali, Mon. in. 44, 1. 

33 (D). Munich, 79. A. = B. Scene IV.: a long-robed man between the warriors. 
Under one handle a tripod. Micali, Mon. in. 44, 2. 

34(E). Munich, 82. Vulci. A. Scene V.: Ttepia.jxp.aTa; flying bird. B. the same, but 
in front of rider a man in short chiton, nebris, chlamys, pilos. Under one handle man in 
chlamys pursuing a woman. 

35. Rome, Museo Torlonia. Gsell, Vulci, PI. 7-8. A. = B. Scene I.: rrfpiapLLLara. 
36 (F). Berlin, 1715. A. Scene IV.: two spectators holding lotos blossoms; flying 

birds. B. procession of men, among them Hermes (see above, p. 156). Under each handle 
three small figures ; one holds a cock ; on other side a dog. 

37(1). Wiirzburg, 313. Vulci. A. Scene VI.: Dionysos with winged shoes, opposite 
him man with chlamys and doe beside him : behind him a woman. Two birds with griffin's 
heads perched on the handle volutes. B. Scene IV.: two birds perched on handle volutes. 
Under handles gesticulating men. Micali, Storia, 77-8. 

38. Wiirzburg, 338. A. = B. Scene VI.: Silenus between Dionysos and the man 
opposite him. Under handles running Sileni, one holding a cup. 

39 (B). Museo Gregoriano, ii. 31 (Reisch-Helbig, nr. 9, ii. 237). A. Scene VII.: folding 
chair, behind 'Zeus' a winged man, and a cock; Hermes with kI@io-is. B. the same, but 
winged man in front of 'Zeus': behind him man with chiton and nebris. Under each 
handle two female panthers killing a doe. The whole body striped: cf. the Attic 
amphora Vienna 229 Masner. 

11=-. or IIb. 

40. Perugia, Museo civico. Only neck preserved. A. Scene I. 

II». or II". 

41. Louvre F 21. Neck modern. A. long-robed man standing before tree to r., 
another bringing him a small boy (see above, p. 153): three others as spectators. B. Scene 
[I. Under each handle small bearded rider, above him a flying bird, 

http://Ttepia.jxp.aTa
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42 (G). Gerhard, A V. 117/8. A. Herakles pursuing Nessos ; woman among specta
tors; flying bird. B. Scene IV.: woman among spectators; flying bird. Under handles 
small men, one winged. 

43 (J). Adria, Museo Bocchi 7. A. Scene V., B. Scene I.: one man holds cup, the one 
opposite a wreath, and a doe by the neck. Schone, Mus. Bocchi, p. 26, PI. X V . 1-2 = Micali, 
Mon. in. 47. 

44. Naples, Coll. Santangelo. A variation of II0, showing all the ornamental 
patterns on neck and body, even the tongue-pattern round the handles, but no figures, the 
rest of the body being painted black. 

A P P E N D I X II. 

Note on the Origin of this Double Bats as an Ornament. 

"With the exception of a few remarks by Pottier (B.C.H. xix. 227), this peculiar decora
tive pattern has never been examined. It was evidently designed originally to imitate the 
chalice of a lotos flower, which was supposed to support a vase with a rounded bottom : as 
such we find it on Egyptian vases (e.g. Pottier, Vases du Louvre, PL 9, A 234), and 
later on the alabastra of so-called ' Egyptian fayence,' which seem to have been made in 
Greek colonies on the Egyptian and Syrian coast (e.g. Perrot-Chipiez, iii. PL 5). The 
Greek potters, by adding a foot to their vases, obviated the necessity of separate supports 
and thus, from an imitation of such supports, the rays became a purely decorative pattern, 
encircling the base of the vase ; just as we have seen that the 'polypus' pattern develops 
probably into a band of crescents (see above, p. 145, n. 3). One would suppose that the oldest 
Greek vases showing rays would prefer the double row most resembling the original lotos 
chalice; but, on the contrary, both the geometric proto-corinthian and the 'italo-geometric'1 
series, while constantly using rays, show an exclusive preference for a single row of them. 
Among the finest proto-corinthian vases, decorated with human figures and animals, we 
first find, not only double rays, but a variation peculiar to this class, the ends of the rays 
being alternately recurved.2 The connection between these vases and Ionic art is growing 
more and more apparent, and it is thus but natural that double rays are frequent on Ionic 
vases. I have noted them in the Oyrenaic class (Louvre, E 691, 692 and Brit. Mus. B 58. 
where pomegranates on long stalks alternate with the rays : A.Z. 1881, PL 10, II), and on 
vases the exact origin of which has not been determined : a beautiful crater in Comm. 
Gastellani's collection at Borne, one of the deinoi discussed above (p. 144 : Vienna 215 Masn.), 
and the small series represented chiefly by the Northampton amphora (p. 146). 

Double rays are further frequent in Corinthian pottery, both archaic and later,3 while 
in Attica they are an entirely foreigu importation, and very rare. They are peculiar to 
that small group of very archaic amphorae, of which the ' Netos' vase is the finest example 
(Ant. Denhn. i. 57, Benndorf, Griech. Sic. Vas. 51, 1-2, Eph. archaeol. 1897, PL 5-6), and 
I have also found them on three Corintho-Attic amphorae (Louvre E. 721, 773, 275). 
Among Attic b.f. vases the only example known to m e (beside Amasis) is a crater by 

Cf. Karo, Bull. d. Paletn. Ital. 1898, 148 : Berlin 970. Vienna, Hofmus. 182 (Arch. Anz. 
on the Greek geometric series and the Cypriote 1892, 171); pyxides: Louvre L 159. Berlin 
vases, rays do not yet appear. The Milesian 990 ; oinochoe : Louvre L 158 ; kylix: Coll. 
potters use a lotos chain instead. Somzee 10-1, Furtw. ; amphoriskoi : Brit. Mus. 
2 Double rays: two lekythoi (A.Z. 1883, PL B 41, Ath. Mitth. xix. PI. 8; statuette vase 

10, 1, 2) and two skyphoi (Brit. Mus. A 1530, published by Pottier, B.C.H. xix. 227, PI. 
Vienna 98 Masn.). Alternately recurved: 19-20. Later Corinthian: hydria: Louvre E 
four lekythoi (Berlin, Arch. Anz. 1888, 247, 641 ; amphorae: LouvreE 755 bis, 757. Rouen, 
1895, 33. Corneto, Mus. munic, Arch. An::. Mus. archeol. Brit. Mus. B 19. Vienna 137 
188S, 247. Syracuse, Not. d. Sc. 1895, 190). Masn. Naples 336. 3 Early Corinthian: skyphoi: Louvre L 166. 

51 
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Nikosthenes (Wien. Vorl. 1890-1, 5), who was strongly influenced by Ionic models 
(Loeschcke, A.Z. 1881, 31, Pottier, B.C.H. xvii. 431). It is thus of great importance that 
both Amasis and the affected amphorae employ only the double row of rays : while they 
appear but as an isolated phenomenon in other series,1 here it is an absolutely constant 
peculiarity, just as it is in the Ionic 'Northampton' group, which we have seen to be akin 
to them. 

NOTE. 

Further evidence as to the oriental influences traced by Mr. Karo in 
the ' affected' vases is hardly required ; but it may be of interest to note an 

analogy between the type represented on the vase in the Bruschi M u s e u m (Mr. 

Karo's 4B) and certain types on the silver coinage of Nagidus in Cilicia, 

where, it need hardly be said, oriental influence was strong. These coins are 
of course much later than the vases, but types of this kind always preserve 
ancient features. 

1. N A T I A l K O N Aphrodite, draped and wearing polos, seated r. on 
throne flanked by sphinxes, smelling flower which she holds in her 1.; in r. 

phiale. [Obv. Head of Ares and name of Pharnabazus in Aramaic letters], 
Persic stater. Babelon, Ferses Achiminides, p. xxxvii. 

2. Aphrodite, draped and wearing polos, seated 1. on throne flanked by 
two sphinxes, smelling flower which she holds in her r.; her 1. elbow rests on 

arm of throne. [Rev. Copy of Athena Parthenos]. Persic stater. Imhoof-
Blumer, Monnaies grecques, PL G. 15. 

3. Aphrodite, draped and wearing polos, seated 1. between two sphinxes, 
smelling flower which she holds in r.; in 1. flower on long stalk held over her 

shoulder like a sceptre. [Obv. Beardless head 1.]. Persic obol. Imhoof-
Blumer, op. cit. p. 372, No. 75. 

4. Aphrodite, draped and wearing polos, seated 1. on throne, in r. phiale 

1. rests on arm of throne; in field Eros flying towards her with wreath held in 
both hands; before her feet, flower and bud growing on long stalks; under 

throne, mouse 1. [Rev. Bearded Dionysus standing]. Babelon, Inventaire Wad-
dington, No. 4404. 

All these types, of which Nos. 1 — 3 can be dated approximately to 

379—374 B.C., while No. 4 belongs to the period 374—333 B.C., obviously 
show strong oriental influence, which probably came chiefly by way of Cyprus. 

W e may compare, for instance, the association of the sphinx and lotos-flower 
with Aphrodite on the coins of Idalium, and a fine terra-cotta in the British 

Museum, from Larnaka (No. C 80): Female figure, wearing decorated polos, 

seated on throne flanked by sphinxes; in r., which rests on her knee, a 
flower; 1. enveloped in drapery and raised to 1. breast. G. F. Hill. 

All the examplos known to me make up a very considerably smaller number than our list of 
affected amphorae, 



ATHENA HYGIEIA. 

[Plate VII.] 

The British Museum in 1898 acquired a small bronze figure of Athena, 
which is figured on Plate VII. from three points of view. Mr. Murray has 
described it in his report as a bronze statuette of Athena, looking down

wards at the serpent which she holds in her right hand. This type of 

Athena, as he points out, is very rare. 

This figure is included in the new Catalogue of Bronzes under the 

number 1055 (p. 189), where it is described in much the same words as 

above. In discussing it now at greater length I have the kind sanction of 
Mr. Murray for making use of certain suggestions which he has made as a 

result of further investigation of the type. 
The provenience of the bronze is unfortunately unknown, but we may 

conjecture that it comes from Southern Italy, probably from the neighbour

hood of R o m e or Naples. The goddess stands in a somewhat peculiar 

attitude, the left leg being so much bent that the whole body appears to be 

thrown backwards. The left foot is drawn very far back, while the right leg 

is quite straight. The serpent is coiled on her breast in a single coil, the 
tail hanging over her right shoulder. Her left hand hangs down by her side 
and is slightly extended; the fingers are broken away, but it would appear 

that they had held a patera or similar object, and we may therefore suppose 

that, as so frequently occurs in Hygieia types, the patera contained food for 

the serpent. 
At first sight the figure appears to belong to a good period of art, and to 

be a piece of genuine Greek workmanship. This is due chiefly to the 

treatment of the drapery, which is no doubt a reminiscence of the Pheidian 
period. But the face is far inferior, and has no pretensions to merit or 

beauty, except for the quaintly pensive air which characterises it. Again, the 
helmet is not Greek, but Roman in type. It is distinguished from all Greek 

varieties of helmet by the projecting brim which goes all round it,, and the 

low crest which, instead of falling clear behind, tails off into the helmet just 

above the brim. 
The hair is parted and waved ; the body is draped in the usual fashion, 

with long chiton and peplos. The latter garment falls in quasi-archaic 

zigzag folds down the left side, leaving the arms bare. At three points on 

the edge of her aegis, on the left shoulder and twice on the waist a coiled 
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snake is attached, clearly forming part of the aegis itself. It is worthy of 
note that there is no Gorgoneion on the aegis, and this finds a parallel m 

other examples of the same type. 
The figure stands on an elaborately moulded base which though ancient, 

does not belong to it, and has therefore been omitted from the illustration. 

It is, as may be seen, quite intact except for the loss of the phiale in the left 

hand, and the surface is in good condition except for occasional roughness or 

corrosion in the lower part of the figure. 
I think that we have here an undoubted instance of the Athena Hygieia, 

about which much has already been written.1 There is in fact no need to say 

more than has already been said by Frazer, in regard to the establishment of 

the type and of its introduction at Athens. Frazer, following Bergk and 
Loeschcke, compares a bronze relief existing at R o m e (Visconti, Mus. Pio-

Clementino, iv. pis. 5, 6 = Braun, Vorschule der Kunsimythol. 69) which may 
be identified as Athena.Hygieia. Let us see how far our statuette corresponds 

therewith. The most noteworthy resemblance is in the treatment of the 

drapery, which in the relief hangs down the right side of the body in zigzag 

folds. Roughly speaking, the attitude is the same in each case, but though 
the Athena of the relief stands on the right leg, the left is not so much bent, 
and the body is consequently in no way distorted. The most marked 

difference is in the serpent, which in our statuette is very small, no larger 

than those on the aegis, but in the relief is almost of colossal size, and at full 

length would extend to several feet. It is twisted about the body of the 
goddess and rears its head in order to partake of the food in the phiale which 

she holds aloft in her right hand. In our bronze, as we have seen, the 
phiale is held in her left hand, and the serpent in her right, so that a different 

moment is meant to be pourtrayed. But the parallel is instructive, and 
though the differences are marked, it is clear that both the relief and statuette 

may be referred to the same type of Athena Hygieia. 
This subject is a very rare one in art. Besides the example already men

tioned, and the statue by Pyrrhos of which we only know from the mention 

of it by Pausanias,2 there are only the vase-fragment published by Wolters,3 
and a statuette found at Epidauros,* which represents the goddess rushing 

impetuously along, and presents no parallel with our bronze. But no doubt 
a careful and exhaustive study of Athena types, such as has not hitherto 

been made, would reveal other examples; for instance, in S. Reinach's 

Repertoire (ii. p. 282, No. 6, p. 289, Nos. 1, 2) under the heading ' Minerve 
are given three statuettes which represent the goddess with the serpent, 

with or without other attributes. None are exactly similar to our bronze, 

though the third comes nearest; but all may fairly be regarded as instances 

of Athena Hygieia. It should be noted that the second figure on p. 289 has 

no Gorgoneion on the aegis. 

1 For a bibliography of the subject see Era- i. 23, 4. 
zer, Pausanias, ii. p. 277 ff., who sums up the Allien. Mittheil. xvi (1890), p. 154. 
whole question in refcrenco to the Athena * 'Ê ijfi. 'Ap%. 1886, pi. 12. 
Hygieia base on the Acropolis of Athens. 
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There is of course another type of Athena, in which she is accompanied 

by a serpent; that where the serpent represents Erichthonios. But it must 

be remembered that in these cases we have Athena in a more warlike aspect, 

as she appears for instance in the Parthenos statue. Again in the Louvre 
statue figured by Prof. E. Gardner in this volume of the Journal (p. 7), the 

presence of the cista is sufficient to identify the serpent with Erichthonios. 
The type of Hygieia feeding the serpent is well known at a later date, 

and was probably evolved from the Athena type, just as the conception of 

Nike owes its development largely to the older cult of Athena Nike. The 

worship of Asklepios was not generally introduced before the end of the 

fifth century B.C.-, and Hygieia as a distinct personality does not occur earlier 

either in literature or in art.1 But in the Hellenistic and R o m a n periods 

she is a sufficiently c o m m o n subject. The connection between her and 

Athena Hygieia is not easy to trace; possibly it was accidental. 

There is however more than one instance of an apparent contaminalio 

of the types. Thraemer in Roscher's Lexikon, i. p. 2788, in classifying the 

figures of Hygieia according to types, gives as his first instance a type which 

he regards as that of the ' Tempelbild des athenischen Asklepieions,' and is 
evidently disposed to consider it the earliest type of Hygieia. N o w in this 

type Hygieia holds the serpent in her right hand and the phiale in the left; 
and not only that, but the serpent actually comes over her shoulder, as in 

our statuette. This type on coins is rare, but is to be seen on Athenian 

tetradrachms of the period B.C. 146-87.2 W e find it again in certain statues, 

e.g. Clarac, 552, 1172c and, in a less marked degree, 1172a on the same 
plate. The first-named statue was in the Mattei collection at Rome,8 and 

is now lost; the latter is in Lord Carlisle's collection at Castle Howard.4 

It has been suggested to m e by Mr. G. F. Hill that this undoubted 

resemblance of Athena.and Hygieia types m a y point to the fact that the 
two statues of Hygieia and Athena Hygieia mentioned together by Pau

sanias5 are by the same hand, i.e. that of Pyrrhos. If so, the received text 
of Pliny (H.N. xxxiv. 80: Pyrrhus fecit Hygiam et Minervam) receives 

additional confirmation. It is true that it implies an earlier instance of 

Hygieia as a distinct personality than is admissible by the other evidence ; 

but if Pliny had meant to speak of Minerva Hygia only, he would naturally 

have inverted the present order of the words. A s they stand, they are in 

favour of Mr. Hill's view. 
W e have seen that our bronze cannot be referred to an earlier date than 

the Graeco-Roman period, and that most of the existing examples of the 

type belong to the same period. But evidence from the monuments is not 

wanting to support the early origin of the Athena Hygieia cult. The 

L See "Wroth in this Journal, v. p. 83 ff., for 3 Coll. Mattei, pi. 59; Reinach, Clarac de 
an exhaustive study of the subject. Poehe, p. 290. 
- Brit. MvjS. Cat. Coins of Attica, No. 375 ; 4 Reinach, loc. cit.; Michaelis, Ancient Mar-

cf. Imhoof and Gardner, Numismatic Comm. to bles, p. 326, No. 5. 
Pausanias, pi. EE. V ; Beul<5, Monn. d' Athenes, 5 i. 23, 4. 
p. 259 ; Zeitschr. filr Nwmism. xii. p. 106. 
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Epidauros statuette, it is true, belongs to the fourth century B.C., and is 

subsequent to the introduction of the Asklepios-Hygieia cult. O n the other 
side however w e have: (1) the Pyrrhos inscription, which Wolters ascribes 

to the year 429 B.C.; (2) tho vase-fragment from the Acropolis, dating 500-

480 B.C.; (3) the inscription on the Acropolis base dedicated by Euphronios 

the potter,1 on the upper side of which the n a m e YAIEIA is to be read with 

certainty. This latter cannot of course be later in date than (2); Studniczka 

(I.e.) hesitates to pronounce definitely for the interpretation of this word as 

referring to Athena, and thinks it m a y possibly not m e a n more than the 
abstract idea of health (' Wolergehen'). Unfortunately the word preceding, 

of which only \N remains, cannot be conjectured with safety. 

H. B. Walters. 

1 Jahrbuch ii. (1887), p. 144 ; C.I. A. iv. p. 154. 



Fig. 1.—"Woman at Tumulus. 

SOME. EARLY FUNERAL LEKYTHOI. 

[Plates II. and III.] 

§ 1-

Among the white lekythoi, upwards of a hundred in number, which 
have passed into the National M u s e u m at Athens from excavations at 

Eretria, there is one which especially claims attention on account of its 
unusual size and exceptionally well preserved design. It is reproduced on 
Plate II. after a water-colour drawing m a d e in the s u m m e r of 1896 by M . 
Chesnay, architect, of Paris, w h o was then working in Greece under the 

direction of the French School.1 I a m m u c h indebted to Dr. Cavvadias for 
permission to publish w h a t is justly regarded as one of the chief treasures of 

the Greek national collection, and to Dr. Stai's for facilities in studying it. 

It w a s found in 1889, ev KTrjpacri NocrrpaA;??,2 on an estate which yielded 
a large proportion of the wonderful harvest obtained during the authorised 

excavations of 1888-92. Unfortunately there seems to be no register of the 

1 M. Chesnay, who is an accomplished 
draughtsman, but had then had little ex
perience in vase-copying, was attracted by the 
noble lines of the original, and determined to 
reproduce them, more for his own pleasure than 
for archaeological purposes. Naturally in certain 
details the result falls short of the rigid ac
curacy which archaeologists expect. Never
theless it has seemed better to make use of a 
copy which preserves so much of the spirit and 
style of a master-piece, than to wait for the 
doubtful chance of securing an absolute fac

simile. Although I have not had an oppor
tunity of examining the vase since the drawing 
was made, it has been possible to test its ac
curacy and have certain corrections made by 
Mr. F. Anderson with the help of three photo
graphs which I took earlier in the same summer. 
Copies of these photographs, which are in size 
two-thirds (linear) of the original, are obtain
able through the Hellenic Society. 
2 Ae\T(ov, 1889, p. 136, 1. Cf. p. 51. It is 

now numbered 1935. 
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several graves and their contents. It is known that a number of white 

and red-figured lekythoi were often found together, but their association in 

the grave has neither been perpetuated on the shelves of the m u s e u m — 

where the study of such groups would supply an invaluable series of fixed 

points in the progress of the potter's art—nor recorded in print. The 

absence of all particulars is the more regrettable in the present case because 

so fine a vase is likely to have come from a well-furnished tomb. 
The reproduction is of the full size of the original. The dimensions of 

the vase, which is 0'49 m., or 19^ inches high, are exceeded by several of 

the later polychrome lekythoi, but are quite exceptional in the period of 

glaze outlines, during which the normal height is from 0'30" to 0'40 m., or 
12 to 16 inches. It is whole and intact. Owing to an incrustation on the 

shoulder it is at present impossible to say how the palmettes, of which faint 

traces can be made out, were arranged. The meander and the main design 
were drawn with glossy black paint, thinning into a muddy yellow-brown. 

Not only the meander but its framing-lines, which were drawn with the aid 

of the wheel, must have been added, contrary to the usual practice, after the 

design, since they are stopped against the intruding stele. The potter who 

exercised this provident forbearance was probably himself the painter. The 

colours used were red, light blue, white, and green, which has almost dis

appeared, leaving faint blue traces. 
A grave monument occupies the centre of the picture. From a high-

stepped basis rises a stele terminating in a pediment, the tympanum of which 

is filled by a white'palmette 'reserved' within a black background and 

bordered below by a strip of tongue-pattern. Behind appears the mound of the 
actual grave, drawn with an oval outline that appears to be a compromise 

between plan and elevation. The tomb, evidently well cared for, exhibits a 

variety of offerings. Eight vases, lekythoi and oenochoai in equal numbers, 

all painted black, are ranged upon the first and fourth steps. Round four 
of them wreaths are hung. A fifth wreath lies'twisted and broken at the 

foot of the monument. A red ribbon is knotted about the upper 

part of the shaft, and there are traces of another below it. The top 

of the mound is strewn with green branches. Upon the right is a woman 

dressed in a heavy Doric chiton, bare-headed and bare-footed, holding with 

both hands a wicker tray containing fresh green wreaths and red sashes with 

which she is about to renew the faded decorations of the tomb. Her right 

foot rests upon the plinth of the monument, and she stoops forward to set 
down her burden. Facing her upon the left stands a young man, a superb 

and dignified figure, wearing a light brown mantle with fringed white border, 
fastened on the right shoulder with a circular red-enamelled brooch. At his 

neck is slung a broad-brimmed light-blue hat. The fingers of his right hand 

rest lightly on his hip, his left holds a seven-foot spear which passes over 

his left shoulder. The weight of his body is thrown upon his advanced left 
foot and his gaze intently fixed upon the woman before him. 

In the field above the woman's head are a lekythos, a mirror and a broad 

ribbon, such as frequently hang upon the wall in pictures representing 
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indoor-scenes,"" That painters continued to draw them floating in" space In 

the background of their tomb-scenes can only be accounted for by the force of 
habit. 

Another feature which needs explanation is the row of five circles in the 

face of the lowest step. The fact that they are filled with dark colour, as is 

the hollow crown pf the petasos on the young man's shoulder, suggests that 
they represent round holes sunk in the marble. They appear on two other 

lekythoi of the Athens collection, 1958, where there are four in the lowest 

step of the stele, and 1960, where nine or ten are shown on the projecting 
plinth of a tumulus. O n the latter, sketched in Fig. 1, the mound has the oval 

outline which has been explained above as a compromise between elevation 

and plan. In two cases out of three these exceptional features, the.oval 

mound and the circles on the plinth, are found together, and it is not un

reasonable to attribute both to one cause—the draughtsman's ignorance or 
neglect of perspective. The darkened circles are really holes sunk in the 

horizontal, not the vertical, surface of the plinth, and correspond to actual 
remains on the base of more than one monument in the Kerameikos. Thus 

before the sculptured grave-stone of Korallion1 there are five holes, three 

and a half inches in diameter, which are shown by the stumps of marble 
alabastra remaining in two of them to have been sockets for the reception of 

permanent marble substitutes for the clay vases of unguents, which it was 

customary to leave as offerings on the steps of the tomb. It is a pathetic 
touch in some of the vase-pictures that the mourners coming to the tomb find 

a lekythos, their former offering, overturned and broken.2 It was natural to 

devise some means of fixing the frail vessels to the plinth. It would almost 
seem as if those seen in Plate II. were planted in shallow sockets, for other

wise the weight of the hanging wreaths would certainly drag them down. 
The pictures on our lekythoi, dating from the middle of the fifth century, may 

record the first introduction of the device. The subsequent .substitution of 

marble unguent-vessels for those of clay foreshadows the declining taste of 
a later period, when the forms of loutrophoros or lekythos were laboriously 

translated into marble, and the wreaths and sashes which it had been the 
office of pious hands to renew month by month were carved or painted once 

for all upon the gravestone. 

The sculptured pediment of the stele—for the white palmette seen in 

relief against a dark background can be nothing else—is another detail which 
the painter has copied from actual monuments. It reappears, treated in the 

same manner, the 'reserved' palmette supported by the same band of delicate 
egg-pattern, only on two other lekythoi, one of which has just been cited in 

connection with the vase-sockets on the plinth. They have the same heavy 
black outlines and enough general resemblance, despite differences of drawing, 

to warrant us in believing that they proceeded from the same work-shop, 

Conze, Or. Grabreliefs. Taf. xcviii. No. No. 120 ; Athens, No. 1982. On a red-figured 
411 and plan on p. 95. loutrophoros, Ath. Mitth. xvi. Taf, 8. 
- On lekythoi, Burlington Club Catalogue, 
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though not from the same hand, as the subject of Plate VI. It is worth 

while to describe them, for they contain new elements of some importance. 

Athens 1958. From Eretria, Ht. 0'37 m. Broad stele with vase-

sockets in step and sculptured pediment as on Plate II. The inscription on 

the shaft is indicated by five rows of short strokes—a detail which is probably 

unique. F rom the right a girl approaches bearing a tray of fruit and other 

offerings; her short hair m a y denote a slave. Facing her stands a w o m a n 

clad in loose-sleeved chiton and long mantle. In one hand is a sash; with the 

other she raises her mantle to her face in a gesture expressive of grief. A 

lekythos hangs in the field. 
Athens 1959. From Eretria. Ht. 0-36 m. Stele with sculptured 

anthemion ' reserved' on a semi-circular background. O n the left is a w o m a n 

holding a tray of offerings in her left hand and a lekythos in her right. O n 

the steps of the monument sits a young man, his back turned to the 
approaching mourner, wearing a conical hat, red cloak and long boots ; his 

legs are crossed and his right hand holds a spear. 

Fig. 2. 

Here w e find an attempt not only to reproduce the actual details of the 

monuments which the potter had under his eyes whenever he passed through 

the city-gate, but to breathe into the picture, faintly because almost for the 

first time, the emotion of the sorrowful groups which he saw gathered about 
them. The note of pathos, struck in the one case by the mourner's gesture, 

in the other by the pensive figure seated on the steps of the tomb, is wholly 

absent from the ' Hygiainon series,' the glaze-outline lekythoi1 of the finest 

stvle 

1 The 'glaze-outline lekythoi of the finest 
style' form <• homogeneous class distinct from 
though contemporary with the group discussed 
in this paper. The published examples are: 
White Athenian Vases, Plates II.-V. and 

XXVIb, Burlington Club Catalogue No. 56, 
Bonner Sludien, Taf. xi. xii. One of the finest 
of them bears the name "fyiaivw Ka\6s. For 
convenience I shall refer to them as the ' Hy
giainon series.' See J.H.S. xvi. pp 175, 176 
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§ 2-

The lekythoi represented on Plate III. and Fig. 3 are a pair which, like 

the pair just described, exhibit an unmistakable resemblance to one another, 

and at the same time a distinct affinity to the vase figured on Plate II. One 
formed part of the Eretrian spoils of 1889, and is now in the museum at 
Athens; one side of it is shown in Fig. 3, drawn by Mr. Anderson from a 

photograph. The other, fashioned by the same hands, buried perhaps in a 

neighbouring grave, but carried far from its fellow by the hazard of the 

market, was acquired in 1893 for the Antiquarium in Berlin; its design is 

here reproduced from a skilful monochrome drawing made by Herr Liibke. 

I take this opportunity of thanking Dr. Winter for his kindness in permitting 

it to be published, and for the care with which he has verified the accuracy 
of the drawing. 

Berlin, Antiquarium, Inv. 3291. Arch. Anzeiger, 1895, p. 41, No. 51. 

Ht. 0'36 m. or 14 inches. Height of design 0'17 m. or 6f inches. The 

reproduction on Plate III. is reduced by one-fifth. The three palmettes on 

the shoulder (Fig. 2) are drawn in dull grey and arranged in a fashion 
peculiar to this vase and its companion at Athens. (The normal arrangement 

on lekythoi of the ' glaze outline' class is shown in Fig. 5. Compare vol. 

xvi. p. 174 seqq. of this journal.) The meander, the outlines of the main 

design and the filling of the women's hair, are executed in glossy black 

glaze-paint, thinning into yellow-brown. The framing-lines of the meander, 

though not the meander itself, seem to have been drawn before the main 
design. 

In the centre of the picture is a stele, raised on three steps, terminating 
in a pediment, and decorated with ribbons and a wreath. O n the right 

stands a woman, clad in a Doric chiton, holding a lekythos and a ribbon in 

her hand. Facing her is a slave-girl with snub nose, thick lips and short 
curly hair, wearing a simple sleeveless chiton and carrying on her head a 

stool, resting upon a pad or cushion, and in her right hand a ribbon 

and an alabastron. 
The gay colouring has faded almost into nothing. The red or blue of 

the ribbons and the green of the wreath that encircled the monument have 

vanished so completely that these details, which were not drawn in outline, 

are now only recognisable as brighter patches on the grey-white ground; Dr. 

Winter has had the contours indicated in dotted lines. There are traces of 

vermilion on the pad upon the maid's head. On the women's dresses not a 

vestige of colour remains, but an idea of their original appearance may be 

gained from a better-preserved, though less interesting, picture by the same 

hand. 

Athens, National Museum, 1932. Aekrlov, 1889, p. 98, 2. Ht. 0 35 m. 

or 13f inches. Shoulder-palmettes drawn in dull-grey, meander and main 
design in glossy black, precisely like those of the vase just described. 

Similar stele, decked with ribbons from which the colour has faded, leaving 

only the tassels, drawn in dull grey. O n the right stands a boy (Fig. 3) with 
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a red petasos slung at his neck and a chlamys thrown over his left arm, 

holding a spear in his left hand. Opposite to him is a woman dressed in a 

dark-red (almost claret-coloured) Doric chiton with apoptygma, the folds of 

Fro. 3. 

which are drawn in white, and holding with botli hands a wicker-tray from 
which a number of ribbons hang down. 

As to the meaning of the Berlin picture there need be no doubt. At 
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first sight the stool carried by the maid might be taken for one of the 
offerings which are to be left at the grave, but this would be a mistake. It is 
true that a beautiful contemporary painting, on one of the Prokesch-Osten 

lekythoi at Vienna, represents a similar stool and a tall wool-basket standing 
upon the flat top of a stele, and it might be argued that these are certainly 

offerings to the dead like the lyre and casket which occur elsewhere in the 
same position.1 O n the other hand they at once recall a familiar type of 

grave-relief on which the house-wife is portrayed with her work-basket 
beside her chair. W h e n w e remember that two of the early representations 

of tomb-sculpture m a k e the same error of putting the figures on the top 

instead of the face of the stele,2 it becomes probable that the diphros and 

kalathos are not real offerings, but abbreviated symbols of a sculptured 
relief. A n d this explanation is in keeping with the date and school of the 

Vienna vase, which is one of the ' Hygiainon class.' A later and more 

imaginative school tried to give expression to the idea that a mystical com
munion with the dead might be attained by periodical gifts of such things 

as pleased him in life, and represented the mourners as bringing a profusion 
of gifts, armour and musical instruments for men, caskets and fans, and 

mirrors for women, pet birds and toys for a child, as well as materials for the 
feast held at the tomb, honey-cakes no doubt, though these are not recognis
able, grapes, melons, and pomegranates. A n d as the number and variety of 

the offerings increases, so the figure of the d e a d , — w h o m the offerings of his 
kinsfolk and the feast of which he partook recalled to a passing semblance of 

life, as the draught of blood did the ghosts in Homer's underworld,—comes 
to take a more prominent place in the picture. But on the vases of the 

' Hygiainon class' the visit to the tomb is always treated in a matter-of-fact 
spirit, and the offerings in the hands of mourners are few and simple, nothing 
more than the wreaths, ribbons, and unguent-vessels required for the decoration 

of the stele. The difference of treatment is probably due to the idiosyn
crasies of the painters rather than to any change in the character of the cult. 
The painters—or painter—of the ' Hygiainon class' were academic and con
servative, more concerned with the technical perfection of their drawing than 
with its meaning or sentiment. Happily there are other contemporary 

lekythoi, such as the three which I have associated in this paper and another 

group to be mentioned presently, which give us far more lively and instructive 

pictures, though they seldom attain the same delicacy and certainty of line. 

The diphros, then, is brought not as an offering to the dead but for use 

at the tomb. Such stools were the commonest pieces of furniture in the 

women's apartments, and were used n o w as a seat, now as a table. In those 

domestic scenes which represent the w o m e n of the family preparing for a 

visit to the tomb, -a stool supports the wicker tray of offerings, and in several 

tomb-scenes it serves the same purpose. Thus the slave-girl with the stool 
»• 

1 Berlin Inv. 3262 = Arch. Anzeiger, 1893, Sculptured Tombs, p. 18. Also Bonner Studicv, 
p. 92, No. 55. Taf. x., where I suspect that the sculpture is 
:1 'f.ip. 'Ap%. 1886, -n-ir. IV. = P. Gardner, really a relief, not a statuette, 
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on her head—for so it was always carried, as many ancient representations 

and a joke in Aristophanes tell us—comes quite naturally into the picture, 

not very hard to draw, of a great Athenian, family proceeding on a periodical 

visit to the grave of one of its members. It is no accident that the figure on 

Plate II. recalls so vividly the stool-bearers of the Parthenon frieze. In more 
than one respect the family party setting out to perform this solemn religious 

duty must have resembled a sacrificial procession. Just as the arrangement 

of the customary offerings in the wicker-tray was a serious matter requiring 
the supervision and approval of the mistress, the lekythoi and alabastra laid 

aslant among wreaths and woollen fillets, the sashes hanging down at either 
side, so the journey to the cemetery must have been governed by traditional 

rules. There was the father with mantle and staff, the sons in knightly 

equipment of chlamys, petasos and lance, and the ladies of the house who 
were so seldom seen in the streets, the mother partly veiled, her daughters 
carrying the more fragile offerings, and behind them a train of maid-servants 

balancing each a burden on her head, kanephoroi with wicker-trays,1 diphro-
phoroi with stools, hydriaphoroi with jars of water for the washing of the 

stele.2 Other pictures show the succeeding stage of the ceremony. The tray 
is set upon the stool beside the tomb, and its carefully-arranged contents are 
unpacked.8 The shaft and steps of the monument are washed clean with 
water from the hydria and a libation is poured out on the ground before it.4 

The stele is anointed with fragrant oil and decked with garlands and gaily 
coloured ribbons. Lastly, the vases used in the ceremony are ranged, as in 

PL II., upon the steps of the tomb in accordance with an ancient superstition 
which forbade the bringing of them back to the house. 

A n d what are w e to make of the studied contrast between the features of 
the slave and of her aristocratic mistress ? Curiously enough we meet with 

an antithesis of the same kind in connection with the sacrificial processions 
of which, as I have shown, the family visit to the tomb was a repetition in 

miniature. The kanephoroi on these occasions were delicately-nurtured girls 
who seldom stirred abroad, and, when such an one fulfilled the obligation of 
her birth by carrying the tray of offerings in a public procession, the fatigue of 

the journey was mitigated by the presence of attendants drawn from the 
metic class, an umbrella-bearer (a-KiaSrjcp6po<;) to shield her from the sun, and 
a stool-bearer (Sicppccpopos),6 carrying a seat in case she should wish to rest. 
The significance of the homage to the ruling race that was thus exacted from 

the resident aliens was enhanced by the contrast between their representa-

• Berlin Inv. 3171, and 3245 = Arch. Ashanti. ' King Prempeh is said to take his 
Anzeiger, 1893, p. 92, No. 54. exile very complacently. He is a regular at-
2 Athens 1760 = Heydemann, Or. Vasen- tendant at the English church at Freetown, and 

bilder, xii. 12. overy Sunday, accompanied by bis umbrella-
3 Athens 1982, Brit, Mus. D. 65 = W.A.V. beaier and his stool-bearer, may be seen walking 

Pi- 27. through the streets to the Cathedral. On most 
4 An unpublished lekythos at Carlsruhe. occasions his wives and attendants accompany 
5 Stool and umbrella are still the insignia of him. The stool and umbrella are always in-

royalty in "West Africa, as is shown by the eluded in the procession.'—Scotsman, June 9 
following paragraph about the ex-king of 1897. 
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tives. The kanephoros was elaborately attired, as we learn from several 

allusions in Aristophanes, wore her mother's jewelry and had her face 
painted to the degree of whiteness that was thought becoming in these 

ecrKiaTpacprjpevai. As she headed the procession she was the cynosure of all 
eyes, and the darker skin of the diphrophoros, to w h o m etiquette seems to have 
denied the use of cosmetics, was an effective foil to her snowy complexion. 
Such seems to have been the point of a scene in the Ecclesiazusae, where a 
m a n marshals his kitchen furniture in a mock procession.1 The farded 

kanephoros who marches first is impersonated by the floury sieve, the diphro
phoros by the kettle—' black enough, in all conscience.' Bearing this in 

mind w e can the better appreciate the contrast between the lady and the 
maid of Plate III., though here it is expressed in feature rather than com

plexion. The slave is not necessarily a negress. ' Merkwiirdig,' says Dr. 
Furtwangler, 'ist der sehr fein und charakteristisch ausgefiihrte Barbaren-

typus der Sklavin (dicke Nase und Lippen); doch scheint keine Negerin 
gemeint, sondern sonst eine Barbarin.' A n d the very similar profile of a maid

servant on a small lekythos at Cambridge, No. 138, whose flesh is painted 
white, points to the same conclusion. O n the other hand one must compare 
the snub-nose and thick lips of an Ethiopian stool-bearer on the well-
known Andromeda hydria in the British Museum,2 and the profile of a little 

negro page w h o is seen trudging behind an old m a n on a vase in the Copen
hagen collection.3 The latter design was perhaps borrowed from a polychrome 
painting, in which the contrast between the blackamoor and his white-haired 

master would be much more effective than it is in ' red-figured' technique. 

The contrast is happily brought out in the spirited thou ghnmch-faded picture 
on a lekythos at Vienna, which shows a young m a n coming down to the shore, 
where Charon's boat is waiting, carrying a pet bird on his wrist, and attended 
by a negro slave carrying a tame hare, and a bird-cage. Here the slave's face 

is painted black and thrown into relief by a turban, perhaps originally scarlet, 
wound about his head. A commentary on these scenes is to be found in the 
fact that Theophrastus makes his M a n of Petty Ambition take care that 

his attendant is a negro.4 So Beckford, travelling in Spain, noted that it 
was ' the high ton to be surrounded by African implings, the more hideous the 

more prized.' 

Aristophanes, Heel. 730-736. Cf. Acharn. ist (durch Aristophanes) nur fiir die Schirmtrag-
242, 258; Bys. 1188ff.; Avcs 1550, and the lines erinnen bezeugt,' Meisterwerke, p. 186. He is 
of Hermippus quoted by the scholiast on this referring to Aves, 1549 ff. But the passage in 
passage. The assumption that the diphrophoroi the Ecclesiazusae implies that the diphrophoros 
were aliens rests on analogy, not on direct evi- walked behind the kanephoros, and it is cer-
dence. We learn from other sources that aliens tainly significant that they are mentioned to-
performed the <riaa5ri<popia, (TKatpntyopla, and gether in two other passages. 
iSpiarpopta. Furtwangler even doubts whether - Archaeologia, xxxvi. PL 6. 
the diphrophoroi were attendants of the kane- * Ussing, To Qraeske Vaser, Copenhagen, 
phoroi: ' Die Scholien schliessen falsehlich 1866, PL I. 
dass sie hinter den Kanephoren folgten; dies i Theophrastus, Char. 7. 

U.S.—VOL. XIX. N 
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§ 3. 

Considered together the three vases give a fairly complete idea of the 

painter's method and ability. The disappearance of the colour from the 

Berlin picture has exposed the lines of the original sketch, impressed with a 

dry point on the still soft clay. A s their presence in the Plate would have 
been confusing, Dr. Winter has kindly had a second drawing prepared in 

which they are indicated by the fainter broader lines (Fig. 4). It will be 
seen that the painter has adhered very closely to his original intention—• 

which is not surprising, for apart from their studied profiles the two w o m e n 
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are mere lay-figures. T h e close resemblance of the boy in Fig. 3 to the 
w o m a n on the right, the mechanical repetition seen in the attitude, in the 

high shoulders, the arms, the misshapen left foot, are proofs that he was 
treating a familiar theme. T h e w o m a n w h o faces the ephebus of Fig. 3, 

not reproduced here for want of an adequate photograph, stands in the same 

stiff pose, but her arms are cleverly foreshortened and the folds of the heavy 
Doric chiton are drawn with considerable decision. Indications, in fact, are 

not wanting to suggest that the painter's real skill and knowledge were in 
advance of his perfunctory every-day execution; and the fortunate preserva

tion of one finished work of the same school—our Plate I I . — m a k e s it 
possible to prove it. If the stelai on the two Plates are compared it will be 
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seen that the meaningless row of short strokes below the pediment of the 

one is a conventional abbreviation of the delicate egg-ornament on the other, 
and that the little curl at either angle really represents a graceful volute. 

T h e n compare the feet of the clumsily built ephebus of Fig. 3 with those of 

his fellow in the brown chlamys; the ugly symbol which stands for the left 
foot of the former becomes intelligible at once. A n d what is true of the 

details is true, despite a certain heaviness of touch, of this great Eretrian 

lekythos as a whole. Its spacious monumental style, its temperate use of 
colour, the knowledge of the h u m a n form and the study of complex drapery 

which it implies, reveal to us a conscientious craftsman whose art was not 

learned only in the pottery, one capable of something better than painting 
lekythoi for the dead. 

Fig. 5. 

§ 4. 

The series of glaze-outline lekythoi which group themselves round the 
Hygiainon lekythos in the British Museum have been mentioned more than 

once in the preceding pages. It will be convenient to append a list of them 

It will be seen that in style, subject and ornament, they are directly descended 
from the series with three-line inscriptions which I discussed in volume X V I 

of this Journal, and that two vases which ended that list form the natural 

introduction to this.1 They are uniformly characterised by great perfection of 

Another link is furnished by a leky
thos at Cassel (Arch. Anzeiger, 1898, p. 192, 
No. 9) inscribed A I <t> I A [o s] K A A O [s], 
seated woman holding toilet-vase, and youth 
wrapped in mantle, a group much like those 
enumerated above, but connected by the in
scription with the four vases of the white-flesh 
series which mention Diphilos son of Melan-
opos. An inscription found at Olympia (Die 
Inschriften, 30, cf. 7^7) supplies a fresh indi

cation that the youths thus honoured by the 
potters were persons of good standing. It is 
a decree of Elis conferring proxenia on a 
Diphilos son of Melanopos of Athens, and 
cannot be dated precisely, but the editors in
cline to accept the identification with the D. 
son of M. named on the vases, and perhaps also 
with the D. who commanded a fleet in 414 
(Thuo. vii. 34) and with the M. whose son 
Laches held a command in 427 (Thuo. iii. 86). 
N 2 
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form and accessory ornament and by a consistent beauty and firmness of line 
that is unsurpassed in the whole history of Greek vase-painting. The 

excellent photogravures in Messrs. A. H. Smith and Murray's White Athenian 

Vases make a fuller description unnecessary. 

The shoulder-palmettes have the form represented in Fig. 5 (with one exception, I 
below, for which see J.H.S. XVI. p. 175). The meander-band above the main design is 
almost equally stereotyped, consisting of groups of three units, alternately reversed and 
divided by cross-squares. The glaze-paint ranges from clear yellow to black. The colours 
used are several shades of red, blue (traces only), and pale yellow. In the following lists 
the figure on the left of the design is always mentioned first. 

I,—Scenes of Obdinart Life. 
A. Oxford, 266, from Gela. P. Gardner, Catalogue, PL 20. Ht. -35. 

A A K I M A H Z 

KAAOZ 

AIZ+YAIAO 
Two women with lyres, one seated, one standing. 

B. Acerra, Spinelli collection, from Suessula. Rom. Mitth. 1887, Taf. xii. 5. Ht. '35. 

AZIOPEl//// 

KAAOZ 

AAKIMA+/// 
Seated mistress and maid; the former held a wreath or other object, which has dis

appeared. 
0. British Museum, D. 53, from Athens. W.A.V. PL 4. Ht. -29. 

Seated mistress and maid ; the former is making a wreath, the latter has ready a string 
with which to tie the ends. 

D. British Museum D. 48, from Athens. W.A.V. PL 2. Ht. -35. 

H Y r i A I N O N 

KAAOZ 
Mistress hands rolled-up mantle to maid. 

E. Vienna 1032, from cemetery near Hymettus. Ht. -30. A replica of the preceding. 
Found with a companion-vase, representing mourners at a tomb ; see M below. 

F. Bonn (Athens, probably from Eretria). Bonner Studien, Taf. xi. Ht. '42. 
Maid holds rolled-up mantle, while her mistress fastens her girdle. 

G. Former van Branteghem collection. Burlington Club Catalogue 56. 
Youth and old man in conversation. 

H. British Museum D. 51, from Cyprus. W.A.V. PL 3. Ht. -39 
Woman hands helmet to bearded man, armed with sword and spear. 

H2. British Museum D. 55, from Eretria. W.A.V. PL 25b. Ht. -30 
Woman and youth in conversation. 

I. Athens 1818, from Eretria. Bonner Studien, Taf. xii. Ht. about -40. 
Seated woman, and young man armed with shield and spear and holding helmet in 

extended right hand. 
J. Athens 1856. 

Boy on horseback galloping to right, two spears in his hand. 
K. Athens 1823, from Eretria. Ht. -31. 

Two 'women setting out to the tomb. One holds a plemochoe, the other an alabastron in 
a net. 

Found with a companion-vase, representing mourners at a tomb ; see L below. 
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II.—TOMB-SCENES. 

In each case there are two figures, placed one at each side of a stele. The dress of the 
men varies. The women, with two exceptions (P, S), wear mantle and Ionic chiton. 
L. Athens 1821, from Eretria. Ht. '31. 

Women (shoes) and youth (chlamys, petasos, high boots, spear). 
Found with K above. 

M. Vienna 1035, from cemetery near Hymettos. Ht. -31. 
Woman and bearded man (mantle, staff). 

Found with E above. 
N. Oxford, from South Attica. Ht. -35. 

Woman and youth (mantle). 
0. Athens 1838. 

Youth (chiton and spear) and woman. 
[P. Athens 1822, from Eretria. Ht. "35. 

Youth (naked, strigil in r. hand) and woman (sakhos on head, Doric chiton)]. 
Q. British Museum D 54, from Eretria. W.A.V. PL 5. Ht. -33. 

Youth (chlamys, petasos, spear) and youth (mantle, and bag containing strigil?). 
R. South Kensington, Salting Collection. Ht. about -33. 

Youth (naked, mantle on shoulder) and youth (chlamys, petasos, sword and spear). 
S. Boston 449. 

Two women, one without mantle. 
T. CasseJ. Arch. Anzeiger, 1898, p. 192, No. 10. Ht. -35. 

Two women. One carries toilet-vase, leleyihos and alabaslron, the other alabastron 
and casket. 

Parts of the picture are open to suspicion—the lekythos held by one woman, the folds 
of the other's chiton, and parts, perhaps the whole, of the stele. The original design may 
have been a scene of preparation like K. 

In several of these pictures a thick woollen fillet, white with darker bands -
at intervals, is seen hanging round the foot of the stele (L, M , Q, R, S—see 

White Athenian Vases, PI. 5), while a second, tied into a kind of wreath, 

is sometimes laid against the lowest step (L, P, R, S). Stiff fillets of the same 
kind are seen in the basket of offerings which the maid on the Lichas vase 

(Brit. Mus. D. 50 = J.H.S. X V I . PL VI.) brings to be approved by her mistress, 
but they do not appear on the later funeral lekythoi. Another characteristic 

is the toilet-vase or plemochoe (K, L, M , N , S, T), a tureen-like vase 

for carrying oil, provided internally with a flange to prevent spilling 
like that of a modern safety ink-stand. This and the other vases (alabastron 

K, N , T) are always carried by a woman, while, with the doubtful exception 

of the bag in Q, no offering appears in the hand of a man. The strigil held 
by the naked youth of P is, like the spear or staff carried by the other male. 

figures, a part of his personal equipment. 

Of the series as a whole it m a y be said that the drawing is consistently 

painstaking, generally correct, and sometimes very beautiful. The faces, 

always in strict profile, and the hands, which are often too small, are ex

quisitely drawn, but there is little variety of attitude or expression, and in the 

funeral scenes no trace of emotion. The authorship of the whole series m a y 

safely be ascribed to a very small number—perhaps not more than two—of 

closely associated workers. 
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§ 6. 

W e meet with a very different spirit in a group of glaze-outline lekythoi 

which must now be described. Here imaginative power takes the place of 

technical perfection. Instead of highly specialised dexterity applied within 

a circumscribed field, w e find a versatile and poetical art which revives and 

Fig. 6. 

recasts old types and creates or borrows new ones. Most interesting of all is 

the re-appearance of a tendency, already noticed in the picture reproduced in 

Plate III., to portray and contrast individual characteristics. 

In the preceding series the shoulder-palmettes were executed in the same yellowish-
black as the main design. Here they are drawn in dull black or grey. The meander and 
main design are drawn in clear golden-yellow glaze-paint, the former being continuous, not 
broken by cross-squares. 

Berlin, Inv. 3160. Arch. Anzeiger v. p. 89. Ht. -36. 
Charon (red cap and shirt) in boat, and woman (blue mantle drawn about her head). 

Behind Charon a clump of rushes, from which the colour has faded. 
/3. Athens 1761 (not from Eretria). 

Bearded soldier (conical helmet, cuirass, red chlamys, red-lined shield, spear), and 
woman in blue mantle, at either side of stele. 

y. British Museum D. 58. W.A.V. PL 11. Ht. -48. 
Two winged genii, Death and Sleep, lay the corpse of a young soldier at the foot of a 

8. Bonn. Bonner Studien, Taf. x. Ht. "41. 
Woman (dress repainted ?) holding tray, and bearded man (mantle and staff) at either 

side of a stele on which is seen a statuette (or more probably a relief) of a young 
athlete. 

t. Former Paton collection. Burlington Club Catalogue 56. Ht. '41. 
Naked youth (red chlamys on arm, sword and sword-belt, two spears) and woman 

holding toilet-vase, at either side of stele. 
The following belong to the same school, but seem to be by different hands. 

f. British Museum D. 67. Catalogue iii. PL 27. Ht. '27. 
W o m a n holding tray, and bald, elderly man with hand clasping brow in gesture of 

grief, at either side of stele. 
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ij. Athens 1993, from Eretria. Ht. '33. 
Youth with hand raised to brow in gesture of grief, and bearded man, at either side of 

Ht. -31. 6. British Museum, D 60. W.A.V. PL 6. 
Two youths and a dog hunting a hare on roclcy ground before a stele. 

Fie. 7. 

Nowhere is the tendency of this new school better shown than in its 

treatment of the figures of Charon (Fig. 7) and of Sleep and Death. A n 
earlier representation of Charon (Fig. 6) makes him a repulsive being with 

a coarse animal face.1 But here the ferryman is a real personage, 

sketched in the likeness of some barbarian, slave or sailor, whose high skull 
and retreating forehead, straight hair and sparse bristly beard, had caught 

the painter's eye and stayed in his memory. His parted lips, though they do 

not necessarily imply speech, give the face an expression of kindly interest 

in the half-veiled w o m a n w h o comes to meet him. There is again an anti

thesis of the beautiful and the ugly, the Hellen and the barbarian. A great 

tuft of bulrushes, green no doubt originally, is another new feature in the 

picture, the forerunner of m a n y later indications of natural scenery. 

Sleep and Death on the fine lekythos in the British M u s e u m are works 

of the same hand.2 The uncouth figure of Death with lank hair framing 

his face, and mysterious plumage clothing his body, stands in deliberate 

From a photograph of the well-known 
lekythos at Munich, published by Stackelborg, 
Grdber, Taf. 47, and by Benndorf, Qr. u. Sic. 
Vasenbilder, Taf. 27, 1, 

2 The somewhat pointed nose, which detracts 
from the resemblance of this figure to the 
Charon at Berlin, is due to the hand of a re
storer, Mr. Cecil Smith tells me, 
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contrast to his brother Sleep, whose smooth-limbs have the ruddy hue of life 
and health. 

Yet another instance of the representation of individual traits is the 

foreign archer (Fig. 8) who appears on an Athenian lekythos of style some

what akin to the seven just enumerated, though different from them in 

form and ornament. Clad in the leather helmet and tightly-fitting uniform 

of the To^orai, a quiver slung at his side, he stands before a tomb, facing a 

figure of quite ordinary type, a youth wrapped in a mantle. The straight 

hair, parted lips, and peculiar drawing of the eye, recall the heads of 

Charon and of Thanatos. 
R. C. Bosanquet. 

Fig. 8. 

RICHARD CLAY AND RONS, LIMITED, LONDON AND BUNGAY, 



SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE PERSIAN WARS. 

1.—The Campaign of Marathon. 

It may seem bold to re-open the question (or questions) of the campaign 

of Marathon so soon after the publication of the monumental chapters of 
Busolt, of Hauvette, of Macan.1 But the labours of these scholars at once 

invite and facilitate farther discussion. They focus many scattered arguments, 

contribute new suggestions, put the humbler student abreast of recent re
searches, and show him where his own conclusions differ from accepted views. 

H o w much I owe to them will be obvious without particular references. 

The theory here put forward, although independently reached, is not 
altogether new—perhaps no theory of Marathon could be—but I was not 

aware, until it was written, how closely certain of its main features had been 
anticipated by Busolt in a work published twenty years ago (Bie Lakedai-

monier pp. 355-369). That eminent historian has, however, since then twice 
changed his views, so that it may be useful to recall his readers to what I still 
consider to be his best solution of the problem. Perhaps the discussions of 

the interval have reinforced it in some respects. O n one important point I 
find myself in agreement with Professor J. B. Bury's article on the Battle of 
Marathon in the Classical Review, March 1896, and even where we disagree, 
we must often have asked much the same questions. 

W h a t was the aim of the Persian expedition, the commission of Datis 
and Artaphrenes ? W a s it to punish the Athenians and Eretrians for their 

share in the burning of Sardis ? W a s it to restore Hippias to his tyranny as 
a Persian vassal ? W a s it a deliberate move in that ' forward' policy which 

had already carried the empire to the frontier of Thessaly and now threatened 

to swallow up the Greek peninsula ? Support can be drawn from Herodotus, 

and elsewhere, for each and all of these views. They are not mutually 
exclusive, but probably the two former are too narrow, and the last too wide. 

Whatever was the scope and purpose of the mission of the heralds—a question 
which bristles with difficulties—we shall probably be safe in limiting the im

mediate object of this particular campaign to the subjugation of the free 

Ionians.2 A n d here arises the inevitable suspicion that to Persian eyes, and 

1 Busolt, Griechische Geschichte, Bd. II.2, Appendix X. 
1895. Hauvette, Hirodote, 1894. Maoan, 2 Carystus, like Virgil's Mantua, was unfor-
Herodotus, Books IV., V., VI., 1896, especially tunate in its neighbourhood. 

H.S.—VOL. XIX. 0 
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possibly in veritable fact, although we cannot expect our authorities to admit 
or recognize it, the expedition was merely the completion of the' pacification' 

of Ionia. Artaphrenes must have regarded Athens as a revolted subject, and 

he had reason.1 Is it impossible that the Persian empire m a y once have 

formally extended across the Aegean and included Athens and Eretria ? But 

apart from all dangerous speculations, we are probably justified on any 

hypothesis in assuming that the proximate aim of the expedition was the 
reduction of the Ionians of Europe. This was the pressing need, for the 

Persian government must have seen that the Ionians in Asia would never be 

pacified so long as their brethren across the water were independent. And 

this was surely a sufficient task for one campaign. Athens was the goal and 
the limit of the expedition. 

W h y , then, after the surrender of Carystus, did not Datis and Artaphrenes 

steer direct for the bay of Phalerum ? W h y , if they preferred to land at 

Marathon, did they sail straight past it to Eretria ? W a s it simply a methodic 

system of conquest that deflected them ? Having once touched Euboea, did 

they feel bound to complete the subjugation of the island before moving any 
farther westwards, just as they had deviated from their course to secure 

Naxos and Paros on their flank ? H a d Eretrian (and Chalcidian ?) exiles, 
perhaps Gongylus, something to say in the matter ? Did the superstitions of 

Hippias, who had once before returned from Eretria, here shape the Persian 

strategy ? W a s there not yet another, more cogent, reason ? Eretria was an 
easier prey than Athens, smaller, less capable of resistance, and (if we may 

trust Herodotus) already betrayed. The Persian leaders wished to bring to 

bear on waverers and recalcitrants in Athens the moral effect of the fate of 
Eretria. 

Eretria taken, the next object of attack was Athens. The Persians, 
Herodotus tells us, after waiting a few days sailed for Attica, KaTepyovTes re 

iroWov Kal BoKeovTes TaVTa tov<; 'A9r)vatov<; iroirjcreiv rd Kal toiis 'Eperptea? 
iirolrjo-av. These words, whatever their exact meaning, are obviously 

added for rhetorical effect, to point the contrast between expectation and 
performance, perhaps also between Athens and Eretria. At best they can 

express no more than an inference from the general situation, and have no 
historical weight. The attempt to extract from them a plan of campaign 

seems to m e illegitimate and futile. In their most natural interpretation they 
would mean that the Persians expected to burn Athens and enslave the 

population. To this interpretation I would adhere, although the guidance of 
Hippias is sufficient refutation of the statement. 

Whatever the Persians expected, their objective was Athens. W h y then 
do they take so extraordinary a course to get there ? W h y burden them

selves with a toilsome march of some five and twenty miles through the 
enemy's country, when their fleet might have put them at once within 

striking distance of the city ? Herodotus tells us that Marathon recommended 
itself to Hippias as being a place suited to the action of cavalry and 

Herodotus, v. 73. 
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quite near to Eretria. We need not press the superlatives, or make Herodotus 
responsible for the assertion that no place in Attica was better suited or 
nearer—enough that Marathon possessed both these advantages in a very 

high degree. But can they be said to have been advantages ? W hat use do 
the Persians make of their cavalry ? W a s not the plain of Athens much 

better suited for its action ? H o w can nearness to Eretria be an advantage, 

when it implies a corresponding remoteness from Athens ? One advantage 

the Persian cavalry did enjoy at Marathon—pasturage. But if that were 

an inducement, they must have contemplated a prolonged stay, and Herodotus 
recognizes no such intention. His reasons seem to be mere inference, 

to account for the fact that they did land at Marathon, and possibly 

influenced by memories of Pisistratus' landing and the Pisistratid reliance 
on cavalry. 

It is scarcely credible that the Persians were afraid of the Athenians, 
that they doubted their own power to force a landing on the shore of the 

Saronic gulf. There can have been no insuperable difficulty in effecting a 

disembarkation at some point on so extensive a coast from so numerous a 
fleet. The advantage of an unopposed landing may have counted for some

thing, but it can not have been the sole reason for putting in at Marathon. 

Modern historians have added two more reasons, to which too much 

importance has been allowed. These reasons have a certain plausibility, 
some real relevancy, but they do not in themselves amount to an adequate 

cause. In the first place it is urged that the Pisistratidae had strong local 

influence in the neighbourhood of Marathon. W a s it so specially strong 
just there? Philaidae, the home of the Pisistratid family, lay farther 
south, about half way between Marathon and Sunium. But Marathon was 

in the Diacria, the country of the Pisistratid faction ? O n the contrary it 

seems to have formed part of the Paralic trittys of the tribe Aeantis.1 It 
remains true, however, that the Diacria was not accessible by sea, and 

Marathon was the most convenient port for it as a whole. The second reason 

assigned is the superstition or instinct of Hippias, which led him to follow 
the omen or precedent of his former return from Eretria vid Marathon. But 

the circumstances were very different. To land at Marathon was the obvious 

and even necessary course for Pisistratus, but Hippias had neither the same 

need nor the same prospect of success by that route. Pisistratus had no over

whelming fleet and formidable army to back him; Hippias had both. Pisistratus 

was looked upon as a mere adventurer, and his landing was at first ignored; 

Hippias led an invading host which could not be concealed or disregarded. 

I assume the identity of the Diacria with the central plain. The name was obviously 
r\ p.€<r6yetos x«"P« 01 the Aristotelian 'kQnvaloiv given from the point of view of Athens ; it 
irohnela. Their identity seems to be clearly signifies the country beyond the hills, i.e. the 
implied, and to be historically necessary. It is ridges of Parnes, Pentelicus, and Hymettus. 
not inconsistent with Hesychius' rough de- The only precise and positive definition of the 
soription: ̂  X&pa AiaKpi'tt, tj atrb ndpirnBos ews three divisions, the Plain, the Shore, and the 
Bpavpavos. The Diacria would be a horse-shoe Trans- or Ultra-montane, is given by the dis-
shaped district round the three land sides of tribution of the trittyes. 

o 2 
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Pisistratus quietly collected his adherents, matured his plans, and moved 

upon Athens. Surely Hippias was not so simple as to imagine that that 

history would repeat itself, that the Athenians had forgotten that lesson! 
Is it not much more likely that he calculated on their remembering it, 

and made a feint of following in his father's steps with the deliberate 

purpose of misleading them ? Probably Miltiades' decree, to go forth and 

meet the invader, was already carried, and known to Hippias. Certainly, 
with the example of Eretria before their eyes, with the consciousness of 

treachery in their midst, the Athenian patriots were not likely to elect to 

stand a siege. At all events Hippias made no movement towards Athens. 

The Persians must have reached Marathon at least twelve hours, more 

probably eighteen or twenty-four, before the Athenians. The polemarch and 

his staff could not have guessed where the landing would take place. The 
news that the enemy's fleet had put into Marathon had to reach them, they 

had to assemble their army, and march out. If the Persians landed at day

break, the Athenians would deserve great credit if they arrived at sunset. 

The Persian generals had quite time enough to send an advanced guard to 
occupy the passes. They apparently waited patiently for the Athenians to 

come up. There is not a hint that they intended to march on Athens. 

W h y should they, when they might have sailed ? Once more, why should 

they have landed at Marathon at all ? W h y , but to bring the Athenians 
there ? As Mr. Bury puts it, ' the purpose clearly was to lure the Athenian 

forces to Marathon.' 
But why lure the Athenian forces to Marathon? W a s it in order 

to fight them there ? W a s it the object of the Persian generals to bring 

about a battle in the open, on ground favourable to themselves, and so finish 
the campaign at a blow, and ' avoid a wearisome siege' ?1 Athens, denuded 

of the best and loyalest part of her defenders, was not likely to offer any 

serious resistance. She would capitulate and receive back Hippias. Did 
the Persians in fact choose the plain of Marathon for their battle-field, and 
practically challenge the Athenians to fight them there ? W a s it, in Mr. 

Macan's words,' to have been a case of the spider and the fly' ? 
N o doubt a pitched battle was one way, perhaps the quickest way, 

of finishing the campaign. Yet I cannot persuade myself that this inter

pretation of the Persian strategy is very plausible. In the first place, it 

does not give any point to the choice of Marathon of all places. Marathon 
was rather a remote corner of Attica to select, and was not by any means an 
ideal site for the Persian tactics. If Hippias and his friends were convinced 

that the Athenians would accept their challenge, they might have found 

much better battle-fields much nearer to Athens. But, secondly, is it 
credible that the Persians expected the Athenian commander, or com

manders, to risk a pitched battle against their own greatly superior forces on 

their own ground ? Herodotus may be drawing on imagination (his own or 

1 'Of the Aoropolis,' adds Mr. Bury. But I am not yet oonvinced that Athens was without 
Walls. 
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another's) when he depicts their confidence on leaving Eretria, and their 

astonishment at the temerity of the Athenian charge. But surely his 

inference, although dramatic in motive, is justified by all probability. W e 

have no trustworthy record of the Persian land force, but on a very low 

computation it must have outnumbered the Athenian by something like two 

to one,1 and the cavalry only increased the disparity. A pitched battle on 
open ground must have appeared to the Persians highly improbable. 

Thirdly, was it even the most desirable solution ? W e need not suppose that 

even Datis and Artaphrenes positively lusted for a big slaughter^which must 

fall on both sides, and Hippias, in the interests of his future despotism, had 

every motive to adhere to the traditional clemency of his family's policy. 

If Hippias could be reinstated without the pitched battle, we m a y reasonably 

assume that this was the preferable alternative. Lastly, the Persian leaders 

must very soon have discovered that the Athenians did not intend to accept 

their challenge. If their sole object in landing at Marathon had been to 

fight there, w e should have expected them, when the enemy declined the 

trial, either to take the offensive against his position (which, although a 

strong one, was open to attack from two sides at once), or else to sail away 
and renew the attempt on some other field. Instead of adopting either of 

these courses, they wait on at Marathon, day after day, apparently in 

complete tranquillity!2 

If Hippias' purpose in luring the Athenians to Marathon was not to 
fight them there, what else can it have been ? Obviously it must have been 

to get them well away from Athens. This answer, by the way, does full 

justice to the remoteness of Marathon. But w h y get them away from 

Athens? Presumably that he might gain possession of the city in their 

absence. H o w was this object to be effected ? 
In the first place the Athenian army had to be detained at Marathon. 

Plainly it could not withdraw unmolested so long as the Persians were there 

in sufficient force. So long as the whole Persian army remained at Marathon 

the Athenians were not likely either to attack or to attempt to make off. 
They had no obvious motive to do either, and both would involve grave risk 

to their army and to the state. But if the Persians moved off towards 

Athens, whether by land or by sea, they at once gave the Athenians both a 

motive and an opportunity for attacking their rearguard, and also set them 

1 The Athenians, with the Plataeans, and (see below), the whole force would be about 
probably a few thousand light-armed thetes or 40,000. Even 30,000 might be enough for our 
' SovKoi,' may have numbered about 15,000. theory. Attempts to reduce the number of the 
Herodotus gives the Persians 600 ships besides Persians are generally based on the assumption 
the horse-transports. Busolt allows 50,000 as that their whole army fought at Marathon. 
a probable estimate for their army. Perhaps 2 From the movements of Philippides and the 
we may reckon the Persian loss at Marathon Spartans it appears that the Athenians must 
(6,400) at about one-third of the troops engaged, have faced the Persians at Marathon for at 
for the wings were not pursued, whereas the least seven days. They would reach Marathon 
centre must have been almost annihilated. on the 8th of the (lunar) month at the latest, 
This calculation would put the combatants at and the battle was fought on the 16th at the 
about 20,000. If half the army was engaged earliest. 
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free to return to defend or save their city. If they went by sea, the em

barkation of their last divisions was difficult, and the Athenians would reach 

A.thens by road before they could arrive there round Cape Sunium. If they 

went by land (i.e. by the coast road, which alone was open to them), they had 

to be prepared for an attack in rear or flank from the Athenian position in 

the valley of Avlona, and the Athenians would reach Athens either on their 

heels by the same road, or simultaneously by the hill road. 

But here the Persian superiority of force comes into account. Half or 

two-thirds of the army might stay at Marathon to guard the Athenians 

there, the other half or third might be sent to Athens, and alone be suffi

cient to deal with the garrison. The Athenians on the other hand could not 

afford to divide their army. They needed their whole force to meet either 
half of the enemy. 

W e may reasonably conclude that this was the plan which the Persian 

leaders had projected. One of the two generals was to stay at Marathon, 

the other, doubtless with Hippias, was to lead his division to Athens.1 Tho 

Athenians might attack the division left behind, or might attempt to escape 
by the upper road. But no doubt the force which was to be left was held 

sufficient to give a good account of them if they ventured out of their 

fastness whether to advance or retreat. In the latter case it would only be 

necessary to delay their march by harassing attacks until the other division 
was in position. But both Hippias and Miltiades must have known perfectly 

well that if the Athenians went back otherwise than victorious the fate of 
their city was sealed. 

Clearly the crisis of the campaign was bound to come when the two 

Persian divisions parted company. The Athenians must act then, and act 
quickly. But the initiative lay with the Persians. It was their action which 

determined that of the Athenians. But what determined theirs ? in other 
words, why was the crisis delayed ? The answer to this question brings us 

in view of certain considerations, which we have so far left out of sight, but 
which really governed the whole scheme of the campaign. 

There is abundant evidence that Athens was undermined by intrigue 

and conspiracy, and that Hippias had a secret understanding with a powerful 

party in the city. H e could reckon not only on his own family connections 

and «s^ie old adisrcjj-uS, buiTaiaO os the Alcmaeonidae, into whose party most 

of his former political followers had been absorbed by the seductive concessions 
of Cleisthenes. The Alcmaeonidae had driven out Hippias, just as they had 

driven out his father before him. But just as they had once also restored 
Pisistratus, so they might likewise bring back Hippias. Herodotus' apology 

1 Probably Datis was to stay and Artaphrenes the prominence of Datis in the tradition indi-
to go. In the first place Artaphrenes was the cates that it was he, and not Artaphrenes, who 
higher in rank, and would naturally undertake was vanquished at Marathon. The Parian 
the more responsible and glorious task of recciv- Chronicle names only Artaphrenes, butprobably 
ing the submission of Athens. Secondly Pau- as supreme commander-in-chief of the expedi-
sanias seems to imply that Artaphrenes was in tion. 
command of the cavalry (see below). Thirdly 
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for them is very damning. Qui s' excuse, s' accuse. Nobody else seems ever 

to have been blamed for the raising of the shield. Nobody's views are better 

represented in Herodotus. Can we doubt that he gives us their own defence ? 

It reappears in the mouth of Alcibiades at Sparta (Thuc. vi. 89). What is 

the value of that plea of 'not guilty'? It conveniently ignores the 

Alcmaeonid relations with the tyrants Cleisthenes of Sicyon and Pisistratus, 
and with the barbarians, the kings of Lydia and of Persia. W h o was 

responsible for the alliance with Persia, the earth and water given to 

Artaphrenes at Sardis? W h e n was that submission repudiated? W h o 

recalled the twenty ships from Ionia, and punished the plain speaking of 

Phrynichus? It can hardly be denied that the Alcmaeonidae in their 

struggles with the Eupatrids of the Plain leaned to Persia, while their rivals 

relied on Sparta, and perhaps formally enrolled Athens in the Spartan 

alliance. W h e n Cleomenes expelled the Pisistratidae, he doubtless imagined 

that he was setting up an oligarchy, but he soon discovered his mistake, and 

turned from Cleisthenes to Isagoras. As then Cleisthenes opposed a Persian 

alliance to Isagoras and Cleomenes, so now on the eve of Marathon we find 

the Alcmaeonidae and Persia leagued against Miltiades and the Spartans. 
It was not without reason that Aristophanes and those who felt with him 

looked back on the battle of Marathon as a victory, not only of Athens over 

the Mede, but also of aristocracy over democracy. It is strange that the 
Medism of the Alcmaeonidae has ever been doubted. It is confirmed by the 

dark words of Pindar, by the ostracism of Megacles son of Hippocrates; 

and can we be sure that their connection Xanthippus and their ally Aristides 

were utterly dira>9ev tt}? TvpavvlBo^ ? At all events Themistocles, looking 
before and after, recalls them on most favourable terms Bid ttjv Hepgov 

o-TpaTelav, Aristides from Aegina, Xanthippus from—where ? W a s it some
where outside Geraestus and Scyllaeum ? 

There was a good opportunity for Hippias. Miltiades had come back to 

Athens, and been recognized as the champion of the aristocratic and anti-
Persian party. There had been a trial of strength. 'His enemies' had 

accused him for 'his tyranny in the Chersonese.' H e had won, they had lost; 

he was in power, they were not. H e had the support of Sparta. What 

could they expect but expulsion, and the undoing of the political work of 
Cleisthenes? W a s it not'better to come to terms with Hippias and make a 

formal submission to the Great King ? W e must not judge their conduct by 

the later Greek standard. Neither tyranny nor Medism meant as yet all 

that they meant to Herodotus. The age of the tyrants was scarcely over. 

The memories of the ' principate' of Pisistratus were not odious to the Bfjfio?, 
for w h o m he had been the executor of Solon's reforms. Greek cities lived 

and throve under the easy yoke of the King. The Ionic revolt was the work 

of the aristocracies of merchant princes, not of the populace. The feeling 

against Medism and Barbarism was largely the creation of the wars that were 

yet to be fought, and the literature that was yet to be written. 

These considerations may help to explain much in the history of the 

pampaign. The understanding between the Alcmaeonidae and the Persians 
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is expressly attested, all the better because Herodotus is reluctant to admit 

it. Given its full weight, it clears up the strategy on both sides. Let 

Miltiades be got out of the way, and his rivals would bring about a revolu

tion. Let them have time and opportunity to work their plans, and they 

would admit Hippias to the city, without bloodshed, as soon as he presented 

himself. W h e n all was prepared the signal would flash forth to the Persian 

tents. O n the other part we may recognise the prudence of Miltiades, 

Conscious of the treachery within the walls, with the example of Eretria 

before his eyes, could he venture to stand a siege ? Could he hesitate to 

march to meet the invader, to press for a battle ? *Hz> p,ev vvv (if) <rvfi-

j3d\(D/jiev eXirop,al Tiva crTacriv \xe<yd\r]v Biaaelaeiv ep.ireaovcrav Ta'Adrjvalwv 

cf>povrj/u,aTa &cne (JtrjBla-ai- r)v Be <jvp,(3d\a>p,ev irplv ti Kal aaOpbv 'Adrjvalav 

jJieTê eTepoiai eyyeveaOai, Oew>v Ta 'i<ra vep.6vTO>v olol Te el/jiev irepiyevecrdat 

Tjj o-vp,f3o\fj. But in attacking a superior force 'the half is better than the 

whole.' Miltiades doubtless knew what was going on, and foresaw what 

would happen. The traitors would not declare themselves before the Persians 

appeared. The opportunity for attack was bound to come when the enemy's 

forces separated, but the day and the hour would be determined, not by, but 

for the Athenians. The battle must be fought, and they must be ready for 

it. Meanwhile they had time to consider their plan of attack, and every day 

that passed was a gain, for it brought nearer the full moon that would set the 

Spartans free. So the waiting game suited both sides best. The Athenian 

general awaited the separation of the Persian forces, the Persians awaited 
the signal. 

T w o criticisms will have occurred to every reader. In the first place, 
Herodotus says not a word of a division of the Persian forces, but simply lets 

the day of Miltiades' prytany bring on the battle. The delay is thus ex

plained, and the occasion of the engagement determined, merely by the 

rotation of precedence among the generals. This account is open to grave 
objections, and has been set aside by almost all recent historians. Can we 

believe that Miltiades, after so earnestly insisting on the necessity of fighting, 

postponed the battle on no other grounds than a point of etiquette ? Can 

we believe that the dawn of a certain day was in itself a sufficient reason for 
so momentous and responsible an action ? W a s there no strategical motive 

to determine the sudden change from defence to offence ? Can we, lastly, 
believe that Herodotus has rightly represented the official position of 
Miltiades? Is there not serious anachronism in his conception of the 
relation between the generals and the Polemarch ? and may not the rotation 
of the presidency be at least erroneously interpreted ? There seems in fact 
to be some lack of lucidity, if not positive mystification, in Herodotus' 
account. The suspicion naturally arises that some essential features of the 
story have been suppressed, and then afterthought, perhaps only half con
scious, has striven to cover the gap by spreading out other facts, by substi
tuting conjectural motives, by reconstructing, and by readjusting the historical 
data to the impression produced by the mutilation. Mr. Macan has vindicated 
the claims of the neglected Caltimachus. W e would not dispute the pre-
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ponderant importance of Miltiades, but surely there is an evident wish to 

find for him some constitutional position to legitimize his real authority. 
The suggestion lies near at hand that the prytany of Miltiades has proved 

equally useful to cover the omission of the true reason for the attack, the 

division of the Persian forces. Herodotus obviously has no clear idea of the 
strategy at all. Our hypothesis has been framed to explain the difficulties in 

his narrative, and interpret better what he does tell us. Granting our general 
conception of the campaign, it -may safely be said that if any feature was 

more likely than another to drop out of the Athenian tradition, it was pre

cisely the division of the Persian army. A vestige of it m a y perhaps be 

detected in the numbers given by Nepos. But the national vanity was not 

likely to insist upon the point. Patriotism and Alcmaeonid influence would 

combine to omit or veil it. M a y not the obscurity of Herodotus be due 

mainly to this reticence in his sources ? It is at all events clear that he has 

not supplied us with any adequate reason for the Athenian attack. It is 

also extremely improbable that the Athenian commander attacked the whole 

Persian army in the open plain. If he was so rash, why did he not attack 

sooner ? if he waited so long, w h y did he not wait longer ? It was his obvious 

policy to delay until the Spartans came to his aid. W e want some pressing 

motive or some good opportunity to account for the attack. W e find both in 
the division of the Persian forces preparatory to a move on Athens. 

The second criticism that will have suggested itself is this. W e have 
supposed that the Persians were waiting for the signal from their friends in 

Athens, and the Athenians were waiting for the Persians to move. But 

according to the express statement of Herodotus the shield was raised when 

the Persians were already in their ships, that is to say, as Herodotus 

believes,1 after the battle was over and the vanquished barbarians were 

re-embarked. Either, therefore, the Athenians did not wait for the division 
of the Persian forces to deliver their attack, or the Persians did not wait for 

the signal to divide their forces. This is a valid objection, but we m a y 

cheerfully accept the second alternative if we can show good reason why the 

Persians should have so far departed from the programme as to anticipate 

the signal. It might be conjectured that they had notice from Athens that 

the conspiracy was nearly ripe for execution and they must ' stand by ' 

ready for immediate action. But it is much more likely that the plot 

hung fire, and the Persian leaders, fearing the imminent arrival of the 

Spartans, determined to make their attempt on the city without delay. 

W h a t their partizans were about, or what caused the delay, of course we do 

not know. There would be influential persons to win over, officers and guards 

It is perhaps possible that Herodotus was was aboard and ready to sail.' To Herodotus, 
misled or misunderstood his information. The who had no notion of any division, they could 
signal might be put after the embarkation of only mean ' after the battle and the embarka-
half the Persian army for Phalerum (assuming tion of the survivors.' But this refinement is 
that that was the plan contemplated). To not necessary and makes no difference to the 
Herodotus' informant the words eoCo-i tftiy 4v alternatives. 
tvo-i vnva\ might have meant ' when that half 
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to seduce, important posts to occupy, and no doubt Miltiades' friends were not 
passive in their opposition. But at all events the expected advent of the 
Spartans set a limit to the possibility of delay, and supplies an adequate 
answer to the objection. Adopting this solution, we may say that the landing 
at Marathon, the delay there, the division of the Persian forces, and the 
signal of the shield, are all to be explained by the understanding between the 
Persians and the Alcmaeonid party at Athens, but that the order of the last 
two items in the programme was in fact reversed by the military necessity of 
anticipating the arrival of the Spartans. If the Spartans went straight to 
Athens, they would prevent the surrender of the city, if they were diverted 
to Marathon, they would redress the balance of force between the Athenian 
army and the Persian contingent to be left there. 

If, then, the Persians did divide their forces into two brigades, one to 
stay at Marathon and the other to go to Athens, by what route did they 
intend to send the latter, by land or sea ? The hostile armies confronted one 
another for at least a week. Obviously the whole Persian force must have 
been disembarked, especially the cavalry.1 But whereas the Athenian position 
seems to be fairly established in the valley of Avlona, we have no 
certain evidence of the position of the Persians. Herodotus does not mention 
a camp, although on other occasions he is careful on this point. Probably 
there was none. Pausanias was shown the ' stone mangers of the horses of 
Artaphernes, and marks of his tent on the rocks.' They were virep ttjv Xifivrjv, 
possibly (it has been suggested) at a point on Stavrokoraki above the village 
of Kato Suli. It is thereabouts, near the spring Macaria and the great 
marsh, that water and fodder seem to be best and most abundant. The 
Charadra would form a natural entrenchment, and the promontory 
of Kynosura a breakwater for the ships riding at anchor. But while 
those who know the ground generally encamp the Persians in this 
neighbourhood, it is too hastily assumed that the whole Persian army 
was stationed north of the Charadra. A position to the south of it, between 
the Charadra and the little marsh, was obviously better for guarding the 
Athenians. Probably from the first advent of the enemy, certainly in pre
paration for any move on Athens, the Persians must have occupied the 
southern part of the plain, which commanded the coast road. They must 
have done so, if only to detain the Athenians, much more if they proposed 
to send part of their own forces to Athens. W e cannot suppose that the 
one brigade would have sailed away and left the other cooped up beyond the 
Charadra, and cut off by the position of the Athenians from the use of the 
land communications with Athens. If the land route were preferred, the 
necessity was doubled, for the Athenian position had also to be masked in 
order to secure the right flank of the marching column.2 O n either hypo
thesis the occupation of the southern part of the plain is necessary, and the 

The cavalry may after all have had a good autumn. 
deal to do with the choice of Marathon as 2 This point has not escaped Mr. Macan's 
landing point. It is one of the few places in reviewer in the Athenaeum, Dec. 21st, 1895, 
Attica where there is pasture to be found in the and Mr. Bury. 
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occurrence of the battle where the tumulus fixes it sufficiently explained. 

But the hypothesis of the land march involves us in difficulties which are 

avoided by the other. If the brigade destined for Athens got safely through 

the pass, what became of it afterwards ? how was it re-embarked ? why did 
not it, rather than the fleet, make a dash for the city ? If the Athenians 

delivered their attack while it was filing past, why do not the cavalry appear 
in the battle ? why was the loss so small on both sides ? how was the Persian 

embarkation effected ? is it likely that the Athenians attacked so long as the 

two brigades were both still on the plain ? So acutely have these difficulties 

been felt by some historians, that, while clinging to the idea of the march by 

land, they have supposed that the cavalry (as Curtius suggested), and possibly 

some of the infantry, were embarked already, and prepared to accompany the 

march on shipboard (so far as the routes lay together). But obviously, if 

any part of the Persian army was to go by land, it would have been the 

cavalry. The road to Athens presents no difficulty to cavalry. Pisistratus 

took his Eretrian chivalry with him. It is easier to ride to Athens than to 

walk, it is harder to embark cavalry than infantry. Mr. Bury cannot be 

allowed to smuggle the cavalry on board under cover of the remark that 

' on the march to Athens it would have been a useless encumbrance.' W e 

cannot accept both the embarkation of the cavalry and the march. But 

inasmuch as the embarkation of the cavalry is one of the most plausible 

suggestions ever made about the battle, and not without positive evidence,1 

this incompatibility constitutes yet another objection to the hypothesis of 

the march by land. 

If, pn the contrary, we suppose that the brigade for Athens, including 

the cavalry, was already embarked and under way when the Athenians 

assumed the offensive, we avoid all the most serious difficulties. The motive 
and opportunity for the Athenian attack become plain and adequate, the 

victory less surprising, the absence of cavalry natural, the losses better pro

portioned, and the embarkation of the Persians easier. The cavalry may 

well have been already shipped off for service in the plain of Athens. 
Hippias would remember that cavalry was sometimes useful against the 

Spartans (Hdt. v. 63). It had at all events been of no service at Marathon, 
and could neither get at the Athenians nor pursue them over the hills. W e 

may also surmise that the fodder of the plain was by this time exhausted. 

If a reason for the choice of the sea route is needed, beyond its ease and 

security, one may be found in the political sympathies of Phalerum, the 

stronghold of Alcmaeonid influence. The Persians were sure of finding a 

friendly base of operations close to the city. This consideration was all the 
more important in their uncertainty as to the success of the conspiracy. 

Once the Persians were divided, half of them safely stowed away on the 

ships and under sail for Phalerum, the opportunity for the Athenian attack 

had come. The charge must have been carefully meditated. Whatever may 

have been the pace of it, we may probably accept the view which sees in the 

1 Mr. Macan very justly vindicates the value of Suidas on the ^aptar/ibs of the cavalry. 
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Athenian formation something more than a makeshift to spread out an 
inferior number so as to equal the length of the Persian line of battle.1 As 

usual it is rather the soldier's than the general's account which has survived 

in the tradition. Nevertheless the victory was not instantaneous, there was 

a stubborn struggle, ̂ pwo? eyivero iroXXo<s. As to the duration denoted by 

iroXXo? opinions differ. Probably most m e n would find an hour's hand to 

hand tussle ample, and the small Athenian loss points to a short estimate' 

The time might be measured in minutes and still be long under the con

ditions. But it is likely that there was some breathing space between the 

rout of the Persian wings and the crushing of their centre. The wings 

made good their escape unpursued. F e w of the centre, which had 

advanced ' inland' after the Athenians, can have got on board. The fact 

that no more than seven ships were taken may only mean that the seamen 

did not wait long for the fugitives. It was at this point that according to 

Herodotus the belated signal of the shield was raised. 

The remainder of the Persian fleet made off after the squadron which had 

already ex hypothesi sailed. The Athenians returned to Athens ' as fast as 

their feet could carry them,' at all events in plenty of time to witness the 

futile demonstration of the enemy off Phalerum. There could be no question 

of betrayal now. Even without the return of the army and the arrival of the 

Spartans, the victory must have entirely changed the tone of the populace 
and the aspect of the situation. Miltiades had won again. 

In our view the battle of Marathon was not 'primarily a general's battle' 

because it was even more primarily a statesman's battle. Miltiades may or 
may not have had the handling of the army in the field, but the contest 

was between him and Hippias, rather than between Callimachus and Datis 

and Artaphrenes. So far his pre-eminence in the tradition seems to be 

justified. 

It may be useful to recapitulate the main points in our interpretation of 

the campaign. The expedition of Datis and Artaphrenes was formally the 

last step in the suppression of the Ionic revolt, although it was also far more 

than that. The subjugation of the islands was systematically carried through, 
but there was a special motive for taking Eretria before Athens. The 
political situation at Athens was an acute crisis in a long standing struggle, 
and presented a very favourable opportunity to Hippias. The plan of 

campaign was governed by an arrangement between Hippias and the 
Alcmaeonidae. The purpose of the landing at Marathon was to remove 
Miltiades and the bulk of the armed garrison from Athens, and keep them 
out of the way while the coup d'itat was prepared. Part of the Persian force 
was to be shipped to Phalerum, and admitted to Athens when the revolution 

was proclaimed. Obstacles must have been encountered by the conspirators 
the plot hung fire. At last the impending arrival of the Spartans forced the 
Persians to make the attempt before the signal. The Athenian commander 

The Persians, be it noted by the way, array. They were not taken off their guard,, 
appear to have been quite ready and in orderly 
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delivered his attack as soon as the Persian forces were sufficiently separated. 

The victory at Marathon frustrated the invasion as much by its moral effect 

at Athens as by its military consequences. Miltiades was justly regarded as 
the hero of the campaign. 

The theory here put forward does not contradict any well accredited fact 

in the evidence, nor invoke imaginary causes. It explains on one consistent 
hypothesis the landing at Marathon, the delay there, the Athenian attack, 

the absence of the Persian cavalry, the embarkation of the vanquished, the 

signal of the shield, and the prominence of Miltiades. 

J. Arthur R. Mtjnro. 



A N E W VASE OF THE DIPYLON CLASS. 

[Plate VIIL] 

Among the vases of the Dipylon class the most striking examples are 
those on which w e see represented funeral ceremonies—a hearse or a bier with 

bands of mourners. A n d in fact the whole of the subjects on these vases seem 

to refer directly or indirectly to deceased persons. The chariots m a y illustrate 

some feature of the obsequies or m a y indicate the status of the deceased, 

while as to the ships, which are not infrequent, they also m a y represent status 

or occupation. So it is argued, and at all events the picture on these vases 

appears always to be of the nature of genre, not of legend. 

In publishing a n ew lebes of the Dipylon kind (PI. VIIL), recently 
acquired by the Museum, I m a y note that its provenance (near Thebes in 

Boeotia), makes against the view of Helbig1 and others that the ships on 

those vases are meant to show that the deceased persons on whose tombs the 
vases were placed belonged to the order of Attic vavKpapot. W e m a y assume 

that the purpose of the vase-painter in those primitive times was to pro

duce to the best of his ability an impressive picture of a funeral ceremony 

as he saw it on occasions of special grandeur and to sell his vase to any buyer, 
whatever his status or occupation. 

But where in funeral ceremonies do the ships come in ? I suppose at 
the games held in honour of the deceased, such as those of the Aeneid 

(V. 114-235) which began with a race of ships. It is not likely that Virgil 

had invented so striking a feature of the occasion without good data, and very 
possibly the statement of Dio Chrysostom2 that the Argo had w o n the ship-
race at the Isthmian games represents what m a y have been a c o m m o n usage 
in early times, though little or no mention of it has survived in Greek 

Athen. Mittheil. 1893, p. 152, it is argued type on a bronze diadem from a tomb at Thebes, 
that the ships on these vases may be compared but the finest example of the kind is the ship 
to the horse on Athenian reliefs as indicating on a bronze fibula from near Thebes, lately ac 
the status of a man. This view, originally sug- quired by the British Museum (Catalogue of 
gested by "Wilamowitz, was expanded by Helbig Bronzes, Fig. 85). I may add that at Tipha, a 
in the Memoires de I'Acad, des Inscript. xxxvi. coast town of Boeotia (Pausanias, ix. 32, 3) the 
lro partie (1898). Previously the ships on the people boasted of their skill in sea-matters, trac-
Dipylon vases had been fully discussed by ing their name to Tiphys, the steersman of the 
Kroker in the Jahrbuch, 1886, but more from Argo. 
the point of view of construction and date. 2 Ed. Reiske, ii. p. 107. lyivtro Sh Kal H/uWa 
As regards ships from Boeotia, Helbig (loc. cit. /tol 'ApyA> Mica. I have to thank Mr. Cecil 
p. 15, note 1) recognizes a ship of the Dipylon Torr for this and several other references. 
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literature. At all events I cannot help thinking that the funeral rites which 

Menelaos stopped at Sunium to pay to the remains of his pilot Phrontis1 

would have appropriately included a race of ships and m a y in fact have been 

the legendary origin of the aptiXXai ve&v held there in historical times.2 
It has been supposed, as already said, that the chariots which occur on 

the Dipylon vases had either been part of the funeral procession or were 

meant to illustrate the social position of a deceased person. But they m a y 
equally indicate the races held at his tomb, and this is the more probable 

when w e see set out on one of these vases a row of tripods such as were given 

as prizes in the chariot race at the funeral games of Patroclos.3 It is true 
that the chariots on the Dipylon vases are not represented crowding together 

at full speed as in a race, but what was easy enough in the art of later 

times, was impossible in the primitive period of these vase-painters. Besides, 

the painters were free to choose the m o m e n t before the actual race, and that 

m a y be what they have done. 

O n our lebes the chariots are very slight with high antyx and have all 
the appearance of racing bigae. T h e yoke is identical in form with that of 
two chariots on a Dipylon vase.4 The driver wears the feminine dress char

acteristic of a charioteer in the races, and if that is the case, then w e have 
here interesting evidence of the high antiquity of the custom. But more 

remarkable perhaps is the horseman w h o follows the chariots. H e appears 
to be riding sideways, as frequently happens on archaic Etruscan bronzes, 

but is perhaps rather in the act of turning round to leap down from the 
horse. The one leg being rigid and the other bent suggest the latter 

alternative, and that would apparently be in accord with the custom of Homeric 
times w h e n horsemanship seems to have consisted in skilfully mounting and 

dismounting (KeXr/Ti^eivj rather than in a firm seat. The way in which the 

rider holds the reins is also suggestive of turning to leap down. It will be 
seen that he has more reins than he needs for one horse, but probably the 
painter, accustomed to the reins of a biga, had not yet learned h o w to render 
the simpler contrivance of a riding horse. It is said that the horse-race, as 

we understand it, was not introduced in the games of Olympia till the 
33rd Olympiad. Nor is there any horsemanship at the funeral games of 

Patroclos. But the acrobatic method of riding shown on our vase, though 
it m a y not have been in use at splendid obsequies in Homeric times, m a y 

have come into favour shortly thereafter for such occasions. A n equestrian 

performance of that sort could hardly be more appropriate anywhere than 

y, iii. 285, o<pp' %-rapov floVroi Kal 4vl fiiv apiKAdpLeros M ~2,ovvitp. The ship-races of 
KTepeo KTepicreiev, which Pausanias (x. 25, 2) the Panathenaic games were held at the Piraeus, 
interprets, Iva p,vi]p.aTos Kal Sera lirl veKpois &\\a Plutarch, Themistocles, 32, and fragment of in-
a£u&aeie Thv Qpovriv. In Odyssey, xi. 75 the scription, C.I.A. ii. 965, frag. b. 
shade of Elpenor implores Ulysses to raise a 3 Mon. dell' Inst. ix. PL 39, Fig. 2. 
mound for him by the sea-shore, and to place 4 Annali dell' Inst. 1872, Tav. d' Agg. 1, 
on it an oar to show for the coming time what Fig. 2. In the one the driver is nude ; in the 
manner of man he had been. other he wears a helmet and a shield of the 
2 Lysias, Apol. Ando. i, veW/tijifa 8e rpvfipei Boeotian type. 
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amid the display of funeral games. As an indication of the status of the 
deceased, it would be more curious than dignified. 

The ship is the first complete instance of a bireme, so far as I know, on the 

Dipylon vases. There are however one or two fragments of biremes,and curiously 

enough they also show only the oars of the lower bank touching the water. The 

oars of the upper bank are but partly visible as if they were to be understood 

as being on the further side of the ship, a view which the painter was perfectly 

entitled to adopt so as to avoid the confusion of two sets of oars crossing each 

other. But this has naturally raised some small doubt as to whether the 

upper row, as we are calling it, is not simply the rowers on the further side of a 

galley of one bank, represented in the poor perspective of primitive times. 

But one of the fragments1 just referred to, appears to be conclusive on that 

point because there the lower bank of rowers are visible each through a square 
opening in the ship's side while those of the upper bank have nothing of the 

kind. H a d these latter been merely the rowers on the further side of one 
bank, they would necessarily have been framed in like the others. Besides I 

do not see how the elaborate construction of our ship can be explained other

wise than as that of a bireme with two banks of oars. 

The rowers are bent at the oars but the place of the steersman is still 
empty. The steersman is in the act of stepping on board and grasping the 

wrist2 of a w o m a n who holds out away from him what appears to be a wreath. 

But obviously there is no room in the ship for a steersman of such gigantic 

proportions. Therefore the scene must not be taken too literally. The vase-

painter fortunately had a large space at his disposal behind the stern of the 

ship and he took advantage of this space to give more impressiveness to his two 

principal figures. As a group these two figures may be called a prototype of 

the parting scenes on the Athenian stelae of later times, and this element of 

melancholy is just what is wanted to give the key to the whole composition. 

That is to say, the male figure is stepping on board to steer his ship in a race 
and to win the crown held up by the woman, thus anticipating the honours 
that in due time would be done to himself. 

At first sight one m a y be tempted to think that the scene is 

legendary, such, for example, as Theseus leaving Ariadne ; for there is no doubt 
that these vases are to a certain extent co-eval with the legend-making age, 
since the subject of Heracles slaying the hydra occurs on a bronze fibula found 
near Thebes with vases of this class. But the old Heroes did not act as their 
own steersmen, and their ships had space enough for others than rowers on 
the decks as we see from the ship of Theseus on the Francois vase. The way 
in which our ship is packed with rowers is itself suggestive of a race. 
The hull is very shallow. At the bow there is beside the ram a sharp pro
jecting point, which would increase the power of attack in case of war. I do 
not remember that instrument on any of the other Dipylon ships. Usually 

1 Found on the Acropolis. A similar frag- 2 Cf. Journ. Hellen. Stud., 1898, p. 133 for 
ment is in the possession of Dr. Sturge, as I this method of ' shaking hands,' 
learn from Mr. Cecil Torr. 
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the ornament rising from the prow of these ships ends in a sort of branch. 

But in this case it is more like a serpent, which reminds m e of a fragment of 

Hipponax where he tells a painter ' not to paint on the many-oared side 
of a trireme a serpent running from the prow towards the steersman.'1 

In one or two instances the Dipylon ships appear to be engaged in war, 
men on the deck attacking men on land ; or a fight is implied by dead men on 
the ship and in the sea. Of course if these instances are to determine the 

character of the whole series of these ships as exclusively militant m y theory 
that some of them at least represent funeral races will not hold good. But in 

those days many persons must have lost their lives in fighting of an irregular 

kind, for w h o m no funeral games were held. The most they could expect was 

some memorial on or in their tomb to show, like the oar of Elpenor, in what 

service they had perished. Typical illustrations of fighting from ship-

deck on a vase would meet the case. In historical times the Polemarchus 
held an agon epitaphios for those who had fallen in war, making offerings also 

to the shades of Harmodios and Aristogeiton (Aristotle Ath. Polit. 58), and 

possibly those official games applied equally to war by sea and by land. 

The dptiXXai at Sunium may have been of that kind, irregular and 
intermittent in occurrence, or like those at Piraeus, held at fixed periods. In 
the Dipylon times, however, an agon epitaphios would hardly have been an 

official affair but rather a spontaneous honour to a great man. I therefore 

readily admit that the mere occasion of death, as in naval warfare, may have 
been figured on the Dipylon vases, just as in later times it appears in a 

typical manner on the stele of Dexileos. But observe that the one definite 
and conspicuous fact on these vases is the presence of funeral ceremonies, 

such as were held at the death of rich and prominent citizens. To bring 
into line with that fact as many as possible of the less obvious illustrations 

on the other vases or fragments of vases seems to m e a safe principle to 

follow, and that is the reason why, in this instance, I have propounded a 
funeral ship-race as the explanation of most of the ships on these vases. 

A. S. Murray. 

Bergk, Poet. Lyr. Gr. 4th ed., p. 478, injKei-i ypd^ns '6(j)iv rpi'tipevs iv Tro\v£iyct> toIxv 
an' 4nfi6Aov tpfiyovTa rrphs KvfSfpvf\ri)v. 

H.S.—VOL. XIX. P 



A N E W Ka\o<?-VASE. 

THE vase hero published is a red-figure lekythos, found at Eretria and 

recently acquired by tho British Museum. It has the ordinary honeysuckle 

pattern as decoration on the shoulder. Between two rows of maeander on the 

body of the vase is the picture, which occupies only one side. 
The subject is a young woman hurrying out of a door, which she leaves 

open behind her. There is no indication on the vase of what, or of whom 

she is in pursuit, but the outstretched hands would seem to imply that the 

desired object is not far distant. In front of her, and almost as if issuing 

from her lips, is the name ' AXicpieiov, and below this the word ko\6<;. 
There is no artist's signature, but the type of figure, the head-dress, the 

drooping of the hair over the temples, and the rendering of the drapery recall 

the style of Brygos, whose career began somewhere before 480 B.C. according 

to Hartwig (Meisterschalen, p. 308). Only one other vase is known so far 
inscribed with this name (Klein, Vasen mit LieMings-iwchrifieri, 2nd 

edition, p. 129), but it does not appear to have been figured anywhere. We 
have therefore no means of comparing the style of the two. It is described 
as a vase a colonnette of Attic fabric, on one side two youths riding a race, on 

the other, three youths running in a foot-race. 
If we are to seek for the originals of the KaXos or lovers' names among the 

Athenian aristocracy, it would not be easy to find a name better known than 
that of our vase. From the time when the Archon Megakles, son of Alkmaeon, 

and his followers gained for the whole family the name of accursed, by their 
sacrilegious and treacherous murder of the Kylonian conspirators, the 
Alkmaeonidae were foremost in all the disturbances of the troubled times 
down to the fall of the Peisistratidae and the reform of the Athenian constitu
tion by Kleisthenes. 

Though the name Alkmaeon itself only appears once on the vases, other 
well-known names of the family are to be met with, e.g., Euthymides and 
Philtias have the name Megakles, which some would identify with the uncle 
of Penkles and grandfather of Alkibiades, and on a red- and black-figure 
amphora at M u m c h is the name Hippokrates, which might be the father of the 
above Megakles and brother of Kleisthenes. Another family name is Euryptole-
mus. But the only historically important Alkmaeon we know of lived Ion" 
before the period of our vase. Curiously enough the passage in the Odyssey 
(xv. 248) which speaks of the pursuit of Kleitos by Eos, connects Kleitos in 
descent with the legendary Alkmaeon, and this'islhe more singular since the 
figure on our vase might well be an Eos without wings, so obviously has her 
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action been suggested by that of Eos in the groups where she is represented 

in pursuit of Kephalos. It would be quite in accordance with the spirit of 

the fifth century to take a subject from the region of legend, and adapt it to 
every-day life. 

The position of the name in front of the figure recalls a Charmides 

amphora in the British Museum (E 291), where the blind Phineus calls out 
© E O I , raising both hands at the same time. O n that analogy our figure 

Lekythos from Eretria. 

would be calling out Alkmaeon, in which case the vase would be another of 

those very rare instances, where the subject appears to have a direct 

connexion with the name inscribed. A n example is the Oxford vase on 
which is represented a Persian horseman with the inscription MtXrtaSjj? KaXos. 

Even if the rider be an Amazon, as some suppose, such a figure would also 
serve in connexion with the name of Miltiades to recall the battle of Marathon. 

P 2 
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If the figure is an Eos of daily life hurrying to write upon the wall of the 
Kerameikos the name of a lover (Lucian. Dial. Meret. 4 and 10), the door 
which she has just quitted would have its analogy in the portal of the 
heavens, the irvXai Nu«ro? re Kal "HjiaTog, whence Eos may be supposed to 
issue as does Hemera (Hesiod Theog. 750, rj Be Ovpa^e epx^ai. Cf. Diels, 
Parmenides, p. 50). 

Isabel A. Dickson. 



DELPHIKA.—(A) THE ERINYES. (B) THE OMPHALOS. 

The material of the following paper falls conveniently under two 

headings, but the arguments respecting each are intimately connected, and 

cannot fairly be appreciated apart. It may be well, therefore, at the outset, 

to summarise briefly the conclusions at which I have arrived. 

1. The Erinyes at Delphi and elsewhere are primarily local ancestral 

ghosts. The conception of Homer, and, in part of the tragedians, of the 

Erinyes as abstract, detached ministers of divine vengeance is comparatively 

late, and belongs rather to literature than to popular faith. 

2. The ghosts of important persons are conceived of as locally influential 
after death, and, being potent for good or evil, present a sort of neutral fond. 

In this neutral aspect they are K.rjpe<;, M.oipai, Tv%ai. 

3. This neutral, fond of Kijpe?, Moipai, Hv-yai, etc., is probably from 

the first conceived of in its dual aspect. The ghosts are pleased or angry, 

white or black, Eumenides or Erinyes—probably from the first the malignant 

aspect is somewhat uppermost. 

4. A m o n g a people who bury their dead, ghosts are necessarily con

ceived of as demons of the earth, dwelling below the earth with only 

occasional emergence, and especially potent in all matters concerning the 
fertility and sterility of the earth. Hence the ritual for the dead and for 

chthonic divinities is practically identical. 

5. With the first dawn of anthropomorphism appears the notion that 

the earth is the mother, and the earth genii tend to be conceived of as her 

daughters. This notion is helped out by the fact that in primitive com

munities, agriculture, and thence the ritual attendant on it, is largely in the 

hands of women. Hence the sex of the Erinyes—a monstrous anomaly 

when they are regarded as avengers of blood—is naturally determined. 

6. The form in which these earth genii, these local ghosts, were primarily 

conceived as embodied was, among the primitive inhabitants of Italy and 

Greece, that of snakes; the woman-huntress, winged or wingless, of the 

tragedians was a later, complex development. 

7. The female snake-'Er'mys is intimately connected with the Delphic 
legend of the Python, and survives elsewhere in the worship of female divinities, 

e.g., Athene and Demeter; it is part of a wide-spread snake-cultus, whose last 

emergence is seen in the heretical sect of the Ophites. 

8. The primitive haunt and sanctuary of the Erinyes was the omphalos. 
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9. The omphalos was primarily a grave surmounted by a fetich stone, 
the centre of a cultus of ghosts and earth genii, whose worship, m later, 
anthropomorphic days, developed into that of Gaia, Kronos and other kindred 

divinities. 

10. B y Homer's time this old cult of ghost and fetich, of Gaia-Kronos, 
had been overlaid by the incoming, dominant cult of Zeus and Apollo.1 The 

result was manifold; the real meaning of the ghost-Erinyes was eclipsed, 

though never wholly lost, the malignant side over-emphasised, the conception 

delocalised, and with this delocalisation the snake form and connection with 

the grave-omphalos almost wholly obscured. 

11. In the Choephoroi of Aeschylus, dealing as it does with the ritual of 

the grave, there is necessarily a literary resurgence of primitive conceptions. 

In the Eumenides the conflict of new and old is embodied, and so skilful is 

the illusion, that it was possible in a play acted at Athens to represent the 

Erinyes as immigrant strangers of hideous and unknown form, unrecognised 

by the local Delphic priestess. B y a still more remarkable inversion of fact, 

it was possible to convince an Athenian audience that these Erinyes of the 

literary imagination were transformed into the local Semnae, these local 
Semnae being, in fact, the very order of beings from w h o m the literary Erinyes 

themselves sprang. 

A.—The Erinyes. 

Incertus Geniumne loci famulumne parentis 
Esse putet.—Verg. Aen. v. 95. 

It will be obvious to any one conversant with the subject that in 
two of the steps of my argument I lay no claim to originality. In his 

remarkable Dissertations on the Eumenides (2nd edition, English, 1853, 

p. 155) C. O. Miiller states distinctly that the Erinyes ' were neither more 

nor less than a particular form of the great goddesses who rule the earth 

and the lower world and send up the blessings of the year, namely Demeter 

and Cora.' This doctrine, with some modification and amplification, is 
substantially that of m y Clause 5. 

I owe a still more important and fundamental debt to Dr. Erwin Rohde. 
The main theory of his book, Psyche, I believe to be mistaken ; it is none the 
loss full of priceless incidental suggestion. H e says of the Erinyes (Psyche, p. 
247) ' Nur philosophisch-dichterisch Reflexion hat sie zu Helfern alles Rechtes 
in H i m m e l und auf Erden umgebildet. I m Cultus und begrenzten Glauben 
der einzelnen Stadt bleiben sie Beistande der Seelen Ermordeter. U n d 
sieht m a n genau hin, so schimmert noch durch die getriibte Ueberlieferuno-

In the matter of the stratification of cults, jeets called Mycenean 1' (J.ffS xvi *("> h 
and especially of tho racial affinity of Zeus, been further developed in his professorial lec-
Apollo and Artemis, I owe much mythological tures at Cambridge, which I have 1 d tb 
light to the views, published and unpublished, privilege of attending, and will it is 1 1 
of Prof. Ridgeway. His position, sketched out shortly be stated in full jn j ^ f ., 10lm' 
in the article ' What people produced the ob- work on prehistoric Greece. coining 
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eine Spur davon durch, dass die Erinys eines Ermordeten nichts anderes war 

als seine eigene ziirnende, sich selbst ihre Rache holende Seele, die erst in 

spaterer Umbildung zu einem den Zorn der Seele vertretenden Hollengeist 
geworden ist.' This view Dr. Rohde himself confirms and amplifies in his 

' Paralipomena' (Rhein. Mus. 1895, p. 22), Dieterich (Nekuia, p. 55) confirms it, 
and Otto Crusius (Roscher, Lex. ii. 1163) in his article ' Keren' says ' Die 

Kr)pe<; 'Epivves sind die ziirnenden Seelen.' In fact, no serious mythologistJ 
now controverts this position. 

This fundamental truth, that the Erinyes are angry souls, would 
doubtless have been recognised long ago but for a certain topsy-turvydom of 

method which has, until quite recent years, infected all mythological research. 

' In the Homeric poems we find ourselves at the starting-point of all that 

has given Greece her place in the world, of Greek history, of Greek art, of 
Greek philosophy, theology and myth.' The statement, true of the 

one item omitted—literature, is profoundly false of all the rest; the spade 

has revealed to us strata underlying the civilization out of which the Homeric 
poems sprang. For theology and myth, our only concern here, Homer 

represents a complex adjustment and achievement, an almost mechanical 

accomplishment, with scarcely a hint of origines. But in England, where 
scholarship is mainly literary, the doctrine that Homer is the beginning of the 

Greek world is likely to die hard. Its death may possibly be eased and 
hastened by the story of the Erinyes. 

With respect, then, to the first three clauses ot m y argument, I may 
refer to the articles by Rohde and Crusius ; they have collected ample and 

more than ample evidence to prove that the functions and ritual of the dead 

and of the beings variously called Potniae, Semnae, Eumenides, Erinyes, 

Praxidikae, Maniae, &c, were originally and fundamentally identical. One or 
two points, however, in connection with this require to be further elucidated 
or emphasised. 

First, as regards the number of the Erinyes. In Homer they appear 
usually in the plural—e.g. Od. xi. 280, p.rjTpb<; 'Epti>ue?. If we keep to the 
idea of ghosts, we must translate the 'angry ghosts of a mother.' Each 

mother had of course originally only one ghost, but in Homer's late con

ception the individual ghosts, each one of which only avenged himself, have 

been abstracted into a sort of body corporate of avengers, all of whom 

pursued each offender. The final step of the abstraction is to make of the 

Erinys a sort of personified conscience, but all this is remote from the 
manner of primitive thought. It is interesting to see that the tragedians, 

who are often far more local and primitive than Homer, frequently employ 

the singular and realise that each dead man has his own separate Erinys. 

1 I cannot include in this category the author wolke.' They are ixekamai and they carry 
of the article 'Erinys' in Roscher's Bexicon. things aM'ay, therefore they are 'das Bild 
According to him the attributes and functions der "ungestiim dabeifahrenden dunklen "Wetter -
of the Erinys are to be derived from the 'in wolke'—by parity of reasoning they might be 
Blitz und Donner sich entladende Gewitter- black cats. 
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ld> /jioipa {3apv8oTeipa jj.oyepa 
TTOTVld t OlSiirov crKia, 
ue\aiv 'Epivvs, r) fxeyaaOevn^ ti<s el.—AESCH. Sept. v. 975. 

Here the Erinys is surely in apposition to the OlBlirov crKid, the e'lBcoXov of 
the dead man. The passage is an instructive contaminalio of two radically 
different conceptions, the Homeric phantom shadow idea and the powerful 
local ancestral ghost. The notion of the single Erinys also lurks in the 

Eumenides of Aeschylus. Aeschylus, of course, has a chorus of Eumenides the 

0aufia<TTb$ Xoxos, and he doubtless conceived of them as indefinitely and 
Homerically plural, but they are roused from their sleep by Clytemnestra the 
one real Erinys. 

Another point remains to be emphasised. It is easy enough even to the 

modern mind to realise that the Erinys was primarily the angry ghost and 

a ghost is never so angry as when he has been murdered. The counterface of 
the picture is less obvious, i.e. the idea that the ghost of the dead man when 

content is a powerthat makes for fertility, the chief good to primitive man 

The farmer of ancient days had to reckon with his dead ancestors and was 

scrupulous to obey the precept de mortuis nil nisi bene. Hippocrates (ireol 

evvirviiovn. p. 14) tells us that if anyone saw the dead in a dream dressed in 

white, and giving something, it was a good omen, dirb ydp tiov diroOavovTcov 
aijpo^ai tcai avfrae* Kal airepfiara yivoviai. It is this, the good white 

side of the ghosts that was suppressed in the Homeric Erinys, but which re-

emerged at once when they, the Erinyes of Aeschylus, were allowed to become 

their real selves, i.e. the Semnae, potent alike for fertility and sterility To 

the priestess m the Eumenides they appear piXatvai B' e'? T6 irdv BBeXvK-

Tpoiroi, but Athene knows better; she knows that they are practically 
Moirae, with control over all human weal and woe. 

iravTa yap avTai Ta KaT av0pioirov<; 
eXa^ov Bieireiv.—Aesch. Eum. 930. 

Primitive daemons, it may be observed in passing, are apt to be onds of 
all work, later they differentiate off into black and white, friendly and 
hostile, and finally develop a complete departmentalism. 

One salient instance of the primitive dual character of the Erin ' ' f 
special value because it is connected with a definite ritual vrtot' T 
seven furlongs out of Megalopolis on the Messene road there was 

Pausanias (viii. 34, 3) said, of certain goddesses (deiov leoov) " p"*0 ̂ J ' 
himself is evidently not sure who and what they are. And tl ' ' „S£}^mS 
f,he goddesses themselves and the district round the sanctuary l^+b 
of Maniae' (Madnesses)—he suggests however that the name mav h ^ T 
o[ the Eumenides "; (BoKeiv Be fioi 6emv t&v Ev/xevi'Scov eVT^ / ' t a ^ 
• and they say that here Orestes went mad after the murder of 7 . v a i ^ ~ 
H e then describes a monument called the monument of Dal f 1 US motI,er-' 

To this I shall return later under the heading ' O m p h a l o s ' ' IT FingG1'' 
Pausanias says, ' there is a sanctuary to the Eumenides-_tW ' ,, 61"e to°'' 

Cb tney say that when 
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these goddesses were going to drive Orestes out of his senses they appeared 

to him black, but when he had bitten off his finger they appeared again to 
him as white, and he became sane at the sight, and thus rat? fiev evnyicrev 

airoTpeirtov to p/fjvipia avT&v, Tat? Be Wvae rat? Xeu/eai?.' W e have no 
convenient word to render the difference between evnyicrev and Wvae but the 
distinction is important; evayt^eo is said of the ritual of dead heroes, and 
of chthonic divinities, the sacrifice is offered on or poured into the ground, 
it goes down—81100 strictly is confined to the ritual of the Olympian gods, the 
sacrifice is burnt, it goes up. Here the old ghosts have divided off into 
Maniae (i.e. obviously Erinyes-Furies) and Eumenides, and the Eumenides 

side has got Olympianised. This is made the clearer by the last and most 

remarkable statement of Pausanias, Along with these (i.e. Tai<; XevKais) it is 
customary to sacrifice (ffveiv) to the Charites,' i.e. practically the white side of 

the ghosts; the Eumenides are the same as the Charites, the givers of all 

increase. To examine in detail the cult of the Charites would take us too 
far; it may at first be something of a shock to find that the Charites are practically 

only the white beneficent side of the Erinyes, but this passes when we remember 
that at Orchomenos, the most ancient seat of their worship, where their 

images were mere crude stones, they were worshipped at night, and like all 
chthonic divinities with the offering of the honey cake. They were also a 

sort of Moirae; the lucky throw at dice was called Xoptre?. 
The connection of the Moirae with the ghost Erinyes we have already 

noted. Here again cultus came in to strengthen, the argument by analogy of 

ritual between the Moirae, Semnae and Eumenides. Pausanias mentions 

at Titane (ii. 11 4), 'a grove of evergreen oaks and a temple of the 
goddesses whom the Athenians call venerable (Semnae) and the Sicyonians 
name Eumenides (kindly). O n one day every year they celebrate a festival 

in their honour at which they sacrifice a sheep with young, and pour libations 
of honey mixed with water and use flowers instead of wreaths.' The sheep 
with young clearly points to the goddesses of fertility and the absence of 
wreaths is curiously paralleled in the cult of the Charites at Paros. Apollo-
dorus p. 3, 15, 7, after telling the story of Minos and Androgeos, says '66ev eTi 

Kal Bevpo ^ojpt? avXcov Kal crTecpdvcov ev Tldpa dvovcri Tais Xdpiai. At 
Titane Pausanias goes on to tell us they perform the like ceremonies (ioiKOTa 
Bpwcriv) at the altar of the Fates—it stands in the grove under the open sky. 

In this important passage we have the Semnae identified with the Eumenides 
and their ritual with that of the Moirae. This identity of ritual is paralleled 

by identity of function. When Prometheus is asked who guides the rudder 
of Fate he answers (Aesch. Prom. 515). 

M.oipai Tpifiopipoi fj,vrjiiove<; t 'Eptz/ue?. 

Nay more in the Eumenides they are the iraXaiyevel<; Moipai (Eum. 172). 

Just in the same way the Kijpe?, the souls, are fates, and as such essentially 
Bi^ddSiai as in Hes. Theog. 217. 

Kai Mo/pa? Kal K.r)pa<; eyeiveTO vrfXeoiroivovs, 
K.Xa>9d> re Ad^ealv re KaV'ATpoirov, aire BpoTolai 

yeivop,evoiai BiBovaiv eyeiv dyadov re KaKov Te-
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though with Hesiod, never too optimistic in his view, the Kr)pe? inc me 

the black side (v. 211). 

Ni>f 8' eVe«e a-Tvyepov re Mopov Kal Kijpa p,e\atvav. 

The idea of a ghost, a double, a fate shadowing a man in his life and 
powerful to affect his descendants after death is common to many primitive 
peoples. It depends on the temper of the people whether the ghost is 
regarded as benevolent or malignant, white or black. The West African 
tribes according to Miss Kingsley have their Eumenides. ' In almost all 
West African districts' (West African Studies, p. 132) 'is a class of spirits 
called " the well-disposed ones " and this class is clearly differentiated from 
" them " the generic term for non-human spirits. These well-disposed ones 

are ancestors, and they do what they can to benefit their particular village or 
family Fetish, who is not a human spirit nor an ancestor. But the things 

given to ancestors are gifts not in the proper sense of the word sacrifices, for 

the well-disposed ones are not gods, even of the rank of a Sasabonsum or an 
Omburiri'—here we seem to catch a god arrested in the process of making. 

The Erinyes of the West African are not angry ancestors, but the ghosts of 

enemies who are regarded as malevolent—' To insult or neglect' the ' well-

disposed ones,' is rude and disreputable, but it will not bring on e.g. an outbreak 

of small pox. African missionaries have found that the nearest equivalent 

to the word God in our Scriptures is the word ' Mulungu' the general native 

term for spirit. The spirit of the deceased m a n is called his Mulungu and 

all the offerings of the living are presented to such spirits of the dead. ' It 

is here that we find the great centre of the native religion. The spirits of 

the dead are the gods of the living' (Duff MacDonald, Africana, 1882, 

vol. I. p. 59). As regards the black and white Maniae Mr. Frazer says in his 

commentary (citing Callaway), ' The Zulus believe that there are black spirits 

(Itongos) and white spirits; the black spirits cause disease and suffering, but 

the white spirits are beneficent. The Yakuts think that bad men after 

death become dark ghosts, but good m e n become bright ones.' (Paus. viii, 

34, 3, Com.) 
I have long thought that in the white beneficent aspect of the Eumenides 

lies the explanation of the much disputed ' white maidens.' W h e n the 
Gauls were approaching Delphi the oracle vouchsafed to the anxious 
inhabitants ran as follows : ' I and the white maidens will care for these 

things.' 
i/jjol fjteXijcrei TavTa Kal XevKai<; Kopais. 

It is generally held that the white maidens arc Artemis and Athene, 
but this view only rests on the opinion of Diodorus (xxii. 9. 5). Surely it is 
far more probable that in a moment of extreme peril there should be a 
resurgence of the ancient deities of the place, deities half forgotten perhaps 
by the educated supreme always in the hearts of the vulgar. At Delphi 
there was no need and anyhow it was safer not to name the dvcovvuoi 6eaL 

Badness and blackness are synonymous. To-day we talk of a black story, 
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and the black man of the chimney still survives. Callimachos in his charming 

fashion tells us how Olympian mothers, when one of the baby goddesses was 

naughty, would call for a Cyclops to come, and Hermes blacked himself with 
coal and played the hobgoblin. 

o Be Bd>/jiaTO<; e'« p,vyaToio 
ep^erai 'Ep/iet'rj? airoBif) Ke^pifievos aiOjj. 
avTiKa ttjv Kovprjv fiopptvcrcreTai'—Callim. Bian. 68. 

There is a splendid instance of the hero-bogey gone black in Pausanias 

vi. 6. 4. 'O r'Hpa>? as he appeared in his picture was -y^poav Te Beiva><; /tteAa? 

koX to etSo? B' dirav e? id fidXicrTa cpoBepbs, Xvkov Be dpurla^eTO Beppia eaOrjTa. 

This goes along with the growing feeling that dead heroes were apt to be 
hostile and their graves must be passed with precautions of silence lest they 

should be annoyed and show it. Hesych. sub voc. KpeiTTova? says : too? ripcoas 

ootid Xeyovaiv, Bokovcti Be KaKWTiKoi Tive<; elvai. Bid tovto Kal oi irapiovTe<i 
Ta rjpma aiyr)v e%ovai ptrj rt BXaBaxri. Kal ol 6eol Be. AtV^uAo? AtVzWa(i)?. 

At this point a word is necessary as to the etymology of the word Erinyes; 
after what has been said it can scarcely be doubted that the account in 

Pausanias is correct. In discussing the Thelpusa cult of Demeter Erinys-

Lusia (viii. 25. 4)—to which I shall return later—he says eirl tovtw Kal 

eiriKXijcreis Trj 8ea> yeyovaai, tov p,rjvip<aTOS fxev eveKa 'Epivvs, oti to 6v[i,a> 
yprja-Qai KaXovaiv epivveiv oi 'Ap«aSe?. The contrast between the Erinys 
and Lusia of the Thelpusian cult is precisely the same as that between the 

Black and White Maniae of Megalopolis. Whatever be the precise etymology 

of Erinyes we are evidently in that primitive stage of things when the names 

of spirits and daemons are not names proper but attributive epithets. W e 
are very near the West African to w h o m the spirits are 'them,' and 'them' 

may be kindly (Eumenides), angry (Erinyes), venerable (Semnae), grace-
giving (Charites), awful (Potniae), mad ones (Maniae), vengeful (Praxidikae). 

W e have not yet reached the point where personality is clearly outlined. 
Our imagination is so possessed by figures like the Olympian gods, sharply 
defined, real/actual, personal, that it is only by considerable mental effort that 

we realise the fact—all important for the study of mythology—that there are 

no gods at all, no objective facts; that what we are investigating are only con

ceptions of the human mind constantly shifting with every human mind that 

conceives them. Art which makes the image, literature crystallising attributes 

and functions, arrest and fix this shifting kaleidoscope. Hntil the coming of 

art and literature, and to some extent after, irdvia pel. There is no greater 

bar to the understanding of mythology than our modern habit of clear 
analytic thought; the first necessity is that by an imaginative effort we 

should think back the iroXXd we have so sharply divided into the haze of the 

primitive ev. 
If the first step in the making of a god is the attribution of human 

quality, the attribution of sex will not tarry long. Mother-Earth is a 

conception too wide-spread to need comment. Father-Land is a late and 

monstrous patriarchalism. The Cretans, often true to primitive tradition, 
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still said furfrpli, when the rest of Greece said iraTpi? (r) Be iraTpi<; nai p-r)Tpi<; 
a>s KpfjTe<; KaXovcri. Plut. an seni sit ger. resp. xvii.). It is to M a T a that 
the Danaides appeal in their supreme peril. This point need not be 
laboured, but it is worth noting that the sex of the earth and of divinities 
connected with the earth, like the Eumenides, must have been confirmed by, 
if it did not originate in, the connection between women and agriculture in 
primitive days. Mr. Payne in his History of the N e w World (vol. ii. p. 7 and 8) 
observes that formerly women were the only industrial class; men were 

engaged in hunting, fishing, fighting. "Agriculture,'' he says, "was originally 

based on the servitude of women. Primitive man refuses to interfere in 
agriculture; he thinks it magically dependent for success on woman and 
connected with child-bearing. 'When the women plant maize,' said the 

Indian to Gumilla, ' the stalk produces two or three ears. W h y ? Because 

women know how to produce children. They only know how to plant the corn 
so as to ensure its germinating. Then let them plant it; they know more 

than we know'." Thus it is easy to see how the Eumenides-Erinyes, spirits of 
fertility or sterility, came to be regarded as daughters of mother earth 

whereas it is hard to conceive of any state of society so matriarchalised as to 

make its avengers of blood of the female sex. Aeschylus, who is anxious not 

to allow the fertility aspect of the Eumenides to appear prematurely, makes 

them, when formally questioned by Athene, say they are daughters of Night, 

V"? ydp ia-fiev Nv/cto? alavrj? TeKva (Eum. 416), 

but Hesiod (Theog. 184) long before made them daughters of Earth. 

Sophocles compromises; with him they are Tr}? re Kal Xkotov kooui 
(Oed. Col. 40.) 

I have noted already the dualism of black and white, curse and blessing; 
it is curious to see how this other anthropomorphic dualism of mother and 

daughter fits in with it. W h e n it comes to dividing up functions between 

mother and daughter, the daughter gets the stern side, the maiden is 

naturally a little farouche. This Aeschylus turns to admirable polemical 
account in his KaTiiirTvo-Toi Kopai. 

At this point the full significance of C. O. Miiller's statement becomes 
apparent, i.e. that the Erinyes were neither more nor less than a particular 
form of the great goddesses who rule the earth and the lower world, i.e. 
Demeter and Kore. This statement inverted would be, to m y mind, a just 
presentment of the order of development. Demeter and Kore, mother and maid 
are perfectly anthropomorphised, idealised forms of those vague apparitions 
the earth and the spirits of the earth. In this connection it must never be 
forgotten that Demeter herself is also Erinys, also Melaina the earth 
goddess, as well as the earth spirits has the black as well as white aspect 
though in later days the dark side of the functions went over to Kore I do not 
dwell on the cult of Demeter Erinys, for its importance has been abundantly 
emphasised by all writers from C. O. Mttller downwards. And not only were 
the Erinyes forms of Demeter, but the dead, Plutarch says, were in old days 
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called by the Athenians Demeter's people, Kal row? veKpov<; ' AQrjvaloi 

Ar)/nr]Tpelov<; (ovbfiâ av to iraXaiov (Plut. de fac. in orb. lun., 28, p. 943). 

In order clearly to establish the double black and white aspect of the 
earth spirits, I have passed rather prematurely on to their complete anthropo
morphic development, and must go back to the proposition of the 6th clause, 
i.e. that the form in which these local genii were at first embodied was that 

of snakes. 
This snake form brings together the views of C. O. Miiller and Rohde ; 

it is a connecting link between ancestral ghosts and earth genii, and it is 

strange that neither of these writers perceived what would have been his 

strongest argument. 

To say that in their primary form the Erinyes were thought of as 

embodied in snakes may seem at first sight so startling that it may be well to 

call attention at the outset to the fact that the idea is no wise foreign to the 

tragedians. 

When Clytemnestra hears the snoring of the Furies how does she 
name them ? 

"Tirvos irovo<; re Kvpioi avvcofioTai 

Aeivrj<; SpaKaivrji; î eKtjpavav (levos. 

Travail and sleep, chartered conspirators, 

Have spent the fell rage of the dragoness (v. 126). 

Of course it is possible to say that she uses the term BpaKaiva' poetically 

for a monster, but the fact remains that she calls the chorus a dragoness, when 
she might quite naturally have called them hounds, as indeed in the next lines 

she frankly proceeds to do. It would really have been more ' poetical' to 

preserve the metaphor intact. The passage does not stand alone. To Euripides 

also a Fury is a BpaKaiva. 

TivXdBrj B^BopKa? TijvBe; Tr/vBe B' ov^ 6pa<; 
' AiBov BpaKaivav, w? p,e BovXeTai KTavetv 
Beival<; î iBvatt; et? ep! eaTopicopievrj; (Iph. Taur. 286 f.) 

Here it may perhaps be urged that the conception is borrowed from Aeschylus, 
but the stage Furies of Aeschylus were certainly not BpaKaivai and also the 

AiBov BpaKaiva confuses the effect of the Beival i%iBval that follow. In the 

Orestes also (v. 256) the Furies are BpaKovTooBei<; Kopai and it is surely putting 

a strain on language to say this means they have snakes in their hands 

or hair. But the crowning literary illustration on this point is Clytemnestra's 

dream in the Choephoroi. Clytemnestra dreams that she gives birth to and 

suckles a snake. Dr. Verrall has pointed out (v. 39-41 and 925-927) that 
the snake was the regular symbol of things subterranean and especially of the 

grave, and he conjectures that the snake was presented to the minds of the 

audience by the ' visible grave of Agamemnon, which would presumably be 

marked as a tomb in the usual way.' This is most true and absolutely 

essential to the understanding of the play, in fact its keynote, but the snake 
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is more than the symbol of the dead, it is the vehicle of the Erinys, and the 

Erinys is Orestes, (v. 547) : 
eKBpaKOVT(o6el<i 8' eyd> 

KTelvio viv, 

not merely ' deadly as a serpent,' but as a ' serpent Erinys.' The meaning is 

obscured to us in two ways; conventionally and traditionally we have come to 
regard the Erinyes as the pursuers of Orestes, whereas here he, as Erinys, 

pursues. Moreover the Erinyes are naturally as we have seen female; here by 

command of the patriarchal Apollo comes the male Erinys. The Erinys 

was a snake and also as we have abundantly seen a Fate; it is only 
when the two notions are firmly grasped that the full meaning of Orestes' 

words appear. Clytemnestra cries for mercy in vain (v. 925) : 

iraTpb'i yap aT. a-a TovBe a v p i ^ e i p,6pov. 

Nay, for m y father's fate hisses thy death. 

The snake form of the Erinys comes out more clearly perhaps in art 

than in literature. Snakes of course, as the conventional decoration of either 

TVfiBos or aTrjXij, abound on vase paintings; good examples are the Tvp,So<; of 
Patroklos (Brit. Mus. Gat. B 239), and the o-ttjXtj in the funeral scene on the 

kantharos in the Bibliotheque Nationale (Miliet-Giraudon, 38). Both o-Trj\n 

and tv/j,Bo<; are painted white, the snake being black; the white is 

probably in a sense prophylactic to warn the passer-by that the place was 

taboo. More instructive for our purpose are the instances in which a live 

snake or snakes issue out of the to^Bo? to protect it from desecration or to 

receive offerings made by the survivors. O n a white lekythos at Athens 

(Jahrbuch, 1891, Taf. 4) we have a case in point. From a white grave tumulus, 

a Ba>fioeiBr}<; rdcpo';, issue forth two large angry-looking snakes ; they are about 

to pursue a youth who flies away in fright. H e has no doubt accidentally or 

intentionally violated the tomb, and they are the avenging Erinyes. In a case 

like this we might share the doubt of Aeneas, but in the next instance the 

Erinys' aspect is beyond doubt. 

O n a Tyrrhenian amphora in the Bourguignon Coll., Orvieto, Fig. 1 
(Jahrbuch, 1893, p. 93), we have a curious and very interesting representation 
of the slaying of Polyxena. Lying absolutely over the very tomb of Achilles 
is the body of Polyxena, her blood just shed on the altar-tomb by 
Neoptolemos; the tomb is o/ioiaXoei8^?, and even has the covering network of 
fillets. To this point I shall return later; for the present the important 
point is, that out of the TvfiBos arises a great live snake. Obviously the idea 
is that the ghost of Achilles in snake form rises up, an Erinys, askino- and 
receiving the atoning blood. But even in this vase there is the incipient 
confusion, or rather blending of ideas, for Neoptolemos flies affrighted—the 
snake is the offended genius loci as well as the satisfied hero-ghost. Here is 
indeed mythology in the making, the notion shifts and flickers. Either the 
snake is the actual vehicle of the ghost of the dead man, is the dead man; or 
he is the guardian, the familiar spirit of the dead man, the famulus as in the 
account of Scipio's grave (Plin. N.H. xvi. 85): subest specus, in quo manes 
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ejus custodire draco traditur ; or he is merely the earth daemon: nullus locus 

sine genio est qui per anguem plerumque ostenditur (Serv. ad. Verg. Aen. 

v. 85). The snake is Ti}? irais, native child of the earth as opposed to the 
horse, the enemy and stranger; so was the portent explained that appeared to 
Croesus (Herod i. 78). Of these conceptions the genius loci is most familiar 
to us, appearing constantly as it does in Latin poets, but the idea of the 
serpent as the vehicle of the hero is thoroughly Greek, and belongs to the 
stratum of ol iraXaioi obscured to us by Homer—ol iraXaiol fidXiaTa t&v 

£a>a>v tov BpaKovTa toj? rjpcoai avvatKeioocrav (Plut. Gleom. 39). W h e n the 
people saw the great snake winding round the impaled body of Cleomenes 
they knew that he was a hero. Again, the scholiast on the Plutus of Aristo

phanes (v. 733) says koivox; piev Kal toi<; aAAot? rjpmai BpaKOVTe<; irapeTidevTO 
e'faipeYa)? Be tS 'AaKXrjirim. Perhaps, most instructive of all is the expres-

Fig. 1.—Pakt of Design fkom Bourguignon Amphoea. 

sion Photius records, the ' speckled hero' (Photius, lex. s.v.) r/pax; iroiKiXo<i 
—Bid to tovs oo5et? iroiKiXovi 6Wa? ^pwa? KaXeiadai. 

As in the case of the ghost-Erinyes, so here we are not without savage 

analogies. At Blantyre, in East Central Africa. ' a spirit often appears as a 
serpent. W h e n a man kills a serpent thus belonging to a spirit he goes and 

makes an apology to the offended god, saying " please, I did not know it was 

your serpent."' Here the serpent is perhaps rather the familiar of the god, 
but if a dead man wants to frighten his wife he is apt to present himself in 
the form of a serpent. Ghost and god are not far asunder (Africana, Duff-

MacDonald, 1882, Vol. I. p. 63). Again (p. 161), it is noted of the Gallas, an 
African tribe, that they have no idols, but revere sacred objects and animals, 
serpents especially being sacred. One variety of snake they regard as having 
been the mother of the human family. 
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M. Henry Jumod, in his interesting account of the Barongas (Les 
Barongas, p. 396), notes that among this people the snake is regarded as a 
sort of incarnation of an ancestor, and is somewhat dreaded, but never 
worshipped. A native, pursuing a snake that had got into the kitchen of a 

missionary station, accidentally set the building on fire. All the neighbours 

exclaimed that the fire was due to the snake, and the snake was the chiko-

nembo or ghost of a man who was buried close at hand, and who had come 

out of the earth to avenge himself. M. Jumod adds cautiously : ' Que les 

reptiles du bois sacr4 et les petits serpents bleus soient envisages comme des 

incarnations temporaines des chiko nembo c'est probable. De cette con-
statation a la supposition que ces animaux sont des messagers ou des incarna

tions transitoires des Dieux il n'y a qu'un pas. Mais jamais ils n'ont pas sonĝ  
a adorer un serpent.' This is clear from the fact that a free thinker among 

them will occasionally kill a serpent because he is bored by the too frequent 

reappearance of his ancestor, and as he kills it will say, ' Come, now, we have 
had enough of you.' 

It is only necessary to recall the frequent mythological appearance of the 
hero as snake, e.g. Erichthonios and Kychreus, and perhaps most noticeable of 

all the case of Sosipolis, the child who turned into a snake (P. vi. 20, 213). 

Sosipolis had a sanctuary where the snake disappeared into the ground— 
he also had the offering of the honey-cake and water for libation, the Xovrpov 

and the z/eprepot? p,eiXiyp,aTa. To the modern Greek peasant his child till 
baptized is a BpaKovXa, and no doubt in danger of disappearing in that form; 

the line between animal and human is no wise clearly drawn. As every one 

knows, the Erinyes in their conventional art-form from the fifth century B.C. 

downwards are represented as maidens brandishing snakes in their hands. 
It was this fact that gave me the clue to the primary snake form of the 

Erinyes. A god or goddess is apt to hold in his hand or keep by his side 
the animal form he has outgrown. 

But it may fairly be asked, can the connecting link in the chain be 

shown ? W e have the complete anthropomorphic form and we have the snake 
form; can the transition stage be shown, the customary halfway house of half-

human, half-animal form ? Erichthonios of course, the snake child, became 

half-snake, half-man. Cecrops appears on many a monument as the snake-
tailed hero. Malevolent monsters like the Echidna, Typhon and the like 
are snake-tailed, so in late art are the earth-born giants. But all these are 
somewhat remote analogies. Have we any snake-tailed women genii of the 
earth, of fertility or sterility, that we can fairly adduce ? A recently pub
lished vase (Bohlau, ' Schlangenleibige Nymphen,' Philolog. LVII. N F xi. 1) 
supplies the missing link. One side of the design is reproduced in Fig. 2. 
As Dr. Bohlau has pointed out,1 the two sides of the vase are definitely con-

1 I venture to differ from Dr. Bohlau on one agricultural purposes. O n a vase published by 
small but important detail. The object carried Salzmann (Necropole, PI. 54, Figs 2 and 3) a 
on the right arm of one of tho snake-nymphs sower who follows a team 'of oxen plouo-hin" 
is, I believe, not a shield but a basket of the holds on his arm a basket precisely similar It 
shape ordinarily in uso among tho Greeks for evidently holds the seed he is scattering 
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trasted. On the one side we have the destroyers of the vine, the goats, on 

the other its nurturers, snake-bodied nymphs, veritable Eumenides. The 

vase is specially important because our modern minds, haunted by the 
tradition of the malevolent • old serpent,' have some difficulty in realizing the 
snake as the good genius. These kindly grape-gathering, flute-playing, 
snake-nymphs give us a picture of peace and plenty and beneficence not easily 
forgotten, they are veritable snake-Charites, a cup might fitly be reserved for 
them at the banquet; they are SpaKovT(i>Bei<; Kopai meet to be daughters of 
Ophion and Eurynome, the fish-tailed goddess whose sanctuary in Phigaleia 

was dyiov Ik iraXaiov1 (Paus. viii. 41. 6, Hes. Tlieog. 908). 

O w n daughters to the BpaKovTcoBei<; Kopai of the vase are the kindly 

Eumenides of the well-known Argos relief (Mitth. d. Inst. Ath. iv. 176, Roscher, 

Fig. 2.—Sekpent-bodied Nymphs. 
(Philologus, N.F. xi.) 

Lex. 1330). In the one hand they hold flowers, in the other snakes—there is 
' nothing terrible' in their aspect; they are gracious to the m a n and w o m a n 
who approach as suppliants—the snake is not the weapon of terror but 
merely the symbol, as the flowers are, of the fertility of the earth. It was only 
when the meaning of the snake was obscured that it became a terror. 

The Argos Eumenides relief belongs to the well-known type oi the 

trinity of female goddesses which have long presented a somewhat confused 
problem to archaeologists. Familiar examples of this type are the Thasos 
relief where on one side are Apollo and three N y m p h s , on the other Hermes 

For a remarkable parallel to Eurynome see 
Mr. E. J. Payne (History of the New World, 
vol. i. p. 453). The female Dagon or Ooeanus 
of the New World was the goddess of a lake 
worshipped as mamacota or mother - water, 
because she furnished the nation with fish for 

H.S.—VOL. XIX, 

food. She had the body of a fish surmounted 
by a rude human head. Her worship could 
only be abolished by the substitution of an 
image of the Virgin. At no great distance was 
worshipped also another embodiment of the 
lake, a figure enwreathed by serpents. 

Q 
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and three Charites (Rayet, Monuments de I'Art Antique; Bas-reliefs de 
Thasos). But for the inscription Charites and N y m p h s would be indistinguish
able. In the Megara relief, at Berlin (Mythology and Mon. of Athens, 
p. 546, Fig. 8.), Hermes leads three dancing women in the cave of Pan ; 
discussion is endless as to whether they are Nymphs, Charites, Cecropidae or 

Horae. Where there is no inscription, the question is best left unresolved. 

All are the same at bottom, i.e. they are three Kopai. N y m p h is nothing but 

marriageable maiden, and Charites is but one of the many KXriBovef eiravvp,oi: 

eKaaTTjv ttjv rfXiKiav avTOiv avvdovv/Liov iroifjcracrdai 6ew Kal KaXeaai ttjv p,ev 
dyafiov K.6pr]v, ttjv Be 7rpo? dvBpa BeBopievrjv l$vpi<$r)v, ttjv Be TeKva yevvq-
aafievrjv MrjTepa, ttjv Be iraiBa e'/c iratBcov iiriBovcrav Kara Ttjv AeopiKTjv 
BidXeKTOv yiaiav a> avp,(pa>vov eivai to Kal toik; ĵ prjcrpuov'i ev AeoBwvrj 

Kal AeX<f>oi(; BrjXovaOai Bid yvvaiKo<; 

(Iambi. Vit. Pyth. 56). The passage 

is notable not for the purpose of 

evidencing, as Pythagoras intended, 
the piety of woman, but as showing 

that attention is already drawn to the 

anthropomorphic habit of reflecting, in 

the names of the gods, the various 
human relationships of their worship

pers ; at bottom these Horae, Nymphae, 

Charites, Eumenides are nothing but 
Kopat maidens. In this connection the 

relief given in Fig. 3 from the collection 

Tyszkiewicz is instructive. The in

scription runs: %a>Tia<; Kopa?—with 

dvedrjKe understood—Sotias dedicated 

the Kopat. W e have the three familiar 
maidens with fruit and flowers, as yet 

unadorned by any KXrjB6ve<i iiriowp,ot 
— w e have as it were the root idea 

from which the anthropomorphic form 

of Charites, Horae, Cecropidae, Nymphae, Eumenides, Semnae sprang. In 
discussing the origin of the myth of the Judgment of Paris I long ago tried 
to show (J.H.S. 1886, p. 217) that the rival goddesses Hera, Athene, and 
Aphrodite were only the three Charites or gift-givers at strife—they are 
the vague Kopai completely differentiated and departmentalized, but art 
represents them frequently without distinctive attributes (see J.H.S. loc. cit. 

Plate LXX.). 
It may well be asked : why the trinity ? If plurality began in Mother 

and Daughter, Demeter and Kore, why not mere duality ? I am not sure 
that I can answer the question. Something was due no doubt to the artistic 
convenience of three ; three makes a good group. The number was not 
canonical in early days, witness the constant discussion about the number of 

the Horae; possibly also when the Mother and Daughter had become 

3.—Votive Belief, Coll. Tyszkiewicz, 
(Frbhner, PL XVI.) 
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Fig. 4.- -Design from Prothesis 
Vase. 

thoroughly two there was a natural tendency to give to the new-made 

couple a mother, and thus create a trinity. It is curious that in the ancient 

Greek world the male trinity is wholly absent. Possibly also the seasons, 
first two and then three, added strength to 

the notion. I would make a final sugges
tion. In the curious Boeotian relief vase, 
'Ap%. Eoi. 1892, irlv. 9, we have the great 

Earth mother, the iroTvia Orjp&v, figured 
with two w o m e n supporters, one at either 
side. It does not seem necessary to suppose 

they are di nixi. This looks like the origin 
of the trinity, which must have been origin
ally not 3 but 1 + 2. 

W e have now to return to the Argos 

relief. W e have reached the anthropomor
phic form of the Erinys ; the snake remains, 

but only as an attribute, held in the hand. 

This is perhaps the best place in which to 
note some other elements that contributed 

to the formation of the art type of the 
Erinys. 

The first element to be noted is the 
e'lBcoXov. The primitive inhabitant of Greece, w h o m for convenience sake we 

call Pelasgian, buried his dead and thought of the dead hero as a snake-
genius dwelling in the ground. The Achaean of Homer burned his dead 

and believed that nothing remained except the dim and strengthless ghost, 
the eiBcoXov. The e'lBcoXov was a little 
winged fluttering thing—a feeble o-Kid 

of the living man. The two forms are 
admirably seen and contaminated in 
the design of an archaic prothesis vase, 

Fig. 4 (Ath. Mitth., xvi. 379); in a 
grave tumulus are seen a large curled 
snake, and above him four fluttering 

eiBcoXa. Similar little winged figures 

are figured on the remarkable lekythos 

in the Jena Museum (Schadow, Eine 
Attische Grablekythos, Jena, 1897), 

where the winged souls, or Kr/pe<;, are 
issuing from and returning to a large 

sepulchral pithos. This winged type 

of the soul, this Homeric e'(ScoXov, 
contributed, I have no doubt, to supply 

the Erinyes with wings. Further, when the Homeric imagination had 

transformed the Erinys from an angry ghost into a messenger of justice, 

wings were doubly necessary. A winged form was not far to seek. The 
Q 2 

Fig. 5.—From B.F. Amphora. 
(Passerins, Pict. Etrusc. iii. 297). 
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Gorgon type was ready to hand, and suited admirably the bogey nature 
of the angry ghost. Such a form we have in Fig. 5 from a black-
figured amphora in the Museo Gregoriano of the Vatican. The instance is 

the more instructive, as the artist does not entirely trust the Erinys type he 
has adopted. That his meaning may not miscarry he adds the original 
Erinys, i.e. the snake. 

In the later Erinys form, i.e. the typical ' Fury' of Hades in short chiton 

and hunting boots, another element enters of unmistakable import, i.e. the 
art-type of the goddess Artemis—the huntress par excellence. As soon as the 

Erinyes develop out of ghosts into avengers the element of pursuit comes in, 
they lose their double aspect and become all vindictive ; they are no longer 
BpaKaivai but Kvves. 

ovap StcoKet? 6r)pa, KXayydvei<; B' direp 

kvcov fuepipivav ovitot eKXiircov irbvov (Eum. 131). 

In late vases which depict the scene of Orestes and the Erinyes, e.g. the 
krater of the Louvre (Baumeister, Benkmaler, ii. Fig. 1314) the dress of the 

Erinyes and that of Artemis is 
identical, save that Artemis 

carries her bow and quiver 

and two lances. This vase, 

it may be noted, is interesting 
also from the fact that one of 

the Erinyes is actually rising 

out of the ground, only visible 

from the breast upwards, just 
like the figure of Gaia. The 

final form of the Fury on 

Lower Italy Hades-vases is 

simply that of a malevolent 

Artemis. 
The red-figured vase in Fig. 6 is of importance in respect to the 

question of art type. It is figured by Rosenberg (Bie Erinyen, frontispiece) 

and interpreted by him as an Erinys. I incline to think, from the amplitude 
of the drapery, that the figure more likely represents a Maenad. The doubt 
is more instructive than any certainty. Maenads in mythology and Erinyes 
are only differentiations of the same fundamental idea. In fact the Maenads 
are Maniae, earth-born ministrants of Ge, and they hold her snakes, and like 
the Maniae in later days they are addressed as dogs. 

MaivdSa OvidBa (poiBdBa XvaadBa. (Timoth. Frg. 1.) 

Ire, Goal Xvo-o-tj<; Kvve<;, it eh opog. (Eurip. Bacch. 975.) 

I return to the snake-form. The snake-Erinys is only one aspect of a 
cultus of earth divinities once widespread in primitive Greece. Half a 
century ago Gerhard, with an insight extraordinary for his time, divined 
that practically nearly a}l the women goddesses of Greece are but modi-

Fig. 6.—Maenad (?). 
(Rosenberg, Bie Erinyen.) 
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fications of one primitive goddess—Mother Earth.1 He says (Ueber Metroon 

und Goettermutter, 1849, p. 103): 'Nicht nur filr Dia Dione, ftir Ilithyia und 

Theia, Themis und Artemis, Tyche und Praxidike, Chryse und Basileia, 

sondern auch fur Demeter und Kora, Aphrodite und Hestia, Hera und 

Athene lasst, wenn wir nicht irren, diese Behauptung bis zu dem Grad sich 
durchfuhren, dass wir in alien diesen Gotterinen nur wechselnde N a m e n und 
Auffassungen einer und desselben hellenisirten der Gaa gleichgeltenden 
Erd- und Schopfungsgotten zu erkennen haben. Von iiberwiegendster 

Anwendung ist zur Seite der Gottermutter das Schlangen-symbol, es findet 

sich fast alien den Gottinen beigesellt die wir als ortlich wechselnde Aus-
drilckejener ursprilnglichen Gottereinheit erkannten, namentlich der thes-

salischen und italischen Here, der kekropischen Pallas, der eleusinischen 

Demeter.' It is strange that a conception so fertile, so illuminating, should 

have lain barren so long, obscured and paralysed by half a century of sun 
and moon myths. I only push Gerhard's argument a step further when 

I urge that the snake was not merely the symbol of the primitive earth 

daemon, but her actual supposed vehicle. Athene the maiden of Athens 

is but the anthropomorphised olKovpb<; 6<pi<; who dwelt beneath her shield, 
she is the fioipa of her city, and in the city's extremity she refuses to eat 

her honey-cake. Cecrops the serpent king is caught half-way in his trans

formation. W e are so accustomed to the lifeless attributive snake of e.g. the 

chryselephantine Athene that we forget the live snake of the Acropolis. The 
design on a lekythos (Benndorf, Gr. and Sic. Vas. 51, 1; Roscher, Lex. ii. 

979) recalls the live snake in drastic fashion. Kassandra takes refuge at the 
xoanon of Athene. Athene is represented in the usual (Promachos) fashion, 

on her shield a snake. But not only has she a painted snake on her shield, 

a great live snake—a veritable Erinys—darts forth from her altar with 
open jaws to attack Ajax. In like manner, when Philoctetes profanes the 

sanctuary of Chryse, the vase-painter (Baumeister, Fig. 1479) represents 

the snake that has bitten him returning complacently to the altar at the 
feet of the goddess. It is no accidental snake bite, it is the Erinys of the 

goddess—it is the goddess again, the oiKovpb^ ooji?. 

aril yap voaei<; toB' dXyo<; 4k Qeias tv^tjs 
Xpi/cr?7? TreXac^et? cpvXaKOs o? tov aKaXvcpr) 

crrjKov tpvXdaaei Kpvcpios oiKovp&v ooit?. 
(Soph. Philoct. 1325). 

The two snakes who slew the sons of Laocoon were assuredly the 

Erinyes sent forth by Athene—not originally by Apollo. W h e n they had 
done their work they disappeared below the earth, d/A(j>co dio-TwOrjaav xiirb 

jA36va (Q. Smyrn. 12, 480). They were important snakes with special names 

1 Since I wrote the above an interesting re- scribed TS. Tlavrapira Kaiveiis UeiBoiveios. It is 
presentation of the Earth Mother has oome to now in the museum at Constantinople. Joubin, 
light at Zarkos (Thessaly). It is a female bust Bcv. Arch, xxxiv. 329, PI. XII. 
with long heavy hair, and the pedestal is in-
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of their own, Porkis and Chariboia, as the scholiast on Lycophron tells us 
(ad Alex. 347). In like manner the snakes who attempt to slay the infant 

Heracles are the vehicles of Hera. 
Again in the case of Demeter. She became so highly humanized that 

the snake at Eleusis is well nigh forgotten, at least as an object of cultus. 

But a ceremony in which the snake glided into the bosom of the initiated, 

was an integral part of the mysteries (BieXKeTai tov koXttov twv TeXovp,eva>v)} 

On a Roman relief in the Uffizi (Overbeck, Kunst. Myth. Taf. xvi. 2) near the 

figure of the seated Demeter a sekos is represented, from which emerges a 

huge snake, and on one of the Campana reliefs representing a cultus scene at 
Eleusis a worshipper is represented caressing the snake in the bosom of 
Demeter (op. cit. xvi. 10). Of course, as anthropomorphism prevailed, the 
snake became merely the dfiipiiroXos of the goddess. Strabo (393) says, dd> 
ov Be Kal Kir̂ /3ei'S»7? odyis ov cprjaiv 'HaloBos Tpa<fievTa virb Kvypecos ePeXa-

dijvai, viroBe^aadai Be ai/Tov tijv Arjp,rjTpa et? 'IZXevaiva KalyevecrOai Tavrm 
dfj,<pliroXov. Aelian, in his B e Natura Animalium (xi. 2), gives us an 

important, and, for our purpose, most interesting account of snake worship 

in Epirus. The passage is so instructive it must be cited in full. ' ®uovo-t 

Be Kal dXXax; ol 'HireipSiTai too 'AiroXXwvi Kal avTol Kal irav oaov TwvPevmv 

eirlBrjixov eari, Kal tovtw rjBrj ttjv p,eylo-Tr\v eopT-r/v ayovcri p,id<; rjfiepag tov 
eVou? o-ep,vrjv Te Kal p.eyaXoirpeirr). "Eo-rt Be averov tw dem aXaos, Kal e-̂ ei 

kvkXw irepifioXov, Kal evBov elal BpaKovre?, tov Oeov dOvpfia ovtoi ye. 

rH Totvvv lipeia yvfivr) irapQevos irdpetai fjiovrj Kal Tpoiprjv rot? BpaKovm 

Kop,î ei. AeyovTai Be dpa virb twv 'RireipaoTcbv eKyovoi tov ev AeXfyoh 

Ilvdcovo<; elvai. 'Eaz> p,ev ovv ovtoi irapeX&ovcrav ttjv lepeiav irpoarjvoxi 

0eao-eovTai Kal Tag rpooia? irpo8vfiax; XdBmo-iv evOevlav ie viroBrfXovv 

6p,oXoyovvTai Kal eVo? avoaov, edv Be eKirXfj^aoan p,ev aiiTrjv, fir) XaBmcri Be 

oaa opeyei p,eiXlyfiaTa, TavavTta twv irpoeiprjfievojv p.avTevovTai.' Here 

we have a sacred snake, not slain as at Delphi, but taken on peaceably 

as the ddvpfia of Apollo. The snake has a maiden for a priestess, 

the o m e n is by food, as in the case of the ot'/coupo? ocpis of Athene 

Parthenos. Most interesting of all, for the moment, is the fact that 

the nation of Epirus recognized the kinship between their own sacred 

snake and that at Delphi. So that here w e have suggested exactly 
what the argument most wants, i.e. the snake form of the Erinys, the earth 
goddess at Delphi. The truth has long been disguised by the fact, that, 
probably at the coming of Apollo, the Delphic snake changed from female to 
male, possibly that Apollo might have a foeman more ' worthy of his steel,' 
but the 6'</>t? yrjs irais, the ancient mantic serpent, Gaia's vehicle, would 
doubtless at the outset be female. The Homeric h y m n (v. 300) has BpaKaiva, 
Euripides (Iph. T. 1245) has iroiKiXovaiTos olvwirbs BpaKcov. The snake was 
doubtless, as in Epirus, the actual original oracle-giver, later it became 
merely the guardian. ̂  Apollodorus (i. 4, 1, 2) says, <&? Be 6 <ppovPS>v to 
p,avTelov Hvdav ocbis eKioXvev aiiTov (:'AiroXXcova) irapeXOeiv eirl to vdo-tia 

1 For classical references on the snake in the mysteries, v. Dieterich, Abraxas, pp. 114 a]](j 140 
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tovtov dveXmv to p,avTeiov irapaXaptBdvei, and Pausanias (x. 6, 6) says of 
the Python eirl T<p p,avTela> ipvXaKa virb Tr)>; rerd^dai. 

The existence of snake-worship is further most clearly shown by the 
festival of the Stepterion (or Septerion).1 Mr. Frazer (Pausanias iii. p. 55) 
has clearly shown that the legend of the purification of Apollo for the 

slaying of the Python and the ceremony out of which it arose ' carry us back 
to the days of primitive Greek savagery when the killing of certain animals 

was supposed to need expiation and the slayer was deemed unclean until he 
had performed some purificatory or expiatory rite.' H e cites a striking 

parallel among modern savages. In Dahomey if a m a n has killed a fetish 

snake he is shut up in a hut of dry faggots thatched with grass; to this fire 

is set, and the culprit must escape as best he m a y to running water. It 

seems to m e probable that not only the occasional accidental murder of a 

sacred snake would be atoned for but, as the Septerion festival was a regular 

one, the priest who slew a snake for sacrifice might, as in the case of the 
Bouphonia, have to atone for this legalised murder. W e have no actual 

record of a snake-sacrifice at Delphi, but in the Orphic Lithika, a treatise 
abounding in records of ancient custom and ritual, there is a curious and 

detailed account of the sacrifice of snakes for mantic purposes. A mantic 

stone is melted and snakes are allured by its smell, the snake that comes 

nearest to the fire is seized by three boys in white vestments and cut into 
nine portions (Orph. Lith. 687). 

tov Be Biap.eXeia'Tl Bai^eiv evvia ptoipag, 

Tpeis fiev eiriKXrĵ eiv iravBepKeog rjeXioio, 
rpet? B' erepa? yair)<; epiBwXov XaoBoTelpr]<;, 

rpet? Be Qeoirpoirlrjg ttoXviB/j,ovo<; d-tyeva'Toio-

where the portion for earth, and the mantic intent are germane to the cultus 
at Delphi. 

It is important for our purpose to note that the myth of the slaying of 
the snake, which w e are accustomed to think of as exclusively Delphic, was 
wide-spread in Greece. Wherever Apollo in the Achaean religion pre

vailed, there the serpent becomes a monster to be slain; the name varies, but 

the substance is the same. A t Thebes we have Kadmos slaying the dragon 
who guards the well; at Nemea, we have the guardian snake slain by the 

Seven. O n the other hand, in places where Achaean influence never pre

dominated, e.g. in Pelasgian Athens, the snake remains the tutelary divinity 

of the place. The Thebes and Haliartos legend is especially instructive 

because it brings the snake and the Erinys again into such close connection. 

• Mr. Frazer points out (ad loc.) that the the Stepterion was a festival of purification and 
MSS. of Plutarch have uniformly the reading expiation and as such connected with the 
Stepterion, and that the form Septerion adopted enigmatic aritpr\ and <rri<l>eiv in Aesoh. Choeph. 
by Mommsen and others occurs only in Hesy- 94, Soph. Ant. 431, El. 52, 458 (v. Dr. Verrall, 
chius (sub voc.). Hesyehius explains the differ- ad Aesch. Choeph. 93). The explanation of the 
ence as ' itaBapan txBuais.' I believe Hesyehius Stepterion as Crown Festival rests only on 
to be right as to the meaning, possibly wrong Aelian, 
as to the form, and I hazard the conjecture that 
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When we ask the origin or the parentage of the snake that Kadmos slew 
the answer is clear: eyeybvei 6 BpaKtov e'£ "Apeco? Kal HiX^maarp; 'Eptwo?, 
(Schol. Soph. Ant. 126) child of Earth, earth-born daemon, for Geand Erinys 
are only two forms of each other, eireiBfiirep e'« Tfjs Kal "Apew? 6 BpaKiov r)v 

(Dindorf, iii. 255,14). Tilphossa and Delphousa1 are obviously the same and 

to them w e must add the Arcadian Thelpusa, haunt of Demeter-Erinys. A n 

ordeal-well guarded by a snake, haunted by a ghost-Erinys—these are the 

furniture of Gaia's cult. 
This snake-cultus was overlaid by Achaean Homeric conceptions of 

widely different origin and import, but though obscured it never died 
out. The 'Aya0o? Aalp,av never lost his snake form; it did not escape 
the commentators that he was practically the same as the Latin local 

snake-genius—gaudet tectis ut sunt dyadol Baip,ove<; quos Latini Genios 
vocant (Serv. ad Verg. Geo. iii. 417). The Aaifimv 'Aya66<; was wor

shipped at Lebadea (P. ix. 39, 4) along with 'Ayadr) Tvxv- -A- man 
who would consult the ancient oracle of Trophonios had to dwell in 

the joint oiKr]p,a of the two divinities and there purify himself; after 

consulting the oracle he was brought back to the same sanctuary. 
Hesyehius tells us that Agathe Tyche was both Nemesis and Themis. 

Nemesis and Themis are but by-forms of the Earth goddess. Both 'Aya6b<; 

Aaip,wv and 'Ayadr) Tv^V are primarily ghost-fates, ancestors appearing in 
snake form, only Erinyes under another aspect with the good-fate side more 

emphasized (v. Rohde, Psyche, p. 232 and Gerhard, Ueber Agathodaemon 

und Bona Dea). Tyche like Gaia develops into a matronly Kourotrophos 

type. The ' cistophoroi' coins of Asia Minor with their constantly recurring 

type of the snake issuing from the cista sufficiently prove the survival of 

snake-cultus in Asia Minor; the snakes of Asklepios were everywhere the 

actual vehicle of the god. Perhaps the most remarkable testimony to the 

tenacity of the cult is the existence in Christian days of the sect of the 

Ophites, lineal descendants of the Pelasgian snake worshippers of primitive 

times. W e owe it to the rancour of the Christian fathers that an account of 

their singular and no doubt primitive ritual has come down to us. The 
account of Epiphanios is worth citing in full (Epiphan.IZaeres. xxxvii. 5): exovai 

yap (f>vati 6<f>iv Tpe(j)OVTe<; ev KtaTr/ Tivl bv irpbg ttjv copav t&v avTiov 
p,vaTrjpia>v tov cjjwXeov irpoadiepovTeg Kal aTi3d£ovTe<; eirl Tpairefyjs apTov;, 
irpoKaXovvTai tov odjiv. dvoir)(devTO<s Be tov <f>a)Xeov irpoeio~i,...Kai...o 
d<pi<;...aveiaiv eirl ttjv Tpdire^av Kal eveiXeirai rot? dpTois Kal TavTtjv (pao'lv 
eivai TeXeiav Ovaiav. 86ev Kal to? diro Ttvo? aKrjKoa oi fiovov kXcocti tovs 
apTovs ev oZ? o avTO<; o'oit? elXfjOrj Kal eiriBiSoaaiv Tot? XapiBdvovaiv dXXd 
Kal eKao-To? dcrird^eTai tov 6cf>iv e'« crro/otaTo?. That the doctrine of the 
Ophites was no new invention but directly traditional from ancient days is 
expressly stated by Hippolytus (v. 20, cited by Dieterich, Abraxas, p. 150 and 
note); he says of a sect of Ophites eo-rt Be avToh r) nrdaa BiBavKaXla tov 

1 Mr. R. A. Neil suggests to me that all these meaning grass and closely akin to the Sanskrit 
words may be adjectives of a well-known form darbha. Grassy in Greece would be a natural 
from a noun (lost in Greek as known to us) word for any well. 
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Xoyov airo toov iraXaidiv 6eoXoya>v Mova-atov Kal Alvov Kal tov Tag TeXerdg 

p,aXiaTa Kai Ta p,voTqpia KaTaBelP,avT0<? 'Opojew?. 6 yap irepl Trjg /xjfrpa? 
avTOiv Kai tov oipeag Xoyog Kal 6 6p,(paXbg, oirep icnXv dpptovia, BiappijSrjv 

ovTwg ecrTiv iv Tot? BaKxiKoig tov 'Op(f>eax;. Orpheus was for the non-
Achaean what H o m e r was for the Achaeans, the name to which all poetical 

tradition was referred. If the doctrine of the Ophites was ancient, how much 
more their ritual. 

Hippolytus mentions conjointly o'oit? and ofMpaXog. I have discussed the 
snake, the primitive form of the ghost-Erinys; it remains to consider her 

dwelling-place and sanctuary, the omphalos. I reserve to the end the dis

cussion of the attitude of Aeschylus towards the cult of which both ocpt? 
and oficpaXog are factors. 

B.—-The Omphalos.1 

'lapidem e sepulchro venerari pro deo.'—CiC. pro Plane, 40, 95. 

TvpiBog re aTrjXr] te' to yap yepag e'o-rt OavovTiov.—HoM. II. xvi. 457. 

ptrjBe veKpwv co? ipdifievoov %W/ita vopu^earOw 
TVfiBog crag aXo^ov, Oeolcri B' 6/Moicog 

Tip,dad(o.—Eur. Ale. 995. 

The Erinyes were primarily ghosts; the omphalos was their sanctuary, 
the grave they haunted. That in brief is the proposition before us. 

It m a y be noted at the outset that the view here set forth of the 
omphalos is in accordance with ancient tradition. The omphalos was 

variously reputed to be the grave either of the Python or of Dionysos. 

Varro (de ling. Lat. vii. 17) says, ' Delphis in aede ad latus est quiddam ut 

thesauri specie, quod Graeci vocant ofiipaXov, quem Pythonis aiunt tumulum.' 
Hesyehius s.v. To^lov Bovvog says ixei yap (i.e. iv AeX<f>oig) 6 BpdKWv Kare-
To^evdrj Kal o 6p,<paXb<; Trjg yr}g raojo? e'errt tov Hvdoovog. Tatian, adv. 

Graecos (8. 251) holds that the omphalos is the tomb of Dionysos (o Be 
6p,(paXbg Ta<f)og e'errt Aiovvcrov). The Dionysos view is practically a dupli

cation of the Python view and need not here concern us ; if w e were discussing 
the origin of Dionysos it would be easy to show that his familiar vehicle is 

the snake. The passage of Varro is important; he clearly regarded the 
bficpaXog not as a mere white stone but as a structure of the nature of a 

beehive tomb (thesaurus). The shape of such a tomb is described by 

Pausanias (ix. 38) Xldov p,ev eipyaaTai, axVfMa &e irepupepeg eaTiv avTw Kopvipr; 
Be ovk e? dyav oP,i> avr/yfievij- tov Be dvcoTaTO) twv XiOcov (paalv dpp,ovtav iravTi 

elvai t&3 oiKoBopirjfjiaTi. Aristotle (de Mnnd. vii. 20) says that the keystones 

1 Reference to authorities on the omphalos the omphalos and Gaia (Ulrichs, Iieisen und 
will be found enumerated by Mr. Frazer in his Forschungcn. i. p. 77). To the authorities enu-
Commenlary to Pausanias, vol. v. pp. 315-319, merated by Mr. Frazer I would only add Otto 
with an enumeration of the principal interpre- Grappe's ' Grieehische Mythologie—Delphoi,' p. 
tatious, and abundant citation of primitive 100 in Iwan von M iiller's Handbuch Bd. V. ii., 
parallels. To Ulrichs belongs the credit of and the very learned and valuable article on 
having first discovered the connection between KronosbyDr. Max. Mayer in Roscher's Lexicon. 
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of these vault-like buildings were called bpupaXoi- ol 6p,(j)aXoi Be Xeyop,evoi 
ol iv rat? •y\rdXtart Xldoi, ol pieaoi Ke'ipievoi. This m a y be the clue to the 
obscure statement of Hippolytus referred to above (p. 224), i.e. that the 

6p,(f>aX6g was said to be dpfiovia; I shall return later to the probable 

etymology of the word. 
If then the omphalos were a miniature beehive tomb, it would exactly 

accord in shape and appearance with the ordinary white grave-mound so 

frequently seen on vases.1 Instances have already been cited, and are too 

familiar to need enumeration. The normal m o n u m e n t among a people who 

bury their dead is a m o u n d of earth, %w/tta yrjg. This m a y be left plain or 
surmounted by a stele, a vase, or tripod. Various arrangements of stele and 

Tvp,Bog are well seen in Benndorfs Griechische und Sicilische Vasenbilder, 
Taf. xxiv. W e have a TvpiBog alone—just a grave-mound, to either side of 

which is a tree that would suffice to indicate the grove; w e have a stele side by 
side with a TvptBog; and w e have both erected on a basis of three steps. If it is 

desired to m a k e the TvptBog conspicuous, so that the survivors may avoid the 

taboo of contact, the TvpiBog m a y be covered with white paint or stucco, 

which will serve the further purpose of jDreserving it from the weather. This 

XevKcopia was in use at Athens, as w e know from the prescription of Solon (see 

Brueckner, infra); further, of recent years partial remains of these perishable 

tombs have come to light at Vurva (Jahrbuch, 1891, p. 197, A. Brueckner). 

These fragile structures might be copied in stone. If m y conjecture is correct 

the later form of the omphalos, e.g. such a structure as has been found by 

the French excavators (Bulletin de Corr, Hell. 1894, p. 180), was probably a 

copy in stone. The omphalos seen by Pausanias he speaks of, not as a 

Xldog, but as XiOov ireiroirjfievog. Another analogy between grave-mound 

and omphalos lemains to be noted. In the curious and very important 
1 Tyrrhenian' amphora recently published by Mr. Walters in this Journal 

(Vol. xviii. 1898, PI. XV.) we have the scene of the slaying of Polyxena 

on the grave of Achilles. That the actual grave is represented there can 

be, I think, no doubt. O n all other representations of the same scene the 
slaughter of Polyxena is a sacrifice performed expressly on the tomb of Achilles 

(Overbeck, Gall. her. Bildw. 27, 17), and in the present instance the vase-
painter takes the greatest care that the blood of the victim should fall 
precisely on the tomb. The purport is clear; the Erinys of Achilles, the 
angry ghost within the tomb, is to be appeased. The mound then, though 
contrary to custom it is flattened at the top (see Mr. Walters, loc. cit.), is a 
TvptBog, but—and this is the interesting part—it is decorated with a diaper 
pattern like the well-known " Bio/xog omphalos of the Munich vase (Gerhard, 
A.V. 220 = Munich, 124). 

Yet another point. The omphalos was, we know, regarded as an altar. 
The scholiast on Eum. 40 says IBovaa ydp 'Opea-Trjv eirl tov Bojfiov. 

On some vase-paintings the omphalos is Bosanquet in the last number of the Hellenic 
figured as egg-shaped. At first sight this might Journal (xix. pi. 2) just such an egg-shaped 
seem fatal to the analogy of omphalos and tv/j-̂ os, rifî os is represented. 
but in a white lekythos published by Mr. R. C. 
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Moreover its constant function as a mercy-seat stamps it as an altar; the vase 

in question shows us the TvpiBog actually serving as Bcopiog. The B<op,oeiBr)g 

Ta<pog is the Ba>p,6g. Dr. Reichel, in his very interesting monograph on the 
Vorhcllenische Gottercultur, tries to show that the primary notion of the 

altar is found in the seat or throne. I apree with him that the seat came 

Fig. 7.—Design from Kotylos in Museo Nazionale, Naples. 

before the table, but both are late and anthropomorphic, the vague holy 
place or thing must have preceded them. That the o/McjiaXog was a seat or 

throne needs no demonstration. Apollo is constantly represented on vase-
paintings and coins seated on the omphalos. Gaia was too primitive and 

aneikonic, too involved in it to sit on it. 

Fig. 8.—Kottlos in Museo Nazionale, Naples. 

The three notions of altar, tomb and mercy-seat all merge in that of 

holy place, but apparently the tomb is the primary notion. A fourth must 

be added—that of piavTelov. The B(op,oeiBr)g Td<j)og as p,avTelov is clearly 

shown on a vase published (Figs. 7 and 8) for the first time and now in the 
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Museum at Naples (Cat. 2458). The design is completely misunderstood by 
Heydemann in his description in the Naples Catalogue. He takes the 
central obj ect for a ' Felshohle in der ein wei sses Reh steht.' It is I think clearly 
a tumulus with a coat of XevKwpia, decorated on one side with a stag, on the 

other with a large snake. The technique of the vase calls for no special 

comment; it is of good black-figured style, with a liberal use of white in 

details. The scenes on obverse and reverse are substantially the same. In 

a grove represented by formal trees and foliage stands a grave-mound; to 
each side of it is seated a warrior, who turns towards the grave-mound, 

attentively watching it. O n the obverse an eagle with a hare in its 
claws is perched on the mound; on the reverse an eagle holding a snake. 

Both devices represent well-known portents. The eagles black and white 

BocrKOfievoi Xaylvav ipiKvptova <pepp,aTi yevvav (AESCH. Ag. 110) 

Fig. 9.—Design from Lekythos in Museo Nazionale, Naples, 

are finely paralleled on the coins of Agrigentum (Head, Hist. Num. p. 105) and 

both Agrigentum and Elis have also the single eagle devouring the hare. Here 
then we have two warriors watching for an omen at a Tvp-Bog. It may perhaps 
be urged that the omen only accidentally appears on the grave-mound, which 
would be a convenient place for the birds to perch, but the warriors have not 
the air of casual passers by, and certainly look as if they had taken up seats 
intended for systematic observation. It is tempting to see in the two 
warriors Agamemnon and Menelaos, and in the tomb decorated by the deer 
the grave of Iphigeneia ; but this would be rather too bold a prolepsis even 
for a vase-painter. It does not, however, seem rash to conclude that a 
Tvp,Bog was used as a p,avTeiov, though the omen in this case is an external 
one. Primitive man is not particular as to how he gets his omens; he might 
come to a tomb to hear a voice or see a snake, but if he saw a strange bird 
or anything significant like the eagle and the hare, that would suffice. The 
history of the oracle at Delphi reveals many forms of omen-taking. The 
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tomb then, like the omphalos, could be regarded not only as an altar and a 

mercy-seat, but also as a piavTeiov; the p,avTeiov aspect of the omphalos at 

Delphi needs no emphasizing. 
Another vase hitherto unpublished and also in the Naples Museum adds a 

new feature to the TVfiBog-dfMpaXogtheory. The vase in question, a black-figured 

lekythos (Figs. 9 and 10), was acquired by the Museum in 1880 and therefore 
does not appear in Heydemann's catalogue.1 Its inventory number is 111609 ; 
its height 0'19 m. The neck and frieze round the top of the body are cream-

coloured, the body red with black figures, the face, feet and arms of the 

female figure are white, also the ornament on the warrior's helmet and a 

portion of the handle of his club, and the grave-mound, the crest on the 

shield, two broad stripes representing his sword-
belt, and the end of the sword-sheath; the centre 

of the design is occupied by a white grave-mound 

surmounted by a black 'baetyl.' To the left, a 

male and female figure advance towards the grave-

mound ; the man holds an uplifted sword, the woman 
stretches out her right hand with a gesture as if she 
intended rather to emphasize than to check the man's 

act. To the left is a man with a shield on his 
left arm; his right hand is hidden, but from the 

position of the elbow he seems to hold a spear or 
sword, but not to hold it uplifted. Behind, a bearded 
man watches, leaning on his sword. The inscrip

tions are illegible and almost certainly unmeaning. 
The design may have some mythological intent; if 

so, I am unable to interpret it, nor is any special 

mythological interpretation necessary for my argu
ment. 

This much is clear, that some ceremony is being 

enacted at a tomb between two men, and presumably 
the ceremony is of the nature of a pact ratified by 

an oath. It is quite consonant with Greek habits 
of thought that oaths should be taken at the tomb 

of an ancestor, but I am unable to recall any definite 
instance. Prof. Ridgeway kindly reminds me that such was the regular 
practice among the Libyan tribe of the Nasamones. Herodotus iv. 172 

notes their use of tombs for oaths and dream-oracles. 'OpKtoiai Be Kal fiavTiKy 

XpecovTai TotfjBe' dfivvovcri piev Toiig irapd acpio-i dvBpag BiKaioraTOvg Kai 

dpiaTovg Xeyoptevovg yeveaOai rovTovg t & v Tvp,Ba>v dirTOpievoi. pavTevovTai 
Be iirl t & v irpoyovwv (poiTeovTeg T a o-fjp,aTa Kal KaTevP^dfievoi iiriKaTaKoi-

Fig. 10.—Lekythos in 
Museo Nazionale, Naples. 

1 M y grateful thanks are due to Signor Da 
Petra, the Director of the Naples Museum, 
for his permission to publish this and the 
vase in Figs. 7, S, and also to Miss A m y 

Hutton who kindly superintended' the necessary 
photographs. The drawing in Fig. 9 was made 
under considerable difficulties by Mr. Anderson. 
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p,cbvTaf to B' dv iBy iv tt? oi|rt ivvirviov tovtw xpaTai. Here the oath is by 
the laying hold of the tomb, and probably this is a more primitive form 

than the mere uplifting of the sword. It m a y be urged that as Herodotus 
specially notes the custom, it must have been foreign to Greek practice, but 

this argument will not. hold, as he mentions the dream-oracle also and seems 

unaware that the dream-oracles of the heroes, Amphilochos, Amphiaraos and 

Asklepios, are cases exactly analogous. It will not be forgotten that the 

ancient oracles of Gaia at Delphi are of the order of dream-oracles sent by 

Night which Euripides by a probably wilful inversion represents as innova

tions. Long after the coming of Apollo m e n still like the Nasamones slept 

on the ground that they might hear earth's voice. 

®ep,iv B' eirel yaieov 
iraig direvdaaev 6 Aa-
-Twog dirb ^adecov 

•yprjo-Trjpioav, vvyia 

jAdiov eTeKvoiaaTO <pdo-p,aT bvelputv, 
01 iroXeaiv fiepoiroov Ta -re irp&Ta 

Ta t eireia oa efieXXe Tvyeiv 
virvov KaTa Bvodjepag 

Xfipievvag ecppa^ov ctkotiov, 

p,avTeiov B' dcpeiXeTO Tifidv 

<£>olBov (p96vq> OvyaTpog. 

Iphig. in Taur. 1260. 

If the omphalos was indeed a tomb the parallel is complete.1 

Although I a m unable to point to a definite instance in which an oath 

was taken at a grave, still it is well known that oaths were taken by local 

heroes and it seems not improbable that such would be taken at the actual 

grave. E.g.hy Sosipolis,whowas an eVt^oipto? Bai/ncov appearing in serpent form, 

oaths were taken on most important occasions iirl pieyiaToig (Paus. vi. 20. 2); 
oaths by ancestors are frequent, e.g. pidpTvpag Be Oeoiig Tovg re bpKtovg 

totc yevopiivovg iroiovpievoi Kal Toiig vpieTepovg iraTpwovg Kal fjpieTepovg 

iy%a>piovg. In a well-known relief in Paris (Roscher, Lexikon, Heros, p. 
2499) we have a representation of hero-worship. The hero Theseus stands 

above a low Bcopibg, or eo-)(dpa with flat top just like that referred on p. 226. 
Sosippos, the dedicator of the relief, approaches him with hand uplifted in 
prayer. Here the hero Theseus must be represented at his own 8cop,oetBr]g 

Ta<pog. The curious altar discovered in the Heroon at Olympia must have 
been a similar structure. It is rightly explained by Curtius (Bie Altare von 
Olympia 21 ff. Taf. I.) as the io-%dpa of the heroes. It is a low mound of 
earth about 0'37 metres high, the top covered with tiles and the sides 
covered over with layers of a sort of XevKaifia. These have been constantly 

Since I wrote the above Dr. Verrall has phoroi on the tomb of Agamemnon (Choeph. v. 
kindly drawn my attention to the imprecation 105) ai'Sou/ieV)) aoi $a>fibv &s riixBov irarphs 
made by the leader of the Chorus in the Choe- \̂ a>, k.t.A. 
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renewed, and on each successive layer the inscription HPHOP occurs. There 
are over 13 of these inscribed layers. Prof. Curtius quotes the Scholiast on 

Eur. Phoen. 274—284—ea^dpa evOa crfyayidl̂ ovai rot? Kara, p,rj eyovaa v-̂ rog 
aXX eirl Trjg yrjg ovaa. In contrast to Bwp,ol e'/n Xidwv vijrwfievoi they are Bco/jioi 
laoireBoi 6vB' ex Xidcov treiroirjjxevoi. The erecting of such a yrj'ivog Boaptog was 
expressly prescribed down to late times at certain magical ceremonies 
(Dieterich, Abraxas, p. 170). The Erinyes as we have seen are only the ghosts 
dwelling in tombs; they are specially the avengers of the violated oath and of 

oaths which were taken at tombs ; this would lend them a new fitness. W e 

are too apt to think of an oath as a special j udicial ceremony but loosely con

nected with religion; to primitive man it is only a specially sacred and important 

form of invocation. Like most ancient things it had its two sides, for better for 

worse; Kai evopKovvTi fiev ptoi iroXXa Kal dyada, iiriopKovvTi B' ijjooXeia aiiTio Te 

Kal yevei, so ended the oath of the Athenian Heliasts. If we may trust Aristotle, 
the oath was the eldest and most venerable of created things. Styx, the 

ordeal-water, was from the beginning; 'Hxeavov Te yap Kal Trjdiiv eiroirja-av 

Trjg yevea-ecog iraiepag Kal tov opKov tS>v Oecbv vBcop, ttjv KaXovp,evrjv vir 

avT&v %Tvya tcov itoitjt&v. TiptidnaTov plev yap to irpeuBvTaTov, opKog Be 
to TifiimTaTov io-Tiv (Arist. Metaph. i. 3, 983 b). Finally, the general sanctity 

of sepulchres throughout Greece is evidenced by an interesting passage in the 
Tusculan Disputations of Cicero, in which he argues with justice that most of 

the gods of Greece are but mortals translated. ' Quid ? Ino Cadmi filia nonne 
Leucothea nominata a Graecis Matuta habetur a nostris ? quid ? totum 

prope coelum, no plures persequar, nonne humano gen ere completum est ?' 
Si vero scrutari Vetera et ex his ea quae scriptores Graeci prodiderunt eruere 

coner, ipsi illi maiorum gentium dii qui habentur hinc a vobis profecti in 
coelum reperientur. Quaere quorum demonstrantur sepulcra in Graecia; 

reminiscere (quoniam es initiatus) quae traduntur mysteriis, turn denique quam 
hoc late pateat intelliges, (Cic. Tusc. Bisputat. 1.13). Cicero is right, though he 
misses a step in the process; dead men went to the sky as gods finally, but 

they went as heroes to the lower world first, as chthonic powers, before they 
became Olympian. 

W e have then in the vase before us a scene of worship, invocation, or 

adjuration of a hero taking place at an omphalos-grave-mound. I reserve 

for the present the discussion of the baetyl stone that surmounts it. It may 
fairly be asked at this point, supposing the omphalos to be the tomb of a hero 

or heroine, have we at Delphi any evidence that there was a special hero 
cultus carried on % W e know from the scholiast to Pind. Nem. vii. 68 that 

there was a general festival of heroes at which Apollo was supposed to be 

host, yiveTai ev AeXcpoig r/paxri Previa ev olg BoKei 6 0ebg iirl P,evia KaXeiv Toiig 

tfpeoag, a curious mythological inversion, for undoubtedly the guests were there 
long before the host. But fortunately for our argument we know not only of a 

general guest-feast for heroes, but of a special festival of great moment, held 

every nine years and called Herois. Before passing to the exposi
tion of this festival, it may be noted that the word rjpiog seems originally to 

have had an adjectival meaning like Semnae, Eumenides, etc. and this survives 
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in the gloss of Hesyehius rjpmg- BwaTog lo-%vp6g yewaiog o-ep.vog. Dead 
men, ol irpoTepoi dvBpeg, are regarded as KpeiTToveg, rjpeoeg, p,eydXoi, and 
gradually the cultus adjective changes to substantive, as in the case of Kore, 
Parthenos, Maia, and the like. 

Plutarch in his priceless Quaestiones Graecae (xii.) asks Tig r) irapd 

AeX<f>olg XdpiXa ; Tpeig dyovai AeXipol ivvaeTi/plBag Kara to eP,r)g, obv ttjv 

piev ATeirTrjpiov KaXovcri ttjv B' 'HpaiiBa ttjv Be X.apiXav Tijg Be'UpiotBog to, 

irXeiaTa pvcniKov e%ei Xoyov bv laacriv al®v'id8eg e'/c Be t&v Bpa>p,ev(ov <f>avep5>g 

%epteXrjg dv Tig dvayayrjv eiKaaeie. This is all our information about the 
festival but it is enough. Dr. Kretschmer has shown (Aus der Anomia, 

p. 20) that Seme\e-X.ap,vvn is one of the countless Ge-Demeter earth-

goddesses whose KaOoBog and dvoBog were celebrated throughout Greece in 

Fig. 11.—Anodes of the Eakth-Goddess. (Krater at Berlin.) 

most primitive fashion in the Thesmophoria. The KaOoBog is the %dpika, 
the burying of the girl figure in the chasms or megara, the dvoBog or 
resurrection festival is the Herois. H o w that dvoBog, that resurrection was 
fio-ured is seen clearly in a vase painting (Fig. 11) published and I venture 
to think wrongly explained by Dr. Robert in his Archaologische Mahrchen 
(PI. 4, p. 196). Dr. Robert takes the picture to represent the birth of a 
spring nymph. But the figure half-rising from the earth can be none other 
than the earth-goddess, call her Gaia or Demeter or Kore or Pandora as you 
will. She rises up through the x&fjia yfjg, the omphalos, the grave-mound, 
which is coated with the usual stucco. W e have in this vase painting exactly 
what we want, the transition from the dead heroine to the goddess, and from 
the earth mound itself to the anthropomorphic divinity. A festival of 
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Herois rather than of heroes takes us back of course to matriarchal days and 
it was in matriarchal days that the cult of Gaia must have emerged and 

developed. Wherever inhumation was practised Gaia cultus and ghost 
cultus would be closely connected. In Asia Minor, where rock burial pre-
vailed, naturally the symbol of the earth mother would be not a %&Va yrjg, 
but a rough hewn rock or some sort of dpybg Xldog. It is in Asia Minor 

apparently that the eikonic worship of the mother was developed. W e see 
her image emerging from the block of stone on rock tombs (e.g. at Arslan 

Kaia in Phrygia, as shown in Athen. Mittheilungen, 1898, Taf. ii.). And the 

conical stone of the mother is seen on coins of Perga gradually assuming 

some semblance of human form (Gerhard, Metroon, Taf. lix.). Where the 

tomb was simply a %w/xa, yrjg the worship of Gaia seems longer to have 

remained aneikonic. The altar served for an eikon, as according to Porphyry 
(Be Abst. ii. 56) was the case among certain Arabians, /car ero? etcaaTov 

eOvov iralBa ov virb Bw/jibv edairTov, a> yjp&VTai a>? P,odvq). 
The %<S/tta yrjg as the sanctuary of the earth-goddess is not con

fined to the Greeks. Bastian (Loango, p. 88) gives an account of his 
visit to the oracle of Bimsi the mother of the Fetishes (Mama Mokissie). 

It was enclosed in a thicket difficult of access. Bimsi's dwelling 
consisted of a pyramid of earth rising in somewhat arched form out of 

the earth beneath a small tree. Unfortunately the place was so sacred 
that the traveller was not allowed to approach quite near, but he could 
distinguish a small hut near the mound with a couch in it for Bimsi when 

she rose out of the earth to give her oracles. O n the couch mats were 
spread; in fact, it was a kind of lectisternium with the usual aTpd>p,aTa. 

Bimsi gave oracles and instruction to kings on their coronation; when there 
was no king she was silent, which reminds us of the silence at Delphi when 

Apollo was away. W h e n there was a drought or floods, ceremonies of atone
ment were performed at the sanctuary of Bimsi. 

The oracular mound of Bimsi reminds us not only of the omphalos at 

Delphi, 

0 sancte Apollo qui umbilicum certum terrarum obsides 

Uncle superstitiosa primum sacra evasit vox fera, 

Cic. de Biv. ii. 56, 

but also of another piavTeiov, not called by the name of Ge, but belonging, I 

think, undoubtedly to her stratum of belief, I mean the ancient oracle of 
Trophonios, where the suppliant had to go actually down into the earth to 

obtain his response. ' The shape of the structure,' Pausanias says, ' was like 
that of a baking pot,' tov Be oiKoBop,rjp,aTog tovtov to aryfjiha e'iKao~Tai 

KpiBdvip (P. ix. 39, 10, v. Mr. Frazer ad loci). The conclusion seems natural 

that we have here a structure like a small beehive tomb. The offering of 

the suppliant was a honey cake, as to the serpent heroes Sosipolis and 

Erichthonios: as noted before, it is probable that here 'Ayadrj Tvxv is the 

hypostasis of Ge. 

U.S.—VOL. XIX. R 
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It would carry me too far to examine all the various x">tJkaTa 717? 
of Greece. I can only in passing note m y conviction that the ToP,iov Bovvog 
(Hesych., sab. voc.) of Sicyon was taken over by Apollo from Ge, a 

parallel case to the taking over of the omphalos, and that the %<u/ta 

yrjg on the summit of Mt. Lycaon (P. viii. 38, 7) had a like origin. It is 

remarkable that in front of the %5>p,a yrjg were two eagles on pillars, which 

again remind us of the eagles of the omphalos. The grave-mound of 

Kallisto was a similar case, and a very instructive one. Below Krouni, in 

Arcadia, Pausanias (viii. 38, 8) saw the tomb (raoSo?) of Kallisto. It was a 
Xcbfia yrjg iyfrrjXov surrounded by trees, and on the top of the mound was a 

sanctuary of Artemis with the title of Kalliste; here veritably we watch the 

transformation of heroine into goddess. In remote America we have the 

like x<*>fLaTa TV'S- Mr. Payne in his History of the New World (vol. i. p. 465) 
notes the earth worship of the primitive inhabitants of Mexico : ' Among the 

buildings and enclosures included in the great sacred precinct or quarter of 

the gods at Mexico, was a mound or group of mounds called Teotlapan, or 

place of the Divine Earth or Soil. It was a monument of the primitive 

religion of the Otomis, the aborigines of Anahuac. To the earth mother a 
pathetic prayer was addressed by the people of Callao, 

Mother of all things, 

Let m e (too) be thy child, 

which reminds us of the prayer of the priestesses at Dodona. 

Yrj Kapirovg dviei, Bib KXrj^eTe p/qTepa yaiav. 

It is interesting, too, to learn again from Mr. Payne that as agriculture 

advances, the earth goddess developes into the maize goddess, Gaia into 

Demeter. 
By the help of the vase painting reproduced in Fig. 12, I venture also 

to class the mound on which the Sphinx of Thebes sat as an 6p.<fiaXog yrjg, 
an oracular tomb-mound. The vase in question in the Vagnonville collection 

was first published by Prof. L. A. Milani in the Museo Topografico di Etruria 
(p. 69), and there briefly noted. It is further discussed in the first issue of the 
Studii e Materiali di Arch. N u m (vol. i., Part 1, p. 64), by Sig. Augusto Mancini. 
Sig. Mancini holds that the mound on which the Sphinx is seated is the 
Sphingion or Phikion as it was variously called. Prof. Milani in the same 
issue (p. 71) rejects the Sphingion interpretation and maintains that the 
mound is a tumulus—•' Si tratti di un tumulo e propriamente di un tombe a 
tumulo non gia del solito monte Phikion o Sphingion.' To m y mind both 
interpreters are right; the mound is a Sphingion, it is also a Tvp.Bog, for the 
Sphingion was a Tvp.Bog, and the Sphinx herself is probably the oracular 
earth goddess with the vexatious habit of asking questions instead of answer
ing them. M y view is, I think, confirmed by the curious and interesting vase 
(Heydemann, Naples Cat. 2840), discussed and brilliantly interpreted by Dr. 
Otto Crusius (Festschrift fur J. Overbeck, Leipzig, 1893, pp. 102-108). In 
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this design, parallel with the omphalos mound on which the Sphinx is seated, 
a snake uprears itself. I cannot agree with Dr. Crusius that the snake is 
a mere ' Raumausfiillung'—the snake is the symbol and vehicle of the earth 
oracle. Dr. Crusius adduces the snake behind the well in the Cyrene vase 
(A.Z. 1881, PI. XII. 1), but here again I believe the second snake is added 
simply because the well is snake-haunted. Euripides regarded the Sphinx 
as chthonic, 

Tav 6 KaTa xdovbg AlBag 
KaBpteloig iiriirifiirei.—Eur. Phoen. 810. 

Of course almost any monster might by the time of Euripides come from 

Hades, but I am by no means sure that the words are not a reminiscence of 

primitive tradition rather than ' eine rein dichterische Umschreibung seines 

Wesens.' The great Sphinx of the Naxians stood, it will be remembered, in 

Fig. 12.—Krater in the Vagnonville Collection. 
(Milani, Museo Topografico, p. 69.) 

the precinct of Gaia at Delphi (Frazer, Pausanios, x. 12), and if she was but 
another form of the oracular earth-goddess, her station there gains in 

significance. On the coins of Gergis in the Troad (Head, Hist. Num. p. 472) 

we have on the obverse the head of the famous Sibyl of the Troad, on the 

reverse the Sphinx her counterpart. That the head is the head of the Sibyl 

is distinctly stated by Stephanus Byzantinus. In Hesiod's Theogony the 
Sphinx belongs to the earth-born brood, the race of Typhon, Echidna 

and the like (Hes. Theog. 326). In her nature she is near akin to the 

Kijpeg—in fact she appears as a sort of personified death. She is also an 

Erinys. Haemon, according to one version of his story, had slain a kinsman 

and was obliged to take flight (Schol. ad Pind. Ol. ii. 14). According to 

another version he was slain by the Sphinx (Apollod. 3, 5, 8). What par

ticular form a monster assumed is really a question of survival. In the 

remarkable Berlin vase, where the Sphinx is not inscribed Sphinx, but simply 

Kaaa-piia, i.e. 'the Kadmean one' (Jahrbuch, 1890, Anzeiger, p. 119,Fig. 17), 
R 2 
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she is represented as a curious monster, but not with a lion's body. That 
has passed to Oedipus, who stands before her as postulant. On the Oedipus 

vase published by Hartwig (Philolog. 1897, Taf. I.) the Sphinx again 
has no lion's body—she is simply a lean nude woman with wings. To take 

another case: we think of Medusa as a woman, possibly winged, but of the 

customary Gorgon shape, but on a very archaic Boeotian vase in the Louvre 

(Bull, de Cor. Hell. 1898, PI. V.) she appears as a Centaur, i.e. with the tra

ditional Gorgon head, but a woman's body draped, and the body and hind legs 
of a horse appended. The Sphinx got the body of a lion, the Erinys developed 

out of a snake into an Artemis, but, as we have seen on the Naples vase 

(p. 234), she, like the Erinys, keeps the snake as irpoiroXog. I do not of 

course deny for a moment that there was a real mountain <&ikiov or QiKeiov. 
Mr. Frazer says that the rocky mountain (1,860 ft. high) which rises to the 
S.E. corner of the Copaic lake still bears the name of Phaga. Probably the 

Sphinx or Phix took her name from the mountain—not the mountain from 
the Sphinx; the mountain actually existed, the Sphinx presumably did not. 

What I suppose is this : on the top of Phikeion mountain was a %aj/ia yrjg. 

As on the top of Mt. Lycaon, that %«,u.a yrjg was a tomb such as is repre
sented on the vase-painting in Fig. 11, and it was haunted by a bogey, a 

Mormo, an Erinys, a Ker called Phix because she lived on Phikeion. When 
there was a pestilence it was not unnaturally supposed that the bogey came 

down and carried away the sons of the Thebans. The bogey was also 

probably oracular, the tomb a ptavTelov. From answering questions to asking 
unanswerable ones is not far. As regards the lion shape I may offer a- sug

gestion. I do not think it necessary to go to Egypt for the idea, though 

possibly the art form was borrowed. Cithaeron was traditionally lion-
haunted. Pausanias (i. 41, 4) tells the story of how Megareus offered his 

daughter in marriage to whoever would slay the lion of Cithaeron, who was 

ravaging the land and had slain even the king's son. Alcathous slew the 

beast. It is possible that we do not require even the pestilence, that the 

Sphinx was a real lion who haunted a tomb, as wild beasts often do. That 
the tomb is an integral part of the story I am convinced both from the 

representations on vases and from the funeral character of the Sphinx. 
I return to the vase-painting in Figs. 9 and 10. So far I have dealt 

only with the white Taipog BoopioeiBrjg, marked by the hero-snake. It re
mains to complete the argument by considering the black baetyl stone that 

surmounts it. 
That the black stone surmounting the grave mound is a baetyl or fetich 

stone utilised as a kind of rude stele scarcely admits of question. The stone 
in colour and shape closely resembles the ' Terpon' stone found at Antibes 
which we know from its inscription to have been sacred to Aphrodite (Kaibel, 
Inscr. Gall. 2424). There was in antiquity and is now among savages a 
widespread tendency to worship stones of peculiar colour or shape. The 

natural aerolith was usually black and its sanctity was proved by its descend
ing from the sky. The whole question of the supposed niger lapis has just now 
become of immediate special interest owing to the discovery in the Forum of 
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what has been alleged to be the black stone of Romulus (see especially C. Smith, 
Classical Review, Feb. 1899, p. 87). This black stone of Romulus or Faustulus 
is of great importance to m y argument because of its connection with the two 
lions and hence with the cult of the mother of the gods. Rhea-Cybele was of 
course only the more primitive Asiatic form of the Earth-Mother, Gaia; lions 
were her natural sacred beasts as long as there were lions where she was wor
shipped, and they survived in Asia Minor long after they were practically 
extinct in Greece proper. The black stone was the recognised vehicle or fetich, 

of the mother god. W h e n Pindar (Pyth. iii. 77) is 'minded to pray to the 
Mother' for his friend Hiero, it is because the Mother has special power 

to heal madness. There is a shrine of the Mother before his very door— 

dXX eirevP,a<r6ai ptev iyd>v edeXco 

MaTpt, Tav Kovpai irap' iplbv irpbQvpov . . 

and the Scholiast recounts the occasion of the founding of the shrine ; h o w 

there was a great thunder-storm, and a stone image of the mother of the 

gods fell at Pindar's feet Kal \jr6<f>ov iKavbv Kal ipXoya IBeiv KaTa$epop,evrjv. 

tov Be HivBapov iiratcrdopievov avviBelv MrjTpbg ffewv dyaXp.a Xidivov Toig 
iroalv iirepxbp-evov...and w h e n Pindar asked the oracle what was to be done, 
tov Be dveiireiv MrjTpbg 0e<Sj/ tepoi> IBpvaeo-dai...and the prayer of Pindar 

is thus explained: ol Be oti KaddpTpid iari Trjg p,aviag r) Beog. Pindar 

addresses the Mother not as Rhea, but simply as aepivdv Qebv, reminding us 
of the Semnae w h o are simply her duplications. The Pindar story is impor

tant because w e are apt to think of the worship of the Mother of the Gods 
as imported, late and purely foreign. N o doubt the primitive orgiastic 

Asiatic worship did come in again from without, but the Mother only came 
back to her o w n people w h o had half-forgotten her. 

The kathartic power of the Mother's aerolithic stone is of great import

ance. The mother had power to drive m e n m a d in her angry aspect as 
Erinys, she and her daughters the Maniae; her stone had also power to cleanse 
them, for she was Lusia. There is a stone at Dunsany, co. Louth, called the 
Madman's Stone, and lunatics are seated upon it to bring them to reason 

(Lady Wilde, Ancient Cures, Customs, etc. in Ireland, p. 70). If the stone 
was a large one you would sit on it, if a small one you would hold it in your 

hand; the main thing was to get in contact with the divine vehicle. All the 

various functions of these stones, prophetic, kathartic, prophylactic, etc., are 
only various manifestations of its supernatural power. In primitive days a 

sacred stone is a god of all work. Thus we have the famous Jupiter lapis 

that was good to swear by,1 there was the stone by which an oath was taken in 

the Stoa Basileios (Dem. c. Con. § 26) irpbg tov Xldov2 dyovTeg Kal i^opKovvTeg, 

1 For the discussion respecting the Jupiter Philolog. 1897, p. 189. 
apis and the Ala xiBov of Polybius, iii. 25, see 2 Altered from f}af*.6s to \lBos on the authority 
Strachan Davidson, Selections from Polybius, of Harpocration by Dindorf andjWestermann, 
Prolegomen. viii. Mr. Strachan Davidson ae- and now confirmed by Aristotle, Ath. Besp. 7 : 
cepts the emendation Aid\i6ov without hesita- oi S'ivvia HpxovTei op.vvvTei irpbs rip \l0<p ic.t.A, 
tion; but see also C. Wunderer, 'Die alteste Hesyehius explains \l0os as /3£Aos, fiup.6s kb! 
Eidesformel der RQmer (zu Polybius iii. 25, 6),' /3aVis. 
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there was the stone at Athens which had a special priest to carry it, the lepeiig 
Xi0o<f>6pog (G.I.A. iii. 240) whose seat remains in the Dionysiac theatre, 
There was the lapis Manalis reputed to be the gate of Orcus and open only 

on certain days that the Manes, the souls, might issue forth, a manifest 

grave stone (Preller, Jordan, p. 354). The often cited ' Bethel' of Jacob is of 

interest because like the omphalos at Delphi it was connected with a dream 

oracle. The enumeration of all the various wonder-stones even of classical 

antiquity would take us much too far. They are discussed in Pauly-Wissowa, 

s.v. dpyol XlBoi and BahvXog, and for savage parallels I may refer to Mr, 

Frazer (Comment, Paus. x. 16, 3 and viii. 25, 4). At present I must confine 
myself to the more immediate analogies between the vase painting under 
discussion and the omphalos. 

At the first glance, there will probably occur to any archaeologist the 

analogy of a curious monument mentioned by Pausanias. At Megalopolis in 
Messene, it will be remembered (p. 208), there was a sanctuary of the Maniae 

where, it was reported, Orestes went mad after his mother's slaughter. The 

words that follow (Paus. viii. 34, 2) are so important that I prefer to quote them 

in the original: ov iroppoo Be tov lepov yrjg %w^ta eaTiv ov pieya, iirl6rjp,a eyov 

XlOov ireiroirjptevov BaKTvXov, Kal Br) Kal ovop,a tS vto/taTt eo-rt AaKTvXov 
p,vrjp,a. M>. Frazer translates ' not far from the sanctuary is a small mound 

of earth surmounted by a finger made of stone—indeed the mound is named 

Finger's tomb.' I prefer to render the last sentence,'Indeed the mound is 

named Dactyl's monument.' Pausanias says the story went, that when the 

goddesses were driving Orestes out of his wits they appeared to him black; 

after he had bitten off his finger, they seemed to him white. Mr. Frazer 

cites a number of interesting savage parallels where atonement is made by 
the cutting off of a finger or other limb. Spite of these instances I believe 

the story about the biting off of the finger to have been late and aetiological. 

The supposed finger was in all probability a kathartic baetyl known as Dactyl 

and sacred to the Mother. These baetyl stones were called in Crete Dactyls. 
Pliny (N.H. xxxvii. 61) says 'Idaei dactyli in Creta, ferreo colore humanum 

pollicem exprimunt' and Porphyry confirms it in his curious account (Por

phyry vit. Pyth. 17) of the purification of the Cretan mystic, KprjTfjg B' iiriBdg 
Toig Mopyov ptvcnaig irpoar/ei evbg twv 'ISaicov AaKTvXcov vip' 3>v Kal 
eKa0dp6rj t$ Kepavviq, Xi0<p. Here there is an obvious fusion of sacrament 
and celebrant. It is perhaps scarcely necessary to note that the Dactyls are 
everywhere associated with the worship of the Mother. The Argonauts, when 
they land in Mysia and invoke the Mother, call also on the name of two 
Dactyls, viz. Cyllenus and Titias 

o'l fiovvoi iroXewv pioipayerai r)Be irdpeBpoi 
MrjTepog 'lBatr/g KBKXrjaTai, oa-croi eacri 

AaKTvXoi 'IBaioi Kpr/raieeg.—APOLL. Rhod. i. 1127. 

The name Cyllenus is possibly of some importance in connection with the 
Arcadian Dactyl monument. Immerwahr (Bonner Sludien p. 188) has shown 
abundantly that primitive cults of the Mother abounded in Arcadia, and the 
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legend of Kronos and the stone was not wanting. It seems to me clear that 
Orestes was purified by a mother-stone or Dactyl, and the sanctuary he came 
to for purification, here as at Delphi, was an omphalos surmounted by such a 

stone and must have looked very like the one represented on the vase painting. 
Peloponnesian antiquaries said, Pausanias remarks (viii. 34), that the adven
ture of Orestes with the Furies of Clytemnestra in Arcadia happened before 

the trial at the Areopagos. They were right; an adventure substantially the 
same would happen at any time in any part of Greece whenever a kinsman 

was slain and the guilty m a n came to a mother-stone to be purified. At 

Troezen (viii. 31, 4) and at Gythium (iii. 22, 1), were stones connected by 

legend with the purification of Orestes. I do not deny that their connection 

with Orestes may have been late and due to the prestige conferred on 

Orestes by Aeschylus, but these widespread purification stones bear witness 

to the prevalence of this baetyl worship and its kathartic associations. 
It may fairly be urged at this point that the analogy between the vase-

painting and the omphalos fails at one point. The omphalos was, according 
to m y present theory, originally a %w/ta yrjg, covered with XevKonpta and 

finally copied in stone, but we have no evidence whatever that it was sur

mounted by a baetyl. The sanctuary on the vase-painting is more complex 
than the omphalos. It is a TvpiBog Te o-TrjXrj Te, the omphalos is merely a 

TvpiBog. This is perfectly true, and I imagine a sacred baetyl was no wise 

necessary to a sanctuary of Gaia. The %w/t.a yrjg was all that was essential. 
The story of Alcmaeon is very instructive on this head. Alcmaeon, the 

Arcadian hero (P. viii. 24, 8) is pursued by ' the avenger of his mother,' tov 
'EpKpvXr/g dXdo-Topa—the Erinys has not become Erinyes,—and Alcmaeon can 
obtain no relief there or anywhere till he come to a piece of new unpolluted 

land uncovered since the murder, e'? TavTrjv ol p,6vrjv %&>paz> ov avvaKoXov-

Bijaeiv, rjTig e'crrl veooTaTrj Kal i) 6dXaaaa tov p,rjTpmov p,idap,aTog dvedir/vev 
vaTepov dvTrjv. Here we have the real primitive view. All mother earth is 
polluted by the blood of a mother. There is no possible release from this 
physical fact, no atonement. A new earth is the only possible mercy seat. 

Later, no doubt, a special x®/ia yrjg became the sanctuary of Gaia Erinys, 
where she might be appeased, and that %w/*a yijg was naturally the tomb of 
a murdered hero or heroine. If that TvpiBog was to have a stele, what 

better stele could be chosen than a black aerolith, sacred also to the mother ? 
It must be noted at this point that, though the aeroliths fell to earth 

and belonged to earth, and were vehicles of the earth-mother, they tended, 

as anthropomorphism advanced, to differentiate off towards the side of the 

male god. A stone, as soon as you think of your gods anthropomorphically, 

is not a good symbol of a woman, a %w^ta yrjg is. In many savage races, too, 
as the earth is a woman so the sky is a man, and thus stones coming from 

the sky tend to be regarded as vehicles of the male god, and specially of 

Kronos. Photius (Vit. Isid. Bibl. p. 1048) says, tojj/ BanvXwv dXXov aXXa 

dvaKelaBai 0e&, Kpovip, Ail, 'RXtq) Kal Toig aXXoig. Hesyehius says, sub 

voce, BaiTvXog iKXr]0rj 6 Xl0og bv dvTi Aibg 6 Kpovog Kaieiriev, and the 
story was popularized in the proverbial saying, Kal BaiTvXov dv KaTeirieg 
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(Paroimiogr. 2, 468). Zeus doubtless took over the baetyls of the more 

primitive Kronos cult and Kronos has many features in common with Helios-

Ouranos. Eusebius (Praep. Eu. 1. 10) makes Ouranos the inventor of 

baetyls. "Et* Be iprjaiv hirevorjcre 6ebg Ovpavbg fiaiTvXia XlBovg ifiijrvxovg 

pirjxavrja-dpievog. This association with Helios-Kronos-Ouranos points back 

to the most primitive stratum of Pelasgian mythology. Kronos is everywhere 

the representative of the old order to Kpovixd. For the full understanding 

of the omphalos, this is, I think, of no small importance. O n the omphalos 

there was, at least in historical times, no baetyl stele, but at Delphi there was 

such a stone, and down to the time of Pausanias it was daily anointed with 

oil, and at every festival fresh wool was put about it (P. x. 24. 6). Pausanias 

does not say what sort of stone it was, he only says it was ov peyag, but adds 

eVt Be Kal B6P,a ig avTOV Bodrjvai Kpw&> tov Xl0ov dvrl [tov] iraiBog1 Kal <»? 

av0ig rjp,eaev avTov 6 Kpovog. This was no mere late Boga, for the same 
tradition appears in Hesiod (Theog. 493). 

iiriirXo/jieviov B' iviavTwv 
Yalrjg ivveaijjai iroXvcppaBeeaai BoXatdelg 

ov ybvov â jr dvir/Ke pieyag Kpoj'o? dyKvXofirjTrjg, 

viK7j0elg Texvjicri Blrjcpt re iraiBbg eoio. 

irp&Tov B' e^ripteaae Xldov, irvpiaTov KaTairlviov 
tov fiev Zeiig aTrjpi^e KaTa ĵ̂ oi'O? evpvoBeirjg 

n.v0oi ev rjyaderj yvdXoig virb Hapvijaoio 

o-rjpl eiiev ê oiricroo 0avfia 0vt)toio-i BpoToiai. 

The whole childish, savage myth is transparent enough; the sky, 

Ouranos or Kronos, disgorges (î rjpieo-o-e) the aerolith; before he disgorged it 
he must have swallowed it. The stone was wrapped up in woollen bands, 

like swaddling clothes, therefore it was a child. A baetyl carefully swathed 

would present an appearance very like a stiff Italian bambino, and in the 

the relief of the Capitoline altar (Roscher, p. 1563, Fig. 14) Rhea is pre

senting to Kronos a swaddled stone which is a very good imitation of a baby. 

I think, further, that the whole myth was helped out by the fact that the 
stone was probably oracular and supposed to speak. In the Lithika of the 
Pseudo-Orpheus we have a curious and interesting account of a XiBog aiiBrjeig 

given by Phoebus Apollo to Helenos. It could only be consulted after 
fasting and purification; it had to be washed in pure water and clothed in 
. soft raiment like a child; sacrifice was offered to it as a god. If all was 
rightly done, and then the sacred stone dandled in the arms, the stone would 
utter its voice 

07r7roTe 7ap fj.iv irdyxv Kap.r/g ivl y;etpecri iraXXoiv, 
î airivr/g opaei veoyiXov iraiBbg dvTrjv, 

patrjg iv KoXircp KeKXrjyoTog dfitpl ydXaKTi.—Lithika, 372. 

A few lines further down the stone is called the (poiBfjTwp Xdag, which 

brings us face to face with Phoebus Apollo. The double name savours of 
contaminatio, Liddell and Scott say that the epithet <polBog refers to the 

http://fj.iv
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purity and radiant beauty of youth, which was always a chief attribute of 

Apollo. They reject the old notion that Phoebus was the sun god, but I am 
by no means sure that the (fioiBrjTwp Xdag was not a sun or at least an 

Ouranos stone. There are many indications that the name Phoebus belongs 
to the pre-Apolline stratum, the stratum of Gaia and Kronos-Ouranos. Thus 
Antimachus in Hesyehius sub voc. has TarjiBa QoiBrjv, and Phoebe the Titaness 
is recognized by the Delphic priestess as prior to Apollo (Aesch. Eum. 4 f.). 

iv Be to3 TpiTa> 

Xd^ei, deXovar/g ovBe irpog Slav Tivog, 

Tnavlg aXXri iraig x&°vbg Kade^eTO 
QoiBr]. 

This exactly corresponds to the TarjiBa QoiBijv and makes Phoebe a sort 

of Kore to Gaia Themis. If we may trust Plutarch (de Ei xx. 1) Phoebus 

meant Kadapbg and dpilavTog; if so Phoebe is as it were the white side, the 

opposite to Melaina and Erinys. He goes on to make the interesting state

ment : <&olBov Be Brj irov to Kadapbv Kal dyvbv ol iraXaiol irdv d>vop.a£ov dbg 
eTi ®eo~<raXol tov? lepeag iv Talg diro<j>pdaiv rjfiepaig avToiig i(j>' eavT&v etjw 

BiaTpiBovTag olfiai (poiBovopteicrdai. Ol iraXaiol were more likely to concern 
themselves with questions of taboo and ceremonial sanctity than with the 

' purity and radiant beauty of youth.' Finally the use of the word <poiBdg by 

Euripides should be noted. He says (Hec. 827): 

fj QoiBdg rjv KaXovai K.aao-dvBpav <£>pvyeg. 

Kassandra was a priestess of Gaia Phoebe, hence her official name was i) 

<t>oi8dg, like r) Hvdob; and here I may quote again the invaluable line of 

Timotheos (Frg. 1.) 
M.aivdBa dvtdBa (poiBdBa XvaadBa. 

Kassandra was prophetess at the /3a)/i69-omphalos (Gerhard, A.V. 220) of 

Thymbrae, a shrine taken over by Apollo as he took Delphi. The frenzy of 
Kassandra against Apollo is more than the bitterness of maiden betrayed, it is 

wrath of the prophetess of the older order discredited, despoiled: 

Kal vvv o fidvTig pidvTiv eKirpdfjag ip,e. 

Finally to clinch the argument there is the cpoiBog, the dream-portent of the 

Ghoephoroi (v. 32) 
iopbg yap (poiBog opdodpif; 

Boixav bveipoptavTig 

which Dr. Verrall (Choephor. ad v. 32) upholds against the emendation <poBog, 

The dream portent is of the very essence of the cult of Phoebe and this 
dream portent is the ancestral Erinys, i.e. in very truth Bopiiov bveipoptavTig. 

To return to the tpoiBrjTtop Xdag, the Pseudo-Orphic writers no doubt 
thought it got its name from Apollo, but it seems at least probable that Phoebe 

or Phoebus, her male correlative, had a prophetic, kathartic stone long before. 

Whether it ever actually surmounted the omphalos it is of course impossible 
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to say; the arnpi^e of Hesiod looks like a formal setting up. Anyhow the 
point I plead for is the close analogy and association of the Kpovov Xldog and 
the Trjg bpupaXog; in the light of the vase-painting in Fig. 7, and the 

AaKTvXov p,vrjpta, it seems to m e at least possible that the two once formed 

one monument in the relation of TvpiBog and o-TfjXrj. 

Some slight additional probability is added to this view when we 

consider that the omphalos certainly was moved. If m y theory is right it 

must have begun as an actual tomb somewhere in what is now the pre

cinct of Gaia near the Styx-Cassotis well and the rock of the Sibyl. In 

the time of Aeschylus and Euripides, it was undoubtedly in the temple of 
Apollo. The actual grave mound could not be moved as a grave, but if it 

was a mound plastered with XevKiofia and if its significance had been 

lost, it could easily be copied on marble and the marble copy carried to the 

temple. The omphalos in the time of Pausanias stood, there is little doubt, 
on the terrace in front of the temple, and there the actual omphalos dis

covered by the French was found.1 This omphalos is obviously a copy of 

the real cultus object, for the fillets are copied in stone; the original 

omphalos would of course, like the Kronos stone, be covered with the 
real woollen fillets. If the omphalos was so freely moved about the like fate 

m a y have overtaken the stone of Kronos; it would be smaller and easier to 

move. In the place where Pausanias saw it, it had no special significance, its 
proper home was the precinct of Gaia. The incoming worshippers of Apollo 

were obliged to tolerate and even venerate Gaia, but Kronos being a male 
god would have been an inconvenient rival to Apollo, and hence everywhere 

the worship of Kronos became obscured, though even down to the days of 

Lycophron the tradition that he first held the oracle at Delphi survived. 

ol B' dp,<j>l Boaplbv tov irpofidvTiog Kpovov. 

O n which the scholiast (ad v. 200): oi Be uvtI tov Kpovov, Kai cpaaiv on to iv 

AeXcpoig piavTeiov irpoiepov tov Kpovov r)v, evda eXaBov tov XPVa'fM0V 0l 
"EXXrjveg oti Tip BeKaTw eVet to "IXiov iropdrjaovai. 

It remains to say a word as to the primary meaning of the term 
omphalos ; as I a m no philologist, I can only approach the question from the 

point of view of tradition and usage, In the Iliad 6p,(paX6g is used to mean 
(a) the actual navel of the human body (Iliad 4. 525, 13. 568), (b) the boss of 
a shield; there is no necessary implication that the bpipaXog is a central point 
except in so far as anything dome-shaped has necessarily a centre; the idea 
seems to be that of bossiness. In the Odyssey the word occurs once only (Od. 
1, 50); Calypso is said to live 

Nrjo-q> iv dp,<pipvTrj odi t 6p.(paX6g iaTi daXdo-o-'rjg, 

' in a seagirt isle where is the navel of the sea.' 

1 Bull. Corr. Hell. 1894, p. 180 ; Pausanias decorated with marble tainiae and from the un-
v. p. 318. This omphalos is as yet unpublished wrought condition of the base was evidently 
but by the kindness of M. Homolle I have been sunk in the ground. 
able to see a photograph. It is of white marble, 
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Liddell and Scott say that the order of significance is as follows: (1) the 
navel, umbilicus, (2) anything like a navel or boss...umbo, (3) a centre or 
middle point, so in Od. 1, 50, and by a later legend Delphi (or rather a round 
stone in the Delphic temple) was called bfiipaXog as marking the mdddle point 
of the earth, first in Pind. P. 4, 131. This sort of loose statement is only 

tolerated where archaeology is concerned. There is nothing whatever in Od. 
i. 50 to imply that Calypso dwelt in the middle of the sea. Any one who 

has looked at a solitary island on an expanse of level sea, has seen it rise boss

like from the level of the sea; if the sea is human an island is its omphalos. 
If the land is human, is Gaia, the grave mound is its omphalos. Later, when 

mankind concerns itself with theories, cosmical and geometrical, a naive 
local egotism sees in the navel of Gaia the centre of the universe, and 

stories grow up about eagles meeting in their flight. 
That is one side of the question, but the ancients themselves conjectured 

another meaning. The scholiast on Eurip. Orestes 321 says, bficpaXbg XeyeTai i) 

Yivdoo irapd to Tag 6p,(f>dg Tag virb deov xPy}a"Tr\PlaK°lJi'evo'> Xeyeiv, and more 
decisively and polemically Cornutus (de Nat. Beor. cxxviii.), iXex0V &* Ka^ ° 
Toirog bficpaXbg Trjg yrjg oi>x o)g p,ecraiTaTog wv airrjg dXX' dirb Trjg dvaBiBo-
p,evijg iv avTm 6pt<prjg rjTig icnl 0eta (ftoovij. The word opupg means especially 
a divine oracular utterance, and it seems possible that the two notions of the 
speaking oracular mound or stone and the boss-navel blended; which was 
prior to the other, is hard to say, but I a m inclined to give precedence to the 

speaking mound, i.e. the opupg derivation. 
For this reason. The notion of the boss, the navel, though it did not 

necessarily involve, yet early, as we have seen, led on to the notion of 
centrality. The notion of centrality is much mixed up with ideas of the 

central hearth, the p,eaop,<paXog eaTia, and the Hestia-Vesta conception seems 
to m e to belong to a later order of conception than that of Gaia-Erinys, the 
order of Zeus and Apollo. It is noticeable that in the Rig Veda (ii. 333, 
Wilson) we have ' mighty Agni—the Fire-god—stationed at the Navel of 
the Earth...I ask what is the uttermost end of the earth, I ask where is the 
navel of the world. The altar is the navel of the world. This sacrifice is the 

navel of the-world. Agni is placed by strength upon the navel of the earth.' 

It is possible that the whole idea of the centre hearth stone came in with the 
Achaean invasion and Hestia worship. Hestia appears to have assimilated 

Gaia, at least, in the cosmogony of the aocpol: 

Kal Tata firJTep, 'EaTiav Be cr' ol ao(f)oi 

BpoT&v KaXovaiv, rjpievnv iv aldepi.—EuRlP. Frg. 938. 

and Ovid says (Fasti vi. 266), 

Vesta eadem est et Terra subest vigil ignis utrique 
Significat sedem terra focusque suam. 

Cornutus, it will be remembered, gives a conjoint chapter to Demeter 

and Hestia (Cornut. de nat. Beor. xxviii.) remarking with more truth than he 

was aware of, eKaTepa B' eoiKev oi>x eTepa Trjg yrjg elvai. In fact, theology, 
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after articulating the ev into the iroXXd, usually resumes them into the ev, 

hence mutatis mutandis late philosophizing authors are often of considerable 

use in understanding primitive conditions. A n Orphic hymn is nearer to 

primitive conceptions than the clear outlines of Homer. With the omphalos, 

as with the Erinyes, the difficulty lies chiefly in the analytic habit of our own 

minds, our determined and exclusive discriminations. W e discuss endlessly 

whether the omphalos was a tomb, an altar, a sanctuary of Gaia, a fetish stone 

of Kronos, a ptavTelov, an eiKiov, when the real solution to all our difficulties 

is that it was each and all. 

I have kept to the end the interesting question of the attitude of 
Aeschylus towards this ancient ghost and Gaia cult, the Erinyes and the 

omphalos. H o w far was he conscious that the Erinyes were ghosts and snakes 1 

Did he know the omphalos was a tomb ? If he knew all this, how far did 
he, to subserve a theological purpose, intentionally conceal his knowledge ? 

In a parenthesis it must be noted that any mythological investigation 
should end, not begin, with literary conceptions. The last complete mono

graph on the Erinyes, Dr. Rosenberg's Bie Erinyen, a valuable corpus.of 
material, is a good instance of the wrong order of things: it is divided under 

four heads in the following order :— 

1. Die Erinyen in der Dichtung. 

2. Ueber den Ursprung, den Namen und den Begriff der Erinyen. 

3. Der Cultus der Erinyen bei den Griechen. 

4. Die Kunstdenkmaler. 

The true order is first cultus, which shows us to what order of beings the 
mythological figures in question belong, i.e. how they were conceived of by their 

worshippers. Next should come the minor arts—vase-paintings and the 

like—because these, though not free from literary influence, are less under 
the dominance of Homer than e.g. the tragedies of Aeschylus—Aeschylus 

who boasted that his dramas were Tepidxv from the heroic banquet. An 
early black-figured vase will often (e.g. Fig. 7) yield up a conception prior 

to any poetry has left us. Then should follow the name, with the constant 

proviso that the name, if primitive, will probably be no proper name, but an 

adjectival cultus appellation. Last will come what is after all the supreme 
delight of the investigator—the examination of how far literature embodies 
primitive conceptions, how far transforms, what ghosts of ancient thought 
and feeling hover round, present but not consciously evoked. The evil 
results of Dr. Rosenberg's methods are seen in his first sentence, which 
strikes the wrong key-note and vitiates his whole investigation. ' Schon Homer 
bietet uns ein fest umrissenes Bild von dem Walten der Rachegottinnen.' 
It is just this ' fest umrissenes Bild this literary crystallization that does all 
the mischief. 

In the case of Aeschylus, it is curious to note that, probably owing to 
the subject-matter of the two plays, the religious attitude in the Choephorot 

and the Eumenides is wholly different and even opposite, iln the Ckoe-
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phoroi the theology is at bottom so primitive as to be no theology at all ; 
it is daemonology, ghost-worship centred round a tomb. It is not necessary 
for m e to emphasize this point beyond what I have said at p. 214; for Dr. 
Verrall, in his edition of the play, the keynote is the TtVa? cpovog (v. 65) the 
' avenged blood' of kinsfolk. Earth was literally, physically polluted, and 

poisoned the murderer—a notion precisely paralleled by Alcmaeon's story 
(p. 239). The Earth is Erinys and implacable. But side by side with this, 

almost indistinguishable from it, is the other thought that the ghost is 
the Erinys. 

aXXag r i<pcovei irpoaftoXdg 'Epivvoov, 

iK t&v iraTpcpoov aifiaTQiv TeXovpievag, 

opiavTa Xaptirpbv iv aKOTip vcop,S)VT' bippvv. 

Apparitions of fiends' (I borrow Dr. Verrall's translation)' brought to effect by 

that paternal blood, phantoms which the victim, though his eyebrows twitch 

in the dark, can clearly see.' The " TeXovpievag ' shows the transition in the 
mind of Aeschylus; he does not say the phantoms are the ghosts, but they 

are brought to effect by the murder. As the doctrine is quaintly put in the 

mouth of Apollo, with whose religion it had nothing to do, perhaps this is as 

as much as dramatic propriety would allow. O n the word irpoo-BoXdg I 
would make one remark. Dr. Verrall (ad v. 282) explains that irpoaBoXrj 

signified properly the 'access' of an object to an organ of sense, and vice' 
versa, and hence here comes to mean something practically equivalent to our 

apparition. To cause these irpoaBoXal, or, as they are sometimes called, 
ecpoBoi, was also one of the functions of fipcoeg, i.e. dead men, who here again 

parallel the Erinyes, biroaa Be BeifiaTa WKTog irapta-TaTai Kal <f>6Boi Kal 

irapdvoiai Kal dvairrjBrjaeig iK KXivrjg. 'EKarr/g d)aalv elvai iirifSovXag 
(? iiriBoXdg) Kal rjpmcov i cf> 6 8 o v g (Hippocr. irepl leprjg vovcrov, p. 123, 

20, v. O. Crusius, Bie Epiphanie der Sirene, p. 103). 

I have already noted (p. 214) that Orestes recognizes in the snake the 
earth daemon, the Erinys of the dead; it is equally clear that to him, 
his father's tomb, and earth as a sanctuary are thoughts near akin (v. 588) 

dXX' evxofiai yfj TrjBe Kal iraTpbg Tacfxp, 

Krjpv^ag ipioi 

Toiig yrjg evepde Baifiovag KXveiv ip.ag 

ei>xdg, iraTpopwv 6fj.p,aTa>v iirio-Koirovg 
teal yaiav aiiTr/v rj Ta iravTa TiKTeTai 

dpe-^raad t avdig TiavBe Kvpia XapiBdvei. 

In a word the religion of the Ghoephoroi is traditional, tribal, inherited, uncon

scious, profoundly ritualistic. W h e n we turn to the Eumenides the whole 
attitude is altered, we have a theology conscious, combative, rational, highly 

moralised, theoretical, with no manner of relation to cultus practices. 

As to the general monotheistic tendency of the prologue of the priestess 

I have little to add to what Dr. Verrall has said (Euripides the Rationalist, 

and again, v. 124, 
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p. 221). Apollo is preceded by three women divinities, Gaia, Themis and 
Phoebe. Aeschylus, when he wrote the Prometheus, certainly knew that Gaia 

and Themis were the same (Aesch. Prom. 209): 

epiol Be p-rjTrjp oi>x airaf; fiovov ©e/itt? 

ical Taia, iroXX&v bvopaTmv piopcprj piia. 

but as his great desire is to avoid any mention of unseemly conflict between 

Gaia and Apollo it probably suited his purpose to lengthen out the genealogy. 

H o w much he knew of who Phoebe was must remain doubtful. Even Aeschylus 

did not dare, spite of the analogy of name, to say that Phoebe was related to 

Apollo; she is 7rat? ̂ 6Wo?. The moment is an anxious one, hence the uneasy 

comedy of the yevedXiog Boatg. At all costs there must be no breach, no 
mention of the slaying of the serpent. 

So far all is fairly plain sailing. Beginning with a complete anthropo

morphism Aeschylus is not required to take cognizance of ghosts and ancestor 

worship. There is only the venerable figure of Gaia and the vague tran
sitional but always respectable Titanesses. But the moment has come when 

the omphalos and the Erinyes must be presented to the audience; how could 
that be done ? As to the omphalos I do not think that Aeschylus had any 

suspicion of the truth. By his time it had been completely taken over by 

Apollo, moved out of the Gaia precinct and was probably regarded as a 
portable cultus object of unknown origin and immense antiquity serving as 

an altar and mercy seat for suppliants to Apollo. The Erinyes who as we 

have seen were really resident in it are only conceived of as temporarily 
camping round it because Orestes has fled there. It is the sacred object of the 

temple, that is all. I have sought in vain for any passage in Aeschylus which 

could fairly be taken to show that he took the omphalos to be a tomb, but 
in one chorus of Sophocles (O.T. 469) the thought is at least subconsciously 

present. For Sophocles Apollo has become the minister of vengeance, not 

of reconciliation— 
evoirXog yap eir' uvtov iirevdpcbuKei 
irvpl Kal aTepoiraig o Aiog yeveTag. 

Here Apollo is but the double of his father Zeus. Yet it is not forgotten 

who are the ancient avengers though by a mythological inversion they are 

made subsidiary. 
Beival 8' dpi eirovTai 
Krjpeg dvairXaKrjTol, 

where the name Krjpeg points to the ghost aspect—the Erinyes. And these 
Krjpeg haunt the opicpaXog. The Theban elders (Oed. Tyr. v. 475) chant the 

misery and loneliness of the guilty man. 

<3?otTa yap vir dypiav 
iiXav dvd t dvTpa Kai 
ireipag are Tavpog, 
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pieXeog pteXeco iroBl xVP^iov, 

Ta pteaopKpaXa ydg dirovocrcpl̂ oov 
piavTela' Ta 8' aet 

tfavTa irepiiroTaTai. 

Here Prof. Jebb observes ' The haunting thoughts of guilt are objectively 

imaged as terrible words ever sounding in the wanderer's ears.' Yes; and 
I venture to think more than this, the pteo-opupaXa ydg ptavTeia are e'lBmXa, 

they are cpoiBai, they are 'Epivvcov irpocrBoXal. Though the guilty m a n shuns 

the actual tomb, i.e. the omphalos whence they rise up to haunt him, it is in 
vain 

Ta o aei 
%5>VTa irepiiroTaTai. 

I do not say that Sophocles knew the omphalos was a tomb, but I do say that 

if his ancestors had never believed it this marvellous chorus would never 
have been written. 

It is when w e come to the Erinyes themselves that the theological 
animus of Aeschylus comes out and here w e cannot escape the conclusion 

that his misrepresentation was wilful and deliberate. All is fair in theology and 
war. This misrepresentation is in two directions; first, the new and hideous 

form given to the Erinyes; second, the statement by the priestess and the 
implication by every one, except Clytemnestra, that the Erinyes are novel 
apparitions, strangers to the land and of unknown lineage. The whole 

illusion is most skilfully arranged. In the first place, the Erinyes being 
voXveovvpioi are addressed by no n a m e in particular, they are WKTog iraXaial 

iraiBeg they are diroirTvcrToi Kopai, Bavpiaa-Tog Xoxog and the like. With 
great dexterity Aeschylus gives them an entirely new form and then turns 

round and says: W e never saw you before, w e do not know w h o you can be. 
The type he selects is that of the Gorgons and Harpies, shapes not clearly 

differentiated in ancient art, and that he has gone to graphic art for his 
inspiration is clear from the verses. 

elBov ttot rjBrj <&ivea)g yeypapipievag 
Beiirvov (pepovaag.—v. 50. 

The whole horrible description is a vociferous protest against the simple 
fact that the Erinyes are the same as the familiar Athenian Semnae,1 in whose 

imagination, as the candid Pausanias observed, there was ' nothing fearful,' 

• The question of the age of the cult of the opagus cults being essentially chthonic—pre-
Semnae at Athens, and its exact character, can ceded, I believe, the cultus settlements on the 
only be dealt with satisfactorily in relation to Acropolis. The Cecropidae, the 'white' side of 
the whole group of the Areopagos cults. This the Semnae, passed in part on to the Acropolis, 
I hope to discuss on a later occasion. At present but their worship there was always of a sub-
I can only record my conviction that the cult ordinate character. In a former discussion of 
of the Semnae is a form of the worship of Gaia the Cecropidae (J.H.S. xii. p. 350) I have tried 
intimately related to the -very primitive ritual to show that they were originally two not three, 
of the Thesmophoria. The Eleusinion, the site and that these two, Pandrosos and Aglauros, 
of which within very narrow limits must have represented origiually what I should now call 
been close to, if not actually on the site of an the ' black ' and 'white' side of the Semnae. 
ancient Thesmophorion—the whole group of Are-
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any more than there was in the images of other underworld divinities. Toig 

Be dydXptaaiv ovtc TOVToig eireaTiv ovBev (poBepbv, ovTe oaa dXXa KeiTai 
demv tiov viroyaicov (Paus. i. 28. 6). Pausanias knew that the Semnae and the 

Erinyes were the same. TLXrjalov Be lepbv dewv io-Tiv ctg KaXovanv 'Adrjvaloi 

%ep,vdg 'rlaioBog Be 'Epivvg iv ©eoyovia. It is noticeable that he refers to 

Aeschylus only as an innovator. The literary innovation of Aeschylus was 
powerless to touch cultus practice. 

Having made these sensational innovations in the visible form of his 

Erinyes, and haying artfully suppressed their names as though they were un

known and nameless, Aeschylus paves the way for the amazing statement 
that the Delphic priestess knows them not. 

to (piiXov ovk oircoira TrjaB opiiXiag 

ovh" ijTig ala tovt eVev^eTat yevog.—v. 57 

She refers them to Apollo, he being above all things Kaddpaiog; with 

great skill, the taboo of uncleanness that should have rested on the guilty is 

shifted to the avengers. Even from the Homeric point of view this is a gross 

misrepresentation. It is Orestes who is 0eop,vo-ng. Apollo does not feign 

complete ignorance; he avoids the issue by dexterously insulting the Erinyes 

for their virginity. It would indeed have been dramatically impossible for 

Apollo to say he did not know them; a few hours before the same audience 

had listened to a full account of Apollo's views on the Erinyes, given by his 

protege Orestes; an account which shows, as has clearly been pointed out, 

an intimate and perfect knowledge of their nature and primitive origin 

(Choeph. vv. 275-295). 
Athene's attitude is, however, perhaps the most instructive of all. She, 

officially, in her capacity as president of the Court of the Areopagos, asks the 

name and race of the plaintiffs. 

Who are ye ? this I ask of one and all. 

She is conscious that she is officially bound to ask Orestes the question just 

as much as the Furies, but she skilfully emphasizes the exceptional un-

familiarity of the Erinyes, carefully insisting on their strangeness as a genus 

not as individuals (v. 410). 

vpidg d' opioiag ovBevl airapTiov yevei 
ovt iv deaicri irpbg 0emv optopievag 

ovt ovv BpoTeioig ipi<f>epeig p,op<f}d>p,ao-i. 

Athene then pulls herself up, none too soon probably for the sympathies 

of the audience, and adds with pompous copy-book morality. 

Xeyeiv 8' apiopicpov ovTa Toiig ireXag KaKtibg 
irpoaco BiKatcov r)8' diroa'TaTei depiig. 

The bifurcation of popular theology favoured the position of Aeschylus; 

technically he is correct, the Erinyes were not deal in the Olympian sense; they 
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were x0bvioi, their worship was conducted with the rites of ivayigeiv not of 
dveiv, in a word they were divinities of the old Gaia-worshipping stock. 

The audience must have waited breathless to hear what answer the 
Erinyes would make to the question when thus officially challenged; their 
answer is skilfully contrived to the same end, though its dignity contrasts 
strongly with the aggressive discourtesy of Athene. 

irevcrei Ta irdvTa crvvTopicog, Albg Koprp 

rjpieig yap eapiev Nvkto? alavrjg TeKva, 

'Apal 8' iv oiKoig yrjg viral KeKXrjpieda. 

It is the grave lofty courtesy of the dames of ancient lineage arraigned 

before the religious parvenue. Aeschylus, prejudiced theologian as he was, is 
true to dramatic instinct, but how well contrived it is ! ' Children of Night,' 

not of Earth ! that would have been too hazardous, it would have brought 

them into line with hieratic tradition; < Curses we are called, Arai, a name 

by then of evil omen, and no one remembered that it was on the hill of the 
Arai, that judgment was being given.' Did no one remember ? it is all but 
incredible; Athene is obliged to admit, 

yevog piev olSa KXijSovag r iiravvpiovg. 

It was by these KXr/Boveg iirmvvpioi that all the theological jugglery was 
carried on. Athene and Aeschylus chose to remember the KXrjBoveg that 
favoured their cause, remembered the Arai, the Erinyes, the Maniae, perhaps 

the Praxidikae, they forgot the Charites, the Semnae, the Eumenides, or 
rather they separated them off into new divinities. 

Apollo and Athene and the priestess ignore the divinity of the ancient ones, 
but there is one of the dramatis personae who knows perfectly who and 

what the Furies are and is not ashamed of it. The real truth is put in just 
the lips that will most discredit it. Clytemnestra knows the Erinyes and 

has worshipped them with the precise ritual of the ̂ floz/tot, the ArjpiijTpioi, 

the r̂ pcae?, i.e. with the %oai doivoi, the vr)cj)dXia pieiXlypiaTa, offered by night 
WKTia-eptva Belirva, offered on the icrxdpa, the low hero-altar. 

r\ 7roA,\a plev Br] tiov ip.a>v iXei^aTe 

X°ag t dotvovg vrjcpdXia pieiXly/iaTa, 

Kal WKTia-eprva Belirv iir ea^dpa irvpbg 

edvov, &pav ovBevbg koivijv demv. 

Even Clytemnestra is made to imply that there was something shameful in 

the service by night, iroTvia Nv£. Clytemnestra as we have already seen knows 
that the true vehicle of the Erinys is the earth snake, the Beivrj BpaKaiva; 

but she goes with the times and adopts the splendid imagery of the dog hunting 
in dreams. 

bvap BtcoKeig drjpa, KXayydveig 8' direp 

kviov piepipuvav ovitot eKXiiroov irbvov. 

The image of the dog was of course specially useful to any one who 

wanted to vilify the Erinyes. 

H.s.—VOL. xix. S 
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The conclusive proof to my mind that Aeschylus knew perfectly well 
who the Erinyes were, is the simple fact that he turned them in the end 

into Semnae and restored all their ancient functions. This is the very acme 

of theological duplicity or—simplicity. Even an Athenian must have found 

it hard to believe that for the privilege of living in a cave on the Areopagos 

the Furies were ready to change in a moment their whole vindictive nature 

and become the ministrants of 

oirola viKTjg pirj KaKrjg iiriaKOira, 

Kal TavTa yijdev ex Te irovrlag Spoaov 
iP, ovpavov Te Kavepiasv drjp,aTa, 

evrjXioig irveovT iiricrTeix̂ iv x@ova' 
Kapirov Te yaiag Kal Bot&v iiripporov 
auTolatv evdevovvra ptr] Kaptveiv' xpovio. 

Kal twv BpoTeloov o~irepp,dTa>v aarnpiav.—903—909. 

At Megalopolis it would have been simply impossible to play the piece. 
An audience at Megalopolis would have risen in a body and cried out, why 

these are our own Maniae, the black and white ones. It is noticeable that 
as soon as the a.7ro7rTi>o-Toi Kopai have been satisfactorily metamorphosed into 
Semnae, i.e. when the chorus has said : 

8eP,op,ai UaXXdBog PyvaiKtav.—916. 

Athene is less guarded in speech and sentiment. She frankly calls the 
Erinyes, Erinyes, and gives a very complete and satisfactory account, scarcely 
tallying with her previous ignorance of their nature and functions 

pieya yap BvvaTai 
itotvi 'Epiviig irapd t ddavaToig 

Toig d' virb yaiav irepi t dvdpcoirmv 
cpavepiog TeXecog Biairpdaaovaiv, 
Toig p,ev dviBdg Toig 8' av BaKpvcov 

Biov dfiBXcoirbv irapexovarai.—-Bum. 951. 

In the background of the play always, in the foreground sometimes, 
there is the conflict of cults. It is not over one individual that Apollo and 
the Erinyes contend, and this they well remember. There was the parallel 
case of Alcestis which they aptly quote (v. 723) 

ToiavT eSpacrag Kal (£>epr,Tog iv 86p.oig-
Moipag etreiaag dipdhovg deivai BpoTovg. 

The Moirae, and who are they ? only as we have already seen another of 
the KXrjBoveg iircbvvpioi. This is clearly brought out in 

iraXaiyeveig Be Moipag cpdicrag.—Enm. 172. 

The cultus conflict is also most clearly brought out in the plaint of the 

Erinyes, that a grievous innovation has been attempted in matters of ritual, 

arv toi iraXaiav Biavop.ijv Karaipdlaag 

olvip iraprjirdrrjaag dpxalag dedg,—Eum, 727, 
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It is the last outrage, despite is done to the ancient ritual of the vrjipdXia, 
that dated back to days before the vine-god came, when men drank mead. 
Such was the ritual at Colonos. 

And again, 

tov TovBe irXrjaag 05> ; BiBaa-Ke Kal ToSe. 

iSaTog, pieXicro-rjg- firjBe irpoo-ipepeiv fiidv.—Soph. Oecl. Col. 480. 

irpooTaicriv vpuv dvTeKvpcr' oBoiiropSiv 
vrj <f> oi v do iv o i g.—Oed. Gol. v. 100. 

The Eumenides is based on the great racial reality of a conflict of cults, but to 

Aeschylus the interest of his plot was that it was a conflict of ideals. Naturally 
he did not, could not know that in his veins ran the blood of two different races, 

with alien habits of religious thought. He was all for Zeus and King Apollo, 
the Father and the Son, with such unification of will and purpose that their 

religion was practically a monotheism, but he had to reckon with, to reconcile 

at all costs the ancient, cult of the earth goddesses. The ideal of the 
Erinyes was the ideal of all primitive moralities, an eye for an eye, and above 

all the indissolubility of the bond of physical kinship, especially through the 

mother. Aeschylus could not be expected to see that the system was 

necessary and highly beneficial in its day and that its passing was attended 

with grave social dangers. He fastens on the harsh side of it, its im

placability, its endlessness 
Boa yap Xoiybv 'Epivvg 

irapd twv irpoTepov cpdifievcov d-T rjv 

It e p av i ird y o v a av iir aT7). 

He is all for the new ideal of atonement, for Apollo Katharsios—in itself an 

advance, destined of course in its turn to pass. It is impossible to avoid a 
regret that he stooped to the cheap expedient of blackening his opponents. 
That in doing so he was in part self-deceived only makes of the ' Eumenides' 

a still more human document. 
Jane E. Harrison. 

s 2 



THE SCENERY OF THE GREEK STAGE. 

While most of the dispositions of the ancient Greek theatre have been 
submitted in recent years to a searching examination, the question as to the 

scenery used as a background to plays has been somewhat neglected. It 

seems to m e that a fresh enquiry on this particular point may be of service. 

I must preface this enquiry by a statement of the view which I adopt as 

to the presence or absence of a raised stage in the Greek theatre, since it is 
obvious that any theory as to scenery must depend in a great degree upon 

the solution of the stage question which is adopted. It is quite impossible 
on this occasion to discuss fully the question whether the place of the actors 

in Greece was the orchestra or the Xoyeiov. I can only say that I assume the 
latter view to be correct. I think that from the time of Aeschylus onwards 

the stage, which had at first been a low platform of varying size, grew steadily 
in height as the part of the actors in the performance grew more important, 
and their independence of the chorus more complete. And as the stage grew 
higher it also grew narrower by an obvious necessity, until we have the long 

narrow stone stage - of the Hellenistic age, which exactly corresponds with 
the assertions of Vitruvius and other ancient authorities. 

In the last few months a fresh piece of evidence, which tends strongly 
to confirm this view, has been brought forward. Mr. Fossum,1 who was 
engaged in 1891 on behalf of the American School of Athens in excavating 

the theatre at Eretria, has now declared his conviction that he discovered there 

remains of the elo-KVKXrjpia, a pair of parallel lines of slabs of bluish marble 
on which the eKKVKXrjpia ran backwards and forwards between the skene" and 
the proscenium. If he is right, he has found strong evidence that the ekky-

klema ran on wheels on the level, not of the orchestra, but of the top of the 
proscenium, in fact of the stage or Xoyeiov; and this would seem to show 
that all the acting in tragedies took place at this level, and so would be 

inconsistent with the Dorpfeldian theory of the stage. Dr. Dorpfeld in a 
letter to Mr. Fossum,2 allows that some contrivance ran backwards and 
forwards on his rails, but he thinks that this contrivance was not the ekky-

klema but a crane, to bear aloft deities and their chariots. This view seems 

somewhat forced, and that of Mr. Fossum indefinitely more probable. 
Any readers of this paper, however, who think that there was no raised 

stage in the Greek theatre, will find that opinion no fatal objection to the 
acceptance of the main views which I have to advocate; these views would 
require only some little modification. 

1 Amer. Journal of Archaeology, 1898, p. 187. 2 Wd. p. 193. 
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lhe introduction of a painted scene or background in the Greek theatre 
_ ascribed by Vitruvius to Aeschylus and by Aristotle to Sophocles. W e 

will begin with the statement of Vitruvius :1 ' Prirnum Agatharchus Athenis 

Aeschylo docente tragoediam scaenam fecit, et de ea re commentarium 
reiiquit. Vitruvius goes on to say that Democritus and Anaxagoras wrote 
on the same subject, and all tried to work out a theory of perspective 
mathematically. 

With regard to Agatharchus, we have it on good authority that he was 
enticed by the young Alcibiades into his house, and not released until he had 

painted its interior. This would have happened soon after the death of 

Pericles, B.C. 429. There is thus no reason in chronology why Agatharchus 

should not have painted scenes for the latest plays of Aeschylus about 

B.C. 458. And the tradition that he did work for Aeschylus has a good deal 

of external support. The later plays of that poet seem, as we shall more 
clearly see presently, in comparison with the earlier, to have required more 

scenery. Agatharchus painted the interiors of houses and studied perspective. 

A tale makes him discuss painting with Zeuxis, and contrasts his quick work 

with the slow perfection of Zeuxis : and although an actual meeting of the 

two masters is chronologically almost impossible, yet the existence of the 
story shows the reputation borne by the painters respectively. Thus Agath
archus was precisely the kind of painter for a stage. If, however, we prefer 

the authority of Aristotle to that of Vitruvius, and regard Sophocles rather 

than Aeschylus as the tragedian who introduced scene-painting, we may still 
consider it likely that Agatharchus would be the artist employed.. It may 

thus be considered as tolerably certain that stage-scenery came in at Athens 

in connection with the wooden stage-buildings of the Theatre of Dionysus 
about the middle of the fifth century B.C., and that the first painted scene 
was by Agatharchus. 

When, however, we speak of painting a scene for the stage, modern 
associations crowd about us, and tend to mislead the imagination. W e at 
once begin to think of painted backgrounds representing landscapes and 
natural scenes, such as frequently occupy the back of the modern stage. But 

it is well known to all who have studied the course of ancient painting that 
there could not have been any attempt to render in perspective a natural 

scene so early as the fifth century. I propose briefly to set forth this fact, 
and then to enquire of what kind the scene of Agatharchus must in reality 

have been. W e have considerable materials for the solution of this question 
in passages of ancient writers and in inscriptions, especially the Delian 

inscriptions published by M. Homolle, as well as in a few monuments of 

Greek painting and sculpture. 

An essential factor of the question is the condition of the art of painting 
in the fifth century and later. It is, of course, quite unnecessary to instruct 

archaeologists in this matter. But for the benefit of those scholars who are 

not familiar with the remains of ancient art, I may say a few words on the. 

1 vii. Praef. 11. 
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subject. Our main evidence comes from vases. It is well known how 

admirable are the designs and how masterly the drawing shown by a great 

many fifth century vases. But in spite of their skill, the vase-painters move 

within narrow limits. They seldom foreshorten ; their idea of perspective is 

very simple and primitive, and they make no attempt at illusion, or at 

rendering natural objects in a naturalistic way. The features of a landscape 

are only hinted at; a few stones represent a rocky soil, a rock represents a 

mountain, a dolphin stands for the sea, an altar or a tripod for a sacred 

shrine, a pillar for a house or temple, and so forth. 
It may perhaps be thought that this is the case with vases only, and 

did not hold in paintings of great masters. But this view is scarcely 

maintainable. W e have Pausanias' description of the paintings of Polygnotus 
at Delphi, executed about B.C. 470. From it we can judge almost with 
certainty that the composition and drawing were closely like those of vases 

of the middle of the fifth century: the same conventions of perspective and 

the same brief and symbolical way of depicting the background seem to have 
prevailed in the paintings of Polygnotus as in such vases as the well-known 

kraters of Orvieto and Bologna.1 A single tree represents the grove of 
Persephone. The sacrifice of Odysseus is combined with Charon and his 
boat, though- the two have no local connection. All the groups are simple, 

and their interest lies not in the nature of the scenery or the background, 
but in the human figures, to which the background is the merest setting. 
The Polygnotan scheme of perspective, which is best realised by the 
comparison of such vases as the krater of Orvieto, appears to have consisted 
merely in running irregular horizontal lines across the picture, to represent a 

greater distance from the spectator. But the distant figures seem to have 
been depicted on the same scale as the nearer. Each figure or pair of 
figures stood detached and complete in itself. 

W e find very similar phenomena in the case of a great picture of a later 
age. The mosaic representing the battle of Issus at Pompeii is of all ancient 
pictures which have come down to us perhaps the finest. The vigour of the 
action and the mastery of the figures is most notable. The original of this 

great work probably belongs to the time shortly after Alexander the Great. 
It is very noteworthy how in this picture also all the attention of artist and 

of spectator is concentrated on the human figures. There is no clear indica
tion of locality. One or two stones in the foreground, a ruined tree and a 
rock in the background alone mark the landscape : the sky is not repre
sented at all. Even in Pompeian paintings, which represent painting in its 

most advanced stage in antiquity, sky and sea are represented very simply. 
Rocks and rivers are depicted without any sense of their true forms. Aerial 
effects, and such objects as distant hills, waves of the sea, or clouds, are 
seldom attempted. 

The reason of all this scarcely needs to be explained to any one at all 
conversant with the Greek spirit. If Greek painters had given their best 

1 M.D.I, xi. 10 : Suppl. 21. 
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mind to the representation of landscape they might well have succeeded. 
Men and women and some animals they represent with an energy and success 
which arouse our wondering admiration. Men and horses interested the 
Greeks : but the scenes of nature did not interest them to the same degree : 
and to the representation of nature they did not give their best mind. Even 
in Pompeian paintings, instead of painting a spring, the artists would paint a 
river-god leaning on his pitcher : instead of painting a mountain they would 
depict a quite wooden rock, with a goat leaping on it or a mountain deity 
seated on it in the guise of a hunter. They naturally thought of the features 
of nature as appearing in human shape, rather than in their own material 

forms, and preferred to interpret them through human embodiments rather 

than directly. And the Pompeian perspective, though not so quaintly simple 
as that of Polygnotus, is not worked out in any completeness. There is no 

adequate sense of distance or sense of atmosphere. 

If, however, such was the state of Greek painting in the fifth century, 
and such the manner of Greek art at an even later time, what can be the 

meaning of the saying that a great artist who had studied perspective painted 

scenes for Aeschylus ? I think the passage in which Vitruvius speaks of 

Agatharchus gives us a clue. Vitruvius says that he wrote a book on 

perspective and that others followed his example. But those who thus wrote 

were, so far as we can identify them, not painters, but mathematicians and 

architects, Ictinus, Pythius, Hermogenes and others. And here at once the 
well-known fact occurs to us that the great Greek temples of the fifth century 

are beyond doubt constructed with a careful reference to the laws of perspective. 

Most people have heard the fact that the floor of the Parthenon is not level 

but constructed so as to appear so to a spectator, and that the pillars of that 

temple do not taper with mathematical exactness, but are adapted to the eye. 
It was to architecture then, not to landscape painting, that the Greeks applied 

their discoveries in perspective. 
N o w Agatharchus, as we know, painted the interiors of houses ; was in fact 

the first great painter who did so. To paint the walls of rooms was not a 
custom in the fifth century, but it became more and more usual. At R o m e 

and Pompeii we have hundreds of painted interiors. At Pompeii in particular 
we have chamber painting of a decidedly early style, going back in origin to 
the age of Alexander. What is the character of this decoration ? It consists 

entirely of architectural paintings. In the later times of Pompeii the arch itect-

ural style of -painting is florid and fanciful, and the architecture is used as a 
frame to paintings. But earlier the painted architecture is simple and massive. 

But at all periods the architecture painted on walls, like the marble architec

ture of the great Greek temples, is contrived to please the eye, is worked out 

on mathematical principles with a view to perspective. 
Thus it appears that though the Greeks introduced perspective into 

landscape painting very slowly and late, they introduced it into the architect

ural decorations of houses earlier, perhaps as early as the fifth century, and 
Agatharchus, being used to this kind of painting, and in all probability being the 

inventor of it, might well introduce"it on the stage of Aeschylus or of Sophocles. 
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It is instructive to observe that in the reliefs of Trys'a in Lycia, dating 
from the middle of the fifth century, reliefs which have been shown by Prof. 

Benndorf to have a close relation to the works of the great painters of Athens, 

we find foreshortening applied only to walls and buildings. In the scene of 

the siege of Ilium1 we see a temple in the background and the towers of the 

wall foreshortened. Trees, on the other hand, are represented with extreme 

convention ;2 a mountain is represented by a rock and a goat,3 and the bottom 

of the sea by a line of fish. As I have already observed, m a n and his works 

interested the Greeks; but with nature they did not take the same pains. 

There is another custom of art in the fifth century, which may help us to 

understand the scene painting of Agatharchus. This is the custom of using 
colour, to make clear and emphatic what is imperfectly expressed in the 

architecture or the sculpture of the time. 

Turning again to the reliefs of the heroon at Trysa we find that in several 

places, especially where buildings had to be represented, the relief is greatly 
helped out by painting. The temple in the besieged city is scarcely 

intelligible without the help of colour,4 and the same m a y be said of another 
temple in the scene of the Leucippides.5 In the same way the Athenians of 

the age of the Persian wars helped out with painting the architectural forms of 
the pillars on which stood the images dedicated to Athena on the Acropolis. 

The mouldings and volutes are often expressed only in colour.6 The 
same procedure was employed in the fifth century, even on sculpture in 

the round. The Athena of the pediment of Aegina wears sandals, but only 
the soles are indicated with the chisel; the straps are rendered only in paint. 
In the pediment sculptures of Olympia and the metopes of the Parthenon 

colour has a most important function, hair and beard being often rendered in 
a way which is scarcely intelligible without its aid. 

Let us then return to the scene of Agatharchus, bearing in mind 
the two facts, first that the Greeks of the fifth century applied the 

principles of perspective to architecture long before they applied them 
to landscape, and second, that they were -in the habit of using colour 

to help the rendering of form, both in architecture and in sculpture. 
The early plays of Aeschylus do not imply palace or temple as a 

background. They do, however, imply the presence of some building. In 
the Supplices of Aeschylus, the chorus sit on the steps of an altar, and their 
father stands on the top of it, and looks out. Long narrow altars approached 

by steps were familiar to the Greeks. The remains of such an altar, 200 
yards and more in length and rising in steps, still exist at Syracuse. It seems 

very natural to suppose that the altar, about which the Danaides cling, is the 

early Aeschylean stage, decked with statues and other properties to show its 
sacred character. In the Seven against Thebes, an altar is again the scene of 

action. In the Persae and the Niobe, a grave-monument takes its place. In 

Benndorf und Niemann, Das Heroon von ' Benndorf and Niemann, PI. 12. 
GjSlbaschi, PL 12, 13. 6 joi^ pj_ 16_ 
3 Ibid. PI. 10. Aik. Henkmaler, i. 19 &c. 
Ibid. PL 16. 
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the Persae we find the chorus sitting on the tomb of Darius; and here again, 
we may best suppose that the stage was the tomb. In the Prometheus, no 
palace is at hand ; probably the rock of Prometheus was set up on a platform, 
through which, at the end of the play, it disappeared by means of a trap-door. 

But when we come to the Orestean trilogy things are altered. In these 
plays, the background is a temple or palace. At this point, then, the work of 
Agatharchus seems to come in. Hitherto, the Aeschylean stage had been a 
rough platform of varying shape, and with no background at all. Now, a long 

narrow platform was laid down on short posts or piles, fixed in the ground. 

So I would render the well-known line of Horace, ' modicis instravit pulpita 

tignis.'1 The word tignis is usually rendered by ' beams,' but the meaning is 
more satisfactory if, in this instance, beams set up vertically are understood ; 

and tigna seems to have this meaning in the difficult passage of Caesar, in 
which the bridge over the Rhine is described.2 Behind this platform was the 

wooden front of the stage buildings; and this front, probably a rough erection 

of timber, would be by Agatharchus painted so as to resemble generally a 

temple or a palace of the heroic age. 

Thus it does not seem likely that Agatharchus would produce a canvas 

scene such as ours ; he would paint the front of the sk^ne to .look like a palace 
with pillars and cornices. The building would have two storeys, and in the 

upper storey probably a balcony to serve as a deoXoyeiov. It would also 

probably, as Reisch observes, have a gable roof. Three doors below would lead 
out on to the stage. If the edifice had to serve as a temple, it would do very 

well, with slight adaptation. If it had to serve, as in Comedy, as a row of 

private houses, it would also serve. There is rather more difficulty in seeing 
how it would serve in the satyric plays, where rocks and caves were supposed 

to mark the scene. But the Greeks were utterly unused to pictorial illusion 

and quite ready to accept any convention which was intelligible to them. The 
whole character of ancient acting with its masks and trailing robes and set 

schemes proves this. And therefore we may fairly suppose that a few rocks 
strewn on the stage, perhaps a curtain or two to hide part of the skene, would 
well suffice to satisfy the audience that it was in a glen or on a mountain side. 

Such is the view which I would submit to scholars in regard to the scene-
painting of Agatharchus. Like all views in regard to the setting of plays in 

the fifth century it does not admit of positive proof or disproof. The 

evidence for it is merely evidence of probability. If, however, we pursue the 
history of scene-painting onwards into the Hellenistic age, we have a great 

deal of archaeological evidence to consider in the form both of extant remains 

of theatres, and of inscriptions. This evidence seems to indicate that in the 

Hellenistic age there was still a permanent painted background of wood or 

stone, and that instead of using great painted canvas screens, the Greeks 

indicated a change of scene in a quite conventional way, by the help of 

periacti. 

1 Ars Poetica, 279. dalia paulurn ab imo praeacuta in fiumen 
Bell. Gall. iv. 17, 3 Tigna biua sesquipe- defixerat. 
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Among the younger contemporaries of Agatharchus, Apollodorus of 

Athens seems to have devoted attention to perspective and scene-painting. 

Hesyehius speaks of him as a-Kiaypdipog and o-KTjvoypdcpog. H e appears to have 

made improvements in the rendering of light and shade, especially perhaps on 

rounded surfaces. These improvements are quite in the line started by Aga
tharchus. There is no reason to think that a painter like Apollodorus would do 

more than paint the wooden front of the skene. It is in fact certain that there 

is no justification for the notion held by some writers on the Greek stage that 
the scene-painter of the fourth century would stretch across the upper part 

of the front of the skene a great canvas screen representing the sky, and 
across the lower part of that front another canvas screen representing some 

particular place, and pierced with doors corresponding to the doors from the 

skene" on to the stage. 
So far as I know, the only piece of archaeological evidence alleged in 

favour of great painted screens as a background is found at Megalopolis. The 
o-KrjvodrJKr] unearthed on that site does appear to have held some kind of 

long screen, which ran out on wheels immediately in front of the steps which 
led up to the Thersilion. But as to the character of this screen there is no 

evidence. Dr. Dorpfeld supposes it to have been a scaena ductilis, drawn 
in front of the Thersilion as a background to the orchestra. If, however, we 

turn to the only ancient writer who describes the scaena ductilis, Servius,1 
we shall find that his description of it does not in the least suit the conditions 

of the case at Megalopolis. If there were at Megalopolis such a screen as 
Dr. Dorpfeld supposes, it could not be drawn away to right and left, to 

expose an interior behind it. It is in fact not clear of what period of the 
Theatre Servius is speaking. If any scene corresponding to his description 

ever existed, it would seem to be a later substitute for the iKKVKXrjp,a of 
Aeschylus, some less primitive way of exhibiting what took place in the 
palace at the back of the stage. 

I conceive that the contrivance kept in the o-K7}vodfJKr) at Megalopolis was 
of another character, not a canvas background to the actors, but probably the 

wooden front of a stage, which ran out on occasion in front of the marble 
steps of the Thersilion. 

In the fourth and third centuries, in most of the great theatres of 

Greece, a stone skene took the place of the older wooden erection; and at 
a somewhat later time the wooden stage in front of the skene was superseded 

by one of stone. Of course the erection of an architectural front to the 
stage-buildings would do away with the necessity for a painted imitation 

of palace or temple-front. But the process of petrifaction was a gradual 

one, and for a long time painting remained an important element in the front 

of the skene. W e m a y best see this from the very important inscriptions 

of Delos collected by M . Homolle.2 The Director of the French School of 

Athens is unable to satisfy himself whether, in the early part of the third 

1 Servius on Verg. Georg. iii. 24 (scaena) \illue species picturae nudabatur interior. 
ductilis turn, cum traotatis tabulatis hue atque 2 Bull. Corr. Hell. 1894, pp. 161-7. 

file:///illue
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century, the stage-buildings of Delos were made of wood, or whether the 
foundations of walls were of stone, and wood was only used to fill up a stone 
framework. W e know that in the theatres at Eretria and other sites, when 
the front of the stage was adorned with stone columns, the interstices between 
those columns were filled up with wooden boards or pinakes, which ran in 
grooves cut in the pillars. This arrangement seems also to have been adopted 
for the front of the stage-buildings at Delos. The inscriptions make it certain 
that o-Kfjvrj irpoaKrjviov and irapao-Krjvia alike were partly made of pinakes, 
wooden boards, squared and painted, of which there were at least two rows 

one above the other. Some information as to the painting of these boards 

is to be extracted from the Delian inscriptions. One exceedingly important 

fact meets us at once, that the painting alike of sken§, paraskenia and hypo-

skenion was paid for, not in the cost of the production of plays, but in the 
ordinary cost of construction. There is no indication that it had any relation 

to plays to be -performed. The painting, naturally, was renewed from time 

to time : but only at considerable intervals. As to the fashion of the painting 

we have some hints. Pinakes were inserted in the proscenium and the 

paraskenia: but the painting is sometimes apparently not confined to 
pinakes. In B.C. 274 some contractors undertake ypd-^rai Tag o-Krjvdg Kal Ta 

irapao-Krjvia at the large cost of 2500 drachms. The word ypd-^rai used in 
this and other places seems to imply not mere house-painting in masses of 

colour, but the representation of actual objects. 

It appears probable that the pinakes and the wooden parts of the walls 
of the front of the skene would be painted mainly on the same principles on 

which the house-painters of Pompeii proceed : that is, they would be coloured 

to represent pillars, windows, inlaid marbles, and architectural decoration. If 

so, the line started by Agatharchus would be continued to quite a late period 
in the history of the Greek stage. 

That the paintings of the front of the skene" were in Hellenistic times 
mostly architectural seems to be shown by various passages of ancient writers. 
Thus Polybius1 says that history, compared with epideictic discourses, bears 

the same relation to them which real buildings and objects bear to those 

which appear in the paintings of the skene. Valerius Maximus2 tells us that 

Claudius Pulcher caused the front wall of the skene to be decked with varied 
colour and fresh painting : crows are said to have tried to settle on a roof which 

was painted. Vitruvius3 writes, ' in scaenis pictis videntur columnarum pro-

jecturae, mutulorum ecphorae, signorum figurae prominentes,' &c. 
W e have next to consider the periacti, which seem to have played a 

very important part on the Greek stage. As to their general character we 

have unambiguous testimony of Vitruvius; and writers on the Greek theatre are 

agreed.* They were upright three-sided erections turning on a pivot, placed 

xii. 28a. Mittheil. 1898, p. 384. As Dr. Holwerda is an 
ii. 4, 6. advocate of the no-stage theory, his views do 

5 vi. 22. not coincide with those here advocated ; but as 
4 Among the most recent discussions of the to the general use of the periacti Dr. Holwerda 

periacti is that of Dr. Holwerda in Athen. and I do notgreatly differ. 
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by the two side doors of the stage, and bearing on each side a different 

device, which could be in turn presented to the spectators, to indicate a 

change of scene.1 
A s to the size and exact place of the periacti, the only definite monu

mental evidence which has been brought forward comes from Epidaurus. In 

the two wings of the stage, the paraskenia, of the theatre there, Dr. Dorpfeld 
calls attention to two openings in the wall facing the orchestra ; in the midst 

of each opening was a hole in which a pivot seems to have turned. H e 

thinks that periacti moved here, probably rather two-sided than three-sided. 

T h e space to be filled by one side of each periactos would be some four feet 

in width by ten or more feet in height. T h e position thus assigned to the 

periacti is not that given them by Pollux, w h o says that they stood by the 
side doors on to the stage. T h e use of periacti being, as will be presently 

shown, quite conventional, it would not greatly matter whether they stood 

at orchestra level or at the level of the stage. But Dr. Dorpfeld's view needs 
further proof. A two-sided periactos is quite out of accord with our testimony 

in regard to these machines from ancient writers : and boards placed in the 

positions assigned them by Dr. Dorpfeld would have been invisible to that 
part of the audience which had not the advantage of sitting opposite to the 

stage, being hidden by the projecting corners of the paraskenia. 
It has been doubted whether periacti were in use in the fifth century. 

In m y opinion an arrangement so simple, so conventional, and yet so effective, 
is quite in the manner of that century. O n e grammarian mentions them 
among the stage furniture introduced by Aeschylus. O f course w e cannot rely 
entirely on such authority. But the contrivance is of the same class as the 
ekkyklema and as the mask, which were certainly Aeschylean. It has some

times been supposed that the periacti stood in line with a painted background, 
and when turned altered a small part of that background. That would be at 

once elaborate and clumsy. I conceive that there was no painted background: 
that the periacti stood alone; and that they indicated a change of scene in a 
merely symbolical way. 

The vases of the later fifth century furnish us with any number of 
examples to show h o w the painters of that age indicated locality. It was 

done on the principle of making a single typical feature stand for the whole.2 
Transferring this custom to the stage, it will I think be clear h o w easily 

and naturally a painter of that age could on the side of a periactos depict all 

Vitruvius v. 8. Servius, ad Verg. Georg. iii. quibusdam couvertebatur, et aliam pioturae 
24 speaks of the periactos as scaena versilis. 
' Versilis turn erat, cum subito tota machinis 

a A few instances may be desirable :— 
Domestic interior ; closet: 
Ida ; rock and goats : 
Temple of Apollo ; tree, altar: 
Palaestra ; columns, strigils : 
Music School; column, instruments : 
Tent of Achilles : 
Palace of Agamemnon : 

quibusdam couvertebatur, 
faciem ostendebat.' 

Gerhard, Vases et Coupes 
,y »i 
,, Auserl. Vasenb. 
,, ,, 
,, i, 

Hartwig, Meistersch. 

et al 

28 
11 
224 
281 
304 
41 
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that was necessary for the identification of a locality. A pillar and statue 
would indicate the temple of any given deity, a closet an interior, a tree a grove, 
and so forth. Pollux gives us a suggestion as to the kind of scenes commonly 

shown by the periacti. As the passage has been much discussed I will give it 

at length : KaTaBXrjpiaTa Be vcpda-fiaTa rj irlvaKeg rjaav exovTeg ypacpdg tt) 
XPeta T(bv BpapiaTCOv irpoo-<f>6povg- KaTeBdXXeTO 8' iifl Tag irepiaKTOvg opog 

BeiKvvvia rj ddXaTTav rj iroTapibv rj aXXo ti toiovtov. Several writers on the 
Greek stage regard the earlier part of this passage as referring to a painted 
background to the scene; I think on the contrary that it implies that hangings 

or wooden tablets were affixed to the the sides of the periacti, giving the scenes 
described. 

The mountain would be represented by a rock, with perhaps a goat or 

two: the sea by a waved line with blue colour below it, and a dolphin 

leaping above it. Perhaps a river, as is so very commonly the case in Greek 

art, might be represented by a reclining river-god, holding a vessel of water. 

The presence of river-gods to mark locality is to be found, in the opinion of 
most archaeologists, in fifth century pediments. Just as the audience on 

seeing a particular dress and mask would at once know what character was 
meant, in an exactly similar fashion they would, on seeing the device on a 

periactos, at once identify the scene which was to be understood. A turn of 

the prism, and all both far and near would realise that the scene was trans
ferred to a new place, and what the place was. In the absence of a play-bill 

some such conventional arrangement was necessary. 

It seems a natural extension of the convention when Pollux adds that a 
turn of the right periactos changes the toVo?, while a turn of both together 

will change the x^Pa- ^ne would suppose for example that in the Ajax the 
Tbirog is changed and in the Eumenides the %<opa; let us then try to see how 

this would be rendered. W e may suppose that in the Ajax, the prows of two 

ships, standing for the Greek camp and fleet, were represented on both periacti. 
If one were turned, then at one end of the stage a ship would still be seen, 

but at the other end, where Ajax falls on his sword, there would be only rock 
and stone. In the Eumenides, in the first act Delphi could easily be indicated 

to a Greek if one periactos showed a figure of Apollo, the other the sacred 

omphalos, which frequently appears on vases to indicate Delphi. Then in the 

second act the figure of Apollo would make way for that of Athena on one 
of the periacti, while on the other the omphalos would be replaced by the 
sacred olive of the Athenian Acropolis. It may be, however, that Pollux, as 

is so often the case with him, here makes a general rule on the basis of 

one or two instances. The above explanations cannot claim to be more than 

a suggestion of what was possible. 
W h e n a fresh play came on, the periacti or their pictures could be in a few 

minutes removed, and others put in their places, to move on the same pivots, 

giving fresh localities. Any extensive change of background is only possible when 
there is a curtain to be raised or lowered, which will conceal the movements 

1 iv. 131. 
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of scene-shifters. On the Greek stage there was no curtain; hence it was 
necessary that changes of scenery should be carried out under the eyes of the 

spectators. A n d the device of the periacti enabled this to be done rapidly, 
simply, and to a Greek audience, intelligibly. 

I conceive that we have now described in full the function of the periacti. 
It is however supposed by some writers that Pollux assigns to these machines 
far more elaborate functions. In a passage cited below1 he is supposed to 
affirm that the periactos on the right exhibits what is outside the city, while 
that on the left exhibits what comes from the city, and especially from the 
harbour, and introduces marine deities and objects too heavy for the mechane 
to carry. This way of taking the passage seems to m e to deprive it of sense : 
it is impossible to see how the painting of a periactos could show Ta iK Xi/xevog, 
or how it could bring in marine deities. One commentator supposes that the 
sea deities would be perched on a shelf of the periactos and so become 
visible as it turned. But these difficulties vanish if we suppose, as Oehmichen 
and others have already maintained, that the descriptions of Pollux refer not 
to the periacti but to the doors by which they stood ; and this seems by far 
the simplest and most natural way of taking the passage. B y one door would 
enter those from the country, by the other those from the city and the 
harbour. Most deities would descend in the mechane, but marine deities 
would enter on the ordinary level by the door leading from the harbour. 

It m a y be objected that a passage of Vitruvius,2 which connects the 
periacti with the gods, seems to be inconsistent with this simple interpreta
tion. H e speaks of periacti, ' quae cum aut fabularum mutationes sunt futurae 
seu deorum adventus cum tonitribus repentinis, versentur, mutentque speciem 
ornationis in fronte.' This passage however is of quite simple interpretation. 
It does not imply that the gods were introduced by the periacti, but only that 
when the gods were about to appear the locality as indicated by the periacti 
was changed, as indeed was very natural. 

The next question which arises is whether there was not on the early. 
Greek stage some scenery of a more detached and temporary character, and 
having closer reference to the requirements Of particular plays than the 
painted pinakes; and at the same time less summary and conventional than 
the designs on the periacti. If such scenery was in use, it certainly did not 
consist of a continuous painted background, but of much simpler contrivances 
The doors of the skeng, I imagine, were always visible, and used. To put in 
front of them a long canvas, and to make doors in it corresponding to the 
stage doors, seems a most impractical and absurd arrangement. But by 
means of curtains and furniture a particular character could easily be given 
to the doors. 

This seems to be clearly implied in the well-known passage, in which 
Vitruvius speaks of the doors of the stage, ' mediae valvae ornatus habeant 

1 Pollux iv. 126. irap' eKarepa tie rav Sio 4k 7r6\eas, fidKltrra rh ifk \i/xevos- Kal Beois Te 
Bupwv toiv irepl t V aianv &\\at 5i5o ehv &v, /j.la BaAarrtovs iviyei, Kal irdvB' baa eiraxBearepa 
eKarepuBey, Trpbs asalireptaKTOt (Tv^ireiT^yatTiv, rj $vra i] fxnxavh tytpetv aSvtaru. 
fkv 5e£i& 7a %\(v ir(J\e«y SnAovira, t] 8' erepa ra 2 v, 8, 
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regiae aulae.' And again, ' tragicae scaenae deformantur columnis et fastigiis 

et signis reliquisque regalibus rebus, comicae autem aedificiorum privatorum 
habent speciem, satyricae vero ornantur arboribus speluncis montibus reliquis
que agrestibus rebus.' I do not regard these words as implying, either on 
the early or the late Greek stage, any elaborate arrangements of cork pillars 
and other theatrical properties. Something far simpler sufficed, though 
what exactly was done we have no means for ascertaining with certainty. 

But it seems likely that in the fifth century, at all events, amid the many 

conventions of the Aeschylean stage, very summary changes of scenery 

would satisfy the audience. 

The analogy of the Elizabethan stage entirely supports this view. O n it 

also changes of scenery were indicated in the most summary fashion, sometimes 

merely by a placard. Hence the ease with which Shakespeare changes his 

scene. H e flies like a bird from place to place, while the modern scene-painter 
is obliged to follow him with heavy steps, trying to translate into the language 

of realism the airy fancies of the dramatist. But anything like modern stage 

realism never existed at any period among the Greeks. 

S o m e Hellenistic reliefs are very suggestive in the matter of a stage 

background. O n e of these in particular1 presents us with a scene from a 

comedy, acted on a stage. A door visible in the background is adorned with 
wreaths, bucrania and griffins ; part of the front of the skSne" is cut off by a 

curtain. Such simple modifications of the background as this are quite Greek 

in style, and are sufficient for the purpose of adapting a permanent stone front 

to various representations. 
O n the present occasion I must confine the discussion to general 

principles, and cannot examine at length how these principles were applied 

in the staging of various ancient plays. To do this adequately would require 
a volume. It need here only be said that we must not take too seriously the 
references to the scene which are not unfrequent in the mouths of the 

characters of tragedy, especially in the plays of Euripides. A crucial example 
m a y be found in that passage of the Ion2 in which the chorus describes as if 

they were visible the pedimental sculptures, or as some prefer to think, the 
metopes, of the temple of Apollo at Delphi. They speak of sculptured groups 

representing the slaying of the Lernaean Hydra by Heracles and Iolaus, the 
overthrowing of the Chimaera by Bellerophon, and several scenes from the 

battle of the Gods and Giants. There is no evidence from other quarters that 

these subjects were sculptured on the Delphic temple: Pausanias describes 

the temple of the fourth century, and not that of the time of Euripides, and 

so does not come in. But the subjects were among those most commonly 

represented in ancient art, and perfectly familiar to every one of the audience. 

I conceive that the descriptions are merely fanciful and imaginary, and that 

we cannot press the testimony of Euripides to prove either that these subjects 
were really represented at Delphi, or that they were introduced at Athens for 

Schreiber, Hellenist. Reliefs, PI. 83 : Dorp- ° 1. 184-218, 
feldand Reisch, p. 327 : cf. Schreiber PL 85, &c. 
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the occasion on the front of the skene. We moderns find it difficult to 

realize h o w far more naturalistic w e are in theatrical representations than the 

Greeks. In the same play of the Ion} later on, a servant describes in great 

detail a piece of tapestry dedicated by Heracles out of the spoils of the 

Amazons. Surely in this case w e can scarcely imagine that he produced on 

the stage a garment embroidered with the scenes described by the poet. But 

the two descriptions are alike vivid and detailed. 

In like manner the elaborate backgrounds sometimes supposed to be 

implied in other plays of Euripides need scarcely be taken seriously. Dr. Reisch 

says that in the Andromeda of Euripides, the heroine appeared fastened to a 

rock close to the sea; I strongly suspect, however, that a dolphin and a line 

of waves on one of the periacti would represent the.sea. The same writer 
thinks that the background of the Troades represented burning Ilium which, 

I presume, came tumbling down on the stage like the city in Mr. Wilson 

Barrett's Claudian. Even Dr. Reisch, however, is staggered, when in the 

Hercules Furens the palace comes clattering down, and yet a little later in the 
play its front is spoken of as still standing. W e are told that when the 

Incendium of Afranius was played before Nero, a real house was burned. 
Such a tasteless and ridiculous bit of realism was quite suitable to Nero, but 

would have been looked on with disdain in the better days of the Attic stage. 

It does not seem impossible to realize what the background of the Greek 
stage was like in the various periods of dramatic representation. W e know 
that in the case of such theatres as that of Aspendus it was an elaborate 

architectural stone front with pillars, cornices and windows, rising to a 

considerable height, and divided into storeys. O f a similar kind, no doubt, 
though less elaborate, were the fronts of the skenae in the great Greek theatres 
of the Hellenistic age, at Athens, Megalopolis, Epidaurus, and other places. 
At an earlier time, in the fifth and fourth centuries, the stage-buildings were 

of wood. But there can scarcely be a doubt that in architectural character 

they resembled the stone buildings which succeeded them, though on a less 
ambitious scale and a simpler plan. The doors on to the stage at all periods 
were house doors; and the walls in which they were cut must have stood for 

house walls. This background would stand for temple, palace or house, as the 
case required, and any differentia of scenery necessary for the purposes of any 

particular play would be added either by the use of periacti, or by the 
introduction of very simple stage properties. 

Percy Gardner. 

1. 1146. 



ON REPRESENTATIONS OF HELIOS A N D OF SELENE; 

[Plates IX., X.] 

I. 

Among the various references which Athenaeus makes in his Aeiirvo-
aodwnal to the encounter of Herakles with Helios, when he was going to the 

island of Erytheia, w e find the following (Book xi. 39 ff):— 
(pepeKvBrjg 8' iv Tjj TpiTrj t5>v laTopiwv irpoeiircov irepl tov 'Q,Keavov 

iiridjeper 6 8' 'HpaKXfjg eXKeTai eir axiTov to to^ov dig BaXwv, Kal o "HXto? 

iravaaadai KeXevei, b Be Beiaag iraveiai. "H\to? Be dvTl tovtov BIBcoaiv 

avTio to Beirag to xpvcreov, b avTov ecftopei crvv Tat? 'iiriroig, iirr)v Bvr/, Bid tov 

'QjKeavov ttjv vvKTa irpbg eoygv, iv dvicrx^i' o "HXto?. etrena iropeveiai o 
'UpaKXijg iv too Beira'i tovtoj e? tijv Epvdeiav k.t.X. 

To this curious episode only two pictorial allusions have so far been 

known; they represent two successive moments in the drama, and are found, 
one on a black-figured lekythos of somewhat careless style, first published by 

Stackelberg1 and frequently reproduced, where Herakles is depicted in the 

act of stopping the chariot of the sun, and the other, on the beautiful and 
well-known kylix in the Museo Gregoriano 2 where he is shown sailing in the 

cup given by Helios. To these two w e can now add a third (Plate IX.), 
which has the additional advantage of being infinitely superior in point of 

technique to the first named. This too is painted in black on the red 

ground of a lekythos (Fig. 1) found some years ago in Eretria. Other 
lekythi of similar type found in the same district have already been published 

in this Journal,3 and the one in question (height 0'30, greatest circumference 
0'385), n o w in the National M u s e u m at Athens, was acquired by the Greek 

Archaeological Society, together with several others, and placed in the 

1 Graber der Hellenen, Taf. XV. 5 ; Gerhard, the same excavations come the lekythos Poly-
Gesamm.Abhandl. Taf.V. 5. Roscher, Lexikoni. technicon 3507 published Jahrbuch. d. Inst. ii. 
col. 1995 ; cf. ibid. col. 2204. p. 163; another, 3508 published Antilce Dcnlc-
2 Museum Gregor. ii. Tav. LXXIV. 1 ; Ger- maler i. Taf. XXIII. 3 (cf. Jahrbuch. ibid. 

hard loc. cit. No. 4 Auserl. Vasenb. Taf. CIX. p. 242) and various other lekythi and small 
Roscher ibid. col. 2204. t oinochoai as far as the inventory number 3514 ; 
3 Vol. xiii. 1892 PL I.-III. p. 1 sqq. (E. moreover the lekythos 3533 (Ephebus on horse-

Sellers). For the excavations at Eretria cf. back) etc. ; all vases with the figures drawn on 
Tsountas, 'EQvp- «PX- 1886 p. 31 sqq. From white ground, or else red-figured. 

H.S,—VOL. XIX. T 
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Polytechnicon collection (Reg. No. 3506) where I was able to examine and 

copy it, thanks to the kindness of M. Kumanudis.1 The vase is complete, 

but has been put together from many pieces. The surface has been some

what injured, the horses in particular being much damaged, but nothing of 
importance is wanting. 

Helios in his chariot, drawn by two winged white horses, rises from the 

ocean, in which fishes swim; he is bearded, as is usual in archaic repre

sentations of him, and above his head is 

the radiate disc of a reddish sun ; he wears 
a chiton, and a chlaina embroidered with 

red and white flowers is thrown over his 

shoulders and hangs down on either side. 

His eyes are directed towards the figure of 
Herakles crouching on a rock in the midst 

of the sea. Herakles is rendered in ac
cordance with the usual archaic type, a 

wedge-shaped beard, lion-skin drawn over 
his head,' and fastened round the waist by 

the belt, on his back a bow and quiver. 

! } f . ' V' j His other weapon is the club, but he is not 
.1 i using it, as it is in his left hand; his right 

is raised in a gesture of surprise, so that the 
conception underlying this picture is clearly 
a very different one from that which in

spired the Stackelberg vase, where Herakles 
is making an almost grotesque display of 
valour. In our design the hero waits near 

the spot where the chariot of the sun will 
appear, and when at last it does burst forth 

in all its glory, he who was on the watch 

for the right moment to bar its progress 
with his club, so as to avenp;e himself for 

the burning heat with which the god has 
increased the toil of his task, dares not 

make use of his weapons and gazes in 
wonder at the sight. 

The design is instinct with a fine and delicate feeling which agrees well 

with the spirit of Pherekydes' story—the calm, imperturbable god seems to be 
Littering the very words with which he bade the hero desist from his attempt, 

and at the same time promised him the wondrous recompense, while in the 
hero's attitude w e trace a shade of fear, a feeling to which he was generally a 

stranger, and which prevents him from putting his plans into execution. 

The value of our design lies not merely in its esoteric interest, the rarity 
of the subject rendered, but also in its exoteric one, the method of its 

Lekythos at Athens. 

The drawing has been cleverly executed by Sig. Berretti, after a careful tracing. 
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rendering. In fact the composition is merely a combination of two distinct 

motives which existed separately in archaic art, the type of the chariot of Helios 

rising from the sea, and the type of Herakles crouching, armed to the teeth. 

But in spite of agreement in technique with the black-figured vases, archaism 
is here presented in a form somewhat modified by the spirit of a more advanced 

art, and just as the figure of Herakles has much in common with those on 

red-figured vases of severe style, so the chariot of Helios is represented in a 
style which does not correspond exactly with the earlier type, though it 

possesses many of its peculiarities. W e see this type (which is of course 

based on the well-known scheme of a chariot seen from the front), though in 
a somewhat late and unusual form, on a black-figured amphora1 of careless 

style. It is a proof of the persistence of the traditional type, a persistence which 
can of course be paralleled in analogous representations of other subjects ; and 
even our artist carefully keeps to the received type and merely modifies it 
in the manner adopted in all known representations of Helios anterior to the 

fine red-figured vase style. W e see the chariot from the front, and the god, 

save that his head is turned to the spectator's left, faces the same way; he is 
still bearded, not, as in later figures, beardless; on the other hand an attempt 
has been made to give more' movement to the group, by changing the position 
of the horses ; but the artist unable yet to foreshorten them has had recourse 
to the ingenious expedient of drawing them in profile and of turning them to 

face each other; for they are a pair, not a team of four. The solution of the 

difficulty is not a very happy one, for the schema obtained is less natural and 
more forced than the earlier one ; but we cannot deny that the design gains 
in decorative effect from the greater symmetry thus obtained; to this effect 

the beautiful recurved wings with which the artist has decorated the horses 
contribute not a little. H e cannot however be credited with the actual 
invention of this second type, for (except on the amphora mentioned above), 

it is common to all known representations of Helios anterior to the fine 
red-figured style, but with the difference that in them the design is hurriedly 
and carelessly drawn, and of the horses, by a conventional abbreviation, only 

the fore-parts are shown. It is remarkable that all or almost all the vases on 
which this design is found are black-figured Attic lekythi of decadent style. 

The most notable of them are the Stackelberg lekythos and a few others 

in which only the chariot appears, as for instance one from Athens,2 now 
in the museum at Berlin, a second, like ours, from Eretria, in Boston,3 and a 

third, formerly in the Lamberg collection,4 of which the shape is not indicated, 

but which probably, judging from the similarity of its design, is also a 

lekythos. Further, the same design has been adapted to a Selene figure, in 

the interior of a well-known red-figured kylix (Fig. 2) in the style of Brygos, 

belonging to the Berlin Museum.6 

1 Mite dram. ii. PL CXV. 1. 6 Furtwangler, Vasensammlung 2293. Ger-
" Furtwangler, Vasensammlung 1983. hard, Trinkschalen Taf. VIII. 3, 4 ; Mite dram. 
3 C. Robinson, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, ii. PL CXVII. The figure in Gerhard, Gesamm. 

Catalogue of Vases No. 335. Abhandl. Taf. VIII. 3 and in Roscher, Lemkon 
4 Laborde, Vases Lamberg ii. p. 13, vign. 3 ; ii. col. 3139, is reversed. Cf. also Hartwig, 

Mite dram. ii. PI. OVI. Meisterschalen p. 356. 
T 2 
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The type, therefore, is one familiar to the painters both of black-

figured lekythi and of ' severe' red-figured kylikes, and both these styles 

belong to a period not anterior to the fifth century B.C., though I should say 

that the type in question was in existence at the very outset of that period. 

The kylix just referred to, and the new lekythos, are both better arguments 

in support of this theory than the black-figured lekythi of later style first 
mentioned, for our vase is painted in a manner which is still very far distant 

from that which is shown, for instance, by the well-known vase with the 
quadriga of Amphiaraos,1 and attains a degree of accuracy not often found 

Fio. 2.—Kylix at Berlin. 

(From Gerhard, Trinkschalen, PI. VIII.) 

in the black-figured lekythi of that century. The figures are drawn with a 
firmer and bolder touch than is perhaps consistent with the technique 
employed, and all their details are picked out in accordance with the 

methods traditional in this style. The outlines and the inner markings, 

both of the black and of the white figures, are marked out with finely-incised 
lines, used with special effect in the manes, tails and wings of the horses, which 
last are painted in white, laid, as usual, over the black silhouette; the fish 

are white, so are the edge of the rock on which Herakles crouches, his belt, 
and the outlines of the mouth and the teeth of his lion skin. The rosettes 

Wiener Vorlegeblatter 1889 Taf. XI. 8. 
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on the garment of Helios are partly white and partly red, a colour used also 
for his beard and front hair, for the beard of Herakles, for the solar disc, 

and for some touches on the lion skin, and on the manes and tails of the 
horses, so that the monochrome reproduction on Plate IX. gives but a poor 

idea of the rich and varied colouring of the original.1 Not content with the 

effect thus produced the artist has attempted, by a very ingenious device, to 
indicate the transparency of the water; its depths are rendered in black with 

the usual schematic waves on the surface, but water supposed to be immedi

ately in front of the horses' legs and of the fishes is treated with a slight and 

uneven wash of varnish much diluted, and spread horizontally over the 

white, which thus looks as if it were veiled in a thin yellowish-white medium. 
This device is an early sign of the well-known naturalistic tendencies of the 

polychrome lekythi, and occurs also on another lekythos from Eretria with 

black figures on a white ground (published in this Journal, vol. xiii. 1892. 
PL I.), in which the water between the rocks of the Sirens is rendered in 

the same way. The presence of so rare a technique 2 on two vases from 

the same locality makes it not unlikely that they both come from one 

workshop, and the likelihood is still further increased by certain general 
resemblances of style and the similar treatment of certain details, such as 

the serpentine lines incised in the hair of one of the Sirens and painted 
on the tunic of Ulysses, the form of the rocks, the similar distribution of 
colour, the pattern incised on the figure of one Siren, etc. Our vase may 

moreover be compared with the two other lekythi from Eretria (published 

together in the same Vol. xiii., PI. II. and III.), one representing the adven
tures of Ulysses at Circe's court, and the other those of Herakles and Atlas. 

Here also we find some similarities of treatment, notably in the type of 

Herakles, the form of his bow and quiver, and the method of rendering the 

curls. 
Though our lekythos and the other three may very probably come from 

the same workshop, there is no real ground for saying that they are contem

porary. Ours is the earliest in date, in proof of which we may adduce its 
more intense archaism, the absence of white engobe, and even the shape of 

the vase, which is less cylindrical and flatter than the others. I deem it 

premature to enquire whether the manufacture of this, and of the other three 

lekythi, is to be assigned, with Tsountas (loc. cit.), to Eretria or to Athens. 

II. 

The subject figured on Plate X. forms an effective contrast to the pre

ceding, for whereas that pictures the god of daylight, this represents another 
j 

1 In the Plate the incised lines and the small black strokes. 
white colour are represented by the natural 2 Miss Sellers in the text dealing with the PI. 
tone of the paper ; tho red is indicated by I. cited mentions a fictile b.f. fragment from 
half tint, and the veiled wdiite of the parts Naukratis (Catal. B. 103]9) in which the water 
immersed in the water by another, lighter half- is indicated in an analogous way. 
tint. The fiaked-off portions are indicated by 
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rare subject, the goddess of night. Selene rises from the sea (indicated by a 
dolphin) in her chariot drawn by two winged fiery steeds, and starts on her 
rapid journey across the starry sky, guided by the figure of H e r m e s who 
precedes her. T h e subject decorates a bell-krater (Fig. 3), which was found 
in Boeotia, and has passed with the rest of the Polytechnicon collection into 
the Central M u s e u m at Athens.1 It belongs to the end of the ' fine' red-
figured vase period, but still in m y opinion to the fifth century; the 

design though- hurriedly drawn is the 
work of a skilled and experienced 
hand, and its spirited execution atones 
for the incorrectness of some of the 
details. 

T h e goddess appears in the form of 
a graceful maiden, wearing a radiate 
diadem on her flowing hair, and dressed 
in a light robe, which stirred by the 
breeze winds itself round the girlish 
figure slightly bent forward to obtain a 
firm footing on the chariot and to 
steady the galloping horses. Near her 
head is the lunar disc between two 
stars. Here, as in the Helios vase, we 
have another instance in which the 
presentation of a divine personality in a 
h u m a n form does not exclude that of 
the natural phenomenon,2 and just as 

Helios has his solar disc, so Selene has her moon. Sometimes, as in the 
Berlin kylix (Fig. 2), this takes the form of a disc placed on the head 
of the goddess, like that above Helios, only it is not radiate ; 8 sometimes it is 
a profile female head, enclosed in a circle,4 probably an allusion to the full 
moon;6 the commonest sign is however the characteristic crescent moon, a 
sign which in the best period is always placed beside Selene, and generally 
between two stars,6 while later artists preferred to place it on her head. It 

Fig. 3.—Keater at Athens (Reverse). 

1 Invent. No. 4294. Acquired in 1888. 
Put together out of several pieces. Height 0'33. 
The interior is varnished. It is provided also 
with a cover (omitted in tho photograph) 
adorned with branches of laurel, palmettes and 
lotos-flowers. 
2 Cf. Furtwangler, Sammlung Sabouroff, text 

to Taf. LXIII. 
3 By Rapp in Roscher, Lexikon i. col. 1277. 

and at first also by Furtwangler sho was inter
preted as Eos; Robert in Hermes 1884 p. 467 
sqq. recognised Nyx: but the presence of the 
lunar disc absolutely excludes both these inter
pretations. Cf. Weizsacker in Roschei', Lexikon 
iii. p. 575. 

1 See tho vase in Compte Rendu 1860 PI. III. 
and another in Gerhard, Gfesamm. Abhandl. 
PL VIII. 8, repeated in Roscher, Lexikon ii. 
col. 3166. Cf. the analogous representation of 
Helios in Gerhard ibid. Taf. V. 1, and Roscher 
ib. i. col. 1998. 
5 Cf. the kvkAos TravaiAnvos of Euripides, 

Ion v. 1146 sqq. 
6 Cf. for oxamplc the vase at Florence, 

Heydemann, Hall. IVinckelmannsprogramm 
1878 Taf. 111.2; Roscher Lexikon ii. col. 3140. 
A small r.f. lokythos with the head of Selene 
and the half-moon, unpublished, is mentioned 
by Hartwig, Meisterschalen p. 356 note 1. See 
for tho rest Roscher loc. cit. col. 3131. 
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is obvious that by this time the realistic representation of the phenomenon 
has gradually lost itself in the symbol; in earlier work, such as our vase, 

instead of the crescent, the goddess wears a golden diadem from which 
dart effulgent rays.1 

There are as is well known two classic types of Selene, one on horseback, 
the other in a chariot; the former was the favourite type in the fifth century, 

and it is well known that Pheidias used it on the bathron of Zeus at 
Olympia. U p to a very recent period it was supposed that it was the 

only one recognised by the master, and that in the Parthenon pediment 

also Selene was on horseback, but recent investigations show that she, 

like Helios at the other end,2 was in a chariot drawn by four horses. 

This does not in m y opinion3 necessitate a renaming of the group, for 

the idea of Selene journeying in a chariot is of fairly ancient date.4 
Judging from the monuments of all periods of ancient art it appears to 

be the more popular of the two, and if the riding type was more c o m m o n 

in the fifth century it did not entirely oust it from public favour. A proof 

of this is to be found in the Berlin kylix to which w e have already had 

occasion to refer, in a red-figured vase of severe style from C u m a,5 -and in 
the Athenian vase under discussion, which is but little removed from the 

Parthenon marbles in point of date, and in point of composition recalls the 

chariot groups on the. frieze. 

One detail remains to be discussed, the duty assigned to Hermes : it is 
no unusual thing to find him acting as guide to the chariots of gods and 

heroes,6 but in that case his presence is explained by his duty as herald and 

messenger of Zeus, an explanation which in this case would be unsatisfac
tory.7 This connection with the fair goddess of night must rather be 

explained by his functions as god of sleep and dreams, in which capacity he 

is often spoken of as bveipoiropiirbg and virvoBorrjg 8 ; he it was w h o put to 
sleep and slew Argos, and w h o (II. ft 445)' shed sleep ' upon the sentinels of the 

Achaean host; and it was in virtue of this power of his that the Phaeacians, 
before going to rest, offered a last libation to him (Od. rj 137) and that those w h o 

wished for ' pleasant dreams and sweet repose' hung his image near their beds. 

In this cjdse his functions are identical with those of Hypnos, w h o is 

mentioned as driver of Selene's chariot, and sometimes takes the place which 

1 Cf. Hymn. Horn. 32, 5. Roscher ibid. 6 Fiorelli, Vasi Gumani Tav. VI. 
3133. Cf. e.g. the vase at Bologna Annal. d. Inst. 
2 Sauer, Alhen. Mittheil. xiii. 1891, p. 84, 1880 Tav. IV. where Hermes precedes the 

Taf. III. The hypothesis that Selene rode oil quadriga which bears Herakles to Olympos, 
horseback was sustained by Cecil Smith in this moving, as here, over the sea, indicated by 
Journal, vol. ix. p. 9. fish. 
3 Miss Sellers in Classical Review vi. 370 7 On the relief representing Echelos and 

proposes to recognize Nyx in accordance with Basile, the mother of Helios and Selene, 
the Euripidean description in Aristoph. Thesm. Hermes acts as guide to the chariot ("Ecpnp.. 
v. 1065 ; an opinion accepted reservedly by apx- 1893 PI. IX. ; Collignon, Sculpture 
Furtwangler Masterpieces p. 465. Grecque ii. p. 190) ; but this is not enough to 
J Cf. Hymn. Horn. 32 ; Pindar, Ulymp. iii. establish a connection. 

19 ; Euripid. Suppl. 990 sqq. 8 See Roscher, Lexikon i. col. 2375 sq. 
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on our vase is occupied by Hermes 1. It is the connection between these 

duties of his and his attributes as god of death which accounts for the 

association of Hermes Psychopompos and of Selene on later sarcophagi, in the 

same way that the life-giver Prometheus appears with Helios 2. This 

explanation is in no way invalidated by the fact that on the Lasimos vase3 

Hermes acts as marshal to Eos, another divinity of the light, because his golden 
wand had the double power of giving sleep to mortals and of awakening 

them i; and this is why, on some of the neo-Attic reliefs, Hermes precedes the 

chariots of Helios and of Eos, if M. Homolle's explanation is correctB. But 

in so far as it concerns those on which the figure in the chariot is female, 
I think that a comparison with our vase would suggest an identification with 

Selene, rather than with Eos, and the more so that the figure is wingless. 
On the reverse of our krater (Fig. 3) there is a figure of Athena in a 

chariot in motion; she is dressed in a sleeveless tunic with the aegis thrown 
behind her shoulders, her hair unbound, the crest of her helmet floating in the 
wind ; beside her flies her owl. 

L. Savignoni. 

1 Roscher, ibid. ii. col. 3142. On a gem at Lichtgolthciten, Taf. VII. 4. 
Berlin, Hermes is figured as Hypnos. Miiller- i Ilias a 343 ; Odyss. e 47 ; w 3 ; Verg. Aen. 
"Wieseler, Denk. a. K. ii. 328. iv. 242. 
2 Cf. 0. Jahn, Arch. Beilrage p. 88. s Bull. eorr. hell. xvi. 1892 p. 336. 
3 Klein, Meistersignaturen p. 210 ; Gerhard 
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[Plate XL] 

We learn from Plinyx and Plutarch2 that there was in the sanctuary at 
Delphi a large bronze group, the work of Lysippus and Leochares, with a 
dedication by Craterus, Alexander's lieutenant, representing the rescue of 
Alexander by Craterus in a lion-hunt. The precision with which certain 
details are mentioned, (in particular the clogs) seems to show clearly that 
Plutarch was speaking de visit of this work of art; there is no need to 
imagine that it was transported to R o m e and that it was there he saw it. It 
is therefore quite possible to suppose that it was still in existence at Delphi 
at the time of Pausanias's visit. As the Periegetes makes no reference to it, 
his enemies will not fail to take advantage of this omission; unjustly, for 
Pausanias did not undertake to give a complete enumeration of even the most 
important ex-votos, with which in his time the sanctuary at Delphi was still 
crowded. 

O n the right of the staircase which leads from the space before the 
temple to the theatre 8 there is a sort of large chamber—if the word chamber 
is applicable to a court enclosed by walls on three of its sides. This chamber is 
consequently similar to that of the ex-voto of the Lacedaemonians; but its 
construction appears to be of more recent date, to be Hellenistic rather than 
Hellenic. In the middle ages we find that this sort of hall was transformed 
into a dwelling; the side which was left open (that looking on to the space 
in front of the temple) was closed, a wooden upper floor and wooden par
titions were added, and the beautiful isodomous masonry, with its stones 
tinted by the rays of the sun, was covered with a thick coating of stucco. 
The dimensions of the room and the care with which it was executed were 
calculated to be in harmony with the object it was destined to contain, and 

1 H.N. xxxiv. 63-64 : nobilitatur Lysippus irpls tov Atovra riy&vurai 7rep! ras fiao-iAtlas. 
et temulenta tibicina et canibus ac venatione... Tovto to Kvvijyiov Kpdrepos eis AeAcpovsavtBnKtv 
Idem fecit Alexandri venationem, quae Delphis eiK6vas x ^ k u s Tvoinadjavos tov \4ovtos Kal r&v 
sacrata est. kvvwv Kal tov jSaa-iAecus rip Aeov-r: arvvso-rwros 
2 Alex. 40 : 'Eire-reu'ey oZv in iw.Kh.ov abrbs Kai avrov TrpoffPonBovvros, &v to. fiiv Aiktittttos 

kavrbv iv rats ffrpariiais Kal rais Kuvyyeffiais iitXaae to. 5e Aeaxdpns. 
icaKonadiiv Kal TrapafSaAA.6[itt>o$, Sore ral Adicaiva. 3 See the plan of the Delphic sanctuary in 
irpiafievT^v Trapayev6p.*vov airnp Ae'oxTa Kara- B. C.H. xxi. (1897), or in Frazer's Pausanias, v. 
jSaAAocn p.iyav tin-civ KaASis ye, 'AA^avSpe, P L 4. 

file:///4ovtos
http://iw.Kh.ov
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indeed it was in this chamber, so well adapted to receive an ex-voto of such 

great and general importance, that the offering of Craterus was erected. 

To this fact evidence is borne by the following epigram, which may be 

read in large letters carefully cut on two consecutive stones of one of the 

courses of the back wall (B.C.H. xxi p. 598): 

Tto? 'AXe^dvBpov KpaTepog TaBe TU>ir6XX(av\i\ 

rjvl^aTO Tipideig Kal -noXiiBo^og dvrjp-
aTaae, tov ep. p,eydpoig iTeKvdbaaTo Kal Xtrre iraiSa, 

iracrav viroaxecr^av iraipl TeXmv KpaTepog' 
5 oippa ol dtSiov Kal dpiraXeov KXeog dypa, 

co P,eve, Tavpocpovov TovSe XeovTog exof 
op, iroTe, 'AX[eP,dv]8pa>i totb od' e'lireio Kal crvveiropdei 

Tcbi iroXvaiv[rjTcoi T]a>i8e 'Aaiag BaaiXel, 

obBe crvve^aXdira^e, Kal elg %epa? dvTidaavTa 

10 eKTavev olovbptcov ev irepaTeaai Avpcov. 

This shows that the offering was consecrated at Delphi by the younger 

Craterus1 (vv. 3-4) in fulfilment of a vow m a d e by his father Craterus, son of 
Alexander of Orestis (vv. 1-2) and lieutenant of Alexander the Great. This 
consecration must have been somewhat belated, seeing that Craterus the elder 
died in 321 and, according to the epigram itself, Craterus II was still in his 

infancy at the death of his father2. Craterus II was the son of Phila, the 
daughter of Antipater, w h o m Craterus the elder had married in the autumn 
of 322; the battle in which the elder Craterus m e t his death took place in 

the following summer, in harvest-time. Craterus the son was only a few 
weeks old at the time. It is natural to suppose that he waited to reach 

manhood to dedicate the ex-voto of his father. T h e dedication could not 
therefore be anterior to the year 300. T h e exact date lies somewhere between 
this date and that of the death of Craterus, which latter moreover is not 
exactly known. It is placed between 270 and 265. T h e palaeography of the 

epigram indicates clearly the first half of the third century; the letters have 

both thick and thin strokes, and the omega is of a particular shape o which at 
Delphi seems pecular to this period.3 Craterus the son, the uterine brother of 

For the younger Craterus cf. Niebuhr, the French translation) supposed that Cra-
ICleine Schriften, i. ; Bockh, C.I.G. i. p. viii. terus II. was a posthumous son, a hypothesis 
of the preface; Meineke, Stephani Eihnicorum negatived by the third line of the Delphic 
quae supersunt (Berlin, 1849), p. 214 sq. ; epigram. Cf. Cornelius Nepos, Vita Eumenis, 
Miiller, F.H.G. ii. p. 617 sq. ; Cobet, Ad 4: ossa (Crateri) in Macedonian uxori ciiis ac 
Craleri \f/n<p"r/J.dTaiv avvaya>yi]v, ill Mnemosyne, liberis remisit (Eumenes) ; in order to explain 
1873, p. 97 sq. ; Kreoh, De Crateri \f/. a. et de this liberis, Craterus must have had some 
locis aliquot Plutarchi ex ea pelitis (1888): children by Amastris, the niece of Darius, 
Susemihl, Gricch. Lilt, in der AlexamlrinerzeU, whom he had married in 324. 
i. p. 599 sq. For Alexander, son of the 3 Examples of this kind of omega on Delphic 
younger Craterus, cf. Monceaux, B.C.H. vi. inscriptions of the third century : (1) Proxenia 
p. 526 sq. ; Wilhelm, AIR, Mitth. xvi. p. 150, for Theodorus of Mogara, B.C.H. xxi. p. 316, 
and 'Efnp.. 'ApxatoA. 1892, p. 131. engraved aroixriiiv, but belonging to the third 
2 Droysen (Hist, de I'helUnisme, ii. p. 115 of century, seeing that it is dated in the arclion-
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Antigonus Gonatas, played towards the end of his life a sufficiently important 

part; he held high military commands in Greece proper, but there is nothing 
to prove that the Delphic ex-voto was not dedicated before the accession of 

Antigonus, i.e. before 277. W e learn from Athenaeus (xv. 696 E, F) that a 
paean, the work of Alexinus, the Eristic philosopher, was sung at Delphi in 

honour of Craterus : iraidv 8' icrrl Kal 6 elg KpaTepbv tov MaKeBova ypa<f>elg 
bv eTeKTrjvaTO 'AXeP,ivog 6 BiaXeKTiKog, &g (prjaiv "Eppiiirirog 6 KaXXipidxeiog 

ev toj irpoDTip irepl 'ApiaTOTeXovg- dBeTai Be Kal ovTog iv AeXcpioig, Xvpl^ovTog 
ye two?. iraiBbg: which means, that the people of Delphi, or the younger 

Craterus, had instituted a festival in honour of the elder Craterus. The 

paean of Alexinus was written in all probability, for the first occasion on 

which these KpaTepela were celebrated, that is to say for the dedication of 

the ex-voto of Craterus; but this does not tell us the exact date of this 
dedication, seeing that Alexinus is supposed (although his epoch is not 

definitely determined) to have lived to the end of the first third of the 3rd 
century. O n e thing only is certain, viz. that neither Lysippus nor even 

more certainly Leochares can have seen the inauguration of their work. The 

extreme date of the activity of Leochares is placed about 320 and that of 
Lysippus about 300. 

Yet another problem presents itself, which seems as little capable of 
exact solution as that of the date of the dedications—' W h e r e and w h e n did 
this hunt take place in which Craterus saved Alexander's life ?' olovbpimv iv 

irepaTecrai %vpmv, says the epigram; the text seems clear enough, and yet it 
is by no means so, w h e n w e remember that the Greeks employed quite 

indifferently the terms Xvpog and 'Aaavpiog, %vpla and 'Aaavpia.1 Between 
the battle of Issus and the entrance into Egypt, historians m a k e no mention of 

any hunting expeditions on the part of Alexander, and w e m a y quite 
pertinently ask ourselves w h e n he could have found the time. During the 

siege of Tyre, which lasted so long ? But that was just the busiest time in 
all the Phoenician campaign. A t the beginning of the siege, while con
structing the engines for attack, Alexander left Craterus before the city 

and went into the Anti-Libanus to m a k e a raid upon the Arab tribes.2 The hunt, 

with Craterus present, can therefore hardly have taken place during this 
period. In short, there is nothing to prevent the supposition that Assyria 

ship of Ornichiclas II. ; (2) Proxeniai for the of Amphissa ; Mr. Mahaffy has noticed it in 
Cnidians, B. C. H. xx. p. 583, note 2 ; the Laehes papyrus (Flinders Petrie Papyri, ii. 
(3) decrees engraved on the ex-voto of the p. 165). The point of interest lies in its ap-
Messenians, B.C.H. xxi. p. 618; (4) decree for pearance in two fairly well-known documents 
the Thraoian king Cotys, B.C.H. xx. p 476; connected with one another, of which the date 
(5) dedication of the avdxaft.p.a of the Cnidians ; is placed variously in the third and second cen-
&c. This form of omega, which is unknown turies (cf. B.C.H. xx. p. 488); these are the 
to Attic epigraphy, is found outside Delphi, decree of the people of Olbiopolis for Protogeues 
fairly often in the inscriptions of Northern (Latycheff, Inscr. Pont. Eux. i. p. 31) and the 
Greece; cf. C.I.G.S.. iii. 33, 34 (Stiris), 658 dedication of the tiara ol Olbia. 
(Ithaca); I know two unpublished examples, ' Cf. Nbldeke, 'Aaaipios Supios S,ipos in 
the one in an epigram of Acraephiao of Hermes, v. (1871), p. 443-468. 
the third century, the other in an epitaph 2 Q. Curtius, iv. 3, 1. 
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was the scene of the hunt. It is, in fact, after giving an account of the 

taking of Babylon that Plutarch goes on to speak of the ex-voto of Craterus; 

unhappily, at this point in the biography, the chronological order is suspended 

and the narrative interrupted to make room for reflections and anecdotes. 
Plutarch relates, it is true, that a Spartan ambassador was present at this 

hunt, and ironically congratulated Alexander on having come so successfully 

out of his struggle with the lion. Unfortunately this mention of the Spartan 

ambassador does not enable us to date with any precision the hunt in which 

Craterus distinguished himself. In 332 Parmenion laid hands at Damascus on 

a certain Euthycles, an ambassador from Sparta to the court of the Great King. 

Alexander kept this Euthycles a prisoner for some time and even put him in 

chains (Arrian, ii, 15, 5). It is difficult to believe that under these circum
stances Euthycles would have been invited to a royal hunt, and above all, should 

have allowed himself to scoff at the King. To find any fresh mention of Spartan 
ambassadors at Alexander's court after 332, we have to come down as late 

as the end of the year 330 after the battle of Megalopolis.1 At this date 
Alexander had left not only Syria but also Assyria. However, it is quite 

possible that Plutarch has confounded two separate anecdotes in one story.2 
The subject of the King hunting the lion, especially popular in Oriental 

art, had not up to the time of Alexander been treated by Greek artists 
except in mythological guise or on monuments executed to the order of 

Asiatics.3 For the introduction of the oriental motif among the stock subjects 

of Greek art, it was necessary that a Greek king should conquer Asia, should 
become the King of Kings, and in pursuance of the ancient tradition of 

the monarchs of Susa, Babylon or Nineveh, should hunt like a new 
Nimrod in the irapdBeio-oi of the Achaemenidae. This magnificent subject 
makes its real entry into Greek art with Alexander; it was adopted with 

enthusiasm by those who may be called the sculptors of the reign. The son 

of Lysippus, Euthycrates, executed the hunt of Alexander, which was 

dedicated at Thespiae *; on the famous Sidon sarcophagus, Alexander is seen 
hunting the lion in company with a Persian prince and a numerous retinue of 
Greeks and Asiatics. 

It is open to us to believe that of all the Lysippean works which repre

sented Alexander hunting the lion the most remarkable was that at which 

the master himself had worked. Is it not, then, possible to form some idea 
of the work of Lysippus and Leochares ? 

The attempt has been made to identify replicas, more or less faithful and 

complete, of the celebrated group on the reverses of two of the medallions of 

the treasure of Tarsus5 (PL X L , Figs. 2,4), or on the relief brought from Messene 

1 And not in 331, as Judeich says (Jahrbuch, 5 Longperier, Rev. Numismatique N.S. xiii. 
1895, p. 172). (1868), PL X. et XII. = Ocuvres, iii. p. 168 sq. 
2 Willrich (Hermes, 1899, p. 233) thinks PL IV. et VI. Amer. Jour, of Archaeol. iii. 

that the hunt took place at Marathos or at p. 253. Kopp, 52t63 ]Vinekclma,nnsprogr. p. 13. 
Sidon before the siege of Tyre. Peruico, 58tas Winckelmannspr. p. 14. Hamdi-
3 Cf. the Lycian sarcophagus from Sidon, Bey et Th. Reinach, Une Nicropole royale a 

and Urlichs, Scopas, p. 196. Sidon. Colliguon, Sculpture grecque, ii. Fig, 
4 Pliny, H.N. xxxiv. 64. 229, etc. 
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to the Louvre by Le Bas (PI. XL, Fig. I),1 or again on the great sarcophagus 
from Sidon (PI. XL, Fig. 5). But let us confront these monuments with 

Plutarch's text and with the Delphic epigram. As Alexander's life had been 

in danger, the Delphic ex-voto ought to show him in a fairly perilous position. 

N o w on the pretended replicas of this ex-voto it is not the royal hunter 
but rather the lion which seems to be in danger; and further, on the Sidon 

sarcophagus, Alexander plays exactly the part which Craterus was supposed 

to play in the group at Delphi. The Alexander of the Sidon sarcophagus is 

coming to the help of the Persian prince, on whose horse the lion has thrown 

itself. In short, all the monuments which have up to now been cited as 

more or less direct replicas of the ex-voto of Craterus, have been wrongly so 

cited ; and w e should have had to give up the hope of forming for ourselves 

any exact idea of the work of Lysippus and Leochares, if Mr. Arthur J. 

Evans, whose scientific acumen is always accompanied by no less remarkable 

good fortune, had not discovered, in the shop of a London dealer in 
antiquities, a cornelian intaglio (of rather inferior and late workmanship, it is 

true), which represents the following subject (PI. X L , Fig. 3).2 In the 

foreground is the nude figure of a man, with one knee on the ground, 
defending himself with his sword against a lion who has fixed his teeth in the 

man's side. In the background a horseman is _ rushing to the rescue of the 
fallen m a n ; he raises his spear to strike the lion, and is about to transfix 

him by a vertical thrust; his horse meanwhile rears with fright, and his 

chlamys floats in the wind. Like the horseman in the relief from Messene, 

he wears a kind of hat in which w e may recognise the Macedonian causia? 
The learned possessor of this intaglio at once recognised the significance of 

this fact, and the importance of the whole representation ; and I agree with 

him that it is the only monument which has any serious claim to be called a 
replica of the Venatio Alexandri. For his permission to publish the intaglio 

here, I desire to express m y cordial thanks. 

M a n y objections may possibly be advanced. In the lion-hunt on the relief 
from Messene, and in that on the Sidon sarcophagus, dogs are represented; 

these are wanting in Mr. Evans's intaglio; nevertheless dogs are expressly 
mentioned by Plutarch, in his description of the ex-l^oto of Craterus. This 
objection does not seem of great weight if we remember the small size of the 

intaglio, and-realise that a gem-engraver who wished to avoid a confused 

presentment of his subject was under the necessity of pruning away a very 

secondary detail in the somewhat exuberant composition by which he was 

inspired. 

Ought the fact that Alexander is represented nude to make us hesitate ? 
O n the Sidon sarcophagus Alexander is clothed, so too is the horseman on 

Lbschcke, Jahrbuch, iii. (1888), p. 189, illustration is an enlargement by one-third, 
where the previous bibliography will be found ; from a drawing by Mr. F. Anderson. 
Collignon, Sculpture greeque, ii. Fig. 313; 3 Cf. Heuzey, art. 'Causia' in the Dictionnaire 
Dragendorff, Terra sigillata, p. 57. The illus- des Anliqnites of Daremberg and Saglio, and 
tration in the plate is from a photograph. Mission de Macedoine, p. 263 sq. 
- Dimensions : 18 mm. 5 by 16 mm. 25. The 
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the relief from Messene. But what is there astonishing .in an ancient artist 

representing a king nude ? Have we no statues of Hellenistic kings or of 

Roman Emperors which represent them in heroic nudity? O n the Sidon 

sarcophagus, the hunting-scene, like the battle-scene, was executed by an 

artist imbued with feeling for the picturesque; he thoroughly understood the 

interest which his work would gain by the exact imitation of the costumes, 
and the mingling of Greek and Oriental fashions of dress; whereas the 

Venatio of Lysippus and Leochares, according to the testimony of Mr. Evans's 
intaglio, must have been conceived in a style half realistic, half heroic. 

Alexander was there represented nude, like a god in the Gigantomachia, 

Perhaps, however, he was represented as kneeling on his mantle. This fallen 
mantle would have helped to a more vivid realisation of the intensity of the 

struggle and the greatness of the clanger. 
A third objection has been raised, to the effect that it seems hardly 

admissible that Lysippus should have portrayed Alexander as fallen to the 

ground, in such peril, and in an attitude unworthy of a king—nay rather a 

god. Obviously we should look in vain on monuments of Oriental art, 

whether Persian, Assyrian, Hittite or Egyptian, for a king in such a posture. 
fallen to the ground, and being saved from the lion's jaws by one of his 

lieutenants. But the ex-voto of Craterus was not set up in the Palace of 
Susa, or in one of the squares of Babylon. Being destined for one of the 

sanctuaries of a free country like Greece, it told the story as it really 
happened. After all, it was not Alexander who ordered it, and it is not at all 

certain that Craterus, who wished to raise this monument to his own glory, 

would have appreciated at all clearly the courtier-like objection that we have 
iust been discussing. 

And lastly, are we to urge that the passages which speak of the wounds 
which Alexander received,1 know nothing of his having been bitten by a 

lion, and that if the thing had happened as it is figured on the intaglio 
Alexander, in order to recover from his wounds, must have made a longer 

stay at Babylon than history tells us he did ? This objection could carry 
real weight only if we possessed a complete catalogueof Alexander's wounds. 

In fact the royal hunter must have escaped from the claws of the lion without 

serious wounds ; a miracle, if you will, but [this miracle, perhaps, was just 
one of the reasons which decided Craterus to immortalise the memory of the 
event. 

To sum up, it is, if not certain, at any rate plausible, that Mr. Evans's 
intaglio is a replica of the Venatio. The dimensions of the room which 

contained the celebrated ex-voto compel us to imagine a work on a large 

scale, and of fine proportions. Mr. Evans's intaglio makes it possible for us 
do figure to ourselves this monumental ex-voto as a work full of life and 

dramatic movement, and remarkable for its composition. In the foreground, 
with the lines of- the two bodies extending in a horizontal direction,2 is the 

1 For Alexander's wounds, of. Plutarch, Tlepl 2 Compare with the Alexander of the intaglio, 
ttjs 'AA. rixns, i. 2 ; ii. 25. Plutarch however the fallen enemy with w h o m Dexileos is fighting 
only speaks of the wounds received in battlo. (Collignon Sculpt. Grecque, ii. Fig. 89). 
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group composed by Alexander and the lion ; in the background, dominating 
the former group, is Craterus on horseback. The composition approaches the 

pyramidal form, being a kind of abridged pedimental scheme, arranged on 
two planes. Every actor in the scene was represented in energetic action in 
a striking attitude ; Alexander in danger of death, fallen to the ground but 

fighting on, gathering up all his strength for a final effort; Craterus flying to 
the help of his king, admirable for his devotion and courage, but still more 

so for his coolness and dexterity; the lion, the horse prancing, his nostrils 
quivering at the scent of the wild beast, the dogs attacking the monster, 

some wounded and panting : in very truth, a magnificent subject. The 

spiritedness of the conception is probably due to Lysippus, if, as appears to 

be the case, the genius of Leochares was colder and more correct than that 

of the Sicyonian master. W e may also notice how well a subject of the sort 

must have suited such a marvellous depicter of animals as Lysippus. But of 
course it would be futile to seek to discover the personal share which each 
artist had in the Venatio Alexandra. 

Paul Perdrizet. 
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Part II. 

(Continued from p. 134.) 

X. The west side of Lake Tatta (continued,). 

§ 7. Savatra.—There is another important site in this district now 
called Ak-Oren (' White Ruins'), which represents SAVATRA or SOATRA 
(Strabo, p. 568), as Prof. Ramsay has rightly recognised, though he does not 
seem to indicate its position quite correctly when he speaks of' the ruins, four 
hours south-west of Eskil.' \ Five hours west-south-west of that village is a 
fairer estimate. It is placed approximately in our map, but we did not revisit it. 
The remains must formerly have been very conspicuous: weeks before we 
arrived in this district we were told about the site as the sort of place people in 
search of ruins should not fail to visit. There is no village (as I understand) 
beside the ruins, and, to all appearance, the ancient name has migrated to 
Suwarek, which lies some distance to the west. Thither also great part 
of the remains has been transported. During a compulsory halt of an 
hour at Suwarek we copied a few inscriptions. Doubtless there are more, for 
the village was a place of some importance in Seldjuk times (cf. Sarre, Reise 
in Kleinasien, p. 104-5 and Taf. XLIV.); but we imagined they must have 
been published already and we copied them mainly to amuse ourselves ! 

163. In the mosque: copied hurriedly. (A.). 

&AAAATTA AdBa'ATTd-
A O YA P XI r~A A Xov apxiydx-

O V 0 P E TT T H '* W 0 " 0P6̂ TV 
A\HTPl©£CON MrjTpl ®ea>v 
ZIZIAAAAH Sie 7u%ip,p,rj-
N H 6 Y X H N vfi evxvv. 

For Zî ifirjvrj = Ai(v)8vpir)vr) see Ramsay, Ath. Mitth. XIII. p. 237, n. 9; 
Kretschmer, Einleitung, p. 196. 

Hist. Geog. p. 343. Though he does not to. He did not visit Eski-il and accepted the 
give the modern name, the same site is referred report of the people at the ruins. 
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This is the first mention in a Greek document of the archigallos, chief 
of the Kybele priests (galloi), who has hitherto been known only from Latin 

sources, chiefly inscriptions of the western provinces. Cf. Cumont in Pauly-
Wissowa, Real-Encyc., s.v. 

164. In the cemetery, 

AYP'fTPEIEIC 

AYP'ATinAAIAN 

APITAYKYTATOJ 

KETATLKNAAY 

TOYACEIATIKO/ 

//EEYTYXI^N 

KEAOMNATIA 

TPINNM-CXAP// 

On Upeielg see No. 117. 

165. In the village, 

inscription. (A.). 

(A.)-

Aup. Upeielg 

Avp. 'AirirdBi dv-

Bpl yXvKVTaTq) 

Ke Ta TeKva av-

tov ''AaeiaTtKo\g 

K]e Evtvxiiov 

Ke Abpiva ira-
Tpl p,vrjp,7jg xap[iv. 

A small altar with defaced relief below the 

///(? fcOAPATOZSJMW 

X A N A P O Y A I I 
2.I?MP0YTI'W 
E Y ju. XI'N 

A]vp. KoSpaTo[g 'AXe-

^dvBpov Ail 

ZrjpLpovTrjva) 

evxnv. 

This inscription is said to have been carried from an old site,Zulmandam 

Khan three hours from Suwarek and three from Obruklu, on the right 
fwestj of the road leading from Suwarek to the latter village. The modern 
name is clearly a survival of the old Zr,jipovTr,vbg: cf. Gondane for 

Tav^aijvog. 

166. In a ruined building eight or nine miles south of Suwarek on the 

road to Konia. Rude lettering, much worn. (A.). 

J Y P C A N B A 9 £ I O C AJ"V' tavBddeiog 
Als£ CB HI E N T O Y dveadrjo-ev tov (!) 
f AEl/TlEN CYNTPOi el]8ela> . . avvTpo-

%(J\n.IHJAH1E NP E 4>]a> fivvwi ev<p>e-
Kev]. 

L. 1. tavBdTiog, G.I.G. 8912; taBBaTig (= Tiog), 9910, &c.; taBBaTlg 

(fem.), No. 217 below. On the name see Hicks, J.H.S. xii. (1891), p. 236. 

§ 8. Sites at zebir keui.—-There still remain two nameless sites quite 

close to each other in the central Proseilemmene, at the villages Tcheshmeli 

H.S.—VOL. XIX. U 
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(' Fountain') Zebir and Kuyuli (' Well') Zebir, which are so called from the 

sources of their water-supply. The former lies four hours west-south-west of 

Insuyu. Each village has its huyilk, here again not a tumulus proper, but 

a hillock; the mound at Tcheshmeli Zebir shoŵ s remains of walls and 

buildings on the summit. At these villages we copied numerous inscriptions. 

A. Tcheshmeli zebir ketji. 

167. Small tablet in the wall of a house. (A.). 

AYP Avp(fjXiog) 

MAPIoHfTo Mapto? no-

ITAloYANEC iralov dvea-

T H C A T H T A Y rijaa Tfj yXv-

K Y T A T H M o KVTaTrj p.o-

YT Y N E K I A Y P vyvveKiAvp. 

CocpoKAIHM XocpoKXly p,-

NH M L X A PIN vrjp,rjg %aptz>. 

no7rato? for Ho7T7rato?, Poppaeus, also in G I G . 5224. 

168. Altar-stone. (A.). 

A¥P'0¥AAH: 
AYP'MANHKAI 
AYP'TATATO 
NEYCINM^H 
M-CXAPIN 

Aip. OidXrjg 

Avp. Mdvrj Kal 
Avp. TaTa, yo-
vevaiv pivrj-

jirjg xaptv. 

169. Stele with triangular pediment containing figures of man And 
woman; below, man or boy riding an ox with stick in hand, on the left a 
calf (poor technique); two pilasters at the sides. (A.). 

TAAYKeTHintUTeiN"' 

fTATPIKAPTe\EICIA|vHT 

PlfceYTYXCJAAeA(j>U) 

MvHVI-IIXAPIN̂  

TXavKeTrjg TL(X)a>Teiv(p 

iraTpl Ke ApTepteiala ptrjT-

pl Ke Evtvx<{> dBeX<j>m 

p,vrjp,rjg Xapiv. 

170. In the mosque. 

MANIOCMAN// 

OYTATeiTHTYN 
AlKlMNHMHC 

eN£K€N 

(A.). 

Mdviog Mav[t-

ov TaTel Trj yvv-

aiKi p,vrjp,rjg 

eveKev, 
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171. In fountain. (A.). 
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////////m,\ J A I A A X A A 
O Y r A T H P M H M N 
KAITTAPECTHCENAV 
THOrNHCIOCArTHC 
\NHP 

AiprjjXla AovSa 

dvyaTrjp p[v]r/p,(ij)v 
Kal irapecnrjaev av-
T-fj o yvgaiog avTrjg 
a]vr]p. 

172. In village, moulded stone with wreath below. (C). 

AH AH CATTA 

BABEI0YTATPI 

MNHMHCXAPIN 

AOC ArjBrjg AttSoo? sic 

JiaBel dvyaTpl 

fivfjp/rjg Xaptv. 

173. In the village. A fragment. (C.I. 

M 

KYTA 
CQ.)ct>P 

M61PO 

eeNMi 

oYTerAP 

OCOMOIGJ 

eNT€*IAOZ6 

tDPOCYNHe 

Christian Inscriptions:— 

174. In the village. Large altar-stone with moulding and ornamenta

tion. (A.). 

Avp. <$>iXfjTrj Aiip. 

'AiroXXioviq) vim 

Kal Avp. \T]aielva 

to5 avTw 'AiroX-

X\(ovla> dvBpl av

Trjg yXv\KVTaT[ay. 

AYP'cplAHH'AYP 
ATTOAAQNIffaYKn) 

KAIAYP'/AIEINA 

KraAYTiraATTOA 

//<raNI<n>ANAPlAY 
////////KYTATn 

U 2 
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175. Slab with a cross amid rough ornamentation; underneath is a 
plough. (A), 

+ A Y P N 6 W N N E W 

NOCTOOIAAIUM 
A6A(f)60i§rAYI<y 

TAT60ATPTTATTA 

A N 6 C T H C 6 N M N H 

M H C X A P I N 

n£ANOC6ojNArA60C 

HANTOONTTOAY^IAT 
AT0CH6N€rMHTP0C 

ACOYAAe NT1>>HC 

•\Avp. Newz/ Ne'tu-

vog to) loicp a-
BeXcpS yXvKV-

TaTip Avp. Tiaira 

dveaTTjaev pivrj-

pir/g xapiv. 

TLeBvbg ( = iraiBvbg) icov dyadog 

irdvTiov iroXvcptXT-

aTog rjev, iy p,rjTpbg 

Be OvaXevTiXXrjg, 

176. Altar with moulding. (A.). 

AY PON HC11*//////// 

KAlKYPIAAAAY/ 

POYcbOJKAIETTE 

NETtdKAIAOIWl 

KAIAYPHAItOTE 

knoictaykyta 
toickaieatoic 
zojntecmmmh: 
ENEKEN 

Avp. 'Ovrjo-i[piog 

Kal KvpiXXa Av\p. 

Tovipq) Kal 'E7re-

veTip Kal Abjivrj 

Kal AvprjXia) Te-

Kvotg yXvKVTa-

Toig Kal eaTolg 

%a>VTeg ptvrjpirjg 

eveKev. 

177. In a cottage wall. (C). 

-TEMO^XHtY 

(NCTQAEtrl 
MAETEY?ENAV 
TvCOFMflOav 
NEYCmmXANN 

t + + 

Tepiovarjg v-

o? ( = vlog ?) Aiop[ij8]ov(g) 
ToSe arj-

p a eTev^ev av-
Tog o yvrjaiog yo-
vevg ptvrjpirjg xapiv. 

+ + + 
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178. In the village : 

€ N Q A A 
N N KIT 

OCACY1 
HCArNOC1 
AYPflMA 

broken on right and at foot. 

'EvddS]e 
. KiTa\i 

%(D(f>p6v[i-

(A.). 

L. 4. AeviTrjg seems clear 

Jews in this neighbourhood. 

o? AeviT
rjg dyvog' 

Avp. 'loadv\rjg 
too IBim yvve\jca8-
eXoJft)] pivrj-

p,rjg Xaptv-] 

cf. Mcovo-fjg, No. 196. There were many 

B. Kutuli ZEBIR keui. 

179. In the mosque 

KANAIAO 

CKe*|AAP 

TYPOCAAe 

A<DOIIPHNA 

lOYnATPI 

AHMHTPIA 

///////////////// 

T w o figures (male and female) above. 

KdvBiBo-

g Ke <&iXdp-

yvpog dBe-

Xtpol 'Iprjva-

lov iraTpl 

ArjfirjTpia-

vtp .] 

(C). 

180. Ibid.—Small stele decorated with grapes; above, man and woman 
(broken): below, table and cup. (C). 

181. 

n A n A C M 

OYCHIAI 

ArYNCKI 

TAVKVTA 

TH€CTH 

C£NMNH 

MHCXAP 

IN 

Ibid.—Plain s 

AYPTIAYAAA/ 

tone. (C). 

7/ 

AYPMONTAN<//// 

anapianeeth://// 

M W WCXAPIN// H 

IlfMrav M -
/ ,5., 

ova-rj 101-
a yvveKi 

yXvKvrd-

Ty eo-Trj-

aev p.vrj-

p,rjg xap

iv. 

Avp. TiavXXa 

Avp. MovTav[d> 

dvBpl dveo~Trjo\ev 

/*•%• 

Perhaps Christian. 
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1816. In the cemetery. (C). 

e P M i n n o c k 

aiakyaactoji 

AltOITATPlKAl 

MHTPIZOJCIM 

//////CXAPIN 

"Epptiirirog k-

al 'AKvXdg t&3 l-

Blw iraTpl Kai 

pirjTpl tfaai pi-

vrjpirjjg xapiv. 

182. In house-wall: two poorly worked figures above. (C). 

lOVAIOCO/VMni AN 

OCIOVAIAKAAirrV 

M€KlKAI€AVT«>ANe 

CTHCeNMNH/At-ICXA 

PIN 

'Ioi!\to? 'OXvp,iriav-

o? 'lovXiq KaX(ij) yv-

veKi Kal eavTtp ave-

aTrjaev p,vrjp,rjg p̂ a--

piv. 

1.83. In the wall of a house. (C. and A.). 

TPAMACINAENAYCB 

AEtONcplAeCHMA 

TITUA66N0ACYPOC 

KlTenANTUJNnPOC 

CplAeCTATOC ANHP 

AONIOCATAOOCKA 

TAPTeKENYIONAPIC 

TON OYNOMAANIKH 

TON 0CHPM0C6TITA 

ONenAYlOJCYNIAIHAA 

OXWPWMANHKAYT 

ON OYNOM 6X0YCAN 

fTATPOCAOYNOMAYK 

/-///-///////////////////////////// 

Tpdp,ao~iv devdvg ( = -oig) BXetyov, <f>iXe, a-rjp,aTi To38e 
evda %vpog Kire irdvTav irpoacf>iXeaTaTog dvrjp 

dcpviog dyadbg, Ka(l) yap TeKev viov dpiaTOV 

ovvop,a 'Aviktjtov o? fjppioae titXov iir avrm 

crvv IBirj dXox<p 'Pa>p,avjj kXvtov ovvopf exovcrav> 
iraTpog 8' ovvopia 

Possibly Christian. 
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Christian Inscriptions:— 

184. High up in the mosque wall. (C.; seen also by A.). 

28? 

w . / . / y " w s / / s 
////////////w/tf//m<ix €<m 
y//^yATTACTTANAPlCTOC6TTl MerAOY 
^(///fecy.eNTTPecBsreroNACYn-EPTA 
%/,HA.6iuKeooPicCHcerAAB \C3N 
kAIAPXeoeeNTTPOYTTHPKICOYkeN 
XAPl^j;0MeNOlC^APX€O96NKAe6l 
APYI^oiAoyAlATTPECBEICeYrATy 
4> PO N TC5N OCTC5TTO AYTTO 6 H T U 
KAirAYKYTATCDMOYANAPITMTfA 
€PrAN€CTHCAMNHMHCXAPIN-r-

185. In house-yard. Around is a border of grapes; above, a rosette 

between two crosses. The letters are clear. (C.; seen also by A.). 

~%rjjx,a toB' aTprjg, l iv 'lay Tivd Tvvfiog ipvKi, 
evda tv vvv KaTaKeiTai vaiog iralg 'Apxiyeviog 

o? 7ro\Aoii? dKaxrjcre davwv al(o)iig (— eoiig) Be T0Kija(g), 
ovvppia MdpKeXXog dya(d)ov Ne<7Topo?,f(o? 

AvTaiov ptrjTrjp o-vv vim tvvBov erGyljav 
p,vrjp,6avvov Kovpvai Kal eaop,evoio-i iroideo-re (= irvdeadai). 

CHMATOAATPHCI6NI 

CHTINATYNB0C6PYKI 

GN0ATYNYN KATAK6I 

TAINAIOCnAlC APXI 

reNIOCOCTTOAAOYCAKA 

XHC60ANOJN AIOYCA6 

ToKHAoYNoMAMAPK 

eAAoCATAoYNeCToPoC 

YloCAYTAloYMHTHP 

CYNYICOTYNBoNeTeYSAN 

MNHMoCYNoN KoYPYCI 

KAiecoMeNoicinoioecTe 

L. 1. Apparently ddpetg, el iv lo-r) Tiva Tvvfipg ipvKei, which seems to 
mean ' if the tomb can justly be said to hold anyone within it'; or perhaps 

iv a'lo-g. 

186. In a house-wall: 

////NONl/A 

///NtuW/ 

lONTTAVAGd 

K€ABAC<A 

NTU)AN€CT 

HC0M6NT0 

VT0T0TIT 

AONM6IRC0 

rude lettering. (A.). 

Avp.] ~N6v[v]a 

aii\v tS)\v vl-

wv (!) UavXcp 

Ke ' A(Haa-\jc\d-

vtw dveaT-

r]o-op,ev (!) to-

vto to tit- sic ! 

Xov Melpai 
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AIAK//NU) 

ANGCTHCe 

NMNHMVC 

XAPIN -F 

AVPNONNA 

rePONTloV 

AN€CTHC 

AMNHl//// 

C//*PIN 

BiaK[d]vto 

<fjLve<TTrj<re-

v^> pivrjpivg 

Xdpiv £ 

Avp. N w w 

TepovTiov 

dveaTijo--

a pLvrj[p,rj-

g [xa]piv. 

sic 

L. 2. [2u]z> twv vlwv is atrocious even for rude Lycaonian ! But the 
confusion of gen. and dat. is very common. The monogram (also No. 174) 

indicates a date after the middle of the fourth century; CB. ii p. 739 quoting 

Le Blant, Inscr. Ghrtt. de la Gaule, No. 369. 

At Lek Keui, some miles N.W. of this village, there are a few remains 
(probably carried) and a few inscriptions. 

187. In a house-wall; below, representation of shoes 

A , / 

XA6A1////// 

(A.). 

YeiOlXlTTA 

A o c c o y A o 

KenAnAC 

Ke/Aeipoc 

KeMNHCioe 

ocyAiamh 

TPI AYPTTPeil 

tAykitAth 

AnecthcAn 

mnhmhcxAp N 

dBeX[<j)ol 

velol 'Airird-

Bog %ovaog 

Ke n<Z7ra? 

Ke Melpog 

Ke Mvrjo-lde-

o? vBiq, pnrj-

Tpl Avp. Tipeilg 

yXvKiTaTr) 

dveo-Trjcrav 

jxvrjpjrjg xapiv. 

With 'Zovaog we may compare %ovael (nom. fern.) in Egypt, G.I.G. 9111. 

188. Cemetery. (A.). 

AYPAAANHCIAIA 

TYN6KIMOYN 

AKeYtOKAEOJ 

NITAYKITATH 

CAANHMHCXA 

PINKeZOJAYTO) sic 

Avp, Mavrjg IBia 

yvveKi Movv-

a Ke vw KXea>-

vi yXvKiTaTrj-

g p,vnpirjg xd

piv Ke £&>(i>) aiiTm. 
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189. Stele with the common execration wO? tovtw \ Tafyip KaKov | iei 
irofjcrei | opcpavd Te | Kva Xittoito. 

190. A long, only partially legible, metrical Christian inscription 

beginning like No. 183 ; with names Mtpo?, ©e«Xa, &c. 

§ 9. Before leaving Lycaonia, we may give some inscriptions which we 

copied at Meidan, a village about nine miles (in an air-line) east of Laodiceia 

Katakekaumene (Yorgan Ladik, south-east of Ilghin). In ancient times it 

was probably a village subject to Laodiceia, 

191. In the village. Large 

Ml ©PA ATH C sic 

£ Y(j)0 P O Y K £ T A 

T G I C M A N H Y 

ICOTAYKYTATCO 

M N ////////XAPIN 

MidpaSdTrjg, cf. No. 230. 

•-, much worn. (A.). 

Mid paB(d)Trjg 

Evcjjopov Ke Ta-

Telg Mdvy v-

i& yXvKVTaTip 

p,v[rjp,rjg] X"-Pw-

192. 

pediment. 

Ibid.—Stele with figures o 

(A.). 

ACKAHITloC 

KAIZI-NWNKAI 

CoYCoYCCoY 

CoYnATPlKAl 

aoyahmhtpi 

ZCOCHAANHAAHC 

XAPIN 

Xovaovg, cf. No. 138. 

193. 

L. 2. 

Ibid.—(A.). 

////PHAICZS2// 

MoEKAlKYN'E 

\NoEEYTPo//r> 

nATPlKAIM-T//// 

^CYAElAN-^N-^'//// 

////X//PIN 

f a man and a woman in the 

'AcrKXr/iribg 

Kal Zrjvwv Kal 

Sowcrov? 2,ov-

aov iraTpl Kal 

AovSy p/rjTpl 

tfoarj p,vrjp,rjg 

Xapiv. 

Av]prj\ig Zwa\t-

piog Kal KvvTe-

a~\vbg EvTp6\ira> 

iraTpl Kal pirjT̂ pl 

'AavXeiavfi pivrjp\r]g 

Xdpiv. 

KvvTeavbg for KvvTiavbg, Quintianus. 
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194. Ibid.—(A): 

//YPKYPlACi i i A]ip. Kvpta PEp/io-

//6NOYZI-N0JN y]evov Zrjvwv-

^CCINTYCTeK o]g o-lv Tvg tbk-

NOIC6PMOreNO voig'Epptoyevo(v) 

KeMACATtOTAY 5 Ke Maaa too yXv-

KVTAT0JMOYAN kotutw p,ov dv-

APIAHvHTPIU)AA£ Bpl Arj/jLrjTpla,'AXe-

Z A N A P O Y A N 6 C P,dv8pov dvecr-

THCAMCNZOJN sic Trjaafi(e)v gfii/-

//////MNHMHC 10 T6?] pivfjpirjg 

////////A PIN Xd]Plv-

Mdo-a (f.) at the neighbouring Iconium, G.I.G. 3998; on the name, 

see Ramsay's interesting remarks, Classical Review, 1898, p. 337. 

195. Ibid.—Altar-slab, broken at the sides. Below the first line are 

figures of a man and a woman on a panel. (O). 

////MOYN ATINHAY//// Avp. ?] Movva yivrj Av[prj-

7///OCOYPANA6 Xi]og Ovpav(bg Ke ?) 

////YPHAIOIOYPAN A]vpf,\X]ioi Ovpav-

////KAIAAOPHNOCKAI o?] Kal Aacppr/vbg Kal 

////\ANOCK€/V\ANOCAC 5 M]<wo? Ke Mavoadg 

////€CTHCAN6NeXA ai/Jed-TTjo-az/&6Xa 

(WW?).' 

L. 2. A 6 on the stone. 'Clpavbg above, No. 55, but here possibly 
Ovpdv[iog] should be restored. L. 4. Aa(pprjvbg at Laodiceia (Kata,), Ath. 

Mitth. xiii. p. 236, where it seems to be an ethnic. 

196. Ibid.—Altar-stone, with man and woman. (C). 

A / P H AI AT P o AvprfXla [Il]p6-
!<f\MAl«V> A KXalBlrp d-
H 4 P < ' 6 V H A | vBpel AvprfXi-

G & ̂ '{'N cc I w M[&>]i/o-[e]i 

Î IH/IK T H C dve]o-Trjo-
/IIIH/k/K I A Y ev] Kal av-
T H Z <*> C A tji tpo-a 

M N H M H C p,vrjp,rjg 

XAPIN %apw. 
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197. Ibid.—In the cemetery: grey marble block. (O). 

////M/v\i\LAuNIOYCYNTY//// 

////PNHNOAWPOYKeAOKIl//// 

////lOYZCONTeCMsHNHO//// 

198. Ibid.-̂ -In a fountain. (C). ••. 
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ayptimoticantifta 

POYANeCTHCAZWNn P 

ONOONMeTATHCTAYKY 

TATHCCYNBIOYnAY 

AHCMNHMrTTyAPIN 

Avp. Tipiong 'AvTiird-

Tpov dveo-Trjaa £&v irp-

ovav pieTa Trjg yXvKV-

TaTijg crvvBlov TLav-

Xrjg piV7jpi[rjg x]dpiv. 

Hip^QTig for Hipiodeog like <&povyig for Qpovyiog (No. 149), Xaydptg for 

•Zaydpiog (No. 250), etc. See J.H.S. 1898, p. 118, No. 59. TLpov&v for 
(ppovwv, cf. No. 242, &c. 

This inscription is probably Christian. 

199. Pbid.—ln the village. (A). 

APSMlPOC 

YloCAloMH 

AoYCYNTHM 

HTPIMoYTIPI 

6IAN6CTHC 

ATCOTAYKY 

TATwMoY 

nATPIAIoM 
vac. 

'Ap(rjXiog) Mipdg 

vlbg Aiopirj-

Bov a w Ty p,-

rjTpi piov Tipi-

el dveaTtja-

a tm yXvKV-

TaT(p jXOV 

irarpl Aiop.-

(fjBrj). 

L. 1. 'AprjXiog: cf. 'ApeXia, J.H.S. 1898, p. 122, No. 69. L. 4. Upiel, 

No. 117. 
This inscription is perhaps Christian. 

The rest are certainly Christian :— 

200. Ibid.—Poor lettering. (A.). 

AYPITA/AOCKAI 

rAICKAIIOJAN 

HCCYNKAPT1IAHH 

HHTPIAVTWN 

KAITAICTYTAT 

PACINAVTHCZO) 

FI P I 6 I KeT6KAHK6NON 

CINtDITATPIAYT 

WNANeCTHCAN 

MNHMHCXAPIN 

Avp. TiadXog Kal 

Tdig Kal 'Icodv-

rjg avv Kapiriavfj 

pirjTpl aiiTobv 

5 Kal raig TvyaT-

pdaiv aiiTijg Zd)(crrj Ke ?) 

Tipiel Ke TeKXy Ke Nova 

%lv(p iraTpl ai)T-

wv dveo-TTjaav 

10 ptvrjpirjg xdpiv. 
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L. 2. Tdig for Tdiog. L. 7. TeKXy for ®eKXy, like TvyaTpdaiv for 
dvyaTpdaiv. L. 6. Zcoirpiei is hardly probable; the engraver seems to have 

omitted several letters after ZCO, as in No. 199, 1. 8; he can hardly have 
meant %cb(aaig). L. 8. Was z)iva>(vi) meant ? 

201. Ruined Turkish village on the hills near Meidan. Slab with 
moulded margin. (A.). 

AYPHKAATTOiNIAAecpHKAI 

ntOAAAeATTHKAMoYNAAAe 

AfTHMNNAMNHCXAPIN 

emcoeAHCieTe 

poNeneNBAAeecee 

AYTOJcbPOCTONeeON' 

Avpr)(Xia) KaXiro[p]via (d)8e(X)<pr) Kal 

TlcbXa (d)8eXirr) Ka(l) Movva dBe-

Xirr) pivvdpivrjg (!) xdptv. 

E'l Tig deXyai ere-

5 pov iirevBaXe (!) eade 

avTtS (frpbg tov deov. 

LI. 2, 5, 6. dSeXirrj for dBeXcpr), eade for eaTe ( = «(•), <f>pbg for 7rpo?. Such 

interchanges occur frequently in inscriptions of Lycaonia and of the country 
south-east of Amorion. 

202. Ibid.—Plain stone with margin. (C.) 

,„ minm m iiiiam 
////ii/»IO( POY*C 
////CYIOCTIMOG 
////eOYITPeCBB* 

////AN6CTHCATH 

TAYXYTATHMO 

VAA€A(|3HGexA 

HMNHAAHCXAPI 

N + 

Avprj]Xiog 'Povifio-

g vlbg Tipiod-

eov irpeaB(vTepog irpeaBviepov) 

dveaTijaa Tfj 

yXvxoTaTy p.o-

v dBeX(f>y ©e^A,-

D pivyp/qg xdpi-

v + 

XI. The country round Anion ion. 

§ 1. Into the centre of the Axylos, the region around Ala Dagh, we 
did not penetrate ; but from all accounts it is wholly waste land and contains 
hardly any villages. Nothing of importance ever existed here. Moving on, 

then, towards the west, we pass the limits of the Proseilemmene (which were 
never narrowly defined in this desert country) and enter a district which in the 
earlier centuries formed part of Phrygia, but was assigned to Galatia at the end 
of the fourth century when the province Galatia Salutaris (Secunda) was 
instituted. A description of this district has already been given in the 

Annual of the Brit. School, 1898, p. 59, and need not be repeated here. It is 

sharply marked off from Phrygia Paroreios by the long ridge which runs south
east from Emir Dagh. But this ridge does not form an impassable barrier. 

At the north end of the A k Sheher Lake the crossing is very easy, and this 
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is the line followed by the waggon (araba) road from Piri-beyli and the north 
to Konia—the modern representative of the old road (indicated on the 
Peutmger Table) from Amorion to Laodikeia Katakekaumene (Yorgan Ladik, 
south-east of Ilghin). 

W e entered this district by another road which runs over the plain in a 
north-easterly direction and crosses the hills by an easy line to the plain of 
Durgut. As soon as the traveller enters this plain and casts his eye over the 
bare, arid stretches before him, where no tree is. to be seen nor any shrub, 
where the soil hardly repays the labour of cultivation and the villages are 
few and far apart, he recognises that he is on the edge of the dreary Axylos, 
which in reality extends from the great Salt Lake to the vicinity of Amorion 
on the west and of Angora on the north. This great desert is still the same 
as it ever was, devoid of vegetation and producing nothing but pasturage for 
great flocks and herds; and no better description of it can be given than 
Strabo's happy phrase—tyvxpa x Kal -̂ riXd Kal bvaypoBoTa opoireBia (p. 568). 

§ 2. Harra and MiskAMOS.—This corner of it, however, is better than 
the rest and it contained several old settlements. At Khursunlu we found a 
boundary stone with the following legend on either side. (A. and C ) . 

203. 

t f 
OpO'l Op 6 I 
' C Y N C-YN 

© 6 GO /$> £ 111 f "Opoi aiiv ©e«3 ̂ &)p/&j(j/) MiaKapiov. 
X O J P I ^oopl f "Opoi avv ®ed) x<i>plcov"App(ov. 

MlCK/V NAP 
lAov P^N 

In the neighbourhood we then found two sites, one at the Turkmen 
village, Durgut, the other round an old fortress (Kale') near Harranlar, on the 
opposite side of the Ova, about 4 miles distant. It seems probable that the 
latter village retains the ancient name HARRA with the plural termination 
-lar added to give it a Turkish sound; compare Harran ( = Carrhae) in 
Syria. W e may therefore assign that name to the site beside the Kale, which 
was a fortress of some importance. The walls are now mostly ruinous, but 
parts of the outer one still stand and are built of fair-sized stones laid in 
rough courses without mortar. W e found here several fragments of wheel-
made pottery—imitations of black-glaze Hellenic fabrics and fine black ribbed 
ware and red ware (one piece having a yellow line painted below the rim); 
and below the fort there are some rock-cut tombs (unornamented). To this 
site probably belong three inscriptions now at Khursunlu. 

1 The nights and early mornings are very cold in these regions even in summer, 
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204, In the mosque. 

AVAIoMHdHC 

AAAGO)CK€H 

CYNBloCAYToY 

AVAoYAAIAI 

U)fTATPIAYJ 

AAAHK6THI 

AIAMHTPIAY 

T£PTIA€CTH 

CANNN-NHZXA 

PIN 

(A.). 

Avp. AiopirjSng 

AaBetog Ke y 

avv/3iog avTov 

Avp. AovBa 181-

5 &) iraTpl Avp. 

AaBy kI tjj i-

Bia, purjTpl Avp. 

TepTia, eaTVj-

aav p,vrjp,r]g xd

piv. 

L. 6. AaSfj for AaSei; cf. MeveKXy (No. 150) etc. 

205. Ibid. (A.). 

AVKYP'AKOCAC 

KAHITIAAOYKAI 

HCINBIOCAYTOY 

AMMlAAoVKloYIAIA 

MHTHKYIAKoCAYP sic 

////YAEI1I//6IACOYI 

The name Kyriakos is an evidence of Christianity. 

Avp. KvpiaKog 'Aa-

KXyiridBov Kal 

r) aivBiog avTov 

'Ajijxla Aovkiov 181a 

p,i)T(piy Kv(p)iaKog Avp. 

206. Ibid.—-In the village. (A.). 

AV*AOYAIirA////A?N Avp. AovBy av 

K A M M I A N £ C T H C / / / / *e 'Afip-ia (d)veaTya[av 

T O A £ C H M A T68eafjp,a. 

At Durgut, which we identify with MISKAMOS, there are many remains 

and numerous inscriptions. 

207. Durgut: in the cemetery. A tall slab. (C.; seen also by A.). 

Avp. Oi>avd[^](ov Mev[e-

KpaTov IBioig yove[y-

aiv Avp. MeveKpaTy 

Ke<̂ i~̂ > 181a, p,rjTpl KvpiXXy 

5 Aiovvatov 'layaovBy-

vS dvearyaev pivrj-

p,yg X<ipiv. 

AYPoYANA ' W N M e N I 

KPAToYIA|o|CrON6 

CIN A Y P M E N e K P A T H 

K6IIAIAM.HTPIKYPIAAH 

AIONYCIOYICTAONAH 

NOJANECTHCeNMNH 

M H C XAPIN 

L. 1. Cf. OvdvaP,og, Nos. 223, 239. 
L. 5. |CT is just possible, but not probable. Isgaonda is unknown, 

The name was probably Isgawonda (cf. Kardabounda in Isauria). 
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208. Ibid.—(C). 

AYITAClKPATHCIAItO//// Avp. TlaaiKpaTyg IBiip \ira-

TPlKAIMHTPIMA^IMl//// rpl Kal p,yTpl MaP,lp.[q> k-

Al AOYAHAKAIAA6ATT//// al AovBrja Kal.dBeXir-

HCALOPHCZANTCOK//// rjg doipyg HavTm Ke 

FTAClKPATHKAAeA//// 5 TLaaiKpaTy Ke dBeX-

<t>HNANAMNHMNC cpy Ndva, pivr/piyg 

XAPIN XdPtv-

L. 4 With dative ZANTO) (i.e. Bavdw) cf. AiBS No. 159. 

209. In a fountain. Above the inscription is a, piece of moulding 

////ECAAAHAOICEYTEKNoYNTECENTtOBl//// 

////NAYPnACIKPATOYEKAinAnAKAIMAMA//// 

////KPATHACOPtiJTE0NHKoTIMHM//Y///////////////// 

e? dXXyXoig evTeKvovvTeg iv t«3 Bi[u> 
-v Avp. TLaaiKpaTovg Kal Tiaird Kal Maptd 

Uaai]KpdTy dwpq> TedvrjKOTi p,(v)rjp,v[g xdplv-

210. In cemetery. Doorstone: good lettering. (A.). 

C O Y C O Y K A A A I ^ e 

NOYAOYAATHIAIA 

TYNAlKlKAlMANIA 

KAIAAT6KNOICAU) 

POICMNHMHCXAPIN 

z)ovaov KaXXiP,e~ 

vov AovBa Ty I8la 

yvvaiK.1 Kal Mavla, 

Kal AS, TeKvoig dd>-

poig p,vyp,yg xdpiv. 

Kal vlda 

211. Ibid.—Two figures (male and female) above. (A.). 

AYPMAPKOCAA6Z Avp. MdpKog 'A\e|-

ANAPOJKAIAY dvBpa, koI Avp. 

TIGIAAAIAIAM TidiXXa IBla. p,-

H0PITATEIK ydpl TaTel Ke 

FIATPIAAEZAN ^aTPl 'AXetjdv-

APIONNMHC 8pa> p,vyp,yg 

XAPIN X"Plv-

file:///ira
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212. In the village. Rectangular slab. (A. and C). 

Tbv kXvtov iv irvvvToiai tov \ yiriov iv epioiai 

dvepa irav \ Tipicov to yevog iy p,epona>v 

evda | Aapidv 86p,og oiirog 6 Xdivog ivTog | iepyei, 

bv tov KeBvoTaTy BelpiaTo avv[/3]io | tyj 

Aopiva Bopiov KXeiTov iroaiog (piXiag Be | dvyaTpog, 

Tyv OiaXevTiXXav dp.<f>OTe \ poi KaXeov. 

Sot Be Xeyw, P,eve, | TavTa Kal iaaopievoiai iridea de 

Tovg yap iiravpovTag elae \ ti KrjBog exei. 

Aip. A6p,va \Z]w-

tikov to> I8ta> dvBpl p,vyp/yg 

Xapiv. 

This is perhaps Christian. L. 2 ENEPNAUEMOlEI. The sixth letter 
may be O. 

213. Ibid.—(A.). 

THNATAOHNAAoXO 

KAICAOcbPoNATHAYre 

THNTeTHNOAlTOXPoNI 

HNOYTOCexeiOAOMOC 

eYreNiKHNAoAHHNMerAMY 

AAONOCANAPoCAKOITH CO.//// 

qbe-ONOCKOTetONHPnACeTHN 

AAoXONCHMAeHToAeAEIMA 

cb1 ̂ CnOCICeiNeKAAANHMHC 

KAAI26N0CYI0CAI0MHA60C 

X6PCYN60ICIN 

Tyv dyadyv aXoxo(v) Kal aao<f>pova TyXvyeTyv Te 

ttjv bXiyoxpovtyv ovTog ê et o B6/u,og 

eiyeviKyv A68y<Cy^>v ptey dp,vp,ovog dvBpbg aKotT[iv 

w[«a] <j>dovo.g Korecov ypiraae Tyv aXoxov 

aypia ey toB' eBeipta (f>[iXo]g iroaig e'tveKa pivypyg 

KaXiP,evog vlbg Aiop,yBeog xepai>v eoiaiv (sic!). 

214. In village. (A.). 

NOCIAICO 

ITATPIAYPAA 

EZANAPIOI/M 

HTPIAoMNI 

-vog IBtai 

iraTpl Avp. 'AX-

eP,dv8pa [Ke] p,-

yTpl A6p,v[y. 
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215 (A.). 

iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimii 
YAeYKeiOCZlOTlKC 

ONOCeNeAAeKlAJU 
noN 

KAAeAIOlKONXHP0M~N 

TONAETeAAOCXONK 

KYPIAAAMOVM-TPI 

////////THCANTOA6CM 

////iNHMOCYNlCBNeKe 

NHr/PT€IM-NeKVeC// 

L. 3. |s| perhaps misread for A Iv.'. 

v AevKeiog Zwtik\ov 

(7)01/0? ivddBe Kipti, 

KaB (8') eXiirov oikov XVP0V IT**6]" 

tov Be re pioaxov, Ke 

KvpiXXa, p.ov putjTpl 

dvea]Tyaa<v> ToBe a(rj)p,-

a fi]vyp.oavvyg eveKe-

v y yap Teip.y veKvea\ai. 

Tv{a)lov seems unsuitable. 

216. In a mosque. (A.). 

/////////MIAP YPIAMAPKO// 
//////// CO r IK co £ \ A (Vtf£ // 

//////oye/A/ioAMAPIAYTH// 

////A • T6 K N o | f. A\rco n rAe I 
116 K K Y P / \ A H K A r P T A // sic V *(«) KvpiXXy Ke Avp. Ta[io-

V A A 6 P I //7//THC A N fc C// " ( = ?>) Sae> [av]rr?? ai/eV[T-

,Hce///////////////////^N 

M I ////// //// // llfll/IIflll 

Avpy]Xta Kvpla MdpKo\y 

Z]<otikw KXa\yB]e-
l]ov ? elBiip dvBpl avTy[g 

k]oI TeKvoig a&Twv Tael-

yae\y 

p[yg xd?w-

pl]v[y-

217. In the cemetery. (C). 

WAW AKCAN1 

KfilCO A.AGf A N 

A P W K £ A Y J C A B 

BATICYAICOAN 

AhrAYKITATW 

A S N N E A M A U A 

KTEKNCOAWfOL) 

A ? A A e £ A N M W 
•fCTHCAKIUlTH 

UKCXAPIN 

At>]p. M6[roe-

«?] Map,a zee 'Ai>t-

Keltp 'AXeP,dv-

Bpa Ke Avp. %aB-

BaTig Aypia vBlq> dv

Bpl yXvKlTaTW 

Mevvea Maptd 

Ke TeKvw dwpa 

Avp. AXei;dv8pq> 
earnaa Kiairi\[piov\ 

p,vy]ptyg xdPhV-

H.S.—VOL. XIX'. 
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218. In a fountain ; worn and faint. (A.) 

+eN9AK//TAKITEKAAY2ENOCKe//0J fEvda K[a]TaKiTe KaXvP,evog Ke [Z>-

T l K O C A N A r N C 0 T H C O C J ) P A M / slOVM TiKbg dvayvm(a)Tyg- o<j>pa p.[e]v ov(v) p[vr,-

MHCANrAOONKA€OCeceTeTO!C fiyg d<y>yadbv KXeog eVere Toia[i, 

A Y T O C A e O N T I C n P O H K O C A N e T H / / / / avTbg Aeovrig irpoyKog dve(a)Ty[aa 

T O J N Y A I t O N T e K / / C O N M N H M H C X A P ' / / r&v vBimv TeK[v]a>v pivypiyg %dp[iv, 

O J n A C A N + A P I T A C O e O C K A T e x e C e O ) / / / / ol irdaav (!) xdpirag ©eo? KaTexe(v)ae m[irfj. 

For the conclusion cf. the following inscr., 1. 6, 

L. 4 irpoyKog, i.e. irpboiKog, seems to be a civil official like the modern 
mayor: cf. Const, de Themat. 34 ti AvKavBog ; ti ®mpidg 6 irpboiKog ; In 

Theophanes 612 irpboiKog is the major-domo of the Prankish King. The 
term occurs also in No. 219 and in an inscription copied by m e at Mandra 
keui, N.E. of Afion-Kara-Hissar, 'E7rl tov deocpiXeaTaTov Ke oaiwraTov 

iir(i)aK6irov KmaTavTivov Ke irpoyKov TLpiVKiirlov k.t.X. 

219. Ibid.—(CI). 
'fMvypty iv irap6Bvaaiv( = oiaiv) rjv er-

+ MNHMH£NTTAPOAYCaNHNET ev%ev A a ^ irpoyKog, evda 
EYg ENAAMACTTPOHK0CEN9A K-araKne Marpcbva KaXyire-
KATAKITEMATPWNAKAAHTTE ttXo? avvBiog Aap,d irpoyKov 

TOKWTTACACXAPITACGEOCKA T0V> ^ 7rao'a? XaPlTa* ®eo,? Ka-
TEXEKCETTPOCW1TH W K E M K P I rexevae irpbg miry, cS Ke p,vpi-
AMrK^®E°CnF?PEN Ar^AEA a piyXa ®ebg irbpev dyXa e'S-
WKENAKTOCTPAAAM A C H P O , v r\9 * -
H KOCCrNKEIfC IN K 6 VTATPACIN COKev' avT0\y(aP) \ A(l/"̂  *P°-
ECTHCANTONYKON EWlNON yKog avv velvaiv Ke OvyaTpdaiv 
04>PAMeNOKNMNHHHCArAeoN 'iaryaav tov vkov imv(i)ov 
Kr-EOCECETETO" • MNH MHCXAPIN «jl -• » ' » <r 

> i»̂ iii •• i>.<-ŵ> n̂> 0(ppa ^ev ovv fiprjfiiys ayaffov 
KXiog eaeTe To[iai] pivypiyg xdpiv-

There are also some other more or less fragmentary texts. 
§ 3. Selmba.—Durgut Ova is separated from the plain on the east of 

Amorion (in late times called Pankaleia1) by the hill called Kurshunlu Dagh 
and the greater mass of Bayad Kolu (kol=' arm') immediately west of it. 
The latter is a conspicuous landmark for m a n y miles to the north, and a very 
useful point for the cartographer. Between these hills and the ridge 

bounding Phrygia Paroreios there is a little recess called E s h m e Ova con
taining two or three villages, the chief of which is Geuz-Oren (' eye-ruins,' 
two hours north-west of Durgut). Geuz-Oren marks the site of a township 
(Bijptog) called selmea. Nothing is known of it beyond what m a y be learned 

from the following texts; doubtless it was subject to Amorion,2 whose 
territory probably extended south-eastwards as far as the borders of Galatia 

1 Leo Diaconus, p. 170; H.G. p. 231 (cf. At least until Pissia became independent (if 
Class. Review, 1899, p. 137). Piribeyli represent Pissia, as is most probable, 

§5). 
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and Lycaonia (Proseilemmene). The village lies on, or close to, one of the 
roads from Ak-sheher (Philomelion) to Angora vid Yuzuk-bashi and Tahadjir 
(on the Sangarios). 

220. In the cemetery: stele with triangular pediment containing the 

relief reproduced below from C.'s sketch. (A.). 

AfTTATTAtrAlOY 
KrAIOCTTATTACCM 
Y IOCAYTOYYTTE///R 
SHtEAYTtONCUlfift 
liACM-NI LEAMEHvSM 

EYXHN 

Avp. na7rct? Tatov 

Ke Td'iog TIairdg o 
vibg ainov vire[p 

t]j)? eavTwv aw[ry-
pt]ag Myvl z\eXpteyv\m 

evxyv. 

221. Ibid.—Altar, with relief of Men standing, below the inscription : 

a bunch of grapes on two other sides : the fourth side has been cut away by 

modern stone-hunters who intended to reface the stone and transport it to 

Ak-sheher. (C. and A.). 

VOCCeAM#HNLUSI 
:'.vm/L|Nl 6YXR.N 

'O Brj]pog z)eXpb[e]yvo)v 

M]yvl evxyv. 

The Phrygian god is worshipped all over Galatia; see above No. 44 

and below,"~under XII. 

222. In the cemetery. Tall pillar (square in section). Above, a man 

and a woman in very low relief. (A.). 

AYMAPKOEKAYKA://////// Avp. MdpKog «e Aip. Kd[aav-

APOCT<reEAYT<reN//////// 

TPIAOYA^NNHCXA 

PIN^>TICANTOYTira 

TcraEPT^KAKiraEnOIHIEl 

AYri-EcpAOEAinOITOKAl 

HAIOYTOcbi^C 

Bpog rm eavTmv [ira

Tpl AovXrp p,vyp.yg %a-

piv. T/? av TOVTlp 

rm epya> KaK&g iroiyaei 

avyrjg (fiaog Xiirono Kai 

rjXiov to <pa>g. 
x 2 
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223. Ibid.—Tall stele: above, a cross (?) between comb and mirror. (C). 

OYANAZOCKAITA 

TEICTIII AIAGYTA 

TPIAMMIAMNH 

^MHCXAPIN^ 

Oidva^og Kai Ta-

Tet? t[tj] IBla dvya-

Tpl 'Aptpila ptvy-

p.yg xdpw. 

Ovdva^og is a Phrygian name (perhaps formed from FdvaP, or from 

Fdvaaaa, the name of the Nature-goddess in Pamphylia), occurring also in 

No. 239 and at Philomelion (C.I.G. 3983); cf. also no. 207,1. 1. 

224. Tbid.—(C). 

6PMoreN??s 

\OCH\CBptovv ktX. 

225. Ibid.'—Cover of a sarcophagus. (O). 

§£££ NE OYK AYH ATTTTHHrYKHAYTOY 9 Mez/eou Ke Avpy(Xia) "Airiry y yvvy amoxi 
^^^PGor-ENt^AETrYKrANTWCOPON TeKvm dm]pq> Mevvea eirvyaav Tyv aopbv 

^l^>AAE A3>go HM-NH: XAPIN Ke I8]ia> d8eX<pa> p,vyp,yg xdpiv. 

226. Ibid.—A destroyed relief in pediment supported by pilasters: 
the inscription is engraved on the entablature. (C). 

//// M 01" 6 N H C K AI MAPKOC MAiivIAMHTPI 'Ep]p,oyevyg Kal MdpKog Mtt[/w]w pyrpl 

////H MHCXAPIN p.v]yp,yg xdpiv. 

227. In the village. A fragment of entablature; large letters. (A.). 

AYPAMMIATtOIAIWANAPIfAYi 

IRAYRMAPKOCTGJI A I U) IT A 

N APOYNNHHCENEKF 

Avp. 'Ap,p,ia t<2 ISlo) dvBpl yXv[KVTaT(p 

Ke Aiip. MdpKog Tm I8i(p ir[aTpl ' A\ep,a-

vBpov ( = (p) prvyp,yg eveKe\y. 

228. Ruined village (yaila) Kizil Kuyu, some distance to W. Beside a 
well. (A). 

//YPHAIOIAIOMHAHEKTIONCpU) A.]vpyXtoi Aiop.rjByg Kellovcpm-

//lARTATeiCKQXAPOYnATPI v]ia Ke Taret? KcoKdpov iraTpi 

//aKAPaKAAeAcpUJAAeZAN K]a>Kapa> Ke dBeXipm 'AXegdv-

APUXAIAAlOPAIAItDANAPIKlO 8pa>- Ke AiaSoopa IBia, dvBpl Km-

KAPOJfeAYTHZOJCANsHMHC Kapa> Ke eavTy £maa pivyptyg 

X A PIN <o xdp̂ v-

file:///OCH/CBptovv
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229. Yunak. Tall pillar (square in section). Very rough letters. (A.). 

AYAoYAoCAICIAICO 

\AEAcpU)KAYJTATIA 

/VHTEIMoeEoyCYN 

TOICIAITEKNolC sic 

TOJIAIANAPIAI sic 

AloMAHNNHvl-C sic 

//apin 

Avp. Aov<^p~^>Xog Big IBlw 

d]SeX<pm Ke Avp. HaTia-

vy Teiftodeov aiiv 

Toig lBi(oig) TeKvoig 

Tffl 181(a)) dvBpl At-

<l_8î >opi(y)8y pivypiyg 

X\dpiv. 

230. Ibid.—In a house near the fountain. Above is a basket. (O). 

AYPHM°AOOPOCKA 
IA/UEANAPOC IAI 
W$ ATPKAOINWOY 
ANtCGHCANMNH 

MHCXAPIN 
K E T H T A Y K Y 
\TATHMHTPI 
flfTATEJMYTPA 
^TOY 

hip. 'HXioBmpog Ka-
l 'AXePavBpog IBi-

a> (parpl Za(X)mvivov 
dveadyaav p-vrj-

5 p,yg xdpiv, 
Ke Ty yXvKV-
raTy p,yrpl 

Ai)[p.] TaTel MvTpa-
Bd]TOV. 

L. 8. MidpaBdjov, also No. 191 : for the Mithras cult at Amorion cf. 
Ramsay, Revue des Etudes Grecques, 1889, p. 17 = Cumont, Textes et mon. ret. 
aux mysUres de Mithra, ii. p. 91, 

231. Ibid.—Broken door-stone. (O). 

AYPKAPIKO AlOreNoYMHTP/ Aip. KapiKo[g] Aioyevov p,yTp[l 

K A A A I A T P I A I O r € N ( / / KaXXi[P, eva ? Ke dvy]aTpl Aioyev[ela 

Y K ' T A T O I H M XAPIN yX]vK[v]TaToi[g p.v]yp.[yg] xdpiv. 

232. Ibid.—In the wall of a house; worn and faint. (A.). 

cir«NOYXfiPiArAPeeKN 
K£«MN0NrA/n0N0YK6Ae 
HCAC AYAIONHAICANIKH 
TOY£ M l«/̂ T/'OTI-N TTA PAKH 
///I//I/III//II/II///I///HKH 8 6 T O 
1/////1///////11///////////////H r n n 

/////// Tpdp,p,aaiv devdyg ( = ot?) BXetyov, (f)lXe, aypaTi TwBe 

ir&g dirb dvBpbg eov Ta[tp]og ypiraae, B\da]Kavog"AByg, 

Avp. TaTel[v] 
yv (pdovog ovk i[di]Xya[e]v eov diroXavae ( = at) aiv-

e[v]vov 

yap de.Kv\mv ?] Ke aepivbv yapiov ovk iXeyaag 

file:///TATHMHTPI
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Christian Inscriptions:— 

233. Geuz Oren. Outside the mosque; pilasters and rope mould-

ing. (O). 

<jv.iit/\ '%0? Be [av KaKyv 

KeiPANnPOCeNEN Keipav irpoaeviv-

KHeCTeAYTtOFIP KyJaTe avTm irp-

oceeoN o? ®eov. 

234. Kizil Kuyu yaila. In the cemetery. Solid sarcophagus-shaped 

stone ; inscription at one end : very faint. (O). 

E N O A A E K A T A 

K I T E M A P " O E 

< E M O T E N H C 

X AOEA<i>0 

N T E K N A T I M O 

9 E 0 Y M N H M H E 

XAPIN 

'EvddBe Kard-

KiTe MdpKog 

Ke] 'E[p]fioyevyg 

dBeXcpo-

l] TeKva Tijjlo-

deov p.vr)p,yg 

Xapiv 

The brothers are perhaps the same as those mentioned in no. 226. 

235. Ibid.—Similar stone. Ornamental cross within a circle (on one 

side). Faint. (A.). 

LI. 6-8. M ACTHCAYT 

V ^ A (-AMNH 
AHCX-Apl Cf 

'fAvplXXiog Tip.-

odig dvea<̂ â >-Tyj-

aa tov ip,ov Te-

kvov TLoXvKa-

pirov Ke Trjg dp-

u[o]aTrjg avT-

ov AdBa pivy-

firjg xdpKv) f 

236. Ibid.—Similar stone with similar cross. (A.). 

E N 0 A // E K A //// 'Evdd[S]e Ka[rd-

IIIT EH/ 7n A Zll/I k]it£ n[a]7ra? [Tip,-

o 0 E u M A / PKuT// odeov M[d]PKov 

MNHCX "1/111/1/ p.vyp,yg ŷ dpiv. 

MH 
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§ 4. Seifi Orent.—Between the lower slopes of Bayad Kolu and the 
plain round Tcheltik (see the map) is interposed a long, narrow ridge called 
Seifi Oreni, which derives its name from an old site on its slopes fifty minutes 

south-south-west of Kutchuk Hassan, a village on the edge of the reedy 
marsh A k Giol. This site goes by the name Kali (' Fort') and from it are 
said to have come inscriptions Nos. 237 and 238; beside it there.is a deserted 

cemetery with old stones, but otherwise we could see only very slight traces 
of ancient life. Formerly the ruins were doubtless more conspicuous, else 
they could hardly have given their name to the long ridge on which they 

lie. 

237. Kutchuk Hassan: 

from C.'s sketch]. (A.). 

•J.'/li/l M6NANAPOU a,.A 
NANAPoYoK H'••'!'• 
NACMHTPlTeTPAIM 
c QTiayne PAN8PS=n«H 
KT 6 TPATlGA£3Nev.«n» 

in the oda wall. [The stone is reproduced 

MevavBpog [Me-
vdvBpov o Ke ~N[ov-

vag MyTpl TeTpair[po-
amirm virep dvdpmir[a>v 

Ke TeTpairoSmv ev[xyv. 

The ' Four-faced Mother' of this quaint inscription is Kybele as goddess 

of the four seasons. TeTpairpoacoirog is used by Plutarch to describe the four 

sides of an altar (Beopiog). 

238. Ibid.—Above is a figure, on the left side of which is a chest, and 

on the right a spindle and distaff. (A.). 

ayphaicmazi 

moykgAyphAi 

amiataioy 

THIAlATYTA 

TPlAYPTATGI 

AUJPHANeCTH 

C6NMNHMHC 

XAPIN 

AipyXig Ma|i-

piov Ke AvpyXi(a) sic 

'Apia Talov 

iy IBia Tvya-

Tpl Avp. Tare* 

dmpy dveaTy-

aev pivypiyg $%c 

%dpjv-
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10 

239. Kurdushan (on the hills, about an hour and a half south-south

west of Seifi Oreni). Fountain below the village. Copied hurriedly. (A.). 

O5ro? o TvvBog exel I > dvBpeg (piXoi, <pfi)Tav dp | taTov 
AovXlmvav piey\ddvpiov dcopodavy \ Be yeycovmg, 

Stivi y y \ [a]p,eTy [a]vv v[i]daiv ei\ [8]pvae Bmp,6v 
®aXla a | [e]p,voTaTy Kovivtov dv\yaTyp yeyawaa 

aiiv yXv \ Kepoig TeKvoig pvypyg \ xdpw eaTecpdvaaav 
Oidva^og Kal MdpKog Te \ [x\vel,Tai 

OYTOCOTVNBOCEXei 

ANAP£C<plAOlCp(j0TANAP 

ICTONAOVAlOiNANMer 

A9YMONAC0PO9ANH 

AererwNcocojTiNiHr 

//M€THTYNVC0ACIN6I 

//PYC€BO> MONGAAIAC 

-MNOTATHKOVINTOV0V 

TATHPrerAWCACVNTAV 

KePOICTEKNOICMNHMHC 

XAPINeCT€(pAN<ji)CAN 

6ANA20CKAIMAPKOCT£ 

//N€ITAI vac. 

L. 2-3. A redundant v in accusative of 3rd declension is not uncommon 
in Phrygian Greek. 

L, 12. Oidvatjog, no. 223. LI. 12-13 give the stone-cutters' signature, 
if Te[x]veiTai (suggested by Prof. E. A. Gardner) is the correct restoration. 

240. Ibid.—In the village. (A.). 

AYPBACHCfTATTACKICTPATONei 

KHCYBI0CAYT0Y€AYTI/N9€ 

XNOICMAEAI/K-rAIUUAuPOICNNHvHC 
XAPIN 

Aip. Bacr?}? naVa? Ke 'larpaTovei-
Ky avBiog avTov eavT[m]v de-
Xvoig M . . Ke Talco dmpoig p,vy/j,yg 
Xapiv 

L. 3. Perhaps the first name is some form of Masa (No. 194). 

241. Ibid.—Stele with fragments of two figures. (A.). 

laTyXXyv iaopag 

iroXvBeBaXov iv-

d]dBe KeiTe Tana-

v]y [Z]maipiov MiaKXa-

Syvov bXiyov 8 

IC THA AW6COP 

noAYA€AAAON 

//AAeKeiTETAT 

////H//10CIMOYMIC 

AWoYoAIToNA 

AC 

CN 

IA 

KAA 
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242. Ibid.—In village. Figures of man, woman, and child, with heavy 
festooning. (C). 

AYPH-KAPlKOCM€NN€OY0r-// 

€AYT0l)CYNBI(jl)POAIN-K€AY// 
TGJZlUsKTTPON ONMM-NHC X AP IN 

KATTnAYIWZOJNTI 

Aipy(Xiog) KapiKog Mevveov dfj 

eavT(ov) avvBia 'ToBlvy Ke eav-

tu> £mv Ke irpovibv ptvypiyg XaPlv 

Ke 'Airira vim ffivTi. 

L. 1 dfj for Ty, 1. 3 irpovmv for cppov&v : cf. above Nos. 198, 200, 201, 

240, etc. 

243. Ibid. (A.) 

JOC 

J .AHO 

irarpi 

Ke aBeX 

P 
N 

AYEIPHNEtO 

<J>waiomhAh 

NHMHZXAPIN 

A N A M A M A C 

ENOCOKOMH 
r i i i i 

Elpyvaiog also Nos. 99, 244. On N w o , 
tung, pp. 341, 338. 

244. Hadji Fakir (two hours and twenty-five minutes from Kutchuk 

Hassan). In the cemetery. (A.). 

AvpyXiog Elpyveog M d -

vov avv Ty eavTov a[y-

vBia Zdyg eavToig tfovT-

eg Ke <f>povovvTeg KaTeaKe-

vaaav (piXoaTopytag e[v-

eKev^> Ke Tig av TavTy t[j) 

aTyXy KaKyv] %6tpa irpoaoiaei bp-

[<f>avd TeKva Xiitoito k.t.X.] 

AYPI-IAIOEEIPHNEOEMA 

NOYCYNTHEAYTOYC// 

NBIOJZOHCEAYTOICZtONT 

ECK<pPoNo¥NTECKATECKE 

YAEANCplAOCTOPriACE// 

EKEN^ KTICANTAYTHT// 

//-/////////////xeiPAnPocoiceiop 

Z6y in G.I.G. 3765, 4165, Ath. Mitth, xiii. p. 242, etc. 

245. Sakushagh (on north side of Ak Giol): stele. (Al). 

AeYKIOCTATA AevKiog T o ™ 

TU/eiAIWnATPI 

M.NHMHCXAPIN 

Tm elBlco iraTpl 

pvyp-yg xdpiv. 
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§ 5. PlRlBEYLl (? PISSIA).—Under the western corner of the Seifi Oreni 
ridge, in a favourable situation, well-watered by a two-fold stream which 
presently loses itself in the plain (except perhaps in winter, when it may 
possibly reach the Sangarios), lies the large village Ashagha ('Lower') 
Piribeyli. Here there is an extensive site on both banks of the stream which 
comes down from Yokaru Piribeyli and waters the gardens of the village. 
Both the village and the cemeteries are full of remains of all sorts; on the 
slopes on the south side of the stream there are numerous ' door-stones' 
lying about, probably in their original position; and on a round hill beside 
them large squared blocks may still be seen in situ. Clearly this was a town 
of some importance and Prof. Ramsay has proposed to identify it with PISSIA, 
one of a local group of bishoprics under Amorion (p. 233); but at present 
there is not sufficient evidence to fix with certainty either Pissia or Klaneos, 
another member of the same group.1 W e copied every inscription we could 
find in the hope of discovering the n a m e — b u t in vain. Some of these have 
already been published by Ramsay amongst the series of Phrygian texts in 
Kuhn's Zft. f. vergl. Sprachf., N.F. viii. p. 381 ff. (Nos. xx.-xxiv.). Our 
copies generally confirm his, but there are a few differences. 

In No. xxiv. (at the top of which there is a representation of a horse
man, doubtless M e n ) 11. 5-62 read 

eY6MOIA//// 

fTAACOieeOCANTATIOAOIT//// 

i.e. "Oo-a] ev ip.ol 8[i]irXa aoi debg dvTair6SoiT[o]. Cf. No. 246. 

No. xx., 1. 1 (according to m y copy) begins /AnONITElOE, i.e. [Avp.] 
Uovireiog, and in 1. 3 I have A A A K E r T I T E T l K / V \ E N O C , i.e. aBaKeT Tne-
TiKpevog, without initial e ; cf. J.H.S. 1898, p. 122, No. 68. Above the in
scription is a row of small figures ; the frame work of the two doors underneath 
is decorated with grapes and vine leaves; and the eight panels are filled 
with representations of various articles of household furniture (including 
amphora, jug, vases, fish on a plate, bed, mirror, etc.) and implements (spade, 
hammer, hook). 

246. In an old cemetery ten minutes south of A^z-atchik (Yokaru), on 
one road from Piribeyli to Ak-sheher. Stele with linear ornamentation of 
vine-leaves and grapes ; comb, mirror, and basket above the inscr. (A.). 

I Z T H A H N E E O P A Z K A 'laTyXyv iaopag Ka\Ta%mypa<f>ov, dXXa | voyaov 

T A Z W T P A C p O N A A A A ^ tvvBov «a|Te;y« TaTeiag KaXfjg | lepetyg 

N O H E O N H T Y N B O N K A 'AprepiiBog \ Koiipyg BaaiXyiSog y | irpoKadyTai-

T E X E I T A T E I A C K A AHI rjv la \ Topyyg eveKev dvtjp \ ebg ivddB' eretaev 

[At the time of writing there was another fore, practically certain.] 
possibility, viz. that Pissia lay in tho plain In 1. 2, my copy reads C Y N B I O C and in 
north-west of Amorion ; but an examination of „ ~AX/-i-.\ki ,., ... 
this district, which I made in Sept. 1899, » 6 A Y T W N . We did not see nos. xxn. and 
shows that only small villages existed there. 
The identification With Piribeyli seems, therer 
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IEPEIHZAPTEMIAOC 

KOYPHCBACIAHIAOCH 
nPOKA9HTAl^> HNIC 

TOPTHCENEKENANHP 

EOCENGAAETEIEEN 
AYP KAPIKOENOYNAE 

TATIAEYNBIWKAI9Y 

TATPIXAPITIWKAINOY 

NAYIWrAYKYTATOIC 

MNHMHCXAPIN-c 

TICAETAYTHTHIETH/H 

KAKHNXEIPAnPoColCEl 

KAIZWNAEINAITAeqiTO 

KAIGANEWNETIAEINA 

OCAEYEMOIAinAACOieEOC 

247. Piribeyli. In the village. 

A M Ml A'ANTTIOYOYrATI-IP 

-////<• AeAYTHAATTANAlCIAI 

////CAHNAPlolC^CpNKAlTeiMOe 

////ANAPlKAlT6KNOICKAierrO 

////////AIOI -s„ ia CHAMMIA 

Avp. KapiKog N o w d s 
TaTia avvBiw Kal dv-
yaTpl XapiTim Kai Nou-
va vim yXvKVTaTOig 

p,vyp,yg xdpiv. 
Tig Be TavTy Ty laTyXy 

KaKyv X€iPa irpoaotaet 
Kal tfav Beivd irddoiTo 

Kal davemv ert Beivd-

"Oaa ev iptol BiirXd aoi deog (sc. avTairoBono). 

(Al 

'Ap,p,la [U]aviriov dvyaTyp 

£&a]a eavTy Sairdvaig 181-

ai]g Byvaploig X (f>v' Kal Teipod-

eq>] dvBpl Kal TeKVOig Kai tyyo-

voig l]Bloig y 'Ap,p,ia 

p,vypl]yg xdpiv. I-ICXAPIN 

TLdviriog for Hdvipiog i.e. TLdvj>aiog or TLdp,j>aiog (fern. Hap.<j)ia) 

248. Ibid.—Door-stone, half buried. (C). 

KAPIKOCAAHNOCpl/A//// KapiKog Myvo<f>iX[ov yXv 

KYTATHKYPI AANH//// 
KAieAT0JZAt0NenOIHC//// 

KVTaTy Kvpl[XXy] p,vy[pyg xdpiv 

Kal eaTm %d>v iirotya[ev. 

249. Ibid.—Double doorstone with small figures in relief: in pediment, 
eagle standing, with wings displayed. (A.). 

////NAPONeiKOCMeNANAPOYTHIAlATYNAIKI 

////MIAKAITHOYrATPlAMlAMNHMHCXAPIN 

N 
////AiTajneNeepwANAKAiTHneNee//// 
AMIAMNHMHCXAPINZOJCIN 

'A]vSpovetKog MevdvBpov Ty IBla yvvaiKi 

'A]p,ia Kal Ty dvyaTpl 'Ap,ia p,. %. 
K]al Tm irevdepm "Avvq, Kal Ty irevde[pa 

'Apia p,vypyg xdpiv tpsaiv. 
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250. Ibid.—Altar-stone with inscription on upper margin: below 
ornamental wreaths, and pedimental door. (A.).-

////ATAPICeYTYXA X]aydpig EvtvX& 

////eKNWTAYKYTATW T\eKvm yXvKVTaTip 

MNHMHCXAPIN p. %. 

251. Ibid.—Similar stone, in a vineyard. (A.). 

KAPI eagle KOCAA6 KapiKog Me-

NANAPOVEAVTOJZtONenOICeN vdvBpov eavTm %a>v iiroiaev. 

252. Ibid.—Very faint. (A). 

AYJAAAAE2ANAPU)// Avp. Ad 'AXegdvBpm [ Ke 

IAI 00 A N A PIX € A C UK //// IBlm dvBpl XeXam Ke [6e-

XN//ICAOVNi-K AAE2//// X^[°]« A6p,vm Ke 'AXeQdv-

APLKNOYNAKKYPIAK//// 8pa> «e Nowa Ke Kvpiq. K[e Mi?-

T P 0 n A N-K M € N € A K K Y//// ipoirdvy Ke Mevvea. Ke Kv[plX-

IH/AeNTAMWKXAF1//// ^]v P-%• 

XeXcro? for KeAcro?, i.e. Celsns. MyTpoirdvyg for MyTpoipdvyg ; compare 
nos. 200, 201, 240, 242, etc. 

The following three lie on the hill-side opposite the village. 

253. Ibid.—Triple doorstone. (A.). 

AYPAAAHCZOJTIKOYKAIKOAPATIAAA//// 

Avp. AdByg ZmTiKOv Kal Ko8paTiXXa 

254. Ibid.—Large doorstone. (A.). 

(bird in wreath) H N B 

KAPIKOCMENANAPOYEAYTOJZC//// 

OCANKAKOJEfTYHCEITOHPGO//// 

KapiKog MevdvBpov eavrm £a>[v 

lN0? av KaKmg irvyaei to ypm[ov 

255. Ibid.—Doorstone. (A.). 

////CANTOJNIOCXeiAOJNTHeAVTOV//// 

////HCXAPINKAI€AvTWZOJNKAiqS//// 

Td'io]g 'AvTmviog XeiXmv Ty eaVTOv [avp,Bi(o 

pvypl]yg xdpiv Kal eavrm t,mv Kal (f>[pov(ov. 

There are also several other fragments, 
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-56. Ibid.—Outside the village. Stone decorated with ox-heads and 
garlands much broken. (O). 

////mmiamhtpc//////// 

////mnhmhcxap//////// 
////nOIHCENeCTAlAYTW 

////pocTONeeoN 

'A]p.p,ia MyTpo[(f>dvovg ? 

p,vypyg xdp[iv 
' O ? av Be KaKmg] iroiyae[i], eaTai avrm 

7r]po? tov debv. 

§ 6. Tolistokhora and Abbostola.—The plain lying between Seifi 
Oreni and the hills that fringe the Sangarios has next to be considered. It 

forms part of the district called Djihan-beyli, which includes the country round 

A k Giol and extends up towards Inler Katrandji, but about the exact limits of 

which we could not obtain certain information. Tcheltik is now the chief 
village of the plain, but it shows no remains of antiquity except those which 

have been used up in building and repairing the elaborate mosque. But 

about an hour and a half to the north and about the same distance from the 
Sangarios there is an important site, with a necropolis of enormous extent 

nearer Tcheltik; the foundations of ypma m a y be traced over a large area, 

and numerous door-stones, terribly weather-worn, lie beside them. The 
situation was well chosen near the deep-flowing perennial stream that comes 

down from Geuk Bunar and joins the Sangarios immediately below Elles 

Pasha. O n the left bank of this river, some distance below the ruins, there 

is quite a labyrinth of rock-cut chambers communicating with each other, 

which the natives call Bolat Hissar.1 
Before endeavouring to ascertain the name of this site, we must mention 

another, which lies on the right (south) bank of the Sangarios, thirty-five 
minutes west of Hadji Ali Oglu, a village on the river almost clue south of 

Sivri Hissar. This site is called Veledler, i.e. 'the Sons,' and derives its name 

(so runs the tale) from the sons of a Pasha of A k Hissar2 (Amorion) who 

met their death here while looking after some property belonging to their 

father. There is nothing,now .to be seen beyond the foundations of an 

enclosing wall and an old cemetery containing ancient stones,—pillars, door-

stones, ornamented slabs, building-blocks etc. The distance from Pessinus 

(Bala-hissar) is about xi R o m a n miles. 

N o w the Peutinger Table indicates a road running from Dorylaion (Eski-

sheher) by Trikomia (Kaimaz) to Pessinus and over the Axylos to Egdaua 

(see x. § 4) and thence along the Salt Lake to Archelais. W e have already 

1 So the ensemble of rook chambers at Bey- Kale, see Annual Brit. School 1898, p. 71, 
bazar is called Hissar (above i. § 8, p. 65.). n. 1, 
2 For an explanation of Hamilton's. Hergan 
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discussed the latter portion of this road. The section south-eastwards from 

Pessinus is thus represented:— 

Pessinus xxiiii 
Abrostola xxiii . „ • xi Abrostola xxiiii 

Amuno- 1 Tolosocorio vii 
| Bagrum [etc.] 

Laudicia catacecaumeno 

This is a terrible jumble; and the cause of the confusion is the same as 

we have already indicated in discussing the latter section of the road (see i. 

§ 6 above), viz. the running together of two diverging roads. W h a t the Table 

meant to describe is (1) a road from Dorylaion by Pessinus to Archelais, 
which cannot pass Amorion, and (2) a road diverging from this one below 

Pessinus and going by Amorion to Laodikeia Katakekaumene. Owing to the 

mixing up of these two roads the numbers have become more or less cor
rupted, Abrostola is given twice, and stations have been omitted between 

Amorion and Laodikeia. The repetition of Abrostola would easily occur if 
the parting of the ways was at or near the town. N o w the roads actually 

diverge a little to the east or north-east of Hadji Ali Oglu. W e may be 
allowed, then, to suppose that Veledler represents ABROSTOLA,—until a stone 

turns up to settle the question. So much at least is certain, that Abrostola 
cannot have lain further east; for it was in the province of Asia (Ptol. v. 

2, 23), and the boundary between Asia and Galatia must have passed near 
(probably a little east of) Hadji Ali Oglu. 

The other site on the north of Tcheltik m a y with fair certainty be iden

tified with the Tolosocorio of the Table, i.e. TOLISTOKHORA, a town of the 
Tolistobogioi (Ptol. v. 4, 7). The distance from Pessinus is something like 

xxiii R o m a n miles. The form of the name is not quite certain : one M S . of 
Ptolemy reads ToXao-roXopa, four or five ToXaaTaXmpa, many others 
ToXaaTalKopa. But the conjecture Tolistokhora is most probable. W e 
may therefore provisionally emend the Table on this wise:— 

Pessinus xxiii 
I Tolistokhora 

[vii Bagrum etc.] 

The road from Amorion to Laodikeia goes by Tyriaion and Sinethandos 

(Kadyn khan), whence Laodikeia is xx MP. The road across the Axylos doubt-
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less passed by the north side of Ak Giol to Eudokias and Glavama; but the 
centre of the Axylos is still an unknown land. 

These conclusions will be found to agree remarkably well with the 
positions assigned to the towns by Ptolemy. See Prof. Kiepert's map in 

Franz's Funf Inschriften u. fiinf Stddte in Kleinasien.1 

§ 7. The march of manlitjs.—The route followed by the consul 
Gnaeus Manlius Yulso in 189 B.C. between Synnada and the River Lalandos 
(Bunarbashi Su) has been described by Prof. Ramsay in Revue des Etudes 

Grecques 1889, p. 22 f. and has recently been discussed at length by Dr. Korte 

(Athen. Mitth. 1897 p. 1 ff.), w h o has effected some improvements and, in 
particular, has fixed the site of gordion opposite Pebi, on the Sangarios (cf. 

above). It cannot be said, however, that even this section of the march is 

settled beyond dispute. W e have elsewhere pointed out that Dr. Korte's 

suggestion to place Anaboura at Siirmene and to see in it the earlier name 

of the bishopric Augustopolis is disproved by our discovery of the Eulandra 

inscription.2 His identification of Abbassos, however, with a site a little 

south of G e u m e (Ramsay placed it at the village itself) is more convincing;3 

and the Lalandos was proved by Ramsay to be the Bunarbashi Su, which 
flows from a great source near Amorion in a northerly direction to join the 
Sangarios. 

The next section of the Consul's march lay over the plain east of 

Amorion by Tyscon, where ambassadors of the Oroandeis 4 came to meet the 

R o m a n general: inde ad Plitenduiu, deinde ad Alyattos, where envoys came 
from the friendly Galatian chief Eposognatos requesting him not to be in a 

hurry to attack the Tolistobogioi6 until he himself should try to persuade 

them not to reject reasonable conditions. Manlius consented, and leading 

away his army per Axylon quam vocant terram encamped at Guballum Gallo-
graeciae castellum, where the Gaulish horsemen attacked him and suffered a 

defeat. Then seeing that they were bent on resistance, Manlius marched 

continentibus itineribus to the Sangarios, over which he threw a bridge and 

marched along its left bank to Gordion. 

The fact that I omitted to consult the map ferret, which Dr. Korte prefers because Manlius 
until the above argument was finished may be ist ja seit geraumer Zeii im Gebiet der Tolisto-
considered to lend some confirmation to it. bojer. But Livy's only authority was Polybius, 
2 Annual Brit. School 1898, p. 50-1. whom he certainly misunderstood: for, as 
3 But the road from Mandri fontes (which Weissenborn pointed out, Eposognatos' am-

he seems to place at In-Bunar, north-east of bassadors return with the news that his mission 
Mandra keui) is not ' all down hill,' as he had failed and that the Gaulish chiefs had 
declares, in seeking to account for the long fortified themselves on Mt. Olympos,—i.e. the 
day's march of 29 or 30 kilometres (20 MP.). Tolistobogian chiefs, for the Tectosages retired 
There is a lofty pass to cross. to Mt. Magaba (c. 19). Polybius' meaning is 
4 It seems doubtful if the Oroandeis are the perfectly clear, pst) rt p otjoi1 a a t%v at fiyi' 

Pisidian tribe (Orondeis). Staehelin is perhaps e7ri/3aA.erc xe'Pas T0" ToXio-Tofroyiois 
right in regarding them as the inhabitants of Taxdrais. [I see that Dr. Korte has now come 
some town in the neighbourhood (Gesch. d. to the same conclusion, in Woch. f. Klass. 
kleinas. Gal'.). (Cf. Livy c. 19.) Philol. 1898, p. 5. He rightly remarks that 
5 So Polybius xxii. 20 (Sehweighaiiser). the passage supplies important evidence as to. 

Livy xxxviii. 18 says ne Tectosagis bellum in- Livy's historical method.] 
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If we must make suggestions for these places, we might suppose that 

Tyscon perhaps lay beside the refugee village Zonk (53 minutes east of Hamza 
Hadji), where there is an ancient site on and around a low hillock.- If we 

could be sure that the Oroandeis were the Pisidian tribe of that name, we 

might find an argument for this identification in the fact that the envoys of 

that people met Manlius at Tyscon: for, as Prof. Ramsay has pointed out 

(Hist. Geog. p. 422), the envoys would naturally come by- Hadrianopolis and 

Piribeyli. But the Oroandeis are more probably the inhabitants of some 

small town in the vicinity : they afterwards bring the Roman general intelli

gence as to the movements of the three Gaulish tribes. For Plitendum we 

will not offer even a suggestion, though we may note the existence of some 
remains in a cemetery beside the village Kaldirim, which signifies ' Pave

ment ' or ' Causeway.' Alyatti might be the site which we have identified 
with Tolistokhora and we might suppose that Manlius then drew away south

wards to Seifi Oreni. It is certain that he did not penetrate far into the 

Axylo& proper, where water and provisions would have been hard to find 

But we fully recognise that these are the merest suggestions and that there 

is not evidence enough to fix the stations with any certainty. 

XII. Galatian Civilisation. 

The primitive remains which we discovered in Galatia (to recall for a 
moment what was shown in detail in Part I.) furnish welcome evidence that 

the central parts of the peninsula shared, as we should have expected, in that 
homogeneous civilisation which spread over the lands of the Aegaean and the 
Levant before the beginning of the first millennial period; and, in particular, 

they indicate the existence of intercourse with Cyprus by way of the Cilician 
Gates, through which passed one of the oldest trade-routes, to the North (cf. 
Hist. Geog. pp. 27-8, etc.). W e have found evidence, moreover, of the 

existence in Western Galatia of the civilisation represented by the so-called 
' Hittite' monuments of Cappadocia and North Syria, which is apparently 

contemporaneous with the later stages of the Mycenaean culture. Whether 
the Phrygians were already in the land at this time, there is as yet no 
certain means of determining; but the ancient tradition, which places their 

immigration about the end of the tenth century, is not yet shown to be 
wrong.1 

About the..Kulturgeschichte of the centuries intervening between the 

Phrygian conquest and the appearance of the Gauls w e know hardly 
anything. Existing monuments belong mostly to the period from about 
80" a.'d. onwards; and with regard to these w e m a y say that if anyone 

1 From the fact that 'Trojan' pottery has ...but more than, five hundred, perhaps even a 
befi'n'found oi? th'e'site of what was probably whole thousand,-years earlier.' (Athen. Mitth. 
the Phrygian city Gordion,' Dr. Korte con- 1897, p. 25.) But surely that conclusion does 
eludes that the Phrygians had conquered the not necessarily follow. 
country, not 'about 900 B.C., as Ramsay thinks, 
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familiar with the character of the remains of the Imperial period in Phrygia 
proper were to be set down almost anywhere in Galatia and were asked 
to tell from an examination of the monuments in what country he was, 
he would certainly reply ' In Phrygia.' If he looks at the tombstones—sad to 

say, there is little else to see !—he finds that they are of the three common 
Phrygian types,—the altar, the stele (with or without a pediment), and the 
door-stone.1 He sees carved on them the common representation of tools, 
toilet articles, etc., or typical Phrygian devices like the eagle standing with 

outstretched wings; he recognizes in the couching or sitting lions which 

decorated the tomb (No. 92, and above vi. § 1), or even served as the actual 

gravestone (as at Pessinus, Ath. Mitth. xxii. p. 48, N o . 31), the ancient 

Phrygian motif which goes back to the age of the rock monuments and 

survives on the tombstones, especially in the Praipenisseis country. T h e 
nomenclature, too, with a few exceptions already noted, is distinctively of the 

Graeco-Phrygian type: the dead are conceived as deified (No. 142); even 

the Phrygian language is there (e.g. Nos. 117, 127). If he looks for evidence 
of the prevailing religion, that also (as w e have shown, No. 44, 76, etc.) is 

purely Phrygian: there is no trace of any Celtic cult. 

Perhaps the reader will ask in astonishment, ' But what of the Celtic 

conquest and the consequent introduction of a Celtic civilisation?' His 

surprise seems to be shared by Dr. Korte w h e n he speaks of the astonishing 
tenacity with which Phrygian ideas maintained themselves in spite of Celtiza-

tion and Hellenization (trotz Keltisirung und Hellenisirung hielten sich die 

•phrygischen Vorstellungen mit erstaunlichen Zahigkeit2). But our astonishment 
vanishes w h e n w e realize the facts of the case. In reality the native civilisa

tion was entirely unaffected by the Celtic conquest (there was no Keltisirung), 

and the real question rather is, H o w far did Celtic manners and customs 
retain their purity ? W a s it the case that Phrygia capta victores cepit ? Did 

the Gauls not gradually become Phrygianized, i.e. assimilated to the Phrygian 
civilisation n o w beginning to be overlaid with a veneer of Hellenisms ? 

The facts already adduced would seem to point to an affirmative answer, but 
w e must examine the evidence more closely. Prof. Ramsay has pointed out 

{Classical Rev. 1898, p. 3414) that the invading Gauls were few in numbers. 

T h e main army numbered 20,000, of w h o m only 10,000 were fighting m e n 5 ; 

For the significance of the altar see above, Phrygian ideas. The god, for example, may he 
no. 142, and the references there given. For called by a Greek name (since Greek was 
the importance of the door in Phrygian religious spoken), but he remains the Phrygian god ; ho 
conceptions, see Ramsay, CB. i. p. 99 ff. The is not a Hellenic deity, as the reliefs show. [In 
door-stone continues in use even in Christian the great centres of life pure Greek ideas may 
times: the raised division between the panels be introduced, but that is a different thing.] 
easily becomes a cross, and from it is developed Thus there is nothing to astonish us in the fact 
the later stele with cross in relief occupying the that in spite of Hellenization Phrygian concep-
centre of the field. I have noticed all stages of tions maintain themselves with tenacity. 
the transformation in Galatia. . 4 More fully in the article on Galatia already 
2 Ath. Mitth. xxii. (1897), p. 49. quoted. 
3 The Hellenization was little more than 5 Livy xxxviii. 16. 

external : it did not really change the nature of 
H.S.—VOL. XIX. Y 
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and, even if we suppose a few more bands followed, still the total number was 
very small. For 46 years after they entered the country they were engaged 

in continual wars, and there cannot therefore have been any great internal 

increase up to the time when Attalos I. penned them within the country to 

which they gave their name (232 B.C.). Now, as Galatia was about 190 miles 

long and 100 broad, it is obvious that the Gauls were merely a small military 

aristocracy ruling over a vastly larger native population, which they reduced 

to the position of coloni, allowing them in the usual way (Caes. Bell. Gall. i. 

31)1 to retain two-thirds of the land on condition of paying a fixed proportion 

of the produce. The remaining portion of the land they occupied them

selves, leading a pastoral life when not engaged in war,2 while the chiefs 
lived in their fortified castella (ippovpia) surrounded by their clientele. Such 

castella abound all over the country; w e have already described some of them, 
D i k m e n Kale (I. § 7), Tizke keui (I. § 5 fin.), etc.; other examples are 
Assarli kaya3 (near which Perrot conjectures their sacred meeting-place 

ApvvepieTov, Strabo p. 567), Germesh Kale north of Kara-eyuk-Vindia 
(Ainsworth, Travels p. 140), Geuklu in Murtad O v a (Ainsworth, p. 1.39), and 

so on. 
In these remote rural retreats the Gauls long preserved their cantonal 

constitution (Strabo p. 567)', their language, and their national manners and 
customs.4 In 189 B.C., a century after they crossed over to Asia, they are 
still perfect barbarians, living in country villages (campestribus vicis agrisque) 

and fighting without any military organization (Liv. 38, c. 17 and c. 18 § 15). 

The cities (Pessinus, Ancyra, and Gordion) still remained in the possession of 
the native inhabitants,—Hellenized Phrygians, Greeks and J e w s — w h o carried 
on all trade. But within the next twenty-five years a change has begun. 

S o m e time before 164 B.C. Pessinus fell into their hands,6 ' probably by an 
agreement according to which one-half of the priestly college was to be 
Gaulish and one-half of the old Phrygian priestly families.'6 Ancyra soon 

followed, and Gordion was also shortly afterwards conquered and destroyed, 
for it disappears henceforth from history.7 

F r o m 164 B.C. onwards we find the Gaulish nobles holding priesthooda 

at the great native temples.8 T h e attraction lay in the enormous power 

1 Ramsay l.c, improving on Van Gelder, De (Wochensch. f. klass. Philol. 1898, p. 3). But 
Gallis in Graeeia et Asia (1888), p. 183 (who there is nothing to lead to this conclusion. As 
Follows Perrot, Mimoires d' Archiologie, 1875, regards Gordion, Livy indeed says that Manlius 
p. 233-4). found the town deserium fuga incolarum, re-
* Van Gelder, p. 182. fertum idem copia omnium rerum. But that 
Cf. III. § 6 above. only means that the Phrygian natives fled in 

4 Tptav Be ivrav WvSiv &pioy\6rrav Kal leaf fear, just as they had done in Phrygia proper 
a\\o ovtihv ifaWaynevuv (Strabo, p. 567). (c. 15, metu omnibus circa oppidis desertis). 
5 Korte, Ath. Mitth. 1897, p. 16. The Romans did not show much consideration 
u Ramsay's interpretation (Class. Rev. I.e.) of towards the towns they passed on the march. 

an inscr. published by Korte, op. cit. p. 39. 8 A. E. Mitth. 1884, p. 95-101 ( = Ch. 
The suggestion is accepted by the latter. Michel's Becueil no. 45): a Celt Attis (hia 
7 Cf. Ramsay I.e. Korte, on the other hand, brother is Aioiorix) is priest at Pessinus. 

infers from Liv. xxxviii. 18 and 24 that Gordion (Attis is the permanent name of the chief 
and Ancyra were already conquered hi 189 B.C. priest.) 
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possessed by these priestly BwdaTai; and in the decline ot military vigour 
which followed their defeat by Rome the chiefs found this the best and 
easiest way of satisfying their ambition. From this time begins the process 
of Hellenization. The nobler families took to living in the towns and readily 
assimilated the civilisation around them, learning to speak the Greek lan
guage, adopting Graeco-Phrygian manners and customs, and taking for the 
most part Graeco-Roman names. One great sign of this assimilation of 
Hellenism is, as M. Perrot long ago pointed out (though he used it to support 
a wrong thesisx), the gradual disappearance of Celtic names. H o w readily 
Graeco-Roman names were adopted is shown, for example, in G I G . 4039, 
1. 26, where a man with the pure Celtic name Gaesatodiastes has a son with 
the Greek name Amyntas. The same thing appears in the process of 
Romanization in Gaul. In an inscription of Cenabum (Orleans) the son of a 
Celt Atepomarus has the pure Roman name [L. Corn]elius Mag[nus];2 there, 
however, the change oftener takes several generations to accomplish, as in the 
case of a family mentioned in an inscription of Saintes, where the great
grandfather has a pure Celtic name Epotsorovidus : his son, having received 
R o m a n citizenship from Julius Caesar, calls himself C. Iulius Gedemon : but 
it is only in the fourth generation that the wholly R o m a n name C. Iulius C> 
Iuli Otuaneuni f. Rufus is reached.3 After the time of Tiberius Celtic names 
occur only sporadically in the case of the nobility, sometimes (but very 
rarely) even in lower ranks, as in an inscription of Pessinus (later than 212 
A.D.) where the name Aur. Deiotarus appears in the third generation, the 
father and grandfather having Graeco-Roman names.4 The ' descendants 
of kings and tetrarchs' (G.I.G. 4033, 4058) come to have pure Greek 
names. 

In the cities, then (to which most of the inscriptions hitherto known 
belong), w e need not wonder at the few traces of Gallic names or at the 
absence of any vestige of the Gallic language. The Hellenized Gauls become 
indistinguishable from the Hellenized Phrygians. 

But it is a mistake to suppose that this picture applies equally to the 
rural parts and the small towns. There Celtic manners and customs neces^ 
sarily maintained their hold longer than in the cities. But we must not 
carry this to an extreme. It is altogether improbable that, after their vigour 
as a fighting caste declined (from 160 B.C. onwards) and they began to take 
to a settled life, the rural Celts remained entirely unaffected by the civiliza
tion around them and preserved their primitive ideas and customs uncon* 
taminated down to the time when the fusing and Hellenizing force of 

1 See below. tion is more rapid in Galatia than in Gaul, 
In the beginning of the first century: because of the influence of Greek neighbour-

C.I.L. XIII. Part I., 3067. hood; 'the conception of the community as 
3 De Boissieu, Inscr. Antiques de Lyon, p. wihis [)( iBvos] gains the predominance earlier 

96 (Rushforth, Latin Hist. Inscr. no. 16), than among the European Celts.' 
[now published in C.I.L. XIII. Part I., no. * Ath. Mitth. 1897, p. 47: cf. G.I.G. 4072 
1036]. Mommsen has pointed out (Bom. Prov., (Ancyra . 
Eng. tr. i. p. 341) that the process of Helleniza' 

Y 2 
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Christianity began to affect these rustic parts. A small number of immigrants 

with a rude civilisation could not help borrowing from a culture superior to 

theirs, any more than could the vastly more numerous and as highly 

civilised Turks of a later period, who took over wholesale the civilisa

tion of the Christian inhabitants. So far as religion is concerned, the new 

settlers perforce adopted the native cultus: for it was always necessary to 

' know the manner of the God of the land' (2 Kings xvii., 26-7). Doubtless 

they identified their own god with the Phrygian, and did not keep up any 

separate cult: otherwise it would be incredible that no trace of it should 
have remained. And the adoption of the religion would involve the adop

tion of all ideas and customs associated with it. They must also have taken 

over much of the material civilisation of daily life. One indication of this 

process of assimilation would be the assumption of Graeco-Roman names, 

and the evidence which we have shows that such names were gradually 
assumed. Thus in the central Haimane we have a dedication (No. 76) to 

the god M e n by a Celtic woman Bella and her husband Tropos, a Celt with 

a Greek name. Again we find two brothers Barbollas and Vastex with 

another brother Helios and a father Gaius (No. 48); or Zmerton with wife 
Meliginna (apparently a Celtic name) and children Domna, Dada, and 

Hermes (No. 49). 
Not that the Gauls gave up their old domestic customs: for, as 

M o m m s e n has pointed out,1 the strict paternal power foreign to Hellenic law 
subsisted in Galatia even in the time of Pius. Their position amongst the 

Phrygian population I conceive to have been similar to that of the Kurds in 

these same districts at the present day. One finds Kurdish and Turkish 
villages side by side and the peasants have much the same civilisation, but 

they preserve original differences in their social customs and there is no 
intermarrying. 

In another point also the modern facts present an interesting parallel. 

There can be no doubt that down to the end of the fourth century at least, 

the rustic population retained the Gallic language. W e have the oft-quoted 
testimony of Jerome, who had travelled in Galatia as well as in Gaul, that 

the Galatians spoke not only Greek but also a language like that of the 
Treveri, the changes that had occurred being no greater than had taken 

place in Punic as spoken in Africa or in Latin itself in different countries.2 
M. Perrot (followed recently by Van Gelder) tried to throw discredit on 
Jerome's statement,3 basing his contention mainly on the readiness with 

which the Gauls took to city life and adopted Hellenic manners, as is proved 

by their holding priesthoods and performing municipal functions and by the 
disappearance of Celtic names in the first half-century of the Roman occu
pation.4 W h e n the editor of the Revue Celtique pointed out that Lucian, in 

Roman Prov., Eng. tr. p. 341. sen, Ramsay, and Mitteis. 
Preface to Comment, ii. in Epist. ad Galatas 4 De Galatia prov. Rom. (1867), p. 87-90, 

(p. 430). 168-170; Revue Celtique, tome i.=Memoires 
3 Jerome's statement is accepted by M o m m - d'ArchMogie (1875), p. 229 ff. 
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narrating the doings of the false prophet Alexander of Abonouteichos in 

Paphlagonia (who professed to give responses to questions written in sealed 
tablets without opening them), tells us that et Tig (BdpBapog) t§ irarplm 
epoijo <f>covy Zvpiarl r) KeXTiaTi, the impostor had to delay his responses 

until some one turned up who could interpret,1 M. Perrot tried to overcome 
the difficulty by replying that the Celts referred to were not Galatians but 
merchants or legionaries brought to the coast of the Black Sea by commerce 
or military service from Gaul or Britain. For how could Lucian apply 

the term BdpBapog to citizens of Ancyra or Pessinus who were as civilised 

as citizens of Pergamos or Smyrna ? and how could the prophet have to wait 

long for an interpreter, when Galatian merchants were always going to and 
fro between Galatia and the coast ? 

M. Perrot's arguments are insufficient to support his thesis, for he 
omitted to notice the distinction between the Hellenized Gauls of the cities 

and the rustics of the country.2 Nor is the persistence of Celtic an isolated 

case. The Lydian language had indeed disappeared in Lydia, but still 
survived in the Cibyratis (Strabo p. 631); Phrygian lived nn as a spoken 

tongue through the Roman period, as is shown by the varieties that occur in 

the formulas of execration on the tombstone and by the fact that sometimes 
the whole inscription is written in Phrygian (cf. J.H.S. 1898 p. 121); we 

remember also that at Lystra in the middle of the first century after Christ 

it was 'the speech of Lycaonia,' not Greek, that rose to the lips of the 
people in a moment of excitement (Acts xiv., 11). 

It was with the Galatians as it is with the Kurds at the present day. 

They have been settled for centuries in the Hai'mane country, but they still 

retain the Kurdish language. Turkish is used as the medium of intercourse 
with the outside world ; but Kurdish is the language of domestic life, and 

often the women do not know Turkish at all.3 In the same way the Gauls 

spoke Greek with their neighbours, but Celtic amongst themselves and in 
their own homes.4 The rural parts of Galatia were not thoroughly Hellen

ized nor were the different nationalities fused together until Christianity 
began to spread there and to enforce its language in the fourth or fifth 

century. That the process was a gradual one is sufficiently shown by the 
contempt expressed for the Galatians in the writings of Gregory of Nyssa 

(Hist. Geog. p. 288 and note) ; and the picture drawn by the orator Themis-
tius of ' Greek Galatia in the fourth century,—the keenness with which 

the people sought after Hellenic culture and welcomed the philosopher, their 

eagerness to master Plato or Demosthenes or Thucydides (Orationes p. 

299 A, B),—refers rather to the city centres than to the country in general. 

Lucian, "A\e'{. ij yev$6/j.avT. c. 51. who wrote, wrote in Greek; the Gaulish lan-
' Galatian' merchants would be Greek- guage was a proof of barbarism and a reason for 

speaking natives (Phrygians, Greeks and Jews). shame . . and it may be doubted whether any 
3 Cf. Annual Brit. School 1898, p. 60. one could write who spoke only Gaulish' (Art, 
Yet Celtic would not appear much, if at all, on Galatia, quoted above). 

on the tombstones, for, as Ramsay says, 'All 
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They greatly err who would look to Galatia Proper for the scene of the early 
activity of the Christian Church. 

We must not conclude our account oi exploration in Galatia without 

expressing our thanks to the supporters of the Asia Minor Exploration 

Fund, whose liberality enabled Mr. Crowfoot to join the expedition, and to 

Mr. H. S. Shipley, H.B.M. Consul at Angora, through whose mediation we 

received every facility from the Vali Pasha and his subordinates throughout 
the vilayet. 

J. G. C. Anderson. 

ERRATUM (p. 104). 

By an inexcusable oversight no. 90 is attributed to Antoninus Pius and M. Aurelius. It 
belongs, of course, to Septimius Severus and Caracalla. 

J. G. 0. A, 



ARCHAEOLOGY IN GREECE, 1898-9, 

While the discovery of pre-historic remains proceeds apace on Greek 
soil, there has been for two or three years a certain pause in the exploration 

of purely Hellenic sites. Olympia, Epidaurus, the Athenian Acropolis, Delos, 
the Argive Heraeum, and Delphi kept the ball rolling merrily for some 

twenty years, but compared to those great enterprises in the strictly classical 

field the present is a day of small things. For some time past the German 

Institute has undertaken no considerable excavation. The French have only 
just got to work again at Goulas in Crete. The Greeks have made their 

most striking discoveries in cemeteries of the early period, to which the 

British School also has devoted all its energies for two years. Only the 

Americans have remained faithful to the classical tradition in their heavy 

and costly excavation of Corinth, which has not been rewarded, however, 
with much that belongs to any period before the Roman. 

The Athenian Museums reflect this state of things. Nothing of great 

importance has been added to the classical collections during the past year, 
except the painted metopes and terra-cotta antefixes of the Temple of Apollo 

at Thermon in Aetolia, discovered by M. Soteriades, and these are not yet 
shown to the public. Of things found some years back, an instalment of the 

Heraeum vase fragments and terra-cottas has lately been put on exhibition ; 
but the metal objects from the same site are still in the workroom, where 

are also, and will be for another twelvemonth at least, the splendid vase-

fragments from the Acropolis, at which Dr. Zahn has been working patiently 
for two years. Nor have the pre-historic exhibits been notably increased as 

yet, but for another reason—that there is no longer room to display them, 

The Mycenae hall is quite full, while the private rooms used by M. Tsountas 
and by the British School are becoming overcrowded with pre-historic 

objects. A very suitable overflow space could be obtained by removing 
elsewhere the interesting, but very miscellaneous, Egyptian collection which 

fills the inner Mycenae hall; but even this space would be filled almost as 
soon as cleared, and the Greek Government, if it must maintain its present 

attitude towards the exportation of antiquities, cannot long escape the 

obligation to add a new wing to the Museum, 

In the pre-historic field, the British School may claim to have taken the 

leading part during the past year in that it has continued, with as much 

success as in 1898, its exploration of the early Melian city at Phylakopi. 

The uncovering of the strata was interrupted in 1898 at a group of well-
built chambers, in which the 'Flying Fish' fresco (B.S.A., iv. PI. 3) 

was found. Excavations were pushed in 1899 eastwards from that point, 

the result of six weeks' work being to lay bare all that remains of the 

pity for a distance of about 270 feet, measured back from the sea-
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cliff which bounds the site on the north. There still remains, however, a 

deep unexcavated belt between the field of operations during the past two 
seasons and the great southern fortification; and in this it has been 

demonstrated by several trial pits that remains of all three settlements 

exist as well preserved as those that have already been uncovered. It is 

also not improbable that some part of the city will be found to extend beyond 

the fortifications into the barley fields which now skirt the base of the hillock 

south and east. 

The outcome of the past season's work has been to confirm the broad 

distinction of the three settlements, of which constructions had been 
identified in previous seasons, but not to throw any more light on the 

primitive ' first settlement' whose existence was inferred from very early 
sherds which had turned up in the north-east corner of the site. No 

construction belonging to this earliest settlement has yet come to light, and 
it seems as though the deposit of primitive sherds referred to must have 

been an accidental' midden,' left by primaeval cave- or booth-dwellers of the 
cist-grave period, while as yet there was no town at Phylakopi. Within the 
three main divisions allowance must be made for more than one minor 
reconstruction of divers parts of the town; but the broad threefold distinction 
holds good. With their growing experience of the site, the excavators of 

this past season have been able to distinguish far more clearly than before 
the plans of the two uppermost cities, and to discern the lines of the streets 
and water conduits. O n the whole the houses of all three periods were 
found in better preservation in the part of the site dug this year than in 
other parts; and one notable construction of the latest town was uncovered, 
namely, a ' Megaron,' small, but very complete in ground-plan, and having 
alongside it on the east a self-contained group of chambers, divided from it 
by a passage—an arrangement recalling the 'men's and women's apart

ments ' at Tiryns. Though no vase equal to the ' Fishermen' (B.S.A., iv. PL 
2.) and no architectural ornament like the ' Flying Fish' fresco were dis
covered, a fine representative set of vases and fragments, including many 
rare forms and decorative motives, drawn especially from organic life, was 

brought to Athens. Conspicuous among the finds are a unique scaly object 
in coarse clay, suggestive of a model of a palm-leaf hut furnished with a 
central pigeon tower, and holes in the roof on either side of this tower; 
and an ivory ring engraved with a draped female making offering on an 
altar. A n investigation of the cemeteries to the south and south-west of the 
city resulted in finding only one partially virgin tomb, containing a ' kernos' 
and about fifteen plain vases of the earlier part of the second period. For 
the last fifty years the native diggers have not been able to make anything 

of the Phylakopi tombs, and it is to be feared there is little more to be 
done with them. 

The explorations of M. Tsountas in graves at Chalandri on the neigh
bouring island of Syros and in Siphnos belong really to a previous year, but 

have not yet been reported in this Journal. His large find of pre-historic 
objects presents many very singular and interesting features, not the least 
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interesting being the measure of its independence of the discoveries in neigh
bouring Melos. The Syros vases, though obviously covering a long period, 

begin before the Phylakopi series begins, and end long before that ends. 
Mycenaean importations from the mainland are conspicuous by their entire 
absence; and though the vase forms are essentially the same as the Melian, 
they have undergone special modifications, due in large measure to the 
influence of the stone forms, which access to the Naxos and Paros marbles 
rendered common in the central Cyclades. The impression made by this 
find on the beholder is of a more purely insular culture than the Melian, 

more detached both from the Greek mainland and from Crete. M. Tsountas 
was fortunate enough, also, to obtain from his graves some very well-

preserved skulls, presenting startling varieties of type which are now being 

studied by the learned Athenian craniologist Dr. Clon Stephanos. Some 
faint traces of a settlement attached to these graves was found ; it lies on a 

headland and is fortified towards the land side by a wall with five towers. A 

similar fortification with outer and inner wall appears on the hill of Hagios 

Andreas, near Apollonia, in Siphnos. Meanwhile Dr. Zahn has carried on 

the exploration of early cemeteries at Kamara and in Thera, finding many 

vases; a prehistoric settlement has come to light in Paros, and has been 

partly cleared by the German School, represented by Messrs. Rubensohn 

and Hiller von Gartringen ; and M. Stavropoulos has been able to 

discover a tholus tomb in Mykonos that had been rifled at some early 

period. 
Crete, the ' Promised Land' of Aegean research, we shall hope to have to 

deal with at length next year: but there are some earnests of future dis
covery to chronicle briefly now. Two remarkable early tombs, chanced upon 

by peasants, fortunately came under the notice of Mr. Arthur Evans last May, 

ere their contents could be dissipated. The one was found at Milato, on the 
north coast just west of the Gulf of Mirabello : this was a chamber tomb of 

purely 'Mycenaean' character containing two painted clay chest-coffins 

(' larnakes') which had each enshrined a single skeleton, and about twenty 
painted vases disposed in three groups. A n impressed glass rosette was 
found, but no metal—at least none remained when Mr. Evans entered the 

tomb, though the chests and vases were then still in situ. The most remark

able features are a figure, with rays springing from the shoulders, painted on 
the end of one of the chests, and a large owl-face vase set in an open-work 

clay stand. The other tomb, though containing two or three ' Mycenaean' 

vases, belongs to the subsequent Cretan geometric period at the opening of 

the iron agei It was found at a spot called to irXdi tov KaaTpov high above 

the village of Kavusi, at the bottom of the Gulf of Mirabello and near a 
remarkable Mycenaean fortress. It is of the ' tholus' type and its contents 

(which had been extracted from the tomb before Mr. Evans came on the 
scene) include 117 vases, some good bronze objects (e.g. a lotus-handled bowl 
and a spear-head), and a quantity of iron implements, among them a double-
headed axe, a pick, and some swords. There were two skulls in the grave. 

The objects found in both these tombs were bought by Mr. Evans for the 
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Candia Museum and lodged there. Not far away the same explorer came 
upon a well-preserved Mycenaean potter's kiln with fragments of ' larnakes' 

still in it; and at different points in the island were found as usual fine seal-

stones and gems, the most remarkable being a ' Mycenaean lentoid, showing 

geese with lotus blooms, and an agate Mycenaean ring with wild goats 

(dyplpii) harnessed to a chariot. Near Varvelais in the Sitia district (Praesos) 

were unearthed, about a year and a half ago, a number of interesting early 

terra-cottas, of which several were bought by M. D e Margne of the French 
School at Athens, and a few, including a new archer type and a reminiscence 

of Egyptian Hathor, were left for Messrs. Evans and Hogarth to see last 

spring. Finally, a very remarkable ' Mycenaean' bronze breast-plate, now in 

the hands of M. Triphyllis at Retimo, remains to be noticed. It shows four 
female draped figures, the two central ones holding a wreath over a bird, 

below which is a 'sacred tree.' The two outer figures are apparently dancing, 

It is probably a ritual scene, and may help to elucidate the nature of early 

Aegean cults. N o detailed information is yet to hand of the Italian excava

tions at Gortyna, or the French at Goulas. But it is reported that the latter 

site has proved to be that of the inland Lato, and has yielded, curiously 

enough, not pre-historic, but classical things, among them a fragment of a 
civic treaty. The results at Gortyna have so far been disappointing. 

The authorities of the British Museum have again been prosecuting 

work in early cemeteries of Cyprus in the hope of finding another treasure 
like that of Enkomi. Their first venture was at Old Paphos, whose earlier 

graves, lying mostly south and south-east of the town, were not much 

explored by the excavators of the Aphrodite Temple in 1888. But unrifled 
tombs are very hard to hit upon in Cyprus, and nothing was made of 
Paphos. Trials were then instituted near Larnaka and one virgin tomb was 
found containing a gold diadem, with repousse ornament, and a cylinder, 

both exceptionally fine Cypriote (or Phoenician ?) work. This success was, 

however, not maintained. But Mr. F. B. Welch, who was in charge of this 
work, had better fortune later, when accompanying Messrs. Anderson and 

Munro in Asia Minor. A good deal of Aegean and Cypriote ware was found 

by the party, especially at Turkhal, Bolus, Boghazkeui, and the Midas City. 
The last Report of the Palestine Exploration Fund contains drawings of 

pottery found at Tell Zakaria (==Gath ?), which is undoubtedly Aegean, 

Coming to the historic period, we note that fresh light has been 
obtained rather from the outskirts than the centre of Hellas. In Athens 

itself very little excavation has been undertaken during the past year. For 

want of free space, Dr. Dorpfeld has had to leave the Old Agora alone, and 
to confine himself to running a series of trenches up the west slope 
of the Acropolis towards the first sweep of the carriage road. But no 

enlightenment resulted from these excavations. Trenches on the north 

side of the gap between the Pnyx and Museum hills revealed remains 

of a tower in the circuit of the city wall; and systematic exploration of 

the area of the Olympieiura has brought drums, drams, and a few inscrip-
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tions of no interest to light. The soil on that site has now been cut 

away to a depth of about four feet over all the precinct, leaving the 
actual temple area standing up as an island with the surviving columns on its 

extreme south-eastern edges. The effect is not very pleasing or appropriate ; 
and one would like to be better assured of the continued stability of those 
columns, now that their foundations have been so greatly exposed, and even 
to a slight extent undercut. A small group of rock tombs was discovered in 
the process of reconstructing a house on the west side of Stadium St., 

opposite the entrance to the royal stables. The burials ranged from the 
later geometric period to the fourth century, but were accompanied by 

nothing of more than ordinary character—a gold taenia, some Dipylon vases, 

polychrome lecythi, black and red figure ware, and an iron sword. The 

precinct of the Sunium temple has been explored by M. Staes, and a stoa and 

a propylon have been found, together with an honorific Decree, which is said 

to prove that the famous monument on Cape Colonna is not after all 

Pausanias's shrine of Athena, but one of Poseidon, known from Aristophanes 

to have been worshipped at Sunium. Outside the enclosure, remains of a 

second temple of abnormal plan were traced, and this must be the Athena 
shrine. 

The German Institute in Athens has purchased the house which it 

has hitherto only rented, and will provide better accommodation for its 

public meetings by building on a new room. The present library is no longer 

sufficient for the needs of the Institute, more especially since, at the death of 

Achilles Postolakas, it inherited his valuable collection of several thousand 

volumes. The Austrians have secured a site near the Museum for their pro

jected Institute, but have not yet begun to build. 

Progress has been made "with the great collection of vase fragments from 
the Acropolis and with the finds from the Kabeirion near Thebes, two tasks 

for which the German Institute has made itself responsible, but in both cases 

the prospect of publication appears to be somewhat remote. 
At Delphi the French devoted the later summer of 1898 to uncovering a 

part of the Gymnasium, which lies just below the issue of the Castalian 

spring. They found remains of a terraced building with four colonnades 
facing south, and added a few inconsiderable inscriptions to their great 
Delphic store, but no notable sculpture nor anything else of importance. M. 

Homolle announces that, for the present at any rate, this excavation will not 

be proceeded with, partly because the limits of the expropriated lands have 
been reached, partly because he does not expect such results from the lower 

town as would make further expenditure worth while. Towns often yield as 
much to careful digging as temples ; but in view of the mass of unpublished 

material, not only from Delphi, but also from Delos, which has accumulated 

on their hands, it is not to be regretted that the French should take a breath

ing space. Meanwhile the recent journey of M. Laurent in Thrace has led 

to the revival of a project for a Byzantine Corpus. 

The Austrian excavations at Lousoi in northern Arcadia, resumed for 

a very brief space last June, have resulted, it seems, in almost nothing, the 
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site having been too thoroughly plundered. We shall have to rest content with 

the identification of the little Artemis temple, alluded to in last year's Report. 

In saying, however, that little work has been done in most centres of 

European Hellas, we must except Corinth: for there the American School 

has carried on its laborious exploration on a larger scale even than in 1898, 

The result has been to open out an extensive area to the south-east of the 

well-known temple (which has itself been cleared out and greatly improved 

in appearance), to give Corinth a rank among the ' show sites ' of Greece, and 

to obtain valuable fixed topographical points. The identification of the 

Peirene fountain, announced last year, has been amply confirmed this season 

by the further discovery of a large circular basin in the centre of a space 
flanked by three exedrae. The fine paved road, found to the west of this, 

has been shown to lead southwards through the ruins of a propylaeum into a 

large open area, which there is every reason to hope will prove to be an 
Agora. It is unfortunately, however, only too probable that this will be a 

thoroughly Romanised Agora, as the Peirene proved to be a Romanised 

Peirene. So far, nothing important of a better period has turned up, except 

a chance geometric burial: torsos, at best Hellenistic, and inscriptions of 
Roman period have alone rewarded the explorers. It is no fault of theirs: 

this excavation has been steadily pushed through soil of great depth in the 

only direction to which the indications pointed : but so far the remains of the 
brilliant period of Corinth make entire default. It is possible that the centre 

of the Hellenic city was elsewhere: and that Pausanias, in describing what 
existed in his time, was describing a city which had suffered more topo

graphical change than he knew, but change for which the history of Corinth 
in the early Roman period might well prepare us. 

At several points, however, in the outer though not the outermost circle 
of Hellas, important work has been done, or is about to be done :—in Aetolia 
and Thessaly, in Lower Egypt, in the Islands, and Asia Minor. 

At Thermon, the capital of the Aetolian League, the excavations of the 
Greek Archaeological Society were continued by M. Soteriades and resulted 
in the discovery of an early temple, thought to have been dedicated to Apollo, 

which furnishes new evidence regarding the development of Doric architec
ture. It had stone foundations and regularly built stone steps, but the 
columns were originally of wood like those of the Heraeum at Olympia 

(later, stone columns were substituted), and the metopes were filled by 
painted terra-cotta plaques, some of which are well-preserved. A m o n g the 

subjects which have been identified are Perseus carrying the Gorgon's head 

and a huntsman laden with game, the figures being some twenty inches high 
Stone columns, and a pa nted plaque of less archaic style representing three 

seated deities, indicate a later reconstruction. The remains of the terra-cotta 
decoration of the cornice and roof, in particular a series of male and female 

heads, some of which served as water-spouts, are of great interest. The plan 
of the building recalls that of the so-called Basilica at Paestum. It is peri

pteral, with five columns at the end and fifteen at the side, those at the 
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corners included, and is divided longitudinally into two naves by a row of 
columns. This is the longest of Greek temples in proportion to its breadth, 
the shrine of Hera at Olympia not excepted. The temple is assigned to the 
end of the seventh, or beginning of the sixth century, and it is suggested 
that it may have been built under Corinthian influence. In any case it is a 
valuable addition to our knowledge of a method of construction of which, the 
Treasury of Gela at Olympia, as restored by Dorpfeld, was hitherto almost 
the only example. The excavations were resumed this summer, and several 
more of the painted metopes came to light. 

In Thessaly something has been done towards determining the nature 
of its many tumuli. The interest revived lately in Thessalian things 

by the discovery of beehive tombs at Elassona, under Olympus (with in

scriptions showing that a hero-cultus long survived there), and at Almyro 

on the Gulf of Volo, received a smart fillip from Mr. C. D. Edmonds' fortu

nate excavation of the Pilav Tepe tumulus east of Velestino (Pherae). Here 

in May were opened out a roughly cut rock chamber, containing the bones of 

a ram, and a square pit, sealed by a painted slab, and containing an untouched 
burial of the third century B.C. The ashes of the deceased were enclosed in 

a fine silver urn decorated with a moulded head of the young Herakles, while 
beside the urn lay plain gold diadems, wreaths of copper wire and gilt paste 

beads, and a curious perforated vase. The character of these objects belied 

the expectation which the size and position of the tumulus had raised, that it 
would prove to contain, if not a pre-historic burial, the ashes of a Tyrant of 

Pherae: but Mr. Edmonds' discovery supplies a useful reminder that 
Thessalian tumuli are worth exploring and may be of all dates. 

Naukratis, in the Egyptian Delta, recalls the names of Messrs. Petrie and 

Gardner to every one who has followed the progress of Hellenic discovery. 
The past season has supplied an important sequel to their work in the identifi

cation of the famous ' Hellenion.' N o positive evidence of the position of 
this great sanctuary of the pioneer cities of Greek trade in Egypt was found 

by Mr. Petrie, and he was forced to identify with it a great enclosure at the 
south end of the city, despite the fact that all that part of the mounds 

produces nothing but Egyptian remains, and the enclosure in question con

tained no other building than a many-chambered fortress of Egyptian type. 

The British School at Athens was led to reopen work at Naukratis last spring 

by news of serious encroachments, which threatened to absorb the mounds 
altogether into the cultivated area; and the Director chose the extreme 

north-east as the scene of operations, attracted by a recently uncovered 
granite jamb and by sundry other indications. In the event, he found himself 

in the south-west angle of a great temenos, much denuded, but still contain

ing remains of buildings at three levels, and many inscribed sherds, a few of 
these being dedicated ' To the Gods of the Greeks,' and the rest to many 

individual deities, Aphrodite, Herakles, Zeus, Artemis (?), Poseidon (?), Hera (?), 
the Dioscuri, and Apollo (of Chios). The enclosure walls are much more 

considerable than any others found by the previous explorers at the Greek 
end of the city, and the space within them is much greater. There can 
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remain no reasonable doubt that this area was that ' largest, most famous, 

and most frequented temenos,' which Herodotus described (ii. 179). Stone 

foundations of an early building were found, and, at a low level, a good 6th 

century relief and a deposit of 5th century terra-cottas, besides much good 

broken pottery, native and imported, and minor objects, specimens of which 

were shown in London last July. The earliest temple seems to have become 

water-logged, and in Ptolemaic times a complete reconstruction was effected, 

the new building being raised on an artificial mound of sand. At present 

the whole site is terribly wet on the lower levels, and it is impossible to work 

near the edge of the cultivated area, which now occupies at least half of the 

original' Hellenion'; but the south-east corner of the great enclosure is dry 

enough and still covered by high mounds, the removal of which ought to be 

taken in hand shortly as the last operation of salvage on the site of 

Naukratis. 
The other great Greek settlement in Egypt, Alexandria, has occupied 

German attention for some months. It is the old story again—money, given 

originally for the discovery of the Soma of Alexander the Great, diverted to 

something less impossible, this time to research in the open spaces east of the 

modern town, where the Ptolemaic palaces ought to be, and some remains of 
a colonnade, possibly Ptolemaic, had been accidentally happened upon by 

Dr. Schiess Bey, the Director of the German Hospital. Dr. Noack was put 
in charge of the work, and he dug a series of great pits in the Hospital 

precinct, only to find, at an average depth of more than ten metres, remains 
of small chambered buildings of which it was hard to say whether they were 

late Roman or early Arab. Removing thence to the seashore below the 
Jewish cemetery, he was more fortunate, for he came on a street and a canal, 

the first actually laid bare in old Alexandria ; and by this he has been, we 
believe, encouraged to continue in another year. N o important finds of 
moveable objects were made ; and certainly the general result of this explora

tion, which occupied about five months, would seem to confirm the view of 

Messrs. Hogarth and Benson (Report on Prospects of Excavation in 

Alexandria, E.E.F. Arch. Report, 1896) that Alexandria affords one of the 
most expensive and the least remunerative sites for research in the Levant. 

The Greek Archaeological Society undertook excavations last autumn 

in the island of Rheneia. The necropolis of Anti-Delos, as it used to be 
called, was known to antiquity hunters long before the birth of the Greek 

Kingdom, and early travellers speculated on the possible identity of the 
tombs, which they saw there, with the interments removed from Delos by 

command of an oracle in 426 B.C., soon after the plague at Athens. ' The 

Athenians,' says Thucydides (iii. 104), 'took away the dead out of all the 

sepulchres in Delos, and decreed that henceforward no one should die or give 
birth to a child there, but that the inhabitants when they were near the time 

of either should be carried across to Rheneia.' In September of last year 
M. Stavropoulos was so fortunate as to come upon an undisturbed enclosure 

which certainly seems to date from the purification of Delos during the 

Peloponnesian war. A n area of 500 square metres, equivalent to a square of 
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seventy feet, had been enclosed by a wall, and was found to contain a deposit 

of bones about a foot and a half deep, reduced by pressure to a sort of 
concrete. Vertical slabs of stone divided the plot into square compartments, 

and horizontal slabs separated the compartments into layers. Over all was a 
covering of similar slabs. In many cases the offerings originally buried with 
the corpse had been transported with the bones. There were bronze and 
terra-cotta figures, much broken pottery, and a certain number of complete 
vessels, ranging from the Mycenaean to the red-figure period. Vases of the 
latter class were found in a series of about thirty sarcophagi of poros stone 

which probably contained the interments of the period immediately preceding 

the purification. It is obvious that this circumstance may throw light on the 

chronology of fifth century vase painting. So far as is known, nothing was 

found to explain Thucydides' remark that more than half the bodies thus 

translated were identified as Carians ' by the fashion of their arms and the 

mode of their burial.' 

The excavations conducted by the. Germans at Mesa-Vuno in Thera have 
been continued on a small scale, and have resulted not only in a further find 

of prehistoric vases, but of a number of interesting metrical rock inscriptions, 
relating to one Artemidorus, a member of the garrison placed in the island by 

Ptolemy III. Under Dr. Rubensohn the Acropolis of Paros has been further 

explored. The Asklepieion and the precinct of Eileithyia, found in 1898, 

have been thoroughly cleared and some interesting historical inscriptions and 

ex-votos, including an archaic Apollo, have come to light. 

R. Herzog visited Cos in the summer of 1898 in the hope of identifying 

the site of the Asklepieion. In this he was not successful; but he obtained 

more than a hundred and fifty unpublished inscriptions, which will be 

published as a supplement to Paton and Hicks' Inscriptions of Cos under 

the title Koische Forschungen und Fundel' 
A n interim report on last year's excavations at Ephesus is given by R. 

Heberdey in the second Jahreshefte of the Austrian Institute. The theatre 

was almost completely cleared. The auditorium looks west, and has a total 
breadth of 460 feet, and sixty-six rows of seats, divided into three tiers by 

horizontal corridors (Bia^mpiaTa). The orchestra and stage buildings have 

been modified and reconstructed several times, and did not receive their 
present form until the second century A.D, The lowest seat is nearly six feet 

above the level of the orchestra, and is divided from it by a marble-paved 

passage nine feet broad. The Roman stage was nine feet high and twenty feet 

deep and projected into the orchestra. Its floor has collapsed, but the three 
rows of piera which supported it, the flights of steps which led up to it from 
the orchestra, and part of the richly decorated scenae frons, which rose behind 

it, are still standing. Beneath these complex remains are embedded con
siderable portions of the original Greek seena, just as within the Roman 
orchestra traces have been noted of an earlier orchestra circle of somewhat 

smaller radius, the circumference of which would coincide with the lowest 

seat if, as is probable, the seats originally extended down to that level. 
Some interesting pieces of sculpture were found, including statues of 
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Zeus, of a Muse, and of an Amazon, and a fine relief of a horseman, a 
fragment of a battle-piece. Special mention is made of the spirited design 

and realistic treatment of a frieze which decorated the background of the stage 

representing Erotes in combat with wild beasts. Though it is shattered into 

hundreds of fragments it will be possible to reconstruct a considerable part 
of it. Progress has also been made in determining the original plan of the 

Agora, which proves to have been quite symmetrical originally, and in tracing 

the main streets of the town. Numerous inscriptions have been found. One 

of special interest, discussed by Professor Benndorf in the same periodical, is 
cut on a stone of the so-called ' Prison of Paul,' which is really a small fort 

built to command an angle of the city walls. It records the terms of a lease 

of the surrounding ground given by the city at the time of the building of 

the walls by Lysimachus, with express reservation of the site marked out for 

these walls and a vacant strip on either hand of them, and of the munici
pality's right to make roads, open quarries and lay water-pipes as might 
prove to be necessary during the progress of the work. The main interest 

of the document is topographical. Besides giving the names of two hills 

over which the wall passes, it confirms the view, already accepted, that at the 
beginning of the third century the sea extended to the foot of these heights 
and that the alluvial plain which now divides the city of Ephesus from the 

sea has been formed by the Cayster within historic times. 
In the Prussian excavations at Priene the principal results, besides those 

reported last year, were the discovery on the terrace above the theatre of the 

principal church of the town, dating from the time of Justinian, and the 
excavation of a well-preserved temple of Demeter and Kore, of part of the 
stadium, and of an adjoining Greek gymnasium. Brilliant as the success of 

these excavations has been in other respects, it is disappointing that no trace 
has been found of the old Ionic city. Nothing hitherto discovered is earlier 
than the Hellenistic period, and the excavators are forced to conclude that 

the original city occupied a different site. The Prussian operations have now 
been transferred to Miletus, a rich but notoriously difficult site. It has been 
found possible, by means of deep cuttings, to drain a part of the marshes 
which are the principal obstacle to excavation, and the early finds are said to 

be promising. Although there has been no formal resumption of work at 
Pergamon an opportunity was taken last autumn, during the progress of a 

survey, to fix the position of the main gate of the Hellenistic city, and the 

foundations were cleared sufficiently to enable a plan to be made. 
The journey of Messrs. J. G. C. Anderson and J. A. R. Munro in Asia 

Minor during the summer of 1899 had some important results. Mr. Anderson 

first travelled alone over Eastern Galatia and Western Pontus, and on a 
short excursion into Cappadocia examined the curious marble temple near 
Rumdigin. H e has determined the position of several sites, e.g. Pimola, 

Euagina-Verinopolis, and Verisa, and found a long inscription near Chorum, 

which gives the • correspondence' between Abgar of Edessa and Christ, 

showing variations from Eusebius' text. Neoclaudiopolis has been fixed, 
instead of Neapolis, at Vezir Keupru, and much light has been thrown by the 
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discovery of numerous milestones on the Roman road system in Galatia and 

1 ontus. Mr. Munro has fresh evidence for placing Hadrianeia at Balat, and 
has found a probable site for Hadrianutherae. And last but chief he has 
lighted at Kurshunlu in the Troad on a long letter from Antigonus, which 
gives some account of negotiations among the Diadochi preliminary to the 
Peace of 311 B.C. It is published elsewhere in this Journal. 

It may not be out of place in conclusion to refer briefly to the rapid 
extension of German archaeological activity in the Nearer East. A n 
Imperial grant of 10,000 marks has been given for exploration in Egypt; and 

the foundation of the German Palestine Association, with objects like those 

of our Palestine Exploration Fund, has been followed by that of the Deutsche 

Orientgesellschaft, which sprang into existence in January 1898. Starting 

with 500 members and an influential committee, it has given earnest of its 

activity by sending a well-equipped expedition to make excavations at 

Babylon. The Kaiser has shown his personal interest in the undertaking by 

a grant of 20,000 marks from the Dispositions funds. The expedition is 

headed by an experienced architect and explorer, Dr. Koldewey (formerly 

with Dr. Von Luschan at Sinjerli), Avho reconnoitred the site two years 

. ago. Under him are an Assyriologist, a civil engineer, and a carpet-

dealer, whose command of Arabic and long experience of the East 
qualify him to act as business manager to the party. The caravan reached 

Babylon early in the past spring, and work has now been begun on the 

part of the site known as El Kas'r. 
D. G. Hogarth. 
R. C. Bosanquet. 

p,s.—VOL. xj$, 
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A. 

L P O I O Y E O a 

- Y 0 E P I A Z : A A A A T E O Y M l K a a I 

O P O Y N T E Z K A I X P H M A T A P P O Z A I / 

i I Y P E P T O Y T I I N Z Y N A P E Z T E I A A M E 

5 P X . O Y A I Z X Y A O N E f l l A E I Y N f l M O A O r 

O Y T O I Z T H N E N T E Y Z I N E P I T O Y E A A H 

^ P O I O Y M E G A : K A I E I M H K n A Y T A I T I 

N O N T O T O T E A N Z Y N E T E A E Z O H T A Y T A 

f E N O M E N n N A O r a N K A Z Z A N A P n i K A i r T O 

10 n i Y P E P A I A A Y Z E n N : K A I P P O Z H M A i r A 

N O M E N f l N : P P E P E A A O Y K A I A P I Z T O A H M O Y 

P T O Y T f i N : K A I P E P O P r i N T E Z T I N A i f i N H Z I 

N A Z Z A N A P O Z E P r n A E Z T E P A O N T A : E P E I T A 

E P I T O Y Z E A A H N A Z Z Y N n M O A O T E I T O : A N A T 

15 A I O N f 2 I M E O A E I N A I P A P I A E I N : I N A T O Y T A O 

A A Z Y N T E A E Z O H N A I T H N T A X I Z T H N : E P E I P P O 

P O A A O Y T A N E P O I H Z A M E O A P A N T A A I O I K H Z A 

T O I Z E A A H Z I N K A O A P P O E I A O M E O A A I A T O A E 

M A K P O T E P O N T O Y T O T I N E Z O A I : E N A E T H I X P O 

20 N I I E I N E N I O T E P O A A A K A I P A P A A O T A Z Y M B A I 

N E l N : ( D l A O T I M E I Z 0 A I A E E c b H M r i N T A P P O Z T O 

E A A H N A Z Z Y N T E A E Z O H N A I H I M E G A A E I N M H A E 

Ml K P A K I N A Y N E Y Z A I T A O A A M H A I O I K H O H N A I 

O Z H N A E Z P O Y A H N P E P O H M E O A P E P I T A Y T A < j > A N E 

25 P O N O I M A I E Z E Z 0 A I K A I Y M I N K A I T O I Z A A A O I 2 

A P A Z I N E Z A Y T H N T r i N A I O I K H M E N O N : O N T H N A 

M I N T n N P P O Z K A Z Z A N A P O N K A I A Y Z I M A X O N Z Y f 
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T E T E A E Z M E N H N : P P O Z P P E P E A A O N E P E M t A N A Y 

T O K P A T O P A : A P E Z T E I A E N P T O A E M A I O I P P O Z H 

30 <1 A Z P P E Z B E I Z A Z I n N K A I T A P P O Z A Y T O N A I A A Y 

O H N A I K A I E I Z T H N A Y T H N O M O A O T I A N T P A C d H N A I 

M E H Z A E O Y M I K P O M M E N E P H M E N T O M E T A A I A O 

O T I M I A Z Y E P H Z P P A T M A T A O Y K O A i r A 

E Z X / a X P H M A T A P O A A A A N ^ A H K A M E 

3 5 K A I T A I l A T H N P P O Z K A Z A N A P O N " * I A V Z ' 

X O N H M I N A i n i K H M I N n N : K A I t Y X E P E i i 

O Y Z H Z T H Z A O I P H P A T M A T E I A Z : O Y M H N A A A A 

A I A T O Y P O A A M P ^ N E I N K A I T H N P P O Z T O Y T O N 

Z Y N T E A E Z 0 E Tfl N : T A P P O Z P O A Y P E P X O N T A 

4 O O A Z Z O N A N A I O l K H 0 H N A I M H O E N O Z A Y T n i Z Y N 

O P K O Y N T O Z : K A I A I A T H N O I K E I O T H T A T H N Y P A P 

X O Y Z A N H M I N P P O Z A Y T O N : A M A A E K A I Y M A Z O 

P f l N T E Z K A T O Y Z A A A O Y Z Z Y M M A X O Y Z E N O X A O Y 

M E N O Y Z Y P O T E T H Z Z T P A T E I A Z K A I T X 1 N A A P A N H 

45 M A T H N : n I 1 E O A K A A H Z E X E I N Z Y N X H P H Z A I K A I 

T A I A A E I Z P O H Z A Z 0 A I K A I P P O Z T O Y T O N 

Z M O A O T H Z O M E N O N A E A P E Z T E I A A M E N A P I Z 

T C H M O N K A I A I Z X Y A O N K A I H T H Z I A N : O Y T O I 

T E A H P A P E T E N O N T O A A B O N T E Z T A P I Z T A K A I O I 

50 P A P A P T O A E M A I O Y O I P E P I A P I Z T O B O Y A O N H A 

O O N A H t O M E N O I P A P H M H N : I Z T E O Y N Z Y N T E T E 

A E Z M E N A Z T A Z A I A A Y Z E I Z K A I T H N E I P H N H N T E 

T E N H M E N H N : T E T P A (() A M E N A E E N T H I O M O A O T I A I 

O M O Z A I T O Y Z E A A H N A Z P A N T A Z Z Y N A I A c p Y A A Z 

55 Z E I N A A A H A O I Z T H N E A E Y O E P I A N K A I T H N A Y T 

O M I A N Y P O A A M B A N O N T E Z E d p H M n N M E N O Z A A N 

p n i - i n u i a o t i z m d i a i a c J j y a a z z e z o a i a n t a 

A : E I Z A E T O N A O i P O N X P O N O N E N O P K n N r E N O 

l E N H N T H N T E E A A H N n N P A N T H N K A I T j C I N E N T O I Z 

60 P A T M A Z I N O N T r i N M A A A O N A N K A I A Z c b A A E Z T E 

D N A I A M E N E I N T O I Z E A A H Z I N T H N E A E Y O E P I A N 

A I T O Z Y N A I A <b Y A A Z E I N A E P P O Z O M N Y N A I A H 

g I Z n M O A O r H K A M E N P P O Z A A A H A O Y Z : O Y K A A Q 

z 2 
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Z O N O Y A E A Z Y M c b O P O N T O I Z E A A H Z I N EflPfl-MEN 

65 O N : K A A n Z A H M O I A O K E I E X E I N O M O Z A I Y M A Z 

T O N O P K O N O N A c b E Z T A A K A M E N P E I P A Z O M E O A A E 

K A I E I Z T O A O I P O N O T I A N E X H M E N T I 1 N Z Y M ( ) ) E 

P O N T H N K A I Y M I N K A I T O I Z A A A O I Z E A A H Z I N P A 

P A Z K E Y A I E I N : Y P E P A H T O Y T H N K A I T P A t A I M O l 

70 E A O K E I K A I A P O Z T E I A A I A K l O N A I A A E Z O M E 

N O N : cb E P E I A E Y M I N K A I T H Z O M O A O T I A Z H Z P E 

P O H M E O A K A I T O Y O P K O Y A N T I T P A c b A : E P P f l Z Q E 

B. 

A K I o >: 0 z 

A N E Y N O Y Z K A I 0 A 

A A Z Z r i N A I A T E A E l K A I A A Y T f l l Z M c p A 

I Z E I N H N A N A E H T A I H P O A I ̂  : A c p E Z T A A K 

5 E K A I T A Z O M O A O T I A Z T A Z P P O Z K A Z Z A N 

A P O N K A I P T O A E M A 1 O N K A 1 A Y Z I M A X O N A Y 

T n i r E r E N H M E N A Z K A I T H N O P K r i N A N T I TPA 

cf; A : K A I P E P I T H Z T H N E A A H N O N E I P H N H Z 

K A I A Y T O N O M I A Z T A P E P P A T M E N A : A E A O 

10 O A l T O I A H M n i E P E I A H A N T I T O N O Z T H I T E 

O A E I K A I T O l Z A A A O I Z E A A H Z I N M E T A A f i N 

A r A O n N A I T l O Z r E T E N H T A I : E P A I N E Z A I 

M E N A N T i r O N O N K A I Z Y N H Z O H N A I A Y T . n l 

E P l T O I Z P E P P A T M E N O I Z i Z Y N H Z O H N A I A E 

1 5 T H N P O A I N K A I T O I Z E A A H Z I N O T I E A E Y 0 E 

O I K A I A Y T O N O M O I O N T E Z E N E I P H N H I vacot 

T O A O I P O N A I A Z O Y Z I N : O P H Z A A N A N T I 

T O N O Z T I M H O H I K A T A Z I H Z T H M P E P P A T M E 

N n N : K A I O A H M O Z c b A I N H T A I X A P I N A P O A I 

2 0 A O Y Z n N P P O E I A H ( p E N A r A O n N : A (j) 0 P I Z A I 

A Y T A I T E M E N O Z K A I B n M O N P O H Z A l K A I A T A A M A 

Z T H Z A i r i Z K A A A I Z T O N : T H N A E G Y Z I A N K A 

T O N A T H N A K A I T H N Z T E C p A N H c b O P I A N K A I 

T H N A Q I P H N P A N Y P I N V I N E Z O A I AYTill 
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25 K A O E K A Z T O N E T 0 A P E P K A I P P 0 T E P 0 1 

Z Y N E T E A E I T O N f l Z A I A E A Y T O N X P Y 

Z H i Z T E C p A N n i flNX P Y Z H N E K A 

T 0 N : Z T E (j) A N ft Z A E K A . H T P I O N KAIqbl 

A I P P O N E K A T E P O N X P Y Z O I T H K O N T A 

30 A N A r T E I A A I A E T O Y Z Z T E c b A N I A I" n 

E N T H I P A N H T Y P E I r O Y Z A I A E K A l - n T T F 

A I A T H N P O A I N E P I T O I Z Y P A N T I T O N 

A c p E Z T A A M E N O l Z T E C p A N H C p O P H Z A I A 

K a I T O Y Z P O A I T A P A N T A Z : T O A E A N A A H 

35 M A A O Y N A I T O E I A Y T A T O N T A M I A N Vacat 

P E M t A I A E K A I A f ' n i Z E N I A : T A Z A E O M O A 0 

T I A Z K A I T A Z E P Z T O A A Z T A Z P A P A N T I T O 

N O Y : K A I T O Y Z O K O Y Z O Y Z A P E Z T E I A E N 

A N A T P A t A I E l Z T H A H N K A O A P E P A N T I T O 

40 N O Z E C p E Z T E I A E A I O E I N A I E I Z T O I E P O N 

T H Z A O H N A Z : E P G H N A I A E T O N T P A M 

M A T E A : A O Y N A I K A I E I Z T A Y T A T 0 A H A A A 

M A T O N T A M I A N : I A E T O Y Z P O A I T A Z 

P A N T A Z T O N O P T A A M E N O N K A 

4 5 G A P E P A N T I T O Y Z A E 

H | p h M ^ i i A 

N 0 Y "r 

Y 

iroXXyv Be airovByv] eirotov[pl]eda [irepl t-̂ ? toov 
'EX.Xifj'wz' iX]evdeptag, dXXa Te oi p,iK[p]d 8i[a 

tovto avvx]wpovvTeg Kal XPVPaTa irpbg Bia-
-iroptirdg : Ka]l virep tovtcov avvaireaTelXape[v 

5 pieTa Aypid T]pxov Alax^Xov. emg Be avvmp.oXoy-
-eiTo, iv r]ovToig Tyv evievP,iv iirl tov 'EXXy[a-

-itovtov] iir[o]iovpeda- Kal el pty KmXvTai ti-

-veg iye]vovTO, Tore dv aweTeXeady TavTa. 

vvv Be] yevopievcov Xoywv KaaadvBpcoi Kal Uto-

10 -Xeptal]mi virep [B]iaXvaecov, Kal irpbg ypidg ira-
-paye]vop,evcov UpeireXdov Kal 'ApiaTo8rjp,ov 

iire]p Tovrmv, Katirep opwvTeg Ttva mv yP,i-

-ov] KdaaavBpog ipycoBeoTepa ovTa, iirel Ta 
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ir]epl Tovg"EXXyvag avpapoXoyeiTO, dvay-

15 -K]aiov mipeda elvai iraptBelv, "va tov Ta o-
-Xa avvTeXeadyvai Tyv Taxlo-Tyv eirel irpo 
iroXXov y av iirotyadpieda irdvra BioiKyaa[i 

Tolg"EXXyatv Kadd irpoeiXopeda [:] Bid to Be 

piaKpoTepov tovto ylveadai, iv Be t&i XP°~ 
20 -vl̂ eiv evloTe iroXXd Kal irapaXoya avp.8al-

-veiv, (piXoTipeiadai Be ij> ypmv Ta irpbg To[vg 
"EXXyvag avvreXeadyvai, mipeda Beiv pyBe 

jxiKpd KivBvvevaai tu oXa pfy BioiKydyvaf 
oayv Be airovByv ireiroypieda irepl TavTa <pave-

25 -pbv olptai eaeadai Kal vplv Kal Toig dXXoig 
diraaiv iP, avTmv toov BioiKypevmv. bvTmv 8' [y-
-piv. Tmv irpbg KdaaavBpov Kal Avalpaxov avv-

-TeTeXeap,evmv, irpbg UpeireXaov eirepyjrav ai-
-TOKpdropa- direaTeiXev TlToXepalog irpog y-

30 p,dg irpeaBeig dP,imv Kal tc. irpbg avTov BiaXv-

-drjvai, Kal elg Tyv aiTyv bpioXoylav ypacprjvai. 
r)]p,e[i]g Be oi piiKpbp, pfev e[m]pmp,ev to p,eTa8iS6 • 
-vat <f)iX]oTipiag v[ir]ep fjg irpdyp,aTa oiK oXiya 

eax[nXaPev «]«['] XPnPaTa iroXXd dvyXmKap,e[v, 
35 Kal Ta[vT]a toov irpbg Kd[a]aavBpov K,[al A]val[pa-

~X°v ypiv SimiKypievwv, Kal eixepea[repag 
ovayg Trjg Xoiirfj[g ir]payp,aTetag- oi ptyv dXXa 

Sid to viroXaju,[B]dveiv Kal toov irpbg tovtov 
avvTeXeade[v]Twv rd irpbg TloXvirepxovTa 

40 d]daaov av BiotKydrjvai, piydevog aircbi avv-
-opKovvTog, Kal Bid Tyv oiKeioryTa Tyv virdp-

-Xovaav yp.lv irpbg airbv, dpia Be Kal vpidg o-
-pobvTeg Ka[l] Tovg dXXovg avpipidxovg ivoxfov-

-fievovg viro ie Trjg arparelag Kal toov Bairavy-
45 -pidTmv, mipeda KaXmg exetv avvx°>pyaai Kal 

id[g 8]iaX[va]eig iroyaaadai Kal irpbg tovtov 

a[vvo]p,oXoyyabp,evov Be direarelXapiev 'Apia-

•To\B]yp,ov Kal AlaxvXov Kal Hyyalav. ovtoi 
Te By irapeyevovTO XaBbvTeg Ta iriaid, koX oi 

50 irapa JlToXepialov, ol irepl 'ApiaToBovXov, yX-

-dov Xyip-opevoi irap' ypioov. tare ovv avvreTe-

-Xeapievag Tag BiaXvaeig Kal Tyv elpyvyv ye-

-yevypevyv. yeypdcpapiev Be iv Tyi opoXoyiai 
6p.6aai Toi>g"EXXyvag irdvTag avvBia<pvXda-

55 -aeiv dXXyXoig tijv iXevdeplav Kal Tyv air[o-

-v]optlav, viroXap,/3dvovTeg i<p' yp,mv piev baa dv-
-d]pmirlvmi Xoyiapimi Sia(f>vXdaaeadai av Ta[v-

-r]a, elg Be tov Xoiirbv xpbvov, ivopKmv yevo-

-pievmv Tmv Te 'EXXyvmv irdvimv Kal Tmv iv Toig 
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60 ir]pdyp,aaiv ovtwv, pidXXov av Kal dacfiaXeaTe-
-p]ov Biapeveiv Toig"EXXyaiv Tyv iXevdeplav, 
k]oi to avv8iacpvXdP,eiv Be irpoaopivvvai a y-

-pl]eig mp,oXoyyKap,ev irpbg dXXyXovg ovk dBo-

-p,ov oiBe davp<f>opov Toig"EiXXyaiv empmpev 
65 ov. KaXmg By p,oi BoKei exeiv optoaai v/idg 

tov bpKov bv d<f>eaTaXKap,ev ireipaaopeda Be 
Kal elg to Xoiirbv oti av exiopev Tmv avp,<pe-
-pbvTmv Kal vplv Kal Toig aXXoig "EXXyaiv ira-

-paaKevd^eiv. virep 8y TOVTmv Kal ypdyjrai ptoi 
70 iBoKei Kal diroaTeiXai "Akiov BiaXe^opie-

-vov ifiepei Be vpfiv Kal Trjg bpioXoylag fjg ire

iroypieda Kal tov bpKov dvTiypacfra. eppmade. 

B. 

[d<f)eaTaXKev 

A]kio[v :] bg [irpoTepov Te fjv Trji iroXei irepl 

ir]dv evvovg Kal [ t ^ irp]o[dvp.iav del 8iacf>v-
-Xdaamv BiareXei, Kal d[^ioi] aiTmi ipttpa-
-v]i[£]eiv mv av BeyTai y iroXig1 d<f>eaTaXK[e 

5 B]e Kal Tag opoXoyiag Tag irpog Kaaaav-

-Bpov Kal TLToXepiaiov Kal Avaipax°v av-
-tooi yeyevypevag, Kal Tmv opKWv dvTiypa-

-(j>a, Kal irepl T-ijg t&v 'EXXyvmv elpyvyg 
Kal aiTovopilag Ta ireirpaypteva- BeSo-

10 -xWai ™ ' Bypmf iireiSy 'AvTiyovog ttji tb 
ir]bXei Kal Toig aXXoig "EXXyaiv pieydXmv 
dyadmv aiTiog yeyevyTai, iiraiveaai 

p,ev 'AvTiyovov, Kal avvyadyvai avrmi 
iirl Toig ireirpaypievoig- avvyadyvai Be 

15 ttjv iroXiv Kal TOig"EXXyaiv, oti iXevde-

-p]oi Kal aiTovop,oi ovTeg ev elpyvyi 

elg] to Xoiirbv Bid^ovaiv oirmg 8' av 'Avti-
•yovog ripydyi KaTaP^lwg Tcbp, ireirpaype-

-vmv, Kal 6 Bypog cpatvyTai xdpiv diroBi-
20 -Bovg mv irpoelXy<^ev dyadmv, dcf>oplaai 

avTobi Tepevog, Kal Bmp,bv iroyaai, Kal dyaXpa 

aryaai mg KaXXiarov Tyv Be dvaiav Ka[l 

tov dymva Kal Tyv aTeipavycpopiav Kal 

ryv Xoiiryv irav[yy]vpiv yiveadai aiTmi 
25 Kad' eKaaTov er[o9 Kad]direp Kal irpoTepo[v 

avveTeXeiTo[: aTecj)a]vmaai 8k airbv XPV~ 
-ami aTe<f)dvmi [dirb aTaTyp]wv xPV0~<*>v eKa-

-tov aTe$>avma[ai] Be Kal [Ayp]yTptoy Kal <J>i-

-Xiirirov eKaTepov XPva~°i\fi irev]TyKovTa-
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30 dvayyeiXai Be Tovg aTecpav[ovg too]i [d]yob[vi 

• iv Ttji mavyyvpef dvaai Be Kal [eia]yye-

-Xia Trjv iroXiv eirl TOig vir 'AvTiybv[ov 
d<j)eaTaXpevoi[g:] aTe(f>avy(j)opyaai 8[e 

Kal Tovg iroXiTa[g d]iravTag- to Be dvdXm-

35 -pa Bovvai to et[? T]avTa tov Tapiiav 
irep^rai Be Kal ai[T]wi Previa- Tag Be opoXo-

-ylag Kal Tag iir[i]crToXdg Tag Trap ' Avriyo-

-vov Kal Tovg o[p]Kovg ovg direaTeiXev 

dvaypd-^rai elg [a]TyXyv Kaddirep 'AvT<.yo-

40 -vog i(f>eaTeiXe[v, ic]a\ delvai elg to tepov 
ryg 'Adyvdg- iir[ip,eXy]dyvai Be tov ypap-

-ptaTea- Bovvai [Be] Kal elg TavTa to avaXm-

-jia tov Tapiiav [6pi6aa]i Be Tovg iroXiTag 

iravrag tov op[Kov tov d(f>ea]TaXpievov Ka-

45 -ddirep 'AvTi[yovog icfreareiXev :] Tovg Be 
yipyp,e[vovg 

Riding down the valley of the Scamander on Sept. 24th of this year, I 

turned aside to see the ruins on Kurshunlu Tepe, the identity of which with 

the ancient Scepsis has lately been proved beyond all reasonable doubt by 
the inscription discovered there by Dr. W . Judeich (Festschrift filr Heinrich 

Kiepert, p. 231). At the village of Kurshunlu I was so fortunate as to light 

upon the pair of inscriptions printed above. They are engraved on two 
marble slabs, which were unearthed on the top of the hill, apparently not 
many days before m y visit. The neighbouring town of Bairamitch has 

recently suffered from a destructive fire, and much building is going on 
there. The villagers of Kurshunlu find a good market for stones from the 

ancient site, which they are quarrying in all directions. 
Both slabs are broken at top and bottom, although the end of the 

longer inscription is preserved intact. The larger measures 4 feet 1 inch 
high, 1 foot 9 inches broad, 3 inches thick, and is broken across the middle 

into two halves. The smaller measures 2 feet 5 inches high, 1 foot 6£ inches 
broad, 2f inches thick. It is broken into three pieces, the divisions of which 
are sufficiently obvious in our uncial text. Both inscriptions are engraved in 

exactly the same style, aToixyBov, each letter framed between double hori

zontal and vertical lines ruled in squares. The beginnings of the lines of 
text are regular, but the ends sometimes stop short of, sometimes stray over, 

the margin. Occasionally, near the ends of lines, the files of letters are 
confused by overcrowding; either two letters are pressed into one square, or 

the squares are simply ignored; B 21 is an extreme instance. The work
manship of B is on the whole less good than that of A ; B. 24, for example, 
is a very badly spaced line, but perhaps there the cutter committed a ditto-

graphy and then corrected it. The letters are on an average about three-

eighths of an inch high. Their forms are those usual in the early Hellen
istic period, the golden age of Greek epigraphy : there are no fully developed 
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apices, but there is a rhythmical stress in the strokes, which gives to the 

cutting almost the character of fine penmanship. The writing is on the 

whole exceptionally well preserved, especially on the larger slab ; only' round 
the edges of- the several stones is it often chipped or worn away. Neverthe

less it may be worth while for some future traveller to examine the inscrip
tions again. I had difficulty in persuading the owner to let m e copy them ; 
they were taken away from m e twice; I worked at speed feeling that m y 

hold on them was precarious, and had scant opportunity for revision. A 

more leisurely inspection might perhaps glean a little more at the beginnings 

of both and at the end of the smaller. 

As to orthography, we may notice the forms ireiroypeda (A, 24, 71) 

irorjaaadai (A. 46) iroijaai (B. 21) as against eiroiovpieda (A. 1, 7) iiroiyad-

peda (A. 17); difteaTaXKapiev (A. 66) dcpeaTaXKe (B. 4) dcfreaTaXpevoig (B. 
33) ityeaTeiXev (B. 40) as against direaTeiXev (A. 29, B. 38) direaTelXapiev 

(A. 47) diroajeiXai (A. 70) avvaireaTetXapiev (A. 4); if m y copy may be 
trusted, BioiKypievmv (A, 26) as against BimiKypevmv (A. 36); and apparently 

iaxyxap-ev (A. 34). The punctuation is singular and obscure. In m y 
cursive version I have disregarded it except in filling up the lacunae. 

To come to the matter of the inscriptions, the first is a letter from Anti

gonus ' Monophthalmos' addressed presumably to the people of Scepsis. It 
explains the course of certain negotiations with Cassander, Lysimachus, and 

Ptolemy, which led to a peace and to the recognition of the freedom, of the 

Hellenes. The second is a decree passed by the people in answer to the 
letter. It welcomes the peace, confers honours on Antigonus and his sons, 

and provides that the letter and other documents shall be engraved on stone 
and set up in the temple of Athena. There can be no doubt about the 

occasion. It is quite obvious that letter and decree can only refer to the 

peace of 311/0 B.C. Diodorus describes that peace in the following terms 

(xix. 105) : eV dpxovTog 'Adyvyai liipmviBov . . . ol irepl KdaaavBpov Kal 

VlToXepaiov Kal Avaipiaxov BiaXvaeig iiroiyaavTo irpbg 'Avjiyovov Kal 
avvdyKag eypaijrav. iv Be TavTaig yv KdaaavBpov p.ev elvai aTpaTyybv ryg 

Eipmiryg, pexpi av 'AXe^avBpog o e« 'Pm^dvyg et? ijXt/a'ai' eXdy, Kal. Avai-

paxov pev Trjg ®pa,Kyg Kvpieveiv, TiToXepiaiov Be tjj? AlyvirTOV Kal twv 
avvopi&vamv TavTy iroXemv Kcvrd re ttjv AiBvyv Kal t̂ i/ ̂ ApaBlav, 'Azm-
yovov Be d<f>yyeta6ai Trjg 'Aaiag irdayg, Tovg 8' "EXXyvag avTovoptovg elvai. 

There is no word of Seleucus either in Diodorus or in our inscriptions. His 
omission is sufficiently explained by his position at the moment, and by the 

clause about Antigonus. The inscriptions furnish no fresh information about 

the actual terms of the peace—for that we must wait until the opoXoylai are 

discovered, which were inscribed and set up with these records (B. 34). 

Writing to a Greek city Antigonus dwells exclusively on the freedom which 

he has won for the Greeks, and the trouble and sacrifices which it has cost 

him. So evident is his anxiety to justify himself that it almost suggests 

that he had promised a great deal more than- he found it possible or con

venient to perform (cf. A. 16-8). His own guarantees for the maintenance 
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of Greek autonomy are cautiously hypothetical (A. 56-61), and as a matter 
of history his violation of it was a main pretext for the renewal of the war. 

Yet this shadowy boon is welcomed by the people of Scepsis with an effusion 

which is not all simulated. One would like to know what they thought of 

their incorporation so soon afterwards in Antigonus' new foundation of 

Antigoneia. It is significant that Lysimachus, when he reconstituted that 

colony as Alexandria Troas, let the Scepsians go home (Strabo 607). 

If Antigonus tells us little about the terms of the peace, he has much 

to say on the course of the negotiations. It must, however, be confessed 
that his account is far from lucid. H e seems to have begun -with a review 

of his past efforts to secure the freedom of the Hellenes. ' The conference 

on the Hellespont' (line 6) can scarcely be any other than the meeting with 

Cassander in the year 313/2, noticed by Diodorus xix. 75 : t&> Be KaaadvBpm 

('AvTiyovog) avveXdmv elg Xoyovg virep elpyvyg irepl tov 'EXXyairovTov 
dirrjXdev dirpaKTog, oi Bvvapievmv aiTcbv oiBapimg avp.(j)mvyaai. The opening 
lines, with the mission of Aeschylus and his colleague, may refer to pour

parlers preliminary to the conference. The words KmXvTai Tiveg seem to 
point to others than Cassander himself, although we cannot say that anyone 

else was represented at the meeting. If the independence of the Greeks 
were in question, we can understand that Ptolemy and Polyperchon would do 
their best to throw obstacles in the way of a settlement. In the peace of 

311 Ptolemy's claims to the cities of Libya and Arabia are expressly 

recognized. 
Line 9 brings us to the final negotiations which led to the peace. It 

is not quite clear who made the first overtures. Diodorus might be taken to 
imply that it was the allies. Antigonus' language is ambiguous, but rather 
suggests that he did. In any case fresh overtures were made to, or by, 
Cassander and Ptolemy; and two envoys, Prepelaus and Aristodemus, came 

to treat with Antigonus. These ambassadors cannot, as one might suppose 
at first sight, represent Cassander and Ptolemy respectively, for Prepelaus is 
well known to us already as Cassander's right hand man, and Aristodemus 
appears lower down as an envoy to Ptolemy. Moreover Ptolemy does not 

come into account until line 29. Aristodemus must represent Lysimachus, 
whose participation in the negotiations is proclaimed in line 27, and implied 
in lines 12-3. H e can hardly be the same as Antigonus' agent, Aristodemus 
the Milesian. With these envoys Antigonus concluded an agreement, 

although he had to concede more to Cassander than he altogether liked. 
There follows a very difficult passage (lines 26-31). After Antigonus has 
settled with them, Cassander and Lysimachus send a plenipotentiary t o — 

Prepelaus ! Prepelaus has just before figured as Cassander's envoy, and is 
known to history only as his lieutenant. W e have no reason to suppose that 

he held an independent sovereign position at this or any other time. With 
all the diffidence demanded by our ignorance of the circumstances, I venture 
to suggest that something has dropped out of the text between irpbg and 

UpeireXaov. That the aiTOKpaTmp is anonymous is in itself a little sus-
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picious, for Antigonus names almost all the envoys whom he mentions, and 

the historical difficulty is very grave. If we may assume that UroXepaiov 
has dropped out, we at once get an explanation of the slip—the stone

cutter's eye went on from the wrong n — a n d at the same time soften the 
very abrupt entry of Ptolemy in the next line. W e get a rational sense, for 

Cassander and Lysimachus would naturally send explanations to their ally 
and try to bring him into the new combination, and the sentence, although 
rough, is not too bad for Antigonus. Another possible solution would be to 

insert TloXvirepxovTa, cf. line 39. However that may be, Ptolemy sends to 

ask to be admitted to the treaty. Apparently he held aloof until he saw 

that he was likely to be left out in the cold. Antigonus affects to make 
a great favour of admitting him; he musters some miscellaneous reasons for 

consenting; perhaps he felt a little ashamed of surrendering the Greek 

cities. H o w Polyperchon was disposed of we are not told. It is implied 
that he was allied with Ptolemy, to w h o m he must have gone over before 

the expedition of Telesphorus in 313/2 (Diod. xix. 74). Aristodemus, 

Aeschylus, and Hegesias are sent to receive Ptolemy's pledges. Probably 

they represent Lysimachus, Antigonus, and Cassander respectively. Ptolemy's 

envoy Aristobulus can hardly be his fellow-historian, who was a citizen of 

Cassandreia. Each potentate seems to have made himself responsible for 

the adherence of the Greek cities within his own province (lines 53-5). 
Antigonus writes to the people of Scepsis to announce the conclusion and 

terms of the peace, and to ' recommend' it for their acceptance. 

A few details call for notice. Lines 3-4: 8ia[irop,irdg] gives a good 

sense, cf. Thuc. vi. 41. Bia[Xvaeig] or Sia[B6aeig] would also fill the space. 

Line 5: I have restored [Ayptd]pxov in view of the Samian inscription 
(Curtius, Inschriften von Samos, 8, Hicks 148, Michel 367), in which a Lycian 

of that name, the son of Taron, appears as guardian of Antigonus' daughter-

in-law Phila. Line 10: irapayevopiivmv, of ambassadors, cf. line 49. Line 
21 : ifi yptrnv, cf. line 56, Antigonus was already over seventy years of age. 

Line 41: oiKeioTyra, in a general sense, as old comrades in arms. Antigonus 
and Ptolemy do not appear to have been in any way connected by marriage 

at this time. 

Antigonus writes a rough Macedonian soldier's Greek. If this letter be 

compared with his extant letters to the people of Teos, the identity of style 

will be at once manifest (v. Lebas and Waddington, Pt. V. 86, Hicks 149, 

Michel 34). Not only is the vocabulary and phraseology the same—e.g. 

diroareXXeiv, avvopoXoyeiv, avvTeXeiv, viroXap,Bdveiv, and the everlasting 
olopteda Beiv—but the same grammatical constructions and cast of sentences 

constantly recur—take for example the accumulation of infinitives. It is 

clear that Antigonus dictated his own despatches. 

The decree of the people of Scepsis presents few points that require 

comment. In line 3 probably the subject of dP,iol is Antigonus, and aiimi 

refers to Akios. The Tapiiag (lines 35 and 43) and ypappaTevg (line 41) are 

here evidently public officers subordinate to the Brjjiog. They are probably 
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the same in the decree about the festival of Dionysus (Schliemann, Troja, 
p. 235, Judeich, Festschrift fur H. Kiepert, p. 236, cf. p. 238). On the 
temple of Athena (lines 40-1) compare Xenophon, Hell. iii. 1, 21: 6 Be 
AepKvXlBag dvaag T-fj Adyva ev t{j t&v %Ky^~imv aKpoiroXei k.t.X. Our 

inscriptions are said to have been found on the summit of Kurshunlu Tepe, 

probably the very spot on which they originally stood. 

J. Arthur R. Munro. 



AN INSCRIBED SCARAB, 

AArcy 

The above inscription appears on a very rudely formed scarab of 
translucent noble serpentine, which was acquired by Professor Petrie in 

Egypt; I publish it here with his permission; for the identification of the 
material I a m indebted to Professor Bonney. The name AaiXaty is only 

known as the name of a dog. It occurs as the hound of Procris in Ovid's 
Metamorpiloses III. 771, and also among the hounds of Actaeon, ibid. III. 

211, and in Hyginus Fab. 181. It is possible that this rude scarab m a y 
have been hung, as an ornament or amulet, on the neck of a hound; but 

perhaps such a decoration is more suitable to a pet dog; in that case the 
imposing name m a y have been given in playful irony. 

The g at the end is superfluous; it m a y be an abbreviation of some sort; 

or possibly m a y be due to the hand of a foreigner who did not appreciate the 
significance of the Greek t|t. The lettering is of the late Hellenistic or of 

the R o m a n age. 

E. A. G. 

ERRATUM. 

In a note on p. 1 of this year's issue of the J.H.S., I have stated my ignorance of what, 
had become of the Apollo restored by Flaxman, which, together with the head of Athena 
I then published, was separated from the rest of the Disney sculptures when they were 
presented to the Fitzwilliam Museum. It has been pointed out to me by Mr. II. A. 
Chapman of the Fitzwilliam Museum that this Apollo is now again added to the Disney 
Collection, having been purchased by the Fitzwilliam Museum in 1885. See Chapman 
Ilandbooh to Fitzwilliam Museum, p. 37, and also Furtwangler, Statuencopien, p. 49-50. 

E. A. G. 
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Abgabus of Edessa, 328 
Abrostola, 309 
Aegean ware from Asia Minor and Palestine, 

322 
Aeschylus, envoy of Antigonus to Ptolemy, 

339 
Aeschylus, tragedian, his stage-scenery, 253 ; 

attitude towards the Erinyes, 244 
Affected" Tyrrhenian amphorae, 147 

Agatharchus, scene-painter, 253 
Agathon and Aristophanes, xxxiii. 
Agz-atohik (Yokaru), inscr., 306 
Akardja, inscr., 114 
Akios, envoy of Antigonus to Scepsis, 339 
Akkilaion, 90 
Ak-Oren, see Savatra 
Akreina, 71 f. 
Aladja-atli, inscr., 93 
Al Baladhuri, 33 
Alcamenes, Athena of his school, 5 f., his 
Athena Hephaestia, 6 f. 

Alcmaeon, name on vases, 202 
Alcmaeonidae and the campaign of Mara

thon, 190 
Alexander the Great, lion-hunt, repre

sentation of, 273 f. 
Alexandria (Egypt), excavations, 326 
Aliassos (1) 105, 106 
Al Marzbanain = Marsovan 1 32 
Al Tabari, 29 
Altar, conical, with bird, on Galatian relief, 

42, dedicated to deceased, 127 
Amaksiz-keui (Galatia), lion-relief, 45 
Amasis, potter, 135 f. 
Amenhotep, son of Hapu, 16 
Amenothes, 14, 16 
Amorion, Leo and the Arabs at, 21 f., dis
trict of, 292 

Anastasiopolis, see Lagania 
Ancyra (Galatia) antiquities, 45 ; route to 

Iuliopolis, 53; roads to Caesareia and 
Archelais, 100 ; inscr., 97 

Androna, 96 
Angora (Ancyra, Galatia), reliefs, 45, inscr., 

97, Roman road eastwards from, 98 
Animals on "affected" amphorae, 151 
Antigonus Monophthalmos, letter to Scepsis 

concerning peace of 311 B.C., 330 

Aphrazeia, 111 
Aphrodite on coins of Nagidus, 164 
Apollo ocnos, 79, 80 ; Lykeios xxxix. ; statu

ette in Disney Collection 1, 341 
Arabs, siege of Constantinople, a.d. 717-718, 

19 f. 
Archaeology in Greece, 1898-9, 319 
Archelais, road from Ancyra, 100 
Archer on Athenian lekythos, 184 
Archigallus, 280, 281 
Aristodemus, envoy to Ptolemy, repre

sentative of Lysimachus 1 338 
Aristophanes and Agathon, xxxiii. 
Arrius (L.) Pudens, cos. 165 a.d., 92 
Arsindji, inscr., 116 
Asklepieion in Paros, 327 
Asklepios-Imhotep, 16 ; Soter, 80, 82 
Aspona, 105, 106 
Assar Kaya, Phrygian fortress, 55 
Assarli-Kaya (Bloukion ?) 94 
Athena, temple of, at Scepsis340; at Sunium, 

323 
statue from Crete in Louvre, 6 f. 
head of, from Disney Coll., belonging 
to Mr. Nelson, 1 ; in Fitzwilliam 
Mus., 2 ; Glienicke head, 6 f. 

Hephaestia, 6 f. 
Hygieia, representations of, 164 

Athens, coins with Hygieia, 167 
excavations, 1898-9, 322 f. 
Museums in 1898-9, 319 
National Museum : krater with Selene 

(4294), 269, PL x. ; lekythi from 
Eretria (1935), 169, PL ii. ; (1932), 
174; (3506) with Helios and Heracles, 
265, PL ix. 

At-kafasi, inscr., 124 
Avshar, inscr., 106 

B 

BAETYL-WOKSHIP, 236 f. 
Baghtchedjik, inscr., 113 
Bairam keui, inscr., 62 
Balat, site of Hadrianeia, 329 
Balbadon (?) 117 
Balik-koyundji, inscr., 93 
Basra (Peion 1) 94 
Bazirgian Hiiyiik, site of Nyssa ? 110 
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Berlin Museum: kylix with Selene, 268 ; 
lekythos (3291) from Eretria, 173, 178, 
PL iii. ; lekythos (3160) with Charon, 183 

Bey keui, inscr., 75 
Bireme on Dipylon vase, 200 
Black stones, worship of, 236 f, 
Bloukion, 94 
Boghaz keui, Aegean and Cypriote ware 
from, 322 

Bolus, Aegean and Cypriote ware from, 322 
Bourguignon Coll., amphora with death of 

Polyxena, 214, 215 
Breastplate, 'Mycenean,' at Retimo, 322 
Bridge over the Siberis at Sykeon, 66 f. 
-briga==hill or fortress, 64 
British Museum : Dipylon vase from Thebes, 

198, PL viii. ; -b.f. psykter (B 148) 141, 
PL vi. ; r.f. lekythos with ' AXiejiiuiv KaXos, 
202 ; bronze Athena Hygieia (1055), 165, 
PI. vii. ' 

Bronton, Zeus, 73, 80 
Busbeek, his mission to Asia Minor, 85 

C (see also K ) 

Caesareia, road from Ancyra, 100 
Caesennius (A), Gallus, legate of Galatia, 103 
Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, head of 
Athena, 2 ; statuette of Apollo 1, 341 

Cap worn under helmet, 3 
Cassander, negotiations with Antigonus, 337 
Celtic influence in Galatia, 313 ; names, 315 
Cenaxis Palus, 58 f. 
Chalandri, excavations, 320 
Chalcidian type of psykter, 141 
Chariots on Dipylon vases, 198 ; seen from 
the front on vases, 267 

Charon on lekythos at Munich, 182 ; at 
Berlin (3160), 183 

Chorum inscr. with "correspondence" of 
Abgarus, 328 

Circles on plinth of tombs on Eretrian 
lekythi, 171 

Colour in sculpture and architecture, 256 
Constantinople besieged by Arabs,-a.d 717-
718,19 f.; Imperial Museum, sarcophagus 
from Sidon in, 277, PL xi. 

Corinth, excavations, 1898-9, 324 
Craterus, lieutenant of Alexander, 273 f.; 
his son Craterus, 274 

Crentius (Krentios), 54 f. 
Crescent moon as symbol of Selene, 270 
Crete, tombs at Milato and Kavusi, 321 ; 
finds in 1898-9, 321 f. 

Cyprus, connection with Galatia, 40 f. ; 
Cypriote style in pottery from Asia 
Minor, 38, 342 

Deinoi of Samian fabric, 144 
Deiotarus, his castella at Bloukion and 

Peion, 94 
Delos, purification of, 326 
Delphi, the Erinyes and the omphalos 
205 f. ; excavations, 1898-9, 323 

Demarchus (?), envoy of Antigonus, 339 
Der el Bahari, graffiti from, 13 
Diacria, 187 
Dikmen K&U, Gaulish castellum, 64 
Dilimnia, 101 
Dionysos on " affected " amphorae, 153 ; with 
Sileni and Maenads on Wiirzburg am
phora, 137 ; on B.M. b.f. psykter, 142 

Diphros carried by maid on funeral lekythos, 
175 

Dipylon vase from Thebes, 198 ; funeral 
character of Dipylon vases, ibid. 

Doghan Oglu, inscr., 81 , 
Doric, early, temple at Thermon, 324 
Dorylaion-Angora-Eccobriga, Roman road, 
84 

Dumrek, inscr., 87 
Durgut, inscr., 294 
Eccobriga, 99 ; pottery from, 38 f. 
Eglavama, 126 
Eileithyia, precinct in Paros, 327 
Eiskyklema, 252 
Ekkyklema, 252 
Eldjik, inscr., 88 
El Kab, graffiti from, 16 
Emir Ghazi, inscr., 57 
Emir Giol, inscr. near, 101 
Emir Yaman, inscr., 59 
Emrem Sultan, inscr., 70 
"Eos pursuing Kephalos, type of lekythos 

adapted from, 203 
"Ephesus, excavations, 327 
Eretria in the Persian War, 186; eiskyklema 

at, 252 ; lekythi from, 169 f., 202 
Erichthonius as snake, Athena holding, 8 f. 
Erinyes, the, 205 f. 
Eski-il, inscr., 133 
Eski-sheher, Justinian's bridge at, 66 
Euagina-Verinopolis, 328 
Eudokias, 126 
Eudoxias-Synodion, 88 
Eulandra-Augustopolis, 52 
Eumenides 208 f. 
Evans, Mr. Arthur, gem with Alexander's 
lion-hunt belonging to, 277, PL xi. 

D 

Dactyl, monument of, 238 
Dalisa, 32 

Fringe of himation on vases by Amasis, &c, 
138 

Funeral ceremonies on Dipylon vajses, 198 j 
games, ibid ;£lekythi, 169 
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G 

Galatia cis Halym, explorations in, 34, 
280 f. ; Galatian civilisation, 312 

Gallus. See Caesennius 
Gauls in Galatia, 313 f. 
Gavins (M.) Orfitus, cos. 165 a.d., 92 
Gergis, Sibyl and sphinx on coins, 235 
Germa, Colonia, 84 f. 
Geudje, inscr., 78 
Geuktche-aiva (Geuk-tchai), inscr., 84 
Geuz-Oren = Selmea, 298 
Ghost-Erinyes, 206 f. 
Glaze-outline lekythi, 179 
Goddess, nude, idols of, 36 
Gorbeous, 102 
Gordion, 94 

H 

Hadji-Toghrul, inscr. near, 91 
Hadrianeia, site, 329 
Hadrianutherae, site, 329 
Harra, site and inscr., 293 
Hegesias, envov of Cassander? to Ptolemy 

339 
Helios and Heracles on lekythos at Athens, 

265, PL ix.; Helios-cult in Galatia, 80,81 
Hellenion at Naukratis, 325 
Hephaestia, Athena, 6 f. 
Hephaestus of Alcamenes, 6 f. 
Heracles and Helios, encounter of, 265 
Hermes on ' affected' amphorae, 153; con
ducting Selene, 271 

Herodotus' account of Marathon, 192 
Hippias at Marathon, 187 
Horseman on Dipylon vase from Thebes, 

199 
Horses, divination by, xl. 
Hygieia, type of, 167 
Idol from Sykeon, 34 
Igde-agatch (Yokaru), inscr., 81 f. 
Iki kilisse, inscr., 72 f. 
Inevi, inscr., 130 
Insuyu, inscr., 129 
Ionic b. f. pottery, 135 £ 
Isamos beacon, 115 
Isgaonda, 294 
Ishekli, inscr., 109 

Juliopolis, 69 ; route from Ancyra, 53 
Justinian's bridge at Sykeon, 65 

K (see also C) 

Kadi-keui, inscr., 95 
Kadyndjik, inscr., 89 

Kamara, excavations, 321 
Karadja kaya, inscr., 87 
Kara-geyikler, inscr., 81 
Karali, inscr., 104 
Karanli Kal6, site of Eudokias, 127 
Katrandji Inler, inscr., 112 
Kavusi (Crete), tomb near, 321 
Kaya Boghaz, inscr., 132 
Kaye keui, inscr., 76 
Khitab al 'Uyun, 20 f. 
Khursunlu, inscr., 293 
Kinna, 114 
Kiraz Oglu, inscr., 112 
Kizil Boyukli, inscr., 77 
Kizil Kuyu, inscr., 300, 302 
Kolokunthai (Attica), inscr., xxxix. 
Kongoustos, 132 
Kotchash, inscr., 89 
Kozanli, inscr., 117 f., 123 f. 
Krentios, 54 f. 
Kronos and the baetyl, 240 
Kurshunlu Tepe (Troad), inscr., 330 
Kushdjali, inscr., 128 
Kutchuk Beshkavak, inscr., 127 
Kutchuk Hassan, inscr., 303 
Kuyuli Zebir keui, site and inscr., 285 Laelaps, dog's name, 341 
Lagania-Anastiopolis, 64 
Larcius (A.) Macedo, 59, 103 
Larnaka (Cyprus), tomb, 322 
Lato (Crete), site, 322 
Lek keui, inscr., 288 
Lekythi, funeral, 169 
Leo III., Emperor of Constantinople, 21 f. 
Leochares and Lysippus, Alexander's lion-
hunt represented by, 273 f. 

Lion, Galatian reliefs, 45 
Lion-hunts in Oriental and Greek art, 276 
Lousoi (Arcadia), excavations, 323 
Louvre : Athena from Crete, 6 ; relief from 

Messene with lion-hunt, 277, PL xi. ; 
"affected amphora" (F 23), 157 

Lysimachus, negotiations with Antigonus, 
337 

Lysippus and Leochares, Alexander's lion-
hunt represented by, 273 f. 

M 

Macedo, see Larcius. 
Maenads on "affected" amphorae, 153. See 
also Dionysos 

Manegordos, 54 f. 
Manlius Vulso, march of, 311 
Marathon, campaign of, 185 f. 
Maslama, brother of the Caliph Solomon, 
21 f. 

Masut keui (Germa), 85 f. 
Megalopolis, supposed scaena ductilis at, 258 H.S.—VOL. XIX. A A 
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Meidan (Lycaonia) inscr., 289 
Melos, excavations, 1898-9, 319 
M e n in Galatia, 80, 81, 96, 123, 299 
Mesa-Vuno (Thera), excavations, 327 
Messene, relief with lion-hunt from, 276, 
PL xi. 

Midas-City, Aegean and Cypriote ware from, 
322 

Milato (Crete), tomb at, 321 
Miltiades' policy at Marathon, 192 
Miskamos, site and inscr., 293 
Mnizos, 61 
Mousga, 88 f. 
Mukhalitch, district of, 71 
Munich, lekythos with Charon, 182 
Myrika, 95 N 

Nagidus, coins with Aphrodite, 164 
Naples, Museo Naz., kotylos with scene of 

augury, 227 ; lekythos (111609) with 
scene of oath-taking, 228, 229 

Nara, 78 
Naukratis, excavations, 325 
Nelson, Mr., head of Athena belonging to, 

1, PL i. 
Neoclaudiopolis, site, 328 
Northampton (Marquis of), amphora in his 
collection, 146 

Nyssa, 109 

Persians at Marathon, 185 f. 
Perspective in 5th cent. B.C., 254 
Petobriga, 63 
Phikion, 234 
Phylakopi. See Melos 
Pidron, 74 
Pilav Tepe, tumulus (Thessaly), 325 
Pilgrim's route between Ancyra and Iuli

opolis, 53 
Pimola, site, 328 
Piribeyli, site and inscr., 306 
Pissia, site and inscr., 306, 307 
Pitnissos, 117 
Polyperchon, ally of Ptolemy, 339 
Poseidon, temple at Sunium, 323 ; Taraxip-

pos, xl. 
Pottery from Galatia, 37 ; Ionic b.f. pottery, 

135 f. 
Prasmon, 60, 61 
Prepelaus, envoy of Cassander to Antigonus, 

338 
Priene, excavations, 328 
Prokopios' account of Justinian's bridge at 

Sykeon, 66 
Proseilemmene, the, 125 
Psibela-Verinopolis, 131 
Psykter, types of, 141 
Ptolemy I., negotiations with Antigonus, 
337 

Pudens. See Arrius 
Pyrrhos, statues of Hygieia and Athena, 167 

O 

Oaths taken at graves, 230 
Omphalos, as altar, tomb and seat of oracle, 
225 f. 

Onchestos, the custom at, xxxix. 
Ophites, 224 
Oracular character of omphalos, 227 f. 
Orendjik, site of Dilimnia ? 101 
Orfitus. See Gavius 
Ornament, Anatolian, 51 
Oroandeis, 311, 312 
Orsologia (Rosologia), 103 

Painting in 5th cent. B.C., nature of, 254 
Palmettes on funeral lekythi, 172, 179, on 

Ionic b.f. amphorae, 151 
Panels, reserved, on Ionic vases, 136 
Papira, 92 
Parlassan (Galatia), inscr., 107, 108 
Parnassos (Galatia), 107 
Paros, excavations, 321, 327 
Peion, 94 
Perga, semi-eikonic stone of mother-goddess 
on coins, 233 

Perta, 132 
Periacti, 259 

R 

Rays, double rows of, on Ionic vases, 137, 
150, 163 

Rheneia, cemetery, 326 
Roads in Asia Minor, 50, 52 f. 
Rosologia, 103 
Royal Road, 50 
Rumdigin (Cappadocia), temple, 328 

S 

St. Theodore of Sykeon, 65, 69 
Samos, pottery in seventh century B.C., 144 
Sarilar (Sykeon), pot and idol from, 34 f. ; 

inscr., 68 
Sarmalia, 98 
Savatra (Ak-Oren), site and inscr., 280 
Scarab inscribed Aat\a\jrs, 341 
Scenery on Greek stage, 252 
Scepsis, letter of Antigonus to, and decree, 330 
Seifi Oreni, site and inscr., 303 
Selene, on Berlin kylix, 268.; on krater at 

Athens, 269, PL x. 
Selmea, site and inscr., 298, 302 
Semnae. See Eumenides. 
Sendjirli (N. Syria), excavations, 44 
Septerion, 223 
Serai Keui, inscr., 58 
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Serpent-bodied nymphs, 217; form of 
Erinyes, 213 ; worship, 222 

Shedit Hiiyuk, inscr., 106 
Shekerli, inscr., 115 
Shimshit, inscr., 57 
Ships on Dipylon vases, 198 revolution of 

Greek ship, xii. 
Siberis, Justinian's bridge over, 65 
Sidon, sarcophagus from, with lion-hunt, 

277, PLxi. 
Sileni on "affected" amphorae, 153. See 

also Dionysos 
Siphnos, excavation, 320 
Slave-girl on funeral lekythos, 176 
Smithis, 17 
Soatra. See Savatra 
Solomon, Caliph, 20 f. 
Solomon son of Mu'adh, Arab general, 19, 

24 f. 
Sphingion, 234 
Sphinx, relation to the tomb, 235 
Stage-scenery, 252 
Stelae on Eretrian lekythi, 172 
Stepterion, 223 
Steunos, cave, 52 
Sultan Mezarlik, inscr., 122 
Sunium, excavations, 323 
Suwarek, inscr., 280 
Sykeon, antiquities from, 34 f.; Justinian's 
bridge, 65 ; inscr., 67 f. 

Synodion. See Eudoxias 
Syros, excavations, 320 
Tarsus, medallions from the treasure of, 

276, PL xi. 
Tatta, Lake, district of 114 f., 280 f. 
Tchakal keui, inscr., 102 
Tchakirlar, inscr., 59 
Tchardak, inscr., 74 
Tcheltik, site of Tolistokhora near 310 
Tcheshmeli Zebir keui (site and inscr.) 282 
Tchorgia Hiiyuk, site of Eglavama ? 126 
Tembrogios, Imperial (?) estate on the, 75 
Tesserakontapechys, 26 f. 
Theatre at Ephesus, 327 ; see also Stage 
Thera, excavations, 321, 327 
Thermon, excavations, 324 
Theseus and Minotaur on B.M. b.f. psykter 

142 
Tizke keui, inscr., 63 
Tolistokhora, 309 
Tol keui, inscr., 105 
Tombs on funeral lekythi, 170 

Tombstones, Galatian, 313 
Topakli, inscr., 69 
Toprak Kale, site of Kongoustos ? 134 
Trinities of female deities, 218 
Trireme, evolution of, xii. 
Tulas = Tonosa? 32 
Tumulus—omphalos 227 f. 
Turkhal, Aegean and Cypriote ware from, 

322 
Tut-agatch, inscr., 78-81 
Tuzum Hilyiik, site of Perta ? 133 
Tyscon, suggested site, 312 
Tyszkiewicz Coll., relief of Sotias, 218 

U 

'Umar son of Hubaira, 27, 30 

V 

Valcaton = Balgatia, 71 
Veledler = Abrostola? 310 
Verinopolis,. 131 
Verisa, site, 328 
Veteston, 111 
Vezir Keupru, site of Neoclaudiopolis, 328 
Vindia, 61 

W 

Water, rendering of transparency on vase, 
269 

Winged eidola 219, Erinyes ibid. 
Women, treatment of type on 'affected' 

amphorae, 153 
Wiirzburg, amphora by Amasis at, 136 f. 

Yalandjak (Galatia), relief of lion from, 45 
Yamak, inscr., 113 
Yarashli, site of Kinna ? 115, inscr., 116 
Yarikdji, inscr., 78 
Yarre (Galatia), relief from 40, site 50 
Yokaru. See Agz-atchik, Igde-agatch 
Yunak, inscr., 301 
Yiirme, 85, 88 
Yuzgat, inscr., 99 
Z 
Zebir keui, site and inscr., 282 
Zibatra, 32 
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' AKpewnvbi Zeis, 72 
>AXKi/i(ij)Si;r koXos Al<rxy\i8ov, 180 
'A.Xk/«W KaXds, 202 
'AvBpwvnvos Mrjv, 96 
'A£ie>7rei(# . .) saXds 'AXxi/xa^(ou), 180 
'A7rdXXcoz/t, 6o~ta>, 79, 80 :; 'A7rdXXcoi/qs AuKa'ou, 

xx xix. 
apuoo-rrj ? 302 
dpxlyaXXos, 280, 281 
'Ao-/tX?j7ri6s So)Ti)p, 80, 82 
Bd/3ou, feminine name, 77 
Bpovrav, Zeis, 73, 80 
§iaK.av=ftia.Kovos, 130 
At'<piX(os) Ka\6(s), 179 n. 
duppocpdpos, 176 
elo-KVKKjjua, 252 
iicKVKKriiia, 252 
'Ep/xokXcTos, genitive, 13 

Zeis 'Axpewnvos, 72 ; BpovT&v, 73, 80 ; Zij/h-
poun/vdr, 281 ; Me'yto-ros, 80, 129, 132, 
133 ; Naprjvos, 78, 79 ; SapuevSijvds, 73 

ZijjLpovrrjvos Zevs, 281 
Zi£ip,pj)vr), 280 
"HXtos in Galatia, 80, 81 
ijpmr, 231 

#eois innKoois, 79 - : 
0eots Karaxdovlois, 91 
#e<5, TfKi/o), 127 

'io-yaoyfiiji/dr, 294 

Kekijrlt'eiv, 199 
Kirmuav — KaUracravl 112 
Kopeiv, xii. 
Ko7riarijs, 98 

KpoKoSetXos, 13 
Aayeii/d[T]i;s, 129 
AaTXa\|cj, 341 
Awcetos 'A7rdXXa>i>, xxxix 

Me'ytoros, Zeus, 80, 129, 132, 133 
Mrjv ' Avhpwvnvos, 96 ; oo-ws -Kal SUaios, 80 ; 

HKovrodarrns, 81 ; 2e\perjvos, 299 ; Scorjjp, 
80 

Mrjrrjp demv Zî ijipjovf], 280 
MjjTrjp Terparrpoaatros, 303 
Napnvos Zen's, 78, 79 

oa = G)a ? 112 
dcnos >A7rdXX<»i') 80 ; 6. Kai Si'kcjios M^v, 80 
Oidra£os, 300, 304 

Ttapaycahiarai, 80 
nXoDroSmnjs, Mi;'y, 81 
Ii.orau.iS ev\t]v, 76 
Tvpayu.arevrtfs, 57 
irp6t]Kos=7rp6oiKos, 298 
npooiKos, 298 
2avi3d&ios, 281 
SapvevStjvos Zevs, 73 
SeX/jej/eds Mtjk, 299 
o-Ki,a8ri<p6pos, 176 
2/xMts, 17 
SreCi/os, 119 
Soorijp, 'Ao-«Xi;7rids, 80 ; Mij'c, i&ic/. 
Terpanpocramos Mrfrnp, 303 

'Yyiaivav koKos, 180 

Xa'ptXa, 232 
X&JJ.O. yijs—dp-<pa\6s, 226 f. 

w, form of at Delphi in 3rd cent. B.C. 
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